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READER’S GUIDE TO THE
PENNSYLVANIA BULLETIN
AND PENNSYLVANIA CODE
Pennsylvania Bulletin
The Pennsylvania Bulletin is the official gazette of
the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. It is published
every week and includes a table of contents. A
cumulative subject matter index is published quarterly.
The Pennsylvania Bulletin serves several purposes. First, it is the temporary supplement to the
Pennsylvania Code, which is the official codification
of agency rules and regulations and other statutorily authorized documents. Changes in the codified
text, whether by adoption, amendment, repeal or
emergency action must be published in the Pennsylvania Bulletin. Further, agencies proposing changes
to the codified text do so in the Pennsylvania
Bulletin.
Second, the Pennsylvania Bulletin also publishes:
Governor’s Executive Orders; State Contract Notices; Summaries of Enacted Statutes; Statewide
and Local Court Rules; Attorney General Opinions;
Motor Carrier Applications before the Public Utility
Commission; Applications and Actions before the
Department of Environmental Protection; Orders of
the Independent Regulatory Review Commission;
and other documents authorized by law.
The text of certain documents published in the
Pennsylvania Bulletin is the only valid and enforceable text. Courts are required to take judicial notice
of the Pennsylvania Bulletin.
Adoption, Amendment or Repeal of
Regulations
Generally an agency wishing to adopt, amend or
repeal regulations must first publish in the Pennsylvania Bulletin a Notice of Proposed Rulemaking.
There are limited instances where the agency may
omit the proposal step; they still must publish the
adopted version.
The Notice of Proposed Rulemaking contains the
full text of the change, the agency contact person, a
fiscal note required by law and background for the
action.
The agency then allows sufficient time for public
comment before taking final action. An adopted
proposal must be published in the Pennsylvania

Bulletin before it can take effect. If the agency
wishes to adopt changes to the Notice of Proposed
Rulemaking to enlarge the scope, they must repropose.
Citation to the Pennsylvania Bulletin
Cite material in the Pennsylvania Bulletin by
volume number and page number. Example: Volume
1, Pennsylvania Bulletin, page 801 (short form: 1
Pa.B. 801).
Pennsylvania Code
The Pennsylvania Code is the official codification
of rules and regulations issued by Commonwealth
agencies and other statutorily authorized documents. The Pennsylvania Bulletin is the temporary
supplement to the Pennsylvania Code, printing
changes as soon as they occur. These changes are
then permanently codified by the Pennsylvania
Code Reporter, a monthly, loose-leaf supplement.
The Pennsylvania Code is cited by title number
and section number. Example: Title 10 Pennsylvania Code, § 1.1 (short form: 10 Pa.Code § 1.1).
Under the Pennsylvania Code codification system,
each regulation is assigned a unique number by
title and section. Titles roughly parallel the organization of Commonwealth government. Title 1 Pennsylvania Code lists every agency and its corresponding Code title location.
How to Find Documents
Search for your area of interest in the Pennsylvania Code.
The Pennsylvania Code contains, as Finding Aids,
subject indexes for the complete Code and for each
individual title, a list of Statutes Used As Authority
for Adopting Rules and a list of annotated cases.
Source Notes give you the history of the documents.
To see if there have been recent changes, not yet
codified, check the List of Pennsylvania Code Chapters Affected in the most recent issue of the Pennsylvania Bulletin.
The Pennsylvania Bulletin also publishes a quarterly List of Pennsylvania Code Sections Affected
which lists the regulations in numerical order,
followed by the citation to the Pennsylvania Bulletin in which the change occurred.

SUBSCRIPTION INFORMATION: (717) 766-0211
GENERAL INFORMATION AND FINDING AIDS: (717) 783-1530
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Printing Format
Material proposed to be added to an existing rule or regulation is printed in bold face and material proposed to be
deleted from such a rule or regulation is enclosed in brackets [ ] and printed in bold face. Asterisks indicate ellipsis
of Pennsylvania Code text retained without change. Proposed new or additional regulations are printed in ordinary style
face.

Fiscal Notes
Section 612 of The Administrative Code of 1929 (71 P. S. § 232) requires that the Office of Budget prepare a fiscal
note for regulatory actions and administrative procedures of the administrative departments, boards, commissions or
authorities receiving money from the State Treasury stating whether the proposed action or procedure causes a loss
of revenue or an increase in the cost of programs for the Commonwealth or its political subdivisions; that the fiscal note
be published in the Pennsylvania Bulletin at the same time as the proposed change is advertised; and that the fiscal
note shall provide the following information: (1) the designation of the fund out of which the appropriation providing for
expenditures under the action or procedure shall be made; (2) the probable cost for the fiscal year the program is
implemented; (3) projected cost estimate of the program for each of the five succeeding fiscal years; (4) fiscal history of
the program for which expenditures are to be made; (5) probable loss of revenue for the fiscal year of its
implementation; (6) projected loss of revenue from the program for each of the five succeeding fiscal years; (7) line item,
if any, of the General Appropriation Act or other appropriation act out of which expenditures or losses of Commonwealth
funds shall occur as a result of the action or procedures; (8) recommendation, if any, of the Secretary
of the Budget and the reasons therefor.
The required information is published in the foregoing order immediately following the proposed change to which it
relates; the omission of an item indicates that the agency text of the fiscal note states that there is no information
available with respect thereto. In items (3) and (6) information is set forth for the first through fifth fiscal years; in that
order, following the year the program is implemented, which is stated. In item (4) information is set forth for the
current and two immediately preceding years, in that order. In item (8) the recommendation, if any, made by the
Secretary of Budget is published with the fiscal note. See 4 Pa. Code § 7.231 et seq. Where ‘‘no fiscal impact’’ is
published, the statement means no additional cost or revenue loss to the Commonwealth or its local political subdivision
is intended.

Reproduction, Dissemination or Publication of Information
Third parties may not take information from the Pennsylvania Code and Pennsylvania Bulletin and reproduce,
disseminate or publish such information except as provided by 1 Pa. Code § 3.44. 1 Pa. Code § 3.44 reads as follows:
§ 3.44. General permission to reproduce content of Code and Bulletin.
Information published under this part, which information includes, but is not limited to, cross references, tables of
cases, notes of decisions, tables of contents, indexes, source notes, authority notes, numerical lists and codification
guides, other than the actual text of rules or regulations may be reproduced only with the written consent of the
Bureau. The information which appears on the same leaf with the text of a rule or regulation, however, may be
incidentally reproduced in connection with the reproduction of the rule or regulation, if the reproduction is for the
private use of a subscriber and not for resale. There are no other restrictions on the reproduction of information
published under this part, and the Commonwealth hereby consents to a reproduction.
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List of Pa. Code Chapters Affected
The following numerical guide is a list of the chapters of each title of the Pennsylvania Code affected by documents
published in the Pennsylvania Bulletin during 2001.
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1682
1691
1701
1701
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2110
1729
2116
2110
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25 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2373
Proposed Rulemaking
27 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2126,
28 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
501 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
701 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
703 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

2271
2271
2271
2124
2124

31 Pa. Code (Insurance)
Adopted Rules
3 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2000
11 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2001
89 (correction) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 145
147 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2002
Proposed Rulemaking
146a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1748, 1858
34 Pa. Code (Labor and Industry)
Proposed Rulemaking
65 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1564
37 Pa. Code (Law)
Adopted Rules
31 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1145
33 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1145
303 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2685
Proposed Rulemaking
91 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2476
93 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2476
421 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 788
40 Pa. Code (Liquor)
Adopted Rules
5 .................................................
7 .................................................
9 .................................................
11 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
13 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

430
430
430
430
430

49 Pa. Code (Professional and Vocational Standards)
Adopted Rules
3 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1225
9 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1744
11 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 147, 151, 1154
39 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1362
40 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 537
43b . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1227
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Proposed Rulemaking
3 (with correction) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2686, 2808
13 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1468
16 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2181
18 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2181
19 (with correction) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 822, 2691, 2808
21 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 809
27 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2480
29 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1858
40 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1470, 2379
41 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2380
47 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1571
48 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1571
49 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1571

204 Pa. Code (Judicial System General Provisions)
Adopted Rules
71 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
82 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
83 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2108,
91 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

51 Pa. Code (Public Officers)
Adopted Rules
17 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2925
21 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2925

207 Pa. Code (Judicial Conduct)
Adopted Rules
21 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2364
51 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1556

52 Pa. Code (Public Utilities)
Adopted Rules
62 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2005
64 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 641

Statements of Policy
41 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2385
69 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 951

210 Pa. Code (Appellate Procedure)
Adopted Rules
3 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7,
9 ................................................
11 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
13 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
17 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
19 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .627,
35 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
67 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Proposed Statements of Policy
41 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2389
69 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2933

Proposed Rulemaking
31 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2470
37 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2470

55 Pa. Code (Public Welfare)
Proposed Rulemaking
3490 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2799

225 Pa. Code (Rules of Evidence)
Adopted Rules
Article I. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Article IV . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Article V . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Article VIII. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1993,
Article X . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Proposed Rulemaking
59 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 805
63 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 809

58 Pa. Code (Recreation)
Adopted Rules
65 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
111 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
131 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
139 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2791,
141 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1370,
143 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1460,
147 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2798,

1368
1369
2791
2793
2577
2926
2926

Proposed Rulemaking
53 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
61 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
69 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
91 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
93 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
105 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
111 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
131 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
137 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
139 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1463, 1746, 2806,
141 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2019,
143 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
147 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1566,

1461
1373
1373
1375
1377
1379
1375
1746
1746
2931
2931
1566
2806

61 Pa. Code (Revenue)
Adopted Rules
899 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2474
Proposed Rulemaking
71 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2582

Statements of Policy
85 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2585
201 Pa. Code (Judicial Administration)
Adopted Rules
1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1319
3 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1555

2788
1319
2788
2361

2469
2469
2469
2469
2469
2469
2469
2108
2108
1458

1993
1993
1993
2788
1993

Proposed Rulemaking
Article I. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Article VII . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Article VIII. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Article IX . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

405
406
406
407

231 Pa. Code (Rules of Civil Procedure)
Adopted Rules
100 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 137
200 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .410, 627
1500 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 629
2120 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 137
2150 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 137
2170 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 137
Part II . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7
Proposed Rulemaking
200 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 411, 415
1000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 411, 415
1300 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2364, 2669
1910 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1843
1930 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1843
2170 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2365
2950 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2669
3000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .416, 2669
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234 Pa. Code (Rules of Criminal Procedure)
Proposed Rulemaking
5 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2549, 2554
11 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2549
237 Pa. Code (Juvenile Rules)
Unclassified . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 630
246 Pa. Code (Minor Court Rules)
Adopted Rules
100 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1556
300 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 926
Proposed Rulemaking
200 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
300 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
400 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1319,
500 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1319
1319
2920
1319
1319

249 Pa. Code (Philadelphia Rules)
Unclassified . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .534, 1139, 1223, 1325,
1677, 1996, 2471, 2921
252 Pa. Code (Allegheny County Rules)
Unclassified . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 630
255 Pa. Code (Local Court Rules)
Unclassified . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9, 139, 418, 423, 424,
534, 535, 536, 638, 639, 640,
780, 785, 786, 926, 941, 942, 1139,
1142, 1143, 1223, 1326, 1360, 1458, 1459,
1557, 1562, 1677, 1678, 1846, 1855, 1856, 1857,
1996, 1999, 2270, 2366, 2369, 2370, 2472, 2558, 2567,
2568, 2572, 2575, 2576, 2683, 2789, 2922, 2923
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THE COURTS
Title 246—MINOR COURT
CIVIL RULES
PART I. GENERAL
[246 PA. CODE CH. 400]
Proposed Amendment to Rule 421 of the Rules of
Conduct, Office Standards and Civil Procedure
for District Justices
Introduction
The Minor Court Rules Committee is planning to
recommend that the Supreme Court of Pennsylvania
amend Pa. R.C.P.D.J. No. 421 to provide for the issuance
of subpoenas duces tecum in determination of property
claim hearings (Rule 420 hearings) and to make other
technical or ‘‘housekeeping’’ amendments to this rule. The
Committee has not submitted this proposal for review by
the Supreme Court of Pennsylvania.
The following explanatory Report highlights the Committee’s considerations in formulating this proposal. The
Committee’s Report should not be confused with the
official Committee Notes to the rules. The Supreme Court
does not adopt the Committee’s Notes or the contents of
the explanatory Reports.
The text of the proposed changes precedes the Report.
Additions are shown in bold; deletions are in bold and
brackets.
We request that interested persons submit suggestions,
comments, or objections concerning this proposal to the
Committee through counsel,
Michael F. Krimmel, Counsel
Supreme Court of Pennsylvania
Minor Court Rules Committee
5035 Ritter Road, Suite 700
Mechanicsburg, PA 17055
or e-mail to: mike.krimmel@supreme.court.state.pa.us
no later than Friday, July 6, 2001.
By the Minor Court Rules Committee
FRED A. PIERANTONI, III,
Chair
Annex A
TITLE 246. MINOR COURT CIVIL RULES
PART I. GENERAL
CHAPTER 400. EXECUTION OF JUDGMENTS FOR
THE PAYMENT OF MONEY
Rule 421. Time for Hearing and Determination;
Subpoenas; Effective Date of Orders and Determination.
A. The district justice shall hold hearings on matters to
be determined [ by him ] under Rule 420 not later than
five [ (5) ] days after they are filed [ in his office ], and
[ he ] shall notify all parties in interest of the date and
time of the hearing by telephone or other timely means of
communication. [ He ] The district justice shall
[ make his ] enter a determination not later than three
[ (3) ] days after the hearing.

B. [ At the time of the entry of the determination,
the ] The district justice shall promptly give or mail to
the parties written notice of the determination. [ If a ]
The written notice shall be given or mailed to all
parties in interest, but if any party has an attorney of
record the written notice shall be given or mailed to the
attorney of record instead of to the party. Notice of the
determination shall contain advice as to the right of the
parties to file a Statement of Objection, the time within
which the statement must be filed, and that the statement is to be filed with the court of common pleas.
C. The district justice may issue subpoenas throughout
the Commonwealth to require the attendance of witnesses. The subpoena may also require the person to
produce at the time of the hearing documents or
things that are under the possession, custody or
control of that person.
D. Any stay of the whole or part of the execution
proceedings ordered by the district justice shall be effective immediately. All other orders and determinations
with respect to the whole or part of the execution
proceedings shall not take effect until after the expiration
of ten [ (10) ] days from [ their ] the date of entry of
the order or determination.
Official Note:
*

*

*

*

*

Subdivision [ C ] D provides that, except for stays,
determinations and orders of the district justice concerning the execution proceedings shall not take effect until
after the expiration of ten days from [ their ] the date of
entry of the determination or order. This will give
any aggrieved party in interest a chance to obtain a stay
by filing a statement of objection in the court of common
pleas during that period of time. [ See Rule 1016B. ]
See Rule 1016.
Source
Amended June 1, 1971; April 25, 1979, effective in 30
days; June 30, 1982, effective 30 days after July 17, 1982;
March 27, 1992, effective June 25, 1992 [ The March 27,
1992, Order provided in part: ‘‘In promulgating this
Order, the Court recognizes that the District Justice Automation Project will be affected by said
Rule changes and that, therefore, those Rules
which affect the Project will become effective as
the District Justice offices are brought on-line’’ ];
, effective
.
amended
Report
Proposed Amendment to Pa. R.C.P.D.J. No. 421
Issuance of Subpoenas Duces Tecum in
Determination of Property Claim Hearings (Rule
420 Hearings)
I. Background
The Committee undertook a review of Rule 421 when it
came to the Committee’s attention that Rule 421(C), that
provides for the issuance of subpoenas in determination of
property claims hearings (Rule 420 hearings), was not
consistent with Rule 317 (relating to subpoena of witnesses in civil actions) and Rule 510 (relating to subpoena
of witnesses in landlord/tenant actions). The Supreme
Court has recently approved amendments to Rules 317
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and 510 to provide for the issuance of subpoenas duces
tecum. In recommending these amendments the Committee apparently overlooked the subpoena provision in Rule
421. Accordingly, the Committee proposes that Rule 421
be amended to provide for the issuance of subpoenas
duces tecum in Rule 420 hearings to make it consistent
with the other subpoena rules.
In conjunction with the proposed amendment to the
rule regarding subpoenas duces tecum, the Committee
also recognized the need for several technical or ‘‘housekeeping’’ amendments to this rule.
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delphia County, and copies shall be submitted to the
Clerk of the Orphans’ Court, the Administrative Office of
Pennsylvania Courts, the Legislative Reference Bureau
and the Orphans’ Court Procedural Rules Committee.
Copies of the Order shall also be submitted to American
Lawyer Media, The Legal Intelligencer, Jenkins Memorial
Law Library, and the Law Library for the First Judicial
District.
FREDERICA A. MASSIAH-JACKSON,
President Judge
Amendments to Philadelphia Orphans’ Court Rules

II. Discussion of Rule Changes

Rule 6.3.A Time and Contents of Notice.

First, as noted above, the Committee proposes that a
second sentence be added to Rule 421(C) to provide that
‘‘[t]he subpoena may also require the person to produce at
the time of the hearing documents or things that are
under the possession, custody or control of that person.’’
This language is consistent with the previously approved
amendments to Rules 317 and 510.

Notice shall be given at least fifteen (15) days prior to
the audit and shall set forth:

Secondly, in Rule 421(B), the Committee proposes minor changes to make the notice of determination requirement consistent with the notice requirement in Rule 324
relating to notice of judgment in civil actions.
Third, in Rule 421(D), the Committee proposes that the
time period for filing a Statement of Objection run from
‘‘the date of entry of the order or determination’’ to make
this time period consistent with the general appeal
periods in civil and landlord/tenant actions that run from
the date of entry of the judgment.
Finally, the Committee proposes minor changes to the
rule to address gender neutrality issues, to correct crossreferences in the Note, and to conform with modern
drafting style.
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 01-980. Filed for public inspection June 8, 2001, 9:00 a.m.]

Title 249—
PHILADELPHIA RULES
PHILADELPHIA COUNTY
Amendment of Philadelphia Orphans’ Court Rules
6.3.A., 6.10.A., 7.1.A., 1.2.B., 1.2.K. and 3.2.A.;
President Judge General Court Regulation No.
2001-01
Order
And Now, this 23rd day of May, 2001, the Board of
Judges of Philadelphia County having voted at the Board
of Judges’ meeting held on May 17, 2001 to amend
Philadelphia Orphans’ Court Rules 6.3.A., 6.10.A., 7.1.A.,
1.2.B., 1.2.K and 3.2.A., It Is Hereby Ordered that Philadelphia Orphans’ Court Rules 6.3.A., 6.10.A., 7.1.A.,
1.2.B., 1.2.K., and 3.2.A., are amended as follows, effective July 2, 2001.
This General Court Regulation is issued in accordance
with Pa.O.C. Rule 1.2, and shall become effective July 2,
2001. As required, the original General Court Regulation
shall be filed with the Prothonotary in a Docket maintained for General Court Regulations issued by the
President Judge of the Court of Common Pleas of Phila-

*

*

*

*

*

(2) that (except as to non-residuary legatees or claimants whose legacies or claims have been or will be
satisfied in full) a copy of the account and a copy of the
will or trust instrument accompany the notice, or have
been furnished previously, or will be sent upon request, as
the case may be, and that any person who objects to the
transactions shown in the account or in the notice,
must appear in person or by counsel at the audit [ under
penalty that ] and file written objections with the
Clerk in accordance with Rule 6.10.A, or the Court
may otherwise assume that there is no objection and may
approve the account as stated.
(3) the accountant’s understanding of the nature of the
claim, interest or objection of the party notified; whether
the claim, interest or objection is admitted or contested; if
admitted, whether it will be paid in full or in part, and, if
contested, that an appearance in person or by counsel
must be made at the audit [ to press any such claim,
interest or objection ] and that written objections
must be filed with the Clerk in accordance with
Rule 6.10.A, or the claim or objection may be
dismissed.
*

*

*

*

*

(5) the accountant’s interpretation of any dispute, or
fairly disputable question, known to or reasonably
ascertainable by the accountant, together with a copy of
the instrument or material parts thereof containing any
provision which forms the basis of the dispute, and a
statement that if the person notified does not agree with
the accountant’s interpretation, he or she must appear at
the audit in person or by counsel [ to present his or her
contention, under penalty for failure to appear,
that the Court will ] and file written objections
with the Clerk in accordance with Rule 6.10.A, or
the Court may assume that he or she agrees with the
accountant’s interpretation.
Rule 6.10.A

[ Objections. ] Written Objections.

[ Written ] Objections to an account or statement of
proposed distribution [ shall be filed with the Clerk of
the Orphans’ Court the later of twenty (20) days
after service or the account or statement of proposed distribution on the objectant, or within
twenty (20) days after the date the account is first
called for audit ] must be in writing and shall be
filed with the Clerk of the Orphans’ Court no later
than the time and date fixed for the original call of
the account for audit, unless otherwise specified by
Order of Court.
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Probate Section Comment: See Rule 6.3.B, which
provides for supplemental notice to parties in interest when an audit is continued.
Rule 7.1.A Exceptions. Rules Governing.

is attached to the petition. The institution shall
certify in the petition that the certificate has been
issued by the appropriate regulator and is valid as
of the date of the petition.

Old (1)—(4) PREEMPTED BY STATE LAW (enacted
January 1, 2001)

(2) Period of Approval. The approval granted by the
Court under paragraph (1) of this Rule shall be for a
period of one year[ , and, thereafter, annually, subject,
however, ] running from January 1 to December 31.
In order for approval to be granted or renewed in a
timely fashion, an institution must file said petition
on or before December 15 in the year preceding the
year in which the institution wishes to act as a
corporate fiduciary. The approval granted by the
Court is subject to compliance by the institution with
these Rules and with such other rules and regulations
governing approval or renewal as the Court will, from
time to time, promulgate.

(1) Exceptions shall be in writing, numbered consecutively, and signed by the exceptant or the exceptant’s
attorney. Each exception shall:
(a) be specific as to description and amount;

[ (b) in no event raise questions which could have
been raised previously by claim or objection; ]
(c) raise [ but ] one and only one issue of law or fact,
but if there are several exceptions relating to the same
issue of law or fact, all such exceptions shall be included
in one exception; and
(d) set forth briefly the reason or reasons in support of
the exception.
(2) The Hearing or Auditing Judge shall issue a
scheduling order setting forth dates for filing of
briefs and oral argument.
(3) Exceptions shall be disposed of by the Hearing or Auditing Judge, sitting alone, unless the
Administrative Judge, at the request of the Hearing
or Auditing Judge, refers a matter, in whole or in
part, to the court en banc for disposition. Only the
Administrative Judge, acting at the request of the
Hearing or Auditing Judge, may refer a matter to
the court en banc.
Court Comment: This is the exclusive method by
which a matter may be referred to the court en
banc. The Court will not entertain any petitions,
letters or other correspondence requesting that a
matter be referred to the court en banc.
Probate Section Comment: See Pa. O.C. Rules 7.1
and 7.2 regarding exceptions.
Rule 1.2.B Court En Banc. (Note: Administrative Order
of December 4, 2000 repealed the old rule)
(1) The court en banc shall sit at a time designated by the Administrative Judge of the Orphans’
Court Division.

(3) Security. Except when required by statute or for
special cause shown, bond will not be required of an
approved corporate fiduciary.
Rule 3.2.A Pleadings.
*

*

*

*

*

(3) Preliminary Objections
(a) Preliminary objections shall be limited to questions
of (i) law, (ii) form, or (iii) jurisdiction, and may be filed
by any party, and shall be accompanied by one original
brief [ prepared in conformity with Rule
1.2.B.(4)(a)(i)—(ii), (v)—(viii), (4)(c) and (4)(d). ]
(b) An answer to preliminary objections shall be accompanied by one original brief, [ prepared in conformity
with Rule 1.2.B.(4)(a)(i)—(ii), (v)—(viii), (4)(c) and
(4)(d), ] and shall be filed within twenty (20) days after
service of the preliminary objections and accompanying
brief.
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 01-981. Filed for public inspection June 8, 2001, 9:00 a.m.]

(2) The court en banc shall convene only to hear
exceptions referred to it pursuant to Rule 7.1.A(3).

Title 255—LOCAL
COURT RULES

(3) The Administrative Judge shall issue a scheduling order setting forth briefing requirements, and
dates for filing of briefs and oral argument before
the court en banc.

LUZERNE COUNTY
Order Adopting Rules of Criminal Procedure; No.
203 Misc. 01

Rule 1.2.K Corporate Fiduciaries. Approval. Security.

Order

(1) In General. [ Corporations ] Financial institutions having fiduciary powers and authorized to do
business in this Commonwealth, upon petition and pursuant to approval by the Court, may act as fiduciaries in
matters pending in the Court, provided that a [ current ] copy (either the original or photocopy) of the
certificate evidencing the approval [ of the state banking department, or a certified copy of the certificate from the Federal Reserve Board granting the
right to exercise fiduciary powers, is on file with
the Clerk ] to conduct fiduciary activities issued by
the appropriate state or federal banking regulator

Now this 18th day of May, 2001, the Court hereby
adopts Luzerne County Rule of Criminal Procedure Nos.
300(B)(2) and amended Rule 301, effective immediately.
It is further ordered that the District Court Administrator shall file seven (7) certified copies of this rule with the
Administrative Office of Pennsylvania Courts, two (2)
certified copies to the Legislative Reference Bureau for
publication in the Pennsylvania Bulletin, one (1) certified
copy to the Criminal Procedural Rules Committee, one (1)
certified copy to the Judicial Council of Pennsylvania
Statewide Rules Committee, and one (1) copy to the
Luzerne Legal Register for publication in the next issue.
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It is further ordered that these local rules shall be kept
continuously available for public inspection and copying
in the Clerk of Court’s Office.
By the Court
JOSEPH M. AUGELLO,
President Judge
Rule 300(B)(2). Accelerated Disposition in Summary Cases.
The district attorney of Luzerne County having filed a
certification designating certain classes of offenders that
may be considered for summary case ARD, summary ARD
may only be approved for offenders charged with violations of 18 Pa.C.S. Section 6308. Purchase, consumption,
possession or transportation of liquor or malt or brewed
beverages, who have not previously participated in the
summary ARD program.
Rule 301. Procedures for Accelerated Rehabilitative
Disposition in Summary Cases Before the Minor
Judiciary.
(a) Program Costs: The administrative fee taxable under each application shall be $10.00 (ten dollars), which
shall be collected by the program provider and paid over
to the Luzerne County General Fund which shall be
payable no later than the day of admission to the
program. The defendant shall further agree, as a condition of the ARD program, to pay the fees of any recommended treatment and/or community service program
and/or approved alternative adjudication program. Restitution, if any, shall be paid to the district justice.
(b) Application:
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(e) Program Monitoring: Representatives from an approved adjudication alternative program are hereby authorized to monitor and supervise a defendant’s progress
in the summary ARD program. Further such organizations shall inform the issuing authority of either the
offender’s successful completion, or the failure to complete, and in the latter case may testify as to the reasons
therefor in program revocation proceedings.
(f) Revocation: Should a defendant fail to comply with
any condition of the ARD program, he or she may be
revoked from the program by order of the issuing authority at a revocation hearing where the defendant will be
afforded an opportunity to be heard. The issuing authority may issue such process as is necessary to bring the
defendant before the Court. Should the defendant fail to
appear after receiving notice of a revocation hearing, the
issuing authority may issue a warrant pursuant to
Pa.R.Crim.P. 75. No appeal shall be allowed from a
revocation order.
Upon disapproval of the application by the district
attorney, or upon revocation of the defendant’s summary
ARD program, or if a defendant declines to accept the
program the case shall thereafter be scheduled for trial
pursuant to Chapter 50 of the Pennsylvania Rules of
Criminal Procedure.
(g) Monthly Report: Issuing authority shall submit a
monthly report on the final disposition of all cases in
which a defendant has applied for entry into the ARD
program to the District Attorney.
(h) Adjudication alternative programs shall be approved by the Court of Common Pleas.
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 01-982. Filed for public inspection June 8, 2001, 9:00 a.m.]

i. Application for summary ARD shall be made upon
the same forms as used in the Court of Common Pleas in
court cases.
ii. The issuing authority shall establish the duration
and conditions of defendant’s probation, and transmit two
copies of the application, and note thereon the transmittal
date to the District Attorney. If the District Attorney
disapproves the application, he shall retain one copy and
transmit one copy back to the issuing authority noting
disapproval within 20 days of the transmittal of the
application.
(c) Program Conditions: An offender admitted to ARD
shall comply with the following:
i. Obey all federal, state and local penal laws, and all
rules of probation; and,
ii. Complete an approved adjudication alternative program as directed by the issuing authority; and,
iii. Undergo a drug and alcohol evaluation, if required
by the issuing authority, and complete any recommended
treatment.
(d) Program Admission and Completion: Unless the
district attorney has disapproved the application, an
eligible offender may be admitted to ARD by the issuing
authority thirty days after transmittal of the application
to the District Attorney. Bail, security or other collateral
shall terminate upon entry. Admission to ARD shall not
affect any period of license suspension/revocation directed
by statute. Upon satisfactory completion of the program,
the charges against the defendant shall be dismissed. The
record of arrest shall not be affected by the operation of
this local rule, however upon successful completion of the
program, the case record shall be sealed by the issuing
authority.

SNYDER AND UNION COUNTIES
Adoption of Local Rules; No. 32 Misc. 2001
Order
And Now, this 18th day of May, 2001, it is hereby
Ordered:
1. That the Rules of Civil Procedure of the 17th
Judicial District are amended by the adoption of the
following rule:
17CV001. Termination of Inactive Cases.
1. The Prothonotary shall list for general call on the
third Monday of September all civil matters in which no
steps or proceedings have been taken for two (2) years or
more prior thereto and shall give notice thereof to counsel
of record, and to the parties for whom no appearance has
been entered, as provided by Pa.R.J.A. No. 1901(c). If no
action is taken or no written objection is docketed in such
a matter prior to the commencement of the general call,
the Prothonotary shall strike the matter from the list and
enter an order as of course dismissing the matter with
prejudice for failure to prosecute, under the provisions of
this rule. If no good cause for continuing a matter is
shown at the general call, an order shall be entered
forthwith by the court for dismissal.
2. Local Rule 6.1(a) is hereby renumbered as
17CV1018.1.
3. That all local rules currently numbered 17LR13
are hereby renumbered as 17CV13
.
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4. That Rules 17CV216.1, 17CV216.2, 17CV1301.1
through
17CV1304.2,
17CV1306,
17CV1308.1,
17CV1308.2, 17CV1314, 17CR106.1, and 17CR106.2 shall
remain in full force and effect.
5. That all other local rules of the 17th Judicial
District of Pennsylvania are hereby abrogated, and shall
be of no further force or effect.
6. These amendments shall become effective thirty (30)
days after publication of this Order in the Pennsylvania
Bulletin.
7. The Court Administrator of the 17th Judicial District of Pennsylvania shall comply with the provisions of
Pa.R.J.A. No. 103(c).
By the Court
HAROLD F. WOELFEL, Jr.,
President Judge
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 01-983. Filed for public inspection June 8, 2001, 9:00 a.m.]
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Title 51—PUBLIC
OFFICIALS
STATE ETHICS COMMISSION
[51 PA. CODE CHS. 17 AND 21]
Procedure
The State Ethics Commission (SEC) amends Chapters
17 and 21 (relating to statements of financial interests,
content; and investigations) to read as set forth in Annex
A. The amendments are promulgated under the authority
of 65 Pa.C.S. §§ 1101—1113 (relating to the Public Official and Employee Ethics Act) (act).
Notice of proposed rulemaking was published at 30
Pa.B. 3467 (July 8, 2000), with an invitation to submit
written commentary within 30 days.
Purpose
These amendments are made in accordance with section 1107(1) of the act (relating to powers and duties of
commission) which directs the SEC to promulgate rules
and regulations necessary to carry out the provisions of
the act.
The amendments implement the act which directs the
SEC to administer the act to public officials, public
employees, candidates for public office and other persons
involved in an official capacity with the foregoing persons.
The amendments are promulgated to address three
specific matters of concern. First, amendments are promulgated to insert general or cross references to Chapters
31 and 35 (relating to general provisions; and reporting)
(lobbying disclosure regulations) to correspond with references appearing in that part. Second, the reporting
thresholds in Chapter 17 are promulgated to conform
with the existing statutory thresholds in section 1105(b)
of the act (relating to statements of financial interests).
Third, a new section on confidentiality is promulgated to
be added to Chapter 21 which includes the eight statutory exceptions to confidentiality plus two additional
exceptions. The two additional exceptions are promulgated under section 1108(k)(9) of the act (relating to
investigations by commission) which authorizes the SEC
to promulgate other exceptions to confidentiality as it
may direct by regulation.
Summary
The amendments amend the reporting thresholds to
conform with the existing statutory thresholds in section
1105(b) of the act and add a new section on confidentiality which includes the existing eight statutory exceptions
to confidentiality plus two new additional exceptions.
Comments and Responses
Written comments and suggestions were received from
the Executive Director of Pennsylvania State Association
of Township Supervisors who proposed that the exceptions to confidentiality should be further defined and
clarified.
A meeting on the commentary took place on December
18, 2001, attended by staff of the standing committees,
Independent Regulatory Review Commission (IRRC)

and staff of the SEC. The two exceptions to confidentiality were redrafted to narrow the scope of their application. The commentary was considered by the members of
the SEC in a public meeting on February 27, 2001,
wherein the SEC considered and accepted the modifications.
Affected Parties
These amendments will affect public officials, public
employees, candidates and third parties who have involvement with the foregoing individuals.
Fiscal Impact and Paperwork Requirements
These amendments have no fiscal impact upon the
Commonwealth.
Effective Date
The amendments will take effect upon final publication
in the Pennsylvania Bulletin.
Sunset Date
The effectiveness of these regulations will be reviewed
by the SEC periodically. Thus, no sunset date is necessary.
Regulatory Review
Under section 5(a) of the Regulatory Review Act (71
P. S. § 745.5(a)), the SEC submitted a copy of the notice
of proposed rulemaking, published at 30 Pa.B. 3467 (July
8, 2000), to IRRC and the Chairpersons of the House
Judiciary Committee and the Senate Committee on Rules
and Executive Nominations for review and comment. The
SEC received commentary from counsels for the Senate
Majority Caucus and Senate Democratic Leader and then
from IRRC.
On April 16, 2001, the SEC submitted the final-form
regulations to the Office of Attorney General and IRRC.
Approval as to form and legality was obtained from the
Office of Attorney General on May 2, 2001. IRRC, at a
public meeting on May 17, 2001, considered and approved
the regulations.
Contact Person
The contact persons responsible for information on the
SEC’s process for adoption of the final-form regulations
are John J. Contino, Executive Director, or Vincent J.
Dopko, Chief Counsel, 309 Finance Building, P. O. Box
11470, Harrisburg, PA 17108-1470, (717) 783-1610.
Order
The SEC finds that the final-form regulations are
necessary and appropriate for the administration and
enforcement of the act. Acting under the authority of the
act, the SEC orders that:
(a) The regulations of the SEC, 51 Pa. Code Chapters
17 and 21, are amended by adding § 17.11 to read as set
forth at 30 Pa.B. 3467 and by amending §§ 17.3—17.6
and by adding § 21.6 to read as set forth in Annex A,
with ellipses referring to the existing text of the regulations.
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(b) The Executive Director of the SEC shall submit this
order, 30 Pa.B. 3467 and Annex A to the Office of
Attorney General for approval as to form and legality as
required by law.
(c) The Executive Director of the SEC shall certify this
order, 30 Pa.B. 3467 and Annex A and deposit them with
the Legislative Reference Bureau as required by law.
(d) This order shall take effect upon publication in the
Pennsylvania Bulletin.
DANEEN E. REESE,
Chairperson
(Editor’s Note: For the text of the order of the Independent Regulatory Review Commission, relating to this
document, see 31 Pa.B. 2855 (June 2, 2001).)
Fiscal Note: Fiscal Note 63-7 remains valid for the
final adoption of the subject regulations.
Annex A

PART I. STATE ETHICS COMMISSION
CHAPTER 17. STATEMENTS OF FINANCIAL
INTERESTS, CONTENT
§ 17.3. Creditors.
(a) Each creditor to whom is owned in excess of $6,500
or the amount as adjusted under 65 Pa.C.S. § 1105(d)
(relating to statement of financial interests) and § 19.5
(relating to reporting threshold adjustments) shall be
reported.
*

*

*

*

§ 17.4. Income.
(a) The name and address of a direct or indirect source
of income, including employers, in the aggregate of
$11,300 or more or the amount as adjusted under 65
Pa.C.S. § 1105(d) (relating to statement of financial interests) and § 19.5 (relating to reporting threshold adjustments) shall be reported, unless the disclosure would
require the divulgence of confidential information protected by statute or existing professional codes of ethics
or common law privileges.
*

*

*

(a) As a general rule, a person may not disclose or
acknowledge, to another person, any information relating
to a complaint, preliminary inquiry, investigation, hearing
or petition for reconsideration which is before the Commission. However, a person may disclose or acknowledge
to another person matters held confidential in accordance
with this chapter or 65 Pa.C.S. § 1108 (relating to
investigations by commission), when the matters pertain
to any of the following:
(1) Final orders of the Commission as provided in 65
Pa.C.S. § 1108(h).
(2) Hearings conducted in public under 65 Pa.C.S.
§ 1108(g).
(3) For the purpose of seeking advice of legal counsel.
(4) Filing an appeal from a Commission order.

TITLE 51. PUBLIC OFFICERS

*

CHAPTER 21. INVESTIGATIONS
§ 21.6. Confidentiality.

*

(5) Communicating with the Commission or its staff, in
the course of a preliminary inquiry, investigation, hearing
or petition for reconsideration by the Commission.
(6) Consulting with a law enforcement official or
agency for the purpose of initiating, participating in or
responding to an investigation or prosecution by the law
enforcement official or agency.
(7) Testifying under oath before a governmental body
or a similar body of the United States of America.
(8) Information, records or proceedings relating to a
complaint, preliminary inquiry, investigation, hearing or
petition for reconsideration which the person is the
subject of.
(9) The publication or broadcast of information legally
obtained by the news media regarding a confidential
Commission proceeding.
(10) The divulgence by individuals who are interviewees or witnesses as to confidential Commission proceedings regarding information that was already in their
possession or the disclosure of their own statements.
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 01-984. Filed for public inspection June 8, 2001, 9:00 a.m.]

*

§ 17.5. Gifts.
(a) The name and address of the source of a gift valued
in the aggregate at 250 or more or the amount as
adjusted under 65 Pa.C.S. § 1105(d) (relating to statement of financial interests) and § 19.5 (relating to reporting threshold adjustments) shall be reported.
*

*

*

*

*

§ 17.6. Expense reimbursement.
(a) The name and address of the source and the
amount of a payment for or reimbursement of actual
expenses for transportation and lodging or hospitality
received in connection with public office or employment
where the actual expenses for transportation and lodging
or hospitality exceed $650, or the amount as adjusted
under 65 Pa.C.S. § 1105(d) (relating to statement of
financial interests) and § 19.5 (relating to reporting
threshold adjustments), in the course of a single occurrence shall be reported.
*

*

*

*

*

Title 58—RECREATION
GAME COMMISSION
[58 PA. CODE CHS. 143 AND 147]
Internet Sale of Licenses; Deer Management; Remedial Hunter Education Course; Elk Licenses;
Bobcat Hunting
To effectively manage the wildlife resources of this
Commonwealth, the Game Commission (Commission), at
its April 4, 2000, meeting, adopted the following changes:
Amend § 143.11 (relating to Internet license sales) by
adding language to allow persons to purchase hunting
licenses through the Commission’s website.
Amend § 143.42 (relating to definitions) by eliminating
the words ‘‘private land’’ and replacing them with ‘‘unsold,’’ and to allow hunters to apply for multiple licenses
without restricting use for private land only.
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Amend §§ 143.49, 149.51, 143.54 and 143.55 to change
the name of antlerless licenses, other than regular antlerless licenses, from private land tags to unsold tags and
amend issuance procedures.
Amend Chapter 143, Subchapter G (relating to restoration of hunting and furtaking privileges of offenders in
hunting related shooting incidents, or other mandatory
revocations) by requiring a remedial hunter education
course for persons whose hunting and trapping privileges
have been revoked under mandatory revocation. Courses
may be taken no earlier than 3 months prior to the end of
the period of revocation and a fee of $50 will be charged.
Amend Chapter 143, by adding Subchapter K (relating
to elk licenses) to establish methods for applying for elk
licenses.
Amend § 147.701 (relating to general) to give applicants the opportunity to also apply for a bobcat permit
through the Commission’s website and to improve the
administration of the drawing to provide a reliable
crosscheck of the database for duplicate applications.
These amendments are adopted under 34 Pa.C.S. (relating to the Game and Wildlife Code) (code).
Amendment to § 143.11
1. Introduction
To more effectively issue hunting and furtaking licenses, the Commission at its January 23, 2001, meeting
proposed, and at its April 10, 2001, meeting finally added
§ 143.11 to provide for Internet license sales. This addition was adopted under section 2722(g)(2) of the code
(relating to authorized license—issuing agents).
2. Purpose and Authority
The act of December 20, 2000 (P. L. 452, No. 111) (Act
111) amended section 2708 of the code (relating to
application requirements) to allow for the electronic application for and issuance of hunting licenses. Act 111 also
added a subsection (c) to section 2708 which authorizes
the Director, with approval of the Commission, to establish additional policies and procedures with regard to
accepting and processing of electronically filed license
applications. As a result, the Commission added § 143.11
to provide procedures for issuance of additional hunting
licenses by means of the Internet.
Also, section 2722(g)(2) of the code authorizes the
Commission to adopt regulations for the administration,
control and performance of license issuance activities.
This provision supplies the authority for the amendment.
3. Regulatory Requirements
The change will allow printing of additional license
privileges on hunting license back tags and the validating
of those privileges by the assigning and entering of a web
order number.
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Amendments to §§ 143.42, 143.49, 143.54 and 143.55
1. Introduction
At its April and June 2000 meetings, the Commission
proposed and adopted restricting the use of unsold antlerless deer licenses to ‘‘private land.’’ After one hunting
season of the restriction, the Commission has decided
that is not the most effective means of deer management.
In addition, the Commission is in the process of revamping its entire deer management program.
As a result, the Commission at its January 23, 2001,
meeting proposed, and at its April 10, 2001, meeting
finally adopted amendments to §§ 143.42, 143.49, 143.51,
143.54 and 143.55 to redesignate ‘‘private land’’ tags back
to ‘‘unsold’’ tags and eliminate the private land restrictions contained in those sections. The changes are being
made under the authority of section 2102 of the code
(relating to regulations).
2. Purpose and Authority
As was indicated in Introduction, the Commission is in
the process of changing its deer management program.
Originally, it was thought that restricting the use of
unsold antlerless deer licenses to private land and public
land with an approved management plan would increase
hunting pressure on private lands. It is important, however, to maintain hunting pressure on public lands also.
The designation back to ‘‘unsold antlerless deer tags’’
should accomplish this purpose.
The adopted changes to § 143.42 (relating to definitions) will substitute ‘‘unsold’’ for ‘‘private land’’ in the
definitions and delete the definition of ‘‘public land.’’ The
change to § 143.49 (relating to issuing licenses) makes an
exception to the United States Postal Service delivery
deadline for private land licenses which are redesignated
as unsold tags. The changes to § 143.51 (relating to
application and issuance of unsold tags) involve substituting ‘‘unsold’’ wherever ‘‘private land’’ is found, deleting
provisions for approval of deer management plans on
public land, and setting the eligibility date for applying
for unsold tags. The change to § 143.54 (relating to
validity of license) involves the deletion of a provision
that private land tags are valid only on private land or
public land with an approved management plan. The
changes to § 143.55 would essentially substitute ‘‘unsold’’
for ‘‘private land.’’
Section 2102 of the code directs the Commission to
promulgate the amendments it deems necessary and
appropriate concerning game or wildlife and hunting.
This section provides authority for the adopted changes.
3. Regulatory Requirements
The changes will relax current requirements.

4. Persons Affected

4. Persons Affected

Individuals wishing to take advantage of additional
license issuance by Internet will be required to follow the
new procedures.

Those wishing to harvest antlerless deer could be
affected by the adopted changes.

5. Comment and Response Summary

5. Comment and Response Summary

No official comments were received with regard to the
adopted change.

No official comments were received with regard to the
adopted changes.

6. Cost and Paperwork Requirements

6. Cost and Paperwork Requirements

The adopted change should not result in additional cost
or paperwork.

The adopted changes should not result in any additional cost or paperwork.
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Amendment to § 143.124
1. Introduction
Act 111 amended section 929 of the code (relating to
revocation or denial of license, permit or registration) to
require persons whose hunting privileges have been revoked or suspended under a mandatory provision code to
successfully complete a separate remedial hunter education course prior to obtaining a hunting license. To
implement this change in the law, the Commission at its
January 23, 2001, meeting proposed, and at its April 10,
2001, meeting finally adopted amendments to § 143.124
(relating to restoration of hunting and furtaking privileges of offenders in hunting related shooting incidents) to
provide for the required remedial hunter education
course. This change was made under a specific mandated
contained in Act 111 which is now part of section 929 of
the code.
2. Purpose and Authority
The act of December 19, 1996 (P. L. 1442, No. 184) (Act
184) amended section 929 of the code to require persons
whose hunting privileges were revoked or suspended
under a mandatory provision of the code to successfully
complete a hunter education course. After a great deal of
consideration, the Commission decided to propose to the
General Assembly that the requirement involve a remedial hunter education course separate from the course
designed for those desiring to be first-time hunters. This
proposal was accepted in the form of Act 111.
Act 111 specifically provides that ‘‘the Commission shall
promulgate regulations establishing the curriculum, administration and any associated fees of such a remedial
course. . . .’’ In addition, section 929(b) of the code generally authorizes the Commission to promulgate regulations
relating to revocation of hunting and furtaking privileges.
These provisions provide the authority for the adopted
changes.
3. Regulatory Requirements
The adopted changes specify the minimum content of
the remedial hunter education program and direct the
Commission’s Hunter-Trapper Education Division to develop and administer the program. In addition, those
enrolling in the remedial course will be required to pay a
fee of $50.
4. Persons Affected
Individuals whose hunting license privileges have been
revoked or suspended under mandatory provisions of the
code would be affected.
5. Comment and Response Summary
No official comments were received with regard to the
adopted changes.
6. Cost and Paperwork Requirements
Persons required to enroll in the remedial hunter
education course will be required to pay a $50 fee under
the change. The Commission will also need to develop a
program of instruction which will entail additional paperwork.
Addition of Chapter 143, Subchapter K
1. Introduction
Act 111 added a paragraph (15) to section 2705 of the
code, which provides for issuance by the Commission of
elk hunting licenses. In addition, the Commission has
adopted regulations providing for an elk hunting season
in this Commonwealth in 2001. As a result, the Commis-

sion at its January 23, 2001, meeting proposed, and at its
April 10, 2001, meeting finally adopted, the addition of
Subchapter K. The new subchapter, which includes
§§ 143.201—143.205, establishes policies and procedures
for the issuance of elk hunting licenses. This subchapter
is adopted under authority contained in sections 2705(15)
and 2722(g)(2) of the code.
2. Purpose and Authority
The elk population in this Commission has been increasing in recent years. This has resulted in increased
complaints of nuisance elk and a larger number of
incidents of elk being shot for crop damage. Also, as was
previously stated, the legal framework for an elk hunting
season is being established. One of the final steps is the
establishment of policies and procedures for issuing elk
licenses. The addition of Subchapter K will accomplish
this purpose.
Section 2705(15) of the code specifically authorizes the
Commission to promulgate regulations to establish a
limited number of elk licenses and allows the establishment of a nonrefundable application fee of $10. In
addition, section 2722(g)(2) of the code directs the Commission to adopt regulations for the administration and
control of issuance of hunting licenses. These sections
provide the authority for the adopted regulations.
3. Regulatory Requirements
The adopted regulations will require the submission to
the Commission’s Harrisburg Headquarters of a complete
and legible paper or electronic elk license application, the
payment of a $10 nonrefundable application fee, and the
random drawing of the successful applications. Successful
applicants will be required to have a regular hunting
license, unless they are exempt, and to attend an orientation session. Applicants receiving an antlered elk license
will be disqualified from applying for another elk license
for 5 years.
Amendment of § 147.701
1. Introduction
2000-2001 is the first year in which the Commonwealth
has had a bobcat hunting and trapping season. To
facilitate that season, the Commission at its April 4,
2000, meeting adopted § 147.701 and § 147.702 (relating
to unlawful acts) which provide for the issuance of a
bobcat hunting trapping permit. Primarily, to allow for
submission of applications for bobcat hunting-trapping
permits through the Internet, the Commission at its
January 23, 2001, meeting proposed, and at its April 10,
2001, meeting finally adopted changes to § 147.701.
These changes are made under authority contained in
sections 2901, 2902 and 2904 of the code (relating to
authority to issue permits; general categories of permits;
and permit fees)
2. Purpose and Authority
After 1 year including a bobcat hunting-trapping season, some minor adjustments clearly need to be made.
The adjustments include the option of applying for a
bobcat permit over the Internet, changes in the application period, the addition of a provision that incomplete,
illegible or duplicate applications will not be included in
the drawing, and deletion of a provision that permits will
be limited to the first 290 valid applications drawn.
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Section 2902(b) of the code (relating to general categories of permits) authorizes the Commission to promulgate
regulations for the issuance of any permit. Section 2902(c)
of the code authorizes the director to ‘‘. . .issue other
permits, with or without charge, as required to control
the taking of game or wildlife. . .’’ Finally, section 2904(18)
of the code (relating to permit fee) mandates that the
Commission ‘‘. . .shall set a reasonable fee for any permit
required by this title which is not specifically set forth in
this section.’’ These sections provide the authority for the
adopted amendments.
3. Regulatory Requirements
The adopted amendment requires holders of furtaker or
combination licenses to submit a complete, legible application together with a nonrefundable fee between July 1
and the third Friday in August in order to obtain a bobcat
permit. Those receiving a permit and harvesting a bobcat
will be required to comply with tagging requirements.
4. Person Affected
Persons wishing to harvest a bobcat by hunting or
trapping will be affected by this rulemaking.
5. Comment and Response Summary
No official comments were received with regard to the
adopted change.
6. Cost and Paperwork Requirement
The adopted change should not result in additional cost
or paperwork.
Effective Date
The adopted changes will be effective on final publication in the Pennsylvania Bulletin and will remain in
effect until changed by the Commission.
Contact Person
For further information on the changes, contact David
E. Overcash, Director, Bureau of Law Enforcement, 2001
Elmerton Avenue, Harrisburg, PA 17110-9797, (717) 7836526.
Findings
The Commission finds that:
(1) Public notice of intention to adopt the administrative amendments adopted by this order has been given
under sections 201 and 202 of the act of July 31, 1968
(P. L. 769, No. 240) (45 P. S. §§ 1201 and 1202) and the
regulations thereunder, 1 Pa. Code §§ 7.1 and 7.2.
(2) The adoption of the amendments of the Commission
in the manner provided in this order is necessary and
appropriate for the administration and enforcement of the
authorizing statute.
Order
The Commission, acting under authorizing statute,
orders that:
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(c) This order is effective upon final publication in the
Pennsylvania Bulletin.
VERNON R. ROSS,
Executive Director
Fiscal Note: Fiscal Note 48-130 remains valid for the
final adoption of the subject regulations.
Annex A
TITLE 58. RECREATION
PART III. GAME COMMISSION
CHAPTER 143. HUNTING AND FURTAKER
LICENSES
Subchapter K. ELK LICENSES
§ 143.202. Application.
(a) Applications for elk licenses shall be submitted to
the Commission’s Harrisburg Headquarters. The Executive Director will set periods for accepting applications.
(b) Applications for elk licenses shall be made using an
electronic application on the Commission’s Internet
website or a paper form made available by the Commission providing information as may be required by the
Executive Director. A nonrefundable $10 application fee
shall accompany each application.
(c) For the purpose of having a unique identifier assigned to each individual in the database, permitting a
crosscheck for duplicates, applicants shall provide their
Social Security number on the application, or some other
appropriate form of individual identification.
§ 143.203. Drawing.
(a) The Executive Director will set the date and location for the random drawing of applications for the
issuance of elk licenses. Incomplete, illegible or duplicate
applications will not be included in the drawing.
(b) In any given year, no more than 10% of the
applications drawn and issued shall be nonresident. A
yearly cap on the number of nonresident applications that
may be drawn and issued shall be based on the percentage of nonresident general hunting licenses issued the
previous year.
(c) An applicant issued an antlered elk license is not
permitted to apply for another elk license for 5 license
years.
(d) Qualified applicants and alternates drawn for an
elk license shall be required to obtain a regular hunting
license prior to attending an orientation session sponsored by the Commission before the elk license is issued.
Persons who are eligible for license and fee exemptions
and meet the requirements prescribed in section 2706 of
the act (relating to resident license and fee exemptions)
are not required to purchase a regular hunting license.
(e) The number of licenses shall be limited to a number
set by the Bureau of Wildlife Management with concurrence of the Executive Director for the year 2001 only.

(a) The regulations of the Commission, 58 Pa. Code
Chapters 143 and 147, are amended by amending
§§ 143.11, 143.42, 143.49, 143.51, 143.54, 143.55 and
143.124 and by adding §§ 143.201, 143.204 and 143.205
to read as set forth at 31 Pa.B. 1566 (March 24, 2001);
and by adding §§ 143.202 and 143.203 and amending
§ 147.701 to read as set forth in Annex A.

§ 147.701. General.

(b) The Executive Director of the Commission shall
submit this order, 31 Pa.B. 1566 and Annex A and deposit
them with the Legislative Reference Bureau as required
by law.

This section provides for permits to be issued for the
hunting and trapping of bobcat during the season established and in areas designated under § 139.4 (relating to
seasons and bag limits for the license year).

CHAPTER 147. SPECIAL PERMITS
Subchapter S. BOBCAT HUNTING—
TRAPPING PERMIT
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(1) A permit will only be issued to residents of this
Commonwealth who possess a valid resident furtakers
license, junior combination license, senior combination
license or qualify for license and fee exemptions under
section 2706 of the act (relating to resident license and
fee exemptions) or to persons who qualify under section
2363 of the act (relating to trapping exception for certain
persons).
(2) The fee for an application for a permit to take a
bobcat is $5.
(3) Applications shall be submitted on a form supplied
by the Commission or by using an electronic application
on the Commission’s Internet website and shall contain
the required information as requested. For the purpose of
having a unique identifier assigned to each individual in
the database, permitting a crosscheck for duplicates,
applicants shall provide their Social Security number on
the application, or some other appropriate form of individual identification. A $5 application fee shall accompany
the application and is nonrefundable. Applications shall
be submitted to the Commission’s Harrisburg Headquarters.
(4) Applications may only be submitted between July 1
and the third Friday in August. Applications post marked
later than the third Friday in August will be rejected.
(5) Only one application per person may be submitted.
Anyone submitting more than one application for a
permit will have all applications rejected.
(6) The selection of applications will be made by random drawing from all eligible applications submitted.
Incomplete, illegible or duplicate applications will not be
included in the drawing. The drawing will be held at the
Commission’s Harrisburg Headquarters on the second
Friday in September and shall be open to the public.
(7) A special permit authorizing the lawful taking of
one bobcat will be delivered to successful applicants by
standard first class mail through and by the United

States Postal Service. Permits shall be mailed by the first
Friday in October. The number of permits issued shall be
set by the Executive Director no later than the first day
of June.
(8) Tagging requirements are as follows:
(i) A permitted person taking a bobcat shall immediately, before removing the bobcat from the location of the
taking, fully complete a temporary carcass tag furnished
with the permit, which contains in English the person’s
name, address, special permit number, date of harvest,
county and township of harvest, furbearer management
zone of harvest and method of harvest and attach the tag
to the bobcat. The bobcat carcass shall remain intact, that
is, with entrails, until examined and tagged by a Commission representative. The temporary carcass tag shall
remain attached to the animal until it is tagged with a
numbered permanent interlocking tag. The person taking
the bobcat may remove the pelt provided the pelt is kept
with the carcass for examination and tagging.
(ii) A permitted person taking a bobcat shall contact
the Commission within 48 hours of the taking by telephoning the number specified on the permit to arrange
for carcass examination, data collection and tagging.
(iii) A bobcat taken under authority of a special permit
shall be tagged with a numbered permanent interlocking
tag no later than 4 p.m. on the 10th day following the
closing of the bobcat season.
(iv) The tag shall remain attached to the bobcat until it
is mounted, tanned, made into a commercial fur or
prepared for consumption.
(9) An applicant issued a bobcat hunting-trapping permit is not permitted to apply for another bobcat huntingtrapping permit the next license year.
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 01-985. Filed for public inspection June 8, 2001, 9:00 a.m.]
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PROPOSED RULEMAKING
GAME COMMISSION
[58 PA. CODE CHS. 139 AND 141]
Deer Hunting
To effectively manage the wildlife resources of this
Commonwealth, the Game Commission (Commission) at
its April 10, 2001, meeting, proposed the following
amendments:
Amend § 139.2 (relating to definitions) to define regular and special firearms deer seasons.
Amend § 141.43 (relating to deer) to allow the special
firearms hunters the opportunity to cooperate with the
early muzzleloader and archery hunters while hunting
deer.
These amendments will have no adverse impact on the
wildlife resources of this Commonwealth.
The authority for this proposed rulemaking is 34
Pa.C.S. (relating to Game and Wildlife Code) (code).
These proposals were made public at the April 10, 2001,
meeting of the Commission, and comments on these
proposals can be sent to the Director of Information and
Education of the Commission, 2001 Elmerton Avenue,
Harrisburg, PA 17110-9797, until June 8, 2001.
Proposed amendment to § 139.2
1. Introduction
To more effectively manage the wildlife resources of
this Commonwealth, the Commission at its April 10,
2001, meeting proposed changing § 139.2 to add definitions of ‘‘regular firearms deer season’’ and ‘‘special
firearms deer season.’’ Both terms are currently used
without being defined. These changes were proposed
under the authority contained in sections 322(c)(1) and
2102(b)(1) of the code (relating to powers and duties of
commission; and regulations).
2. Purpose and Authority
In the course of establishing various deer seasons, the
Commission has used the terms ‘‘regular firearms deer
season’’ and ‘‘special firearms deer season.’’ Neither of
these terms is currently defined in the regulations. The
proposed changes will remedy these deficiencies.
Both of the new terms will be used to fix and regulate
deer season, section 322(c) of the code specifically empowers the Commission to ‘‘. . . fix seasons. . . and daily, season and possession limits for any species of game or
wildlife.’’ Section 2102(b) of the code mandates that the
Commission promulgate regulations relating to seasons
and bag limits. These sections provide the authority for
the proposed additions.
3. Regulatory Requirements
No new regulatory requirements will be added by the
proposed change.
4. Persons Affected

special firearms deer seasons prior to the regular seasons.
Section 141.43(e) currently allows holders of appropriate
licenses or stamps to cooperate with hunters using other
firearms during seasons that run concurrently. Therefore,
at its meeting held on April 10, 2001, the Commission
proposed changing the subsection to allow holders of
appropriate licenses and permits to cooperate during the
special firearms seasons when it runs concurrently with
the specified seasons. These changes were proposed under
sections 322(c)(6) and 2102(a) of the code.
2. Purpose and Authority
As was indicated in the Introduction, § 141.43(e) currently allows archery, flintlock muzzleloader and
muzzleloader deer hunters to cooperate when their seasons run concurrently. The proposed change would add to
this list special firearms deer hunters.
Section 322(c)(6) of the code directs the Commission to:
‘‘Limit the number of hunters or furtakers in any designated area and prescribe the lawful methods of hunting
or taking furbearers in these areas.’’ Section 2102(a) of
the code provides that: ‘‘The commission shall promulgate
such regulations as it deems necessary and appropriate
concerning . . . methods and means of hunting or furtaking . . . .’’ These provisions provide the authority for the
proposed changes.
3. Regulatory Requirements
No additional regulatory requirements will be imposed
as a result of the proposed change. In fact, the proposed
change will relax a restriction.
4. Persons Affected
Persons wishing to cooperate to hunt deer during
special firearms seasons may be affected by the proposed
change.
Cost and Paperwork Requirements
The proposed changes would not result in additional
costs, either to the Commission or to hunters.
Effective Date
These changes would be effective on final publication in
the Pennsylvania Bulletin and would remain in effect
until changed by the Commission.
Contact Person
For further information on the proposed changes, the
contact person is David E. Overcash, Director, Bureau of
Law Enforcement, 2001 Elmerton Avenue, Harrisburg, PA
17110-9797, (717) 783-6526.

Proposed Amendment to § 141.43
1. Introduction

(Editor’s Note: An amendment to § 141.43 was adopted
at 31 Pa.B. 2577 (May 19, 2001) and is scheduled to be
published in the July 2001 Pennsylvania Code Reporter
(MTS 320).
VERNON R. ROSS,
Executive Director

To more effectively manage the deer population in this
Commonwealth, the Commission has established some

Fiscal Note: 48-131. No fiscal impact; (8) recommends
adoption.

Individuals wishing to hunt deer will be affected by the
proposals.
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Annex A
TITLE 58. RECREATION
PART III. GAME COMMISSION

CHAPTER 139. SEASONS AND BAG LIMITS
§ 139.2. Definitions.
The following words and terms, when used in this
chapter, have the following meanings, unless the context
clearly indicates otherwise:
*

*

*

*

*

Regular firearms deer season—The designated period of time when deer may be hunted and taken by
any person who possesses a General Hunting License or a General Hunting License and Antlerless
License only.
*

*

*

*

*

Special firearms deer season—Any firearms deer
season, except muzzleloader season, that precedes
the regular firearms deer season.
CHAPTER 141. HUNTING AND TRAPPING
Subchapter C. BIG GAME
§ 141.43. Deer.
*

*

*

*

(e) Archery, special firearms,
and muzzleloader seasons. When
arms, flintlock muzzleloading or
run concurrently, holders of any
censes or stamps may cooperate if
this section and the act are met.
*

*

*

*

*
flintlock muzzleloader
archery, special firemuzzleloader seasons
of the appropriate lipertinent provisions of
*

[Pa.B. Doc. No. 01-986. Filed for public inspection June 8, 2001, 9:00 a.m.]
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STATEMENTS OF POLICY
PENNSYLVANIA PUBLIC
UTILITY COMMISSION
[52 PA. CODE CH. 69]
[M-00011462]

Collection of Research and Development Funds by
Natural Gas Distribution Companies
The Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission (Commission) on April 19, 2001, adopted a proposed policy statement order which will provide for the continuing collection of funds from natural gas distribution companies’
(NGDC’s) customers for research and development (R&D)
costs. The contact persons are Lawrence F. Barth, Law
Bureau, (717) 772-8579 (legal) and Robert Rosenthal,
Bureau of Fixed Utility Services, (717) 783-5242 (technical).
Public Meeting held
April 19, 2001
Commissioners Present: John M. Quain, Chairperson;
Robert K. Bloom, Vice Chairperson; Nora Mead
Brownell; Aaron Wilson, Jr.; Terrance J. Fitzpatrick
Order
By the Commission:
A. Introduction
The Commission proposes to establish a policy statement which will provide for the continuing collection of
funds from NGDC customers for R&D costs associated
with the Gas Technology Institute (GTI), the new corporate name of the merged (June 2000) Gas Research
Institute (GRI) and the Institute of Gas Technology. For
many years, natural gas R&D has been funded, in part,
through volumetric charges assessed by interstate natural
gas pipeline companies on services provided to this
Commonwealth NGDCs and others at rates regulated by
the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC). The
Commission has generally treated these interstate pipeline surcharges as a cost of natural gas and allowed
NGDCs of this Commonwealth to recover them through
purchased gas cost rates set under 66 Pa.C.S. § 1307(e)
or (f) (relating to sliding scale of rates; adjustments).
In January 1998, FERC approved a settlement among
the GRI, the regulated pipelines and their customers
which will phase out this surcharge over 6 years and
eliminate it altogether in 2005. As the phase out
progresses, the size of the surcharge will continue to
shrink, creating an increasing shortfall in this aspect of
R&D funding relative to the 1998 presettlement level.
The ‘‘shortfall’’ arises as a result of the absence of a
mechanism for the collection from customers of a portion
of the annual GTI dues that are paid by each NGDC.
By order entered on June 8, 2000, the Commission
denied a petition of the Pennsylvania Gas Association
(now part of the Energy Association of Pennsylvania) at
P-00991738 that sought the issuance of a policy statement which would authorize the funding of R&D costs
through a surcharge mechanism under 66 Pa.C.S.
§ 1307(a). This surcharge mechanism was proposed by
the Pennsylvania Gas Association (PGA) as a response to

the FERC-approved settlement of January 1998, to fund
the shortfall of R&D cost recovery during the phaseout
period.
Although the Commission recognized the underlying
value of natural gas R&D in this Commonwealth, we had
concerns with the particular proposal. First, the mechanism proposed by the PGA would have imposed the full
burden of funding R&D projects on noncompetitive captive customers. The Commission was persuaded that
forcing noncompetitive residential and small commercial
customers to pay all GTI-R&D costs is inimical to the
spirit of the FERC order and is both unfair and inappropriate. Second, the Commission concluded that funding
through base rates, rather than by means of an automatic
adjustment clause, would enable us to examine the
nature of the proposed research and the potential benefits. In particular, the Commission was opposed to the
creation of a mechanism that guarantees full recovery of
R&D expenses while limiting our ability to review these
costs in the context of a rate case under the Public Utility
Code, 66 Pa.C.S. § 1308 (relating to voluntary charges in
rates).
B. Policy Statement
The Commission believes that various aspects of GTIR&D are of value to natural gas consumers in this
Commonwealth. In particular, the Commission is aware
that the core R&D elements include efforts to: 1) enhance
health and safety; 2) increase gas system reliability or
integrity, 3) enhance environmental quality; 4) lower gas
industry operating and maintenance costs; 5) increase gas
supply from emerging resources; and 6) increase efficiency. Given the value of natural gas R&D, as well as
the potential benefits to natural gas consumers of this
Commonwealth resulting from these projects, the Commission has considered whether funding might be provided in a fair and appropriate manner that enables a
continuation of these projects. Specifically, the Commission is exploring the possibility of establishing a mechanism that permits the NGDCs to continue recovering a
significant portion of these costs while eliminating the
major flaws of the prior PGA proposal.
To that end, the Commission proposes in Annex A to
allow NGDCs to collect a portion of the shortfall created
by the phased elimination of the Federal R&D surcharge,
through a 1307(a) mechanism assessed on all customer
classes benefiting from the projects. Under the Commission’s proposal, following the 6-year phase-out period, GTI
costs would be recoverable only through base rates under
66 Pa.C.S. § 1308.
In an effort to permit the NGDCs to recover a substantial portion of the shortfall resulting from the phased
elimination of the Federal R&D surcharge, while also
imposing some of the funding burden on shareholders, the
Commission further proposes a sharing approach. Specifically, during the 6-year phase out period, shareholders of
each NGDC would be responsible for 25% of the expense
associated with GTI-related R&D expense that is currently not recovered through its 1307(f) gas cost mechanism or its base rates. At the end of the phase-out period
(2005), no further recovery through a 1307(a) mechanism
would be permitted, but each NGDC could request Commission approval to roll 75% of its GTI-R&D expenses
into base rates.
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Additionally, to avoid the concerns raised by imposing
this charge on only captive customers, the Commission’s
proposal would obligate the NGDC to attempt to match
R&D expense recovery with the customer class accruing
the majority benefit of the package of R&D programs
selected by NGDC management. This would be accomplished by a review of each NGDC’s package of GTI-R&D
projects to determine if it is reasonable to conclude that
one customer class will receive the majority of the
benefits of the overall GTI package. Absent a link to a
particular customer class or classes, the R&D cost recovery both during and after the phaseout period would be
applied to all customers on a throughput volumetric
basis.
All interested parties are invited to submit comments
on the proposal in Annex A. Further, the NGDCs are
particularly encouraged to provide input with respect to
an appropriate shortfall recovery formula as well as a
mechanism for determining a majority beneficiary.
We propose to amend Chapter 69 (relating to general
orders, policy statements and guidelines on fixed utilities)
of our regulations by proposing a statement of policy in
§ 69.1301 (relating to natural gas research and development surcharge) as set forth in Annex A hereto, which
establishes a policy statement for the collection of R&D
funds by NGDCs. Accordingly, under the Public Utility
Code, 66 Pa.C.S. § 501, and the Commonwealth Documents Law (45 P. S. § 1201 et seq.), and regulations
promulgated thereunder in 1 Pa. Code §§ 7.1—7.4, we
propose to amend the statement of policy in Chapter 69
as noted previously and as set forth in Annex A; Therefore,
It is Ordered that:
1. The proposed amendments to 52 Pa. Code Chapter
69, as set forth in Annex A hereto, are issued for
comment.
2. The Secretary shall submit this order and Annex A
to the Governor’s Budget Office for review of fiscal
impact.
3. The Secretary shall certify this order and Annex A
and deposit them with the Legislative Reference Bureau
for publication in the Pennsylvania Bulletin.
4. Interested persons may submit an original and 15
copies of written comments to the Office of the Secretary,
Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission. P. O. Box 3265,
Harrisburg, PA, 17105-3265, within 30 days from the date
this order is published in the Pennsylvania Bulletin. A
copy of written comments shall also be served upon the
Commission’s Bureau of Fixed Utility Services.
5. A copy of this order and any accompanying statements of the Commissioners be served upon the Energy
Association of Pennsylvania and made available, upon
request, to all other interested parties.
6. A copy of this order shall be posted on the Commission’s website.
JAMES J. MCNULTY,
Secretary
Fiscal Note: 57-221. No fiscal impact; (8) recommends
adoption.

Annex A
TITLE 52. PUBLIC UTILITIES
PART I. PENNSYLVANIA PUBLIC UTILITY
COMMISSION
Subpart C. FIXED SERVICE UTILITIES
CHAPTER 69. GENERAL ORDERS, POLICY
STATEMENTS AND GUIDELINES ON FIXED
UTILITIES
COLLECTION OF RESEARCH AND
DEVELOPMENT FUNDS
§ 69.1301. Natural gas research and development
surcharge.
(a) For many years, natural gas research and development (R&D) has been funded, in part, through volumetric
charges assessed by interstate natural gas companies on
services provided to natural gas distribution companies
(NGDCs) in this Commonwealth and others at rates
regulated by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission.
The Commission has treated these interstate pipeline
surcharges as a cost of natural gas and allowed NGDCs
in this Commonwealth to recover them through purchased gas cost rates set under 66 Pa.C.S. § 1307(e) or (f)
(relating to sliding scale of rates; adjustments).
(b) In January 1998, the Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission approved a settlement which will phaseout
this surcharge over 6 years and eliminate it altogether in
2005. As the phase out progresses, the size of the
surcharge will continue to shrink, creating an increasing
shortfall in this aspect of R&D funding relative to the
1998 presettlement level.
(c) Although the surcharge is being phased away, the
Commission concludes that the underlying value of natural gas R&D remains significant for this Commonwealth
and its natural gas consumers. The Commission further
concludes that a mechanism must be implemented to
allow NGDCs in this Commonwealth to collect an amount
that is equivalent to the shortfall created during the
phased elimination of the Federal R&D surcharge and
remit that amount in support of R&D. The Commission
will permit NGDCs the opportunity to collect a R&D
surcharge through the filing of a tariff supplement under
66 Pa.C.S. § 1307(a).
(d) At the end of the phaseout period (2005), each
NGDC may apply with the Commission to roll Gas
Technology Institute (GTI) R&D expenses into base rates
within the section 1308 ratemaking process, computed
consistent with Commission policy as described in subsections (e) and (f). Recovery of these costs in this manner
will allow the Commission to review these expenses
consistent with 66 Pa.C.S. § 1308 (relating to voluntary
charges in rates).
(e) During the 6 year phaseout period, 75% of the total
after tax GTI-R&D expense for each year less those funds
collected annually through the 1307(f) purchased gas cost
recovery mechanism in each year represents the shortfall
to be collected through a shortfall collection mechanism
as proposed by each NGDC. Shareholders of each NGDC
will be responsible for 25% of the expense associated with
GTE-related R&D expense that is not recovered through
the 1307(f) gas cost mechanism.
(f) Each NGDC shall endeavor to match R&D expense
recovery with the customer class accruing the majority
benefit of the package of R&D programs selected by
NGDC management. This will be accomplished by an up
front review of each NGDC’s package of GTI-R&D
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projects to determine if it is reasonable to conclude that
one customer class will receive the majority of the
benefits of the GTI package in its entirety. For example, if
it is determined that residential customers are the majority beneficiary, residential revenues will become the basis
for the calculation of the subject NGDC’s share of total
GTI expense. In the absence of a link to one customer
class as the majority beneficiary, the shortfall surcharge
will be based on a throughput volumetric basis applied to
all customers.
(g) This surcharge will be subject to annual reconciliation and audit under 66 Pa.C.S. § 1307(d).
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 01-987. Filed for public inspection June 8, 2001, 9:00 a.m.]
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NOTICES
DEPARTMENT OF
AGRICULTURE
Fertilizer Nutrient Values
The Secretary of Agriculture, under the authority of § 8
of the Pennsylvania Fertilizer, Soil Conditioner and Plant
Growth Substance Law (3 P. S. §§ 68.1—68.9) establishes
the commercial values per pound of nitrogen, phosphoric
acid and potash.
The values are established as follows:
nitrogen
$0.30 per pound
phosphoric acid
$0.25 per pound
potash

$0.15 per pound

Further Information
Further information is available by contacting John W.
Breitsman, Program Specialist, Division of Agronomic and
Regional Services, Bureau of Plant Industry, Department
of Agriculture, 2301 N. Cameron Street, Harrisburg, PA
17110-9408, (717) 787-4843.
Effective Date
These commercial values are effective commencing July
1, 2001, and shall remain effective until further notice.
SAMUEL E. HAYES, Jr.,
Secretary
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 01-988. Filed for public inspection June 8, 2001, 9:00 a.m.]

Plum Pox Virus Noncommercial Prunus Tree and
Landscape Nursery Prunus Tree Indemnity Program
The Department of Agriculture (Department) hereby
gives notice of the procedures and requirements under
which it will award grants to owners of ornamental or
fruit-bearing Prunus trees or shrubs when these trees or
shrubs are: (1) located within the quarantine area described; (2) destroyed by order of the Department as part
of its ongoing Plum Pox Virus (PPV) containment and
eradication effort; and (3) not otherwise eligible for
reimbursement of removal, destruction and loss of these
trees under existing reimbursement grant programs. This
program will be known as the Plum Pox Virus Noncommercial Prunus Tree and Landscape Nursery Prunus Tree
Indemnity Program (Program).
PPV afflicts trees and shrubs in the genus Prunus.
These trees include apricot, plum, peach, nectarine and
other fruit trees used in commercial fruit production, and
also include various ornamental and fruit-bearing trees
and shrubs that are in popular use in residential backyard planting and landscaping.
In summary, the Program complements two other programs under which the Department provides partial
indemnification for losses sustained by stone fruit tree
owners:
1. The Plum Pox Virus Commercial Orchard Fruit Tree
Indemnity Program, the procedures and requirements of

which were published at 30 Pa. Bulletin 4014 (August 5,
2000) and 30 Pa. Bulletin 6608 (December 23, 2000); and
2. The Plum Pox Virus Commercial Nursery Fruit Tree
Indemnity Program, the procedures and requirements of
which were published at 30 Pa. Bulletin 4737 (September
9, 2000).
Rather than focusing on stone fruit trees located in
commercial orchards or commercial fruit tree nurseries,
the Program focuses on: (1) those ornamental or fruitbearing Prunus trees or shrubs that are located in
residential yards, business curtilages, parks and similar
locations within 500 meters of PPV-infected blocks of
trees; and (2) those ornamental or fruit-bearing Prunus
trees or shrubs that are located at landscape nurseries
located within the PPV-Quarantine area. Since PPV is
transmitted from tree-to-tree by aphids, these stone fruit
trees are at risk of infection by PPV, and could become
reservoirs from which aphids could spread PPV beyond
the areas where it is currently known to be present.
Authority
Section 208 of the General Appropriation Act of 2000
(act of May 24, 2000) (No. 21A) appropriates the sum of
$3,100,000 to the Department for fruit tree indemnity
payments related to PPV.
Background
Under the authority and responsibility imparted it
under the Plant Pest Act (3 P. S. §§ 258.1—258.27), the
Department has established PPV-related quarantines in
several townships and boroughs in Adams and Cumberland Counties. In Cumberland County these quarantines
cover South Middleton Township, Dickinson Township
and the Borough of Mount Holly Springs. In Adams
County these quarantines cover Huntington Township,
Latimore Township, part of Menallen Township, part of
Tyrone Township and the entire Borough of York Springs.
The areas covered by these quarantine orders (and any
area designated in any subsequent PPV-related quarantine order) are referred to collectively as the ‘‘PPV
quarantine area.’’ PPV is a serious plant pest that injures
and damages stone fruits such as peaches, nectarines,
plums and apricots by drastically reducing the fruit yields
from these stone fruit trees and by disfiguring the fruit to
the point it is unmarketable. PPV has the potential to
cause serious damage to the stone fruit production and
stone fruit nursery industries within this Commonwealth.
PPV is transmitted from infected trees by aphids and by
budding or grafting with PPV-infected plant material.
The Department has located PPV in stone fruit trees
within the PPV quarantine area. To date, these PPVinfected trees have been within commercial stone fruit
orchards. Since PPV is transmitted from tree-to-tree by
aphids, the Department has determined it reasonable to
order the destruction of any stone fruit tree within a
500-meter radius of a block of stone fruit trees in which
PPV has been detected. In its surveys of these 500-meter
buffer zones, the Department has discovered a number of
ornamental or fruit-bearing Prunus trees or shrubs that
are not used in commercial stone fruit production. Typically, these are ornamental trees on residential properties
or unattended fruit-bearing trees growing wild in
unmaintained fields. These trees are considered to be
potential hosts of PPV. The Department’s most recent
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partial survey of the PPV quarantine area has identified
48 residential properties, with a total of 127 trees or
shrubs, located within these 500-meter buffer zones.
These at-risk trees and shrubs pose a serious plant pest
threat to the commercial stone fruit industry. It is
important to the Department’s PPV containment and
eradication effort that these trees and shrubs be destroyed.
The Department is also aware of ornamental or fruitbearing Prunus trees and shrubs at several landscape
nurseries located in the PPV quarantine area. For purposes of the Program, a ‘‘landscape nursery’’ is a business
that has ornamental or fruit-bearing Prunus trees or
shrubs in stock for sale for residential and landscape
planting, rather than for commercial fruit production. The
Department acknowledges that the wholesale price paid
for these at-risk trees and shrubs by the landscape
nurseries does not accurately reflect the value of the
pesticides, herbicides, labor and other ‘‘inputs’’ the landscape nurseries have invested in preparing these trees for
sale.
The Plant Pest Act and the current PPV-related quarantine orders issued under authority of that statute
provide the Department with the authority to order
destruction of plants in order to protect this Commonwealth’s agriculture. Neither the Plum Pox Virus Commercial Orchard Fruit Tree Indemnity Program nor the
Plum Pox Virus Commercial Nursery Fruit Tree Indemnity Program make provision for reasonable reimbursement to homeowners or owners of landscape nurseries
when, through Treatment Orders issued by the Department, trees owned by either are ordered destroyed. This
Program serves to fill that gap.
Eligibility
The Department will make a reimbursement grant to
any person whose Prunus tree or shrub is ordered
destroyed by the Department, provided the tree or shrub
owner meets the following conditions:
1. The applicant owns the tree or shrub ordered destroyed by the Department.
2. The tree or shrub is either:
a. Located within a 500-meter buffer zone around a
block of stone fruit trees that have tested positive for
PPV; or
b. Located at a landscape nursery within the PPV
quarantine area.
3. The applicant is not entitled to reimbursement for
destruction or replacement of the tree under either the
Plum Pox Virus Commercial Orchard Fruit Tree Indemnity Program or the Plum Pox Virus Commercial Nursery
Fruit Tree Indemnity Program

2937

Application Procedure
A person seeking a grant under the Program shall
apply for a grant using a reimbursement grant
application/agreement form provided by the Department.
These forms may be obtained at the following address.
Grant Amount
a. Noncommercial Prunus Trees and Shrubs. If the
grant applicant is the owner of an ornamental or fruitbearing Prunus tree or shrub that is located in a
residential yard, business curtilage, park or similar location within 500 meters of PPV-infected block of trees, and
the Department approves a grant application under the
Program, it shall reimburse the tree or shrub owner the
sum of $25 for each tree or shrub ordered destroyed and
removed by the Department. The Department shall also
reimburse the applicant for the actual costs incurred in
destroying and removing the tree.
If the grant applicant is the owner of an unattended
ornamental or fruit-bearing Prunus tree or shrub growing
wild, the Department shall only reimburse the applicant
for the actual cost incurred in destroying and removing
the tree.
b. Landscape Nursery Prunus Trees and Shrubs. If the
grant applicant is the owner of an ornamental or fruitbearing Prunus tree or shrub that is located at a
landscape nursery owned by the applicant and located
within the PPV quarantine area, the Department will pay
as compensation for destroyed stock the price at which
the landscape nursery offers the tree for sale to its retail
customers. The Department will also pay for reasonable
costs of destruction, if performed by the nursery or dealer
in the timeframe specified in the treatment order. The
grant applicant must—prior to the issuance of a treatment order by the Department—provide the Department
a list of Prunus stock species (common and scientific
names), total number of trees or shrubs of that species
and size of each tree or shrub. The grant applicant shall
also provide invoices for purchase of acquired Prunus
stock to the Department upon request. No treatment
order will be issued with respect to Prunus stock that has
already been destroyed, or which is otherwise not available to the Department for inspection as to size and type.
Additional Information
Applications and further information can be obtained
by contacting the Department of Agriculture, Attn: Lyle
B. Forer, Director, Bureau of Plant Industry, 2301 North
Cameron Street, Harrisburg, PA 17110-9408, (717) 7725203.
SAMUEL E. HAYES, Jr.,
Secretary
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 01-989. Filed for public inspection June 8, 2001, 9:00 a.m.]
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DEPARTMENT OF BANKING
Action on Applications
The Department of Banking of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, under the authority contained in the act of
November 30, 1965 (P. L. 847, No. 356), known as the Banking Code of 1965; the act of December 14, 1967 (P. L. 746, No.
345), known as the Savings Association Code of 1967; the act of May 15, 1933 (P. L. 565, No. 111), known as the
Department of Banking Code; and the act of December 19, 1990 (P. L. 834, No. 198), known as the Credit Union Code,
has taken the following action on applications received for the week ending May 29, 2001.
BANKING INSTITUTIONS
Holding Company Acquisition
Location

Date

Name of Bank

5-23-01

Sun Bancorp, Inc., Selinsgrove, to
acquire 100% of the voting shares of
Guaranty Bank, N.A., Shamokin

Selinsgrove

Approved

5-23-01

PSB Bancorp, Inc., Philadelphia, to
acquire 100% of the voting shares of
Jade Financial Corp., Feasterville

Philadelphia

Approved

New Charter Applications
Location
Williamsport

Action
Approved

Date
5-25-01

Date
5-23-01

Name of Bank
Third Street Interim Bank
Williamsport
Lycoming County

Consolidations, Mergers and Absorptions
Name of Bank
Location
Sun Bank, Selinsgrove, and
Selinsgrove
Guaranty Bank, N.A., Shamokin
Surviving Institution—
Sun Bank, Selinsgrove

Action

Action
Approved

5-23-01

First Penn Bank, Philadelphia,
and IGA Federal Savings,
Feasterville
Surviving Institution—
IGA Federal Savings,
Feasterville

Philadelphia

Approved

5-25-01

Third Street Interim Bank,
Williamsport, and Woodlands
Bank, Williamsport
Surviving Institution—
Third Street Interim Bank,
Williamsport

Williamsport

Filed

Merger application being filed to facilitate the acquisition of Woodlands Bank, Williamsport, by Woodlands
Financial Services Company, Williamsport, a bank holding company in organization.
Branch Applications
Location

Date

Name of Bank

5-17-01

Northwest Savings Bank
Warren
Warren County

200 S. Center St.
Grove City
Mercer County

Opened

5-21-01

Jersey Shore State Bank
Jersey Shore
Lycoming County

1952 Waddle Road
Suite 106
State College
Centre County

Opened
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Date
5-25-01

Name of Bank
Somerset Trust Company
Somerset
Somerset County

5-29-01

AmeriServ Financial Bank
Johnstown
Cambria County

Date
5-29-01

Name of Bank
Farmers First Bank
Lititz
Lancaster County

2939
Location

Action

Giant Eagle Store
344 Goucher Street
Johnstown
Cambria County

Filed

231 State Street
Harrisburg
Dauphin County

Approved

Branch Discontinuances
Location
Wal-Mart Store
2034 Lincoln Hwy. East
Lancaster
Lancaster County

Action
Filed

SAVINGS INSTITUTIONS
No activity.
CREDIT UNIONS
No activity.
JAMES B. KAUFFMAN, Jr.,
Secretary
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 01-990. Filed for public inspection June 8, 2001, 9:00 a.m.]

DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
Applications, Actions and Special Notices

APPLICATIONS
NATIONAL POLLUTION DISCHARGE ELIMINATION SYSTEM (NPDES)
PERMITS
NPDES APPLICATIONS
PART I PERMITS
Under the Federal Clean Water Act and the Pennsylvania Clean Streams Law, the following parties have applied for an
NPDES permit or to renew their current permit to discharge controlled wastewaters into the waters of this
Commonwealth or to conduct other activities required by the NPDES permit. For renewal applications listed in Section I,
the Department of Environmental Protection (Department) has made a tentative determination to reissue these permits
for 5 years subject to effluent limitations and monitoring and reporting requirements in their current permits, with
appropriate and necessary updated requirements to reflect new and changed regulations and other requirements. For all
new permit applications, renewal application with major changes or applications for permits not waived by EPA, the
Department, based upon preliminary reviews, also made a tentative determination of proposed effluent limitations and
other terms and conditions for the permit applications listed in Section II. All Oil and Gas Related permit applications
are listed under Section III. These determinations are published as proposed actions for comments prior to taking final
actions.
Unless indicated otherwise, the EPA Region III Administrator has waived the right to review or object to this proposed
permit action under the waiver provision 40 CFR 123.24(d).
Persons wishing to comment on the proposed permit are invited to submit a statement, to the office noted above the
application within 30 days from the date of this public notice. Comments received within this 30-day comment period will
be considered in the formulation of the final determinations regarding this application. The comments should include the
name, address and telephone number of the writer and a concise statement to inform the Department of the exact basis
of a comment and the relevant facts upon which it is based. A public hearing may be held if the responsible office
considers the public response significant. Following the comment period, the Department’s Water Management Program
Manager will make a final determination regarding these applications. Notice of this final determination will be
published in the Pennsylvania Bulletin at which time this determination may be appealed to the Environmental Hearing
Board.
The renewal application, including proposed effluent limitations and special conditions, is available on file. For new
permit applications, information submitted with the applications is available on file. The information may be inspected
and arrangements made for copying at the office indicated above the application.
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Persons with a disability, who require an auxiliary aid service, including TDD users or other accommodations to seek
additional information, should contact the Department through the Pennsylvania AT&T Relay service at (800) 654-5984.
I. NPDES Renewal Applications
Northeast Region: Water Management Program Manager, 2 Public Square, Wilkes-Barre, PA 18711-0790.
NPDES No.
Facility Name &
County &
Stream Name
EPA Waived
(Type)
Address
Municipality
(Watershed #)
Y/N ?
PA-0043362
Union Lake Hotel, Inc.
Wayne County
Unnamed tributary of Yes
R. R. 1, Box 74
Manchester Township Little Equinunk Creek
Equinunk, PA 18471
(1-A)
Southcentral Region: Water Management Program Manager, 909 Elmerton Avenue, Harrisburg,
705-4707.
NPDES No.
Facility Name &
County &
Stream Name
(Type)
Address
Municipality
(Watershed #)
York County
Beaver Creek 7-F
PA0083721
Paradise Homes
Paradise Township
1124 Lake Road
Spring Grove, PA 17362-8813
PA0008087
Hershey Food Corporation
Dauphin County
Spring Creek 7-D
19 East Chocolate Avenue
Derry Township
Hershey, PA 17033-0819
PA0022233
Arendtsville Municipal AuAdams County
Conewago Creek 7-F
thority
Arendtsville Borough
P. O. Box 43
Arendtsville, PA 17303-0043
PA0087378
Letterkenny Army Depot
Franklin County
Susquehanna River
1 Overcash Avenue
Greene Township
7-B
Building 618
Chambersburg, PA 172014150

PA 17110, (717)
EPA Waived
Y/N ?
Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Northcentral Region: Water Management Program Manager, 208 West Third Street, Williamsport, PA 17701.
NPDES No.
Facility Name &
County &
Stream Name
EPA Waived
(Type)
Address
Municipality
(Watershed #)
Y/N ?
PA0008800
Westfield Tanning Company Tioga County
Tioga Creek 4A
Renewal
Industrial Waste
360 Church Street
Westfield Borough
Yes
Westfield, PA 16950
PA0209317

Oakridge Personal Care
Home
R. R. #2 Box A-195
Mill Hall, PA 17751

Clinton County
Colebrook Township

Northwest Region: Water Management Program Manager, 230 Chestnut Street, Meadville, PA 16335-3481.
PA0000124, Industrial Waste. International Paper
Company—Erie Mill, 1540 East Lake Road, Erie, PA
16533.
This proposed facility is located in the City of Erie,
Erie County.
Description of Proposed Activity: Renewal of an NPDES

Parameter
Temperature
Total Residual Chlorine
Stormwater
pH

Tangascootack Creek
9B

Renewal
Yes

permit to discharge noncontact cooling water.
The receiving stream, Presque Isle Bay and Outer Erie
Harbor, is in watershed 15 and classified for: warm water
fishery, aquatic life, water supply and recreation. There is
no potable water supply affected by this discharge.
The proposed effluent limits for Outfall 006 based on a
design flow of 7.2 MGD.

Mass (lb/day)
Average
Maximum
Monthly
Daily

Concentration (mg/l)
Average
Maximum
Instantaneous
Monthly
Daily
Maximum
110°F
0.5
1.6
See Part C, Condition No. 4
Within limits of 6.0 to 9.0 standard units at all times.
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The proposed effluent limits for Outfall 007 based on a design flow of 12.2 MGD.
Mass (lb/day)
Concentration (mg/l)
Parameter
Temperature
Total Residual Chlorine
pH

Average
Monthly

Maximum
Daily

Average
Monthly

Instantaneous
Maximum

0.5
Within limits of 6.0 to 9.0 standard units at all times.

The proposed effluent limits for Outfall 010 based on a design flow of 0.9 MGD.
Mass (lb/day)
Parameter
Temperature
Total Residual Chlorine
pH

Maximum
Daily
110°F

Average
Monthly

Maximum
Daily

1.6

Concentration (mg/l)

Average
Monthly

Maximum
Daily
110°F

0.5
Within limits of 6.0 to 9.0 standard units at all times.

Instantaneous
Maximum
1.6

The proposed effluent limits for Outfall 012 based on a design flow of 0.15 MGD.

Parameter
Temperature
Total Residual Chlorine
pH

Mass (lb/day)
Average
Maximum
Monthly
Daily

Concentration (mg/l)
Average
Maximum
Instantaneous
Monthly
Daily
Maximum
110°F
0.5
1.6
Within limits of 6.0 to 9.0 standard units at all times.

The proposed effluent limits for Outfall 013 based on a design flow of 0.007 MGD.
Mass (lb/day)
Concentration (mg/l)
Average
Maximum
Average
Maximum
Instantaneous
Parameter
Monthly
Daily
Monthly
Daily
Maximum
Temperature
110°F
Total Residual Chlorine
0.5
1.2
pH
Within limits of 6.0 to 9.0 standard units at all times.
The proposed effluent limits for Outfall 014 based on a design flow of 0.11 MGD.
Mass (lb/day)
Concentration (mg/l)
Average
Maximum
Average
Maximum
Instantaneous
Parameter
Monthly
Daily
Monthly
Daily
Maximum
Temperature
110°F
Total Residual Chlorine
0.5
1.6
Stormwater
See Part C, Condition No. 4
pH
Within limits of 6.0 to 9.0 standard units at all times.
The proposed effluent limits for Outfall 015 based on a design flow of 0.003 MGD.

Parameter
Temperature
Total Residual Chlorine
pH

Mass (lb/day)
Average
Maximum
Monthly
Daily

Concentration (mg/l)
Average
Maximum
Instantaneous
Monthly
Daily
Maximum
110°F
0.5
1.6
Within limits of 6.0 to 9.0 standard units at all times.

The proposed effluent limits for Outfall 017 based on a design flow of 3.0 MGD.

Parameter
Total Suspended Solids
Iron (total)
Aluminum (total)
Manganese (total)

Mass (lb/day)
Average
Maximum
Monthly
Daily

Average
Monthly
30
2
4
1

Concentration (mg/l)
Maximum
Instantaneous
Daily
Maximum
60
4
8
2
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Total Residual Chlorine
pH
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Mass (lb/day)
Average
Maximum
Monthly
Daily

Average
Monthly

Concentration (mg/l)
Maximum
Instantaneous
Daily
Maximum

0.5
Within limits of 6.0 to 9.0 standard units at all times.

1.6

The proposed effluent limits for Outfall 018 based on a design flow of 2.21 MGD.

Parameter
Total Residual Chlorine
pH

Mass (lb/day)
Average
Maximum
Monthly
Daily

Average
Monthly

Concentration (mg/l)
Maximum
Instantaneous
Daily
Maximum

0.5
Within limits of 6.0 to 9.0 standard units at all times.

1.6

The EPA Waiver is in effect.
PA0103209, Sewage. Wattsburg Area School District, P. O. Box 219, Wattsburg, PA 16442.
This proposed facility is located in Greene Township, Erie County.
Description of Proposed Activity: Renewal of sewage discharge permit
The receiving stream, unnamed tributary to LeBoeuf Creek, is in watershed 16A and classified for: TSF
The proposed effluent limits for Outfall 001 based on a design flow of 0.02955 MGD.
Average
Average
Instantaneous
Parameter
Monthly (mg/l)
Weekly (mg/l)
Maximum (mg/l)
25
50
CBOD5
Total Suspended Solids
30
60
NH3-N
(05-01 to 10-31)
2.5
5.0
(11-01 to 04-30)
7.5
15.0
Dissolved Oxygen
minimum of 5.0 mg/l at all times
Total Residual Chlorine
0.21
1.2
Fecal Coliform
(05-01 to 09-30)
200/100 ml as a geometric average
(10-01 to 04-30)
4,300/100 ml as a geometric average
pH
6.0 to 9.0 standard units at all times
The EPA Waiver is in effect.
PA0038814, Sewage. Ellport Borough Sewer Authority, 313 Burns Avenue, Ellwood City, PA 16177.
This proposed facility is located in Ellport Township, Lawrence County.
Description of Proposed Activity: a renewal for a treated sewage discharge to increase discharge flows.
The receiving stream, Connoquenessing Creek, is in watershed 20-C and classified for: warm water fishes, water supply
and recreation. For the purpose of evaluating effluent requirements for TDS, NO2-NO3, fluoride and phenolics, the
existing/proposed downstream potable water supply (stream and Public Water Supplier) considered during the evaluation
is the Beaver Falls Municipal Authority intake on the Beaver River located at Eastvale, approximately 11 miles below
point of discharge.
The proposed interim effluent limits for Outfall 001 are based on a design flow 0.356 MGD.
Average
Average
Instantaneous
Parameter
Monthly (mg/l)
Weekly (mg/l)
Maximum (mg/l)
25
40
50
CBOD5
Total Suspended Solids
30
45
60
NH3-N
(05-01 to 10-31)
22
44
Fecal Coliform
(05-01 to 09-30)
200/100 ml as a geometric average
(10-01 to 04-30)
100,000/100 ml as a geometric average
pH
6.0 to 9.0 standard units at all times
The EPA Waiver is in effect.
PA0003026, Sewage. US Bronze Foundry and Machine, 18649 Meadville, PA 16335.
This proposed facility is located in Woodcock Township, Crawford County.
Description of Proposed Activity: renewal of an existing discharge of treated sewage and stormwater.
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The receiving stream, French Creek (002, 005) and unnamed tributary to French Creek (003, 004), is in watershed 16D
and classified for: Warm water fishes.
The proposed effluent limits for Outfall 005 based on a design flow of 0.007.
Average
Average
Instantaneous
Parameter
Monthly (mg/l)
Weekly (mg/l)
Maximum (mg/l)
25
50
CBOD5
Total Suspended Solids
30
60
Phosphorus (as P)
2.0
4.0
NH3-N
(05-01 to 10-31)
14
28
Total Residual Chlorine
0.5
1.2
Fecal Coliform
(05-01 to 09-30)
200/100 ml as a geometric average
(10-01 to 04-30)
7,000/100 ml as a geometric average
pH
6.0 to 9.0 standard units at all times
The EPA Waiver is in effect.
PA0210005, Sewage. Daniel W. Daliman, 608 Sharon-Bedford Road, West Middlesex, PA 16159-2623.
This proposed facility is located in Shenango Township, Mercer County.
Description of Proposed Activity: a new sewage discharge.
The receiving stream, unnamed tributary to Little Deer Creek, is in watershed 20-A and classified for: warm water
fishes, water supply and recreation.
The proposed effluent limits for Outfall 001 based on a design flow of 400 MGD.
Average
Average
Instantaneous
Parameter
Monthly (mg/l)
Weekly (mg/l)
Maximum (mg/l)
25
50
CBOD5
Total Suspended Solids
30
60
Total Residual Chlorine
Monitor and Report
Fecal Coliform
200/100 ml as a geometric average
pH
6.0 to 9.0 standard units at all times
II. Applications for New or Expanded Facility Permits, Renewal of Major Permits and EPA Non-Waived Permit Applications.
Northeast Region: Water Management Program Manager, 2 Public Square, Wilkes-Barre, PA 18711-0790.
PA0012823, Industrial, PPL Martins Creek.
This proposed facility is located in Lower Mt. Bethel Township, Northampton County.
Description of Proposed Activity: Renewal of NPDES permit to discharge treated sewage and industrial wastewater.
The receiving stream, Delaware River (1) and Oughoughton Creek (2), is in the State Water Plan watershed #1F and is
classified for: (1) WWF, (2) CWF. The nearest downstream public water supply intake for (1) State Line or Delaware River
is located on (1) Delaware River at point of discharge is zero miles below the point of discharge, (2) Delaware River 2
miles below point of discharge.
Outfall 010 (Sewage)
The proposed effluent limits based on a design flow of .024 MGD are:
Monthly
Daily
Parameter
Average (mg/l)
Maximum (mg/l)
CBOD5
25
Total Suspended Solids
30
20
NH3-N
Dissolved Oxygen
Minimum of 5 at all times.
Fecal Coliform
200/100 ml Geometric Average
Total Residual Chlorine
1.2

Instantaneous
Maximum (mg/l)
50
60
40
2.8

Outfall 011 (Stilling Pond)
Parameter
Total Suspended Solids
Oil and Grease
pH

Monthly
Average (mg/l)
Monitor & Report
Monitor & Report
Monitor & Report

Daily
Maximum (mg/l)
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Outfall 012
The proposed effluent limits based on a design flow of 76.81 MGD are:
Monthly
Average (mg/l)

Daily
Maximum (mg/l)
.2
6 to 9 Standard Units at all times.
Monitor and Report Instream Temperatures

Parameter
Total Residual Chlorine
pH
Temperature

Instantaneous
Maximum (mg/l)

Monitoring Point 213
The proposed effluent limits based on a design flow of 5.82 MGD are:
Monthly
Average (mg/l)

Parameter
Free Available Chlorine
TSS
Oil and Grease

Weekly
Average (mg/l)

.2
30
15

.5
100
30

Monitoring Point 413
The proposed effluent limits based on a design flow of 2.52 MGD are:
Monthly
Parameter
Average (mg/l)
Total Suspended Solids
30
Oil and Grease
15
Free Available Chlorine
0.2

Daily
Maximum (mg/l)
100
20
0.5

Outfall 013
The proposed limits based on a design flow of 8.3 MGD.
Monthly
Daily
Parameter
Average (mg/l)
Maximum (mg/l)
Temperature
Monitor and Report Instream Temperatures
pH
6 to 9 Standard Units at all times.

Instantaneous
Maximum (mg/l)

Instantaneous
Maximum (mg/l)

Outfall 014
Monthly
Daily
Average (mg/l)
Maximum (mg/l)
30
60
15
20
6 to 9 Standard Units at all times.

Parameter
Total Suspended Solids
Oil and Grease
pH

Instantaneous
Maximum (mg/l)
75
30

Outfalls 015, 101, 102, 103—Stormwater.
The EPA waiver is not in effect.
PA0064106, Sewage, Benton-Nicholson Township Joint Sewer Authority, R. R. 2, Box 2272, Nicholson, PA 18446.
This proposed facility is located in Nicholson Township, Wyoming County.
Description of Proposed Activity: discharge of treated sewage from a new treatment plant.
The receiving stream, unnamed tributary to South Branch Tunkhannock Creek, is in the State Water Plan watershed
#04F and is classified for: cold water fishery, aquatic life, water supply and recreation. The nearest downstream public
water supply intake for Danville Borough is located on Susquehanna River is 70 miles below the point of discharge.
The proposed effluent limits for Outfall 001 based on a design flow of 0.140.
Average
Average
Parameter
Monthly (mg/l)
Weekly (mg/l)
25
40
CBOD5
Total Suspended Solids
30
45
NH3-N
(5-1 to 10-31)
3.0
(11-1 to 4-30)
9.0
Dissolved Oxygen
A minimum of 5.0 mg/l at all times.
Fecal Coliform
(5-1 to 9-30)
200/100 ml as a geometric mean
(10-1 to 4-30)
2,000/100 ml as a geometric mean
pH
6.0 to 9.0 standard units at all times.
Total Residual Chlorine
0.15
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PA-0032166, Sewage, Delaware Valley School District, 276 Routes 6 and 209, Milford, PA 18337.
This proposed facility is located in Westfall Township, Pike County.
Description of Proposed Activity: Renewal of NPDES Permit to discharge treated sewage.
The receiving stream, Delaware River, is in the State Water Plan watershed #1D and is classified for: warm water
migratory fishery. The nearest downstream public water supply intake for Stroudsburg/East Stroudsburg is located on
Delaware River is approximately 40 miles below the point of discharge.
The proposed effluent limits for Outfall 001 based on a design flow of .018 MGD.
Average
Average
Parameter
Monthly (mg/l)
Weekly (mg/l)
CBOD5
Total Suspended Solids
Fecal Coliform
(5-1 to 9-30)
(10-1 to 4-30)
pH
Total Residual Chlorine
1st Month—24th Month
25th Month through Expiration

Maximum
Daily (mg/l)

25
30

50
60

200/100 ml as a geometric mean
2,000/100 ml as a geometric mean
6.0 to 9.0 standard units at all times.
Monitor and Report
1.2

Monitor and Report
2.8

Southcentral Region: Water Management Program Manager, 909 Elmerton Avenue, Harrisburg, PA 17110.
Application No. PA 0008541, SIC Code 3585, Industrial Waste, York International, 631 South Richland Avenue,
York, PA 17403.
This proposed facility is located in Spring Garden Township, York County.
Description of proposed activity: Renewal of NPDES permit for process wastewater, noncontact cooling water and
stormwater discharges.
The receiving stream (Codorus Creek) is in Watershed 7-H and classified for warm water fishery.
The proposed effluent limits for Outfall 001 (process wastewater) based on a design flow of 0.086 MGD are:
Concentrations (mg/l)
Average
Maximum
Instantaneous
Parameter
Monthly
Daily
Maximum
pH
6.0 to 9.0 S.U. at all times
TSS
31
60
75
Total Phosphorus
2.0
4.0
5.0
Total Cadmium
0.16
0.25
0.4
Total Chromium
1.7
2.8
4.2
Total Copper
0.75
1.5
1.9
Total Lead
0.43
0.69
1.1
Total Nickel
2.4
4.0
6.0
Total Silver
0.24
0.48
0.6
Total Zinc
1.5
2.6
3.8
Total Cyanide
0.65
1.2
1.6
Oil & Grease
15
XXX
30
Total Toxic Organics
XXX
2.13
XXX
Total Aluminum
XXX
Monitor & Report
XXX
Trichloroethylene
XXX
Monitor & Report
XXX
The proposed effluent limits for Outfalls 003, 005, 006 and 011 (noncontact cooling water) are:
Concentrations (mg/l)
Average
Maximum
Parameter
Monthly
Daily
pH
6.0 to 9.0 S.U. at all times
Discharge
Temperature (°F)
XXX
Monitor & Report

Instantaneous
Maximum

XXX

The proposed monitoring parameters for Outfalls 002, 004, 007, 008, 009 and 010 (stormwater outfalls) are Total
Cadmium, Total Chromium, Total Copper, Total Lead, Total Nickel, Total Silver, Total Zinc, Total Cyanide, Total Toxic
Organics, Total Suspended Solids, Oil and Grease, pH, Total Aluminum and Trichloroethylene.
Individuals may make an appointment to review the DEP files on this case by calling Mary DiSanto, File Review
Coordinator, at (717) 705-4732.
The EPA waiver is in effect.
Application No. PA 0027189, SIC Code 4952, Sewage, Lower Allen Township Authority, 120 Limekiln Road, New
Cumberland, PA 17070-2428.
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This application is for renewal of an NPDES permit for an existing discharge of treated sewage to Susquehanna River
in Watershed 7-E, in Fairview Township, York County.
The receiving stream is classified for warm water fishes, recreation, water supply and aquatic life. For the purpose of
evaluating effluent requirements for TDS, NO2-NO3, fluoride and phenolics, the existing downstream potable water
supply intake considered during the evaluation was Wrightsville Water Supply Company located in Wrightsville Borough,
York County. The discharge is not expected to impact any potable water supply.
The proposed effluent limits for Outfall 001 for a design flow of 6.25 MGD are:
Average
Average
Maximum
Parameter
Monthly (mg/l)
Weekly (mg/l)
Daily (mg/l)
25
40
XXX
CBOD5
Suspended Solids
30
45
XXX
NH3-N
Monitor & Report
XXX
XXX
Total Phosphorus
2.0
XXX
XXX
Total Residual Chlorine
0.7
XXX
XXX
Total Nitrogen
XXX
XXX
Monitor & Report
Dissolved Oxygen
Minimum of 5.0 at all times
pH
From 6.0 to 9.0 inclusive
Fecal Coliform
(5-1 to 9-30)
200/100 ml as a geometric average
(10-1 to 4-30)
87,000/100 ml as a geometric average

Instantaneous
Maximum (mg/l)
50
60
XXX
4.0
1.8
XXX

Outfall 002 is listed as an intermittent stormwater discharge with no monitoring.
Industrial pretreatment program implementation requirements are outlined in the permit.
Individuals may make an appointment to review the DEP files on this case by calling Mary DiSanto, File Review
Coordinator, at (717) 705-4732.
The EPA waiver is not in effect.
PAG123517, CAFO, White Oak Mills-Blue Mountain Finishing Farm, 419 W. High Street, Elizabethtown, PA
17022-2189.
This proposed facility is located in Lurgan Township, Franklin County.
Description of Proposed Activity: Authorization to operate a 554.89 AEUs Swine Farm.
The receiving stream, Clippingers Creek, is in the State Water Plan watershed 7B/Conodoguinet Creek and is classified
for: CWF.
The proposed effluent limits for the operation/activity include: except for the chronic or catastrophic rainfall events
defined as over the 25 year/24 hour rain storms, the CAFO general permit is a nondischarge NPDES permit. Where
applicable, compliance with 40 CFR Federal effluent limitation guidelines is required. The general permit requires no
other numeric effluent limitations and compliance with Pennsylvania Nutrient Management Act and the Clean Stream
Law constitutes compliance with the State narrative water quality standards.
PAG123516, CAFO, Hostetter Management Company—New Hope, P. O. Box 526, Ephrata, PA 17522.
This proposed facility is located in Fannett Township, Franklin County.
Description of Proposed Activity: Authorization to operate a 1319.9 AEUs Swine Farm.
The receiving stream, UNT to Doylestown Stream/Narrows Branch Tuscarora Creek, is in the State Water Plan
watershed 12B/Tuscarora-Buffalo Creek and is classified for: CWF.
The proposed effluent limits for the operation/activity include: except for the chronic or catastrophic rainfall events
defined as over the 25 year/24 hour rain storms, the CAFO general permit is a nondischarge NPDES permit. Where
applicable, compliance with 40 CFR Federal effluent limitation guidelines is required. The general permit requires no
other numeric effluent limitations and compliance with Pennsylvania Nutrient Management Act and the Clean Stream
Law constitutes compliance with the State narrative water quality standards.
PAG123515, CAFO, Hostetter Management Company—Cedar Hill, 120 Harbold-Atland Road, Wellsville, PA
17365.
This proposed facility is located in Washington & Warrington Townships, York County.
Description of Proposed Activity: Authorization to operate a 1434.7 AEUs Swine Farm.
The receiving stream, Wolf Run/Doe Run/North Branch Bermudian Creek/Bermudian Creek/Conewago Creek, is in the
State Water Plan watershed 7F/Conewago Creek and is classified for: WWF.
The proposed effluent limits for the operation/activity include: except for the chronic or catastrophic rainfall events
defined as over the 25 year/24 hour rain storms, the CAFO general permit is a nondischarge NPDES permit. Where
applicable, compliance with 40 CFR Federal effluent limitation guidelines is required. The general permit requires no
other numeric effluent limitations and compliance with Pennsylvania Nutrient Management Act and the Clean Stream
Law constitutes compliance with the State narrative water quality standards.
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Southwest Region: Water Management Program Manager, 400 Waterfront Drive, Pittsburgh, PA 15222-4745.
PA0001996, Industrial Waste, SIC, 3312, Standard Steel, 500 North Walnut Street, Burnham, PA 17009.
This application is for renewal of an NPDES permit to discharge treated process water, cooling water and stormwater
from a steel factory in Latrobe Borough, Westmoreland County.
The following effluent limitations are proposed for discharge to the receiving waters, Loyalhanna Creek, classified as a
warm water fishery with existing and/or potential uses for aquatic life, water supply and recreation. The first
existing/proposed downstream potable water supply (PWS) is the Buffalo Township Municipal Authority, located at
Freeport, 29 miles below the discharge point.
Outfall 001: existing discharge, design flow of 0.255 mgd.
Mass (lb/day)
Average
Maximum
Average
Parameter
Monthly
Daily
Monthly
Flow (MGD)
Monitor and Report
TSS
30
Oil and Grease
15
Temperature (°F)
pH
not less than 6.0 nor greater than 9.0
Outfall 101: new discharge, design flow of 0.004 MGD
Mass (lb/day)
Average
Maximum
Average
Parameter
Monthly
Daily
Monthly
Flow (MGD)
Monitor and Report
TSS
2.4
7.3
20
Lead
0.015
0.044
0.3
Zinc
0.022
0.066
0.45
pH
not less than 6.0 nor greater than 9.0
Outfall 201: new discharge, design flow of 0.0017 MGD
Mass (lb/day)
Average
Maximum
Average
Parameter
Monthly
Daily
Monthly
Flow (MGD)
Monitor and Report
TSS
20
Iron
0.51
Lead
0.12
pH
not less than 6.0 nor greater than 9.0

Concentration (mg/l)
Maximum
Instantaneous
Daily
Maximum
100
20
110

Concentration (mg/l)
Maximum
Instantaneous
Daily
Maximum
40
0.9
1.35

50
1.13
1.7

Concentration (mg/l)
Maximum
Instantaneous
Daily
Maximum
41
1.23
0.15

The EPA waiver is in effect.
PA0218502, Industrial Waste, SIC, 3273, U. S. Army Corps of Engineers, Pittsburgh District, 1000 Liberty Avenue,
Pittsburgh, PA 15222-4186.
This application is for issuance of an NPDES permit to discharge treated process water, stormwater, untreated
stormwater from the Charleroi Batch Plant in Charleroi, Washington County.
The following effluent limitations are proposed for discharge to the receiving waters, Monongahela River, classified as a
warm water fishery with existing and/or potential uses for aquatic life, water supply and recreation. The first
existing/proposed downstream potable water supply (PWS) is Pennsylvania-American Water Company, located at Becks
Run Water Treatment Plant, 18 miles below the discharge point.
Internal Monitoring Point 101: new discharge, design flow of 0.13 mgd.

Parameter
Total Suspended Solids
Total Dissolved Solids
Oil and Grease
MBAS
Aluminum
Iron

Mass (lb/day)
Average
Maximum
Monthly
Daily

Average
Monthly

Concentration (mg/l)
Maximum
Instantaneous
Daily
Maximum
50.0
Monitor and Report

15.0

30.0
Monitor and Report

4.0
2.0
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Parameter
Manganese
pH
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Mass (lb/day)
Average
Maximum
Monthly
Daily

Average
Monthly

Concentration (mg/l)
Maximum
Instantaneous
Daily
Maximum

1.0

2.0

not less than 6.0 nor greater than 9.0

Other Conditions: Approval of an Erosion and Sedimentation Control Plan
The EPA waiver is in effect.
Internal Monitoring Point 201: new discharge, design flow of 0.13 MGD
Mass (lb/day)
Parameter

pH

Average
Monthly

Maximum
Daily

Concentration (mg/l)
Average
Monthly

Maximum
Daily

Instantaneous
Maximum

This discharge shall consist solely of uncontaminated
stormwater runoff
not less than 6.0 nor greater than 9.0

Outfall 001: Interim stormwater discharge

Parameter
Total Suspended Solids
Iron
Aluminum
Manganese
pH

Mass (lb/day)
Average
Maximum
Monthly
Daily

Average
Monthly
35.0
3.5
4.0
2.0

Concentration (mg/l)
Maximum
Instantaneous
Daily
Maximum
70.0
7.0
8.0
4.0

not less than 6.0 nor greater than 9.0

Outfall 001: (Final)

Parameter

pH

Mass (lb/day)
Concentration (mg/l)
Average
Maximum
Average
Maximum
Instantaneous
Monthly
Daily
Monthly
Daily
Maximum
This discharge shall consist solely of those sources
previously monitored at IMP 101 and IMP 201
not less than 6.0 nor greater than 9.0

Outfall 002: new stormwater discharge

Parameter

pH

Mass (lb/day)
Concentration (mg/l)
Average
Maximum
Average
Maximum
Instantaneous
Monthly
Daily
Monthly
Daily
Maximum
This discharge shall consist solely of uncontaminated
stormwater runoff
not less than 6.0 nor greater than 9.0

PA0092525, Sewage, Scottdale Manor Rehabilitation Center LLC, 900 Porter Avenue, Scottdale, PA 15683-1147.
This application is for renewal of an NPDES permit to discharge treated sewage from Scottdale Nursing Home in East
Huntingdon, Westmoreland County.
The following effluent limitations are proposed for discharge to the receiving waters, known as unnamed tributary to
Jacobs Creek, which are classified as a warm water fishery with existing and/or potential uses for aquatic life, water
supply and recreation. The first downstream potable water supply intake from this facility is the: McKeesport Municipal
Water Authority.
Outfall 001: existing discharge, design flow of 0.00159 mgd.
Concentration (mg/l)
Parameter
CBOD5
Suspended Solids
Ammonia Nitrogen
(5-1 to 10-31)
(11-1 to 4-30)

Average
Monthly
25
30

Average
Weekly

Maximum
Daily

7.0
21.0
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Dissolved Oxygen
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Concentration (mg/l)
Average
Maximum
Weekly
Daily

Average
Monthly

Instantaneous
Maximum

200/100 ml as a geometric mean
2,000/100 ml as a geometric mean
Monitor and Report
not less than 5 mg/l
not less than 6.0 nor greater than 9.0

The EPA waiver is in effect.
PA0093271, Sewage, Dyna-Craft Industries, Inc., 194 Goodview Drive, Apollo, PA 15613.
This application is for renewal of an NPDES permit to discharge treated sewage from Dyna-Craft Industries STP in
Washington Township, Westmoreland County.
The following effluent limitations are proposed for discharge to the receiving waters, known as unnamed tributary of
Beaver Run, which are classified as a trout stocked fishery with existing and/or potential uses for aquatic life, water
supply and recreation. The first downstream potable water supply intake from this facility is the: Buffalo Township
Municipal Authority, Freeport Plant, on the Allegheny River.
Outfall 001: existing discharge, design flow of .0006 mgd.

Parameter
CBOD5
Suspended Solids
Ammonia Nitrogen
(5-1 to 10-31)
(11-1 to 4-30)
Fecal Coliform
(5-1 to 9-30)
(10-1 to 4-30)
Total Residual Chlorine
pH

Concentration (mg/l)
Average
Maximum
Weekly
Daily

Average
Monthly
15
20

Instantaneous
Maximum
30
40

5
15

10
30

200/100 ml as a geometric mean
2,000/100 ml as a geometric mean
Monitor and Report
not less than 6.0 nor greater than 9.0

The EPA waiver is in effect.
Northwest Region: Water Management Program Manager, 230 Chestnut Street, Meadville, PA 16335-3481.
PA0238562, Sewage. John Ditrich Subdivision Property Owners Association, Inc., 5795 Peck Road, Erie, PA
16510.
This proposed facility is located in Harborcreek Township, Erie County.
Description of Proposed Activity: septic tank, sand filter disinfection for five-lot subdivision.
The receiving stream, unnamed tributary to Six Mile Creek, is in watershed 15 and classified for: cold water fishery.
The proposed effluent limits for Outfall 001 based on a design flow of 0.002 MGD:
Parameter
CBOD5
Total Suspended Solids
NH3-N
(5-1 to 10-31)
(11-01 to 4-30)
Phosphorus as ‘‘P’’
Total Residual Chlorine
Fecal Coliform
(5-1 to 9-30)
(10-1 to 4-30)
pH

Average
Monthly (mg/l)
10
10

Average
Weekly (mg/l)

Instantaneous
Maximum (mg/l)
20
20

3
3
1.0
1.4

6
6
3.3
200/100 ml as a geometric average
200/100 ml as a geometric average
6.0 to 9.0 standard units at all times

The EPA Waiver is in effect.
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WATER QUALITY MANAGEMENT PERMITS
CONTROLLED INDUSTRIAL WASTE AND SEWAGE
WASTEWATER
APPLICATIONS UNDER THE PENNSYLVANIA
CLEAN STREAMS LAW
PART II PERMITS
The following permit applications or requests for plan
approval have been received by the Department of Environmental Protection (Department). The applications are
listed in two categories. Section I lists all municipal and
industrial permits and Section II lists oil and gas related
permit applications.
Persons wishing to comment on any of the applications
are invited to submit a statement to the office noted
above the application within 15 days from the date of this
public notice. Comments received within this 15-day
comment period will be considered in making the final
decision regarding the application. The comments should
include the name, address and telephone number of the
writer and a concise statement to inform the Department
of the exact basis of a comment and the relevant facts
upon which it is based.
The Department reserves the right to hold a public
hearing if the responsible office considers the public
response significant. If a hearing is scheduled, a notice of
the hearing will be published in the Pennsylvania Bulletin and a newspaper of general circulation of the area. If
no hearing is held, the Department’s Water Management
Program Manager will make a final determination regarding the applications after a complete review. Notice of
this final determination will be published in the Pennsylvania Bulletin at which time this determination may be
appealed to the Environmental Hearing Board.
A copy of the permit application or proposed plan is on
file in the office indicated and is open to public inspection.
Appointments to review the application may be made by
contacting Records Management at the indicated telephone number.
I. Industrial Waste and Sewerage Applications under The Clean Streams Law (35 P. S. §§ 691.1—
691.1001)
Southcentral Region: Water Management Program, 909
Elmerton Avenue, Harrisburg, PA 17110, (717) 705-4707.
WQM Permit No. PA0088838, Industrial Waste,
Wenger’s Feed Mill, Inc., 101 West Harrisburg Avenue,
Rheems, PA 17570.
This proposed facility is located in Lykens Township,
Dauphin County.
Description of Proposed Action/Activity: Requests authorization for discharge of boiler wastewater and
stormwater to an unnamed tributary to Pine Creek.
WQM Permit No. PA0010294, Industrial Waste, Tyco
Electronics Corporation, MS 140-042, P. O. Box 3608,
Harrisburg, PA 17105-3608.
This proposed facility is located in Williamstown Borough, Dauphin County.
Description of Proposed Action/Activity: Requests authorization for discharge to Wiconisco Creek.
Southwest Region: Water Management Program Manager, 400 Waterfront Drive, Pittsburgh, PA 15222-4745.
Application No. 0399402-A1—Sewerage, Shannock
Valley General Services Authority, P. O. Box 157,

Yatesboro, PA 16263. Application for the modification and
operation of a sewage treatment plant to add sludge
drying beds to serve the NuMine STP located in
Cowanshannock Township, Armstrong County.
Northwest Region: Water Management Program Manager, 230 Chestnut Street, Meadville, PA 16335-3481.
WQM Permit No. 4301412, Sewerage, Charles Jr.
and Paula Ference, 46 Reno Road, Hermitage, PA
16148.
This proposed facility is located in Jefferson Township,
Mercer County.
Description of Proposed Action/Activity: This project is
for a Single Residence Sewage Treatment Plant.
WQM Permit No. 1001408, Sewerage, Municipal
Sewer and Water Authority of Cranberry Township,
2525 Rochester Road, Cranberry Township, PA 16066.
This proposed facility is located in Cranberry Township,
Butler County.
Description of Proposed Action/Activity: This project is
a beneficial re-use system of treated domestic wastewater
to irrigate a golf course.
WQM Permit No. 4301411, Sewerage, Emily and
Peter Daloni, 2646 Mercer—West Middlesex Road, West
Middlesex, PA 16159.
This proposed facility is located in Shenango Township,
Mercer County.
Description of Proposed Action/Activity: This project is
for a small flow treatment facility to serve two private
residences.
WQM Permit No. 2001413, Sewerage, Meadville
Area Sewer Authority, 1320 Park Avenue, Meadville,
PA 16335.
This proposed facility is located in West Mead Township, Crawford County.
Description of Proposed Action/Activity: This project is
for the construction of a pump station and forcemain to
serve the West Mead Industrial Park.
NPDES Stormwater Individual Permit
The following parties have applied for an NPDES
permit to discharge stormwater associated with a construction activity into waters of this Commonwealth.
Unless otherwise indicated, on the basis of preliminary
review and application of lawful standards and regulations, the Department of Environmental Protection (Department) proposes to issue a permit to discharge, subject
to certain limitations set forth in the permit conditions.
These proposed determinations are tentative. Limitations
are provided as erosion and sediment control best management practices (BMPs) which restrict the rate and
quantity of sediment discharged.
Where indicated, the EPA Region III Administrator has
waived the right to review or object to this proposed
permit action under the waiver provision 40 CFR,
123.24(d).
Persons wishing to comment on the proposed permit
are invited to submit a statement to the appropriate
Department Regional Office noted above the application
within 30 days from the date of this public notice.
Comments reviewed within this 30-day period will be
considered in the formulation of the final determinations
regarding this application. Responses should include the
name, address and telephone number of the writer and a
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concise statement to inform the Department of the exact
basis of a comment and relevant facts upon which it is
based. A public hearing may be held after consideration of
comments received by the appropriate DEP Regional
Office during the 30-day public comment period.

The application and related documents, including the
erosion and sediment control plan for the earth disturbance activity, are on file and may be inspected at the
office identified in this notice.

Following the 30-day comment period, the appropriate
Regional Office Water Management Program Manager
will make a final determination regarding the proposed
permit. Notice of this determination will be published in
the Pennsylvania Bulletin at which time this determination may be appealed to the Environmental Hearing
Board.

Persons with a disability that require an auxiliary aid,
service or other accommodation to participate during the
30-day public comment period should contact the specified
Regional Office. TDD users may contact the Department
through the Pennsylvania AT&T Relay Service at (800)
654-5984.

Northeast Region: Water Management Program Manager, 2 Public Square, Wilkes-Barre, PA 18711-0790.
Carbon County Conservation District: 5664 Interchange Road, Lehighton, PA 18235, (610) 377-4894.
NPDES
No.
PAS101324

Applicant Name &
Address
Amarjit Grewal
PAM Management, Inc.
193 Route 17 North
Mahwah, NJ 07430

County &
Municipality

Receiving
Water/Use

Carbon County
East Side Borough

Unnamed Tributary to
Lehigh River
HQ-CWF

Southcentral Region: Water Management Program Manager, 909 Elmerton Avenue, Harrisburg, PA 17110.
NPDES Permit PAS10 O082, Stormwater. Graywood Farms, LLC, 225 Mason Dixon Road, Peach Bottom, PA 17563
has applied to discharge stormwater associated with a construction activity located in Fulton Township, Lancaster
County to UNT to Conowingo Creek (HQ-CWF).
Lancaster County Conservation District: 1383 Arcadia Road, Rm. 6, Lancaster, PA 17601, (717) 299-5361.
NPDES
Applicant Name &
County &
Receiving
No.
Address
Municipality
Water/Use
PAS10O082
Graywood Farms, LLC
Fulton County
UNT to Conowingo
225 Mason Dixon Rd.
Lancaster County
Creek
Peach Bottom, PA 17563
(HQ-CWF)
NPDES Permit PAS10 H053-R1, Stormwater. John E. Aneerson, 643 Forge Road, Carlisle, PA 17013 has applied to
discharge stormwater associated with a construction activity located in South Middleton Township, Cumberland
County to Letort Spring Run (EV-CWF).
Cumberland County Conservation District: 43 Brookwood Avenue, Suite 4, Carlisle, PA 17013, (717) 240-7812.
NPDES
Applicant Name &
County &
Receiving
No.
Address
Municipality
Water/Use
PAS10H053-R1
John E. Anderson
South Middleton Township
Letort Spring Run
643 Forge Road
Cumberland County
(EV-CWF)
Carlisle, PA 17013
Northwest Region: Oil and Gas Management Program Manager, 230 Chestnut Street, Meadville, PA 16335-3481.
NPDES Permit PAS102704, Stormwater. Pennsylvania General Energy Corp., 208 Liberty Street, Warren, PA
16365 has applied to discharge stormwater associated with a construction activity located in Kingsley and Jenks
Townships, Forest County to Salmon Creek (HQ-CWF), an unnamed tributary to Salmon Creek (HQ-CWF) and Little
Salmon Creek (HQ-CWF).

SAFE DRINKING WATER
Applications Received under the Pennsylvania Safe
Drinking Water Act (35 P. S. §§ 721.1—721.17).
Northcentral Region: Water Supply Management Program Manager, 208 West Third Street, Williamsport, PA
17701.
Permit No. 0801502, Public Water Supply.
Applicant

Borough

New Albany Borough
P. O. Box 67
New Albany, PA 18833
New Albany Borough

Responsible Official

Type of Facility

David Hindman
P. O. Box 67
New Albany, PA 18833
Public Water Supply

Consulting Engineer

Stiffler McGraw & Associates
Inc.
19 N. Juniata St.
Hollidaysburg, PA 16648

Application Received
Date
Description of Action

May 21, 2001
New well and chlorination system
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Southwest Region: Water Supply Management Program
Manager, 400 Waterfront Drive, Pittsburgh, PA 152224745.
Permit No. 5601502, Public Water Supply.
Applicant
Lincoln Township Municipal
Authority
P. O. Box 162
Sipesville, PA 15561-0190
[Township or Borough] Lincoln Township
Responsible Official
Bruce Hottle, Chairperson
Type of Facility
Consulting Engineer

Application Received
Date
Description of Action

Water treatment
Crouse & Company
332 South Lynn Avenue
Suite 100
P. O. Box 761
Somerset, PA 15501-0761
December 12, 2000
Development of Well #1, extension of the distribution system,
installation of storage tank #1,
installation of a second storage
tank to the existing distribution
system in the Village of Acosta,
replacement of a portion of distribution system.

Responsible Official

Type of Facility
Consulting Engineer

Application Received
Date

May 25, 2001

Description of Action

Replace soda ash feed with caustic soda feed

Application No. 1989508-T1, Minor Amendment.
Applicant

Township
Responsible Official

Permit No. 0301503, Public Water Supply.
Kittanning—Plumcreek Water Authority
R. D. 1, Box 144K
Kittanning, PA 16201
[Township or Borough] Kittanning & Plumcreek
Townships
Responsible Official
Robert Kozicki, Chairperson
Type of Facility
Water treatment
Consulting Engineer
Bankson Engineers Inc.
267 Blue Run Road
P. O. Box 200
Indianola, PA 15051
Application Received
May 9, 2001
Date
Description of Action
Construction of a new water distribution system including water
line, a pump station, 303,000
gallon water storage tank and
an interconnection with the
Manor Township Joint Municipal
Authority.

Applicant

Type of Facility
Consulting Engineer
Application Received
Date
Description of Action

Northcentral Region: Water Supply Management Program Manager, 208 West Third Street, Williamsport, PA
17701.
Application No. Minor Amendment, Minor Amendment.
Applicant
BCI Municipal Authority
Township
Gulich Township, Clearfield
County

Penn-Med Consultants, Inc.
964 Marcon Blvd.
Suite 220
Allentown, PA 18109
Orangeville Borough, Columbia
County
Laurie A. Carney
Corporate Office Manager
Penn-Med Consultants, Inc.
964 Marcon Blvd.
Suite 220
Allentown, PA 18109
Public Water Supply (Nursing
Home)
None
May 11, 2001
Transfer of permits from former
Klingerman’s Nursing Home to
new owner

Northwest Region: Water Supply Management Program
Manager, 230 Chestnut Street, Meadville, PA 16335-3481.
Application No. 1010-T1-MA4, Minor Amendment.
Applicant
Erie City Water Authority
340 West Bayfront Parkway
Erie, PA 16507
Township or Borough
Responsible Official

MINOR AMENDMENT
Applications Received under the Pennsylvania Safe
Drinking Water Act (35 P. S. §§ 721.1—721.17).

Paul W. Winslow, Chairperson
BCI Municipal Authority
Cressview Street Extension
P. O. Box 388
Irvona, PA 16656
Public Water Supply
Stiffler, McGraw, & Associates,
Inc.
19 N. Juniata Street
P. O. Box 462
Hollidaysburg, PA 16684

Type of Facility
Consulting Engineer

City of Erie, Erie County
James J. Rudy,
Chief Operating Officer,
340 West Bayfront Parkway
Erie, PA 16507
Public Water Supply
Kemal Niksic
KLH Engineers, Inc.
5173 Campbells Run Rd.
Pittsburgh, PA 15205

Application Received
Date

May 22, 2001

Description of Action

Replace portions of existing waterlines on French and Peach
Streets
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WATER ALLOCATIONS
Applications received under the Act of June 24,
1939 (P. L. 842, No. 365) (35 P. S. §§ 631—641)
relating to the acquisition of rights to divert
waters of the Commonwealth.
Northeast Region: Water Supply Management Program
Manager, 2 Public Square, Wilkes-Barre, PA 18711-0790.
WA 54-13B, Water Allocations. Schuylkill County
Municipal Authority (SCMA), P. O. Box 960, Pottsville,
PA 17901, Schuylkill County, has submitted a Water
Allocation Permit application to increase the service area
boundaries in Norwegian Township. The additional service area will be approximately 39.5 acres. No change in
the current allocation amount of 6.0 MGD is being
requested.

LAND RECYCLING AND
ENVIRONMENTAL REMEDIATION
UNDER ACT 2, 1995
PREAMBLE 1
Acknowledgment of Notices of Intent to Remediate
Submitted under the Land Recycling and Environmental Remediation Standards Act (35 P. S.
§§ 6026.101—6026.908).
Sections 302—305 of the Land Recycling and Environmental Remediation Standards Act (Act) require the
Department of Environmental Protection (Department) to
publish in the Pennsylvania Bulletin an acknowledgment
noting receipt of any Notices of Intent to Remediate. An
acknowledgment of the receipt of a Notice of Intent to
Remediate is used to identify a site where a person
proposes to, or has been required to, respond to a release
of a regulated substance at a site. Persons intending to
use the background standard, Statewide health standard,
the site-specific standard, or who intend to remediate a
site as a special industrial area, must file a Notice of
Intent to Remediate with the Department. A Notice of
Intent to Remediate filed with the Department provides a
brief description of the location of the site, a list of known
or suspected contaminants at the site, the proposed
remediation measures for the site and a description of the
intended future use of the site. A person who demonstrates attainment of one, or a combination of the cleanup
standards, or who receives approval of a special industrial
area remediation identified under the Act, will be relieved
of further liability for the remediation of the site for any
contamination identified in reports submitted to and
approved by the Department. Furthermore, the person
shall not be subject to citizen suits or other contribution
actions brought by responsible persons not participating
in the remediation.
Under Sections 304(n)(1)(ii) and 305(c)(2) of the Act,
there is a 30-day public and municipal comment period
for sites proposed for remediation using a site-specific
standard, in whole or in part and for sites remediated as
a special industrial area. This period begins when a
summary of the Notice of Intent to Remediate is published in a newspaper of general circulation in the area of
the site. For the sites identified, proposed for remediation
to a site-specific standard or as a special industrial area,
the municipality, within which the site is located, may
request to be involved in the development of the remediation and reuse plans for the site if the request is made
within 30 days of the date specified. During this comment
period the municipality may request that the person
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identified, as the remediator of the site, develop and
implement a public involvement plan. Requests to be
involved and comments, should be directed to the
remediator of the site.
For further information concerning the content of a
Notice of Intent to Remediate, please contact the Environmental Cleanup Program Manager in the Department of
Environmental Protection Regional Office under which
the notice appears. If information concerning this acknowledgment is required in an alternative form, contact
the Community Relations Coordinator at the appropriate
Regional Office listed. TDD users may telephone the
Department through the AT&T Relay Service at (800)
654-5984.
The Department of Environmental Protection has received the following Notices of Intent to Remediate:
Southeast Region: Environmental Cleanup Program
Manager, Lee Park, Suite 6010, 555 North Lane,
Conshohocken, PA 19428.
McDonald’s Restaurant Site, City of Philadelphia,
Philadelphia County. Scott Lang, McDonald’s Corp.,
150 S. Warner Rd., Suite 470, King of Prussia, PA 19406,
on behalf of McDonald’s Corp., 150 S. Warner Rd., Suite
470, King of Prussia, PA 19406, has submitted a Notice of
Intent to Remediate site soil and groundwater contaminated with solvents. The applicant proposes to remediate
the site to meet Site-specific standards. A summary of the
Notice of Intent to Remediate was reported to have been
published in the University City Review on May 16, 2001.
Zenith Products Corporation, Chester Township,
Delaware County. Henry Alexander, P.E., ConestogaRovers & Associates, 559 W. Uwchlan Ave., Suite 120,
Exton, PA 19341, on behalf of TFC Aston 2000 Partnership, 1621 Wood Street, Philadelphia, PA 19103, has
submitted a Notice of Intent to Remediate site soil
contaminated with heavy metals and petroleum hydrocarbons. The applicant proposes to remediate the site to
meet the Statewide Health Standard. A summary of the
Notice of Intent to Remediate was reported to have been
published in the Delaware County Daily Times on May
10, 2001.
Southcentral Region: Environmental Cleanup Program
Manager, 909 Elmerton Avenue,
Banzhaf Residence, Manheim Township, Lancaster
County. Alternative Environmental Solutions, Inc., 930
Pointview Avenue, Suite B, Ephrata, PA 17522 (on behalf
of Judy Kruse, 117 Victoria Road, Millersville, PA 17551)
has submitted a Notice of Intent to Remediate site soils
contaminated with BTEX and PHCs. The applicant proposes to remediate the site to meet the Statewide health
standard requirements. A summary of the Notice of
Intent to Remediate was reported to have been published
in the Intelligencer Journal-New Era on April 20, 2001.
Quaker Oats Company, Hampden Township, Cumberland County. Science Applications International Corporation, 6310 Allentown Boulevard, Harrisburg, PA
17112 (on behalf of The Quaker Oats Company, 485 Saint
Johns Church Road, Shiremanstown, PA 17011) has submitted a Notice of Intent to Remediate site soils and
groundwater contaminated with lead, PHCs and PAHs.
The applicant proposes to remediate the site to meet a
combination of the Statewide health and site-specific
standard requirements. A summary of the Notice of
Intent to Remediate was reported to have been published
in the Sentinel on May 9, 2001.
Former SKF USA Inc. Plant, Borough of Shippensburg, Franklin County. ARM Group, P. O. Box 797,
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Hershey, PA 17033-0797 (on behalf of Elam Reiff, 510
West King Street, Shippensburg, PA 17257) has submitted a revised Notice of Intent to Remediate site soils and
groundwater contaminated with heavy metals, solvents,
BTEX and PAHs. The applicant proposes to remediate the
site to meet a combination of the Statewide health and
site-specific standard requirements. A summary of the
Notice of Intent to Remediate was reported to have been
published in the News Chronicle during the week of April
30, 2001.
Greencastle Antrim Area Development Corporation (GAADC), Antrim Township, Franklin County.
Richenderfer & Assoc. Inc., P. O. Box 1199, Carlisle, PA
17013 (on behalf of Greencastle Antrim Area Development
Corporation, 217 East Baltimore Street, Greencastle, PA
17225) has submitted a Notice of Intent to Remediate site
soils and groundwater contaminated with BTEX and
PHCs. The applicant proposes to remediate the site to
meet the Statewide health standard requirements. A
summary of the Notice of Intent to Remediate was
reported to have been published in the Echo Pilot.
Ruth E. Swope Estate, Conoy Township, Lancaster
County. Alternative Environmental Solutions, Inc., 930
Pointview Avenue, Suite B, Ephrata, PA 17522 (on behalf
of the Estate of Ruth E. Swope, c/o 4717 Cardinal Drive,
Columbia, PA 17512) has submitted a Notice of Intent to
Remediate groundwater contaminated with BTEX. The
applicant proposes to remediate the site to meet the
Statewide health standard requirements. A summary of
the Notice of Intent to Remediate was reported to have
been published in the Lancaster Intelligencer Journal on
May 11, 2001.
Vanity Fair Corporation, Borough of Wyomissing,
Berks County. ARCADIS Geraghty & Miller, Inc, 3000
Cabot Boulevard West, Suite 3004, Langhorne, PA 19047
(on behalf of Vanity Fair Corporation, 801 Hill Avenue,
Wyomissing, PA 19610) has submitted a Notice of Intent
to Remediate groundwater contaminated with PAHs. The
applicant proposes to remediate the site to meet the
site-specific standard requirements. A summary of the
Notice of Intent to Remediate was reported to have been
published in the Reading Eagle on May 21, 2001.
Former United Piece Dye Works, Spring Garden
and Springettsbury Townships, York County. BL Companies, 830 Sir Thomas Court, Harrisburg, PA 17109 (on
behalf of Spring Garden Township, 558 South Ogontz
Street, York, PA 17403-5709) has submitted a Notice of
Intent to Remediate site soils, groundwater, surface water
and sediment contaminated with PCBs, lead, heavy metals, solvents, BTEX and PAHs. The applicant proposes to
remediate the site to meet a combination of the requirements for the site-specific and Statewide health standards. A summary of the Notice of Intent to Remediate
was reported to have been published in the York Dispatch
on March 8, 2001.
MUNICIPAL WASTE GENERAL PERMITS
Applications received under the Solid Waste Management Act (35 P. S. §§ 6018.101—6018.1003); the
Municipal Waste Planning, Recycling and Waste
Reduction Act (53 P. S. §§ 4000.101—4000.1904);
and Municipal Waste Regulations for a General
Permit to Operate Municipal Waste Processing
Facilities and the Beneficial Use of Municipal
Waste.
Central Office: Division of Municipal and Residual
Waste, Rachel Carson State Office Building, 14th Floor,
400 Market Street, Harrisburg, PA 17105-8472.

General Permit Application No. WMGM011. Champion Recycling, Inc., 575 Trestle Place, Downingtown,
PA 19335.
The Department of Environmental Protection, Bureau
of Land Recycling and Waste Management has received
an application for the municipal waste general permit
from Champion Recycling, Inc. The application is for the
beneficial use of processed construction and demolition
waste to produce mulch and aggregate for use in concrete
or asphalt mixtures for construction purposes. The Department determined the application to be administratively complete on May 23, 2001.
Comments concerning the application should be directed to Ronald C. Hassinger, Chief, General Permits
and Beneficial Use Section, Division of Municipal and
Residual waste, Bureau of Land Recycling and Waste
Management, P. O. Box 8472, Harrisburg, PA 17105-8472.
Persons interested in obtaining more information about
the general permit application may contact the Division
at (717) 787-7381. TDD users may contact the Department through the Pennsylvania Relay service, (800) 6545984. Public comments must be submitted within 60 days
of this notice and may recommend revisions to and
approval or denial of the application.
OPERATE WASTE PROCESSING OR DISPOSAL
AREA OR SITE
Applications submitted under the Solid Waste Management Act (35 P. S. §§ 6018.101—6018.1003) and
regulations to operate or close solid waste processing or disposal area or site.
Southwest Region: Regional Solid Waste Manager, 400
Waterfront Drive, Pittsburgh, PA 15222-4745.
Application No. 100172. Arden Landfill, Inc., 1550
Coraopolis Heights Road, Moon Township, PA 15108.
Arden Landfill, Arden Station Road (off North Main
Street), Washington, PA 15301. Application for a Minor
Permit Modification for the on site processing of tires at a
municipal waste landfill in Chartiers Township, Washington County, was received in the Regional Office on
May 24, 2001.

AIR QUALITY
NOTICE OF PLAN APPROVAL AND OPERATING
PERMIT APPLICATIONS
NEW SOURCES AND MODIFICATIONS
The Department of Environmental Protection (DEP)
has developed an ‘‘integrated’’ plan approval, State Operating Permit and Title V Operating Permit program. This
integrated approach is designed to make the permitting
process more efficient for DEP, the regulated community
and the public. This approach allows the owner or
operator of a facility to complete and submit all the
permitting documents relevant to its application one time,
affords an opportunity for public input and provides for
sequential issuance of the necessary permits.
The DEP has received applications for plan approvals
and/or operating permits from the following facilities.
Copies of these applications, subsequently prepared
draft permits, review summaries and other support materials are available for review in the Regional Office
identified in this notice. Persons interested in reviewing
the application files should contact the appropriate Regional Office to schedule an appointment.
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Persons wishing to receive a copy of the proposed Plan
Approval or Operating Permit must indicate their interest
to the DEP Regional Office within 30 days of the date of
this notice and must file protests or comments on a
Proposed Plan Approval or Operating Permit within 30
days of the DEP providing a copy of the proposed
document to that person or within 30 days of its publication in the Pennsylvania Bulletin, whichever comes first.
Interested persons may also request that a hearing be
held concerning the proposed plan approval and operating
permit. Any comments or protests filed with DEP Regional Offices must include a concise statement of the
objections to the issuance of the plan approval or operating permit and relevant facts, which serve as the basis for
the objections. If DEP schedules a hearing, a notice will
be published in the Pennsylvania Bulletin at least 30
days prior the date of the hearing.
Persons with a disability who wish to comment and
require an auxiliary aid, service or other accommodation
to participate should contact the Regional Office identified. TDD users may contact the Department through the
Pennsylvania AT&T Relay Service at (800) 654-5984.
Final plan approvals and operating permits will contain
terms and conditions to ensure that the source is constructed and operating in compliance with applicable
requirements in 25 Pa. Code Chapters 121 through 143,
the Federal Clean Air Act and regulations adopted under
the Act.
OPERATING PERMITS
Notice of Intent to Issue Title V Operating Permits
Under 25 Pa. Code §§ 127.521 and 127.424, notice is
hereby given that the Department of Environmental
Protection (Department) intends to issue a Title V Operating Permit to the following facilities. These facilities are
major facilities subject to the operating permit requirements under Title V of the Federal Clean Air Act and 25
Pa. Code Chapter 127, Subchapters F and G (relating to
operating permit requirements; and Title V Operating
Permits).
Appointments to review copies of the Title V application, proposed permit and other relevant information
must be made by contacting Records Management using
the appropriate Regional Office telephone number noted.
For additional information, contact the appropriate Regional Office noted.
Interested persons may submit written comments, suggestions or objections concerning the proposed Title V
permit to the Regional Office within 30 days of publication of this notice. Written comments submitted to the
Department during the 30-day public comment period
shall include the name, address and telephone number of
the persons submitting the comments, along with the
reference number of the proposed permit. The commentator should also include a concise statement of any objections to the permit issuance and the relevant facts upon
which the objections are based.
Persons with a disability who wish to comment and
require an auxiliary aid, service or other accommodation
to participate should contact the Regional Office identified. TDD users may contact the Department through the
Pennsylvania AT&T Relay Service at (800) 654-5984.
The Department reserves the right to hold a public
hearing on the proposed action based upon the information received during the public comment period and will
provide notice of any scheduled public hearing at least 30
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days in advance of the hearing. The hearing notice will be
published in the Pennsylvania Bulletin and a newspaper
of general circulation where the facility is located.
Southcentral Region: Air Quality Program, 909
Elmerton Avenue, Harrisburg, PA 17110, Kanu Patel,
Facilities Permitting Chief, (717) 705-4702.
21-05001: Lear East LP (50 Spring Road, Carlisle, PA
17013) for the administrative amendment to the facility’s
Title V Operating Permit No. 21-05001 to incorporate the
modification to an automotive carpet foam molding operation and installation of a KJ Automotive Carpet Molding
Line as per Plan Approval 21-05001A, in Carlisle Borough, Cumberland County. This installation will result
in an increase of 5.4 tpy to the facility’s potential VOC
emissions. The facility’s major sources of emissions include two boilers, three carpet dryers and other sources
which primarily emit NOx and particulate matter.
Applications Received and Intent to Issue Operating Permits under the Air Pollution Control Act
(35 P. S. §§ 4001—4015) and 25 Pa. Code Chapter
127, Subchapter F (relating to operating permit
requirements).
Southcentral Region: Air Quality Program, 909
Elmerton Avenue, Harrisburg, PA 17110, Ronald Davis,
New Source Review Chief, (717) 705-4702.
22-03041: Librandi’s Machine Shop, Inc. (93 Airport
Drive, HIA, Middletown, PA 17057) for a natural minor
operating permit for chromium electroplating controlled
by the surface tension method, in Middletown Borough,
Dauphin County. The estimated potential emissions of
chromium from the electroplating operations are approximately 60 pounds per year. The natural minor operating
permit shall contain additional record keeping and operating restrictions designed to keep the facility operating
within all applicable air quality requirements.
67-03030: Bickel’s Snack Foods, Inc. (1120 Zinns
Quarry Road, York, PA 17405) for a natural minor
operating permit for the operation of two potato chip
fryers controlled by mist eliminators in West Manchester
Township, York County. The natural minor operating
permit shall contain additional record keeping and operating restrictions designed to keep the facility operating
within all applicable air quality requirements.
Northcentral Region: Air Quality Program, 208 West
Third Street, Williamsport, PA 17701, Richard Maxwell,
New Source Review Chief, (570) 327-3637.
17-305-042A: DTE River Hill, LLC (P. O. Box 8614,
425 South Main Street, Suite 201, Ann Arbor, MI 48107),
as owner and Covol Fuels, a Division of Headwaters, Inc.
(11778 South Election Drive, Suite 210, Draper, UT
84020), as operator, for operation of a coal fines agglomeration facility incorporating a coal fines crusher, a
propane-fired agglomerated coal fines pellet drying oven,
various conveyors, bins, stockpiles, etc. at their facility in
Karthaus Township, Clearfield County. The coal fines
crusher and agglomerated coal fines pellet drying oven
were constructed under Plan Approval 17-305-042A, originally issued by the Department of Environmental Protection on June 19, 1998 and reissued on November 17, 1999
and the remainder of the facility was constructed under
Plan Approval 17-305-042, issued by the Department of
Environmental Protection on January 31, 2000.
The particulate matter emissions from the coal fines
crusher are controlled by a fabric collector and the
particulate matter emissions from the agglomerated coal
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fines pellet drying oven are controlled by a second fabric
collector. The fugitive particulate matter from the plant’s
conveyors are controlled via the use of complete or partial
covers. The fugitive particulate matter from the plant
roadways, stockpiles, truck loading activities, etc. are
controlled with a water spray dust suppression system.
The Department of Environmental Protection has determined that the respective air contamination sources
were constructed and are operating, in conformance with
all applicable requirements contained in Article III of the
Rules and Regulations of the Department of Environmental Protection as well as with all conditions contained in
Plan Approval 17-305-042A and all conditions contained
in Plan Approval 17-305-042 which were not superseded
by the conditions contained in Plan Approval 17-305042A. The Department of Environmental Protection consequently intends to issue an operating permit for these
sources.
The Department intends to place conditions in the
operating permit to be issued which are intended to
assure continued compliance with all applicable regulatory requirements and all relevant conditions established
in the respective two plan approvals as well as require
appropriate monitoring and recordkeeping. The following
is a summary of the most important conditions:
1. The particulate matter emissions in the exhaust of
the fabric collectors associated with the coal fines crusher
and agglomerated coal fines pellet drying oven shall not
exceed .01 grains per dry standard cubic foot.
2. The nitrogen oxides and carbon monoxide emissions
from the drying oven shall not exceed 30 ppm and 300
ppm, respectively, corrected to 3% oxygen.
3. The drying oven shall only be fired on propane or
natural gas.
4. The air contaminant emissions from the plant roadways, stockpiles, truck loading activities, and the like
shall be controlled by a water spray dust suppression
system which is supplied by an on-demand water source
capable of delivering an adequate supply of water to all
spray nozzles at any time the facility is in operation. The
water spray dust suppression system shall also incorporate strainers and pressure gauges at appropriate points.
5. The air contaminant emissions from the plant conveyor belts shall be controlled by conveyor belt covers.
6. Nothing shall be mixed with the coal fines which has
a volatile organic compound or hazardous air pollutant
content which is any greater than that of the materials
identified in the application and supplemental materials
submitted for Plan Approval 17-305-042.
7. The facility shall not produce more than 613,000
tons of product in any 12 consecutive month period.
Records shall be maintained of the monthly production.
8. The maximum temperature of any zone in the
drying oven shall not exceed 425°F. The temperature of
each zone shall be continuously monitored and recorded.
9. Spare bags shall be kept on site for the fabric
collectors and the compressed air used in the collectors
shall come from a compressor equipped with an air dryer
and an oil trap.
08-00014: State Aggregates, Inc. (4401 Camp Meeting Road, Suite 200, Center Valley, PA 18034) for a wet
sand and gravel operation, batch asphalt plant and
ready-mix concrete operation in Wysox Township,
Bradford County. The Department intends to issue a

State Only Operating Permit to this facility. The facility’s
main sources include: crushers, screens, conveyors, a gas
(natural or LP)/#2 fuel oil-fired rotary drum dryer and
storage bins, silos and tanks. These sources have the
potential to emit major quantities of carbon monoxide
(CO), nitrogen oxides (NOx), particulate matter less than
10 microns in size (PM10) and sulfur oxides (SOx). The
facility has taken restrictions to keep its annual CO,
NOx, PM10 and SOx emissions below the major emission
thresholds. The facility has the potential to emit volatile
organic compounds (VOCs) and hazardous air pollutants
(HAPs) below major emission thresholds.
18-00012: The Pennsylvania State System of
Higher Education (North Fairview Street, Lock Haven,
PA 17745) for the Lock Haven University campus in Lock
Haven, Clinton County. The Department intends to
issue a State Only Operating Permit to this facility. The
facility’s main sources include: # 2 fuel oil/natural gasfired boilers, heaters and emergency generators. These
sources have the potential to emit major quantities of
nitrogen oxides (NOx) and sulfur oxides (SOx). The
facility has taken restrictions to keep its annual NOx and
SOx emissions below the major emission thresholds. The
facility has the potential to emit carbon monoxide (CO),
particulate matter (PM), volatile organic compounds
(VOCs) and hazardous air pollutants (HAPs) below major
emission thresholds.
Southwest Region: Air Quality Program, 400 Waterfront
Drive, Pittsburgh, PA 15222-4745, William Charlton, New
Source Review Chief, (412) 442-4174.
63-00901: Allegheny Millwork (104 Commerce Blvd.,
P. O. Box 493, Lawrence, PA 15055) for installation of
spray booths at Cecil Township Plant in Cecil Township,
Washington County.
03-00147: Asbury Graphite Mills, Inc. (R. D. 7, Box
1, Kittanning, PA 16201) for installation of a Double Roll
Crusher at Kittanning Division in North Buffalo Township, Armstrong County.
03-00206: Rosebud Mining Co. (R. D. 9, Box 379-A,
Kittanning, PA 16201) for operation of coal processing/
stockpiling at Tracy Lynne Mine in Kiskiminetas Township, Armstrong County.
Northwest Region: Air Quality Program, 230 Chestnut
Street, Meadville, PA 16335-3481, Devendra Verma, New
Source Review Chief, (814) 332-6940.
25-00456: Keystone Foundry Division (944 West
12th Street, Erie, PA 16501) for a Natural Minor Operating Permit to operate a nonferrous foundry in Erie, Erie
County.
33-00144: National Fuel Gas Supply Corp.—Heath
Station (R. D. 1 Box 155, Summit Township, Sigel, PA
15860) for a Synthetic Minor Permit to operate a natural
gas compressor station in Heath Township, Jefferson
County.
43-00317: Allegheny Asphalt/Lindy Paving Co.—
Mercer Plant (R. D. 3, Box 2A, Northgate Industrial
Park, New Castle, PA 16103) for a Synthetic Minor
Operating Permit to operate the facility’s air contamination sources consisting of a 400 tph drum mix hot asphalt
plant in Wolf Creek Township, Mercer County.
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PLAN APPROVALS
Applications Received for Plan Approvals under the
Air Pollution Control Act (35 P. S. §§ 4001—4015)
and 25 Pa. Code Chapter 127, Subchapter B (relating to plan approval requirements).
Southcentral Region: Air Quality Program, 909
Elmerton Avenue, Harrisburg, PA 17110, Ronald Davis,
New Source Review Chief, (717) 705-4702.
36-05014D: Alumax Mill Products, Inc. (1480
Manheim Pike, Lancaster, PA 17604) for the installation
of a replacement aluminum coil coater and emission
control system at the existing plant in Manheim Township, Lancaster County. These installations are subject
to 40 CFR 60, Subpart TT—Standards of Performance for
Metal Coil Surface Coating.
Intent to Issue Plan Approvals under the Air Pollution Control Act (35 P. S. §§ 4001—4015) and 25
Pa. Code Chapter 127, Subchapter B (relating to
plan approval requirements).

Pollutant
Arsenic
Cadmium
Heaxvalent Chromium
Lead
Mercury
Nickel
Zinc
Total VOCs
SO2
NOx (With TDF)
NOx (Without TDF)
Particulates

Northeast Region: Air Quality Program, 2 Public
Square, Wilkes-Barre, PA 18711-0790, James Parette, Acting New Source Review Chief, (570) 826-2531.
NOTICE OF INTENT TO ISSUE A PLAN APPROVAL
AND AMEND A TITLE V OPERATING PERMIT
39-309-046D: Lafarge Corp. (5160 Main Street,
Whitehall, PA 18052) for installation and operation of a
fabric collector to replace the existing fabric collection
which controls emissions emanating from the No. 3
Cement Kiln at their Whitehall Plant in Whitehall Township, Lehigh County. The facility currently has a Title V
Operating Permit No. 39-00011. This Plan Approval No.
39-309-046D will, in accordance with 25 Pa. Code
§ 127.450, be incorporated into the Title V Operating
Permit through an administrative amendment at a later
date.
The cement kiln can be fired by either a combination of
coke and bituminous coal; or a combination of coke,
bituminous coal and tire-derived fuel (TDF). The emissions shall not exceed the following emission limits
(unchanged from the current permit) listed:

Pounds/Hour
0.00098
0.00131
0.00088
0.043
0.00482
0.01225
0.25076
5.7
195.0
(3-hr Block Average)
166.0
(30-day Rolling Average)
202.3
(30-day Rolling Average)
7.3

The Plan Approval will contain additional recordkeeping and operating restrictions designed to keep the
facility operating within all applicable air quality requirements. The company will be required to continue to
operate and maintain a Continuous Emission Monitoring
System (CEM), which is certified by the Department for
opacity, sulfur dioxide and nitrogen oxides. In addition,
the company is required to conduct annual stack testing
for arsenic, cadmium, hexavalent chromium, lead, mercury, nickel, zinc, total VOCs and particulates due to the
kiln being fired by TDF.
Southcentral Region: Air Quality Program, 909
Elmerton Avenue, Harrisburg, PA 17110, Ronald Davis,
New Source Review Chief, (717) 705-4702.
36-05101A: Highway Materials, Inc. (1750 Walton
Road, P. O. Box 1667, Blue Bell, PA 19422-0465) to modify
the operation of the existing propane fired hot mix
asphalt plant located in Warwick Township, Lancaster
County. The Plant will operate with alternative fuels
including: recycled fuel oil, No. 2 fuel oil, No. 4 fuel oil,
No. 5 fuel oil and natural gas. This source is subject to 40
CFR Part 60, Subpart I—Standards of Performance for
Hot Mix Asphalt Facilities. The asphalt plant is controlled by a baghouse. Facility wide emissions are limited
to less than 100 tons/year of nitrogen oxides and carbon
monoxide and less than 50 tons/year of volatile organic
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Tons/Year
0.004
0.005
0.004
0.18
0.02
0.05
1.04
23.7
809.3
688.9
839.5
30.3

compounds. The plan approval and operating permit will
contain additional monitoring, record keeping and reporting requirements designed to keep the facility operating
within all applicable air quality requirements.
44-05014A: Glenn O. Hawbaker, Inc. (P. O. Box 135,
State College, PA 16804) for the addition of No. 6 and
reprocessed fuel oil grades to the list of approved fuels for
the existing asphalt plant located in Armagh Township,
Mifflin County. Potential sulfur oxides emissions will
increase by several tons per year. The facility will remain
a synthetic minor with limits on annual emissions of
criteria pollutants. The plan approval and operating
permit will contain additional monitoring, record keeping
and reporting requirements designed to keep the facility
operating within all applicable air quality requirements.
67-05067A: Persing Enterprises, Inc. (214 North
Franklin Street, Red Lion, PA 17356) to modify the
operation of an existing spray booth and the addition of a
new spray booth at the wood furniture manufacturing
facility located in Red Lion Borough, York County.
Facility wide emissions of volatile organic compounds are
limited to less than 50 tons/year. Facility wide emissions
of hazardous air pollutants (HAPs) are limited to less
than 10 tons/year for any single HAP and less than 25
tons/year for any combination of HAPs. The plan approval
and operating permit will contain additional monitoring,
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record keeping and reporting requirements designed to
keep the facility operating within all applicable air
quality requirements.

§§ 77.121—77.123 and 86.31—86.34 (relating to public
notices of filing of permit applications, opportunity for
comment and informal conferences).

67-05068A: Highway Materials, Inc. (1750 Walton
Road, P. O. Box 1667, Blue Bell, PA 19422-0465) to modify
the operation of the existing propane fired hot mix
asphalt plant located in Hellam Township, York County.
The Plant will operate with alternative fuels including:
recycled fuel oil, No. 2 fuel oil, No. 4 fuel oil, No. 5 fuel oil
and natural gas. This source is subject to 40 CFR Part 60,
Subpart I—Standards of Performance for Hot Mix Asphalt Facilities. The asphalt plant is controlled by a
baghouse. Facility wide emissions are limited to less than
100 tons/year of nitrogen oxides and carbon monoxide and
less than 50 tons/year of volatile organic compounds. The
plan approval and operating permit will contain additional monitoring, record keeping and reporting requirements designed to keep the facility operating within all
applicable air quality requirements.

Where any of the mining activities listed will have
discharges of wastewater to streams, the Department will
incorporate NPDES permits into the mining activity
permits issued in response to these applications. The
NPDES permits will contain, at a minimum, technologybased effluent limitations (as described in the Department’s regulations—25 Pa. Code §§ 77.522, 87.102, 88.92,
88.187, 88.242, 89.52 and 90.102) for iron, manganese,
suspended solids, settable solids, alkalinity and pH. In
addition to the above, more restrictive effluent limitations, restrictions on discharge volume, or restrictions on
the extent of mining which may occur will be incorporated into a mining activity permit, when necessary, for
compliance with water quality standards (in accordance
with 25 Pa. Code Chapters 93 and 95). Persons or
agencies which have requested review of the NPDES
permit requirements for a particular mining activity
within the above-mentioned public comment period will
be provided with a 30-day period to review and submit
comments on those requirements.

67-05092A: Starbucks Coffee Company (3000
Espresso Way, York, PA 17402) for the construction of a
green coffee bean cleaning station (Station 2) controlled
by a cartridge collector at the York Roasting Plant located
in East Manchester Township, York County. This source
will increase the facility’s emissions of PM10 by approximately 5 tons per year. Particulate matter emissions from
the cartridge collector exhaust shall not exceed 0.02 grain
per dry standard cubic foot. The cartridge collector shall
be equipped with instrumentation to measure and display
the pressure differential across it. The plan approval and
operating permit will contain additional monitoring,
record keeping and reporting requirements designed to
keep the facility operating within all applicable air
quality requirements.

MINING ACTIVITY APPLICATIONS
Applications under the Surface Mining Conservation
and Reclamation Act (52 P. S. §§ 1396.1—1396.19a); the
Noncoal Surface Mining Conservation and Reclamation
Act (52 P. S. §§ 3301—3326); The Clean Streams Law (35
P. S. §§ 691.1—691.1001); the Coal Refuse Disposal Control Act (52 P. S. §§ 30.51—30.66); The Bituminous Mine
Subsidence and Land Conservation Act (52 P. S.
§§ 1406.1—1406.21). Mining activity permits issued in
response to applications will also address the applicable
permitting requirements of the following statutes: the Air
Pollution Control Act (35 P. S. §§ 4001—4015); the Dam
Safety and Encroachments Act (32 P. S. §§ 693.1—
693.27); and the Solid Waste Management Act (35 P. S.
§§ 6018.101—6018.1003).
The following permit applications to conduct mining
activities have been received by the Department of Environmental Protection (Department). A copy of the application is available for inspection at the District Mining
Office indicated above each application. Where a 401
Water Quality Certification is needed for any aspect of a
particular proposed mining activity, the submittal of the
permit application will serve as the request for certification.
Written comments or objections, or requests for informal conferences on applications, may be submitted by any
person or any officer or head of any Federal, State or
local government agency or authority to the Department
at the same address within 30 days of this publication, or
within 30 days after the last publication of the applicant’s
newspaper advertisement, as provided by 25 Pa. Code

Written comments or objections should contain the
name, address and telephone number of persons submitting comments or objections; application number; and a
statement of sufficient detail to inform the Department
on the basis of comment or objection and relevant facts
upon which it is based. Requests for an informal conference must contain the name, address and telephone
number of requestor; application number; a brief summary of the issues to be raised by the requestor at the
conference; and a statement whether the requestor desires to have the conference conducted in the locality of
the proposed mining activities.
Coal Applications Received
Pottsville District Mining Office: 5 West Laurel Boulevard, Pottsville, PA 17901-2454.
54010201. WPS Westwood Generation LLC, (1088
Springhurst Drive, Green Bay, WI 54304), commencement, operation and restoration of a coal refuse reprocessing operation in Hegins and Porter Townships, Schuylkill County affecting 73.6 acres, receiving stream—none.
Application received May 16, 2001.
54753038R3. Lensco Corporation, (313 Pottsville
Street, Minersville, PA 17954), renewal of an existing
anthracite surface mine operation in Cass Township,
Schuylkill County affecting 69.2 acres, receiving
stream—none. Application received May 21, 2001.
40663023R3. Pagnotti Enterprises, Inc., (46 Public
Square, Suite 600, Wilkes-Barre, PA 18701), renewal of
an existing anthracite surface mine/coal refuse
reprocessing/refuse disposal operation in Hazle Township,
Luzerne County affecting 640.0 acres, receiving
stream—none. Application received May 21, 2001.
40663030R3. Pagnotti Enterprises, Inc., (46 Public
Square, Suite 600, Wilkes-Barre, PA 18701), renewal of
an existing anthracite surface mine/coal refuse
reprocessing/refuse disposal operation in Foster Township,
Luzerne County affecting 225.0 acres, receiving
stream—none. Application received May 21, 2001.
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40663034R3. Pagnotti Enterprises, Inc., (46 Public
Square, Suite 600, Wilkes-Barre, PA 18701), renewal of
an existing anthracite surface mine/coal refuse reprocessing operation in Foster Township, Luzerne County
affecting 360.0 acres, receiving stream—none. Application
received May 21, 2001.

Applications Received under the Dam Safety and
Encroachments Act (32 P. S. §§ 693.1—693.27) and
Section 302 of the Flood Plain Management Act
(32 P. S. § 679.302) and Requests for Certification
under Section 401 of the Federal Water Pollution
Control Act (33 U.S.C.A. § 1341(a)).

Cambria District Mining Office: 286 Industrial Park
Road, Ebensburg, PA 15931.

WATER OBSTRUCTIONS AND
ENCROACHMENTS

32950109. Permit Renewal for reclamation only, Britt
Energies, Inc. (2450 Philadelphia Street, Indiana, PA
15701), for continued restoration of a bituminous surface
and auger mine in White Township, Indiana County,
affecting 83.3 acres, receiving stream unnamed tributary
to and, Yellow Creek. Application received May 22, 2001.

Southeast Region: Water Management Program Manager, Lee Park, Suite 6010, 555 North Lane, Conshohocken, PA 19428.
E46-630. Borough of Norristown, 235 East Airy
Street, Norristown, PA 19401-5048, Norristown Borough,
Montgomery County, ACOE Philadelphia District.
To reissue permit 46-630 for constructing and maintaining a storm sewer project in the 100-year floodplain of the
Schuylkill River consisting of inlets, connectors and laterals along East Main Street and an 84 inch R. C. pipe
discharge line extending to a concrete headwall and rock
lined outfall channel along the left river bank located
approximately 200 feet west of the Norristown Borough/
Plymouth Township municipal boundary (Norristown, PA
Quadrangle N: 19.25 inches; W: 10.75 inches).

32010104. Reichard Contracting, Inc. (212 Olean
Trail, New Bethlehem, PA 16242), commencement, operation and restoration of bituminous surface-auger mine in
West Mahoning Township, Indiana County, affecting
66.1 acres, receiving stream unnamed tributary to Carr
Run & Carr Run to Mahoning Creek to Allegheny River.
Application received May 22, 2001.
FEDERAL WATER POLLUTION CONTROL ACT,
SECTION 401
The following permit applications and requests for
Environmental Assessment approval and requests for
Water Quality Certification have been received by the
Department of Environmental Protection. Section 401 of
the Federal Water Pollution Control Act (FWPCA) (33
U.S.C.A. § 1341(a)), requires the State to certify that the
involved projects will not violate the applicable provisions
of Sections 301—303, 306 and 307 of the FWPCA (33
U.S.C.A. §§ 1311—1313, 1316 and 1317) as well as
relevant State requirements. Initial requests for 401
Water Quality Certification will be published concurrently
with the permit application. Persons objecting to approval
of a request for certification under Section 401 or to the
issuance of a Dam Permit or Water Obstruction and
Encroachment Permit, or the approval of an Environmental Assessment must submit any comments, suggestions
or objections within 30 days of the date of this notice as
well as any questions to the office noted above the
application. Comments should contain the name, address
and telephone number of the person commenting, identification of the certification request to which the comments
or objections are addressed and a concise statement of
comments, objections or suggestions including the relevant facts upon which they are based.
The Department may conduct a fact-finding hearing or
an informal conference in response to comments if
deemed necessary. Each individual will be notified, in
writing, of the time and place of a scheduled hearing or
conference concerning the certification request to which
the comment, objection or suggestion relates. Maps, drawings and other data pertinent to the certification request
are available for inspection between the hours of 8 a.m.
and 4 p.m. on each working day at the office noted above
the application.
Persons with a disability who wish to attend the
hearing and require an auxiliary aid, service or other
accommodation to participate in the proceedings, should
contact the specified program. TDD users may contact the
Department through the Pennsylvania AT&T Relay Service at (800) 654-5984.

Northeast Region: Water Management Program Manager, 2 Public Square, Wilkes-Barre, PA 18711-0790.
E40-562. 21st Century Consultants, 27 Independence
Road, Mountain Top, PA 18707, in City of Nanticoke,
Luzerne County, U. S. Army Corps of Engineers, Baltimore District.
To authorize previously placed fill in approximately
0.45 acre of PEM wetlands for the purpose of constructing
a 10,000 square foot health center and a 1,200 square foot
restaurant along associated parking areas. The project is
located northwest of the intersection of Middle Road and
Kosciuszko Street. (Wilkes-Barre West, PA, Quadrangle
N: 12.2 inches; W: 15.0 inches).
Southcentral Region: Water Management Program Manager, 909 Elmerton Avenue, Harrisburg, PA 17110.
E06-550. Robert Jones, Leesport Borough Authority,
10 East Wall Street, P. O. Box 201, Leesport, PA 19533 in
Leesport Borough, Berks County, ACOE Philadelphia
District.
To remove the existing control building and to construct
and maintain a new control and equipment building and
treatment facilities within the left bank’s 100-year
floodway of the Schuylkill River (WWF) located downstream of East Wall Street bridge (Temple, PA Quadrangle N: 12.65 inches; W: 12.6 inches).
E21-322. David Schwartz, Olympic Realty & Development Corp., 424 East 52nd Street, Suite 1B New York,
NY 10022 in the Borough of Carlisle, Cumberland
County, ACOE Baltimore District.
To relocate about 700 feet of a surface water conveyance to Letort Spring Run (EV) and to construct and
maintain (1) three R-6 rocklined trapezoidal channels,
203 feet, 238 feet and 98 feet in length; (2) construct and
maintain three reinforced concrete box culvert crossings
in the rocklined trapezoidal channels; one 68 foot long
culvert having a span of 8.0 foot and a rise of 4.0 foot, one
100 foot long stream enclosure having a span of 8.0 foot
and a rise of 4.0 foot, one 133 foot long stream enclosure
having a span of 8.0 foot and a rise of 4.0 foot and to
provide rock armor at the outlet for channel scour
protection all for the purpose of developing a commercial
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site that will include a one story 116,000 square foot
Home Depot retail outlet and two other commercial
buildings located on the east side of South Hanover
Street (SR 0034) about 0.25 mile south of interstate
Route 82 interchange 14 (Carlisle, PA Quadrangle
N: 10.8 inches; W: 8.8 inches).
E36-712. Karen Konice, East Cocalico Township, 100
Hill Road, Denver, PA 17567 in East Cocalico Township,
Lancaster County, ACOE Baltimore District.
To remove the existing corrugated metal pipe culvert
and to construct and maintain a concrete box culvert
having a span of 12-foot by 4-foot with a length of
140-foot stream enclosure at the channel of an unnamed
tributary to Little Muddy Creek (WWF) located right at
the Gehman School Road and Stone Hill Road intersection (Terre Hill, PA Quadrangle N: 16.8 inches; W: 10.1
inches).
E36-713. Stephen Aumen, City of Lancaster, Bureau
of Parks & Public Safety, 120 N. Duke Street, P. O. Box
1599, Lancaster, PA 17608 in Lancaster Township and
Lancaster City, Lancaster County, ACOE Baltimore
District.
To construct and maintain parking lots and associated
trail along the right bank’s 100-year floodway and
floodplain of the Conestoga River starting immediately
upstream of Duke Street bridge (Lancaster, PA Quadrangle N: 4.3 inches; W: 4.9 inches).
Northcentral Region: Water Management Program Manager, 208 West Third Street, Williamsport, PA 17701, (570)
327-3636.
E18-313. George M. Khoury, Pennsylvania Department of Transportation, Engineering District 2-0, P. O.
Box 342, Clearfield, PA 16830. Bridge on SR 2004—
Fishing Creek in Lamar Township, Clinton County,
ACOE Baltimore District (Mill Hall, PA Quadrangle
N: 10.5 inches; W: 13.0 inches).
To remove the existing two span, spandrel arch bridge
with a 90 degree skew to roadway center line, a 44 foot
span with an 840 square foot waterway opening and to
construct and maintain a two span continuous composite
prestressed concrete adjacent box beam bridge with two
55 foot spans and a 2.5 foot wide pier and a waterway
opening of 1,114 square feet and to construct a temporary
cofferdam to isolate the existing pier during demolition
and construct the new pier on SR 2004 over Fishing
Creek approximately 1,500 feet northwest of Mackeyville
in Clinton County. The project will impact less than 0.5
acre of wetlands while impacting approximately 100 feet
of waterway. Fishing Creek is a High Quality—Cold
Water fisheries stream.

flow conditions. The project will permanently impact
511-square feet of wetland and 153-feet of waterway. The
project is located along the northern right-of-way of SR
0120 approximately 1,000-feet north of Left Branch,
Hyner Run Road and Right Branch, Hyner Run Road.
This permit also seeks authorization for temporary
wetland impacts of 2,431.76-square feet and waterway
impacts of 11-feet. Temporary impacts are associated with
construction of a temporary road crossing. All temporary
wetlands and waterway impacts shall be fully restored.
The permanent wetland impacts of 511-square feet are de
minus and replacement wetlands will not be required.
E55-175. Pennsylvania Department of Transportation, Engineering District 3-0, P. O. Box 218
Montoursville, PA 17754-0218. Water Obstruction and
Encroachment Permit Application, in Spring Township,
Snyder County, ACOE Susquehanna River Basin District (Beavertown, PA Quadrangle N: 4.0 inches; W: 11.9
inches).
To perform streambed paving in Stony Run located on
S. R. 4010, Segment 0050, Offset 2416. This project
proposes to permanently impact 34 linear feet of Stony
Run, which is designated a Cold Water Fishery and does
not propose to impact any jurisdictional wetlands.
Northwest Region: Water Management Program Manager, 230 Chestnut Street, Meadville, PA 16335-3481.
E20-500. PA Department of Transportation, District
1-0, 255 Elm Street, Oil City, PA. SR 0079, Segment 1394,
Offset 2010 Across tributary to Conneaut Outlet, in
Greenwood Township, Crawford County, ACOE Pittsburgh District (Geneva, PA Quadrangle N: 5.3 inches;
W: 6.7 inches).
To install concrete streambed paving and maintain the
414.5-foot long reinforced concrete arch stream enclosure
having a span of 16 feet and a maximum rise of 12 feet
across a tributary to Conneaut Outlet (Turkey Hollow
Creek) on S. R. 0079, Segment 1395, Offset 2010 approximately 0.8 mile south of the Geneva exit.
E20-501. PA Department of Transportation, District
1-0, 255 Elm Street, Oil City, PA. SR 0079, Segment 1394,
Offset 2010 Across tributary to Conneaut Outlet, in
Greenwood Township, Crawford County, ACOE Pittsburgh District (Geneva, PA Quadrangle N: 4.2 inches;
W: 6.1 inches).
To install concrete streambed paving and maintain the
253.5-foot long reinforced concrete arch stream enclosure
having a span of 20.83 feet and a maximum rise of 13.5
feet across Rock Creek on S. R. 0079, Segment 1390,
Offset 2241 approximately 1.5 mile south of the Geneva
exit.

E18-314. PA DCNR—Bureau of Facility Design and
Construction, P. O. Box 8451, Harrisburg, PA 171058451. Forestry Bridge No. 10-0016R Replacement, in
Chapman Township, Clinton County, ACOE Baltimore
River Basin District (Slate Run, PA Quadrangle N: 0.6
inch; W: 14.8 inches).

E37-138. North Beaver Township Municipal Authority, 861 Mt. Jackson Road, New Castle, PA 16102.
Mt. Jackson/Jackson Knolls (Phase II) Sewage Facilities,
in North Beaver Township, Lawrence County, ACOE
Pittsburgh District (Bessemer, PA Quadrangle N: 15.8
inches; W: 8.0 inches).

To remove an existing structure and construct, operate
and maintain a single span prestressed concrete box
beam bridge to carry Hyner Run Road across Left
Branch, Hyner Run (High Quality-Cold Water Fishery).
The single span bridge shall be constructed with a
minimum clear span of 36.1-feet, underclearance of 2.5feet and skew of 65-degrees. Bridge construction shall be
completed in dry work conditions through the use of dams
and pumping or fluming stream flow around work area.
Bridge construction shall be conducted during stream low

To conduct the following activities associated with the
expansion of wastewater services for the Mount Jackson/
Jackson Knolls (Phase II) and Sunnyside (Phase III)
service areas:
1) The construction of two 40-feet crossings under
Hickory Run and one 10-feet crossing under an unnamed
tributary to Hickory Run associated with the construction
of approximately 78,000 linear feet of sanitary sewer
piping.
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2) The encroachment of approximately 0.16 acre of
wetland (PSS/PFO) associated with construction of the
Andrew Trace Pump Station.
3) The temporary disturbance of approximately 0.05
acre of wetland (PSS) associated with the expansion of
the Mount Jackson/Jackson Knolls sanitary sewage facilities.

WATER QUALITY CERTIFICATIONS
REQUESTS
Southeast Region: Water Management Program Manager, Lee Park, Suite 6010, 555 North Lane, Conshohocken, PA 19428.
Requests for Certification under Section 401 of the
Federal Water Pollution Control Act
The following requests have been made to the Department of Environmental Protection (Department) for certification under § 401(a) of the 1972 amendments to the
Federal Water Pollution Control Act (33 U.S.C.A.
§ 1341(a)), that there is reasonable assurance that the
construction herein described will not violate applicable
Federal and State water quality standards.
Prior to final approval of the proposed certification,
consideration will be given to any comments, suggestions
or objection which are submitted in writing 30 days of the
date of this notice. Comments should be submitted to the
Department at the address indicated above each of the
following requests for certification. All comments should
contain the name, address and telephone number of the
person commenting, identification of the certification request to which the comments or objections are addressed
and a concise statement of comments, objections or
suggestions in sufficient detail to inform the Department
of the exact basis of the proposal and the relevant facts
upon which it is based. The Department may conduct a
fact-finding hearing or an informal conference in response
to any given comments if deemed necessary to resolve
conflicts. Each individual will be notified in writing of the
time and place of any scheduled hearing or conference
concerning the certification request to which the protest
relates. Maps, drawings and other data pertinent to the
certification request are available for inspection and
review at the address indicated above each request for
certification between the hours of 8 a.m. and 4 p.m. on
each working day.
Certification Request Initiated By: United States
Coast Guard, Civil Engineering Unit, 1240 East 9th
Street, Room 2179, Cleveland, Ohio 44199-2060.
Project Description/Location: This activity involves the
discharge of supernatant from the U. S. Army Corps of
Engineers Fort Mifflin dredge disposal basin into the
Delaware Estuary-Zone 4. The supernatant will be generated through the disposal of 42,500 cubic yards of sediment from the boat basin at the U. S. Coast Guard Base
in Philadelphia, PA. Dredging will be accomplished by
hydraulic means and material will be placed on barges for
transport to Fort Mifflin CDF, where it will be pumped
from the barges to the CDF.

DAM SAFETY
Central Office: Bureau of Waterways Engineering, 400
Market Street, Floor 3, P. O. Box 8554, Harrisburg, PA
17105-8554.
D65-187. Scott M. and Karen T. Lavery, 100 Laspina
Lane, Irwin, PA 15642. To operate and maintain Laspina
Lane Dam across a tributary to Brush Creek (Byers Run)
(TSF), for the purpose of maintaining a recreational lake
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(Irwin, PA Quadrangle N: 21.1 inches; W: 10.9 inches) in
Penn Township Westmoreland County.

ACTIONS
FINAL ACTIONS TAKEN UNDER THE
PENNSYLVANIA CLEAN STREAMS
LAW AND THE FEDERAL CLEAN
WATER ACT—NPDES AND WQM PART
II PERMITS
INDUSTRIAL WASTE AND
SEWERAGE WASTEWATER
The Department of Environmental Protection (Department) has taken the following actions on previously
received permit applications and requests for plan approval. The actions are listed in two categories. Section I
lists all municipal and industrial permits and Section II
lists oil and gas related permits.
Persons aggrieved by this action may appeal, under
Section 4 of the Environmental Hearing Board Act (35
P. S. § 7514) and 2 Pa.C.S. §§ 501—508 and 701—704
(relating to the Administrative Agency Law), to the
Environmental Hearing Board, Second Floor, Rachel
Carson State Office Building, P. O. Box 8457, Harrisburg,
PA 17105-8457, (717) 787-3483. TDD users may contact
the Board through the Pennsylvania Relay Service, (800)
654-5984. Appeals must be filed with the Environmental
Hearing Board within 30 days of receipt of written notice
of this action unless the appropriate statute provides a
different time period. Copies of appeal form and the
Board’s rules of practice and procedure may be obtained
from the Board. The appeal form and the Board’s rules of
practice and procedure are also available in Braille or on
audiotape from the Secretary of the Board at (717)
787-3483. This paragraph does not, in and of itself, create
any right of appeal beyond that permitted by applicable
statutes and decisional law.
I. Municipal and Industrial Permit Actions under
The Clean Streams Law (35 P. S. §§ 691.1—
691.1001).
Northeast Region: Water Management Program Manager, 2 Public Square, Wilkes-Barre, PA 18711-0790.
NPDES Permit No. PA-0061816, Sewage, Nemanie
Village, Inc., P. O. Box 77, Hawley, PA 18428.
This proposed facility is located in Palmyra Township,
Pike County.
Description of Proposed Action/Activity: Renewal of
NPDES Permit.
NPDES Permit No. PA-0064084, Sewage, Delano
Township Board of Supervisors, P. O. Box 103,
Delano, PA 18220.
This proposed facility is located in Delano Township,
Schuylkill County.
Description of Proposed Action/Activity: Issuance of an
NPDES Permit.
WQM Permit No. 4501402, Sewerage Arrowhead
Sewer Company, Inc., HC 88, Box 305, Pocono Lake, PA
18347.
This proposed facility is located in Coolbaugh Township,
Monroe County.
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Description of Proposed Action/Activity: Construction of
a 113,000 gallon flow equalization tank.
WQM Permit No. 5201401, Sewerage, Harry F. Lee,
et al., 22 North 7th Street, Stroudsburg, PA 18380.
This proposed facility is located in Lehman Township,
Pike County.
Description of Proposed Action/Activity: Construction of
a low pressure sewer extension from the Harry Lee
Subdivision to an existing sewage treatment facility.
Southcentral Region: Water Management Program Manager, 909 Elmerton Avenue, Harrisburg, PA 17110, (717)
705-4707.

Description of Proposed Action/Activity: Authorization
to discharge to an unnamed tributary to Raystown
Branch Juniata River in Watershed 11-C.
NPDES Permit No. PA0088650, Sewage, Capital
Area Christian Church, 1775 Lambs Gap Road, Mechanicsburg, PA 17055.
This proposed facility is located in Silver Spring and
Hampden Townships, Cumberland County.
Description of Proposed Action/Activity: Authorization
to discharge to an unnamed tributary to Conodoguinet
Creek in Watershed 7-B.
WQM Permit No. 3601403, Sewerage, Suburban
Lancaster Sewer Authority, P. O. Box 458, Lancaster,
PA 17608-0458.

NPDES Permit No. PA0088455, Industrial Waste,
Rice Fruit Co., Inc., 2760 Carlisle Road, Gardners, PA
17324-0066.

This proposed facility is located in Lancaster Township,
Lancaster County.

This proposed facility is located in Menallen Township,
Adams County.

Description of Proposed Action/Activity: Authorization
for the construction/ operation of Sewers and Appurtenances and a Pump Station.

Description of Proposed Action/Activity: Authorization
to discharge to an unnamed tributary of Opossum Creek
in Watershed 7-F.

WQM Permit No. 6701403, Sewerage, Red Lion
Municipal Authority, P. O. Box 190, Red Lion, PA
17356-0190.

NPDES Permit No. PA0025399, Sewage, Christiana
Borough, 315 Newport Avenue, Christiana, PA 17509.

This proposed facility is located in Red Lion Borough,
York County.

This proposed facility is located in West Sadsbury
Township, Chester County.

Description of Proposed Action/Activity: Authorization
for the construction/ operation of a Pump Station.

Description of Proposed Action/Activity: Authorization
to discharge to Buck Run in Watershed 7-K.

WQM Permit No. 2101403, Sewerage, Capital Area
Christian Church, 1775 Lambs Gap Road, Mechanicsburg, PA 17055.

NPDES Permit No. PA0084247, Sewage, Berk Tek,
Inc., 132 White Oak Road, New Holland, PA 17557.

This proposed facility is located in Silver Spring and
Hampden Townships, Cumberland County.

This proposed facility is located in Earl Township,
Lancaster County.

Description of Proposed Action/Activity: Authorization
for the construction/ operation of Sewage Treatment
Facilities.

Description of Proposed Action/Activity: Authorization
to discharge to an unnamed tributary of the Conestoga
River in Watershed 7-J.

Southwest Region: Water Management Program Manager, 400 Waterfront Drive, Pittsburgh, PA 15222-4745.

NPDES Permit No. PA0083593, Sewage, Silver
Spring Township Authority, 6475 Carlisle Pike, Mechanicsburg, PA 17055-2391.
This proposed facility is located in Silver Spring Township, Cumberland County.
Description of Proposed Action/Activity: Authorization
to discharge to Conodoguinet Creek in Watershed 7-B.
NPDES Permit No. PA0038733, Sewage, East Providence Township Municipal Authority, P. O. Box 83,
Breezewood, PA 15533.
This proposed facility is located in East Providence
Township, Bedford County.
Description of Proposed Action/Activity: Authorization
to discharge to an unnamed tributary to Tub Mill Run in
Watershed 11-D.

NPDES Permit No. PA0000566. Industrial. Hussey
Copper Ltd., 100 Washington Street, Leetsdale, PA
15056 is authorized to discharge from a facility located at
Hussey Copper Ltd., Leetsdale Borough, Allegheny
County to receiving waters named Ohio River (001 and
002) and Big Sewickley Creek (003, 004 & 005).
NPDES Permit No. PA0218740. Sewage. Mount
Pleasant Township Supervisors, Box 158, Mammoth,
PA 15664 is authorized to discharge from a facility located
at Mountain Shadows STP, Mount Pleasant Township,
Westmoreland County to receiving waters named
Drainage Swale to Boyer Run.
Permit No. 1101401. Sewerage. Cambria County
Commissioners,
Cambria
County
Courthouse,
Ebensburg, PA 15931. Construction of sewage treatment
plant, pump station and force main and gravity sewer
system located in Barr Township, Cambria County to
serve Duman Lake Park.

NPDES Permit No. PA0034011, Sewage, Bedford
Materials Company, Inc., Napier Plant, P. O. Box 657,
Bedford, PA 15522-0657.

Permit No. 6501402. Sewerage. Charles Chapman,
R. D. # 1, Box 1136, Ruffsdale, PA 15679. Construction of
Sewage Treatment Plant and Sewer System located in
East Huntingdon Township, Westmoreland County to
serve Wen-Dell Mobile Home Park.

This proposed facility is located in Napier Township,
Bedford County.

Northwest Region: Water Management Program Manager, 230 Chestnut Street, Meadville, PA 16335-3481.
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WQM Permit No. 2501409, Sewerage, Gregory G.
and Tammy A. Kimmy, 113 Hill Road, Erie, PA 16508.
This proposed facility is located in Waterford Township,
Erie County.

WQM Permit No. 4301410, Sewerage, Steven P.
Roman, P. O. Box 86, Harrisville, PA 16038.
This proposed facility is located in Wolf Creek Township, Mercer County.

Description of Proposed Action/Activity: This project is
for a Single Residence.

Description of Proposed Action/Activity: This project is
for a Single Residence.

NPDES STORMWATER INDIVIDUAL PERMITS—(PAS)
The following NPDES Individual Permits for Discharges of Stormwater Associated with Construction Activities have
been issued.
These actions of the Department of Environmental Protection (Department) may be appealed to the Environmental
Hearing Board (Board), Second Floor, Rachel Carson State Office Building, 400 Market Street, P. O. Box 8457,
Harrisburg, PA 17105-8457, (717) 787-3483, by any aggrieved person under the Environmental Hearing Board Act (35
P. S. § 7514) and 2 Pa.C.S. §§ 501—508 and 701—704 (relating to the Administrative Agency Law). Appeals must be filed
with the Board within 30 days from the date of this issue of the Pennsylvania Bulletin unless the appropriate statute
provides a different time period. Copies of the appeal form and the Department’s regulations governing practice and
procedure before the Board may be obtained from the Board.
Northeast Region: Water Management Program Manager, 2 Public Square, Wilkes-Barre, PA 18711-0790.
NPDES
No.

Applicant Name &
Address

PAS10Q200-1

Scott D. Davis &
David S. Mushko
544 Jubilee St.
Emmaus, PA 18049

County

Municipality

Receiving
Water/Use

Lehigh County

Upper Milford &
Lower Macungie
Townships

Unnamed Tributary to
Little Lehigh Creek
HQ-CWF

APPROVALS TO USE NPDES AND/OR OTHER GENERAL PERMITS
The following parties have submitted: (1) Notices of Intent (NOIs) for Coverage under (1) General NPDES Permits to
Discharge Wastewater into the Waters of the Commonwealth. The approval for coverage under these general NPDES
permits is subject to applicable effluent limitations. Monitoring, reporting requirements and other conditions set forth in
the general permit: (2) General Permits for Beneficial Use of Sewage Sludge or Residential Septage by Land Application
in This Commonwealth; (3) General NPDES Permit Authorizing the Discharge of Stormwater Associated with
Construction Activities to Waters of the Commonwealth; (4) Notification for First Use Application of Sewage Sludge.
The approval of coverage for land application of sewage sludge or residential septage under these general permits is
subject to pollutant limitations, pathogen and vector attraction reduction requirements, operational standards, general
requirements, management practices and other conditions set forth in the respective permit. The Department of
Environmental Protection approves the following coverage under the specific General Permit.
The EPA Region III Administrator has waived the right to review or object to this permit action under the waiver
provision 40 CFR 123.23(d).
The application and related documents, effluent limitations, permitting requirements and other information are on file
and may be inspected and arrangements made for copying at the contact office noted.
List of NPDES and/or Other General Permit Types
PAG-1

General Permit for Discharges From Stripper Oil Well Facilities

PAG-2
PAG-3
PAG-4

General Permit for Discharges of Stormwater Associated With Construction Activities (PAR)
General Permit for Discharges of Stormwater From Industrial Activities
General Permit for Discharges From Single Residence Sewage Treatment Plant

PAG-5
PAG-6

General Permit for Discharges From Gasoline Contaminated Ground Water Remediation Systems
General Permit for Wet Weather Overflow Discharges From Combined Sewer Systems (CSO)

PAG-7
PAG-8

General Permit for Beneficial Use of Exceptional Quality Sewage Sludge by Land Application
General Permit for Beneficial Use of Non-Exceptional Quality Sewage Sludge by Land Application to Agricultural Land, Forest, a Public Contact Site or a Land Reclamation Site
PAG-8 (SSN) Site Suitability Notice for Land Application Under Approved PAG-8 General Permit Coverage
PAG-9

General Permit for Beneficial Use of Non-Exceptional Quality Sewage Sludge by Land Application to Agricultural Land, Forest, or a Land Reclamation Site

PAG-9 (SSN) Site Suitability Notice for Land Application Under Approved PAG-9 General Permit Coverage
PAG-10
PAG-11
PAG-12

General Permit for Discharge Resulting from Hydrostatic Testing of Tanks and Pipelines
(To Be Announced)
Concentrated Animal Feeding Operations (CAFOs)
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General Permit Type—PAG-2
Facility Location and
Permit
Municipality
No.

Applicant Name and
Address

Receiving
Water/Use

Contract Office and
Telephone No.

Northampton County
Freemansburg Borough

PAR10U156

Ashley Development Corp.
559 Main St., Suite 300
Bethlehem, PA 18018

Lehigh River
CWF

Northampton County Conservation District
(610) 746-1971

Northampton County
Lower Saucon Township

PAR10U161

Thomas Macarro
3633 Drifting Dr.
Hellertown, PA 18055

Saucon Creek
CWF

Northampton County Conservation District
(610) 746-1971

Schuylkill County
Washington Township

PAR105814

Flying Dutchman
Motorcycle Club Inc.
(Parking Lot)
Luke Zechman
R. D. 3, Box 139F
Pine Grove, PA 17963

Lower Little
Swatara Creek
CWF

Schuylkill County Conservation District
(570) 622-3742

Schuylkill County
Kline Township

PAR105819

Van Hockelen Greenhouse
Land Dev.
Lori Van Hockelen Co.
A & A Real Estate Assoc.
34 N. Greco Dr.
Drums, PA 18222

Little Schuylkill
River
CWF

Schuylkill County Conservation District
(570) 622-3742

Schuylkill County
Mahanoy Township

PAR105817

Yudacot Dev./Inter Bedding
Corp.
Steven Colter
300 Ind. Park
St. Clair, PA 17978

Mahanoy Creek
CWF

Schuylkill County Conservation District
(570) 622-3742

East Donegal Township
Lancaster County

PAR10O485

Donegal School District
366 S. Market Ave
Mount Joy, PA 17552

Little Chickies
Creek
TSF

Lancaster County Conservation District
1383 Arcadia Rd. Rm. 6
Lancaster, PA 17601

Mount Joy Borough
Lancaster County

PAR10O486

The Charlan Group
1085 Manheim Pike
Lancaster, PA 17601

UNT Donegal
Creek
CWF

Lancaster County Conservation District
1383 Arcadia Rd. Rm. 6
Lancaster, PA 17601

Rapho Township
Lancaster County

PAR10O499

J B Hostetter & Sons Partnership
P. O. Box 218
Mount Joy, PA 17552

Little Chickies
Creek
TSF

Lancaster County Conservation District
1383 Arcadia Rd. Rm. 6
Lancaster, PA 17601

Cumru Township
Berks County

PAR10C366

Harry O’Neill, III
Empire Wrecking Co.
1420 Clarion Street
Reading, PA 19601

Schuylkill River

Berks County Conservation
District
P. O. Box 520
1238 County Welfare Road
Leesport, PA 19533
(610) 372-4657

Harrisburg City
Dauphin County

PAR10I265

The Harrisburg Authority
One Keystone Plaza
Front & Market Streets
Harrisburg, PA 17101

Paxton Creek

Dauphin County Conservation District
1451 Peters Mountain Road
Dauphin, PA 17018
(717) 921-8100

Spring Township
Centre County

PAR10F134

Pleasant Hills Apartments
Richard Fortney
Pleasant Hills Housing LP
501 Rolling Ridge Dr.
State College, PA 16801

UNT Logan
Branch
CWF

Centre County Conservation District
414 Holmes Ave., Suite 4
Bellefonte, PA 16823
(814) 355-6817

Ferguson Township
Centre County

PAR10F136

Hillside Farm Estates
Armen Sahakian
Banyan Homes Inc
200 Haymaker Circle
State College, PA 16801

Slab Cabin Run
& UNT Slab
Cabin Run
CWF

Centre County Conservation District
414 Holmes Ave., Suite 4
Bellefonte, PA 16823
(814) 355-6817
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Facility Location and
Municipality
Muncy Creek Township
Lycoming County

Permit
No.
PAR103945

Applicant Name and
Address
Weis Markets Inc.
1000 Second St.
Sunbury, PA 17801

Receiving
Water/Use
Muncy Creek
TSF

Roulette Township
Potter County

PAR105508

Londes Meadows
Christopher Landes
24 Red Road Ave.
Roulette, PA 16746

Allegheny River
CWF

Ward Township
Tioga County

PAR106639

Sylvan Glen Inc.
P. O. Box 61
Gaines, PA 16921

Fallbrook Creek
Morris Run
Tioga River
CWF

Contract Office and
Telephone No.
Lycoming County Conservation District
542 County Farm Rd.
Suite 202
Montoursville, PA 17754
(570) 433-3003
Potter County Conservation
District
107 Market St.
Coudersport, PA 16915
(814) 274-8411
Tioga County Conservation
District
29 East Ave.
Wellsboro, PA 16901
(570) 724-1801

Southwest Region: Regional Water Management Program Manager, 400 Waterfront Drive, Pittsburgh, PA 15222-4745.
Facility Location and
Permit
Applicant Name and
Receiving
Contract Office and
Municipality
No.
Address
Water/Use
Telephone No.
Armstrong County
PAR10B036
Dominion Transmission
Crooked Creek
Armstrong County
Burrell Township
445 West Main Street
and unnamed
Conservation District
South Bend Township
P. O. Box 2450
tributary/ WWF
(724) 548-3425
Plumcreek Township
Clarksburg, WV 26302& CWF; Fagley
Kittanning Township
2450
Run/WWF;
Cowanshannock Township
Long Run and
Valley Township
unnamed
tributaries/CWF;
Cherry Run and
unnamed
tributaries/CWF;
Spra Run/WWF
and unnamed
tributaries to
Huskins Run/
WWF; and
Cowanshannock
Creek/TSF
Washington County
Donegal Township

PAR10W180

Bob Cossell
202 Oglevee Lane
Connellsville, PA 15425

Wheeling Creek/
WWF

Jefferson County
Washington Township

PAR103339

DuBois-Jefferson County
Airport
P. O. Box 299
Falls Creek, PA 15840

Unnamed TribuJefferson Conservation
tary to Keys Run, District
Keys Run and
(814) 849-7463
Horn Run (CWF)

Mercer County
Findley Township

PAR104359

General Services Dept. of
Corrections
State Correctional Facility
Mercer
801 Butler Pike
Mercer, PA 16137

Neshannock
Creek (TSF)

Mercer Conservation
District
(724) 662-2242

Mercer County
Pine Township

PAR106363

Howard Christner
235 Alpha Drive
Pittsburgh, PA 15238

Unnamed Tributary to Swamp
Run (CWF)

Mercer Conservation
District
(724) 662-2242

Permit
No.
PAR123518

Applicant Name and
Address
Murry’s Inc.
8300 Pennsylvania Avenue
Upper Marlboro, MD
20772-2673

Receiving
Water/Use

Contract Office and
Telephone No.

Brandywine
Creek/TSF

DEP—Southcentral Region
909 Elmerton Avenue
Harrisburg, PA 17110
(717) 705-4707

Washington County
Conservation District
(724) 228-6774

General Permit Type—PAG-3
Facility Location and
Municipality
Lebanon County
Lebanon City
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Municipality
Vanport Township
Beaver County

NOTICES
Permit
No.
PAR806113

General Permit Type—PAG-4
Facility Location and
Permit
Municipality
No.
Waterford Township
PAG048726
Erie County

Wolf Creek Township
Mercer County

PAG048731

General Permit Type—PAG-5
Facility Location and
Permit
Municipality
No.
Monessen
PAG056164
Westmoreland County

General Permit Type—PAG-8 (SSN)
Facility Location and
Permit
Municipality
No.
Howe Township
PAG083558
Perry County

Applicant Name and
Address
Interstate Chemical Co.
2797 Freedland Road
Hermitage, PA 16148

Receiving
Water/Use
Ohio River

Contract Office and
Telephone No.
Southwest Regional Office:
Water Management Program Manager
400 Waterfront Drive
Pittsburgh, PA 15222-4745
(412) 442-4000

Applicant Name and
Address
Gregory G. and Tammy A.
Kimmy
113 Hill Road
Erie, PA 16508

Receiving
Water/Use
Unnamed tributary to Wheeler
Creek

Contract Office and
Telephone No.
DEP
NWRO
Water Management
230 Chestnut Street
Meadville, PA 16335-3481
(814) 332-6942

Steven P. Roman
P. O. Box 86
Harrisville, PA 16038

Unnamed tributary to East
Branch Wolf
Creek

DEP
NWRO
Water Management
230 Chestnut Street
Meadville, PA 16335-3481
(814) 332-6942

Applicant Name and
Address
R L Smeltz Oil Company
Inc.
725 South Main Street
Box 100
Greensburg, PA 15601

Receiving
Water/Use

Contract Office and
Telephone No.

UNT of the
Monongahela
River

Southwest Regional Office:
Water Management Program Manager
400 Waterfront Drive
Pittsburgh, PA 15222-4745
(412) 442-4000

Site Name &
Location

Contract Office and
Telephone No.

John Deloncey
Farm
Howe Township
Perry County

DEP
SCRO
909 Elmerton Avenue
Harrisburg, PA 17110
(717) 705-4707

Applicant Name and
Address
Newport Borough STP
231 Market Street
Newport, PA 17074

SAFE DRINKING WATER
Actions taken under the Pennsylvania Safe Drinking Water Act (35 P. S. §§ 721.1—721.17).
Northeast Region: Water Supply Management Program Manager, 2 Public Square, Wilkes-Barre, PA 18711-0790.
Permit No. 4500507, Public Water Supply.
Applicant
First National Bank of Palmerton
P. O. Box 217
Palmerton, PA 18071
Borough or Township
Tobyhanna Township
County
Type of Facility

Monroe
Public Water Supply

Consulting Engineer

Jeffrey S. Culton, P.E.
Buchart-Horn, Inc.
P. O. Box 15040
York, PA 17405

Permit to Construct Issued

May 22, 2001
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Northcentral Region: Water Supply Management Program Manager, 208 West Third Street, Williamsport, PA 17701.
Permit No. Minor Amendment. Public Water Supply.
Applicant
Borough of Hughesville
147 S. 5th Street
Hughesville, PA 17737-0020
Borough
Hughesville Borough
County
Type of Facility

Lycoming
Public Water Supply

Consulting Engineer

Borton-Lawson Engineering, Inc.
613 Baltimore Drive
Suite 300
Wilkes-Barre, PA 18702-7903
May 25, 2001

Permit to Construct Issued

Permit No. Minor Amendment. Public Water Supply.
Applicant
Pennsylvania American Water Company
800 W. Hersheypark Drive
Hershey, PA 17033
Township
White Deer & Gregg Townships
County
Type of Facility
Consulting Engineer
Permit to Operate Issued

Union
Public Water Supply
May 25, 2001

Northwest Region: Water Supply Management Program Manager, 230 Chestnut Street, Meadville, PA 16335-3481.
Permit No. 361W2-T2-MA2, Minor Amendment. Public Water Supply.
Applicant
Millcreek Township Water Authority
3608 West 26th St.
Erie, PA 16505
Borough or Township
Millcreek Township
County
Erie
Type of Facility
Public Water Supply
Consulting Engineer
CTE Engineers
155 West 8th St.
Erie, PA 16501
Permit to Construct Issued
May 24, 2001
Permit No. 2498502-MA3, Minor Amendment. Public Water Supply.
Applicant
St. Marys Area Water Authority
429 Ridgway Rd.
St. Marys, PA 15857
Borough or Township
St. Marys
County

Elk

Type of Facility
Consulting Engineer

Public Water Supply
Dwight D. Hoare, P.E.
Allegheny Mountain Engineering, Inc.
515 East Arch St.
St. Marys, PA 15857

Permit to Construct Issued

May 16, 2001
SEWAGE FACILITIES ACT PLAN APPROVAL

Plan approvals granted under the Pennsylvania Sewage Facilities Act (35 P. S. §§ 750.1—750.20).
Southcentral Region: Water Management Program Manager, 909 Elmerton Avenue, Harrisburg, PA 17110.
Plan Location:
Borough or
Township
New Salem Borough

Borough or Township Address
80 North Water Street, York, PA 17371
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Plan Description: The approved plan provides for the installation of a conventional sanitary sewer collection system
with conveyance to North Codorus Township for treatment. The Department’s review of the sewage facilities update
revision has not identified any significant environmental impacts resulting from this proposal. Any required NPDES
Permits or WQM Permits must be obtained in the name of the municipality or authority as appropriate.
Plan Location:
Borough or
Borough or Township Address
Township
County
East Hanover Township

8848 Jonestown Road, Grantville, PA 17028

Dauphin

Plan Description: The approved plan revision provides for a new 500gpd Small Flow Treatment Facility with a treated
discharge to an unnamed tributary to Manada Creek. The proposed facility will serve a new residential structure on the
existing Paul Henry property.
SEWAGE FACILITIES ACT PLAN DISAPPROVAL
Plan disapprovals granted under the Pennsylvania Sewage Facilities Act (35 P. S. §§ 750.1—750.20).
Southcentral Region: Water Management Program Manager, 909 Elmerton Avenue, Harrisburg, PA 17110.
Plan Location:
Borough or
Township
North Codorus Township

Borough or Township Address
R. D. 1 Box 1102, Spring Grove, PA 17362

Plan Description: This Official Plan revision, Colonial
Crossings (A3-67946-247-3), is for a 53-lot subdivision
consisting of 400 residential units comprised of apartments, duplexes, townhouses and single-family dwellings,
as well as a neighborhood commercial center, swimming
pool and clubhouse. The project site is on 115 acres and is
located along the south and east sides of Noss Road,
approximately 500 feet east of Joseph Road in North
Codorus Township, York County. Total estimated sewage
flows are 144,350 gpd to be served by an existing,
privately owned sewage treatment plant. Ultimately, the
sewage is to be treated at a proposed municipal sewage
treatment plant that has not yet received planning
approval.
Since the existing treatment plant has a capacity of
only 100,000 gpd, the plan was disapproved because the
proposed municipal treatment plant has not received
planning approval and is not a viable ultimate means of
sewage disposal at this moment. In addition, the operation and maintenance responsibilities of the existing
treatment plant have not been addressed.

County
York County

was completed February 29, 2000, which indicated that
the drums contained hazardous substances, namely lead
and volatile organic compounds. The material in the
drums and nearby soils may have been dried lead-based
paint.
The origin of the waste and drums and how they came
to be located at the site, are unknown. The current and
past owners of the site have stated that they were not
aware of the waste and drums, prior to the beginning of
the Department’s investigation.
The main objectives for the prompt interim response at
the site were:
1) protect the public and environmental receptors from
direct contact, ingestion and inhalation risks associated
with the hazardous substances in contaminated soils and
wastes; and
2) eliminate the ongoing release and threat of release
of hazardous substances into the environment from the
wastes and contaminated soils at the site.

Notice of Prompt Interim Response
Conneaut Creek Drum Site
Conneautville Borough, Crawford County

The Department considered two alternatives for the
prompt interim response at the site:

The Department of Environmental Protection (Department), under the authority of the Hazardous Sites
Cleanup Act (35 P. S. §§ 6020.101—6020.1304) (HSCA),
has completed a prompt interim response at the Conneaut Creek Drum Site (site). The site is located in
Conneautville Borough, Crawford County, PA. The site
consists of a parcel of property with a dwelling used for
residential housing. Specifically, the site is oriented in the
backyard of the property and covers an area of about 60
square feet. The site is on the northeast bank of the
active stream channel of Conneaut Creek. Two barrels
and their contents were partially exposed on the stream
bank, approximately four feet above the mean stream
level.

A ‘‘No Action’’ alternative provided a baseline for comparison to other alternatives. Because no action would be
implemented, any present or future risks to human
health, safety or the environment would remain unchanged.

The Department became aware of the site as the result
of a public complaint on August 31, 1999. The Department completed an initial investigation and preliminary
sampling on September 9, 1999. The results of the initial
investigation verified the complaint and the presence of a
hazardous substance. Further investigation and sampling

Alternative 1

Alternative 2
This Alternative involved the excavation and disposal of
drums containing waste, wastes outside of drums and
contaminated soils at an off-site facility. Following the
excavation and removal of the drums, waste and contaminated soils, the site was restored to pre-response conditions.
The Department chose to implement Alternative 2 as
the prompt interim response at the site. Alternative 2
was selected because it does, in the most cost effective
manner, protects the public and environmental receptors
from the risks associated with the hazardous substances
at the site. The completed cost of this response was
approximately $15,000.
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This notice is being provided under Section 506(b) of
HSCA. The administrative record, which contains the
information that forms the basis for and documents the
selection of this response action, is available for public
review and comment. The administrative record is located
at the Department’s Northwest Regional Office, 230
Chestnut Street, Meadville, PA 16335 and is available for
review Monday through Friday from 8 a.m. until 4 p.m.

listed. TDD users may telephone the Department through
the AT&T Relay Service at (800) 654-5984.

The administrative record will be open for comment
from June 9, 2001 until September 7, 2001. Persons may
submit written comments into the record during this time
only, by sending them to the site Project Manager, Ronald
Lybrook, at the Department’s Northwest Regional Office,
or by delivering them to that office in person.
In addition, persons may submit oral comments, for
inclusion in the administrative record, at a public hearing. The Department will schedule a hearing between
July 9, 2001 and August 8, 2001, if requested by one or
more members of the public. Persons wishing to present
comments at a hearing must register with the Department’s Community Relations Coordinator, Freda Tarbell
before June 25, 2001 by telephone at (814) 332-6945 or in
writing to the Northwest Regional Office. If no person
requests to present oral comments by the date specified
above, a hearing will not be held. Persons interested in
finding out if anyone has registered and if a hearing will
be held, should contact Freda Tarbell at the telephone
number previously noted.
Persons with a disability who wish to attend the
hearing and require auxiliary aid, service or other accommodations to participate in the proceedings, should call
Freda Tarbell at the telephone number noted above or
through the Pennsylvania AT&T Relay Service at (800)
654-5984 (TDD) to discuss how the Department may
accommodate their needs.

Zenith Products Corporation, Chester Township,
Delaware County. Henry Alexander, P.E., ConestogaRovers & Associates, 559 W. Uwchlan Ave., Suite 120,
Exton, PA 19341, on behalf of TFC Aston 2000 Partnership, 1621 Wood St., Philadelphia, PA 19103, has submitted a Final Report concerning remediation of site soil
contaminated with heavy metals and petroleum hydrocarbons. The report is intended to document remediation of
the site to meet the Statewide Health Standard.

LAND RECYCLING AND
ENVIRONMENTAL REMEDIATION
UNDER ACT 2, 1995
PREAMBLE 2
The following final reports were submitted under
the Land Recycling and Environmental Remediation Standards Act (35 P. S. §§ 6026.101—6026.908).
Provisions of Chapter 3 of the Land Recycling and
Environmental Remediation Standards Act (Act) require
the Department of Environmental Protection (Department) to publish in the Pennsylvania Bulletin a notice of
submission of final reports. A final report is submitted to
document cleanup of a release of a regulated substance at
a site where one of the Act’s remediation standards. A
final report provides a description of the site investigation
to characterize the nature and extent of contaminants in
environmental media, the basis for selecting the environmental media of concern, documentation supporting the
selection of residential or nonresidential exposure factors,
a description of the remediation performed and summaries of sampling analytical results which demonstrate
that remediation has attained the cleanup standard selected.
For further information concerning the final report,
contact the Environmental Cleanup Program Manager in
the Department of Environmental Protection Regional
Office under which the notice of receipt of a final report
appears. If information concerning a final report is required in an alternative form, contact the Community
Relations Coordinator at the appropriate Regional Office

The Department has received the following final reports:
Southeast Region: Environmental Cleanup Program
Manager, Lee Park, Suite 6010, 555 North Lane,
Conshohocken, PA 19428.

Commonwealth Bank, Hilltown Township, Bucks
County. J. Anthony Sauder, P.E., Pennoni Associates,
Inc., One Drexel Plaza, Suite 200, 3001 Market St.,
Philadelphia, PA 19104-2897, has submitted a Final
Report concerning remediation of site soil contaminated
with BTEX, petroleum hydrocarbons and polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons. The report is intended to document
remediation of the site to meet the Statewide Health
Standard.
Southcentral Region: Environmental Cleanup Program
Manager, 909 Elmerton Avenue, Harrisburg, PA 17110.
Banzhaf Residence, Manheim Township, Lancaster
County. Alternative Environmental Solutions, Inc., 930
Pointview Avenue, Suite B, Ephrata, PA 17522 (on behalf
of Judy Kruse, 117 Victoria Road, Millersville, PA 17551)
has submitted a Final Report concerning remediation of
site soils contaminated with BTEX and PHCs. The report
is intended to document remediation of the site to the
Statewide Health standard.
General Electric Environmental Services, Inc.,
Parcels C & D, City of Lebanon, Lebanon County.
Groundwater and Environmental Services, Inc., 410
Eagleview Boulevard, Suite 110, Exton, PA 19341 (on
behalf of General Electric Environmental Services, Inc.,
253 North Fourth Street, Lebanon, PA 17046) submitted a
Final Report concerning remediation of site soils and
groundwater contaminated with PCBs, lead, heavy metals, solvents, BTEX, PHCs and PAHs. The report is
intended to document remediation of the site to the
Statewide Health standard.

LAND RECYCLING AND
ENVIRONMENTAL REMEDIATION
UNDER ACT 2, 1995
PREAMBLE 3
The Department has taken action on the following
plans and reports under the Land Recycling and
Environmental Remediation Standards Act (35
P. S. §§ 6026.101—6026.908).
Provisions of 25 Pa. Code § 250.8, Administration of
the Land Recycling and Environmental Remediation
Standards Act (Act) requires the Department of Environmental Protection (Department) to publish in the Pennsylvania Bulletin a notice of its final actions on plans and
reports. A final report is submitted to document cleanup
of a release of a regulated substance at a site to one of
the remediation standards of the Land Recycling and
Environmental Remediation Standards Act. Plans and
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reports required by provisions of the Act for compliance
with selection of remediation to a site-specific standard,
in addition to a final report, include a remedial investigation report, risk assessment report and cleanup plan. A
remedial investigation report includes conclusions from
the site investigation, concentration of regulated substances in environmental media; benefits of refuse of the
property and, in some circumstances, a fate and transport
analysis. If required, a risk assessment report describes
potential adverse effects caused by the presence of regulated substances. A cleanup plan evaluates the abilities of
potential remedies to achieve remedy requirements. A
final report provides a description of the site investigation
to characterize the nature and extent of contaminants in
environmental media, the basis of selecting the environmental media of concern, documentation supporting the
selection of residential or nonresidential exposure factors,
a description of the remediation performed and summaries of sampling methodology and analytical results which
demonstrate that the remediation has attained the
cleanup standard selected. The Department may approve
or disapprove plans and reports submitted. This notice
provides the Department’s decision and, if relevant, the
basis for disapproval.
For further information concerning the plans and reports, contact the Environmental Cleanup Program Manager in the Department of Environmental Protection
Regional Office under which the notice of the plan or
report appears. If information concerning a final report is
required in an alternative form, contact the Community
Relations Coordinator at the appropriate Regional Office
listed. TDD users may telephone the Department through
the AT&T Relay Service at (800) 654-5984.
The Department has received the following final reports:
Southeast Region: Environmental Cleanup Program
Manager, Lee Park, Suite 6010, 555 North Lane,
Conshohocken, PA 19428.
Madiro Property, Downingtown Borough, Chester
County. Susan Ahearn, Evans Mill Environmental, Inc.,
101 Fellowship Rd., P. O. Box 735, Uwchland, PA 19480,
on behalf of Anthony J., Jr. and Teresa W. Madiro, 21 E.
Lancaster Ave., Downingtown, PA, has submitted a Final
Report concerning the remediation of site soil and
groundwater contaminated with lead, BTEX and
polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons. The Final report demonstrated attainment of the Statewide Health standard
and was approved by the Department on May 18, 2001.
Ashland, Inc.—Aston Chemical Distribution Facility, (SOIL), Chester Township, Delaware County.
Cathy A Pickrel, Ashland, Inc., P. O. Box 2219, Columbus,
OH 43216, on behalf of Dunlap, Mellor & Co., Inc. 100 N.
Commerce Dr., I-95 Industrial Park, Aston, PA 19014, has
submitted a Final Report concerning the remediation of
site soil contaminated with solvents and BTEX. The
report demonstrated attainment of the Statewide Health
Standard and was approved by the Department on May
23, 2001.
Penllyn Lands, Lower Gwynedd Township, Montgomery County. Mark J. Irani, P.G., RT Environmental
Services, Inc. 215 W. Church Rd., King of Prussia, PA
19406, on behalf of Penllyn Lands, c/o Day & Zimmerman, Inc., 1818 Market St., Philadelphia, PA 19103, has
submitted a Final Report concerning remediation of site
soil contaminated with solvents and groundwater contaminated with lead. The report demonstrated attainment
of the Statewide Health Standard and was approved by
the Department on May 25, 2001.

Former Slonaker Millworking Company, City of
Philadelphia, Philadelphia County. Dennis Fisher,
NTH Consultants, Ltd., 860 Springdale Drive, Exton, PA
19341, on behalf of Hispanic Association of Contractors &
Enterprises, 167 W. Allegheny Ave., Suite 200, Philadelphia, PA 19140, has submitted a combined Remedial
Investigation Report/Risk Assessment Report/Cleanup
Plan concerning remediation of site soil contaminated
with lead, heavy metals and polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons. The combined report was approved by the Department on May 23, 2001.
Southcentral Region: Environmental Cleanup Program
Manager, 909 Elmerton Avenue, Harrisburg, PA 17110.
Former Sunoco Quentin Terminal, West Cornwall
Township, Lebanon County. GES Environmental &
Groundwater Services, 410 Eagleview Boulevard, Suite
110, Exton, PA 19341 (on behalf of Sunoco, Inc., Ten Penn
Center, 20th Floor, 1801 Market Street, Philadelphia, PA
19103) submitted a remedial investigation report and a
risk assessment report concerning the remediation of site
soils and groundwater contaminated with BTEX, PHCs
and PAHs. The reports were disapproved by the Department on May 21, 2001.
Banzhaf Residence, Manheim Township, Lancaster
County. Alternative Environmental Solutions, Inc., 930
Pointview Avenue, Suite B, Ephrata, PA 17522 (on behalf
of Judy Kruse, 117 Victoria Road, Millersville, PA 17551)
submitted a final report concerning remediation of site
soils contaminated with BTEX and PHCs. The final
report demonstrated attainment of the statewide health
standard and was approved by the Department on May
22, 2001.
Kemps Foods, City of York, York County. Geologic
NY Inc., P. O. Box 5080, Cortland, NY 13045 (on behalf of
Kemps Foods, Two West Hamilton Avenue, York, PA
17407) submitted a final report concerning the remediation of site soils contaminated with PHCs. The final
report demonstrated attainment of the statewide health
standard and was approved by the Department on May
16, 2001.
Holy Guardian Angels Church, Muhlenberg Township, Berks County. Advanced GeoServices Corporation,
Chadds Ford Business Campus, Brandywine One, Suite
202, Routes 202 and 1, Chadds Ford, PA 19317 (on behalf
of Holy Guardian Angels Church, 3121 Kutztown Road,
Reading, PA 19605) submitted a final report concerning
the remediation of site soils contaminated with lead. The
final report demonstrated attainment of the statewide
health standard and was approved by the Department on
May 22, 2001.
REGISTRATION FOR GENERAL
PERMIT—RESIDUAL WASTE
Registration Denied under the Solid Waste Management Act (35 P. S. §§ 6018.101—6018.1003); the Residual Waste Planning, Recycling and Waste Reduction Act (53 P. S. §§ 4000.101—4000.1904); and
Residual Waste Regulations for a General Permit
to Operate Residual Waste Processing Facilities
and/or the Beneficial Use of Residual Waste Other
Than Coal Ash.
Central Office: Division of Municipal and Residual
Waste, Rachel Carson State Office Building, 14th Floor,
400 Market Street, Harrisburg, PA 17105-8472.
General Permit Registration No. WMGR064. Hart
Resources Technologies, 5035 Route 110, Creekside,
PA 15732.
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Registration to operate under General Permit No.
WMGR064 for the beneficial use of natural gas brines as
antiskid pre-wetting prior to roadway application and
roadway and walkway surface anti-icing applications used
in order to minimize the formation or development of
bonded snow and ice to roadway and walkway surfaces.
The registration was denied by Central Office on May 21,
2001.
OPERATE WASTE PROCESSING OR DISPOSAL
AREA OR SITE
Permits Denied under the Solid Waste Management
Act (35 P. S. §§ 6018.101—6018.1003), the Municipal Waste Planning, Recycling and Waste Reduction Act (53 P. S. §§ 4000.101—4000.1904) and
Regulations to Operate Solid Waste Processing or
Disposal Area or Site.
Southeast Region: Regional Solid Waste Manager, Lee
Park, Suite 6010, 555 North Lane, Conshohocken, PA
19428.
Permit No. 101670. Philadelphia Waste Services,
Inc., 1620 South 49th Street, Philadelphia, PA, 19143,
City of Philadelphia. Application was made to construct
and operate a construction and demolition waste facility
in the City of Philadelphia. The permit was denied by the
Southeast Regional Office on May 18, 2001.

AIR QUALITY
General Plan Approval and Operating Permit Usage
Authorized under the Air Pollution Control Act
(35 P. S. §§ 4001—4015) and 25 Pa. Code Chapter
127 to construct, modify, reactivate or operate air
contamination sources and associated air cleaning devices.
Southeast Region: Air Quality Program, Lee Park, Suite
6010, 555 North Lane, Conshohocken, PA 19428, Thomas
McGinely, New Source Review Chief, (610) 832-6242.
23-312-216GP: Baker Petrolite Corp. (4th and
Saville, Eddystone, PA 19022) on May 22, 2001, for a
storage tank in Eddystone Borough, Delaware County.
Operating Permit Administrative Amendments Issued under the Air Pollution Control Act (35 P. S.
§§ 4001—4015) and 25 Pa. Code § 127.450 (relating
to administrative operating permit amendments).
Southeast Region: Air Quality Program, Lee Park, Suite
6010, 555 North Lane, Conshohocken, PA 19428, Thomas
McGinley, New Source Review Chief, (610) 832-6242.
15-302-084: Merck and Co., Inc. (466 Devon Park
Drive, Wayne, PA 19087) on May 24, 2001, for two boilers
and a generator in Tredyffrin Township, Chester
County.
Operating Permits Issued under the Air Pollution
Control Act (35 P. S. §§ 4001—4015) and 25
Pa. Code Chapter 127, Subchapter F (relating to
operating permit requirements).
Southcentral Region: Air Quality Program, 909
Elmerton Avenue, Harrisburg, PA 17110, Ronald Davis,
New Source Review Chief, (717) 705-4702.
28-03019: Sunnyway Foods, Inc. (P. O. Box 700,
Greencastle, PA 17225) on May 23, 2001, for a Natural
Minor Operating Permit in Antrim Township, Franklin
County.
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Northwest Region: Air Quality Program, 230 Chestnut
Street, Meadville, PA 16335-3481, Devendra Verma, New
Source Review Chief, (814) 332-6940.
33-00108: Brookville Hospital (100 Hospital Road,
Brookville, PA 15825) on April 26, 2001, for a Title V
Operating Permit at the facility in Brookville Borough,
Jefferson County.
43-00196: General Electric Transportation Systems (1503 West Main Street Extension, Grove City, PA
16127) issued a revised Title V Operating Permit on May
21, 2001, to incorporate conditions for settlement of the
appeal to the original permit issuance and to incorporate
newly applicable requirements from RACT Operating
Permit issued on May 16, 2001, at the facility in Grove
City, Mercer County.
Philadelphia Department of Public Health, Air Management Services: 321 University Ave., Philadelphia, PA
19104, Roger Fey, (215) 823-7584.
96-045: Temple Continuing Care Center (5301 Old
York Road, Philadelphia, PA 19141) on May 21, 2001, for
operation of a hospital in the City of Philadelphia,
Philadelphia County. The Synthetic Minor facility’s air
emission sources include six natural gas or No. 2 oil-fired
boilers each rated at 6 MMBTU/hr, eleven natural gasfired boilers and heaters each rated at or less than 1.0
MMBTU/hr and two emergency generators.
Plan Approvals Issued under the Air Pollution Control Act (35 P. S. §§ 4001—4015) and 25 Pa. Code
Chapter 127, Subchapter B (relating to plan approval requirements).
Southeast Region: Air Quality Program, Lee Park, Suite
6010, 555 North Lane, Conshohocken, PA 19428, Thomas
McGinley, New Source Review Chief, (610) 832-6242.
46-0035B: SmithKline Beecham Pharmaceuticals
(709 Swedeland Road, King of Prussia, PA 19406) on May
21, 2001, for operation of an emergency electric generator
in Upper Merion Township, Montgomery County.
23-0047B: Degussa Corp. (1200 West Front Street,
Chester, PA 19013) for installation for a new storage silo
to store amorphous silicon dioxide with a bag-house to
control particulate matter (PM) emissions from the silo
and packaging device. This installation will result in a
maximum PM emission increase of 0.1 ton per year. The
Plan Approval and Operating Permit will contain additional recordkeeping and operation restrictions designed
to keep the facility operating within all applicable air
quality requirements.
46-00036: Visteon Systems, L.L.C. (2750 Morris
Road, Lansdale, PA 19446) amended to include the requirements of Plan Approval 46-0036B for installation of
Selective Soldering Machine No. 7. This source will result
in an emission increase of 0.0035 ton of Lead (Particulate
Matter) and 2.37 tons of Volatile Organic Compounds
(VOCs) per 12-month rolling sum. The Selective Soldering
Machine No. 7 shall only be used for soldering electronic
circuit boards. The Title V Operating Permit will contain
recordkeeping and operating restrictions designed to keep
the facility operating within all applicable air quality
requirements.
Southcentral Region: Air Quality Program, 909
Elmerton Avenue, Harrisburg, PA 17110, Ronald Davis,
New Source Review Chief, (717) 705-4702.
28-310-002G: Valley Quarries, Inc. (P. O. Box J,
Chambersburg, PA 17201) on May 23, 2001, for the
modification of the limestone crushing plant at the
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Chambersburg Quarry located in Guilford Township,
Franklin County. This source is subject to 40 CFR Part
60, Subpart OOO—Standards of Performance for Nonmetallic Mineral Processing Plants.
Southwest Region: Air Quality Program, 400 Waterfront
Drive, Pittsburgh, PA 15222-4745, William Charlton, New
Source Review Chief, (412) 442-4174.
26-00045A: Coolspring Mining Inc. (P. O. Box 1328,
Uniontown, PA 15401) on May 21, 2001, for operation of
sandstone processing at Coolspring Stone Supply, Inc,.
Coolspring Quarry 1 in North Union Township, Fayette
County.
Northwest Region: Air Quality Program, 230 Chestnut
Street, Meadville, PA 16335-3481, Devendra Verma, New
Source Review Chief, (814) 332-6940.
37-185B: Universal Refractories, Inc. (915 Clyde
Street, Wampum, PA 16157) on May 4, 2001, for installation of a baghouse on the MgO processing line in
Wampum Borough, Lawrence County.
Plan Approvals Extensions Issued under the Air
Pollution Control Act (35 P. S. §§ 4001—4015) and
25 Pa. Code § 127.13 (relating to extensions)
Southcentral Region: Air Quality Program, 909
Elmerton Avenue, Harrisburg, PA 17110, Ronald Davis,
New Source Review Chief, (717) 705-4702.
67-03096: FCI Interconnections (25 Grumbacher
Road, York, PA 17402) on May 19, 2001, to authorize
temporary operation of a hard chromium electroplating
tank controlled by a composite mesh-pad system, covered
under this Plan Approval until September 15, 2001, in
Manchester Township, York County. This source is
subject to 40 CFR Part 63, Subpart N—Standards of
Performance for Chromium Emissions from Hard and
Decorative Chromium Electroplating and Chromium Anodizing Tanks.
Northcentral Region: Air Quality Program, 208 West
Third Street, Williamsport, PA 17701, Richard Maxwell,
New Source Review Chief, (570) 327-3637.
18-313-019D: Croda, Inc. (P. O. Box 178, Mill Hall, PA
17751-0178) on May 18, 2001, to extend authorization to
operate various batch reaction vessels used to produce
quaternary ammonium compounds and associated air
cleaning devices (a thermal oxidizer and a packed bed
scrubber) on a temporary basis until September 15, 2001,
to extend the deadline for the performance of methyl
chloride stack testing to July 31, 2001 and modify a
quench water flow rate requirement from 7.5 gallons per
minute to 6.0 gallons per minute in Bald Eagle Township,
Clinton County.
Plan Approval Minor Modification Issued under the
Air Pollution Control Act (35 P. S. §§ 4001—4015)
and 25 Pa. Code Chapter 127, Subchapter B (relating to plan approval requirements).
Northcentral Region: Air Quality Program, 208 West
Third Street, Williamsport, PA 17701, Richard Maxwell,
New Source Review Chief, (570) 327-3637.
12-399-016: Micron Research Corp. (Route 120
West, P. O. Box 269, Emporium, PA 15834) on May 17,
2001, to approve the use of an air pollution system
incorporating a limestone bed, a fiberglass insulation bed
and a charcoal filter bed in series in place of a cartridge
collector to control the air contaminant emissions from a
carbon graphite products mixer in Shippen Township,
Cameron County.

53-0003D: Dominion
Transmission
Corp.—
Greenlick Compressor Station (625 Liberty Avenue,
Pittsburgh, PA 15222) on May 14, 2001, to extend the
authorization to operate a 12.8 million BTU per hour
natural gas-fired regeneration heater on a temporary
basis until September 11, 2001, to extend the expiration
date of the approval to construct four 3200 horsepower
natural gas-fired reciprocating internal combustion compressor engines, a 536 horsepower natural gas-fired emergency generator and a 3.0 million BTU per hour natural
gas-fired boiler until September 11, 2001 and extend the
deadline for the performance of NOx, CO and VOC stack
testing on the 12.8 million BTU per hour regeneration
heater until October 31, 2001, in Stewardson Township,
Potter County.
Philadelphia Department of Public Health, Air Management Services: 321 University Ave., Philadelphia, PA
19104, Roger Fey, (215) 823-7584.
94110: Sunoco Inc., R & M (3144 Passyunk Avenue,
Philadelphia, PA 19145) on May 23, 2001, to modify
Permit Condition No. 2 and to remove Permit Condition
No. 3 from the previous installation permit issued on May
9, 1994, for their facility in the City of Philadelphia,
Philadelphia County. Permit Condition No. 2 shall now
read: ‘‘The operation of the Marine Vapor Collection and
Control System (MVCACS) is limited to 2,500 barrels per
hour.’’ Previous language read: ‘‘The operation of the
MVCACS is limited to 2,500 barrels per hour and 2,200
hours per year.’’ The language ‘‘2,200 hours per year’’ has
been removed from the permit. Permit Condition No. 3
has been removed from the permit which previously read
‘‘The Volatile Organic Compound emission from the operation of the MVCACS shall not exceed 12 tons per year.’’
The 12 ton per year VOC limit and the 2,200 hours of
operation per year limit were able to be removed from the
installation permit because they were originally placed in
the installation permit to account for 22 tons of Emission
Reduction Credits (ERCs) as a result of over-control
between 90% (per Pennsylvania rule) and 98% (combustion in boilers and heaters.) Since the ERCs were never
officially banked, the limits can be removed.

ACTIONS ON COAL AND NONCOAL
MINING ACTIVITY APPLICATIONS
Actions on applications under the Surface Mining
Conservation and Reclamation Act (52 P. S.
§§ 1396.1—1396.19a); the Noncoal Surface Mining
Conservation and Reclamation Act (52 P. S.
§§ 3301—3326); The Clean Streams Law (35 P. S.
§§ 691.1—691.1001); the Coal Refuse Disposal Control Act (52 P. S. §§ 30.51—30.66); The Bituminous
Mine Subsidence and Land Conservation Act (52
P. S. §§ 1406.1—1406.21). The final action on each
application also constitutes action on the request
for 401 Water Quality Certification. Mining activity permits issued in response to applications will
also address the application permitting requirements of the following statutes; the Air Quality
Control Act (35 P. S. §§ 4001—4015); the Dam
Safety and Encroachments Act (32 P. S. §§ 693.1—
693.27); and the Solid Waste Management Act (35
P. S. §§ 6018.101—6018.1003).
Coal Permits Issued
Pottsville District Mining Office: 5 West Laurel Boulevard, Pottsville, PA 17901-2454.
49910202R2. Split Vein Coal Co., Inc., (R. R. 1
Drawer 2, Paxinos, PA 17860-9637), renewal of an exist-
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ing coal refuse reprocessing operation in Coal Township,
Northumberland County affecting 191.0 acres, receiving stream—none. Renewal issued May 21, 2001.
Cambria District Mining Office: 286 Industrial Park
Road, Ebensburg, PA 15931.
11900105. Permit Revision, Cooney Brothers Coal
Company (P. O. Box 246, Cresson, PA 16630), for a
post-mining land use change from forestland to wildlife
habitat on lands of Leonard Kalinoski and Cooney Brothers Coal in Portage Township, Cambria County, affecting 45.0 acres, receiving stream an unnamed tributary to
Beaverdam Run. Application received March 7, 2001.
Application issued May 17, 2001.
32850114. Permit Renewal, Beilchick Brothers (P. O.
Box 7, Heilwood, PA 15745), for continued operation of a
bituminous surface mine in Pine Township, Indiana
County, affecting 147.5 acres, receiving stream unnamed
tributaries of Little Yellow Creek. Application received
March 26, 2001. Application issued May 21, 2001.
56960107. Permit Transfer from Godin Brothers,
Inc. to PBS Coals, Inc. (P. O. Box 260, Friedens, PA
15541), to continue operation of a bituminous surface and
auger mine in Jenner Township, Somerset County,
affecting 129.9 acres, receiving stream unnamed tributaries to/and Quemahoning Creek. Application received
March 9, 2001. Application issued May 21, 2001.
32870101. Permit Revision, Urey Coal Company (222
Forest Ridge Road, Indiana, PA 15701), to temporarily
relocate, mine through and restore to its pre-mining
location, a segment of unnamed tributary ‘‘A’’ to Cush
Creek that was affected by past surface mining and
construction activities in Banks & Montgomery Townships; Glen Campbell Borough, Indiana County, affecting 156.4 acres, receiving stream unnamed tributaries to
Cush Creek and Cush Creek. Application received December 13, 2000. Application issued May 24, 2001.
FEDERAL WATER POLLUTION CONTROL ACT
SECTION 401
The Department of Environmental Protection (Department) has taken the following actions on previously
received permit applications, requests for Environmental
Assessment approval and requests for Water Quality
Certification under Section 401 of the Federal Water
Pollution Control Act (FWPCA) (33 U.S.C.A. § 1341(a)).
Except as otherwise noted, the Department certifies that
the construction and operation herein described will
comply with the applicable provisions of Sections 301—
303, 306 and 307 of the FWPCA (33 U.S.C.A. §§ 1311—
1313, 1316 and 1317) and that the construction will not
violate applicable Federal and State Water Quality Standards.
Any person aggrieved by this action may appeal, under
Section 4 of the Environmental Hearing Board Act (35
P. S. § 7514) and 2 Pa.C.S. §§ 501—508 and 701—704
(relating to the Administrative Agency Law) to the Environmental Hearing Board, Second Floor, Rachel Carson
State Office Building, P. O. Box 8457, Harrisburg, PA
17105-8457, (717) 787-3483. TDD users may contact the
Board through the Pennsylvania Relay Service, (800)
654-5984. Appeals must be filed with the Environmental
Hearing Board within 30 days of receipt of written notice
of this action unless the appropriate statute provides a
different time period. Copies of appeal form and the
Board’s rules of practice and procedure may be obtained
from the Board. The appeal form and the Board’s rules of
practice and procedure are also available in Braille or on
audiotape from the Secretary of the Board at (717)
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787-3483. This paragraph does not, in and of itself, create
any right of appeal beyond that permitted by applicable
statutes and decisional law.
Actions on applications for the following activities
filed under the Dam Safety and Encroachments
Act (32 P. S. §§ 693.1—693.27), section 302 of the
Flood Plain Management Act (32 P. S. § 679.302)
and The Clean Streams Law (35 P. S. §§ 691.1
—691.702) and Notice of Final Action for Certification under Section 401 of the Federal Water
Pollution Control Act (33 U.S.C.A. § 1341(a)). (Note:
Water Obstruction and Encroachment Permits issued
for Small Projects do not include 401 Certification,
unless specifically stated in the description.)
Permits Issued and Actions on 401 Certifications:

WATER OBSTRUCTIONS AND
ENCROACHMENTS
Southeast Region: Water Management Program Manager, Lee Park, Suite 6010, 555 North Lane,
Conshohocken, PA 19428.
E15-653. Texas Eastern Transmission Corporation,
5400 Westheimer Court, Houston, TX 77056, Chester
County, ACOE Philadelphia District.
To perform exploratory work to facilitate an anomaly
investigation of an existing gas transmission line and to
install and maintain the Eagle Station fiber optic communication line which will temporarily impact various
stream and wetland resources in Chester and Delaware
Counties. In Chester County, the impacts will be as
described on the attached table. The total impact of all
activities in Chester County is 670 linear feet of stream
impact and 1.18 acres of wetland impact (West Chester,
PA Quadrangle N: 17.2 inches; W: 0.83 inch to
Downingtown, PA Quadrangle N: 17.68 inches; W: 8.47
inches).
E23-407. Texas Eastern Transmission Corporation,
5400 Westheimer Court, Houston, TX 77056, Delaware
County, ACOE Philadelphia District.
To perform exploratory work and to facilitate an
anomaly investigation of an existing gas transmission line
and to install and maintain a new gas transmission
lateral, which will temporarily impact various stream and
wetland resources in Delaware and Chester Counties. In
Delaware County, the impacts will be as described on the
attached table. The total impact of all activities in
Delaware County is 278 linear feet of stream impact and
0.58 acre of wetland impact (Bridgeport, PA Quadrangle
N: 12.74 inches; W: 11.47 inches to West Chester, PA
Quadrangle N: 17.2 inches; W: 0.83 inch).
E15-654. 360 West Uwchlan Avenue, LLP, Suite 3,
20 Hagerty Boulevard, West Chester, PA 19382, East
Caln Township, Chester County, ACOE Philadelphia
District.
To consent to construct and maintain a driveway
crossing consisting of 48 linear feet of twin 12-inch RCP
culverts, retaining walls and two 12-inch RCP cross
drains in and along an unnamed intermittent tributary to
the East Branch of Brandywine Creek (WWF-MF) and
adjacent wetlands (PEM/FO). The Total impact to
wetlands as a result of the project is 0.13 acre. The
project also proposes various utility line crossings to be
constructed within the roadbed which qualify for General
Permit No. 5 (Utility Line Stream Crossings). The facilities are associated with the proposed construction of two
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office buildings at 360 West Uwchlan Avenue
(Downingtown, PA Quadrangle N: 5.3 inches; W: 8.1
inches). The permittee is required to provide a minimum
of 0.11 acre of replacement wetlands. The permittee has
made a contribution to the wetland replacement fund to
compensate for the remaining 0.02 acre of wetland impact.
E46-873. Pennsylvania Department of Transportation, 7000 Geerdes Boulevard, King of Prussia, PA
19406-1525, Whitemarsh and Upper Dublin Townships,
Montgomery County, ACOE Philadelphia District.
To place and maintain fill in and along the 100-year
floodplain of sandy Run (WWF) associated with roadway
widening and the construction of a stormwater management facility along the eastbound lane of the PA Turnpike
for the purpose of S.R. 0309, Section 110 Road improvements. The site is located approximately 100 feet west of
the PA Turnpike bridge crossing with S.R. 0309 (Ambler,
PA Quadrangle; N: 1.1 inches; W: 10.8 inches).
Northeast Region: Water Management Program Manager, 2 Public Square, Wilkes-Barre, PA 18711-0790.
E58-239. Tennessee Gas Pipeline, 100 Louisiana
Street, Houston, TX 77002. Lathrop and Lenox Townships, Susquehanna County, Army Corps of Engineers
Philadelphia District.
To construct and maintain 21 utility line stream crossings, including 11 crossings of watercourses and 10
crossings of wetlands for the purpose of constructing 3.9
miles of 30-inch natural gas pipeline (known as the
Susquehanna Loop Project). The project will temporarily
impact 0.25 acre of wetlands and includes a temporary
road crossing at each utility line stream crossing location.
The project extends from M.P. 320-2+13.7 at the intersection of S.R. 167 in Lathrop Township, Susquehanna
County (Hop Bottom, PA Quadrangle N: 17.2 inches;
W: 3.9 inches), continuing eastward, parallel to the existing Tennessee Gas Pipeline, to Main Valve No. 320-1A at
M.P. 320-2+17.6 at the intersection of S.R. 2043 in Lenox
Township, Susquehanna County (Lenoxville, PA Quadrangle N: 15.8 inches; W: 11.0 inches).
Southcentral Region: Water Management Program
Manager, 909 Elmerton Avenue, Harrisburg, PA 17110.
E06-532. Rockland Township, 41 Deysher Road,
Fleetwood, PA 19522 in Rockland Township, Berks
County, ACOE Philadelphia District.
To remove an existing structure and to reconstruct and
maintain an 18.58-foot by 5.16-foot concrete arch culvert
in the channel of Beiber Creek (EV) at a point at Henry
Road (Manatawny, PA Quadrangle N: 14.5 inches;
W: 16.25 inches).
E22-424. Yingst Homes, Incorporated, 7100 Fishing
Creek Valley Road, Harrisburg, PA 17112, in West Hanover Township, Dauphin County, ACOE Baltimore District.
Giving its consent to (1) place fill in 0.1 acre of
wetlands (2) construct a waivered culvert crossing of an
unnamed tributary to Beaver Creek (WWF) (3) restore
about 0.91 acre of previously filled wetlands by restoring
0.64 acre and mitigating on site, at a 2:1 ratio, 0.27 acre
of wetlands for the purpose of developing a residential/
commercial development to be known as Bradford Estates
located on the east side of Sarhelm Road at its intersection with Jonestown Road (Harrisburg East, PA Quadrangle N: 14.0 inches; W: 0.5 inch). The permittee is
responsible for construction 0.64 acre of replacement
wetlands on site.

E28-281. Pennsylvania Department of Conservation and Natural Resources, P. O. Box 8451, Harrisburg, PA 17105 in Greene Township, Franklin County,
ACOE Baltimore District.
To relocate approximately 90 lineal feet of a tributary
to Raccoon Creek (CWF/HQ) within a rock lined channel
and place embankment fill along the southeast side of a
district road at bridge 01-0017 for the purpose of stabilizing the roadway shoulder and installing guide-rail for the
public safety. The Site is located in the Michaux State
Forest (Caledonia Park, PA Quadrangle N: 1.4 inches;
W: 15.25 inches).
Northcentral Region: Water Management Program
Manager, 208 West Third Street, Williamsport, PA 17701.
E08-368. James A. Kendter, Pennsylvania Department of Transportation, District 3, P. O. Box 218, 715
Jordan Avenue, Montoursville, PA 17754-0218. SR 14,
Section 064 Bridge, in Columbia Township, Bradford
County, ACOE Baltimore District (Troy, PA Quadrangle
N: 19.1 inches; W: 8.1 inches).
To remove the existing two span RCT-beam having two
20.8 feet normal spans, a curb-to-curb width of 38 feet, on
a 61 degree skew and two normal waterway openings of
20.8 feet and to construct and maintain a single span
prestressed concrete box beam bridge 48 feet by 27 feet
having a normal span of 45 feet a normal waterway
opening of 45 feet by 9.4 feet on a skew of 60 degrees and
to construct and maintain a temporary road crossing
consisting of four 5 foot diameter CMP approximately 70
feet upstream of the existing structure. The proposed
bridge is located in the north branch of Sugar Creek on
SR 1004 approximately 1.5 miles north of Columbia
Crossroads. The project will not impact wetlands while
impacting approximately 110 feet of waterway. The north
branch of Sugar Creek is a trout stocked fishery stream.
E14-375. SEDA-COG Joint Rail Authority, R. R. 1,
Box 372, Lewisburg, PA 17837. Buffalo Run Industrial
Railroad Track, in Benner and Spring Township, Centre
County, ACOE Baltimore River Basin District
(Bellefonte, PA Quadrangle N: 4 inches; W: 10 inches).
To modify, operate and maintain two bridges and to
remove two existing structures across Buffalo Run (High
Quality-Cold Water Fishery); to remove three existing
structures and construct, operate and maintain nine
stream crossings of unnamed tributaries to Buffalo Run;
to place and maintain fill in 0.36-acre of palustrine
emergent wetlands for the construction of 3.6-miles of
railway. The structures authorized for construction, operation and maintenance shall be as follows:
Structure
Number
Bridge No. 3
Bridge No. 4

Number of
Pipes or
Spans
2
1

Culvert No. 3 1

Diameter or
Rise

Length or
Span

7-feet (rise) 17-feet (span)
30-feet (rise) 13.5-feet
(span)
4-feet (rise) 12-feet (span)

Culvert No. 7 1

30-inches
(diameter)

50-feet
(length)

Culvert No. 9 1

30-inches
(diameter)
5.9-feet
(rise)
5.9-feet
(rise)

40-feet
(length)
3.9-feet
(span)
3.9-feet
(span)

Culvert No.
14
Culvert No.
18

1
1
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Structure
Number
Culvert No.
21

Number of
Pipes or
Spans
1

Diameter or
Rise
5.9-feet
(rise)

Length or
Span
3.9-feet
(span)

Culvert No.
26
Culvert No.
26A

1

5-feet (rise)

5-feet (span)

1

5-feet (rise)

5-feet (span)

Culvert No.
27

1

5.9-feet
(rise)

3.9-feet
(span)

All construction of in-stream structures and stream
restoration shall be completed in dry work conditions
through dam and pumping or fluming stream flow around
work area. All rock materials used for in-stream work
shall be free of fines and silts. The project will permanently impact 0.36-acre of wetland and 600-feet of waterway. The 600-feet of waterway impacted by the activities
authorized by this permit shall be successfully mitigated
by 0.12-acre of stream restoration. The permittee must
replace 0.44-acre of wetland for the permanent impact of
0.36-acre by making a monetary contribution to the
National Fish and Wildlife Foundation, Pennsylvania
Wetland Replacement Project, ID Number 95-096. The
permittee shall make a minimum contribution to the
Pennsylvania Wetland Replacement Project of $7,500 or
the current monetary contribution required to construct
0.44-acre of wetland by the National Fish and Wildlife
Foundation. The monetary contribution for wetland replacement must be submitted to the Department prior to
commencement of any construction activity authorized by
this permit. The stream restoration shall be completed
prior to commencement of any construction activity authorized by this permit. The project is located along the
western right-of- way of SR 0550 approximately 5,000-feet
north of Upper Gyp Road and SR 0550 intersection in
Benner and Spring Townships, Centre County. This permit also includes 401 Water Quality Certification.
E41-479. Pennsylvania Department of Transportation, Engineering District 3-0, P. O. Box 218

2975

Montoursville, PA 17754-0218. SR 0220 Muncy Creek
bridge replacement, in Picture Rocks Borough, Lycoming
County, ACOE Susquehanna River Basin District (Picture Rocks, PA Quadrangle N: 4.8 inches; W: 12.2
inches).
To construct and maintain a to a) remove existing
structure, b) construct and maintain a prestressed concrete spread box beam structure with a clear span of 170
feet and a minimum underclearance of 3.15 feet in Bailey
Run, c) temporarily construct and maintain four 4-foot
diameter corrugated metal pipes and associated R-3 rock
fill for a temporary road crossing, d) temporarily construct and maintain a concrete and sand bag diversion
dike at the existing bridge site, all of which is located 2.8
miles west of the intersection of SR 0872 and Bailey Run
Road This project proposes to impact 128 linear feet of
Bullard Creek, which is, designated a Cold Water Fishery
and does not propose to impact any jurisdictional
wetlands. DCNR, Bureau of Forestry is proposing to a)
remove existing structure, b) construct and maintain a
prestressed concrete spread box beam structure with a
clear span of 59.57 feet and a minimum underclearance of
3.15 feet in Bailey Run, c) temporarily construct and
maintain four 4-foot diameter corrugated metal pipes and
associated R-3 rock fill for a temporary road crossing, d)
temporarily construct and maintain a concrete and sand
bag diversion dike at the existing bridge site, all of which
is located 2.8 miles west of the intersection of SR 0872
and Bailey Run Road. This permit was issued under
Section 105.13(e) ‘‘Small Projects.’’ This permit also includes 401 Water Quality Certification.
E59-413. Pennsylvania Department of Transportation, P. O. Box 715, Montoursville, PA 17754 SR 6015
Section D52, in Blossburg Borough, Covington Township,
Putnam Township and Richmond Township, Tioga
County, ACOE Baltimore District (Blossburg, PA Quadrangle N: 21.08 inches; W: 10.13 inches).
To permanently impact 6,295 lineal feet of regulated
Commonwealth waters and to impact 10.42 acres of
wetlands associated with a limited access highway construction project. The following table outlines the impacts
and their locations:

S.R. 6015, SECTION D52, TIOGA COUNTY
REGULATED ACTIVITIES
No.
1a

Environmental
Feature
Tioga River

Station
100+540

Impact Description
Latitude
Permanent river encroachment by 594 ft 41° 42⬘ 58⬙
(181 m) bridge. The area of the bridge is
62754 ft2 (5830 m2) and the width of the
river at the crossing is 76 ft (23 m).
Temporary river encroachment of 1464
ft2 (136 m2)
41° 42⬘ 58⬙
Permanent floodway encroachment of
13067 ft2 (1214 m2) caused by bridge
and piers 409 ft2 (38 m2). Temporary
floodway encroachment of 10559 ft2 (981
m2 )

Longitude
77° 04⬘ 26⬙

77° 04⬘ 26⬙

1b

Tioga River
Floodway**

100+540

1c

Tioga River

100+540

Temporary river encroachment of 4715
ft2 (438 m2)

41° 42⬘ 58⬙

77° 04⬘ 27⬙

2a

Wetland E1

100+820

Temporary wetland encroachment of 388
ft2 (36 m2)

41° 41⬘ 46⬙

77° 04⬘ 23⬙
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No.
3

NOTICES
Environmental
Feature
Wetland E51

Station
101+100

Impact Description
Permanent wetland encroachment of
2443 ft2 (227 m2) caused by permanent
ditch #10 and roadway fill. Temporary
wetland encroachment of 2799 ft2 (260
m2 )

Latitude
41° 43⬘ 07⬙

Longitude
77° 04⬘ 15⬙

Permanent stream enclosure and
encroachment. The impacted stream
length is 541 ft (165 m), the impacted
stream area is 2164 ft2 (201 m2), the
pipe length is 486 ft (148 m) and the
rock apron length is 33 ft (10 m)
Permanent wetland encroachment of 108
ft2 (10 m2) by rock apron
Permanent wetland encroachment of 538
ft2 (50 m2) by roadway fill. Temporary
wetland encroachment of 538 ft2 (50 m2)
by silt fence.
Temporary wetland encroachment of 140
ft2 (13 m2) by rock apron
Permanent wetland encroachment of
1173 ft2 (109 m2)
Permanent wetland encroachment of
2088 ft2 (194 m2)

41° 41⬘ 56⬙

77° 04⬘ 18⬙

41° 41⬘ 58⬙

77° 04⬘ 18⬙

41° 41⬘ 59⬙

77° 04⬘ 18⬙

41° 42⬘ 01⬙

77° 04⬘ 18⬙

41° 43⬘ 10⬙

77° 04⬘ 15⬙

41° 43⬘ 10⬙

77° 04’ 15⬙

41° 41⬘ 42⬙

77° 04⬘ 22⬙

4

Unnamed
101+180
Intermittent
Tributary to Tioga
River

2b

Wetland E1

101+220

2c

Wetland E1

101+250

2d

Wetland E1

101+280

6

Wetland E52

101+275

5a

Wetland E3

101+285

5b

101+280

Permanent stream encroachment of 118
ft (36 m), the impacted stream area is
472 ft2 (43 m2)

101+260

7

Unnamed
Ephemeral
Tributary
Unnamed
Ephemeral
Tributary
Unnamed
Ephemeral
Tributary
Limekiln Hollow

8

Wetland E6

101+600

9

Wetland E7

101+710

10

Wetland E8

101+730

11

Wetland E9

102+480

12

Wetland E10

102+630

13

Wetland E11

102+670

14

Wetland E12

102+960

Permanent stream encroachment of 92 ft 41°
(28 m), the impacted stream area is 368
ft2 (34 m2)
Permanent stream encroachment of 157 41°
ft (48 m), the impacted stream area is
628 ft2 (58 m2)
Permanent perennial stream enclosure
41°
and encroachment. The impacted stream
length is 361 ft (110 m), the impacted
stream area is 2888 ft2 (268 m2), the
pipe length is 348 ft (106 m) and the
rock apron length is 36 ft (11 m). The
impact caused by pipe along slope is 351
ft (107 m)
41°
Permanent wetland encroachment of
20516 ft2 (1906 m2)
41°
Permanent wetland encroachment of
4230 ft2 (393 m2)
Permanent wetland encroachment of
41°
6491 ft2 (603 m2)
41°
Temporary wetland encroachment of
2551 ft2 (237 m2)
41°
Permanent wetland encroachment of
14381 ft2 (1336 m2)
41°
Permanent wetland encroachment of
1475 ft2 (137 m2) caused by roadway fill.
Temporary wetland encroachment of 452
ft2 (42 m2)
41°
Temporary wetland encroachment of
4230 ft2 (393 m2) caused by temporary
ditch #17 and temporary basin #5.
Permanent wetland encroachment of
1066 ft2 (99 m2)

5c

5d

101+240

101+535

41⬘ 41⬙

77° 04⬘ 22⬙

41⬘ 41⬙

77° 04⬘ 21⬙

43⬘ 16⬙

77° 04⬘ 19⬙

43⬘ 17⬙

77° 04⬘ 19⬙

43⬘ 19⬙

77° 04⬘ 22⬙

43⬘ 19⬙

77° 04’ 23’’

42⬘ 34⬙

77° 04⬘ 38⬙

43⬘ 35⬙

77° 04⬘ 39⬙

43⬘ 36⬙

77° 04⬘ 40⬙

43⬘ 42⬙

77° 04⬘ 42⬙
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No.
15

Environmental
Feature
Wetland E14

Station
103+000

16

Wetland E15

103+020

17

Tioga River
Floodway**

103+020

18

Wetland E53

103+380

19

Wetland E54

103+400

20

Unnamed
Intermittent
Tributary

103+520

21

Wetland E17

104+290

22

Wetland E16

104+435

23a

Wetland E50

104+480

23b

Wetland E50

104+550

23c

Wetland E50

104+680

24

Unnamed
Intermittent
Tributary

104+840

25

Wetland E19

104+940

26

Wetland E20

105+000

27

Wetland E21

105+000

28

Wetland E24

105+100

29

Wetland E55

105+160

Impact Description
Temporary wetland encroachment of
3305 ft2 (307 m2) caused by temporary
basin #5. Permanent wetland
encroachment of 2476 ft2 (230 m2)
Temporary wetland encroachment of
1130 ft2 (105 m2)
Temporary floodway encroachment of
3079 ft2 (286 m2)
Permanent wetland encroachment of
6222 ft2 (578 m2)
Permanent wetland encroachment of
3434 ft2 (319 m2)
Permanent stream enclosure and
encroachment. The impacted stream
length is 305 ft (93 m), the impacted
stream area is 1220 ft2 (113 m2), the
pipe length is 272 ft (83 m) and the rock
apron length is 30 ft (9 m). The impact
caused by pipe along slope is 279 ft (85
m)
Permanent wetland encroachment of
2669 ft2 (248 m2)
Permanent wetland encroachment of
1636 ft2 (152 m2)
Permanent wetland encroachment of 517
ft2 (48 m2). Temporary wetland
encroachment of 452 ft2 (42 m2) caused
by silt fence.
Temporary wetland encroachment of 441
ft2 (41 m2)
Temporary wetland encroachment of
8084 ft2 (751 m2)

2977

Latitude
41° 43⬘ 42⬙

Longitude
77° 04⬘ 42⬙

41° 43⬘ 43⬙

77° 04⬘ 43⬙

41° 43⬘ 43⬙

77° 04’ 43’’

41° 43⬘ 49⬙

77° 04⬘ 44⬙

41° 43⬘ 50⬙

77° 04⬘ 44⬙

41° 43⬘ 52⬙

77° 04⬘ 44⬙

41° 44⬘ 07⬙

77° 04⬘ 38⬙

41° 44⬘ 10⬙

77° 04⬘ 35⬙

41° 44⬘ 10⬙

77° 04⬘ 36⬙

41° 43⬘ 41⬙

77° 04⬘ 37⬙

41° 43⬘ 45⬙

77° 04⬘ 35⬙

Permanent stream enclosure and
41°
encroachment. The impacted stream
length is 371 ft (113 m), the impacted
stream area is 1484 ft2 (138 m2), the
pipe length is 348 ft (106 m) and the
rock apron length is 43 ft (13 m). The
impact caused by pipe along slope is 348
ft (106 m)
41°
Permanent wetland encroachment of
5457 ft2 (507 m2)
41°
Permanent wetland encroachment of
2960 ft2 (275 m2)
41°
Temporary wetland encroachment of
8159 ft2 (758 m2) caused by silt fence
and temporary ditch #21. Permanent
wetland encroachment of 25855 ft2 (2402
m2)
41°
Permanent wetland encroachment of
1259 ft2 (117 m2)
41°
Temporary wetland encroachment of
3789 ft2 (352 m2) caused by silt fence
and temporary ditch #21. Permanent
wetland encroachment of 1959 ft2 (182
m2 )

44⬘ 17⬙

77° 04⬘ 31⬙

44⬘ 19⬙

77° 04⬘ 30⬙

44⬘ 20⬙

77° 04⬘ 30⬙

44⬘ 20⬙

77° 04⬘ 30⬙

44⬘ 21⬙

77° 04⬘ 29⬙

44⬘ 21⬙

77° 04⬘ 29⬙
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No.
30

Environmental
Feature
Wetland E56

Station
105+200

31

Wetland E33

105+260

32

Wetland E23

105+220

33

Wetland E30

105+500

34

Wetland E29

105+830

35a,
b

Unnamed
Intermittent
Tributary

105+890

36

Wetland E25

106+000

38

Wetland E26

106+100

39

Wetland E28

106+180

40a

Wetland E58

40b

Wilson Creek

40c

Wilson Creek

Barber Rd.
10+100
Barber Rd.
10+03510+200
Barber Rd.
10+160

41a

Wetland E59

106+320

41b

Wetland E59

106+380

41c

Wetland E59

106+480

41d

Wetland E59

41e

Wetland E59

Barber Rd.
10+880
106+665

41f

Wetland E59

106+730

Impact Description
Temporary wetland encroachment of
19278 ft2 (1791 m2) caused by silt fence
and temporary ditch #21. Permanent
wetland encroachment of 9289 ft2 (863
m2 )
Permanent wetland encroachment of
1485 ft2 (138 m2)
Permanent wetland encroachment of 764
ft2 (71 m2)
Permanent wetland encroachment of
1712 ft2 (159 m2)
Temporary wetland encroachment of 958
ft2 (89 m2) caused by temporary ditch
#22a. Permanent wetland encroachment
of 4241 ft2 (394 m2)

Latitude
41° 44⬘ 21⬙

Longitude
77° 04⬘ 29⬙

41° 44⬘ 21⬙

77° 04⬘ 29⬙

41° 44⬘ 21⬙

77° 04⬘ 29⬙

41° 44⬘ 29⬙

77° 04⬘ 18⬙

41° 44⬘ 34⬙

77° 04⬘ 12⬙

41° 44⬘ 35⬙

77° 04⬘ 11⬙

41° 44⬘ 37⬙

77° 04⬘ 10⬙

41° 44⬘ 39⬙

77° 04⬘ 08⬙

41° 44⬘ 39⬙

77° 04⬘ 08⬙

41° 44⬘ 36⬙

77° 03⬘ 58⬙

41° 44⬘ 23⬙
Permanent floodway encroachment of
17846 ft2 (1658 m2) caused by T-443 rock
apron and floodway cut and fill.
41° 44⬘ 22⬙
Permanent perennial stream
encroachment of 16 ft (5 m) 128 ft2 (12
m2 )
41° 44⬘ 33⬙
Permanent wetland encroachment of
1787 ft2 (166 m2)
41° 44⬘ 35⬙
Permanent wetland encroachment of
5726 ft2 (532 m2)
41° 44⬘ 38⬙
Permanent wetland encroachment of
5716 ft2 (531 m2)
Temporary wetland encroachment of 366 41° 44⬘ 12⬙
ft2 (34 m2)
41° 44⬘ 45⬙
Permanent wetland encroachment of
2788 ft2 (259 m2)
41° 44⬘ 47⬙
Temporary wetland encroachment of
2131 ft2 (198 m2)

77° 04⬘ 04⬙

Permanent stream enclosure and
encroachment. The impacted stream
lengths are 230 ft and 151 ft (70 m and
46 m), the impacted stream areas are
920 ft2 and 604 ft2 (85 m2 and 56 m2),
the pipe lengths are 223 ft and 121 ft
(68 m and 37 m) and the rock apron
length is 33 ft (10 m)
Temporary wetland encroachment of
1787 ft2 (166 m2)
Temporary wetland encroachment of
6372 ft2 (592 m2) caused by construction
activity. Permanent wetland
encroachment of 1109 ft2 (103 m2)
caused by roadway fill and permanent
basin #10. Impacts to Wetland E26 are
covered under DEP Mining Permit
#59880304.
Permanent wetland encroachment of
6222 ft2 (578 m2) caused by basin #10.
Impacts to Wetland E28 are covered
under DEP Mining Permit #59880304.
Permanent wetland encroachment of
3897 ft2 (362 m2)
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77° 04⬘ 05⬙

77° 04⬘ 08⬙
77° 04⬘ 07⬙
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77° 04⬘ 06⬙
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No.
41g

Environmental
Feature
Wetland E59

41h

Wetland E59

Barber Rd.
11+050

41i

Wetland E59

Barber Rd.
11+025

41j

Unnamed
Intermittent
Tributary
Unnamed
Intermittent
Tributary

Barber Rd.
11+020

41k

Station
Barber Rd.
11+000

Barber Rd.
11+030

42

Wetland E60

106+670

41l

Unnamed
Intermittent
Tributary

106+720

43

Wetland E36

106+820

44

Unnamed
Intermittent
Tributaries

106+900

45

Wetland E61

107+180

46a

Wetland E37

107+500

46b

Wetland E37

107+560

46c

Wetland E37

107+600

46d

Wetland E37

107+640

46e

Wetland E37

107+670

Impact Description
Temporary wetland encroachment of
4542 ft2 (422 m2) caused by silt fence.
Permanent wetland encroachment of
6770 ft2 (629 m2)
Temporary wetland encroachment of
1356 ft2 (126 m2) caused by silt fence.
Permanent wetland encroachment of
2131 ft2 (198 m2)
Permanent wetland encroachment of 43
ft2 (4 m2)
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Latitude
41° 44⬘ 15⬙

Longitude
77° 04⬘ 16⬙

41° 44⬘ 18⬙

77° 04⬘ 14⬙

41° 44⬘ 17⬙

77° 04⬘ 14⬙

41° 44⬘ 17⬙
Permanent stream loss. Length of
stream loss is 82 ft (25 m), area of
stream loss is 328 ft2 (30 m2)
41° 44⬘ 17⬙
Permanent stream enclosure and
encroachment. The impacted stream
length is 56 ft (17 m), the impacted
stream area is 224 ft2 (21 m2), the pipe
length is 56 ft (17 m) and the rock apron
length is 13 ft (4 m)
Permanent wetland encroachment of 258 41° 44⬘ 47⬙
ft2 (24 m2) caused by roadway fill.
Temporary wetland encroachment of
2756 ft2 (256 m2) caused by haul road

77° 04⬘ 15⬙

Permanent stream enclosure and
encroachment. The impacted length of
stream is 439 ft (134 m) and the area is
1756 ft2 (100 m2), the pipe length is 233
ft (71 m), the rock apron length is 46 ft
(14 m).
Temporary wetland encroachment of
4435 ft2 (412 m2)

77° 04⬘ 14⬙

77° 04⬘ 05⬙

41° 44⬘ 50⬙

77° 04⬘ 05⬙

41° 44⬘ 54⬙

77° 04⬘ 06⬙

Permanent stream enclosure and
41° 44⬘
encroachment. The impacted stream
length is 650 ft (198 m), the impacted
stream area is 2600 ft2 (242 m2), the
pipe length is 430 ft (131 m) and the
rock apron length is 49 ft (15 m). The
impact caused by pipe along slope is 430
ft (131 m)
Permanent wetland encroachment of 592 41° 45⬘
ft2 (55 m2)
41° 45⬘
Temporary wetland encroachment of
1346 ft2 (125 m2) caused by silt fence.
Permanent wetland encroachment of
1195 ft2 (111 m2)
41° 45⬘
Temporary wetland encroachment of
3466 ft2 (322 m2) caused by silt fence.
Permanent wetland encroachment of 269
ft2 (25 m2)
Temporary wetland encroachment of 614 41° 45⬘
ft2 (57 m2) caused by silt fence.
Permanent wetland encroachment of 226
ft2 (21 m2)
41° 45⬘
Temporary wetland encroachment of
1044 ft2 (97 m2) caused by silt fence.
Permanent wetland encroachment of 635
ft2 (59 m2)
41° 45⬘
Permanent wetland encroachment of
1938 ft2 (180 m2)
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No.
46f

NOTICES
Environmental
Feature
Wetland E37

Station
107+900

Impact Description
Temporary wetland encroachment of
8051 ft2 (748 m2) caused by silt fence.
Permanent wetland encroachment of
86036 ft2 (7993 m2)

Latitude
41° 45⬘ 14⬙

Longitude
77° 04⬘ 11⬙

Permanent stream enclosure and
encroachment. The impacted stream
length is 535 ft (163 m), the impacted
stream area is 2140 ft2 (199 m2), the
pipe length is 364 ft (111 m) and the
rock apron length is 26 ft (8 m)
Temporary wetland encroachment of
7373 ft2 (685 m2) caused by temporary
ditch #36. Permanent wetland
encroachment of 1981 ft2 (184 m2)

41° 45⬘ 25⬙

77° 04⬘ 14⬙

41° 45⬘ 17⬙

77° 04⬘ 12⬙

Permanent stream encroachment of 312 41° 45⬘ 34⬙
ft (95 m) with an area of 1248 ft2 (116
m2 )
41° 45⬘ 20⬙
Temporary wetland encroachment of
10484 ft2 (974 m2) caused by
construction activity. Permanent wetland
encroachment of 3132 ft2 (291 m2)

77° 04⬘ 07⬙

47

Unnamed
Intermittent
Tributary

107+970

48

Wetland E62

108+080

49a

Unnamed
Ephemeral
Tributary
Wetland E38

108+190

50

Unnamed
Perennial
Tributary

108+290

51a

Wetland E39

108+880

51b

Wetland E39

108+920

52

Wetland E40

109+100

53

POND***

109+320

54

POW***

109+500

55

Unnamed
Intermittent
Tributary to the
Tioga River

109+560

56a

Wetland E41 and 109+620
Unnamed
Ephemeral
Tributary to Tioga
River

49b

108+220

Permanent perennial stream enclosure
and encroachment. The impacted stream
length is 302 ft (92 m), the impacted
stream area is 2416 ft2 (224 m2), the
pipe length is 282 ft (86 m) and the rock
apron length is 43 ft (13 m). The impact
caused by pipe along slope is 282 ft (86
m)
Temporary wetland encroachment of 280
ft2 (26 m2)
Temporary wetland encroachment of 936
ft2 (87 m2) caused by silt fence.
Permanent wetland encroachment of 86
ft2 (8 m2)
Temporary wetland encroachment of
9397 ft2 (873 m2) caused by silt fence.
Permanent wetland encroachment of
29913 ft2 (2779 m2)
Permanent wetland encroachment of
20075 ft2 (1865 m2)

77° 04⬘ 11⬙

41° 45⬘ 21⬙

77° 04⬘ 11⬙

41° 45⬘ 54⬙

77° 04⬘ 09⬙

41° 45⬘ 56⬙

77° 04⬘ 09⬙

41° 45⬘ 38⬙

77° 04⬘ 07⬙

41° 46⬘ 08⬙

77° 04⬘ 08⬙

Permanent wetland encroachment of
143763 ft2 (13356 m2)

41° 46⬘ 14⬙

77° 04⬘ 10⬙

Permanent stream enclosure and
encroachment. The impacted stream
length is 302 ft (92 m), the impacted
stream area is 1208 ft2 (112 m2), the
pipe length is 302 ft (92 m) and the rock
apron length is 56 ft (17 m). The impact
caused by pipe along slope is 302 ft (92
m)

41° 46⬘ 17⬙

77° 04⬘ 11⬙

Permanent wetland encroachment of 54
ft2 (5 m2) caused by rock apron.
Permanent stream enclosure and
encroachment. The impacted stream
length is 417 ft (127 m), the impacted
stream area is 1668 ft2 (155 m2), the
pipe length is 417 ft (127 m) and the
rock apron length is 20 ft (6 m).

41° 45⬘ 48⬙

77° 04⬘ 12⬙
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No.
56b

Environmental
Feature
Wetland E41

56c

Wetland E41

57

Wetland E42

58a

Tioga River
Floodway**
Tioga River
Floodway**

58b

Station
Ramp CD
10+320

Ramp CD
10+290
109+800
110+230
110+350

58c

Tioga River

110+300

59a

Wetland E67

Ser. Rd #3
10+060

59b

Unnamed
Intermittent
Tributary

Ser. Rd #3
10+060

60

Wetland E68

Ser. Rd #3
11+830

61

Wetland E71

Ser. Rd #3
11+900

Impact Description
Permanent wetland encroachment of
1098 ft2 (102 m2) caused by roadway fill.
Temporary wetland encroachment of
2508 ft2 (233 m2) caused by silt fence.
Permanent wetland encroachment of 215
ft2 (20 m2)
Permanent wetland encroachment of
4758 ft2 (442 m2)
Temporary floodway encroachment of
1281 ft2 (119 m2)
Temporary floodway encroachment of
4101 ft2 (381 m2)
Permanent river encroachment by 469 ft
(143 m) bridge. The area of the bridge is
26006 ft2 (2416 m2), the area of water
surface contact by pier is 936 ft2 (87 m2)
and the width of the river at the
crossing is 95 ft (29 m). Temporary river
encroachment of 5490 ft2 (510 m2)
Permanent wetland encroachment of
1335 ft2 (124 m2)

2981

Latitude
41° 46⬘ 23⬙

Longitude
77° 04⬘ 09⬙

41° 46⬘ 25⬙

77° 04⬘ 09⬙

41° 46⬘ 25⬙

77° 04⬘ 19⬙

41° 46⬘ 36⬙

77° 04⬘ 29⬙

41° 46⬘ 38⬙

77° 04⬘ 32⬙

41° 45⬘ 59⬙

77° 04⬘ 28⬙

41° 44⬘ 54⬙

77° 03⬘ 24⬙

41° 44⬘ 54⬙
Permanent stream enclosure and
encroachment. The impacted stream
length is 82 ft (25 m), the impacted
stream area is 328 ft2 (30 m2), the pipe
lengths are 69 ft (21 m) and the rock
apron length is 33 ft (10 m)
Permanent wetland encroachment of 97 41° 46⬘ 30⬙
ft2 (9 m2) Temporary wetland
encroachment of 75 ft2 (7 m2) caused by
silt fence.
Permanent wetland encroachment of 926 41° 46⬘ 31⬙
ft2 (86 m2) Temporary wetland
encroachment of 2540 ft2 (236 m2)
caused by temporary ditch #50.

77° 03⬘ 24⬙

This project is located on the east side of the Tioga
River from the north end of Blossburg to the south end of
Canoe Camp. This permit also includes 401 Water Quality Certification.
Southwest Region: Water Management Program Manager, 400 Waterfront Drive, Pittsburgh, PA 15222-4745.
E03-393. Ronald Kepple, 151 Cornplanter Road,
Sarver, PA 16055. South Buffalo Township, Armstrong
County, ACOE Pittsburgh District.
To construct and maintain a single span bridge having
a normal span of 25.0 feet and an underclearance of 6.5
feet across Cornplanter Run (HQ-TSF) for the purpose of
providing access to a proposed dwelling. The project is
located off of Cornplanter Run Road (Worthington, PA
Quadrangle N: 2.5 inches; W: 8.85 inches).
E56-294. Wheeler Brothers, Inc., P. O. Box 737,
Somerset, PA 15501. Somerset Borough, Somerset
County, ACOE Pittsburgh District.
To construct and maintain fill and three outfall structures with riprap aprons in a de minimis area of PEM/
PSS wetlands (0.05 acre) that is associated with an
unnamed tributary within the East Branch Coxes Creek
Basin (TSF), for the purpose of expanding an existing
warehouse facility, which is located off of Industrial Park

77° 03⬘ 38⬙

77° 03⬘ 42⬙

Road, approximately 0.5 mile northeast of the intersection
with S.R. 219 (Murdock, PA Quadrangle N: 21.85 inches;
W: 6.7 inches).
E56-305. Pennsylvania Department of Transportation, Engineering District 9-0, 1620 North Juniata
Street, Hollidaysburg, PA 16648. Lower Turkeyfoot and
Addison Townships, Somerset County, ACOE Pittsburgh District.
To remove the existing structure and to construct and
maintain a bridge having two normal clear spans of 32.30
m and an underclearance of 6.38 m across Casselman
River (WWF) on S.R. 0523, Section 002, Segment 0110,
Offset 0000. Also to construct and maintain two cofferdams for construction of the proposed bridge and causeway for removal of the existing bridge (Confluence, PA
Quadrangle N: 8.07 inches; W: 10.35 inches).
E65-721-A1. Westmoreland County Industrial Development Corporation, 601 Courthouse Square, 2
North Main Street, Greensburg, PA 15601. South
Huntingdon Township, Westmoreland County, ACOE
Pittsburgh District.
To amend Permit No. E65-721 to include the placement
and maintenance of fill in 0.45 acre of wetlands for a
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roadway and utility lines, the construction and maintenance of two 36-inch CPP culverts in an unnamed
tributary to Youghiogheny River (WWF) and the installation and maintenance of two 8-inch pipe sewer lines and
two 1-inch pipe gas lines across an unnamed tributary to
Youghiogheny River (WWF) for the purpose of expanding
the existing I-70 Industrial Park located off of Township
Road T-378 (Donora, PA Quadrangle N: 10.55 inches;
W: 0.88 inch) in South Huntingdon Township, Westmoreland County. To compensate for wetland loss, the permittee shall construct 0.45 acre of replacement wetlands.
E02-919. Tri-State River Products, Inc., Box 218,

Beaver, PA 15009-0218. Various municipalities in Allegheny and Beaver Counties, ACOE Pittsburgh District.
To perform commercial sand and gravel dredging in
select areas of the Ohio River (WWF), subject to review of
mussel surveys and prescribed setbacks in Allegheny and
Beaver Counties. For a site-specific identification of the
dredging locations refer to Attachments 1 (Allegheny
County) and 2 (Beaver County). Note this permit incorporates previous DEP Permit No. E04-184.

Permit No. E02-919
Attachment No. 1 Approved Dredging Areas by River Mile
County
Allegheny

River
Ohio

Pool
Emsworth

River Miles
None

Dashields
Montgomery

None
13.8 to 15.38

Municipalities

DEP Survey
Approval Date

Leetsdale Borough
Approval expires
Crescent Township
5/23/02
NOTES: No dredging has been authorized in the Emsworth Pool because no mussel survey data has been submitted for
any part of that pool. Mussel survey data is required as per Special Condition F.
No dredging has been authorized in the Dashields Pool because no diving mussel surveys have been submitted and no
areas have been dredged within the last 5 years.
‘‘R’’ refers to Right Descending Bank and ‘‘L’’ refers to Left Descending Bank. These indicate the areas that can be
dredged.
Permit No. E02-919
Attachment No. 2 Approved Dredging Areas by River Mile
DEP Survey
Approval Date

County

River

Pool

River Miles

Municipalities

Beaver

Ohio

Montgomery

18.2 to 18.35
18.3 to 18.45L
18.45 to 18.5
18.7 to 18.75
18.75 to 18.85L
18.85 to 18.95
18.95 to 19.05R
19.05 to 19.6

City of Aliquippa
Baden Borough
Harmony Township
Hopewell Township

A2 - 5/24/01
Approval expires
5/23/02

20.4 to 21.4

City of Aliquippa
Baden Borough
Economy Borough
Conway Borough
Hopewell Township

A1 - 1/11/01 Approval
expires 5/23/02

21.6
21.7
21.8
22.0
22.1
22.6
22.7
22.9
23.2
23.3

to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to

21.7
21.8L
22.0
22.1L
22.3
22.7L
22.9
23.2L
23.3
23.5R

Monaca Borough
Freedom Borough
Conway Borough
Center Township

29.4
29.6
29.7
29.8
30.1
30.3

to
to
to
to
to
to

29.6
29.7R
29.8
30.1L
30.3
30.4L

Industry Borough
Potter Township
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County

River

Pool

River Miles
30.4 to 31.4

Municipalities
Industry Borough
Potter Township

Beaver

Ohio

New Cumberland

32.2
32.5
32.6
33.0

Shippingport Borough
Industry Borough
Raccoon Township

to
to
to
to

32.5
32.6L
33.0
33.1R

33.8 to 33.9

Industry Borough
Shippingport Borough

34.1 to 34.2
34.2 to 34.3R

Industry Borough
Shippingport Borough

38.0 to 38.5

Ohioville Borough
Georgetown Borough
Greene Township

38.6 to 38.7
38.7 to 38.95L
38.95 to 39.25
39.25 to 39.35L
39.35 to 39.5

Ohioville Borough
Georgetown Borough

DEP Survey
Approval Date
A2 - 5/24/01
Approval expires
5/23/02

A2 - 5/24/01
Approval expires
5/23/02

NOTES: ‘‘R’’ refers to Right Descending Bank and ‘‘L’’ refers to Left Descending Bank. These indicate the areas that can
be dredged.
E02-584. Pioneer Mid-Atlantic, Inc., 400 Industrial Boulevard, New Kensington, PA 15068. Various municipalities in
Allegheny, Armstrong, Beaver and Westmoreland Counties, ACOE Pittsburgh District.
To perform commercial sand and gravel dredging in select areas of the Allegheny River (WWF) and the Ohio River
(WWF), subject to review of mussel surveys and prescribed setbacks in Allegheny, Armstrong, Beaver and Westmoreland
Counties. For a site-specific identification of the dredging locations refer to Attachments 1 (Allegheny County), 2 (Beaver
County) and 3 (Armstrong County). Note this permit incorporates previous DEP Permits No. E03-202 and E04-103.

County

River

Pool

Permit No. E02-584
Approved Dredging Areas by River Mile
Comments/
River Miles
Municipalities
Restrictions

Allegheny

Ohio

Emsworth
Dashields
Montgomery

None
None
13.8 to 15.38

Attachment No. 1

Allegheny 2
3

None
15.1 to 15.3
15.5 to 15.7
15.9 to 16.0
16.1 to 16.3
18.7 to 19.5

Leetsdale
Borough
Crescent
Township
Cheswick
Borough
Plum Borough
Cheswick
Borough
Springdale
Borough
Plum Borough
Springdale
Township
East Deer
Township
City of New
Kensington
(Westmoreland
County)
City of Arnold
(Westmoreland
County)

Avoid right
descending bank
at River Mile 16.0
to 16.1
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County

NOTICES

River

Pool

River Miles

4

25.2
26.4
26.5
26.6
26.7
26.8
27.0
27.2
28.3

to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to

Municipalities

Comments/
Restrictions

DEP Survey
Approval Date

26.4
26.5R
26.6
26.7R
26.8
27.0L
27.1
27.9R
28.5R

Harrison
Township
City of Lower
Burrell
(Westmoreland
County)
Allegheny
Township
(Westmoreland
County)
NOTES: No dredging has been authorized in the Emsworth Pool because no mussel survey data has been submitted for
any part of that pool. Mussel survey data is required as per Special Condition F.
No dredging has been authorized in the Dashields Pool or Allegheny River Pool 2 because no diving mussel surveys have
been submitted and no areas have been dredged within the last 5 years.
‘‘Avoid’’ as used in this description is defined as conducting no dredging in the rectangular area formed by the shore, near
side of navigation channel and lines drawn 100 feet above and below the miles points specified in the
comments/restrictions column intersecting the shore and near side of the navigation channel.
‘‘R’’ refers to Right Descending Bank and ‘‘L’’ refers to Left Descending Bank. These indicate the areas that can be
dredged.
Attachment No. 2
County
Beaver

River
Ohio

Pool
Montgomery

Permit No. E02-584
Approved Dredging Areas by River Mile

River Miles
18.2 to 18.35
18.3 to 18.45L
18.45 to 18.5
18.7 to 18.75
18.75 to 18.85L
18.85 to 18.95
18.95 to 19.05R
19.05 to 19.6

Municipalities

DEP Survey
Approval Date

City of Aliquippa
Baden Borough
Harmony Township
Hopewell Township

A2 - 5/24/01
Approval expires
5/23/02

20.4 to 21.4

City of Aliquippa
Baden Borough
Economy Borough
Conway Borough
Hopewell Township

A1 - 1/11/01
Approval expires
5/23/02

21.6
21.7
21.8
22.0
22.1
22.6
22.7
22.9
23.2
23.3

to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to

21.7
21.8L
22.0
22.1L
22.3
22.7L
22.9
23.2L
23.3
23.5R

Monaca Borough
Freedom Borough
Conway Borough
Center Township

29.4
29.6
29.7
29.8
30.1
30.3

to
to
to
to
to
to

29.6
29.7R
29.8
30.1L
30.3
30.4L

Industry Borough
Potter Township

30.4 to 31.4

Industry Borough
Potter Township
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County
Beaver

River
Ohio

Pool
New
Cumberland

2985

River Miles
32.2 to 32.5
32.5 to 32.6L
32.6 to 33.0
33.0 to 33.1R

Municipalities
Shippingport Borough
Industry Borough
Raccoon Township

33.8 to 33.9

Industry Borough
Shippingport Borough

34.1 to 34.2
34.2 to 34.3R
38.0 to 38.5

Industry Borough
Shippingport Borough
Ohioville Borough
Georgetown Borough
Greene Township

38.6 to 38.7
38.7 to 38.95L
38.95 to 39.25
39.25 to 39.35L
39.35 to 39.5

Ohioville Borough
Georgetown Borough

DEP Survey
Approval Date

A2 - 5/24/01
Approval expires
5/23/02

NOTES: ‘‘R’’ refers to Right Descending Bank and ‘‘L’’ refers to Left Descending Bank. These indicate the areas that can
be dredged.
Permit No. E02-584
Approved Dredging Areas by River Mile
Comments/
River Miles
Municipalities
Restrictions

Attachment No. 3
County

River

Pool

Armstrong Allegheny 5

7

30.6 to 31.3

Gilpin Township
South Buffalo
Township

31.5 to 31.6
31.7 to 32.2

Gilpin Township
South Buffalo
Township

1000 feet
upstream of the
most upstream
point of Murphy’s
Island to 33.0R

Gilpin Township
South Buffalo
Township

33.9 to 35.5

Gilpin Township
South Buffalo
Township

46.5 to 46.6
46.6 to 46.7L

Kittanning
Borough
East Franklin
Township

47.1
47.2
47.4
47.6
48.0
48.2
48.3
48.4
48.5
48.6
48.7
48.9

Kittanning
Borough
Rayburn
Township

to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to

47.2L
47.3
47.6R
48.0
48.2L
48.3
48.4L
48.5
48.6R
48.7L
48.9
49.0R

DEP Survey
Approval Date

Avoid right
A1 - 1/11/01
descending bank
Approval expires
at River Mile 30.9 5/23/02
through 31.1

Approval expires
5/23/02

Avoid right
descending bank
at River Mile 47.1
and 47.4, avoid
left descending
bank at River
Mile 47.7 and
48.4.
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County
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River

Pool

Armstrong Allegheny 7

8
9

River Miles

Municipalities

49.7 to
49.8 to
50.0 to
50.1 to
50.3 to
51.4 to
51.6 to
51.7 to
None
None

East Franklin
Township
Rayburn
Township
Boggs Township
Washington
Township

49.8
50.0L
50.1
50.2L
50.4R
51.6
51.7L
52.4

Comments/
Restrictions

DEP Survey
Approval Date

NOTES: ‘‘Avoid’’ as used in this description is defined as conducting no dredging in the rectangular area formed by the
shore, near side of navigation channel and lines drawn 100 feet above and below the miles points specified in the
comments/restrictions column intersecting the shore and near side of the navigation channel.
‘‘R’’ refers to Right Descending Bank and ‘‘L’’ refers to Left Descending Bank. These indicate the areas that can be
dredged.
No dredging is being authorized in Pool 8 due to the presence of endangered species. It is understood that the reach from
mile point 54.1 to 54.6 may be authorized for dredging pending submittal of new mussel surveys and other environmental
considerations in the area.
No dredging has been authorized in Pool 9 because no mussel survey data has been supplied for any part of that pool.
Mussel survey data is required as per Special Condition F.
E02-494. The Lane Construction Company, 1 Rutgers Road, Second Floor, Pittsburgh, PA 15205. Various
municipalities in Allegheny, Armstrong and Westmoreland Counties, ACOE Pittsburgh District.
To perform commercial sand and gravel dredging in select areas of the Allegheny River (WWF) and the Ohio River
(WWF), subject to review of mussel surveys and prescribed setbacks in Allegheny, Armstrong and Westmoreland
Counties. For a site-specific identification of the dredging locations refer to Attachments 1 (Allegheny County) and 2
(Armstrong County). Note this permit incorporates previous DEP Permit No. E03-174.
Permit No. E02-494
Attachment No. 1 Approved Dredging Areas by River Mile
Comments/
River Miles
Municipalities
Restrictions

County

River

Pool

Allegheny

Ohio

Emsworth
Dashields
Montgomery

Allegheny 2
3

None
None
13.8 to 15.38

Leetsdale
Borough
Crescent
Township

Expires on 5/23/02

None
15.1 to 15.3

Cheswick
Borough
Plum Borough

15.5 to 15.7
15.9 to 16.0
16.1 to 16.3

Cheswick
Borough
Springdale
Borough
Plum Borough

DEP Survey
Approval Date

Avoid right
descending bank
at River Mile 16.0
to 16.1
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County

River

Pool

4

River Miles

Municipalities

18.7 to 19.5

Springdale
Township
East Deer
Township
City of New
Kensington
(Westmoreland
County)
City of Arnold
(Westmoreland
County)

25.2
26.4
26.5
26.6
26.7
26.8
27.0
27.2
28.3

Harrison
Township
City of Lower
Burrell
(Westmoreland
County)
Allegheny
Township
(Westmoreland
County)

to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to

26.4
26.5R
26.6
26.7R
26.8
27.0L
27.1
27.9R
28.5R

2987
Comments/
Restrictions

DEP Survey
Approval Date

NOTES: No dredging has been authorized in the Emsworth Pool because no mussel survey data has been submitted for
any part of that pool. Mussel survey data is required as per Special Condition F.
No dredging has been authorized in the Dashields Pool or Allegheny River Pool 2 because no diving mussel surveys have
been submitted and no areas have been dredged within the last five (5) years.
‘‘Avoid’’ as used in this description is defined as conducting no dredging in the rectangular area formed by the shore, near
side of navigation channel and lines drawn 100 feet above and below the miles points specified in the
comments/restrictions column intersecting the shore and near side of the navigation channel.
‘‘R’’ refers to Right Descending Bank and ‘‘L’’ refers to Left Descending Bank. These indicate the areas that can be
dredged.
Attachment No. 2
County

River

Pool

Armstrong Allegheny 5

Permit No. E02-494
Approved Dredging Areas by River Mile

River Miles

Municipalities

30.6 to 31.3

Gilpin Township
South Buffalo
Township

31.5 to 31.6
31.7 to 32.2

Gilpin Township
South Buffalo
Township
Gilpin Township
South Buffalo
Township

1000 feet
upstream of the
most upstream
point of Murphy’s
Island to 33.0R
33.9 to 35.5
7

46.5 to 46.6
46.6 to 46.7L

Comments/
Restrictions

DEP Survey
Approval Date

Avoid right
A1 - 1/11/01
descending bank
Approval expires
at River Mile 30.9 5/23/02
through 31.1

Gilpin Township
South Buffalo
Township
Kittanning
Borough
East Franklin
Township
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County

NOTICES

River

Pool

Armstrong Allegheny 7

8
9

River Miles

Municipalities

47.1
47.2
47.4
47.6
48.0
48.2
48.3
48.4
48.5
48.6
48.7
48.9

to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to

47.2L
47.3
47.6R
48.0
48.2L
48.3
48.4L
48.5
48.6R
48.7L
48.9
49.0R

Kittanning
Borough
Rayburn
Township

49.7 to
49.8 to
50.0 to
50.1 to
50.3 to
51.4 to
51.6 to
51.7 to
None
None

49.8
50.0L
50.1
50.2L
50.4R
51.6
51.7L
52.4

East Franklin
Township
Rayburn
Township
Boggs Township
Washington
Township

Comments/
Restrictions

DEP Survey
Approval Date

Avoid right
descending bank
at River Mile 47.1
and 47.4, avoid
left descending
bank at River
Mile 47.7 and
48.4.

NOTES: ‘‘Avoid’’ as used in this description is defined as conducting no dredging in the rectangular area formed by the
shore, near side of navigation channel and lines drawn 100 feet above and below the miles points specified in the
comments/restrictions column intersecting the shore and near side of the navigation channel.
‘‘R’’ refers to Right Descending Bank and ‘‘L’’ refers to Left Descending Bank. These indicate the areas that can be
dredged.
No dredging is being authorized in Pool 8 due to the presence of endangered species. It is understood that the reach from
mile point 54.1 to 54.6 may be authorized for dredging pending submittal of new mussel surveys and other environmental
considerations in the area.
No dredging has been authorized in Pool 9 because no mussel survey data has been supplied for any part of that pool.
Mussel survey data is required as per Special Condition F.
E02-1326. Glacial Sand and Gravel Company, P. O. Box 1022, Kittanning, PA 16201-1022. Various municipalities in
Allegheny, Armstrong and Westmoreland Counties, ACOE Pittsburgh District.
To perform commercial sand and gravel dredging in select areas of the Allegheny River (WWF) subject to review of
mussel surveys and prescribed setbacks in Allegheny, Armstrong and Westmoreland Counties. For a site-specific
identification of the dredging locations refer to Attachments 1 (Allegheny County) and 2 (Armstrong County). Note this
permit incorporates previous DEP Permit No. E02-322.
Permit No. E02-1326
Approved Dredging Areas by River Mile
Comments/
River Miles
Municipalities
Restrictions

Attachment No. 1
County

River

Pool

Allegheny

Allegheny 2
3

None
15.1 to 15.3

15.5 to 15.7
15.9 to 16.0
16.1 to 16.3

Cheswick
Borough
Plum Borough
Cheswick
Borough
Springdale
Borough
Plum Borough

Avoid right
descending bank
at River Mile 16.0
to 16.1
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County

River

Pool

4

River Miles

Municipalities

18.7 to 19.5

Springdale
Township
East Deer
Township
City of New
Kensington
(Westmoreland
County)
City of Arnold
(Westmoreland
County)
Harrison
Township
City of Lower
Burrell
(Westmoreland
County)
Allegheny
Township
(Westmoreland
County)

25.2
26.4
26.5
26.6
26.7
26.8
27.0
27.2
28.3

to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to

26.4
26.5R
26.6
26.7R
26.8
27.0L
27.1
27.9R
28.5R

2989
Comments/
Restrictions

DEP Survey
Approval Date

NOTES: No dredging has been authorized in the Emsworth Pool because no mussel survey data has been submitted for
any part of that pool. Mussel survey data is required as per Special Condition F.
No dredging has been authorized in the Allegheny River Pool 2 because no diving mussel surveys have been submitted
and no areas have been dredged within the last 5 years.
‘‘Avoid’’ as used in this description is defined as conducting no dredging in the rectangular area formed by the shore, near
side of navigation channel and lines drawn 100 feet above and below the miles points specified in the
comments/restrictions column intersecting the shore and near side of the navigation channel.
‘‘R’’ refers to Right Descending Bank and ‘‘L’’ refers to Left Descending Bank. These indicate the areas that can be
dredged.
Attachment No. 3
County

River

Pool

Armstrong Allegheny 5

Permit No. E02-1326
Approved Dredging Areas by River Mile

River Miles

Municipalities

30.6 to 31.3

Gilpin Township
South Buffalo
Township

31.5 to 31.6
31.7 to 32.2

Gilpin Township
South Buffalo
Township
Gilpin Township
South Buffalo
Township

1000 feet
upstream of the
most upstream
point of Murphy’s
Island to 33.0R
33.9 to 35.5
7

46.5 to 46.6
46.6 to 46.7L

Comments/
Restrictions

DEP Survey
Approval Date

Avoid right
A1 - 1/11/01
descending bank
Approval expires
at River Mile 30.9 5/23/02
through 31.1

Gilpin Township
South Buffalo
Township
Kittanning
Borough
East Franklin
Township
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County
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River

Pool

River Miles

Municipalities

47.1
47.2
47.4
47.6
48.0
48.2
48.3
48.4
48.5
48.6
48.7
48.9

Kittanning
Borough
Rayburn
Township

to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to

47.2L
47.3
47.6R
48.0
48.2L
48.3
48.4L
48.5
48.6R
48.7L
48.9
49.0R

Comments/
Restrictions

DEP Survey
Approval Date

Avoid right
descending bank
at River Mile 47.1
and 47.4, avoid
left descending
bank at River
Mile 47.7 and
48.4.

Permit No. E02-1326
Attachment No. 3 (Continued) Approved Dredging Areas by River Mile
County

River

Pool

Armstrong Allegheny 7

8
9

River Miles

Municipalities

49.7 to
49.8 to
50.0 to
50.1 to
50.3 to
51.4 to
51.6 to
51.7 to
None
None

East Franklin
Township
Rayburn
Township
Boggs Township
Washington
Township

49.8
50.0L
50.1
50.2L
50.4R
51.6
51.7L
52.4

Comments/
Restrictions

DEP Survey
Approval Date

NOTES: ‘‘Avoid’’ as used in this description is defined as conducting no dredging in the rectangular area formed by the
shore, near side of navigation channel and lines drawn 100 feet above and below the miles points specified in the
comments/restrictions column intersecting the shore and near side of the navigation channel.
‘‘R’’ refers to Right Descending Bank and ‘‘L’’ refers to Left Descending Bank. These indicate the areas that can be
dredged.
No dredging is being authorized in Pool 8 due to the presence of endangered species. It is understood that the reach from
mile point 54.1 to 54.6 may be authorized for dredging pending submittal of new mussel surveys and other environmental
considerations in the area.
No dredging has been authorized in Pool 9 because no mussel survey data has been supplied for any part of that pool.
Mussel survey data is required as per Special Condition F.
Northwest Region: Water Management Program Manager, 230 Chestnut Street, Meadville, PA 16335-3481.

across Crab Run on Little Creek Road (T-339) approximately 0.2 mile east of Crab Run Road (T-240).

E10-325, Bernard C. McKruit, 347 Edgewood Drive,
Cabot, PA 16023. McKruit Bridge, in Jefferson Township,
Butler County, ACOE Pittsburgh District (Saxonburg,
PA Quadrangle N: 6.0 inches; W: 12.2 inches).

E16-117, Farmington Township, P. O. Box 148,
Leeper, PA 16233-0148. T-612 Salsgiver Drive Across
Little Coon Run, in Farmington Township, Clarion
County, ACOE Pittsburgh District (Tylersburg, PA Quadrangle N: 5.3 inches; W: 9.05 inches).

To operate and maintain a steel beam bridge having a
clear span of 21.5 feet and an underclearance of approximately 7 feet across Thorn Creek on a private driveway
extending east from S.R. 2010 approximately 0.5 mile
north of Jefferson Center.
E10-327, Butler County, P. O. Box 1208, Butler, PA
16003-1208. Eichenauer Bridge County No. 93 Little
Creek Road Across Crab Run in Lancaster Township,
Butler County, ACOE Pittsburgh District (Evans City,
PA Quadrangle N: 14.0 inches; W: 10.0 inches).
To replace the existing superstructure and to rehabilitate and maintain the steel beam bridge (Eichenauer
Bridge, County No. 93) having a clear, normal span of
approximately 29 feet and an underclearance of 8.5 feet

To remove the existing bridge and to install and
maintain a 112-inch wide by 75-inch high corrugated
metal pipe arch culvert in Little Coon Run on T-612
(Salsgiver Drive) approximately 0.4 mile north of T-607
(Mealy Drive).
E24-216, North Central Enterprise, Inc., 201
Stackpole Street, St. Marys, PA 15857. Stackpole Industrial Complex, in City of St. Marys, Elk County, ACOE
Pittsburgh District (Saint Marys, PA Quadrangle N: 10.2
inches; W: 7.2 inches).
To conduct the following activities in and along Elk
Creek and a tributary to Elk Creek and mapped FEMA
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Floodway areas at the Stackpole Industrial Complex
between Curry Street and Tannery Street northwest of
Stackpole Street:
1. To remove the existing structure and to construct
and maintain a precast concrete box culvert having a
15-foot wide by 8-foot high waterway opening in Elk
Creek on Tannery Street approximately 700 feet north of
Stackpole Street.
2. To construct and maintain a trashrack in and across
the channel of Elk Creek approximately 50 feet upstream
of Tannery Street
3. To remove an existing trashrack and culverts in Elk
Creek approximately 50 feet downstream of Tannery
Street, restoring approximately 30 feet of open channel
having a bottom width of 15 feet and 2:1 vegetated side
slopes.
4. To replace the superstructure and maintain a prefabricated steel beam bridge (Bridge A) having a structure length of 33 feet, providing a clear waterway span of
approximately 20 feet and an underclearance of 7 feet
across Elk Creek approximately 350 feet downstream of
Tannery Street.
5. To replace the superstructure and maintain a prefabricated steel beam bridge (Bridge B) having a structure length of 33 feet, providing a clear waterway span of
approximately 20 feet and an underclearance of 7 feet
across Elk Creek approximately 530 feet upstream of
Stackpole Street.
6. To replace the superstructure and maintain a prefabricated steel beam bridge (Bridge C) having a clear
span of approximately 20.5 feet and an underclearance of
5.7 feet across Elk Creek approximately 240 feet upstream of Stackpole Street.
7. To remove fencing and debris in and along approximately 100 feet of the channel of a tributary to Elk Creek
approximately 400 feet upstream of its confluence with
Elk Creek
8. To construct and maintain four stormwater outfalls,
two to Elk Creek downstream of Tannery Street and two
to a tributary to Elk Creek 70 feet and 230 feet upstream
of its confluence with Elk Creek.
E25-620, Borough of Edinboro, 124
Edinboro, PA 16412-2502. Edinboro
Docks, in Borough of Edinboro, Erie
Pittsburgh District (Edinboro North,
N: 1.5 inches; W: 2.2 inches).

Meadville Street,
Lake Municipal
County, ACOE
PA Quadrangle

To operate and maintain various boat docks in Edinboro
Lake including seasonal installation and removal of 31
pile supported and floating docks, maintenance of three
existing solid fill concrete docks and periodic maintenance
dredging of six areas extending approximately 15 feet
from the edge of water at normal pool and along a total
length of approximately 1,750 feet of the western shoreline.
E25-631, Millcreek School District, 4105 Asbury
Road, Erie, PA 16506. Asbury Woods Greenway, in
Millcreek Township, Erie County, ACOE Pittsburgh
District (Swanville, PA Quadrangle N: 9.2 inches; W: 7.1
inches).
To construct and maintain the following structures on
existing hiking trails within the Asbury Woods Greenway
between Walnut Creek Middle School south of Sterrettania Road and Asbury Elementary School south of West
38th Street:
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1. A pedestrian bridge having a span of approximately
120 feet and an underclearance of 11 feet across Walnut
Creek (CWF, MF) approximately 3,500 feet downstream
of Old Sterrettania Road.
2. A 6-foot wide pile supported boardwalk structure
measuring approximately 110 feet in length across a
wetland area (PFO) south of Walnut Creek approximately
3,000 feet downstream of Old Sterrettania Road.
3. A 6-foot wide pile supported boardwalk structure
measuring approximately 190 feet across a wetland area
(PFO) north of Walnut Creek approximately 4,500 feet
downstream of Old Sterrettania Road.
E42-275, Bradford Properties, L.P., 609 Alexander
Street, Pittsburgh, PA 15220-5503. Bradford Wal-Mart in
Foster Township, McKean County, ACOE Pittsburgh
District (Derrick City, PA Quadrangle N: 18.8 inches;
W: 15.5 inches).
To fill 0.29 acre of wetlands (PEM and PEM/PSS) and
install and maintain approximately 150 feet of bank
stabilization along the north bank of Foster Brook for
construction of a Wal-Mart retail center east of East Main
Street approximately 1,000 feet north of its intersection
with S.R. 346. This project includes on-site creation of 0.3
acre of replacement wetland adjacent to Foster Brook.

SPECIAL NOTICES
Bureau of Deep Mine Safety
Approval of Request for Variance
The Department of Environmental Protection, Bureau
of Deep Mine Safety (BDMS), has approved DLR Mining,
Inc.’s request for a revision to its 702 variance from the
requirements of Section 242(c) of the Pennsylvania Bituminous Coal Mine Act that was approved on January 29,
1999, for the Ridge Mine. This notification contains a
summary of this request and the basis for the Department’s approval. A complete copy of the variance request
may be obtained from Allison Gaida by calling (724)
439-7469 or from the BDMS web site at http://
www.dep.state.pa.us/dep/deputate/minres/dms/dms.htm.
Summary of the Request: DLR Mining, Inc. requested a
modification to its approved carbon monoxide (CO) alarm
system. The modified CO alarm system will activate an
alarm, both audible and visual, at a location on the
surface where a responsible person will be on duty and at
the working section loading point. The proposal accords
protection to persons and property substantially equal to
or greater than the requirements of Section 242(c).
The basis for the Bureau’s approval is summarized in
the following conclusion:
1. Ridge’s plan provides early warning fire detection by
the use of carbon monoxide (CO) mine wide monitoring
system. The system will notify the affected mining sections with an audible and visual alarm. The system will
communicate to the computer control station located on
the surface. An outside employee can then notify the
affected areas via the mine communication system.
2. Ridge’s plan provides a separate, isolated intake
escapeway that will be maintained at a higher ventilation
pressure than the belt and common entries.
3. Ridge’s plan provides for the belt and common
entries to serve as an alternate intake escapeway.
4. There are significant health and safety benefits
associated with allowing entries in common with the belt
entry. Repair and maintenance work in the belt entry is
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afforded safer access. Improved visual safety inspections
are facilitated by open crosscuts.
This approval is limited to a variance from the requirements in Section 242(c) requiring that the belt entry is
isolated from other entries. All other terms and requirements of Section 242(c) shall remain in effect. Continued
authorization for operation under the approval is contingent upon compliance with the measures described in
Ridge’s plan.
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 01-991. Filed for public inspection June 8, 2001, 9:00 a.m.]

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH
Application of Eastern PA Endoscopy Center for
Exception
Under 28 Pa. Code § 51.33 (relating to requests for
exceptions), the Department of Health (Department)
hereby gives notice that Eastern PA Endoscopy Center
has requested an exception to the requirements of 28
Pa. Code § 153.1 (relating to minimum standards), which
requires compliance with minimum standards contained
in the following publication: Guidelines for Design and
Construction of Hospital and Healthcare Facilities. The
facility specifically requests exemption from the following
standard contained in this publication: 9.5.D1, which
states that a covered entrance for pickup of patients after
surgery shall be provided.
The request is on file with the Department. Persons
may receive a copy of a request for exception by requesting a copy from Department of Health, Division of Acute
and Ambulatory Care, Room 532, Health and Welfare
Building, Harrisburg, PA 17120, (717) 783-8980, fax: (717)
772-2163, e-mail address: DDITLOW@STATE.PA.US.
Those persons who wish to comment on an exception
request may do so by sending a letter by mail, e-mail or
facsimile to the Division and address previously listed.
Comments received by the Department within 10 days
after the date of publication of this notice will be
reviewed by the Department before it decides whether to
approve or disapprove the request for exception.
Persons with a disability who wish to obtain a copy of a
request and/or provide comments to the Department and
require an auxiliary aid, service or other accommodation
to do so, should contact, Director, Division of Acute and
Ambulatory Care at (717) 783-8980, V/TT: (717) 783-6154
for Speech and/or Hearing Impaired Persons or the
Pennsylvania AT&T Relay Service at (800) 654-5984 [TT].
ROBERT S. ZIMMERMAN, Jr.,
Secretary
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 01-992. Filed for public inspection June 8, 2001, 9:00 a.m.]

Application of Grand View Hospital for Exception
Under 28 Pa. Code § 51.33 (relating to requests for
exceptions), the Department of Health (Department)
hereby gives notice that Grand View Hospital has requested an exception to the requirements of 28 Pa. Code
§ 51.6 (relating to identification of personnel).
The request is on file with the Department. Persons
may receive a copy of a request for exception by requesting a copy from Department of Health, Division of Acute

and Ambulatory Care, Room 532, Health and Welfare
Building, Harrisburg, PA 17120, (717) 783-8980, fax: (717)
772-2163, e-mail address: DDITLOW@STATE.PA.US.
Those persons who wish to comment on an exception
request may do so by sending a letter by mail, e-mail or
facsimile to the Division and address previously listed.
Comments received by the Department within 10 days
after the date of publication of this notice will be
reviewed by the Department before it decides whether to
approve or disapprove the request for exception.
Persons with a disability who wish to obtain a copy of a
request and/or provide comments to the Department and
require an auxiliary aid, service or other accommodation
to do so, should contact, Director, Division of Acute and
Ambulatory Care at (717) 783-8980, V/TT: (717) 783-6154
for Speech and/or Hearing Impaired Persons or the
Pennsylvania AT&T Relay Service at (800) 654-5984 [TT].
ROBERT S. ZIMMERMAN, Jr.,
Secretary
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 01-993. Filed for public inspection June 8, 2001, 9:00 a.m.]

Application of Hazleton General Hospital for Exception
Under 28 Pa. Code § 51.33 (relating to requests for
exceptions), the Department of Health (Department)
hereby gives notice that Hazleton General Hospital has
requested an exception to the requirements of 28
Pa. Code § 153.1 (relating to minimum standards) which
requires compliance with minimum standards contained
in the following publication: Guidelines for Design and
Construction of Hospital and Healthcare Facilities. The
facility specifically requests exemption from the following
standard contained in this publication: 7.9.D3, Table 5,
regarding station outlets for oxygen vacuum.
The request is on file with the Department. Persons
may receive a copy of a request for exception by requesting a copy from Department of Health, Division of Acute
and Ambulatory Care, Room 532, Health and Welfare
Building, Harrisburg, PA 17120, (717) 783-8980, fax: (717)
772-2163, e-mail address: DDITLOW@STATE.PA.US.
Those persons who wish to comment on an exception
request may do so by sending a letter by mail, e-mail or
facsimile to the Division and address previously listed.
Comments received by the Department within 10 days
after the date of publication of this notice will be
reviewed by the Department before it decides whether to
approve or disapprove the request for exception.
Persons with a disability who wish to obtain a copy of a
request and/or provide comments to the Department and
require an auxiliary aid, service or other accommodation
to do so, should contact, Director, Division of Acute and
Ambulatory Care at (717) 783-8980, V/TT: (717) 783-6154
for Speech and/or Hearing Impaired Persons or the
Pennsylvania AT&T Relay Service at (800) 654-5984 [TT].
ROBERT S. ZIMMERMAN, Jr.,
Secretary
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 01-994. Filed for public inspection June 8, 2001, 9:00 a.m.]
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Application of Lock Haven Hospital for Exception
Under 28 Pa. Code § 51.33 (relating to requests for
exceptions), the Department of Health (Department)
hereby gives notice that Lock Haven Hospital has requested an exception to the requirements of 28 Pa. Code
§ 107.2 (relating to medical staff membership).
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require an auxiliary aid, service or other accommodation
to do so, should contact, Director, Division of Acute and
Ambulatory Care at (717) 783-8980, V/TT: (717) 783-6154
for Speech and/or Hearing Impaired Persons or the
Pennsylvania AT&T Relay Service at (800) 654-5984 [TT].
ROBERT S. ZIMMERMAN, Jr.,
Secretary
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 01-996. Filed for public inspection June 8, 2001, 9:00 a.m.]

The request is on file with the Department. Persons
may receive a copy of a request for exception by requesting a copy from Department of Health, Division of Acute
and Ambulatory Care, Room 532, Health and Welfare
Building, Harrisburg, PA 17120, (717) 783-8980, fax: (717)
772-2163, e-mail address: DDITLOW@STATE.PA.US.
Those persons who wish to comment on an exception
request may do so by sending a letter by mail, e-mail or
facsimile to the Division and address previously listed.
Comments received by the Department within 10 days
after the date of publication of this notice will be
reviewed by the Department before it decides whether to
approve or disapprove the request for exception.
Persons with a disability who wish to obtain a copy of a
request and/or provide comments to the Department and
require an auxiliary aid, service or other accommodation
to do so, should contact, Director, Division of Acute and
Ambulatory Care at (717) 783-8980, V/TT: (717) 783-6154
for Speech and/or Hearing Impaired Persons or the
Pennsylvania AT&T Relay Service at (800) 654-5984 [TT].
ROBERT S. ZIMMERMAN, Jr.,
Secretary

Application of Sharon Regional Health System for
Exception
Under 28 Pa. Code § 51.33 (relating to requests for
exceptions), the Department of Health (Department)
hereby gives notice that Sharon Regional Health System
has requested an exception to the requirements of 28
Pa. Code § 51.23 (relating to positron emission
tomography).
The request is on file with the Department. Persons
may receive a copy of a request for exception by requesting a copy from Department of Health, Division of Acute
and Ambulatory Care, Room 532, Health and Welfare
Building, Harrisburg, PA 17120, (717) 783-8980, fax: (717)
772-2163, e-mail address: DDITLOW@STATE.PA.US.
Those persons who wish to comment on an exception
request may do so by sending a letter by mail, e-mail or
facsimile to the Division and address previously listed.

[Pa.B. Doc. No. 01-995. Filed for public inspection June 8, 2001, 9:00 a.m.]

Comments received by the Department within 10 days
after the date of publication of this notice will be
reviewed by the Department before it decides whether to
approve or disapprove the request for exception.

Application of North Shore Surgi-Center for Exception
Under 28 Pa. Code § 51.33 (relating to requests for
exceptions), the Department of Health (Department)
hereby gives notice that North Shore Surgi-Center has
requested an exception to the requirements of 28
Pa. Code § 551.21 (relating to criteria for ambulatory
surgery).
The request is on file with the Department. Persons
may receive a copy of a request for exception by requesting a copy from Department of Health, Division of Acute
and Ambulatory Care, Room 532, Health and Welfare
Building, Harrisburg, PA 17120, (717) 783-8980, fax: (717)
772-2163, e-mail address: DDITLOW@STATE.PA.US.
Those persons who wish to comment on an exception
request may do so by sending a letter by mail, e-mail or
facsimile to the Division and address previously listed.
Comments received by the Department within 10 days
after the date of publication of this notice will be
reviewed by the Department before it decides whether to
approve or disapprove the request for exception.
Persons with a disability who wish to obtain a copy of a
request and/or provide comments to the Department and

Persons with a disability who wish to obtain a copy of a
request and/or provide comments to the Department and
require an auxiliary aid, service or other accommodation
to do so, should contact, Director, Division of Acute and
Ambulatory Care at (717) 783-8980, V/TT: (717) 783-6154
for Speech and/or Hearing Impaired Persons or the
Pennsylvania AT&T Relay Service at (800) 654-5984 [TT].
ROBERT S. ZIMMERMAN, Jr.,
Secretary
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 01-997. Filed for public inspection June 8, 2001, 9:00 a.m.]

DEPARTMENT OF
LABOR AND INDUSTRY
Current Prevailing Wage Act Debarments
The following contractors have been determined to have
intentionally violated the Pennsylvania Prevailing Wage
Act (act) (43 P. S. §§ 165-1—165-17). This notice is published for the information and convenience of public
bodies subject to the act. Under section 11(e) of the act
(43 P. S. § 165-11(e)), these firms or persons, or any
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firms, corporations or partnerships in which such firms or
persons have an interest, shall be awarded no contract for
3 years after the date listed.
Contractor
Clifford Heist,
individually,
Deborah L. Heist,
individually and
d/b/a Heist Floors
Hardwood and
More
F.A.C.E. Associates,
Inc.
and
Francis J. Palumbo,
II, a/k/a
Chip Palumbo

Address
224 Water Street
Titusville, PA 16354

Date of
Debarment
May 9,
2001

648 Morgantown Street May 15,
P. O. Box 609
2001
Uniontown, PA 15401
14 Bailey Lane
Uniontown, PA 15401
and
18 Bailey Lane
Uniontown, PA 15401
648 Morgantown Street
P. O. Box 609
Uniontown, PA 15401
JOHNNY J. BUTLER,
Secretary

[Pa.B. Doc. No. 01-998. Filed for public inspection June 8, 2001, 9:00 a.m.]

DEPARTMENT OF
TRANSPORTATION
Finding
Bucks County
Pursuant to the provisions of 71 P. S. Section 2002(b),
the Secretary of Transportation makes the following
written finding:

No adverse environmental effect is likely to result from
the replacement of the Richboro Road Bridge and reconstruction of this section of Highway.
BRADLEY L.MALLORY,
Secretary
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 01-999. Filed for public inspection June 8, 2001, 9:00 a.m.]

ENVIRONMENTAL
HEARING BOARD
Lyons Borough Municipal Authority v. DEP; EHB
Doc. No. 2001-111-K
The Lyons Borough Municipal Authority has appealed
the issuance by the Department of Environmental Protection of an NPDES permit to same for a facility in
Maxatawny Township Berks County.
A date for the hearing on the appeal has not yet been
scheduled.
The appeal is filed with the Environmental Hearing
Board (Board) at its office on the Second Floor, Rachel
Carson State Office Building, 400 Market Street, P. O.
Box 8457, Harrisburg, PA 17105-8457, and may be reviewed by any interested party on request during normal
business hours. If information concerning this notice is
required in an alternative form, contact the Secretary to
the Board at (717) 787-3483. TDD users may telephone
the Board through the AT&T Pennsylvania Relay Center
at (800) 654-5984.
Petitions to intervene in the appeal may be filed with
the Board by interested parties under 25 Pa. Code
§ 1021.62. Copies of the Board’s rules of practice and
procedure are available upon request from the Board.
GEORGE J. MILLER,
Chairperson
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 01-1000. Filed for public inspection June 8, 2001, 9:00 a.m.]

The Federal Highway Administration and the Department of Transportation plan to replace the Richboro Road
Bridge which carries S.R. 0332 over Neshaminy Creek in
Northampton and Newton Townships in Bucks County.

FISH AND BOAT
COMMISSION

The subject project will use approximately 878.2 square
meters (0.2 acre) from Tyler State Park. The subject
project will use approximately 259.0 square meters (0.06
acre) from the National Register Eligible Spring Garden
Mill Historic District.

Changes to the List of Class A Wild Trout Waters
2001

The environmental, economic, social, and other effects
of the proposed project as enumerated in Section 2002 of
the Administrative Code have been considered. It has
been concluded that there is no feasible and prudent
alternative to the project as designed and all reasonable
steps have been taken to minimize such effects. A Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) has been prepared and
signed by all appropriate agencies for the proposed action.
The MOU includes a commitment to fence the temporary
construction access during construction in such a fashion
as to discourage park visitors and/or the general public
from inadvertently entering same. As part of the project,
a pedestrian path/bikeway will be constructed on the new
bridge and its approaches.

The Fish and Boat Commission (Commission) has
approved the changes to the list of Class A Wild Trout
Streams as set forth in 31 Pa. B. 1812 (March 31, 2001).
Under 58 Pa. Code § 57.8a (relating to Class A wild trout
streams), it is the Commission’s policy to manage selfsustaining Class A wild trout populations as a renewable
natural resource and to conserve that resource and the
angling that it provides. Class A wild trout populations
represent the best of this Commonwealth’s naturally
reproducing trout fisheries. The Commission manages
these stream sections for wild trout with no stocking.
PETER A. COLANGELO,
Executive Director
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 01-1001. Filed for public inspection June 8, 2001, 9:00 a.m.]
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Removal of Special Restrictions on Polluted Zone;
Spring Creek, Centre County

comments in preparing the final-form regulation. The
final-form regulation must be submitted by the date
indicated.

Since 1982, a section of Spring Creek, Centre County
(from the bridge at Oak Hall, located on FAS 871
immediately above Neidig Bothers Limestone Company,
downstream to the mouth) has been designated as a
‘‘no-kill zone’’ because of mirex (a pesticide) contamination. This stretch was first listed under 58 Pa. Code
§ 57.9 as a water under special regulations because of
harmful substances. Thereafter, the Executive Director,
with the Fish and Boat Commission’s (Commission) approval, determined that fishing should be prohibited in
this portion of Spring Creek under 58 Pa. Code § 65.23
(relating to special restrictions on polluted zones).

Final-Form
Submission
Issued
Deadline

Staff from the Commission and the Department of
Environmental Protection (DEP) have closely monitored
chemical levels in brown trout at various locations in
Spring Creek since 1976. Levels of mirex have gradually
declined to levels that are now below the United States
Food and Drug Administration’s (FDA) Action Level of 0.1
mg/kg (ppm). The Interagency Fish Tissue Contaminants
Work Group (Work Group), comprised of staff from the
Commission, DEP and Department of Health, met and
reviewed the most recent data. The Work Group unanimously concluded that the ban on harvest is no longer
necessary since the last two samples collected at the
Spring Creek Park site and all other sample sites have
been below the FDA Action Level for 2 separate years
(1998 and 1999).
Accordingly, the Commission is removing the special
restrictions on polluted zones for Spring Creek. However,
it should be noted that the Commission previously
adopted a miscellaneous special regulation under 58
Pa. Code § 65.24 (relating to miscellaneous special regulations) for fisheries management purposes that imposes
‘‘no harvest’’ regulations for trout on Spring Creek. Therefore, there will be no change in harvest of trout due to the
removal of the special restrictions on polluted zones.
PETER A. COLANGELO,
Executive Director
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 01-1002. Filed for public inspection June 8, 2001, 9:00 a.m.]

INDEPENDENT
REGULATORY REVIEW
COMMISSION
Notice of Comments Issued
Sections 5(d) and (g) of the Regulatory Review Act (71
P. S. §§ 745.5(d) and (g)) provide that the designated
standing committees may issue comments within 20 days
of the close of the public comment period, and the
Commission may issue comments within 10 days of the
close of the committees’ comment period. The Commission’s Comments are based upon the criteria contained in
sections 5.1(h) and (i) of the Regulatory Review Act (71
P. S. § 745.5a(h) and (i)).
The Commission issued comments on the following
proposed regulation. The agency must consider these

Reg. No. Agency/Title
16A-694 State Board of Social
Workers, Marriage and
Family Therapists and
Professional Counselors
Licensure

5/24/01

04/23/03

31 Pa.B. 1571 (March 24, 2001)
State Board of Social Workers, Marriage and
Family Therapists and Professional Counselors
Regulation No. 16A-694
Licensure
May 24, 2001
We submit for consideration the following objections
and recommendations regarding this regulation. Each
objection or recommendation includes a reference to the
criteria in the Regulatory Review Act (71 P. S. § 745.5a(h)
and (i)) which have not been met. The State Board of
Social Workers, Marriage and Family Therapists and
Professional Counselors (Board) must respond to these
comments when it submits the final-form regulation. If
the final-form regulation is not delivered by April 23,
2003, the regulation will be deemed withdrawn.
1. House Professional Licensure Committee Comments.—Legislative intent; Reasonableness;
Implementation procedures; Feasibility; Clarity.
During our review of this regulation, we identified a
number of sections that did not meet the criteria of the
Regulatory Review Act. These same issues were also
raised in the comments submitted by the House Professional Licensure Committee (House Committee). At its
meeting on May 8, 2001, the House Committee voted to
submit comments on this regulation. The House Committee submitted its comments to the Commission by letter
dated May 10, 2001.
The following paragraphs identify the comments of the
House Committee with which we concur. The pertinent
sections of the proposed regulation are listed. Because the
three chapters of this regulation contain provisions with
similar language, the comments of the House Committee
relating to two or more of the three chapters have been
combined.
Sections 48.1 and 49.1. Definitions.—Reasonableness;
Clarity.
The definition of ‘‘field closely related to the practice of ’’
marriage and family therapists (MFTs) or professional
counseling may unduly restrict licensure of qualified and
experienced professionals. The definition should be less
restrictive and recognize the variety of academic backgrounds.
Section 48.13. Licensed marriage and family therapist.—
Legislative intent; Reasonableness; Need; Clarity.
Section 48.13(b) sets forth the ‘‘supervised clinical
experience’’ requirements and standards that applicants
must meet to be licensed as MFTs. There are three
concerns.
First, the list of areas that qualify as experience in
services provided by MFTs in § 48.13(b)(1) should include
‘‘individual’’ and ‘‘group’’ therapies.
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Second, why does § 48.13(b)(2) refer to the definition of
‘‘supervisor’’ in § 47.1 relating to licensed social workers
and licensed clinical social workers? In addition, the
definition of ‘‘supervisor’’ in § 48.1 relating to MFTs
contains no transition period for supervision by unlicensed but otherwise qualified MFTs. To ensure an
adequate supply of supervisors, the regulation should
establish qualifications for unlicensed supervisors.

ities with limited financial resources. For these reasons,
§§ 47.12c(b)(5) and 49.13(b)(5) should be amended to
allow for group supervision.
Second, why are the hourly requirements for individual
supervision for clinical social workers and professional
counselors different from those for MFTs?

Third, § 48.13(b)(5) should be amended to provide for
flexibility and to ensure availability of supervisors. The
subsection should allow for ‘‘group supervision.’’

Third, why should a supervisor be required to meet
with each supervisee individually and in person for at
least 1 hour for every 20 or 40 hours? The Board should
explain the need for this requirement and the fiscal
impact this will have on smaller facilities.

Section 48.15. Exemption from licensure examination.—
Reasonableness; Clarity.

First 1,800 hours of supervised experience

In the continuing education requirements for applicants
for licensure without examination, § 48.15(5)(v) includes
‘‘any course approved by AAMFT (American Association
for Marriage and Family Therapists).’’ However, this
organization does not formally approve courses. The
Board should expand the list of programs that qualify as
credit for continuing education.
Section 49.2. Educational requirements.—Reasonableness;
Clarity.
Many counselor preparation programs are currently
unable to meet the clinical instruction requirement for
600 hours of supervised internship experience in
§ 49.2(9). The regulation should include a transition
period to allow programs to develop internships that
match this standard.
Section 49.11. Licensure examination.—Economic impact;
Reasonableness.
Section 49.11(a) lists acceptable licensure examinations.
Extensive public comment was submitted advocating the
addition of the Advanced Alcohol and Drug Counselor
examination given by the International Certification and
Reciprocity Consortium. Why wasn’t this examination
included in the list?
Section 49.15. Exemption from licensure examination.—
Reasonableness; Clarity.
The list of approved continuing education programs in
§ 49.15(5)(iv)(C) should be expanded to include courses
offered by professional organizations and accredited institutions. For example, the list should include courses
approved by the Pennsylvania Certification Board for
Certified Addiction Counselors.
Section 47.12c. Licensed clinical social worker.
Section 48.13. Licensed marriage and family therapist.
Section 49.13. Licensed professional counselor.—Fiscal impact; Reasonableness; Need; Clarity.
Group and individual supervision
Unlike the requirements for MFTs, §§ 47.12c(b)(5) and
49.13(b)(5) do not allow for group supervision. These
sections require that a supervisor ‘‘meet individually and
in person with the supervisee for a minimum of 1 [ one ]
hour for every 20 hours of supervised clinical experience’’
(emphasis added). In § 48.13(b)(5), MFTs are only required to meet for 1 hour of individual supervision for
every 40 hours. There are three concerns.
First, commentators indicate that group supervision is
a key process in the development of professional counselors and clinical social workers. They also indicate that
the individual supervision requirement may reduce supervisor availability and place unnecessary burdens on facil-

Sections 49.13(b)(2) and (b)(4) restrict who can supervise for the first 1,800 hours of supervised clinical
experience. Sections 47.12c(b) and 48.13(b) contain the
same restriction. Commentators stated that supervision
by professionals in related fields is the norm in rural
areas and the Board allows supervision by persons in
related fields in the definitions of ‘‘supervisor.’’ Are sufficient numbers of supervisors available in rural areas to
meet these requirements for the three-licensure categories? Why is the Board restricting supervision for the first
1,800 hours?
60 days written notice
Sections 47.12c(b)(7), 48.13(b)(7) and 49.13(b)(7) require
a supervisor who wishes to terminate supervision to give
60 days written notice. Won’t this requirement be impossible to meet in many circumstances? The Board should
explain why a 60-day notice is necessary and reasonable.
Sections 47.13b, 48.15 and 49.15. Exemption from
licensure examination.—Consistency with statute; Reasonableness; Implementation procedures.
Sections 47.13b(3), 48.15(3) and 49.15(3) require applications to be submitted by March 25, 2002. Subsections
(a)(1), (b)(1) and (c)(1) of 63 P. S. § 1909 require applications to be filed no later than 3 years from the effective
date of the respective paragraphs, which is no later than
February 19, 2002. The regulation should be consistent
with the statute and require applications to be filed no
later than February 19, 2002.
Sections 48.15 and 49.15. Exemption from licensure examination.—Reasonableness; Economic impact; Implementation procedures.
The exemption from licensure examination provisions
in §§ 48.15(4) and 49.15(4) require at least 10 hours per
week of direct client contact. This may exclude professionals who practice in supervisory, administrative, academic
or other capacities with minimal client contact, or whose
contact hours are irregular. The Board should adopt a
standard that does not exclude qualified individuals.
Comments on Similar Provisions in
Chapters 47, 48 and 49.
2. Supervision and supervised experience.—Reasonableness; Clarity.
The requirements for supervised experience in §§ 47.1,
47.12c, 47.12d, 48.1, 48.13, 48.14, 49.1, 49.13 and 49.14
are extensive and substantial, involving as much as 3
years or 3,600 hours. Each supervisee needs this amount
of supervised experience to qualify for licensure. What
recourse or safeguard is there for a supervisee if the
Board determines a supervisor is not qualified? Would
this invalidate the supervisee’s hours accrued prior to the
supervisor’s disqualification?
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3. Referral.—Protection of the public health and
safety.
The statutory provision in 63 P. S. § 1920.2 (relating to
referral) is an important safeguard to make sure licensees
only practice in their area of expertise. Why didn’t the
Board include this statutory provision in the amendments
to Chapters 47, 48 and 49?
4. Sections 47.1, 48.1 and 49.1. Definitions.—Feasibility; Protection of the public health; Clarity.
Institution of higher education
Chapters 48 and 49 define ‘‘institution of higher education.’’ A similar definition of this term also exists in
statute (24 P. S. § 2502-2). Under this statutory definition, the institution must also be approved by the Department of Education. Is this definition intended to be the
same as the statutory definition in 24 P. S. § 2502-2? If
so, the Board should add a cross reference to the statutory definition. If not, the Board should explain how the
definition in the regulation will be interpreted by the
Board.
Supervisor
There are two issues.
First, these definitions contain substantive provisions.
These substantive provisions should be moved to the body
of the respective chapters.
Second, the substantive provisions for supervisors are
unclear. These specific requirements are important because they form the basis of a licensure qualification for
the supervisee. Specifically, the Board should respond to
the following:
• What qualifies as ‘‘5 years experience’’ in these
definitions?
• In Chapters 47 and 49, experienced persons can serve
as supervisors until January 1, 2006, without the required new licenses established by this regulation. However, Chapter 48 uses the date of January 1, 2010, but
still requires licensure. What is the reason for the
difference?
• If a supervisor no longer qualifies as a supervisor
after January 1, 2006, as provided in Chapters 47 and 49,
and January 1, 2010, as provided in Chapter 48, will the
Board accept the hours earned by the supervisee under
that supervisor prior to the deadline?
• Why is the optional phrase ‘‘may also include’’ used in
the last sentence regarding related fields? The regulation
should provide either a definitive standard or a process to
determine whether a person has the qualifications to
supervise.
• What is ‘‘a related field’’? We are unable to determine
whether specific fields, such as psychiatry, would qualify
or not.
• The definition of ‘‘supervisor’’ in § 47.1 includes
clinical social work licensees ‘‘of another state, if, in the
opinion of the Board, the requirements for licensure are
substantially equivalent to the requirements of the act,
and who has 5 years experience. . . .’’ There are two
questions. First, why is similar language not included in
the definitions of ‘‘supervisor’’ in §§ 48.1 and 49.1? Second, what standards or process will the Board use to
determine the equivalency of out-of-State licensed supervisors?
5. Sections 47.11, 48.11 and 49.11. Licensure examination.—Clarity.
Sections 47.11(f), 48.11(c) and 49.11(c) state ‘‘the applicant is responsible for directing that the testing organiza-
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tion send examination results and other information
requested to the Board.’’ There are four questions.
First, 63 P. S. § 1909.1 directs the Board to contract
with a professional testing organization. Does each contract require the testing organization to provide a mechanism for the applicant to direct where examination
results are sent? If not, why isn’t it part of the contract?
How can the applicant comply with this provision if there
is no reporting mechanism in place?
Second, if the Board contracts with testing organizations, why isn’t this in the contract, rather than placing
this responsibility on the applicant?
Third, what ‘‘other information’’ is the applicant responsible for? Any additional information required should be
listed in the regulation.
Fourth, what passing grade will the Board require on
the respective examinations?
6. Section 47.12c. Licensed clinical social worker,
Section 48.13. Licensed marriage and family
therapist and Section 49.13. Licensed professional
counselor.—Need; Clarity.
Written permission
Subsection (b)(3) requires written permission to discuss
the patient’s case with the supervisor. Commentators
indicated that this provision is both unnecessary and
inconsistent with current practice for facilities that employ both supervisors and supervisees. The Board should
explain the need for this provision when the supervisee
and supervisor both work for the same agency or facility.
Qualified substitute
Sections 47.12c(b)(4)(i), 48.13(b)(4)(i) and 49.13(b)(4)(i)
allow ‘‘a supervisor who is temporarily unable to provide
supervision to designate a qualified substitute.’’ What is
meant by ‘‘qualified’’? Must the substitute meet the same
experience, education and licensure requirements as a
supervisor? Who determines if the substitute is qualified?
Delegate, order and control
Sections 47.12c(b)(4), 48.13(b)(4) and 49.13(b)(4) state
the supervisor ‘‘shall delegate, order and control’’ the
professional activities of the supervisee. It is our understanding that many of these professionals currently work
independently and do not have supervisors. To meet the
new requirements for licensure, they will need to find
experienced professionals willing to be their supervisors.
In these situations, supervisors will have little control
over which clients meet with supervisees. Hence, the
language concerning ‘‘delegate, order and control’’ should
be deleted or amended to indicate that is applies only
when the supervisee is an employee under the direction of
the supervisor.
Delegation
Sections 47.12c(b)(4)(ii), 47.12c(b)(5), 48.13(b)(4)(ii),
48.13(b)(5), 49.13(b)(4)(ii) and 49.13(b)(5) allow delegation
of supervisor responsibilities. Must the delegate have the
same qualifications as a supervisor? What limits are
there on how much of the supervisory responsibility can
be delegated?
Supervised work activity
Sections 47.12c(b)(8), 48.13(b)(8) and 49.13(b)(8) describe supervised work activity that may be counted
toward fulfilling licensure requirements. The regulation
limits experience to ‘‘at least 30 hours per week but not
more than 40 hours per week for a period of at least 3
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months’’ or ‘‘at least 15 hours per week for a period of at
least 6 months.’’ There are three issues.
First, the statute (63 P. S. § 1907(d), (e) and (f))
requires either a certain number of years of experience or
a certain number of hours of experience. The statute does
not limit hours per week or mention 3 or 6 month
intervals. For example, 63 P. S. § 1907(d)(3) requires an
applicant for licensure as a clinical social worker to have
‘‘completed at least three years or 3,600 hours of supervised clinical experience acceptable to the board as determined by regulation after completion of the master’s
degree in social work.’’
If an applicant has 3,600 hours of experience in an
acceptable environment, the applicant would meet the
statutory requirement for licensure. However, the same
applicant could be denied under the regulation if the
applicant worked more than 40 hours per week, or was
only able to work for 2 months during a certain period.
The Board should explain why these limits in the regulation are needed and the basis for them.
Second, it is not clear how the limits on hours per week
relate to the respective experience requirements in
§§ 47.12c(a)(5), 48.13(a)(4) and 49.13(a)(4). The regulation should clearly set a minimum limit of hours per year
to count toward the 3 years experience. Likewise, regarding the alternative for 3,600 hours of supervised experience, the regulation should more clearly set forth how
this criterion must be met.
Finally, why must experience be in a single setting?
Would this limit a prospective licensee who holds two
part-time positions?
7. Sections 47.12d, 48.14 and 49.14. Standards for
supervisors.—Reasonableness; Clarity.
Subsection (3) provides for disqualification of a supervisor subject to any disciplinary action. We have four
concerns.
First, does ‘‘subject to’’ disciplinary action mean the
supervisor is found guilty or merely charged with a
violation?
Second, what if the disciplinary action is not relevant to
the area of supervised practice (that is, a psychiatrist is
disciplined for a minor infraction)?
Third, does disqualification negate hours of experience
gained by the supervisee prior to the disciplinary action?
Fourth, to protect the interests of the supervisee, the
supervisor should be required to disclose to the
supervisee if the supervisor is disciplined by a licensing
Board.
In subsection (7), the supervisor must ensure that each
patient knows the supervisee’s status as supervisee and
has given permission for the supervisee to discuss the
patient’s case. As discussed in Issue 6, a supervisor may
be someone who does not control who is seen as a client
or patient by the supervisee. In addition, the supervisor
may be located in another building or another part of the
state. In these situations, how will the supervisor ‘‘ensure’’ that the supervisee’s status is made known to each
patient or client of the supervisee?
Will the objectives established by the supervisor in
subsection (8) be reviewed by the Board? Are these
objectives expected to be in writing? When are the
objectives given to the supervisee?
In subsection (9), where can the ‘‘issues of practice and
ethics’’ be found? Has the Board established these stan-

dards for the respective licensees? Are there National
codes of conduct that the Board can adopt?
In subsection (11), why is the supervisor required to
‘‘observe client/patient sessions of the supervisee’’? When
the supervisor and supervisee are in separate organizations or locations, this may be difficult to accomplish.
Also, the requirement to do this ‘‘on a regular basis’’ is
vague.
Subsection (13) requires a supervisor to provide recommendations to the supervisee. Must these recommendations be in writing?
Subsection (14) requires a supervisor and supervisee to
discuss a supervisee’s evaluations at least quarterly. Why
is it necessary to discuss evaluations on a quarterly
basis?
8. Sections 47.13b, 48.15 and 49.15. Exemption from
licensure examination.—Reasonableness; Clarity.
To qualify for exemption from examination, the regulation requires that MFTs and professional counselors have
at least 10 hours of direct client contact per week for the
previous 5 years. However, there is no similar requirement in the exemption provision for clinical social workers. What is the reason for this difference?
In addition, §§ 47.13b(2), 48.15(2) and 49.15(2) require
applicants to submit ‘‘an application provided by the
Board.’’ Are these applications available? How will potential applicants know to apply before the February 19,
2002, deadline?
9. Sections 47.13b, 48.15 and 49.15. Exemption from
licensure examination, Sections 48.12 and 49.12.
General qualifications for licensure.—Clarity.
The exemption from licensure sections, in subsection (2)
and the general qualifications for licensure sections, in
subsection (4), all require the applicant to submit ‘‘the
required fee’’ or the ‘‘required application fee.’’ However,
there is no fee for these categories in existing § 47.4 or
proposed Chapters 48 and 49. The Board needs to
establish these fees and include them in the final-form
regulation.
Why does § 47.13b(4) require 20 hours per week to
qualify for exemption, whereas §§ 48.15(4) and 49.15(4)
only require 15 hours per week?
In §§ 48.15(5)(v)(A), 48.15(vi)(A) and 49.15(5)(iv)(A),
what is a continuing education course that is ‘‘masters
level difficulty’’? Is this type of course equivalent to a
course in a master’s degree program? Are courses designated and advertised in this manner? Why is other
continuing education excluded?
Comments on Specific Provisions of Chapters 47, 48
and 49.
Chapter 47. Licensure of Social Workers
10. Section 47.1. Definitions.—Feasibility; Protection of the public health; Clarity.
In addition to our comments on the definition of
‘‘supervisor’’ in Issues 2 and 7, the language in § 47.1
also lacks clarity for two reasons. First, the four conjunctions used in the opening sentence make it unclear what
specific qualification, or combination of qualifications, a
supervisor must have.
Second, how and when can the opinion of the Board be
acquired on equivalent qualifications?
11. Section 47.12c. Licensed clinical social worker.—
Statutory authority; Clarity.
Section 47.12c(b)(1)(i) allows experience in ‘‘diagnosis.’’
Diagnosis does not fall within the scope of practice for
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clinical social workers and would violate 63 P. S. § 1920.2
(relating to referral). Would this be considered ‘‘practice’’
by any other professional licensing board? The Board
should delete this provision or identify the statute that
supports this position.
12. Section 47.13b. Exemption from licensure examination.—Clarity.
Section 47.13b(4) requires the applicant’s practice to
consist of at least 20 hours per week. Does supervision
count toward the 20 hours?
13. Section 47.14. Application for licensure by reciprocity.—Clarity.
This existing section in the regulation establishes the
Board’s reciprocity process for social workers licensed in
other states. Commentators cited the need for similar
reciprocity provisions for licensed clinical social workers.
Section 10 of the Social Workers, Marriage and Family
Therapists and Professional Counselors Act (act) (63 P. S.
§ 1910) gives the Board ‘‘the power to grant a reciprocal
license to an applicant who is licensed or certified’’ as a
social worker, clinical social worker, MFT or professional
counselor in another state. The Board should develop
regulatory provisions to implement this portion of the act.
Chapter 48. Licensure of Marriage and Family
Therapists
14. Section 48.2. Educational requirements.—Implementation procedures; Clarity.
The requirements in § 48.2(1)—(5) state the courses
‘‘should’’ include certain topics. We note that the parallel
requirements for Professional Counselors in § 49.2 are
written in more direct language. If these are requirements, the word ‘‘should’’ must be replaced with ‘‘shall.’’
Section 48.2(4)(i) is vague for two reasons. First, the
phrase ‘‘intended to’’ is indirect. Second, clarity is lost
because plural words are mismatched with singular
words. The Board should rewrite this provision for clarity.
15. Section 48.3. Qualifications for supervisor until
January 1, 2010.—Reasonableness; Implementation procedures; Clarity.
As written, § 48.3(1) is unreasonable. It requires a
supervisor to be licensed either in this Commonwealth or
in another state that the Board finds to be substantially
equivalent to this Commonwealth. However, since licensing has not yet occurred in this Commonwealth, the only
way to gain supervised experience would be to work for a
person licensed in another state. All other experience
gained by therapists in this Commonwealth would be
excluded under the § 48.1 relating to the definition of
‘‘supervisor’’ and § 48.13(b)(4)(i) relating to supervised
clinical experience. The Board should amend this provision to allow a transition into the new licensure requirements.
For clarity, the acronym ‘‘MFT’’ as used in § 48.3(2) and
(3) should be defined in § 48.1.
Regarding § 48.3(2), are courses in ‘‘MFT supervision’’
readily available?
16. Section 48.13. Licensed marriage and family
therapist.—Clarity.
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therapy.’’ Is the intent to require ‘‘graduate course work in
marriage and family therapy or a field closely related to
marriage and family therapy’’?
In § 48.13(a)(3)(ii)(B), how much ‘‘graduate coursework
in marriage and family therapy’’ does the Board require?
17. Section 48.15. Exemption from licensure examination.—Clarity.
Section 48.15(6) requires ‘‘clinical membership status
from AAMFT.’’ The act (63 P. S. § 1909(b)(5)) requires
‘‘current professional certification.’’ Are these the same?
In § 48.15(6), the Board will accept ‘‘an examination
given by another state.’’ Are all of the examinations given
by other states acceptable to the Board? Must other
states’ examinations be equivalent to the Commonwealth’s before they are acceptable?
Chapter 49. Licensure of Professional Counselors
18. Section 49.15. Exemption from licensure examination.—Reasonableness; Clarity.
Do NBCC, CRC, CBMT and ATCB ‘‘approve’’ courses as
required by § 49.15(5)(iv)(C)?
19. Miscellaneous clarity issues.
• The formats of the Purdon’s citations are inconsistent
in § 47.1 in the definitions of Licensed clinical social
worker, Licensed social worker and Provisional licensed
social worker. The citation in Licensed social worker, as
printed in the Pennsylvania Bulletin, would not cite any
section of 63 Purdon’s. For clarity, these citations should
be used consistently in the final-form regulation.
• Section 48.2(3)(i) uses the phrase ‘‘family systems
theory,’’ whereas § 48.2(2) uses the phrase ‘‘systems
theory.’’ Should the word ‘‘family’’ be added to subsection
(2)?
• Section 48.13(a)(3)(ii)(B) uses the phrase ‘‘a national
accrediting agency as defined in Section 48.1.’’ However,
there is no definition of this phrase in § 48.1 (relating to
definitions).
• Sections 48.15(5)(iii) (v) and (vi) use the phrase ‘‘in
marriage and family therapy as defined in § 48.1.’’ However, there is no definition of this phrase in § 48.1.
• The word ‘‘calendar’’ close to the end of § 47.12c(b)(8)
is not spelled correctly.
• The plural word ‘‘individuals’’ should be used in
§ 49.2(1).
• Section 49.13(a)(1) requires an applicant to satisfy
‘‘the general requirements for licensure of this subsection.’’ Did the Board intend for the applicant to meet the
requirements of § 49.12?
• As printed in the Pennsylvania Bulletin, § 49.14 was
incorrectly designated as § 47.14.
These errors should be corrected prior to final form
publication of this regulation.
JOHN R. MCGINLEY, Jr.,
Chairperson
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 01-1003. Filed for public inspection June 8, 2001, 9:00 a.m.]

Sections 48.13(a)(3)(i) and (ii) require ‘‘graduate course
work which is closely related to marriage and family
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INSURANCE DEPARTMENT
Highmark Inc. d/b/a Pennsylvania Blue Shield;
Comprehensive Major Medical Program for Community Rated Groups (2-50); Rate Filing No.
200120
Highmark Inc., d/b/a Pennsylvania Blue Shield, submitted Filing Number 200120 seeking approval of new base
rates for a Community Rated Group Comprehensive
Major Medical Program to be offered in the 21 counties of
the Capital region in the southcentral part of this Commonwealth. Approval is requested by September 1, 2001,
for coverage effective January 1, 2002.
Copies of the filing are available for public inspection
during normal working hours, by appointment, at the
Insurance Department’s office in Harrisburg.
Interested parties are invited to submit written comments, suggestions or objections to Bharat Patel, Actuary,
Insurance Department, Accident and Health Bureau, Office of Rate and Policy Regulation, 1311 Strawberry
Square, Harrisburg, PA 17120, within 30 days of publication of this notice in the Pennsylvania Bulletin.
M. DIANE KOKEN,
Insurance Commissioner
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 01-1004. Filed for public inspection June 8, 2001, 9:00 a.m.]

Highmark Inc. d/b/a Pennsylvania Blue Shield;
Comprehensive Major Medical Program for Experience Rated Groups (50+); Rate Filing No.
200121
Highmark Inc., d/b/a Pennsylvania Blue Shield, submitted Filing Number 200121 seeking approval of new base
rates for a Experience Rated Group Comprehensive Major
Medical Program to be offered in the 21 counties of the
Capital region in the southcentral part of this Commonwealth. Approval is requested by September 1, 2001, for
coverage effective January 1, 2002.
Copies of the filing are available for public inspection
during normal working hours, by appointment, at the
Insurance Department’s office in Harrisburg.
Interested parties are invited to submit written comments, suggestions or objections to Bharat Patel, Actuary,
Insurance Department, Accident and Health Bureau, Office of Rate and Policy Regulation, 1311 Strawberry
Square, Harrisburg, PA 17120, within 30 days of publication of this notice in the Pennsylvania Bulletin.
M. DIANE KOKEN,
Insurance Commissioner
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 01-1005. Filed for public inspection June 8, 2001, 9:00 a.m.]

Highmark Inc. d/b/a Pennsylvania Blue Shield;
Non-Gatekeeper Preferred Provider Program for
Community Rated Groups (2-50); Rate Filing No.
200112
Highmark Inc., d/b/a Pennsylvania Blue Shield, submitted Filing Number 200112 seeking approval of new base

rates for a Community Rated Group Non-Gatekeeper
Preferred Provider Program to be offered in the 21
counties of the Capital region in the southcentral part of
this Commonwealth. Approval is requested by September
1, 2001, for coverage effective January 1, 2002.
Copies of the filing are available for public inspection
during normal working hours, by appointment, at the
Insurance Department’s office in Harrisburg.
Interested parties are invited to submit written comments, suggestions or objections to Bharat Patel, Actuary,
Insurance Department, Accident and Health Bureau, Office of Rate and Policy Regulation, 1311 Strawberry
Square, Harrisburg, PA 17120, within 30 days of publication of this notice in the Pennsylvania Bulletin.
M. DIANE KOKEN,
Insurance Commissioner
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 01-1006. Filed for public inspection June 8, 2001, 9:00 a.m.]

Highmark Inc. d/b/a Pennsylvania Blue Shield;
Non-Gatekeeper Preferred Provider Program for
Experience Rated Groups (51+); Rate Filing No.
200113
Highmark Inc., d/b/a Pennsylvania Blue Shield, submitted Filing Number 200113 seeking approval of new base
rates for a Experience Rated Group Non-Gatekeeper
Preferred Provider Program to be offered in the 21
counties of the Capital region in the southcentral part of
this Commonwealth. Approval is requested by September
1, 2001, for coverage effective January 1, 2002.
Copies of the filing are available for public inspection
during normal working hours, by appointment, at the
Insurance Department’s office in Harrisburg.
Interested parties are invited to submit written comments, suggestions or objections to Bharat Patel, Actuary,
Insurance Department, Accident and Health Bureau, Office of Rate and Policy Regulation, 1311 Strawberry
Square, Harrisburg, PA 17120, within 30 days of publication of this notice in the Pennsylvania Bulletin.
M. DIANE KOKEN,
Insurance Commissioner
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 01-1007. Filed for public inspection June 8, 2001, 9:00 a.m.]

Highmark Inc. d/b/a Pennsylvania Blue Shield;
Prescription Drug Program for Community Rated
Groups (2-50); Rate Filing No. 200118
Highmark Inc., d/b/a Pennsylvania Blue Shield, submitted Filing Number 200118 seeking approval of new base
rates for a Community Rated Group Prescription Drug
Program to be offered in the 21 counties of the Capital
region in the southcentral part of this Commonwealth.
Approval is requested by September 1, 2001, for coverage
effective January 1, 2002.
Copies of the filing are available for public inspection
during normal working hours, by appointment, at the
Insurance Department’s office in Harrisburg.
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Interested parties are invited to submit written comments, suggestions or objections to Bharat Patel, Actuary,
Insurance Department, Accident and Health Bureau, Office of Rate and Policy Regulation, 1311 Strawberry
Square, Harrisburg, PA 17120, within 30 days of publication of this notice in the Pennsylvania Bulletin.
M. DIANE KOKEN,
Insurance Commissioner

3001

PA 17120, e-mail at mburkett@state.pa.us, within 30 days
after publication of this notice in the Pennsylvania Bulletin.
M. DIANE KOKEN,
Insurance Commissioner
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 01-1010. Filed for public inspection June 8, 2001, 9:00 a.m.]

[Pa.B. Doc. No. 01-1008. Filed for public inspection June 8, 2001, 9:00 a.m.]

Review Procedure Hearings; Cancellation or Refusal of Insurance
Highmark Inc. d/b/a Pennsylvania Blue Shield;
Prescription Drug Program for Experience Rated
Groups (51+); Rate Filing No. 200119
Highmark Inc., d/b/a Pennsylvania Blue Shield, submitted Filing Number 200119 seeking approval of new base
rates for a Experience Rated Group Prescription Drug
Program to be offered in the 21 counties of the Capital
region in the southcentral part of this Commonwealth.
Approval is requested by September 1, 2001, for coverage
effective January 1, 2002.
Copies of the filing are available for public inspection
during normal working hours, by appointment, at the
Insurance Department’s office in Harrisburg.
Interested parties are invited to submit written comments, suggestions or objections to Bharat Patel, Actuary,
Insurance Department, Accident and Health Bureau, Office of Rate and Policy Regulation, 1311 Strawberry
Square, Harrisburg, PA 17120, within 30 days of publication of this notice in the Pennsylvania Bulletin.
M. DIANE KOKEN,
Insurance Commissioner
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 01-1009. Filed for public inspection June 8, 2001, 9:00 a.m.]

Liberty Mutual Fire Insurance Company; Automobile Rating Manual; Rate Filing and Rule Revision
On May 24, 2001, the Insurance Department (Department) received from Liberty Mutual Fire Insurance Company a filing for a rate level change for private passenger
automobile insurance.
The company requests an overall 4.5% increase
amounting to $3,784,000 annually, to be effective September 17, 2001.
Unless formal administrative action is taken prior to
July 23, 2001, the subject filing may be deemed approved
by operation of law.
Copies of the filing will be available for public inspection, by appointment, during normal working hours at the
Department’s offices in Harrisburg, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh and Erie.
Interested parties are invited to submit written comments, suggestions or objections to Michael W. Burkett,
Insurance Department, Bureau of Regulation of Rates
and Policies, Room 1311, Strawberry Square, Harrisburg,

The following insureds have requested a hearing as
authorized by the act of June 17, 1998 (P. L. 464, No. 68),
in connection with the termination of the insured’s automobile policy. The hearing will be held in accordance with
the requirements of the act; 1 Pa. Code Part II (relating
to the General Rules of Administrative Practice and
Procedure); and 31 Pa. Code §§ 56.1—56.3 (relating to
Special Rules of Administrative Practice and Procedure).
These administrative hearing will be held in the Insurance Department’s Regional Offices in Philadelphia, PA.
Failure by the appellants to appear at the scheduled
hearing may result in dismissal with prejudice.
The hearing will be held in the Philadelphia Regional
Office, Room 1701 State Office Building, 1400 Spring
Garden Street, Philadelphia, PA 19130.
Appeal of Michael T. and Robin Christman Orth; file
no. 01-215-01471; Erie Insurance Exchange; doc. no.
PH01-05-013; July 13, 2001, at 9 a.m.
Parties may appear with or without counsel and offer
relevant testimony or evidence. Each party must bring
documents, photographs, drawings, claims files, witnesses
and the like necessary to support the party’s case. A party
intending to offer documents or photographs into evidence
shall bring enough copies for the record and for each
opposing party.
In some cases, the Insurance Commissioner (Commissioner) may order that the company reimburse an insured
for the higher cost of replacement insurance coverage
obtained while the appeal is pending. Reimbursement is
available only when the insured is successful on appeal,
and may not be ordered in all instances. If an insured
wishes to seek reimbursement for the higher cost of
replacement insurance, the insured must produce documentation at the hearing which will allow comparison of
coverages and costs between the original policy and the
replacement policy.
Following the hearing and receipt of the stenographic
transcript, the Commissioner will issue a written order
resolving the factual issues presented at the hearing and
stating what remedial action, if any, is required. The
Commissioner’s Order will be sent to those persons
participating in the hearing or their designated representatives. The Order of the Commissioner may be subject to
judicial review by the Commonwealth Court.
Persons with a disability who wish to attend the
above-referenced administrative hearing and require an
auxiliary aid, service or other accommodation to participate in the hearing, should contact Tracey Pontius,
Agency Coordinator, at (717) 787-4298.
M. DIANE KOKEN,
Insurance Commissioner
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 01-1011. Filed for public inspection June 8, 2001, 9:00 a.m.]
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Review Procedure Hearings under the Unfair Insurance Practices Act
The following insureds have requested a hearing as
authorized by section 8 of the Unfair Insurance Practices
Act (40 P. S. § 1171.8) in connection with their company’s
termination of the insured’s policies. This administrative
hearing will be held in the Insurance Department’s
regional office in Pittsburgh, PA. Failure by the appellants to appear at the scheduled hearing may result in
dismissal with prejudice.
The hearing will be held in the Pittsburgh Regional
Office, Room 304 State Office Building, 300 Liberty
Avenue, Pittsburgh, PA 15222.
Appeal of Brian B. Chaffee and Tracey R. Poloka; file
no. 01-303-70723; Lititz Mutual Insurance Company; doc.
no. PI01-05-014; August 10, 2001, at 9 a.m.
Parties may appear with or without counsel and offer
relevant testimony and/or other relevant evidence. Each
party must bring documents, photographs, drawings,
claims files, witnesses and the like necessary to support
the party’s case. A party intending to offer documents or
photographs into evidence shall bring enough copies for
the record and for each opposing party.
Following the hearing and receipt of the stenographic
transcript, the Insurance Commissioner (Commissioner)
will issue a written order resolving the factual issues
presented at the hearing and stating what remedial
action, if any, is required. The Commissioner’s Order will
be sent to those persons participating in the hearing or
their designated representatives. The Order of the Commissioner may be subject to judicial review by the
Commonwealth Court.
Persons with a disability who wish to attend the
above-referenced administrative hearing and require an
auxiliary aid, service or other accommodation to participate in the hearing should contact Tracey Pontius, Agency
Coordinator, at (717) 787-4298.
M. DIANE KOKEN,
Insurance Commissioner
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 01-1012. Filed for public inspection June 8, 2001, 9:00 a.m.]

Bureau Prosecutory Staff mailed Access Network Services, Inc., whose address on file was 3625 Queen Palm
Drive, Tampa, FL 33619-7558, a letter advising that as of
March 23, 2001, the Commission had not received the
necessary initial tariff for this service. This letter was
returned to the Commission stamped ‘‘Returned to sender.
Not deliverable as addressed. Unable to forward.’’
Section 1302 of the Public Utility Code (66 Pa.C.S.
§ 1302) (relating to the filing of tariffs), provides in
pertinent part:
Under such regulations as the commission may
prescribe, every public utility shall file with the
commission, within such time and in such form as
the commission may designate, tariffs showing all
rates established by it and collected or enforced, or to
be collected or enforced, within the jurisdiction of the
commission.
We hold that because Access Network Services, Inc.
never filed a tariff in violation of § 1302, Access Network
Services, Inc.’s authority should be rescinded; Therefore,
It is Ordered that:
1. Access Network Services, Inc.’s authority to offer
services as a competitive local exchange carrier reseller
within this Commonwealth under Order entered on February 22, 1996, Docket No. A-310342, F0002, is hereby
cancelled.
2. This Tentative Order shall be published in the
Pennsylvania Bulletin. In the event no exceptions or
comments are filed to this Tentative Order within 30
calendar days from date of publication in the Pennsylvania Bulletin, the Tentative Order shall become final
without further action by this Commission.
3. Upon this Order becoming final, the Secretary’s
Bureau shall strike the company’s name from all activeutility lists maintained by the Annual Report
Section of the Bureau of Fixed Utility Services and the
Assessment Section of the Bureau of Administrative
Services.
JAMES J. MCNULTY,
Secretary
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 01-1013. Filed for public inspection June 8, 2001, 9:00 a.m.]

PENNSYLVANIA PUBLIC
UTILITY COMMISSION
Access Network Services, Inc.—Cancellation of
Authority to Provide Telecommunications Services as a Reseller Competitive Local Exchange
Carrier; A-310342, F0002
Public Meeting held
May 24, 2001
Commissioners Present: John M. Quain, Chairperson;
Robert K. Bloom, Vice Chairperson; Nora Mead
Brownell; Aaron Wilson, Jr.; Terrance J. Fitzpatrick
Tentative Order
On February 22, 1996, the Commission entered an
Order approving the application of Access Network Services, Inc. for authority to offer telecommunications services as a competitive local exchange carrier reseller
within this Commonwealth. On March 24, 2001, Law

Momentum Telecom, Inc.—Cancellation Order of
Authority to Provide Telecommunications Services as a Competitive Local Exchange Carrier;
A-310674
Public Meeting held
May 24, 2001
Commissioners Present: John M. Quain, Chairperson;
Robert K. Bloom, Vice Chairperson; Nora Mead
Brownell; Aaron Wilson, Jr.; Terrance J. Fitzpatrick
Tentative Cancellation Order
On December 17, 1998, the Commission approved the
application of Momentum Telecom, Inc. for authority to
offer telecommunications services as a competitive local
exchange carrier within this Commonwealth. On March
14, 2001, Law Bureau Prosecutory Staff mailed Momentum Telecom, Inc., whose address on file was 3100 Kerner
Blvd., Suite C, San Rafael, CA 94901, a letter advising
that as of March 14, 2001, the Commission had not
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received the proper tariff necessary to implement this
service. This letter was returned to the Commission
stamped ‘‘return to sender, moved left no address.’’
Section 1302 of the Public Utility Code (66 Pa.C.S.
§ 1302) (relating to the filing of tariffs), provides in
pertinent part:
Under such regulations as the commission may
prescribe, every public utility shall file with the
commission, within such time and in such form as
the commission may designate, tariffs showing all
rates established by it and collected or enforced, or to
be collected or enforced, within the jurisdiction of the
commission.
We hold that because Momentum Telecom, Inc. never
filed a tariff to implement the service of competitive local
exchange carrier in violation of § 1302 and because the
company has moved without notifying the Commission as
to a change in address, Momentum Telecom, Inc.’s authority should be rescinded; Therefore,
It is Ordered that:
1. Momentum Telecom, Inc.’s authority to offer services
as a competitive local exchange carrier within this Commonwealth under Docket No. A-310674, is hereby cancelled.
2. The Secretary shall strike the company’s name from
all active-utility lists maintained by the Annual Report
Section of the Secretary’s Bureau and the Assessment
Section of the Bureau of Administrative Services.
3. This Tentative Order shall be published in the
Pennsylvania Bulletin. In the event no exceptions or
comments are filed to this Tentative Order within 30
calendar days from date of publication in the Pennsylvania Bulletin, the Tentative Order shall become final
without further action by this Commission.
JAMES J. MCNULTY,
Secretary
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 01-1014. Filed for public inspection June 8, 2001, 9:00 a.m.]

Purchases of Stock
Without Hearing
A-312000 F5001 and A-310514 F0002. MJD Ventures, Inc., Marianna and Scenery Hill Telephone
Company and Marianna Tel, Inc. Application of MJD
Ventures, Inc., Marianna and Scenery Hill Telephone
Company and Marianna Tel, Inc., for approval of the
purchase of stock of Marianna and Scenery Hill Telephone Company by MJD Ventures, Inc., and for the
transfer of ownership of Marianna Tel, Inc. to MJD
Ventures, Inc.
This application may be considered without a hearing.
Protests or petitions to intervene can be filed with the
Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission, P. O. Box 3265,
Harrisburg, PA 17105-3265, with a copy served on the
applicant on or before June 25, 2001, under 52 Pa. Code
(realting to public utlities).
Applicant: MJD Ventures, Inc, Marianna and Scenery
Hill Telephone Company and Marianna Tel, Inc.
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Through and By Counsel: William T. Hawke, David P.
Zambito, Malatesta Hawke and McKeon LLP, Harrisburg
Energy Center, 100 North Tenth Street, P. O. Box 1778,
Harrisburg, PA 17105.
JAMES J. MCNULTY,
Secretary
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 01-1015. Filed for public inspection June 8, 2001, 9:00 a.m.]

Service of Notice of Motor Carrier Applications
The following temporary authority and/or permanent
authority applications for the right to render service as a
common carrier or contract carrier in this Commonwealth
have been filed with the Pennsylvania Public Utility
Commission (Commission). Publication of this notice shall
be considered as sufficient notice to all carriers holding
authority from this Commission. Applications will be
considered without hearing in the absence of protests to
the application. Protests to the applications published
herein are due on or before July 2, 2001, as set forth at
52 Pa. Code § 3.381 (relating to applications for transportation of property and persons). The protest shall also
indicate whether it applies to the temporary authority
application or the permanent application or both.
Applications of the following for approval to begin
operating as common carriers for transportation
of persons as described under each application.
A-00117832. Latrobe Area Hospital, Inc. (121 West
Second Avenue, Latrobe, Westmoreland County, PA
15650), a corporation of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania—persons in paratransit service, between points in the
city of Latrobe, Ligonier Township, the boroughs of
Ligonier and Laurel Mountain, and other points in Westmoreland County located within an airline distance of 20
statute miles of the limits of said territory, and from
points in said territory, to points in Pennsylvania, and
return; subject to the following condition: That all service
shall be limited to the transportation of persons receiving
or requiring health care, to or from health care providers,
including, but not limited to hospitals, nursing homes,
personal care homes and physician and dentist offices.
Attorney: Gerald J. Yanity, 1870 Ligonier Street, Latrobe,
PA 15650.
Applications of the following for amendment to the
certificate of public convenience approving the
operation of motor vehicles as common carriers
for transportation of persons as described under
each application.
A-00114036, Folder 1, Am-B. 7th Ward Civic Association (404 Cedar Street, Johnstown, Cambria County,
PA 15902), a corporation of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, inter alia—persons in paratransit service, between points in the county of Cambria, and from points in
said county, to points within an airline distance of 70
statute miles of the limits of the city of Johnstown,
Cambria County; subject to the following conditions: (1)
That service is limited to the use of vehicles equipped
with side opening doors, ramps or lifts, wheelchairs,
oxygen tanks and first-out bags; and (2) That the service
is limited to equipment operated only by State certified
emergency medical technicians: So as to permit the
transportation of persons in paratransit service, between
points in the county of Somerset, and from points in said
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county, to points in Pennsylvania, and return. Attorney:
William A. Gray, 2310 Grant Building, Pittsburgh, PA
15219.

Services Corporation’s authority should be rescinded;
Therefore,

Notice of Motor Carrier Applications—
Persons in Limousine Service

1. Spartan Debt Services Corporation’s authority to
offer services as a competitive local exchange carrier
within this Commonwealth under Docket No. A-310637 is
hereby cancelled.

The following applications for authority to transport
persons in limousine service between points in Pennsylvania have been filed with the Pennsylvania Public Utility
Commission. The applications will be considered without
hearing in the absence of substantive protests limited to
the issue of applicant fitness. Protests to these applications are due on or before June 18, 2001.
A-00117849. Barry J. Grife, t/d/b/a Park Place Limousine Service, P. O. Box 480, Doylestown, PA 18901.
JAMES J. MCNULTY,
Secretary
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 01-1016. Filed for public inspection June 8, 2001, 9:00 a.m.]

It is Ordered that:

2. The Secretary shall strike the company’s name from
all active-utility lists maintained by the Annual Report
Section of the Secretary’s Bureau and the Assessment
Section of the Bureau of Administrative Services.
3. This Tentative Order shall be published in the
Pennsylvania Bulletin. In the event no exceptions or
comments are filed to this Tentative Order within 30
calendar days from date of publication in the Pennsylvania Bulletin, the Tentative Order shall become final
without further action by this Commission.
JAMES J. MCNULTY,
Secretary
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 01-1017. Filed for public inspection June 8, 2001, 9:00 a.m.]

Spartan Debt Services Corporation—Cancellation
Order of Authority to Provide Telecommunications Services as a Competitive Local Exchange
Carrier; A-310637
Public Meeting held
May 24, 2001
Commissioners Present: John M. Quain, Chairperson;
Robert K. Bloom, Vice Chairperson; Nora Mead
Brownell; Aaron Wilson, Jr.; Terrance J. Fitzpatrick
Tentative Cancellation Order
On December 17, 1998, the Commission approved the
application of Spartan Debt Services Corporation for
authority to offer telecommunications services as a competitive local exchange carrier within this Commonwealth. On March 14, 2001, Law Bureau Prosecutory
Staff mailed Spartan Debt Services Corporation, whose
address on file was 2920 Lake Colony Drive, Suite 8,
Norcross, GA 30071, a letter advising that as of March
14, 2001, the Commission had not received the proper
tariff necessary to implement this service. This letter was
returned to the Commission stamped ‘‘return to sender,
attempted not known.’’
Section 1302 of the Public Utility Code (66 Pa.C.S.
§ 1302) (relating to the filing of tariffs), provides in
pertinent part:
Under such regulations as the commission may
prescribe, every public utility shall file with the
commission, within such time and in such form as
the commission may designate, tariffs showing all
rates established by it and collected or enforced, or to
be collected or enforced, within the jurisdiction of the
commission.
We hold that because Spartan Debt Services Corporation never filed a tariff to implement the service of
competitive local exchange carrier in violation of § 1302
and because the company has moved without notifying
the Commission as to a change in address, Spartan Debt

Telecommunications
A-310751F0002. The United Telephone Company of
Pennsylvania d/b/a Sprint and Allegiance Telecom
of Pennsylvania, Inc. Joint Petition of The United
Telephone Company of Pennsylvania d/b/a Sprint and
Allegiance Telecom of Pennsylvania, Inc. for approval of a
master interconnection agreement under section 252(a)(1)
and (e) of the Telecommunications Act of 1996.
The United Telephone Company of Pennsylvania d/b/a
Sprint and Allegiance Telecom of Pennsylvania, Inc. filed
on May 22, 2001, at the Pennsylvania Public Utility
Commission, a Joint Petition for approval of an Interconnection Agreement under sections 251 and 252 of the
Telecommunications Act of 1996.
Interested parties may file comments concerning the
petition and agreement with the Secretary, Pennsylvania
Public Utility Commission, P. O. Box 3265, Harrisburg,
PA 17105-3265. Comments are due on or before 10 days
after the date of publication of this notice. Copies of The
United Telephone Company of Pennsylvania d/b/a Sprint
and Allegiance Telecom of Pennsylvania, Inc. Joint Petition are on file with the Pennsylvania Public Utility
Commission and are available for public inspection.
The contact person is Cheryl Walker Davis, Director,
Office of Special Assistants, (717) 787-1827.
JAMES J. MCNULTY,
Secretary
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 01-1018. Filed for public inspection June 8, 2001, 9:00 a.m.]

Telecommunications
A-311080. The United Telephone Company of
Pennsylvania d/b/a Sprint and Cricket Communications, Inc. d/b/a Cricket Wireless, Inc. Joint Application of The United Telephone Company of Pennsylvania
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d/b/a Sprint and Cricket Communications, Inc. d/b/a
Cricket Wireless, Inc. for approval of a master interconnection agreement under section 252(a)(1) and (e) of the
Telecommunications Act of 1996.
The United Telephone Company of Pennsylvania d/b/a
Sprint and Cricket Communications, Inc. d/b/a Cricket
Wireless, Inc. filed on May 22, 2001, at the Pennsylvania
Public Utility Commission, a Joint Petition for approval
of an Interconnection Agreement under sections 251 and
252 of the Telecommunications Act of 1996.
Interested parties may file comments concerning the
petition and agreement with the Secretary, Pennsylvania
Public Utility Commission, P. O. Box 3265, Harrisburg,
PA 17105-3265. Comments are due on or before 10 days
after the date of publication of this notice. Copies of The
United Telephone Company of Pennsylvania d/b/a Sprint
and Cricket Communications, Inc. d/b/a Cricket Wireless,
Inc. Joint Petition are on file with the Pennsylvania
Public Utility Commission and are available for public
inspection.
The contact person is Cheryl Walker Davis, Director,
Office of Special Assistants, (717) 787-1827.
JAMES J. MCNULTY,
Secretary
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 01-1019. Filed for public inspection June 8, 2001, 9:00 a.m.]
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Telecommunications

A-310877. Verizon Pennsylvania Inc. and Arbros
Communications Licensing Company, N.E. Joint Petition of Verizon Pennsylvania Inc. and Arbros Communications Licensing Company, N.E. for approval of Amendment No. 1 to interconnection agreement under section
252(e) of the Telecommunications Act of 1996.
Verizon Pennsylvania Inc. and Arbros Communications
Licensing Company, N.E. filed on May 23, 2001, at the
Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission, a Joint Petition
for approval of an Amendment to Interconnection Agreement under sections 251 and 252 of the Telecommunications Act of 1996.
Interested parties may file comments concerning the
petition and agreement with the Secretary, Pennsylvania
Public Utility Commission, P. O. Box 3265, Harrisburg,
PA 17105-3265. Comments are due on or before 10 days
after the date of publication of this notice. Copies of the
Verizon Pennsylvania Inc. and Arbros Communications
Licensing Company, N.E. Joint Petition are on file with
the Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission and are
available for public inspection.
The contact person is Cheryl Walker Davis, Director,
Office of Special Assistants, (717) 787-1827.
JAMES J. MCNULTY,
Secretary
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 01-1021. Filed for public inspection June 8, 2001, 9:00 a.m.]

Telecommunications
Telecommunications
A-310751F0002. Verizon Pennsylvania Inc. and Allegiance Telecom of Pennsylvania, Inc. Joint Petition
of Verizon Pennsylvania Inc. and Allegiance Telecom of
Pennsylvania, Inc. for approval of Amendment No. 2 to
interconnection agreement under section 252(e) of the
Telecommunications Act of 1996.
Verizon Pennsylvania Inc. and Allegiance Telecom of
Pennsylvania, Inc. filed on May 24, 2001, at the Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission, a Joint Petition for
approval of an amendment to interconnection agreement
under sections 251 and 252 of the Telecommunications
Act of 1996.

A-310183F0002. Verizon Pennsylvania Inc. and
Sprint Communications Company L.P. Joint Petition
of Verizon Pennsylvania Inc. and Sprint Communications
Company L.P. for approval of Amendment No. 2 to
interconnection agreement under section 252(e) of the
Telecommunications Act of 1996.
Verizon Pennsylvania Inc. and Sprint Communications
Company L.P. filed on May 24, 2001, at the Pennsylvania
Public Utility Commission, a Joint Petition for approval
of an Amendment to Interconnection Agreement under
sections 251 and 252 of the Telecommunications Act of
1996.

Interested parties may file comments concerning the
petition and agreement with the Secretary, Pennsylvania
Public Utility Commission, P. O. Box 3265, Harrisburg,
PA 17105-3265. Comments are due on or before 10 days
after the date of publication of this notice. Copies of the
Verizon Pennsylvania Inc. and Allegiance Telecom of
Pennsylvania, Inc. Joint Petition are on file with the
Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission and are available for public inspection.

Interested parties may file comments concerning the
petition and agreement with the Secretary, Pennsylvania
Public Utility Commission, P. O. Box 3265, Harrisburg,
PA 17105-3265. Comments are due on or before 10 days
after the date of publication of this notice. Copies of the
Verizon Pennsylvania Inc. and Sprint Communications
Company L.P. Joint Petition are on file with the Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission and are available for
public inspection.

The contact person is Cheryl Walker Davis, Director,
Office of Special Assistants, (717) 787-1827.
JAMES J. MCNULTY,
Secretary

The contact person is Cheryl Walker Davis, Director,
Office of Special Assistants, (717) 787-1827.
JAMES J. MCNULTY,
Secretary

[Pa.B. Doc. No. 01-1020. Filed for public inspection June 8, 2001, 9:00 a.m.]

[Pa.B. Doc. No. 01-1022. Filed for public inspection June 8, 2001, 9:00 a.m.]
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Unlicensed Independent Entities Offering Billing
Services Affecting Electric Retail Choice; Doc.
No. M-00011466

tions.3 However, such a wealth of benefits does not come
unhindered with costs and concerns as leading edge
technology bumps up against the existing regulatory
regime.

Public Meeting held
May 4, 2001

The concept of bill aggregators is of unique concern to
the utility industry as new unlicensed entities begin
offering a service that was once the sole province of the
utility, subject to Commission rules and regulations regarding customer service. Even since the implementation
of Electric Retail Choice, the concept of third-party billing
entities has evolved to include only licensed electric
generation suppliers (EGS) who would provide billing
services (that is, compile ‘‘raw’’ billing data for processing
and issuance to the customer) directly to the consumer on
behalf of an EDC and/or the EGS providing generation
supply to the consumer.4 In the present instance, however, the entity is not providing a service on behalf of the
EDC and/or EGS or assembling bills on the basis of usage
and rate information. Rather, it is merely receiving and
replicating the EDC/EGS actual bill and thereafter presenting it to the customer in a different format.

Commissioners Present: Robert K. Bloom, Vice-Chairperson; Nora Mead Brownell; Aaron Wilson, Jr.; Terrance J. Fitzpatrick
Tentative Order
By the Commission:
The purpose of this Tentative Order is to solicit comments from interested parties with respect to the provision of certain billing services being offered by unlicensed
entities to electric utility consumers. Over the past
several months, the Commission has become aware of
several unlicensed entities offering to provide services to
consumers in the processing and issuance of monthly
electric utility bills. Specifically, these entities request
consumers to change their billing address with their
electric distribution company (EDC) to that of the unlicensed entity. As a result of this change, all correspondence from the EDC, including the consumer’s monthly
bill, is forwarded to the unlicensed entity. Commission
staff has identified several potential issues with respect
to the provision of such services, which we will discuss
more fully herein, and we invite other parties to aid in
resolving these issues.
Description of Services
By way of background, the provision of this type of
service has evolved mostly as an Internet, fee-based
billing aggregator or consolidator service offered to consumers. Typically, the consumer enrolls with the service
provider and contacts billers to arrange to have their
monthly invoices for services sent to the billing entity. In
turn, upon receipt of the invoices, the billing entity
gathers all billing data, including transaction details,
from billers and then processes the information for electronic presentment to the customers, typically by way of
electronic mail.1 The consumer is given an opportunity to
review the aggregated billing information and to make an
electronic payment to the billing agent. Upon receipt of
payment, the billing entity disburses the monies to the
respective billers, keeping a portion of the payment as a
fee for its services.2 By provision of this service, the
billing entity is offering consumers a convenient and
efficient one-stop method of bill payment.
Until recently, the provision of electronic bill presentation and payment (EBPP) services had been limited to
certain revolving monthly bills, such as credit cards.
However, within the past year, an increasing number of
billing entities have offered to include monthly utility
payments in their service offerings. Moreover, in the new
era of deregulation, the prospect of enhanced customer
care and cost reduction is especially appealing to utilities,
resulting in more utility companies seeking EBPP solu1
Alternatively, the bill aggregator may simply collect the bill summary information
for presentment to the consumer. In this situation, the consumer only sees the bill
payment amount and the due date. The actual bill or bill details remain with the biller
and the consumer must contact the biller for transaction details. This arrangement is
usually seen in those cases where a biller has made previous arrangements with the
consolidator to present consumers bills through an EDI transaction in an effort to
reduce customer service costs for the biller.
2
This is only meant merely as a simple illustration of a typical billing consolidator’s
service. In many cases, there may be other services attached to the provision of bill
consolidation services such as the provision of long distance or other telecommunications services.

Commission’s Preliminary Views
Prefatorily, we wish to emphasize that we do not seek
to discourage the practice of EDCs employing EBPP
services, nor do we wish to preclude the ability of
customers to designate independent entities as their bill
aggregator or processor. We recognize that consumers
may wish to utilize such services in an effort to ease their
monthly bill paying obligations and these entities may
offer consumers a valuable service. However, we have
concerns that these services may have unintended but
serious implications with respect to application of our
Chapter 56 customer service rules.
As an example, the Commission is aware that generally, EDCs are not equipped with data systems allowing
customers to have dual mailing addresses. As a result,
when the mailing address is changed to allow monthly
bills to be sent to the independent billing entities, all
correspondence, such as notices of temporary service
interruptions to effect repairs, utility dispute reports or
notices of termination, is likewise forwarded to the independent billing entity. It is not clear whether this important information would be timely passed along to consumers, or whether consumers realize that a change in their
billing address affects the mailing of all utility correspondence. Given the host of consumer-related issues these
services present, we solicit comments from interested
parties with respect to the policies the Commission
should adopt regarding unlicensed independent billing
entities. Initially, although we do not believe that it would
be in the public interest to preclude these activities or to
unnecessarily restrict their availability to consumers, we
welcome comments from interested parties regarding this
and all other issues identified by this Tentative Order or
that are otherwise raised by the services being offered by
these unlicensed entities.
Licensing of Billing Entities
Rather than precluding these entities from offering
billing services to consumers, we question whether these
entities should properly be characterized as providing
‘‘third party billing’’ services under the Electric Retail
Choice program. If the independent billing entities are
viewed as third-party billing entities, it would be neces3
By way of example, on November 1, 2000, GPU Energy introduced internet billing
in association with CheckFree, a leading internet billing consolidator.
4
A third-party billing entity is a licensed EGS who is not providing generation
supply to the customer. See Order Implementing Competitive Metering and Billing
Arrangements adopted on June 26, 1998 at Docket No. R-00973953.
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sary under our existing rules for such entities to become
licensed EGSs. See Secretarial Letter issued on September 1, 1999 at Docket No. M-00991230, F.0002, at page 4.
Additionally, such entities would be required to follow
Commission regulations concerning the issuance and payment of utility bills and dispute resolution, such as those
directing the bill format, detail and dispute resolution
procedures that must be used by EDCs and EGSs. See 52
Pa. Code § 54.4 and Chapter 56.
We recognize that the bill aggregators are not performing the basic bill compilation in the way that EDC or
EGS consolidated billing or third-party billing would be
handled. Rather, the bill aggregators are acting on behalf
of consumers in receiving and paying the utility bill.
However, we note that these bill aggregation services
might be viewed as a means of circumventing the Commission’s consolidated billing and third-party billing
rules. For instance, the Commission has found that
third-party billing entities have the same obligation as
EDCs and EGSs providing consolidated billing services to
make other providers whole even when the customer fails
to pay the third-party billing entity. Electric Choice
Issues, Docket No. M-00991230, F.0002, Order on Reconsideration adopted on November 18, 1999. It is not clear
what the policies and practices are of unlicensed entities
with respect to forwarding payments to the service providers.
Additionally, under the Electric Retail Choice program,
payment to a third-party billing entity is the equivalent
of payment to the service provider. That would not be the
case with unlicensed billing parties. For instance, a
customer who makes full payment to the unlicensed
entity would not be credited with payment to the EDC
unless and until the unlicensed entity forwards that
payment to the EDC. A lapse in the remittance of that
payment might result in the imposition of late payment
charges or the initiation of service termination proceedings.
While we have some concerns about allowing these bill
aggregation entities to provide services without an EGS
license, we note that requiring licensure would most
likely limit or eliminate the availability of these valuable
services to consumers. Alternatively, it might be feasible
to utilize less stringent licensing criteria, resulting in a
limited license. However, even a more streamlined and
less burdensome licensing process might unnecessarily
restrict entities from offering this service to consumers.
Customer Service Issues
Assuming that it is preferable to allow these billing
activities to continue, with or without any licensure
requirement, it is necessary to address various issues
likely affecting customer service. For instance, as previously mentioned, generally EDCs are not presently
equipped with data systems that allow a customer to
have dual mailing addresses, thus requiring that all
correspondence be sent to the billing address. As a result
of a change in the billing address to that of an independent billing entity, customers may not receive important,
nonbilling correspondence from the EDC, such as termination notices, notices of temporary service interruptions
and notices of special programs being offered by the
utility.
Perhaps the most obvious solution to this dilemma is to
require EDCs to enable customers to simultaneously
maintain dual mailing addresses so that they receive all
nonbilling correspondence from the utility while utilizing
independent billing services. Yet, we recognize that the
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immediate implementation of new data systems that
would allow such a change in practice may prove to be
unduly burdensome for the EDCs. In the alternative, we
question whether it would be feasible for the EDCs to
arrange with independent billing entities to send billing
information, upon customer authorization, through a
means other than regular mail, such as electronic mail or
by facsimile transmission. In that manner, the customer
could continue receiving all other mail from the EDC
while receiving its billing information from the independent billing entity.
Another option, short of imposing burdens on the EDCs
to change their systems or to send billing information
through alternative means, would be to require EDCs to
provide certain consequential information in connection
with a customer’s request to change their billing address
to that of an unlicensed entity. For example, the EDC
could be directed to inform the consumer that a change in
their billing address would effect a change in their
mailing address, thus resulting in the forwarding of all
correspondence to the unlicensed entity. Additionally, the
EDC could inform the customer that despite their timely
payment to the unlicensed entity, the failure of the entity
to forward that payment to the EDC in a timely fashion
could subject the customer to late payment charges and/or
service termination. As an alternative to providing specific information to customers requesting a billing address
change, perhaps the EDCs could use periodic bill inserts
or other limited consumer education campaign to generally advise consumers of the potential consequences of
changing their billing address for the purpose of utilizing
the services of independent billing entities.
Possibly, an acceptable solution could be implemented
in connection with requiring these independent billing
entities to receive a form of limited license from the
Commission. As part of this licensure, the entity would be
obligated to provide the applicable notifications to the
consumers. In this regard, however, we again caution that
any licensure requirement may serve to quell the provision of this service to consumers, thus eliminating any
potential benefit to customers and industry alike.
Conclusion
In addition to encouraging comments from interested
parties on all of the questions we have raised in this
Tentative Order, we recognize that a host of issues with
respect to unlicensed independent billing entities may
exist that we have not touched upon. We leave it to those
parties who are most affected by these services to identify
and propose resolutions of these issues. To ensure that all
parties have sufficient time to formulate their positions
and to respond to proposals advanced by other parties, we
will provide a comment period expiring on June 22, 2001,
and a reply comment period ending July 20, 2001;
Therefore,
It is Ordered that:
1. This Tentative Order soliciting comments regarding
the provision of billing service by third-party billing
agents is issued to the public for comment.
2. A comment period ending June 22, 2001, is hereby
established.
3. A reply comment period ending July 20, 2001, is
hereby established.
4. Written comments, an original and three copies,
shall be submitted to the Secretary, Pennsylvania Public
Utility Commission, P. O. Box 3265, Harrisburg, PA
17105-3265. Additionally, a diskette containing the com-
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ments in electronic format shall also be submitted. Comments should specifically reference the previouslyreferenced docket number.
5. A copy of this Tentative Order and any accompanying statements of the Commissioners be served upon all
Electric Stakeholders, including EDCs, licensed EGSs, the
Office of Consumer Advocate, the Office of Small Business
Advocate, Office of Trial Staff and shall be made available
to interested parties. Additionally, a copy of this Order
and all comments and reply-comments shall be posted on
the Commission’s website.
6. The contact person for this matter is Robert V.
Eckenrod, Law Bureau, (717) 787-7904.

documents can be obtained from the Director of Procurement, PRPA, 3460 N. Delaware Ave., 2nd Floor, Philadelphia, PA 19134, (215) 426-2600 and will be available June
12, 2001. The cost of the bid document is $35 (includes
7% PA sales tax) which is nonrefundable. PRPA is an
equal opportunity employer. Contractor must comply with
all applicable equal employment opportunity laws and
regulations.
A mandatory prebid job site meeting will be held
Thursday, June 21, 2001, at 10 a.m. at the job site,
Delaware Ave. and Tioga St., Philadelphia, PA 19134.
JAMES T. MCDERMOTT.
Executive Director

7. A Final Order shall be issued subsequent to the
receipt and evaluation of any comments and reply comments filed in accordance with this Tentative Order.
JAMES J. MCNULTY,
Secretary

[Pa.B. Doc. No. 01-1025. Filed for public inspection June 8, 2001, 9:00 a.m.]

[Pa.B. Doc. No. 01-1023. Filed for public inspection June 8, 2001, 9:00 a.m.]

Request for Bids

Water Service
Without Hearing
A-211070 F0012 and A-212285 F0088. Citizens Utilities Water Company of Pennsylvania and
Pennsylvania-American Water Company. Joint Application of Citizens Utilities Water Company of Pennsylvania and Pennsylvania-American Water Company for approval to offer, render, furnish or supply water service to
the public in an additional portion of East Coventry
Township, Chester County, PA.
This application may be considered without a hearing.
Protests or petitions to intervene can be filed with the
Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission, P. O. Box 3265,
Harrisburg, PA 17105-3265, with a copy served on the
applicant on or before June 25, 2001, under 52 Pa. Code
(relating to public utilities).
Applicant: Citizens Utilities Water Company of Pennsylvania, Pennsylvania-American Water Company.
Through and By Counsel: Michael W. Gang, Esquire,
John H. Isom, Esquire, Morgan, Lewis and Bockius, LLP,
One Commerce Square, 417 Walnut Street, Harrisburg,
PA 17101-1904, and Thomas P. Gadsden, Esquire, Anthony C. DeCusatis, Esquire, Morgan, Lewis and Bockius,
LLP, 1701 Market Street, Philadelphia, PA 19103-2921.
JAMES J. MCNULTY,
Secretary
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 01-1024. Filed for public inspection June 8, 2001, 9:00 a.m.]

PHILADELPHIA REGIONAL
PORT AUTHORITY
Request for Bids
The Philadelphia Regional Port Authority (PRPA) will
accept sealed bids for Project #0130.4, Electrical Capacitors, Tioga Marine Terminal, Sheds #1, #2, #3 and Reefer
Bank, until 2 p.m. on Thursday, June 28, 2001. The bid

The Philadelphia Regional Port Authority (PRPA) will
accept sealed bids for Project #0131.4, Furnish and Install
Electric Truck Dock Plates, Tioga Marine Terminal, until
2 p.m. on Thursday, June 28, 2001. The bid documents
can be obtained from the Director of Procurement, PRPA,
3460 N. Delaware Ave., 2nd Floor, Philadelphia, PA
19134, (215) 426-2600 and will be available June 12,
2001. The cost of the bid document is $35 (includes 7% PA
sales tax) which is nonrefundable. PRPA is an equal
opportunity employer. Contractor must comply with all
applicable equal employment opportunity laws and regulations.
A mandatory prebid job site meeting will be held
Thursday, June 21, 2001, at 11 a.m. at the job site,
Delaware Ave. and Tioga St., Philadelphia, PA 19134.
JAMES T. MCDERMOTT,
Executive Director
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 01-1026. Filed for public inspection June 8, 2001, 9:00 a.m.]

STATE CONSERVATION
COMMISSION
Dirt and Gravel Road Pollution Prevention Maintenance Program
As required by 25 Pa. Code § 83.604(f), the State
Conservation Commission (Commission) is providing public notice of the apportionment of FY2001 Dirt and Gravel
Road Pollution Prevention Maintenance Program funds to
participating County Conservation Districts. This apportionment is authorized under 75 Pa.C.S. § 9106.
A. Effective Date
This apportionment is effective upon publication in the
Pennsylvania Bulletin. Allocations will be disbursed when
funds are released from the Treasury after July 1, 2001.
B. Background
The Commission, at their public meeting on May 24,
2001, approved allocation of $3,528,000 of FY01 funds
and $ 171.62 of residual FY00 funds. These funds were
lumped together and apportioned according to stipula-
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tions in 75 Pa.C.S. § 9106(c). Not all counties receive an
allocation as provided for in 25 Pa. Code § 83.613.(a) of
the Statement of Policy.
Copies of the referenced Statement of Policy contained
in 25 Pa. Code § 83.604, as published in 28 Pa.B. 4634
(September 12, 1998) and 75 Pa.C.S. § 9106(c), are
available from the Commission’s website at www.pascc.
org, or by contacting Woodrow J. Colbert at the State
Conservation Commission Office, Rm. 407 Agriculture
Building, 2301 N. Cameron Street, Harrisburg, PA 171109408, (717) 787-8821.
The following FY2001 Dirt and Gravel Road Pollution
Prevention Maintenance Program Allocations are being
made to County Conservation Districts: Adams $15,000;
Allegheny $15,000; Armstrong $109,745; Beaver $15,000;
Bedford $40,867; Berks $15,000; Blair $23,250; Bradford
$305,795; Bucks $0; Butler $30,414; Cambria $15,158;
Cameron $43,727; Carbon $26,158; Centre $34,701;
Chester $19,170; Clarion $63,092; Clearfield $71,938;
Clinton $24,364; Columbia $75,641; Crawford $140,457;
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Cumberland $15,000; Dauphin $25,272; Elk $26,008; Erie
$54,526; Fayette $33,756; Forest $24,026; Franklin
$17,854; Fulton $30,447; Greene $26,578; Huntingdon
$70,768; Indiana $88,412; Jefferson $43,584; Juniata
$39,091; Lackawanna $29,915; Lancaster $17,843;
Lawrence $15,000; Lebanon $15,000; Lehigh $15,000;
Luzerne $28,310; Lycoming $79,809; McKean $22,046;
Mercer $48,121; Mifflin $25,520; Monroe $16,826; Montgomery $15,000; Montour $17,060; Northampton $15,000;
Northumberland $45,176; Perry $0; Pike $74,533; Potter
$152,610; Schuylkill $50,365; Snyder $27,440; Somerset
$32,633; Sullivan $73,293; Susquehanna $120,165; Tioga
$305,419; Union $30,959; Venango $77,259; Warren
$207,115; Washington $77,336; Wayne $124,135; Westmoreland $26,915; Wyoming $62,657; York $99,911.
DAVID E. HESS,
Secretary
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 01-1027. Filed for public inspection June 8, 2001, 9:00 a.m.]
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STATE CONTRACTS INFORMATION
DEPARTMENT OF GENERAL SERVICES
Notices of invitations for bids and requests for proposals on State contracts for services and commodities for which the
bid amount is reasonably expected to be over $10,000, are published in the State Contracts Information Section of the
Pennsylvania Bulletin prior to bid opening date. Information in this publication is intended only as notification to its
subscribers of available bidding and contracting opportunities, and is furnished through the Department of General
Services, Vendor Information and Support Division. No action can be taken by any subscriber or any other person, and the
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania is not liable to any subscriber or any other person, for any damages or any other costs
incurred in connection with the utilization of, or any other reliance upon, any information in the State Contracts
Information Section of the Pennsylvania Bulletin. Interested persons are encouraged to call the contact telephone number
listed for the particular solicitation for current, more detailed information.
EFFECTIVE JULY 1, 1985, A VENDOR’S FEDERAL IDENTIFICATION NUMBER (NUMBER ASSIGNED WHEN
FILING INCOME TAX DOCUMENTS) OR SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER IF VENDOR IS AN INDIVIDUAL,
MUST BE ON ALL CONTRACTS, DOCUMENTS AND INVOICES SUBMITTED TO THE COMMONWEALTH.
Act 266 of 1982 provides for the payment of interest penalties on certain invoices of ‘‘qualified small business
concerns’’. The penalties apply to invoices for goods or services when payments are not made by the required payment
date or within a 15 day grace period thereafter.
Act 1984-196 redefined a ‘‘qualified small business concern’’ as any independently owned and operated, for-profit
business concern employing 100 or fewer employees. See 4 Pa. Code § 2.32. The business must include the following
statement on every invoice submitted to the Commonwealth: ‘‘(name of business) is a qualified small business concern as
defined in 4 Pa. Code 2.32.’’
A business is eligible for payments when the required payment is the latest of:
The payment date specified in the contract.
30 days after the later of the receipt of a proper invoice or receipt of goods or services.
The net payment date stated on the business’ invoice.
A 15-day grace period after the required payment date is provided to the Commonwealth by the Act.
For more information: contact: Small Business Resource Center
PA Department of Community and Economic Development
374 Forum Building
Harrisburg, PA 17120
800-280-3801 or (717) 783-5700
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GET A STEP AHEAD IN COMPETING FOR A STATE CONTRACT!
The Treasury Department’s Bureau of Contracts and Public Records can help you do business with state government
agencies. Our efforts focus on guiding the business community through the maze of state government offices. The
bureau is, by law, the central repository for all state contracts over $5,000. Bureau personnel can supply descriptions of
contracts, names of previous bidders, pricing breakdowns and other information to help you submit a successful bid on
a contract. We will direct you to the appropriate person and agency looking for your product or service to get you ‘‘A
Step Ahead.’’ Services are free except the cost of photocopying contracts or dubbing a computer diskette with a list of
current contracts on the database. A free brochure, ‘‘Frequently Asked Questions About State Contracts,’’ explains how to
take advantage of the bureau’s services.
Contact: Bureau of Contracts and Public Records
Pennsylvania State Treasury
Room G13 Finance Building
Harrisburg, PA 17120
717-787-2990
1-800-252-4700
BARBARA HAFER,
State Treasurer
6840-04 Deodorizer, Odor Counteractant. If you have problems downloading a bid,
please call our Fax Back System at (717) 705-6001.
Department: General Services
Location:
Various, PA
Duration:
FY 2001-02
Contact:
Vendor Services, (717) 787-2199
8415-04 Rebid in
Department:
Location:
Duration:
Contact:

1569180 Lottery
Department:
Location:
Duration:
Contact:

Promotional Items.
Revenue
Middletown, PA
FY 2000-01
Vendor Services, (717) 787-2199

1023201 Furnish & Make Operational: Generator, 120/208 Volt, 3 Phase, 35 KW,
Natural Gas Powered.
Department: State Police
Location:
Greensburg, PA
Duration:
FY 2001-02
Contact:
Vendor Services, (717) 787-2199
#ADV-122 Indiana University of Pennsylvania (IUP) is seeking bids for a Tennant
Model ATLV 4300 Riding Diesel Litter Vac (Or Approved Equal) for IUP Recycling
Program. Requests for copies of bid package should be made in writing referencing
#ADV-122 and directed to Roxie M. Johnson, Purchasing Agent, IUP, 650 S. 13th
Street, Indiana, PA 15705; Fax: (724) 357-2670; Email: rmjohnsn@grove.iup.edu.
Requests for bid package will be accepted until June 15, 2001. The University
encourages responses from small and disadvantaged, minority and women-owned
firms.
Department: State System of Higher Education
Location:
Indiana University of Pennsylvania, Indiana, PA 15705
Contact:
Roxie M. Johnson, (724) 357-3077
1029201 Hats, Felt, Type II, Winter.
Department: State Police
Location:
Harrisburg, PA
Duration:
FY 2001-02
Contact:
Vendor Services, (717) 787-2199
8505870 Motor Auger.
Department: Transportation
Location:
Harrisburg, PA
Duration:
FY 2000-01
Contact:
Vendor Services, (717) 787-2199
1028151 Various
Department:
Location:
Duration:
Contact:

Communication Equipment.
Education
Lock Haven University, Clearfield, PA
FY 2001-02
Vendor Services, (717) 787-2199

5625-01 Materials, Partitions & Ceilings. If you have problems downloading a bid,
please call our Fax Back System at (717) 705-6001.
Department: General Services
Location:
Various, PA
Duration:
FY 2001-02
Contact:
Vendor Services, (717) 787-2199

Part #1 / Supplement #1. Uniforms.
General Services
Various, PA
FY 2000-01
Vendor Services, (717) 787-2199

2509-73100-01 ACA FLAMEX TICKING; STRIPED, 43⬙ WIDE, 100% COTTON, 7
OUNCE, TYPE II, CLASS II, TO BE BID AS NEEDED.
Department: Corrections
Location:
CORRECTIONAL INDUSTRIES, STATE CORRECTIONAL INST.,
DALLAS, PA 18612
Duration:
FY-01
Contact:
JOSEPH P. KANJORSKI, (570) 773-2158, EXT. 560
2509-73200-02 FLANNEL MATERIAL; IN ACCORDANCE WITH PCID EFF. 10-9-98.
3.5 OZ. PER SQ.YD. 50/50 POLY/COTTON, 60⬙ WIDE. TO BE BID AS NEEDED
APPROXIMATELY QUARTERLY.
Department: Corrections
Location:
CORRECTIONAL INDUSTRIES, STATE CORRECTIONAL INST.,
DALLAS, PA 18613
Duration:
FY-01
Contact:
JOSEPH P. KANJORSKI, (570) 773-2158, EXT. 560
4809-73030-01 COLD ROLLED STEEL PRODUCTS. TO INCLUDE BUT NOT
LIMITED TO 11 GAUGE STEEL, 2 X 3/8 FLAT STOCK. TO BE BID AS NEEDED.
Department: Corrections
Location:
CORRECTIONAL INDUSTRIES, SCI MAHANOY, 301 MOREA RD.,
FRACKVILLE, PA 17932
Duration:
FY-01
Contact:
JOSEPH P. KANJORSKI, (570) 773-2158, EXT. 560
2509-73200-03 INTERLOCK STRETCH KNIT FABRIC; 50/50 POLYRDYRT/VOYYON,
5/6 OZ. PER SQ.YD. 60⬙ OPEN WIDTH. TO BE BID AS NEEDED APPROXIMATELY
QUARTERLY.
Department: Corrections
Location:
CORRECTIONAL INDUSTRIES, STATE CORRECTIONAL INST.,
DALLAS, PA 18612
Duration:
FY-01
Contact:
JOSEPH P. KANJORSKI, (570) 773-2158, EXT. 560
1809-73000-01 PLYWOOD, VARIOUS SIZES, SPICIES AND GRADES, TO BE BID AS
NEEDED.
Department: Corrections
Location:
CORRECTIONAL INDUSTRIES, STATE CORRECTIONAL INST., 1
KELLEY DRIVE, COAL TOWNSHIP, PA 17872
Duration:
FY-01
Contact:
JOSEPH P. KANJORSKI, (570) 773-2158, EXT. 560
2509-73100-04 STAPHCHEK MATERIAL; VARIOUS STYLES, SIZES AND
WEIGHTS. TO BE BID AS NEEDED.
Department: Corrections
Location:
CORRECTIONAL INDUSTRIES, STATE CORRECTIONAL INST.,
DALLAS, PA 18612
Duration:
FY-01
Contact:
JOSEPH P. KANJORSKI, (570) 773-2158, EXT. 560
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1809-73000-02 HARDWOOD LUMBER; VARIOUS SIZES, SPICIES AND GRADES.
TO BE BID AS NEEDED.
Department: Corrections
Location:
CORRECTIONAL INDUSTRIES, STATE CORRECTIONAL INST., 1
KELLEY DRIVE, COAL TOWNSHIP, PA 17872
Duration:
FY-01
Contact:
JOSEPH P. KANJORSKI, (570) 773-2158, EXT. 560

2509-73200-5 JERSEY KNIT MATERIAL; TO BE DOMESTIC 50/50 POLY/COTTON
BLEND. MEDIUM WEIGHT. MINIMUM WEIGHT OF 8.2 OZ/SQ.YD. (WEIGHT
MEASURED TUBULAR) BLEACHED WHITE. TO BE BID AS NEEDED.
Department: Corrections
Location:
CORRECTIONAL INDUSTRIES, STATE CORRECTIONAL INST.,
DALLAS, PA 18612
Duration:
FY-01
Contact:
JOSEPH P. KANJORSKI, (570) 773-2158

SERVICES

SBC #2001-10 The State System of Higher Education, Office of the Chancellor, is
soliciting bids for the supply of round plastic promotional flyers. Delivery of product
must be made by August 10, 2001. Interested bidders may obtain a copy of the bid
(SBC #2001-10) by contacting the Issuing Office at: lvenneri@sshechan.edu or go to:
http://www.sshechan.edu/Procurement/bids.htm. Bids are due by 2:00 p.m., June 22,
2001.
Department: State System of Higher Education
Location:
Harrisburg, PA
Duration:
2 mos.
Contact:
Linda Venneri, (717) 720-4135

PROC-00-54 Vendor to provide the following computer software products: 60 each—
WRQ NFS Connections Reflections; 60 each—Maintenance of WRQ NFS Connections
Reflections; 1 each—WRQ NFS Connections Reflections, Media. In order to receive a
Bid Package, vendors should send a fax to (717) 787-3560, or send an email to
eblandy@state.pa.us.
Department: Public Welfare
Location:
Office of Medical Assistance Programs, Bureau of Data & Claims
Management, DPW Complex # 2, Willow Oak Building, Harrisburg,
PA 17105
Duration:
ASAP
Contact:
Ed Blandy, Purchase Agent, (717) 772-4883

001 Notice to interested vendors. The Commonwealth of Pennsylvania selected and
adopted the SAP Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) suite of software known as
mySAP.com as its standard for ERP software. The Commonwealth of Pennsylvania has
selected and contracted with KPMG as its primary Systems Integrator for the core
SAP/ERP modules. A new Application To Qualify (ATQ) process has been established
for interested vendors to become eligible to provide ERP systems integration services
for additional ERP components to Commonwealth of Pennsylvania agencies. Any ERP
systems integration services selected by an agency must be compatible with the
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania’s Imagine PA Project, unless otherwise directed by the
Imagine PA Project Office. Only those vendors who are pre-qualified through the ATQ
process will be given the opportunity to provide a complete systems approach that
includes, but is not limited to the following examples of the kinds of services
Commonwealth agencies are looking for: Impact Studies, Project Planning, Systems
Analysis and Support, Configuration and Programming, Support Services, Quality
Assurance Services, Consulting, and End User Training necessary to implement a
selected ERP solution. Pre-qualified vendors will receive either an invitation for bids or
a request for proposals for the needed services. Parties interested in becoming a
qualified vendor should log on to the ITQ web site at www.itq.state.pa.us. First time
visitors should click on ‘‘ITQs’’ and select ‘‘ERP Systems Integration Services ATQ’’
followed by ‘‘Description’’ for instructions on how to develop and submit an application
for qualification to become a qualified service provider, click on the ‘‘Subscribe’’ button
at the bottom of the Navigation Bar at the left of the screen before proceeding with the
development of your application. Applications are developed by clicking on the ‘‘ERP
Systems Integration Services ATQ’’ ‘‘Proposal Builder’’ button. An ERP SI Services
Business Information Day will be held at 10:00 A.M., on July 17, 2001, at the Rachel
Carson State Office Building second floor main auditorium at 400 Market Street,
Harrisburg, PA. This function is being held to give interested vendors the opportunity
to become familiar with this project. NOTE: Attendance is mandatory for prequalification. Imagine PA staff will be available to answer questions. All technical
questions should be submitted via email to ATQ@state.pa.us or in writing to
Governor’s Office of Administration, Office of Technology, Commonwealth Technology
Center, 1 Technology Park, Harrisburg, PA 17110.
Department: Governor’s Office
Location:
Commonwealth-wide
Duration:
6 years
Contact:
Paul Bluhm, (717) 705-1630
FDC-102-801.1 General Construction work for a new beach house and comfort station;
and renovations/addition to exiting beach house and park office a Black Moshannon
State Park in Centre County. Work also includes water lines, bituminous paving,
parking improvements, painting storage tank and sewage treatment plant and
landscaping. NOTE: Requests for Bid Documents ($63.60 may be made ON or AFTER
May 29, 2001.
Department: Conservation and Natural Resources
Location:
Rush Township
Duration:
260 Days
Contact:
Construction Management Section, (717) 787-5055

FDC-423-893.4 All Electrical work associated with new Park Office/Visitors Center at
Worlds End State Park, Sullivan County (wring, conduit, service entrance, panel
boards, breakers, lighting fixtures, emergency lighting, generator and fire alarm and
detection system). NOTE: Requests for Bid Documents may be made ON or AFTER
June 11, 2001.
Department: Conservation and Natural Resources
Location:
Forks Township
Duration:
360 Days
Contact:
Construction Management Section, (717) 787-5055
FDC-423-893.1 General Construction work for a new building to serve as administrative, visitor services, educational office, storage and restrooms in Worlds End State
Park, Sullivan County (excavation, clearing, bituminous paving, on-lot-sewage disposal, drainage, water lines, manholes, concrete, landscaping, masonry, steel, carpentry, roofing, doors and windows, interior and exterior finishing). NOTE: Requests for
Bid Documents may be made ON or AFTER June 11, 2001.
Department: Conservation and Natural Resources
Location:
Forks Township
Duration:
360 Days
Contact:
Construction Management Section, (717) 787-5055
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DGS A572-35 PROJECT TITLE: Roof Repairs—Buildings 5, 5A, 6 and the Sally
Port/Gatehouse. BRIEF DESCRIPTION: The historic repair/restoration of the existing
mansard roof and the installation of new recycled rubber ⬙slate⬙ shingle system on the
Sally Port/Gatehouse. The contractor working on the Sally Port/Gatehouse will be
required to have the skills necessary for the restoration of historic materials for
National Register of Historic Places sites. Also included is the re-application of a foam
roofing system and the installation of a fully adhered EPDM roofing system on the
Power Plant (Building Number 6) and EPDM flashing repairs to two (2) elevator tower
parapet walls on the Printing and Clothing Buildings (Building Nos. 5 and 5A). There
are two (2) base bids on the project. ESTIMATED RANGE: $100,000.00 TO
$500,000.00. General Construction. PLANS DEPOSIT: $25.00 per set made payable to
COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA. Refundable upon return of plans and
specifications in reusable condition as construction documents within 15 days after the
bid opening date. The bidder is responsible for the cost of delivery of the plans and
specifications. Mail a separate check for $5.00 per set or provide your express mail
account number to the office listed below. Mail requests to: Department of General
Services, Room 107, Headquarters Building, 18th & Herr Streets, Harrisburg, PA
17125, Tel: (717) 787-3923. BID DATE: Wednesday, June 20, 2001 at 2:00 P.M.
Contractor Qualification Forms. A contractors qualification form is included in the bid
package and must be completed and submitted prior to award. The Contractor must
demonstrate the qualifications and experience of key full-time personnel, gained within
the last ten (10) years, involving carpentry, roofing and painting.
Department: General Services
Location:
State Correctional Institution, Huntingdon, Huntingdon County, PA
Duration:
120 CALENDAR DAYS FROM DATE OF INITIAL JOB CONFERENCE
Contact:
CONTRACT & BIDDING UNIT, (717) 787-6556
FBP-03-0015 Place timber bridge railing, approach guide rails, construct 230 L.F. of
approach roadway and place 265 L.F. of R7 riprap along second narrow road, west of
Colonel Denning State Park in Perry County. NOTE: Requests for Bid Documents may
be made ON or AFTER June 13, 2001.
Department: Conservation and Natural Resources
Location:
Toboyne
Duration:
Complete all work by December 14, 2001
Contact:
Construction Management Section, (717) 787-5055
FDC-423-893.2 All HVAC work associated with new Park Office/Visitors Center at
Worlds End State Park, Sullivan County (geothermal heat pump system, including
wells, ductwork, air devices, piping and pumps, electric heaters and ventilation
systems). NOTE: Requests for Bid Documents may be made ON or AFTER June 11,
2001.
Department: Conservation and Natural Resources
Location:
Forks Township
Duration:
360 Days
Contact:
Construction Management Section, (717) 787-5055
FDC-423-893.3 All Plumbing work associated with new Park Office/Visitors Center at
Worlds End State Park, Sullivan County (hot and cold water supply, waste and vent
piping, water heaters, and all plumbing fixtures). NOTE: Requests for Bid Documents
may be made ON or AFTER June 11, 2001
Department: Conservation and Natural Resources
Location:
Forks Township
Duration:
360 Days
Contact:
Construction Management Section, (717) 787-5055
DGS A229-18 PROJECT TITLE: New K-9 Training Facility. BRIEF DESCRIPTION:
Provide and install all materials required to construct a canine training and housing
facility. Including concrete flooring, C.M.U. walls, wooden columns, wooden trusses,
metal roof, insulation, all electrical, plumbing and mechanical required. ESTIMATED
RANGE: $500,000.00 to $1,000,000.00. General, HVAC, Plumbing and Electrical
Construction. PLANS DEPOSIT: $25.00 per set made payable to: COMMONWEALTH
OF PENNSYLVANIA. Refundable upon return of plans and specifications in reusable
condition as construction documents within 15 days after the bid opening date. The
bidder is responsible for the cost of delivery of the plans and specifications. Mail a
separate check for $5.00 per set or provide your express mail account number to the
office listed below. Mail requests to: Department of General Services, Room 107,
Headquarters Building, 18th & Herr Streets, Harrisburg, PA 17125, Tel: (717)
787-3923. Bid Date: Wednesday, June 27, 2001 at 2:00 P.M.
Department: General Services
Location:
PA State Police Academy, Hershey, Dauphin County, PA
Duration:
180 CALENDAR DAYS FROM DATE OF INITIAL JOB CONFERENCE
Contact:
CONTRACT & BIDDING UNIT, (717) 787-6556
FBP-16-0002, 03 Replace Two bridges over Left Asaph Run near Ansonia in Tioga
County. (Removal of 2 existing bridges and construct 1 cast-in-place box culvert and
one prestressed concrete box beam bridge, E&S measures, traffic signs, rock lining,
architectural surface treatment and reconstruct roadway.) NOTE: Requests for Bid
Documents may be made ON or AFTER June 13, 2001.
Department: Conservation and Natural Resources
Location:
Shippen Township
Duration:
Complete all work by October 31, 2002
Contact:
Construction Management Section, (717) 787-5055

3013

63-0166 West Chester University of Pennsylvania of the State System of Higher
Education is requesting proposals for professional design services to improve the
existing boiler plant equipment and building to allow for reliable operation for the next
twenty years. The initial phase of work includes schematic design, development of
detailed cost estimates, and recommendations to prioritize plant, equipment, and
building upgrades and/or replacement to serve as the basis for decisions about the
scope of work of the design and documentation phases. Should the project advance
further, the second phase of the work is to provide full A/E services for design,
documentation and construction administration services. The prime consultant MUST
HAVE mechanical engineering capabilities and experience in central heating plant
design and renovation of a similar nature in campus settings. The design, documentation and bidding of the two boilers to allow temporary installation of at least one boiler
by the summer of 2002 will be required. The preferable scenario is to complete the
permanent boiler installation by the Fall of 2002, but in any case no later than Fall
2003. All work must be phased so that normal operation and maintenance is not
impacted. A Pre-Proposal meeting will be held at 1:30 p.m. on June 19, 2001 in
Ballroom A of the Sykes Student Union. Proposals must be received no later than 3:00
p.m. on July 3, 2001. For a copy of the RFP email: jmarthinsen@wcupa.edu. The
System encourages responses from small firms, minority firms, women-owned firms
and firms which have not previously performed work for the System, and will consider
joint ventures.
Department: State System of Higher Education
Location:
West Chester, PA
Duration:
Through December 31, 2003
Contact:
Jacki Marthinsen, Contracts Manager, (610) 436-2705
PennDOT-ECMS The Pennsylvania Department of Transportation has established a
website advertising for the retention of engineering firms. You can view these business
opportunities by going to the Department of Transportation’s Engineering and
Construction Management System at www.dot2.state.pa.us.
Department: Transportation
Location:
Various
Contact:
www.dot2.state.pa.us

IFB 01-I-005 The Department of State has a need in the Bureau of Commissions,
Elections and Legislation for the services of a licensed certified public accountant or a
licensed certified public accounting firm for the auditing of the campaign finance
statements and reports for the January 1, 2001 through December 31, 2002 reporting
period.
Department: State
Location:
116 Pine Street, 2nd Floor, Harrisburg, PA 17101
Duration:
2 years
Contact:
Judith L. Holjes, (717) 787-3945

DGS A 939-13 PROJECT TITLE: Public Works Complex Fence Repair. BRIEF
DESCRIPTION: Repair and restore cast iron fence, brick piers and concrete base.
ESTIMATED RANGE: Under $100,000.00. General Construction. PLANS DEPOSIT:
$25.00 per set payable to: COMMONWEALTH OF PA. Refundable upon return of
plans and specifications in reusable condition as construction documents within 15
days after the bid opening date. Bidder is responsible for the cost of delivery of the
plans and specifications. Contact the office listed below to arrange for delivery of
documents. A separate check must be submitted to cover the cost of delivery. Mail a
separate check for $5.00 per set or provide your express mail account number to the
office listed below. Mail requests to: Department of General Services, Room 107
Headquarters Building, 18th and Herr Streets, Harrisburg, PA 17125. Tel: (717)
787-3923. Bid Date: WEDNESDAY, June 27, 2001 at 2:00 P.M.
Department: General Services
Location:
Public Works Complex, 18th and Herr Sts, Harrisburg, Dauphin
County, PA
Duration:
120 CALENDAR DAYS FROM DATE OF INITIAL JOB CONFERENCE
Contact:
Contract and Bidding Unit, (717) 787-6556
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20062 BREAD and ROLLS - WHITE & WHEAT LOAVES, STEAK SANDWICH,
HAMBURGER, HOT DOG AND DINNER ROLLS (INDIVIDUAL).
Department: Corrections
Location:
SCI—CHESTER, 500 E. 4TH ST., CHESTER, PA 19013
Duration:
JULY 1, 2001 THROUGH JUNE 30, 2002
Contact:
BEN JARRETT, P.A., (610) 490-5412, X-2030
HUN365 Six (6) each refrigerated type drink dispenser machines with adequate
dispensers to meet our requirement of dispensing 2,400 12 ounce drinks in a two (2)
hour period. Counter top installation, vendor to furnish, install and maintain,
providing repairs, services as required during working hours, six (6) days per week
with no cost to agency. NOTE: Items required for the dispensing of carbonated soft
drink beverages in the institution dietary department.
Department: Corrections
Location:
State Correctional Institution, at HUNTINGDON, 1100 Pike Street,
Huntingdon, PA 16654-1112
Duration:
July 1, 2001 to June 30, 2002
Contact:
Phyllis Sheffield, PA1, (814) 643-2400, X303; fax (814) 940-5243

464101 Provide janitorial services at the PennDOT Motor Carrier Division’s enforcement repair facility located in the Central Sign Shop, Building 5, 21st and Herr
Streets, Harrisburg, PA, 17103. Approximate floor area is 2100 square feet. This is a
two-year contract, with 1 two-year renewal option. Requests for bid packets can be
faxed to Shannon Devine at (717) 705-5523.
Department: Transportation
Location:
Central Sign Shop, Building 5, 21st and Herr Streets, Harrisburg,
PA 17103
Duration:
Two-year contract with 1 two-year renewal option.
Contact:
Shannon M. Devine, (717) 772-0881

553806 Paint exterior windows units in Bldg. #12.
Department: Public Welfare
Location:
Warren State Hospital, 33 Main Drive, N. Warren, PA 16365-5099
Duration:
120 ARO
Contact:
John D. Sample, PA I, (814) 726-4448

SP-1301380001 Remove the following Underground Storage Tanks (UST): 1000-gallon
Unleaded Gasoline UST; 6000-gallon Heating Oil #2 UST.
Department: Military Affairs
Location:
Scotland School for Veterans’ Children, 3585 Scotland Road, Scotland, PA 17254-0900
Duration:
July 1, 2001—June 30, 2002
Contact:
Marion Jones, (717) 264-7184, x 661

1801810005 Remediation of fungus/bacteria in Philadelphia Lottery Office: Removal of
Gypsum wallboard, interior insulation and carpeting. Clean and disinfect all duct
work. Microbiological air sampling at conclusion of remediation. Total area is 3,370
square feet.
Department: Revenue
Location:
Philadelphia Lottery Office, 700 Packer Avenue, Philadelphia, PA
19148
Duration:
June 1, 2001—December 31, 2001
Contact:
William Fehl, (717) 783-6111

10671008 Snow
State Hospital.
frame.
Department:
Location:
Duration:
Contact:

removal from the grounds of the closed facility known as Haverford
Request bid packet #10671008 for detailed specifications and time
Public Welfare
Norristown State Hospital, 1001 Sterigere Street, Norristown, PA
19401
Anticipated to begin on or about 11/15/01 and continue through’
4/30/04 w renewal options.
Sue Brown, Purchasing Agent, (610) 313-1026

PGC-2717 Agency needs camp facilities (located in southeastern Pennsylvania, within
a 2.5 hour drive from Harrisburg) for the dates of October 5, 6, and 7, 2001, for
approximately 150 adults. Lodging facilities should have electric lights, heat or an
electrical system that will support electric heaters, dining facilities, at least eight
classrooms with seating capacity for 20-25 adults in each classroom. Tables and chairs
should be available in each classroom. Facility must include lake for canoeing, stream
or lake for fishing, kitchen for cooking class, archery range, rifle range, shotgun range
(or large field that could be used to throw clay) for shooting. Facility should have trails
for mountain bike course, preferably on-site or within 10-15 minute drive. Camp
should be available for staff to set up October 4, 2001.
Department: Game Commission
Location:
Pennsylvania Game Commission, Bureau of Information and Education, 2001 Elmerton Avenue, Harrisburg, PA 17110-9797
Duration:
From award through October 30, 2001
Contact:
Diane Shultz or Linda Beaver, (717) 787-6594
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PGC-2718 Furnish and install, bullet resistant glass window in main lobby of agency
headquarters building. This will include design and build, making the contractor
responsible for a structurally stable and bullet resistant (level three) glass enclosure to
the overall dimensions in drawing (available in bid package).
Department: Game Commission
Location:
Pennsylvania Game Commission, Bureau of Administrative Service,
2001 Elmerton Avenue, Harrisburg, PA 17110-9797
Duration:
From award through October 30, 2001
Contact:
Diane Shultz or Linda Beaver, (717) 787-6594

3015

2500 Water Filter Provide manganese greensand filter media remediation. To include
new media, gravel, greensand and ferofilt. Removal of old media and installation of
new media.
Department: Corrections
Location:
State Correctional Institution, 1000 Follies Road, Dallas, PA 18612
Duration:
6 months
Contact:
Chris Chollak, (570) 675 1101 Ext. 359
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 01-1028. Filed for public inspection June 8, 2001, 9:00 a.m.]
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DESCRIPTION OF LEGEND
1

Advertising, Public Relations, Promotional
Materials
Agricultural Services, Livestock, Equipment,
Supplies & Repairs: Farming Equipment
Rental & Repair, Crop Harvesting & Dusting,
Animal Feed, etc.

22

25

5

Auctioneer Services
Audio/Video, Telecommunications Services,
Equipment Rental & Repair
Barber/Cosmetology Services & Equipment

6
7

Cartography Services
Child Care

8

Computer Related Services & Equipment
Repair: Equipment Rental/Lease,
Programming, Data Entry, Payroll Services,
Consulting
Construction & Construction Maintenance:
Buildings, Highways, Roads, Asphalt Paving,
Bridges, Culverts, Welding, Resurfacing, etc.

2

3
4

9

10
11
12

Court Reporting & Stenography Services
Demolition—Structural Only
Drafting & Design Services

13
14

Elevator Maintenance
Engineering Services & Consultation:
Geologic, Civil, Mechanical, Electrical, Solar
& Surveying
Environmental Maintenance Services: Well
Drilling, Mine Reclamation, Core &
Exploratory Drilling, Stream Rehabilitation
Projects and Installation Services
Extermination Services
Financial & Insurance Consulting & Services
Firefighting Services
Food
Fuel Related Services, Equipment &
Maintenance to Include Weighing Station
Equipment, Underground & Above Storage
Tanks

15

16
17
18
19
20

21

23
24

26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33

34
35
36

37

38

39

Heating, Ventilation, Air Conditioning,
Electrical, Plumbing, Refrigeration Services,
Equipment Rental & Repair
Janitorial Services & Supply Rental: Interior
Laboratory Services, Maintenance &
Consulting
Laundry/Dry Cleaning & Linen/Uniform
Rental
Legal Services & Consultation
Lodging/Meeting Facilities
Mailing Services
Medical Services, Equipment Rental and
Repairs & Consultation
Moving Services
Personnel, Temporary
Photography Services (includes aerial)
Property Maintenance &
Renovation—Interior & Exterior: Painting,
Restoration, Carpentry Services, Snow
Removal, General Landscaping (Mowing, Tree
Pruning & Planting, etc.)
Railroad/Airline Related Services, Equipment
& Repair
Real Estate Services—Appraisals & Rentals
Sanitation—Non-Hazardous Removal,
Disposal & Transportation (Includes
Chemical Toilets)
Security Services & Equipment—Armed
Guards, Investigative Services & Security
Systems
Vehicle, Heavy Equipment & Powered
Machinery Services, Maintenance, Rental,
Repair & Renovation (Includes ADA
Improvements)
Miscellaneous: This category is intended for
listing all bids, announcements not applicable
to the above categories

Hazardous Material Services: Abatement,
Disposal, Removal, Transportation &
Consultation
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GARY E. CROWELL,
Secretary
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Contract Awards
The following awards have been made by the Department of General Services, Bureau of Purchases:

Requisition
or
Contract No.
6350-03 sup# 1

6350-03 sup# 1

6520-03

6520-03
6520-03
6520-03

6520-03
6505-06
6505-06
6605-06
6810-08

6810-08
6810-08

PR
Award
Date or
Contract
Effective
Date
To
05/30/01 Lyman Fire
Protection
Co.
05/30/01 Security
Products
International
05/29/01 Agilent
Technologies/
Heartstream
Operation
05/29/01 Laerdal Medical Corp.
05/29/01 Medical Research Labs
05/29/01 Medtronic
PhysioControl
05/29/01 Survivalink
Corp.
06/01/01 Beckman
Coulter
06/01/01 Fisher Scientific
06/01/01 Thermo
Finnigan
05/30/01 Original
Bradford
Soap Works
05/30/01 Chemical Services
05/30/01 FBC Chemical Corp.

6810-08

05/30/01

6810-08

05/30/01

6810-08

05/30/01

8430-06 sup# 2
8430-06 sup# 2

05/30/01
05/30/01

9905-09

05/30/01

9905-09

05/30/01

In the
Amount Of

Requisition
or
Contract No.
9905-09

3017
PR
Award
Date or
Contract
Effective
Date
To
05/30/01 U S Municipal Supply

1129210-01
1339150-01

05/29/01
05/29/01

1392070-01

05/29/01

1409210-01

05/29/01

1416230-01
1429380-01

05/29/01
05/29/01

1458230-01

05/29/01

1480070-01

05/29/01

1482210-01

05/29/01

1517300-01

05/29/01

1529340-01
1537070-01

05/29/01
05/29/01

1539380-01

05/29/01

1548340-01

05/29/01

1566200-01

05/29/01

10,523.15

7314500-01
7314520-01

05/29/01
05/29/01

100,000.00

100,000.00

1,800,000.00

1,800,000.00
1,800,000.00
1,800,000.00

1,800,000.00
20,000.00
140,000.00
20,000.00
135,800.00

6,294.00
207,093.50

GFI Chemicals LP
Interstate
Chemical
Co.
Magnatrade
Corp.

24,262.27

34,960.00

7314570-01

05/29/01

Altama Delta
Bob’s Army &
Navy
Bunzl Extrusion
Tacoma
Traffic Signal
Co. of Wisconsin

65,925.00
6,701.00

8141850-01

05/29/01

8145650-01

05/29/01

23,391.00

6,822.50
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Marc-Service
Colorado
Time Systems LLC
Rodata

In the
Amount Of
11,212.70
63,000.00
41,000.00

68,903.00

Best Line
52,745.00
Leasing
Louis Page
22,324.27
49,500.00
Imagineering
Services/
dba
Asperline
Log Homes
Deerfield Ag.
30,516.00
& Turf
Center
Moore North
41,477.50
America
Globe Electric
21,628.53
Co.
G R Spo62,400.00
naugle &
Sons
Ecops
54,600.00
Apex Adver30,922.50
tising
Pennsylvania
38,387.65
Police Supply
Thomcast
151,746.00
Communications/
Wireless
Div.
23,580.00
Astec
Microflow
Systems
Kyrus Corp.
32,640.00
Minibags
76,127.70
USA
Westgate
Chevrolet/
dba Apple
Chevrolet
Terre Hill
Silo Co/dba
Terre Hill
Concrete
Products
A C Miller
Concrete
Products

43,972.00

92,300.00

40,855.00

3018

Requisition
or
Contract No.
8220750-01

8223040-01

STATE CONTRACTS INFORMATION
PR
Award
Date or
Contract
Effective
Date
To
05/29/01 A C Miller
Concrete
Products
05/29/01 Keystone Displays Corp.

In the
Amount Of
86,874.00

31,423.84

8505660-01

05/29/01

Midwestern
Wholesalers

38,352.25

8505760-01

05/29/01

Terre Hill
Silo Co/dba
Terre Hill
Concrete
Products

30,521.00

GARY E. CROWELL,
Secretary
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 01-1029. Filed for public inspection June 8, 2001, 9:00 a.m.]
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RULES AND REGULATIONS
Title 22—EDUCATION
STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION
[22 PA. CODE CHS. 14 AND 342]
Special Education Services and Programs
The State Board of Education (Board) amends Chapter
14 (relating to special education services and programs)
and deletes Chapter 342 (relating to standards relating to
special education services and programs) to read as set
forth in Annex A, under the authority of the Public School
Code of 1949 (24 P. S. 1-101—26-2606-B) (act).
Notice of proposed rulemaking was published at 30
Pa.B. 4628 (September 2, 2000) with an invitation to
submit written comments within 30 days. In addition, the
Board held hearings on the proposed amendments on
September 15, 21 and 25, 2000.
These final-form regulations establish procedures for
the identification of students who are disabled and in
need of special education services and programs and set
forth requirements and procedures for the delivery of
those services and programs.
Response to Comments
Adoption by Reference
Commentators and the House Education Committee
recommended that the appropriate text of the Federal
regulations from 34 CFR Part 300 (relating to assistance
to states for the education of children with disabilities) be
incorporated in the text of these final-form regulations.
Other commentators supported the choice to adopt by
reference. Early in its work, the Board’s Standing Committee on Special Education studied and reviewed drafts
of efforts to incorporate the Federal regulations in the
text of Chapter 14 and determined that doing so would
lead to unnecessarily lengthy regulations and lead to
possible discrepancies between Federal intent and State
intent. As a result, these final-form regulations have been
drafted to incorporate Federal regulations by reference,
adding in those areas where the Federal regulations
require greater detail, when the Commonwealth’s statutes or court decisions require specific language and
when practices in this Commonwealth are different from
those found in other jurisdictions. Federal regulations are
adopted by reference in many regulations of this Commonwealth. The revised final-form regulations have
added to all Federal regulation references in § 14.102
(relating to purposes) parenthetical descriptions of titles
of those sections as provided in the Federal regulations to
assist the reader. The Department of Education (Department) has and will continue to develop publications and
other media to inform parents, teachers and administrators of their rights and responsibilities under both Federal and State statutes and regulations in regard to
children with disabilities. Documents and websites which
clearly link Federal and State regulations in a ‘‘side-byside’’ format will be available upon final publication.
Section 14.101 (relating to definitions)
Defining ‘‘student with a disability’’—The Independent
Regulatory Review Commission (IRRC) recommended
that a definition of ‘‘student with a disability’’ be added
for clarification. A definition has been added in this
final-form rulemaking. In addition, public commentators

and IRRC stated that the proposed rulemaking relying on
the Federal definition is less specific than that currently
found in Chapter 342 for students with mental retardation, which established an IQ of 80 or higher as a cutoff.
By diminishing possible reliance on a single intelligence
measure, multidisciplinary evaluation teams will be able
to perform comprehensive evaluations, which may include
IQ scores, to determine if a student has subaverage
general intellectual functioning. Thus the Board elected
to rely on the Federal definition.
Definitions of ‘‘early intervention services’’ and ‘‘mutually agreed-upon written arrangements’’—IRRC recommended revising the definitions of ‘‘early intervention
services’’ and ‘‘mutually agreed-upon written arrangements.’’ The revised final-form rulemaking has deleted
prior definitions and inserted references to the Early
Intervention Services System Act (11 P. S. §§ 875-101—
875-503) in defining these two terms.
Definition of ‘‘parent’’—IRRC recommended clarifying
the role of foster parents in obtaining special education or
early intervention services. A definition of parent is added
in the revised final-form rulemaking which includes foster
parents so that foster parents in this Commonwealth will
henceforward be able to act as parents.
Section 14.122 (relating to screening)
Involvement of parents—Commentators, the House
Education Committee and IRRC asked that provisions be
added to the screening process requirements that would
involve parents in this process. Language has been added
in § 14.122(c)(7) (relating to screening).
Section 14.123 (relating to evaluation)
Group of qualified professionals—IRRC commented that
this provision is vague and should be clarified. The
professionals involved in each evaluation must be determined on a case-by-case basis. Listing all professionals
who might serve would be nearly impossible to identify
for the wide range of disabilities, be overly prescriptive
and result in unnecessarily large evaluation teams. Ongoing guidance from the Department will be provided to
help parents, teachers and administrators understand the
professionals needed to evaluate students for disabilities.
School psychologists—Commentators, the House Education Committee and IRRC asked the Board to restore the
requirement for school psychologists to be members of
every multidisciplinary evaluation team. Other commentators supported the proposed rulemaking so that school
psychologists would not be required to participate in
evaluations which might be purely physical in nature
(such as, deafness and hard of hearing, speech pathology).
The final-form rulemaking has been revised to list those
areas where a school psychologist must be part of the
evaluation team. Similar language has been added to
§ 14.124 (relating to reevaluation).
Section 14.131 (relating to implementation of the IEP)
Implementation of the IEP within 10 days—Commentators, the House Education Committee and IRRC recommended that current language requiring the IEP to be
implemented within 10 days be restored. The final-form
rulemaking has been changed to include that requirement.
Sections 14.141 and 14.142 (relating to educational placement)
A number of issues regarding educational placement
were raised by commentators, the House Education Com-
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mittee and IRRC. These included: (1) ‘‘recommended’’
caseloads; (2) caseload limitations to be followed in
intermediate unit (IU)-operated or multidistrict classes;
(3) class size limitations; (4) the involvement of parents or
teachers in the adoption of district caseloads; (5)
caseloads and class sizes for regular education classes in
which students with disabilities receive programs and
services; and (6) age range limitations for special education classes. Public comments were received that favored
educational placement as described in the proposed rulemaking as well as in opposition to it.

The Board maintains its choice to eliminate class size
restrictions in the final-form regulation for four reasons:
(1) there is no Federal requirement to establish class
sizes; (2) staffing of classes for students with disabilities
must be constructed by schools from the requirements
established in student IEPs and cannot be determined
effectively as a uniform Statewide standard; (3) caseloads
provide general protections to prevent overcrowding; and
(4) procedural safeguards ensure that class size cannot
serve as an impediment to any student achieving the
student’s goals as established in the IEP.

As a result, this final-form rulemaking has been revised
in a number of areas. Caseload limitations are now
mandatory and a process is established where school
districts may request a variance from the caseload limitations by application to the Secretary. As part of the
application materials, the district must describe how
parents, teachers and others were able to review and offer
comments on the requested caseload variance. Language
regarding caseload for classes attended by students from
more than one district has been clarified to require the
caseload of the district in which the class is operated to
be applied. IU itinerant services provided to multiple
districts must follow caseload limitations.

No caseloads or class sizes are established in this
final-form rulemaking for regular education classrooms in
which students with disabilities are included for most or
all of the school day. Doing so would result in class size
restrictions for most classes in this Commonwealth, a
decision which is currently within the purview of locallyelected school boards.

Public comments were received that supported the
elimination of class size restrictions currently found in
Chapter 342. These individuals and organizations supported the flexibility permitted districts to structure and
staff the programs and services as required in student
IEPs. Other public commentators and the House Education Committee asked the Board to restore class size
restrictions to limit possibilities for overcrowding special
education classes. The Board’s goal in considering
changes to the current chart was to strike a balance
between students’ rights for a free appropriate public
education (FAPE) and flexibility in staffing and scheduling necessary to provide FAPE effectively and efficiently
to all students requiring special education. In its consideration of a variety of options, the Board became convinced that the IEP—the document that identifies the
specially-designed instruction necessary for a student to
receive FAPE—is the controlling document from which
school’s schedule staff, programs and services. And with
over 220,000 IEPs, many including a variety of instructional and related support requirements, flexibility is
important to effectively and efficiently meet the requirements of those plans.
The original class size restrictions were developed in
the 1970s when special education was designed to exclude
rather than include children in the general curriculum
and when fewer students were identified and served
through special education. Since that time, the range and
number of disabilities has grown as well as the range and
number of educational and professional services that are
necessary to address those disabilities. More importantly,
the direction for the delivery of special education has
changed from exclusion to inclusion.
The Board found that class size restrictions were
incongruent with current practice in the delivery of
special education, provided little flexibility for educational
purposes, and focused compliance issues on staffing snapshots rather than on whether or not students were
meeting the goals of their IEP. The Board believes that
compliance should be driven by attention to the student’s
IEP and the effectiveness of programs designed to help
the student achieve the student’s goals as outlined in the
IEP.

Language on age range restrictions in special education
has been retained in this final-form rulemaking.
Section 14.143 (relating to disciplinary exclusion)
Proposed Chapter 14 contained a provision that a
disciplinary exclusion of the student with a disability of
15 days or longer constituted a change in placement,
triggering the convening of the IEP team. Public comments were received in support of the provision and in
opposition. Those commentators requesting a change
stated that the provision was in excess of the Federal
requirement which stated that disciplinary exclusions
which constituted a pattern would constitute a change in
placement. The Board did not change the final-form
rulemaking because the 15-day limitation creates a clear
standard for all to follow.
Section 14.152 (relating to child find, public awareness
and screening)
Comparability of screening requirements—Public commentators and IRRC pointed out that the public notice
requirements seeking to identify children suspected of
being disabled were less detailed for early intervention
than they were for school age programs. Language has
been modified in this final-form rulemaking to be comparable.
Section 14.162 (relating to scope of appellate panel review)
Language has been added to this section to clarify the
scope of review by the panel of hearing officers to reflect
Federal regulations.
Representation in Due Process Hearings
Commentators and the House Education Committee
questioned the change directed by the Office of Attorney
General regarding representation at due process hearings. Additional consultation affirms the position taken by
the Office of Attorney General and described in the
proposed rulemaking. As a result, no change is found in
this final-form rulemaking. Some commentators stated
that this provision would require parents to engage the
services of attorneys to participate in due process hearings. Nothing in the final-form rulemaking limits parents’
rights to represent themselves and the interests of their
children in due process hearings.
Further Response to Public Comment
A document containing detailed response to comments
not included here was mailed to all public commentators
and provided to the Governor’s Office, Standing Committees and IRRC. A copy is available from Peter H. Garland,
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Executive Director, State Board of Education, 333 Market
Street, Harrisburg, PA 17126-0333, (717) 787-3787 or
TDD (717) 787-7367.
Affected Parties
Students who need or may need special education
services and programs are affected by these final-form
regulations. The final-form regulations also affect parents
and guardians of those students by guaranteeing their
participation in the process of determining services and
programs that best meet the needs of their child. School
districts and intermediate units are affected through
compliance with the final-form regulations.
Cost and Paperwork Estimates
These regulations provide procedures for consistent
implementation of existing Federal and Commonwealth
law and regulation. Adopting these revisions to Chapter
14 may result in savings by changing the reevaluation
requirement from every 2 years to every 3 years (except
for students who are mentally-retarded). This change
could result in an approximate annual Statewide savings
of $4.75 million for school districts.
School districts will experience additional costs over
time in complying with new Federal requirements (that
is, the requirement that regular education teachers participate in IEP meetings) that might minimize the potential savings described in this Preamble. New Federal
regulations have created additional paperwork requirements including regarding student goals and benchmarks
in the IEP, and the more frequent issuance of procedural
safeguards notices related to IEP team meetings, reevaluation, and in certain disciplinary situations.
Effective Date
These final-form regulations will become effective upon
final publication in the Pennsylvania Bulletin.
Sunset Date
The effectiveness of Chapter 14 will be reviewed by the
Board every 4 years, in accordance with the Board’s
policy and practice respecting all regulations promulgated
by the Board. Thus, no sunset date is necessary.
Regulatory Review
Under section 5(a) of the Regulatory Review Act (71
P. S. § 745.5(a)), on August 23, 2000, the Board submitted
a copy of the proposed rulemaking published at 30 Pa.B.
4628 (September 2, 2000) to IRRC and to the Chairpersons of the House and Senate Committees on Education
for review and comment.
In compliance with section 5(c) of the Regulatory
Review Act, the Board also provided IRRC and the
Committees with copies of the comments received as well
as other documentation. In preparing the final-form regulations, the Board considered the comments received from
IRRC, the Committees and the public.
Under section 5.1(d) of the Regulatory Review Act (71
P. S. § 745.5a(d)), the final-form regulations were deemed
approved by the Senate Education Committee on February 26, 2001, and deemed approved by the House Education Committee on February 14, 2001. IRRC met on
March 8, 2001, and disapproved the final-form regulations in accordance with section 6(a) of the Regulatory
Review Act (71 P. S. § 745.6(a)).
Under section 7(a) of the Regulatory Review Act (71
P. S. § 745.7(a)), the Board, on March 15, 2001, served
notice that the final-form regulations would be revised
and promulgated under section 7(c) of the Regulatory
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Review Act. On March 20, 2001, the Board submitted the
agency report and the revised final-form regulations
under section 7(c) of the Regulatory Review Act to the
Office of the Governor, Senate Education Committee,
House Education Committee and IRRC.
Under section 7(c) of the Regulatory Review Act the
revised final-form rulemaking was approved by the Senate Education Committee on March 21, 2001, and deemed
approved by the House Education Committee. IRRC met
on April 5, 2001, and approved the revised final-form
regulations.
Contact Person
The official responsible for information on the promulgation of these revised final-form regulations is Peter H.
Garland, Executive Director, State Board of Education,
333 Market Street, Harrisburg, PA 17126-0333, (717)
787-3787 or TDD (717) 787-7367. The contact person for
the implementation of these revised final-form regulations is Frances Warkomski, Director, Bureau of Special
Education, 333 Market Street, Harrisburg, PA 171260333, (717) 783-2311 or TDD (717) 787-7367.
The Federal regulations adopted by reference herein
may be found at http://www.ideapractices.org/lawandregs.
htm, http://www.cisc.k12.pa.us/federalregister/ or by requesting a copy from Dr. Warkomski.
Alternative formats of the regulations (such as, Braille,
large print, cassette tape) can be made available to
members of the public upon request to Dr. Warkomski at
the telephone numbers and address previously listed.
Findings
The Board finds that:
(1) Public notice of the intention to adopt these regulations was given under sections 201 and 202 of the act of
July 31, 1968 (P. L. 769, No. 240) (45 P. S. §§ 1201 and
1202) and the regulations promulgated thereunder in 1
Pa. Code §§ 7.1 and 7.2.
(2) A public comment period was provided as required
by law and all comments were considered.
(3) The regulations are necessary and appropriate for
the administration of the act.
Order
The Board, acting under the authorizing statute, orders
that:
(a) The regulations of the Board, 22 Pa. Code Chapters
14 and 342, are amended by deleting §§ 14.1—14.8,
14.21—14.25, 14.31—14.39, 14.41—14.45, 14.51—14.56,
14.61—14.68, 14.71—14.74, 342.1—342.8, 342.21—342.25,
342.31—342.39, 342.41—342.46, 342.51—342.56, 342.61—
342.68 and 342.71—342.74; and by adding §§ 14.101—
14.104, 14.121—14.124, 14.131—14.133, 14.141—14.144,
14.151—14.158, 14.161—14.162 to read as set forth at
Annex A.
(b) The Executive Director will submit this order and
Annex A to the Office of General Counsel and the Office
of Attorney General for review and approval as to legality
and form as required by law.
(c) The Executive Director of the Board shall certify
this order and Annex A and deposit them with the
Legislative Reference Bureau as required by law.
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(d) This order is effective upon final publication in the
Pennsylvania Bulletin.
PETER H. GARLAND,
Executive Director
(Editor’s Note: For the text of the order of the Independent Regulatory Review Commision relating to this document, see 31 Pa.B. 2238 (April 21, 2001).)
Fiscal Note: Fiscal Note 6-270 remains valid for the
final adoption of the subject regulations.
Annex A
TITLE 22. EDUCATION
PART I. BOARD OF EDUCATION
CHAPTER 14. SPECIAL EDUCATION SERVICES
AND PROGRAMS
Sec.
14.1—14.8.
14.21—14.25.
14.31—14.39.
14.41—14.45.
14.51—14.56.
14.61—14.68.
14.71—14.74.

(Reserved).
(Reserved).
(Reserved).
(Reserved).
(Reserved).
(Reserved).
(Reserved).

GENERAL PROVISIONS
14.101.
14.102.
14.103.
14.104.

Definitions.
Purposes.
Terminology related to Federal regulations.
Educational plans.

CHILD FIND, SCREENING AND EVALUATION
14.121.
14.122.
14.123.
14.124.

Child find.
Screening.
Evaluation.
Reevaluation.

14.131.
14.132.
14.133.

IEP.
ESY.
Behavior support.

IEP

EDUCATIONAL PLACEMENT
14.141.
14.142.
14.143.
14.144.

Terminology related to educational placement.
Caseload for special education.
Disciplinary placements.
Facilities.

EARLY INTERVENTION
14.151.
14.152.
14.153.
14.154
14.155.
14.156.
14.157.
14.158.

Purpose.
Childfind, public awareness and screening.
Evaluation.
IEP.
Range of services.
System of quality assurance.
Exit criteria.
Data collection.

PROCEDURAL SAFEGUARDS
14.161.
14.162.

Prehearing conferences.
Impartial due process hearing and expedited due process
hearing.

GENERAL PROVISIONS
§§ 14.1—14.8. (Reserved).
§§ 14.21—14.25. (Reserved).
§§ 14.31—14.39. (Reserved).

regulations) the following words and terms, when used in
this chapter, have the following meanings, unless the
context clearly indicates otherwise:
Act—The Early Intervention Services System Act (11
P. S. §§ 875-101—875-503).
Agency—An intermediate unit, school district, approved
private school, State-operated program or facility or other
public (excluding charter schools under 24 P. S. §§ 171701-A—17-1732-A) or private organization providing
educational services to children with disabilities or providing early intervention services.
Age of beginners—The minimum age established by the
school district board of directors for admission to the
district’s first grade under § 11.15 (relating to admission
of beginners).
Department—The Department of Education of the Commonwealth.
Developmental areas—Cognitive, communicative, physical, social/emotional and self-help.
Developmental delay—A child who is less than the age
of beginners and at least 3 years of age is considered to
have a developmental delay when one of the following
exists:
(i) The child’s score, on a developmental assessment
device, on an assessment instrument which yields a score
in months, indicates that the child is delayed by 25% of
the child’s chronological age in one or more developmental areas.
(ii) The child is delayed in one or more of the developmental areas, as documented by test performance of 1.5
standard deviations below the mean on standardized
tests.
ESY—Extended school year.
Early intervention agency—An intermediate unit, school
district or licensed provider which has entered into a
mutually agreed upon written arrangement with the
Department to provide early intervention services to
eligible young children in accordance with the act.
Early intervention services—As defined in the act.
Eligible young child—A child who is less than the age
of beginners and at least 3 years of age and who meets
the criteria in 34 CFR 300.7 (relating to a child with a
disability).
IEP—Individualized education program.
IST—Instructional support team.
MDT—Multidisciplinary team.
Mutually agreed-upon written arrangement—As defined
in the act.
Parent—The term as defined in 34 CFR 300.20 (relating to parent) and also includes individuals appointed as
foster parents under 42 Pa.C.S. §§ 6301—6311 (relating
to the Juvenile Act).
Secretary—The Secretary of the Department.

§§ 14.41—14.45. (Reserved).
§§ 14.51—14.56. (Reserved).

Student with a disability—A child of school age who
meets the criteria in 34 CFR 300.7 (relating to a child
with a disability).
§ 14.102. Purposes.

§§ 14.61—14.68. (Reserved).
§§ 14.71—14.74. (Reserved).
§ 14.101. Definitions.
In addition to the definitions in § 14.102 and 14.103
(relating to purposes; and terminology related to Federal

(a) It is the intent of the Board that children with
disabilities be provided with quality special education
services and programs. The purposes of this chapter are
to serve the following:
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(1) To adopt Federal regulations by incorporation by
reference to satisfy the statutory requirements under the
Individuals with Disabilities Education Act (20 U.S.C.A.
§§ 1400—1419) and to ensure that:
(i) Children with disabilities have available to them a
free appropriate public education which is designed to
enable the student to participate fully and independently
in the community, including preparation for employment
or higher education.
(ii) The rights of children with disabilities and parents
of these children are protected.
(2) To adopt, except as expressly otherwise provided in
this chapter, the requirements of 34 CFR Part 300
(relating to assistance to states for the education of
children with disabilities) as published at 64 FR 12418—
12469 (March 12, 1999). The following sections are incorporated by reference.
(i) 34 CFR 300.4—300.6 (defining the terms ‘‘act’’;
‘‘assistive technology device’’; and ‘‘assistive technology
service’’).
(ii) 34 CFR 330.7(a) and (c) (defining the term ‘‘child
with a disability’’).
(iii) 34 CFR 300.8—300.24 (defining the terms ‘‘consent’’; ‘‘day’’; ‘‘business day’’; ‘‘school day’’; ‘‘educational
service agency’’; ‘‘equipment’’; ‘‘evaluation’’; ‘‘free appropriate public education’’; ‘‘include’’; ‘‘individualized education
program’’; ‘‘individualized education program team’’; ‘‘individualized family service plan’’; ‘‘local educational
agency’’; ‘‘native language’’; ‘‘parent’’; ‘‘personally identifiable’’; ‘‘public agency’’; ‘‘qualified personnel’’; and ‘‘related
services’’).
(iv) 34 CFR 300.26 (defining the term ‘‘special education’’).
(v) 34 CFR 300.28 and 300.29 (defining the terms
‘‘supplementary aids and services’’; and ‘‘transition services’’).
(vi) 34 CFR 300.121—300.125 (relating to free appropriate public education (FAPE); exception to FAPE for
certain ages; full educational opportunity goal (FEOG);
FEOG—timetable; and child find).
(vii) 34 CFR 300.138 and 300.139 (relating to participation in assessments; and reports relating to assessments).
(viii) 34 CFR 300.300 (relating to provision of FAPE).
(ix) 34 CFR 300.302—300.309 (relating to residential
placement; proper functioning of hearing aids; full educational opportunity goal; program options; nonacademic
services; physical education; assistive technology; and
extended school year services).
(x) 34 CFR 300.311(b) and (c) (relating to FAPE requirements for students with disabilities in adult prisons).
(xi) 34 CFR 300.313 (relating to children experiencing
developmental delays).
(xii) 34 CFR 300.320 and 300.321 (relating to initial
evaluations; and reevaluations).
(xiii) 34 CFR 300.340 (relating to definitions related to
IEPs).
(xiv) 34 CFR 300.342—300.346 (relating to when IEPs
must be in effect; IEP meetings; IEP team; parent
participation; and development, review and revision of
IEP).
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(xv) 34 CFR 300.347 (a), (b) and (d) (relating to content
of IEP).
(xvi) 34 CFR 300.348—300.350 (relating to agency responsibilities for transition services; private school placements by public agencies; and IEPs—accountability).
(xvii) 34 CFR 300.401 (regarding responsibility of state
educational agency in connection with children with
disabilities in private schools placed or referred by public
agencies).
(xviii) 34 CFR 300.403 (relating to placement of children by parents if FAPE is at issue).
(xix) 34 CFR 300.450—300.462 (relating to children
with disabilities enrolled by their parents in private
schools).
(xx) 34 CFR 300.500—300.515 (regarding certain due
process procedures for parents and their children).
(xxi) 34 CFR 300.519—300.529 (relating to discipline
procedures).
(xxii) 34 CFR 300.531—300.536 (regarding certain procedures for evaluation and determination of eligibility).
(xxiii) 34 CFR 300.540—300.543 (relating to additional
procedures for evaluating children with specific learning
disabilities).
(xxiv) 34 CFR 300.550—300.553 (relating to least restrictive environment (LRE) including general LRE requirements; continuum of alternative placements; placements; and nonacademic settings).
(xxv) 34 CFR 300.560—300.574(a) and (b) (providing
for confidentiality of information).
(xxvi) 34 CFR 300.576 (relating to disciplinary information).
(3) To specify how the Commonwealth will meet its
obligations to suspected and identified children with
disabilities who require special education and related
services.
(4) To provide to the Commonwealth, through the
Department, general supervision of services and programs provided under this chapter.
(b) To provide services and programs effectively, the
Commonwealth will delegate operational responsibility
for school aged students to its school districts to include
the provision of child find duties prescribed by 34 CFR
300.125(a) (relating to child find).
§ 14.103. Terminology related to Federal regulations.
For purposes of interfacing with 34 CFR Part 300
(relating to assistance to states for the education of
children with disabilities), the following term applies,
unless the context clearly indicates otherwise:
Local educational agency—Where the Federal provision
uses the term ‘‘local educational agency,’’ for purposes of
this chapter, the term means an intermediate unit, school
district, State operated program or facility or other public
organization providing educational services to children
with disabilities or providing early intervention services.
Applicability of this term to public charter schools is
found in Chapter 711 (relating to charter school services
and programs for children with disabilities).
§ 14.104. Educational plans.
(a) Each school district shall develop a special education plan aligned with the strategic plan of the school
district under § 4.13 (relating to strategic plans). The
special education plan shall be developed every 3 years
consistent with the 3-year review cycle of the strategic
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plan of the school district. The Secretary will prescribe
the format, content and time for submission of the special
education plan.
(b) Each school district’s special education plan shall
specify special education programs that operate in the
district and those that are operated in the district by the
intermediate units, area vocational technical schools and
other agencies.
(c) Each school district’s special education plan shall
include procedures for the education of all students with
a disability who are residents of the district including
those receiving special education in approved private
schools and students with a disability who are nonresidents placed in private homes or institutions in the school
district under sections 1305, 1306 and 1306.2 of the
Public School Code of 1949 (24 P. S. §§ 13-1305, 13-1306
and 13-1306.2).
(d) Each intermediate unit shall prepare annually and
submit to the Secretary a special education plan specifying the special education services and programs to be
operated by the intermediate unit. The Secretary will
prescribe the format, content and time for submission of
the intermediate units’ plans.
(e) Each early intervention agency shall develop an
early intervention special education plan every 3 years.
(f) The Department will approve plans in accordance
with the following criteria:
(1) Services and programs are designed to meet the
needs of students identified as children with disabilities
within the school district or intermediate unit or eligible
young children within the early intervention agency.
(2) The full range of services and programs under this
chapter are available to children with disabilities and
eligible young children.
(3) The plan meets the specifications defined in this
chapter and the format, content and time for submission
of the agency plans prescribed by the Secretary.
(g) Portions of the plans that do not meet the criteria
for approval will be disapproved. Prior to disapproval,
Department personnel will discuss disapproved portions
of the plan and suggest modifications with appropriate
intermediate unit or school district personnel. Portions of
the plan that are not specifically disapproved will be
deemed approved.
(h) When a portion of an intermediate unit, school
district or early intervention plan is disapproved, the
Department will issue a notice specifying the portion of
the plan disapproved, and the rationale for the disapproval and the opportunity for a hearing under 2 Pa.C.S.
§§ 501—508 and 701—704 (relating to the Administrative
Agency Law) and 1 Pa. Code Part II (relating to General
Rules of Administrative Practice Procedure). If requested,
the Department will convene a hearing within 30-days
after the receipt of the request. The Department will
render a decision within 30-days following the hearing.
CHILD FIND, SCREENING AND EVALUATION
§ 14.121. Child find.
(a) In addition to the requirements incorporated by
reference in 34 CFR 300.125(a)(1)(i) (relating to child
find), each school district shall adopt and use a public
outreach awareness system to locate and identify children
thought to be eligible for special education within the
school district’s jurisdiction.

(b) Each school district shall conduct awareness activities to inform the public of its early intervention and
special education services and programs and the manner
in which to request services and programs.
(c) Each school district shall provide annual public
notification, published or announced in newspapers or
other media, or both, with circulation adequate to notify
parents throughout the school district of child identification activities and of the procedures followed to ensure
confidentiality of information pertaining to students with
disabilities or eligible young children in accordance with
this chapter.
§ 14.122. Screening.
(a) Each school district shall establish a system of
screening to accomplish the following:
(1) Identify and provide initial screening for students
prior to referral for a special education evaluation.
(2) Provide peer support for teachers and other staff
members to assist them in working effectively with
students in the general education curriculum.
(3) Conduct hearing and vision screening in accordance
with section 1402 of the Public School Code of 1949 (24
P. S. § 14-1402) for the purpose of identifying students
with hearing or vision difficulty so that they can be
referred for assistance or recommended for evaluation for
special education.
(4) Identify students who may need special education
services and programs.
(b) Each school district shall implement a comprehensive screening process. School districts may implement
instructional support according to Department guidelines
or an alternative screening process. School districts which
elect not to use instructional support for screening shall
develop and implement a comprehensive screening process that meets the requirements specified in subsections
(a) and (c).
(c) The screening process shall include:
(1) For students with academic concerns, an assessment of the student’s functioning in the curriculum
including curriculum-based or performance-based assessment.
(2) For students with behavioral concerns, a systematic
observation of the student’s behavior in the classroom or
area in which the student is displaying difficulty.
(3) An intervention based on the results of the assessments under paragraph (1) or (2).
(4) An assessment of the student’s response to the
intervention.
(5) A determination as to whether the student’s assessed difficulties are due to a lack of instruction or
limited English proficiency.
(6) A determination as to whether the student’s needs
exceed the functional ability of the regular education
program to maintain the student at an appropriate
instructional level.
(7) Activities designed to gain the participation of
parents.
(d) If screening activities have produced little or no
improvement within 60 school days after initiation, the
student shall be referred for evaluation under § 14.123
(relating to evaluation).
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(e) Screening activities do not serve as a bar to the
right of a parent to request an evaluation, at any time,
including prior to or during the conduct of screening
activities.
§ 14.123. Evaluation.
(a) The group of qualified professionals, which reviews
the evaluation materials to determine whether the child
is a child with a disability under 34 CFR 300.534(a)(1)
(relating to determination of eligibility), shall include a
certified school psychologist when evaluating a child for
autism, emotional disturbance, mental retardation, multiple disabilities, other health impairments, specific learning disability or traumatic brain injury.
(b) In addition to the requirements incorporated by
reference in 34 CFR 300.531—300.535, the initial evaluation shall be completed and a copy of the evaluation
report presented to the parents no later than 60 school
days after the agency receives written parental consent.
§ 14.124. Reevaluation.
(a) The group of qualified professionals, which reviews
the evaluation materials to determine whether the child
is a child with a disability under 34 CFR 300.536
(relating to reevaluation), shall include a certified school
psychologist when evaluating a child for autism, emotional disturbance, mental retardation, multiple disabilities, other health impairment, specific learning disability
and traumatic brain injury.
(b) In addition to the requirements incorporated by
reference in 34 CFR 300.536 (relating to reevaluation), a
reevaluation report shall be provided to the parents
within 60 school days from the date that the request for
reevaluation was received from the parent or teacher, or
from the date that a determination is made by the agency
that conditions warrant a reevaluation.
(c) Students with disabilities who are identified as
mentally retarded shall be reevaluated at least once every
2 years.
IEP
§ 14.131. IEP.
(a) In addition to the requirements incorporated by
reference, the following provisions apply to IEPs:
(1) Copies of the comprehensive evaluation report shall
be disseminated to the parents at least 10 school days
prior to the meeting of the IEP team. A parent may waive
this provision.
(2) The IEP of each student shall be implemented as
soon as possible but no later than 10 school days after its
completion.
(3) If a student with a disability moves from one school
district in this Commonwealth to another, the new district shall implement the existing IEP to the extent
possible or shall provide the services and programs
specified in an interim IEP agreed to by the parents. The
interim IEP shall be implemented until a new IEP is
developed and implemented or until the completion of due
process proceedings under this chapter.
(4) If a student with a disability moves into a school
district in this Commonwealth from another state, the
new school district may treat the student as a new
enrollee and place the student into regular education and
it is not required to implement the student’s existing IEP.
(5) Every student receiving special education and related services provided for in an IEP developed prior June
9, 2001, shall continue to receive the special education
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and related services under that IEP subject to the terms,
limitations and conditions set forth in law.
(b) In addition to the requirements incorporated by
reference in 34 CFR 300.29, 300.344(b) and 300.347(b)
(relating to transition services; IEP team; and content of
IEP), each school district shall designate persons responsible to coordinate transition activities.
§ 14.132. ESY.
This section sets forth the standards for determining
whether a student with disabilities requires ESY as part
of the student’s program.
(1) At each IEP meeting for a student with disabilities,
the school districts shall determine whether the student
is eligible for ESY services and if so, make subsequent
determinations about the services to be provided.
(2) In considering whether a student is eligible for ESY
services, the IEP team shall consider the following factors, however, no single factor will be considered determinative:
(i) Regression—whether the student reverts to a lower
level of functioning as evidenced by a measurable decrease in skills or behaviors which occurs as a result of an
interruption in educational programming.
(ii) Recoupment—whether the student has the capacity
to recover the skills or behavior patterns in which
regression occurred to a level demonstrated prior to the
interruption of educational programming.
(iii) Whether the student’s difficulties with regression
and recoupment make it unlikely that the student will
maintain the skills and behaviors relevant to IEP goals
and objectives.
(iv) The extent to which the student has mastered and
consolidated an important skill or behavior at the point
when educational programming would be interrupted.
(v) The extent to which a skill or behavior is particularly crucial for the student to meet the IEP goals of
self-sufficiency and independence from caretakers.
(vi) The extent to which successive interruptions in
educational programming result in a student’s withdrawal from the learning process.
(vii) Whether the student’s disability is severe, such as
autism/pervasive developmental disorder, serious emotional disturbance, severe mental retardation, degenerative impairments with mental involvement and severe
multiple disabilities.
(3) Reliable sources of information regarding a student’s educational needs, propensity to progress, recoupment potential and year-to-year progress may include the
following:
(i) Progress on goals in consecutive IEPs.
(ii) Progress reports maintained by educators, therapists and others having direct contact with the student
before and after interruptions in the education program.
(iii) Reports by parents of negative changes in adaptive
behaviors or in other skill areas.
(iv) Medical or other agency reports indicating
degenerative-type difficulties, which become exacerbated
during breaks in educational services.
(v) Observations and opinions by educators, parents
and others.
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(vi) Results of tests including criterion-referenced tests,
curriculum-based assessments, ecological life skills
assessments and other equivalent measures.
(4) The need for ESY services will not be based on any
of the following:
(i) The desire or need for day care or respite care
services.
(ii) The desire or need for a summer recreation program.
(iii) The desire or need for other programs or services
which, while they may provide educational benefit, are
not required to ensure the provision of a free appropriate
public education.
§ 14.133. Behavior support.
(a) Positive rather than negative measures shall form
the basis of behavior support programs. Behavior support
programs include a variety of techniques to develop and
maintain skills that will enhance an individual student’s
or young child’s opportunity for learning and selffulfillment. The types of intervention chosen for a particular student or young child shall be the least intrusive
necessary.
(b) Notwithstanding the requirements incorporated by
reference in 34 CFR 300.24(b)(9)(vi), (13)(v), 300.346(a)
(2)(i) and (d) and 300.520(b) and (c) (relating to related
services; development, review, and revision of IEP; and
authority of school personnel), with regard to a child’s
behavior, the following words and terms when used in
this section, have the following meanings, unless the
context clearly indicates otherwise:
Aversive techniques—Deliberate activities designed to
establish a negative association with a specific behavior.
Behavior support—The development, change and maintenance of selected behaviors through the systematic
application of behavior change techniques.
Positive techniques—Methods which utilize positive reinforcement to shape a student’s behavior, ranging from
the use of positive verbal statements as a reward for good
behavior to specific tangible rewards.
Restraints—Devices and techniques designed and used
to control acute or episodic aggressive behaviors or to
control involuntary movements or lack of muscular control due to organic causes or conditions. The term includes physical and mechanical restraints.
(c) Restraints to control acute or episodic aggressive
behavior may be used only when the student is acting in
a manner as to be a clear and present danger to himself,
to other students or to employees, and only when less
restrictive measures and techniques have proven to be or
are less effective. The use of restraints to control the
aggressive behavior of an individual student shall cause a
meeting of the IEP team to review the current IEP for
appropriateness and effectiveness. The use of restraints
may not be included in the IEP for the convenience of
staff, as a substitute for an educational program, or
employed as punishment.
(d) Mechanical restraints, which are used to control
involuntary movement or lack of muscular control of
students when due to organic causes or conditions, may
be employed only when specified by an IEP and as
determined by a medical professional qualified to make
the determination, and as agreed to by the student’s
parents. Mechanical restraints shall prevent a student
from injuring himself or others or promote normative
body positioning and physical functioning.

(e) The following aversive techniques of handling behavior are considered inappropriate and may not be used
by agencies in educational programs:
(1) Corporal punishment.
(2) Punishment for a manifestation of a student’s disability.
(3) Locked rooms, locked boxes or other locked structures or spaces from which the student cannot readily
exit.
(4) Noxious substances.
(5) Deprivation of basic human rights, such as withholding meals, water or fresh air.
(6) Suspensions constituting a pattern
§ 14.143(a) (relating to disciplinary placement).

under

(7) Treatment of a demeaning nature.
(8) Electric shock.
(f) Agencies have the primary responsibility for ensuring that behavior management programs are in accordance with this chapter, including the training of personnel
for the use of specific procedures, methods and techniques, and for having a written policy on the use of
behavior management techniques and obtaining parental
consent prior to the use of highly restraining or intrusive
procedures.
(g) In accordance with their plans, agencies may convene human rights committees to oversee the use of
restraining or intrusive procedures and restraints.
EDUCATIONAL PLACEMENT
§ 14.141. Terminology related to educational placement.
Notwithstanding the requirements incorporated by reference with regard to educational placements, the following words and terms, when used in § 14.142 (relating to
caseload for special education), have the following meanings:
Autistic support—Services for students with the disability of autism.
Blind and visually impaired support—Services for students with the disability of visual impairment, including
blindness.
Deaf and hard of hearing impaired support—Services
for students with the disabilities of deafness or hearing
impairment.
Emotional support—Services for students with a disability whose primary identified need is emotional support.
Full-time—Special education classes provided for the
entire school day, with opportunities for participation in
nonacademic and extracurricular activities to the maximum extent appropriate, which may be located in or
outside of a regular school.
Itinerant—Regular classroom instruction for most of the
school day, with special education services and programs
provided by special education personnel inside or outside
of the regular class for part of the school day.
Learning support—Services for students with a disability whose primary identified need is academic learning.
Life skills support—Services for students with a disability focused primarily on the needs of students for independent living.
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Multiple disabilities support—Services for students
with multiple disabilities.
Part-time—Special education services and programs
outside the regular classroom but in a regular school for
most of the school day, with some instruction in the
regular classroom for part of the school day.

school day, with special education services and programs
provided by special education personnel in a resource
room for part of the school day.

Physical support—Services designed primarily to meet
the needs of students with the disabilities of orthopedic or
other health impairment.
Resource—Regular classroom instruction for most of the

§ 14.142. Caseload for special education.

Speech and language support—Services for students
with the disability of speech and language impairment.

(a) This chart presents the maximum caseload allowed
on a single teacher’s roll for each school district.

Type of Service
Learning Support
Life Skills Support

Itinerant
50
20

Resource
20
20

Part-time
15
15

Emotional Support
Deaf and Hearing Impaired Support
Blind or Visually Impaired Support
Speech and Language Support
Physical Support
Autistic Support
Multiple Disabilities Support

50
50
50
65
50
12
12

20
15
15

15
10
15

15
8
8

12
8
8

(b) A school district may request approval for a
caseload chart which varies from that in subsection (a) as
part of its special education plan consistent with § 14.104
(relating to educational plans). The caseload and supporting documents submitted shall:
(1) Ensure the ability of assigned staff to provide the
services required in each student’s IEP.
(2) Apply to special education classes operated in the
school district.
(3) Provide a justification for why the chart deviates
from the caseload chart in subsection (a).
(4) Describe the opportunities for parents, teachers and
other interested parties to review and comment on the
chart prior to its submission.
(c) Classes or programs with students from more than
one district regardless of whether operated by a school
district, intermediate unit, or agency shall follow the
caseload chart of the district where the class or program
is located. Intermediate unit itinerant services provided
to multiple districts shall follow the caseload chart under
subsection (a).
(d) Caseloads are not applicable to approved private
schools.
(e) The Department may withdraw approval of variance in the caseload chart for a school district if its
caseload is determined to be inadequate. The Department
will consider at least the following indicators when
making the determination:
(1) Graduation rates of students with a disability.
(2) Drop-out rates of students with a disability.
(3) Postsecondary transition of students with a disability.
(4) Rate of grade level retentions.
(5) Statewide and district-wide assessment results as
prescribed by §§ 4.51 and 4.52 (relating to State assessment system; and local assessment system).
(f) The maximum age range shall be 3 years in elementary school (grades K-6) and 4 years in secondary school

Full-time:
12
12 Elementary
15 Secondary
12
8
12
8
12
8
8

(grades 7-12). A student with a disability may not be
placed in a class in which the chronological age from the
youngest to the oldest student exceeds these limits unless
an exception is determined to be appropriate by the IEP
team and is justified in the IEP.
§ 14.143. Disciplinary placements.
(a) Notwithstanding the requirements incorporated by
reference in 34 CFR 300.519(b) (relating to change of
placement for disciplinary removals), a disciplinary exclusion of a student with a disability for more than 15
cumulative school days in a school year will be considered
a pattern so as to be deemed a change in educational
placement.
(b) A removal from school is a change of placement for
a student who is identified with mental retardation,
except if the student’s actions are consistent with 34 CFR
300.520 (a)(2)(i) and (ii) (relating to authority of school
personnel). For this purpose, the definitions in 34 CFR
300.520(d) apply.
§ 14.144. Facilities
The comparability and availability of facilities for students with a disability shall be consistent with the
approved intermediate unit or school district plan, which
shall provide, by description of policies and procedures,
the following:
(1) Students with disabilities will be provided appropriate classroom space.
(2) Moving of a class shall occur only when the result
will be:
(i) To bring the location for delivery of special education services and programs closer to the students’ homes.
(ii) To improve the delivery of special education services and programs without reducing the degree to which
the students with disabilities are educated with students
without disabilities.
(iii) To respond to an emergency which threatens the
students’ health or safety.
(iv) To accommodate ongoing building renovations, provided that the movement of students with disabilities due
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to renovations will be proportional to the number of
students without disabilities being moved.
(v) That the location of classes shall be maintained
within a school building for at least 3 school years.
(3) Each special education class is:
(i) Maintained as close as appropriate to the ebb and
flow of usual school activities.
(ii) Located where noise will not interfere with instruction.
(iii) Located only in space that is designed for purposes
of instruction.
(iv) Readily accessible.
(v) Composed of at least 28 square feet per student.
EARLY INTERVENTION
§ 14.151. Purpose.
(a) This section and §§ 14.152—14.158 (relating to
early intervention) apply to services and programs for
eligible young children.
(b) Notwithstanding the requirements incorporated by
reference, with regard to early intervention services:
(1) The Department will provide for the delivery of
early intervention services.
(2) The Department may provide for the delivery of
some or all of these services through mutually agreedupon written arrangements. Each mutually agreed-upon
written arrangement may include memoranda of understanding under an approved plan submitted to the Department by an intermediate unit, school district or other
agencies.
§ 14.152. Child find, public awareness and screening.
(a) Each early intervention agency shall adopt and use
a system to locate and identify eligible young children
and young children thought to be eligible who reside
within the boundary served by the early intervention
agency.
(b) Each early intervention agency shall conduct
awareness activities to inform the public of early intervention services and programs and the manner by which
to request these services and programs.
(c) Each early intervention agency shall provide annual
public notification, published or announced in newspapers
or other media, or both, with circulation adequate to
notify parents throughout the area served by the agency
of child identification activities and of the procedures
followed to ensure confidentiality of information pertaining to eligible young children in accordance with this
chapter.
§ 14.153. Evaluation.
Notwithstanding the requirements adopted by reference:
(1) Evaluations shall be conducted by early intervention agencies for children who are thought to be eligible
for early intervention and who are referred for evaluation.
(2) Evaluations shall be sufficient in scope and depth to
investigate information relevant to the young child’s
suspected disability, including physical development, cognitive and sensory development, learning problems, learning strengths and educational needs, communication development, social and emotional development, self-help
skills and health considerations, as well as an assessment

of the family’s perceived strengths and needs which will
enhance the child’s development.
(3) The assessment shall include information to assist
the MDT to determine whether the child has a disability
and needs special education and related services and to
determine the extent to which the child can be involved
in appropriate preschool activities.
(4) The following timeline applies to the completion of
evaluations and reevaluations under this section:
(i) Initial evaluation or reevaluation shall be completed
and a copy of the evaluation report presented to the
parents no later than 60 days after the early intervention
agency receives written parental consent.
(ii) Notwithstanding the requirements incorporated by
reference in 34 CFR 300.536 (relating to reevaluation), a
reevaluation report shall be provided within 60 days from
the date that the request for reevaluation was received
from the parent or teacher, or from the date that a
determination is made that conditions warrant a reevaluation.
(iii) Reevaluations shall occur at least every 2 years.
(5) Each eligible young child shall be evaluated by an
MDT, to make a determination of continued eligibility for
early intervention services and to develop an evaluation
report in accordance with the requirements concerning
evaluation under § 14.123 (relating to evaluation), excluding the provision to include a certified school psychologist where appropriate under § 14.123(a).
§ 14.154. IEP.
(a) An IEP is a written plan for the provision of
appropriate early intervention services to an eligible
young child, including services to enable the family to
enhance the young child’s development. The IEP shall be
based on and be responsive to the results of the evaluation.
(b) Notwithstanding the requirements incorporated by
reference, the IEP team shall include:
(1) At least one special education teacher or special
education provider.
(2) An agency representative familiar with appropriate
activities for preschool children and knowledgeable about
the availability of the resources of the early intervention
agency. With regard to the adoption of 34 CFR
300.344(a)(4) (relating to IEP team), the agency representative shall be qualified to provide or supervise the
provision of specially designed instruction to meet the
needs of children with disabilities. This could include a
preschool supervisor or service coordinator or designee of
the early intervention agency.
(c) With parental consent, the IEP shall include a
section on family services, which shall provide for appropriate services to assist the family in supporting the
eligible young child’s development.
(d) Notwithstanding the requirements incorporated by
reference, the following timelines govern the preparation
and implementation of IEPs:
(1) The IEP of each eligible young child shall be
implemented as soon as possible, but no later than 14
days after the completion of the IEP.
(2) The IEP of each eligible young child shall be
reviewed by the IEP team at least annually.
(e) For children who are within 1 year of transition to
a program for school age students, the IEP shall contain
goals and objectives which address the transition process.
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(f) Progress indicators include but are not limited to,
IEP annotation, dated progress and documented parental
feedback.
(g) If an eligible young child moves from one early
intervention agency to another in this Commonwealth,
the new early intervention agency shall implement the
existing IEP to the extent possible or shall provide
services and programs specified in an interim IEP agreed
to by the parents until a new IEP is developed and
implemented and until the completion of due process
proceedings under this chapter.
(h) Every eligible young child receiving special education and related services provided for in the IEP developed prior June 9, 2001, shall continue to receive the
special education and related services under that IEP
subject to the terms, limitations and conditions set forth
in law.
§ 14.155. Range of services.
(a) The Department will ensure that options are available to meet the needs of children eligible for early
intervention. The options may be made available directly
by early intervention agencies or through contractual
arrangements for services and programs of other agencies
in the community, including preschools, provided these
other agencies are licensed, when appropriate, by the
Department or the Department of Public Welfare.
(b) The IEP team shall review the alternatives in
subsection (c) in descending order, except for the options
relating to services and programs provided in the home.
Services provided in the home may be the least restrictive
early intervention program for an eligible young child.
(c) The IEP team shall recommend services and programs be provided in a regular class or regular preschool
program unless the IEP team determines that the IEP
cannot be implemented in a regular class or regular
preschool program even with supplemental aids and
services. The placement options include the following:
(1) Regular preschool program or class for the entire
school or program day with supportive intervention,
including modifications to the regular program and individualization by the preschool program or classroom
teacher.
(2) Regular preschool program or class for all or most
of the school or program day, with supplemental aids and
services provided by early intervention personnel.
(3) Early intervention services and programs provided
in a specialized setting for most or all of the program day,
with noneligible young children.
(4) Early intervention services and programs provided
in a specialized setting, with some programming provided
in the regular preschool program or class and opportunities for participation with noneligible young children in
play or other activities.
(5) Early intervention services and programs provided
in the home, including services which are provided in
conjunction with services provided in another setting.
(6) Early intervention services provided in a specialized
early intervention program.
(7) Early intervention services and programs provided
in a specialized setting, including the following:
(i) An approved private school.
(ii) A residential school, residential facility, State school
or hospital or special secure setting on an individual or
group basis, with parental consent.
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(iii) An approved out-of-State program.
(d) The duration of early intervention services, in
terms of program days and years, shall accommodate the
individual needs of eligible young children. The duration
of early intervention services shall be developed by each
early intervention agency and shall be included in its
plans under § 14.104 (relating to educational plans).
(e) The caseloads of professional personnel shall be
determined on the basis of maximums allowed and the
amount of time required to fulfill eligible young children’s
IEPs. The following caseloads shall be used in early
intervention programs:
(1) Supportive intervention. In a regular preschool program in which supportive intervention is the primary
method of service, the caseload range shall be 10-40
children with no more than six eligible young children
serviced in the same session. Supportive intervention
includes consultation, integrated therapies and other instructional strategies.
(2) Specialized setting. In early intervention programs
provided in a specialized setting, the staff ratio is based
on the developmental levels of the children. At least one
staff member shall be a certified professional. For children functioning at:
(i) 0-18 months—One staff member for every three
eligible young children, with a maximum class size of
nine.
(ii) 18-36 months—One staff member for every four
eligible young children, with a maximum class size of 12.
(iii) 36 months and up—One staff member for every six
eligible young children, with a maximum class size of 18
children.
(3) Home based program. In early intervention programs in which the home based program is provided to
eligible young children as the only program, the ratio is
10 to 20 eligible young children per teacher. This shall
also include teachers of the visually impaired, hearing
impaired, and orientation and mobility specialists.
(4) Early intervention program—speech and language.
In early intervention programs, the speech and language
itinerant program will be provided within a caseload of 10
to 50 eligible young children enrolled per teacher.
(5) Early intervention program—physical and occupational therapies. In early intervention programs where
physical therapy or occupational therapy, or both, is
specified on the IEP, individual caseloads are determined
with consideration of the type of services delivered and
the time required for those services.
§ 14.156. System of quality assurance.
The Department will assure in accordance with section
302(b) of the act (11 P. S. § 875-302(b)) through its
monitoring and technical assistance activities, a system of
quality assurance, including evaluation of the developmental appropriateness, quality and effectiveness of programs; assurance of compliance with program standards;
documented progress indicators; and provision of assistance to assure compliance. These requirements will apply
to those programs operated by the early intervention
agency directly or through providers contracted by the
early intervention agency.
§ 14.157. Exit criteria.
(a) Under section 301(14) of the act (11 P. S. § 875301(14)), children shall be exited subject to §§ 14.161 and
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141.62 (relating to procedural safeguards) from early
intervention based on one or more of the following
criteria:
(1) The child has reached the age of beginners and is
therefore no longer eligible for early intervention services
authorized under the act.
(2) The child has functioned within the range of normal
development for 4 months, with an IEP, and as verified
by the IEP team.
(3) The parent or guardian withdrew the child from
early intervention for other reasons.
(b) If the child does not meet
child’s IEP demonstrates that the
services which can be provided
education, nothing in the law or
that placement.

exit criteria and the
child will benefit from
only through special
this chapter prevents

§ 14.158. Data collection.
The Department will require early intervention agencies to maintain accurate information concerning eligible
young children and the types of services received, and to
report that information in aggregate at predetermined
dates throughout the fiscal year. The Secretary will
prescribe the format, content, data items and time for
submission of the required information.
PROCEDURAL SAFEGUARDS
§ 14.161. Prehearing conferences.
The purpose of the prehearing conference is to reach an
amicable agreement in the best interest of the student or
young child.
(1) In addition to the requirements incorporated by
reference in 34 CFR 300.503—300.505 (relating to prior
notice by the public agency; content of notice; procedural
safeguards notice; and parental consent), the notice shall
provide for a parent to request the school district or early
intervention agency in the case of a young child to
convene a prehearing conference in instances when the
parent disapproves the school district’s proposed action or
refusal to act.

the prehearing conference does not result in an agreement, the provisions under § 14.162 shall be applied.
§ 14.162. Impartial due process hearing and expedited due process hearing.
(a) In addition to the requirements incorporated by
reference in 34 CFR 300.504 (relating to procedural
safeguard notice), with regard to a student who is
mentally retarded or thought to be mentally retarded, a
notice when mailed shall be issued to the parent by
certified mail (addressee only, return receipt requested).
(b) If parents disagree with the school district’s, or the
early intervention agency’s in the case of a young child,
identification, evaluation, or placement of, or the provision of a free appropriate public education to the student
or young child, the parent may request an impartial due
process hearing.
(c) A school district may request a hearing to proceed
with an initial evaluation, an initial educational placement or a reevalaution when the district has not obtained
parental consent as required by 34 CFR 300.505(c)(relating to parental consent). When a parent rejects the
district’s proposed identification of a child, proposed
evaluation, proposed provision of a free appropriate public
education or proposed educational placement, the school
district may request an impartial due process hearing.
(d) The hearing for a child with a disability or thought
to be a child with a disability shall be conducted by and
held in the school district at a place and time reasonably
convenient to the parents and child involved. A hearing
for an eligible young child or thought to be eligible young
child shall be conducted by the early intervention agency
at a place and time reasonably convenient to the parents
and child involved. These options shall be set forth in the
notice provided for requesting a hearing.
(e) The hearing shall be an oral, personal hearing and
shall be closed to the public unless the parents request an
open hearing. If the hearing is open, the decision issued
in the case, and only the decision, shall be available to
the public. If the hearing is closed, the decision shall be
treated as a record of the student or young child and may
not be available to the public.

(2) When a parent requests and the school district or
early intervention agency in the case of a young child
agrees to participate in a prehearing conference, the
conference shall be convened within 10 days of receipt of
the parent notice and shall be chaired by the superintendent, the early intervention agency representative or
their designees.

(f) The decision of the hearing officer shall include
findings of fact, discussion and conclusions of law. Although technical rules of evidence will not be followed,
the decision shall be based solely upon the substantial
evidence presented at the hearing.

(3) A parent or the school district or early intervention
agency in the case of a young child may waive the right
to a prehearing conference and immediately request an
impartial due process hearing under § 14.162 (relating to
impartial due process hearing and expedited due process
hearing).

(h) A written or at the option of the parents, electronic
verbatim record of the hearing shall, upon request, be
made and provided to parents at no cost.

(4) If the prehearing conference results in agreement,
the provisions under § 14.131 (relating to IEP) shall be
applied.
(5) Within 5-days of the agreement, a parent may
notify the school district or early intervention agency in
the case of a young child, in writing, of a decision not to
approve the identification, evaluation, recommended assignment or the provision of a free appropriate public
education. When a parent gives notice not to approve the
identification, evaluation, recommended assignment, or
the provision of a free appropriate public education, or if

(g) The hearing officer shall have the authority to order
that additional evidence be presented.

(i) Parents may be represented by legal counsel and
accompanied and advised by individuals with special
knowledge or training with respect to the problems of
children with disabilities.
(j) A parent or parent’s representative shall be given
access to educational records, including any tests or
reports upon which the proposed action is based.
(k) A party may prohibit the introduction of evidence at
the hearing that has not been disclosed to that party at
least 5-business days before the hearing.
(l) A party has the right to compel the attendance of
and question witnesses who may have evidence upon
which the proposed action might be based.
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(m) A party has the right to present evidence and
testimony, including expert medical, psychological or educational testimony.
(n) A party to a hearing has the right to obtain written,
or, at the option of the parents, electronic findings of fact
and decisions.
(o) The decision of the hearing officer regarding a child
with a disability or thought to be a child with a disability
may be appealed to a panel of three appellate hearing
officers. The panel’s decision may be appealed further to a
court of competent jurisdiction. In notifying the parties of
its decision, the panel shall indicate the courts to which
an appeal may be taken. The decision of the hearing
officer regarding an eligible young child may be appealed
to a court of competent jurisdiction. In notifying the
parties of the decision, the hearing officer shall indicate
the courts to which an appeal may be taken.
(p) The following applies to coordination services for
hearings and to hearing officers and appellate hearing
officers:
(1) The Secretary may contract for coordination services in support of hearings conducted by local school
districts. The coordination services shall be provided on
behalf of school districts and may include arrangements
for stenographic services, arrangements for hearing officer services, scheduling of hearings and other functions
in support of procedural consistency and the rights of the
parties to hearings.
(2) If a school district chooses not to utilize the coordination services under paragraph (1), it may conduct
hearings independent of the services if it has obtained the
Secretary’s approval of procedures that similarly provide
for procedural consistency and ensure the rights of the
parties. In the absence of approval, a school district which
receives a request for an impartial due process hearing
shall forward the request to the entity providing coordination services under paragraph (1) without delay.
(3) The Secretary will contract for the services of
hearing officers for hearings related to an eligible young
child or thought to be eligible young child and for
appellate hearing officers for school aged students and
may compensate the hearing officers and appellate hearing officers for their services. The compensation does not
cause the hearing officers and appellate hearing officers
to become employees of the Department.
(4) Neither a hearing officer nor an appellate hearing
officer may be an employee or agent of a school entity in
which the parents or student or young child resides, or of
an agency which is responsible for the education or care
of the student or young child or by a person having a
personal or professional interest that would conflict with
the person’s objectivity in the hearing. A hearing officer or
appellate hearing officer shall promptly inform the parties of a personal or professional relationship the officer
has or has had with any of the parties.
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(3) The appellate hearing panel shall render a decision
within 30 days after a request for review.
(4) A hearing officer or appellate hearing officer may
grant specific extensions of time beyond the periods in
paragraphs (1)—(3) at the request of either party.
(5) If an expedited hearing is conducted under 34 CFR
300.528 (relating to expedited due process hearings), the
hearing officer decision shall be mailed within 45 days of
the public agency’s receipt of the request for the hearing
without exceptions or extensions.
(r) If the decision of the hearing officer is appealed, the
panel of appellate hearing officers as provided in subsection (o) shall conduct an impartial review of the hearing.
The review shall do the following:
(1) Examine the entire hearing record.
(2) Ensure that the procedures at the hearing were
consistent with the requirements of due process.
(3) Seek additional evidence if necessary. If a hearing is
held to receive additional evidence, the rights under
subsections (e)—(n) apply.
(4) Afford the parties an opportunity for oral or written
argument, or both, at the discretion of the panel of
appellate hearing officers.
(5) Make an independent decision on completion of the
review.
(6) Give to the district a written copy of the findings of
fact and decisions and provide at the option of the
parents, a written or electronic copy of the findings of fact
and decisions.
(s) Each school district and early intervention agency
shall keep a list of the persons who serve as hearing
officers. The list shall include the qualifications of each
hearing officer. School districts and early intervention
agencies shall provide parents with information as to the
availability of the list and shall make copies of it
available upon request.
PART XVI. STANDARDS
CHAPTER 342. (Reserved)
§§ 342.1—342.8. (Reserved).
§§ 342.21—342.25. (Reserved).
§§ 342.31—342.39. (Reserved).
§§ 342.41—342.46. (Reserved).
§§ 342.51—342.56. (Reserved).
§§ 342.61—342.68. (Reserved).
§§ 342.71—342.74. (Reserved).
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 01-1030. Filed for public inspection June 8, 2001, 9:00 a.m.]

(q) The following timeline applies to due process hearings:
(1) A hearing shall be held within 30 days after a
parent’s or school district’s initial request for a hearing. If
the school district uses the coordination services under
subsection (p), the parent’s request must be forwarded by
the school district within 5 days of the receipt of the
request to the service agency supported by the Secretary.

DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
[22 PA. CODE CH. 711]
Charter School Services and Programs for Children with Disabilities

(2) The hearing officer’s decision shall be issued within
45 days after the parent’s or school district’s request for a
hearing.

The Department of Education (Department) adds Chapter 711 (relating to charter school services and programs
for children with disabilities) to read as set forth in
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Annex A, under the authority of sections 1701-A—1732-A
of the Public School Code of 1949 (24 P. S. §§ 17-1701-A—
17-1732-A) (act).
Notice of proposed rulemaking was published at 30
Pa.B. 3463 (July 8, 2000) with an invitation to submit
written comments. In addition, a notice was published at
30 Pa.B. 5290 (October 14, 2000) providing an opportunity for additional public input.
Purpose

that charter schools have duties under both 34 CFR Part
300 and section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 (29
U.S.C.A. § 794) and its implementing regulations in 34
CFR Part 104 (relating to nondiscrimination on the basis
of handicap in programs and activities receiving federal
financial assistance). The final-form regulations were
changed to clarify the provisions under both 34 CFR
Parts 104 and 300 as described in § 711.2 (relating to
purpose and intent) and § 711.3. It was also suggested
that § 711.3 be expanded to include additional applicable
provisions of Federal regulations. This section was
amended to include 34 CFR 300.3, 300.121—300.125,
300.138—300.139, 300.401 and 300.574(a) and (b).

Under section 1732-A(c)(2) of the act (24 P. S. § 171732-A(c)(2)), the Secretary has the authority and the
responsibility to ensure that charter schools comply with
Federal laws and regulations governing children with
disabilities, and further provides that the Secretary shall
promulgate regulations to implement this provision. The
missions, programs and curricula of charter schools are to
promote the inclusion of all children.

Section 711.4 (relating to supervision)
Public commentators and IRRC recommended this section be expanded to clarify how the Department will meet
its obligation of monitoring activities. This section was
revised accordingly.

Requirements of the Regulations

Section 711.6 (relating to annual report)

These final-form regulations define terms related to
special education for charter schools and outline the
Department’s authority in its duties to assure charter
schools’ compliance with the Federal laws, regulations
and court decrees as they apply to children with disabilities. These regulations adopt provisions of specific Federal law (IDEA/504) that apply to special education in
charter schools.

Public commentators and IRRC suggested the annual
report include additional information similar to that
provided by school districts. Changes to the final-form
rulemaking were made to clarify the specific information
that charter schools will be required to include in their
annual report.
Section 711.7 (relating to enrollment)
Public commentators and IRRC recommended clarification of the phrase ‘‘reasonable criteria.’’ This subsection
was revised to remove the language that was vague and
redundant. Specifying the criteria or categories of criteria
would be difficult because each charter school establishes
a unique educational program.
Section 711.8 (relating to education records)
Public commentators and IRRC suggested a change to
ensure that: (a) all records are transferred; and (b)
confidentiality is maintained. The final-form rulemaking
was amended accordingly.
Section 711.21 (relating to child find)
Public commentators and IRRC recommended this section be modified to be consistent with Federal regulations
specifically 34 CFR 300.125(a)(i) (relating to child find).
The final-form rulemaking was changed to add the word
‘‘located’’ to be consistent with Federal regulations.

Response to Comments
Adoption by reference—Public commentators, House
and Senate Education Committees and the Independent
Regulatory Review Commission (IRRC), recommended
that the appropriate text of the Federal regulations from
34 CFR Part 300 (relating to assistance to states for the
education of children with disabilities) be incorporated in
the text of these final-form regulations. Early in its work
to develop these final-form regulations, the Department
determined that doing so would lead to unnecessarily
lengthy regulations and lead to possible discrepancies
between Federal intent and State intent. As a result,
these final-form regulations were drafted to incorporate
Federal regulations by reference, adding in those areas
where the Federal rules require greater detail, when the
Commonwealth’s statutes or court decisions require specific language and when practices in this Commonwealth
are different from those found in other jurisdictions.
Federal regulations are adopted by reference in many
regulations of the Commonwealth. The Department has
and will continue to develop publications and other media
to inform parents, teachers and administrators of their
rights and responsibilities under both Federal and State
statutes and regulations in regard to children with disabilities.
Section 711.1 (relating to definitions)
In response to comments from the public, House and
Senate Education Committees and IRRC, several changes
were made to the definitions in the final-form regulations.
The term ‘‘at risk student’’ was deleted, the statutory
definition for ‘‘charter school’’ was included, and the
definitions for ‘‘regional charter school’’ and ‘‘school entity’’
were added in this final-form rulemaking. Clarification
was made that charter schools are exempt from Chapter
14 (relating to special education services and programs).
Section 711.3 (relating to incorporation of Federal regulations).
Public commentators, House and Senate Education
Committees and IRRC recommended changes to clarify

Section 711.22 (relating to reevaluation)
Because provisions on evaluation have been adopted by
reference, evaluation was removed from the title of this
section. Public commentators and IRRC suggested that
this section didn’t include the requirements of PARC v.
Commonwealth, 343 F. Supp. 279 (1972) consent decree
for students with mental retardation to be reevaluated
every 2 years. Language was added on the final-form
rulemaking regarding the right of parents and teachers to
request reevaluation of a student with a disability at any
time.
Section 711.61 (relating to suspension and expulsion)
Public commentators, the House and Senate Education
Committees and IRRC suggested that this section was
incomplete in identifying the requirements under 34 CFR
300.520—300.529. As a result, this section was modified
accordingly and the citations to the Federal regulations
added to § 711.3.
Section 711.62 (relating to procedural safeguards)
Public commentators and IRRC recommended that mediation be included as an option for dispute resolution.
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Although provisions for mediation are adopted by reference, language was added to this final-form rulemaking
to highlight its availability. IRRC requested that the term
‘‘without delay’’ be replaced by a specific time frame. This
final-form rulemaking was amended accordingly.
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tion, Office of Educational Initiatives, 333 Market Street,
Harrisburg, PA 17126-0333, at (717)-705-0930 or TDD at
(717)-783-8445.
Findings
The Department finds that:

Cost and Paperwork Estimates
These final-form regulations will ensure compliance
with the Federal laws, regulations and court decrees as
they apply to children with disabilities while not adding
to the cost of providing special education services in
charter schools. Charter schools are local education agencies that must provide a Free Appropriate Public Education (FAPE) to all who enroll. The missions and programs
of charter schools are diverse, often allowing children to
make educational progress without special education services. By following Federal statutes, regulations and court
decrees, charter schools have the opportunity to minimize
redundant paperwork and reroute their financial resources toward programs and services for children who
need them. Because charter schools are local education
agencies that are supervised by the Department, they will
have access to systems already created and developed by
the Department and therefore will not need to create and
develop their own. Charter schools will be able to access
staff training through the Department’s training and
technical assistance network and intermediate units.
Charter schools and parents will have access to the due
process and complaint system that has already been
developed by the Department to resolve conflicts. Reliance
upon proven systems already in place will reduce the cost
and paperwork associated with the staff development and
complaint management systems that are required for
compliance with the Federal laws, regulations and court
decrees as they apply to children with disabilities.
Effective Date
These final-form regulations will become effective upon
final publication in the Pennsylvania Bulletin.

(1) Public notice of the intention to adopt these finalform regulations was given under sections 201 and 202 of
the act of July 31,1968 (P. L. 769, No. 240) (45 P. S.
§§ 1201 and 1202) and the regulations promulgated
thereunder in 1 Pa. Code §§ 7.1 and 7.2.
(2) A public comment period was provided as required
by law and all comments were considered.
(3) The final-form regulations are necessary and appropriate for the administration of the act.
Order
The Department, acting under the authorizing statute,
orders that:
(a) The regulations of the Department, 22 Pa. Code, are
amended by adding §§ 711.1—711.9, 711.21, 711.22,
711.41—711.44 and 711.61 and 711.62 to read as set forth
in Annex A.
(b) The Secretary will submit this order and Annex A
to the Office of General Counsel and the Office of
Attorney General for review and approval as to legality
and form as required by law.
(c) The Secretary of the Department shall certify this
order and Annex A and deposit them with the Legislative
Reference Bureau as required by law.
(d) This order is effective upon final publication in the
Pennsylvania Bulletin.
CHARLES B. ZOGBY,
Secretary

Sunset Date

(Editor’s Note: For the text of the order of the Independent Regulatory Review Commission relating to this
document, see 31 Pa.B. 1647 (March 26, 2001).)

The Department will review the effectiveness of Chapter 711 every 4 years; therefore, no sunset date is
necessary.

Fiscal Note: Fiscal Note 6-269 remains valid for the
final adoption of the subject regulations.
Annex A

Regulatory Review
Under section 5(a) of the Regulatory Review Act (71
P. S. § 745.5(a)), on June 27, 2000, the Department
submitted a copy of the regulations published at 30 Pa.B.
3463, to IRRC and to the Chairpersons of the House and
Senate Committees on Education.
In compliance with section 5(c) of the Regulatory
Review Act, the Department also provided IRRC and the
Committees with copies of the comments received as well
as other documentation. In preparing these final-form
regulations, the Department has considered the comments received from IRRC, the Committees and the
public.
Under section 5.1(d) of the Regulatory Review Act (71
P. S. § 745.5a(d)), the final-form regulations were deemed
approved by the Senate Education Committee and approved by the House Education Committee on February
14, 2001. IRRC met on March 8, 2001, and approved the
final-form regulations in accordance with section 5.1(e) of
the Regulatory Review Act.
Contact Person
The official responsible for information on these finalform regulations is Dr. Dale Baker, Department of Educa-
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GENERAL PROVISION AND SUPERVISION
§ 711.1. Definitions.
The following words and terms, when used in this
chapter, have the following meanings, unless the context
clearly indicates otherwise:
Act—The Charter School Law (24 P. S. §§ 17-1701-A—
17-1732-A).
Charter school—An independent public school established and operated under a charter from the local board
of school directors and in which students are enrolled or
attend. A charter school shall be organized as a public,
nonprofit corporation. Charters may not be granted to
any for-profit entity.
Child with a disability—As defined in 34 CFR 300.7
(relating to child with a disability).
Department—The Department of Education of the Commonwealth.
ESY—Extended school year.
FAPE—Free appropriate public education.
IDEA—Individuals with Disabilities Education Act (20
U.S.C.A. §§ 1400—1485).
IEP—Individualized education program.
Regional charter school—An independent public school
established and operated under a charter from more than
one local board of school directors and in which students
are enrolled or attend.
SEA—State education agency—The Department of Education of the Commonwealth.
School entity—A school district, intermediate unit, joint
school or area vocational technical school.
Secretary—The Secretary of the Department.
Section 504—Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of
1973 (29 U.S.C.A. § 794).
§ 711.2. Purposes and intent.
(a) This chapter specifies how the Commonwealth,
through the Department, will meet its obligation to
ensure that charter schools comply with the IDEA and its
implementing regulations in 34 CFR Part 300 (relating to
assistance to states for the education of children with
disabilities), and Section 504 and its implementing regulations in 34 CFR Part 104 (relating to nondiscrimination
on the basis of handicap in programs and activities
receiving federal financial assistance).
(b) This chapter does not prevent a charter school and
a school district from entering into agreements regarding
the provision of services and programs to comply with
this chapter, whether or not the agreements involve
payment for the services and programs by the charter
school.
(c) Charter schools are exempt from Chapter 14 (relating to special education. See 24 P. S. § 17-1732-A.
§ 711.3. Incorporation of Federal regulations.
(a) Charter schools assume the duty to ensure that a
FAPE is available to a child with a disability in compliance with the IDEA and its implementing regulations in
34 CFR Part 300 (relating to assistance to states for the
education of children with disabilities) and section 504
and its implementing regulations in 34 CFR Part 104

(relating to nondiscrimination on the basis of handicap in
programs and activities receiving federal financial assistance).
(b)
rated
(1)
(2)

The requirements of 34 CFR Part 300 are incorpoby reference as follows:
300.3 (relating to regulations that apply).
300.4—300.26.

(3) 300.28 and 300.29 (relating to supplementary aids;
and transition services).
(4) 300.121—300.125.
(5) 300.138 (relating to participation in assessments).
(6) 300.139 (relating to reports relating to assessments).
(7) 300.300 (relating to provision of FAPE).
(8) 300.302—300.309.
(9) 300.312 and 300.313 (relating to children with
disabilities in public charter schools; and children experiencing developmental delays).
(10) 300.320 and 300.321 (relating to initial evaluations; and reevaluations).
(11) 300.340 (relating to definitions related to IEPs).
(12) 300.342—300.346.
(13) 300.347(a) and (b) (relating to content of IEP).
(14) 300.348—300.350 (relating to agency responsibilities for transition services; private school placements by
public agencies; and IEP accountability).
(15) 300.401 (relating to responsibility of State educational agency).
(16) 300.403 (relating to placement of children by
parents if FAPE is at issue).
(17) 300.500—300.515.
(18) 300.519—300.529.
(19) 300.531—300.536.
(20) 300.540—300.543.
(21) 300.550—300.553.
(22) 300.560—300.573.
(23) 300.574 (a) and (b) (relating to children’s rights).
(24) 300.576 (relating to disciplinary information).
(c) The requirements of 34 CFR Part 104 are incorporated by reference as follows:
(1) 104.3(f), (h)—(j), (k)(2) and (l) (relating to definitions).
(2) 104.4—104.8.
(3) 104.10 (relating to effect of state or local law or
other requirements and effect of employment opportunities).
(4) 104.11 and 104.12 (relating to discrimination prohibited; and reasonable accommodation).
(5) 104.21—104.37.
§ 711.4. Supervision.
(a) The Commonwealth, through the Department will
provide general supervision of special education services
and programs provided under this chapter to ensure that
charter schools comply with § 711.3 (relating to incorporation of Federal regulations).
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(b) The Department will supervise charter schools’
compliance with the IDEA in accordance with the policies
and procedures in the Department’s IDEA grant application under 34 CFR 300.110 (relating to condition of
assistance) and as approved by the United States Department of Education.
(c) Charter schools shall:
(1) Comply with the Department’s compliance monitoring requirements.
(2) Provide all information requested by the Department.
(3) Complete all corrective action required by the Department.
§ 711.5. Personnel.
Persons who provide special education or related services to children with disabilities in charter schools shall
have appropriate certification, notwithstanding section
1724-A of the act (24 P. S. § 17-1724-A).
§ 711.6. Annual report.
(a) The annual report required under section 1728-A(b)
of the act (24 P. S. § 17-1728-A(b)) shall include:
(1) The number of children with disabilities in special
education.
(2) The services, programs and resources being implemented by the charter school staff.
(3) The services and programs utilized by the charter
school through contracting with another public agency,
other organizations or individuals.
(4) The services and programs utilized by the charter
school through the assistance of the intermediate unit in
which the charter school is located under section 1725A(a)(4) of the act (24 P. S. § 17-1725-A(a)(4)).
(5) Staff training in special education utilized by the
charter school through the Department’s training and
technical assistance network and intermediate unit.
(b) The annual report shall include an assurance that
the charter school is in compliance with Federal laws and
regulations governing children with disabilities and the
requirements of this chapter.
(c) The annual report shall include the age and type of
exceptionality for each enrolled child with a disability; the
level of intervention provided to each child with a disability; certification of staff providing services to each child
with a disability; and programs and services available to
children with a disability.
§ 711.7. Enrollment.
(a) A charter school may not deny enrollment or otherwise discriminate in its admission policies or practices on
the basis of a child’s disability or the child’s need for
special education or supplementary aids or services.
(b) Subject to subsection (a), a charter school may limit
admission to a particular grade level or areas of concentration of the school such as mathematics, science or the
arts. A charter school may establish reasonable criteria to
evaluate prospective students which shall be outlined in
the school charter.
(c) A charter school may not discriminate in its admission policies or practices on the basis of intellectual
ability. Admission criteria may not include measures of
achievement or aptitude.
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§ 711.8. Education records.
(a) When the educational records for a child with a
disability are transferred from a public agency, private
school, approved private school or private agency, to a
charter school, the public agency, private school, approved
private school or private agency from which the child
transferred shall forward all of the child’s educational
records, including the most recent IEP, within 10 days
after the public agency, private school, approved private
school or private agency is notified in writing that the
child is enrolled in a charter school.
(b) When the educational records for a child with a
disability are transferred to a public agency, private
school, approved private school or private agency from a
charter school, the charter school shall forward the child’s
educational records, including the most recent IEP, within
10 school days after the charter school is notified in
writing that the child is enrolled at another public
agency, private school, approved private school or private
agency.
(c) Charter schools shall maintain educational records
for children with disabilities consistent with the regulations for the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act
of 1974 (20 U.S.C.A. §§ 1221 note and 1232g) in 34 CFR
Part 99 (relating to family educational rights and privacy).
§ 711.9. Payments.
(a) The child’s school district of residence shall provide
the special education payment required by section 1725A(a)(3) of the act (24 P. S. § 17-1725-A(a)(3)) to the
charter school either when:
(1) A child with an IEP from a school entity in this
Commonwealth begins attending the charter school.
(2) The charter school has identified an enrolled child
as a child with a disability under the IDEA, has developed an IEP for the child, and notifies the district of
residence of the identification.
(b) When a child for whom a charter school received
the special education payment required under section
1725-A(a)(3) of the act enrolls in another public agency,
private school or private agency in this Commonwealth,
the charter school shall immediately inform the child’s
school district of residence that its payment responsibilities under section 1725-A(a)(3) of the act have ceased.
IDENTIFICATION AND EVALUATION
§ 711.21. Child find.
(a) To enable the Commonwealth to meet its obligations under 34 CFR 300.125 (relating to child find), each
charter school shall establish written policies and procedures to ensure that all children with disabilities that are
enrolled in the charter school, and who are in need of
special education and related services, are identified,
located and evaluated.
(b) Each charter school’s written policy shall include:
(1) Public awareness activities sufficient to inform parents of children applying to or enrolled in the charter
school of available special education services and programs and how to request those services and programs.
(2) Systematic screening activities that lead to the
identification, location and evaluation of children with
disabilities enrolled in the charter school.
§ 711.22. Reevaluation.
(a) The parent or teacher of a child with a disability
has the right under 34 CFR Part 300 (relating to
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assistance to states for the education of children with
disabilities) to request a reevaluation at any time.

(4) Factors in addition to recoupment and regression
include:

(b) Charter schools shall reevaluate students with disabilities at least once every 3 years.

(i) The extent to which the student has mastered and
consolidated an important skill or behavior at the point
when educational programming would be interrupted.

(c) Children with disabilities who are identified as
mentally retarded shall be reevaluated at least once every
2 years.
IEP
§ 711.41. IEP.
When a child with an IEP transfers to a charter school
from another public agency, private school, approved
private school or private agency in this Commonwealth,
the charter school is responsible upon enrollment for
ensuring that the child receives special education and
related services in conformity with the IEP, either by
adopting the existing IEP or by developing a new IEP for
the child in accordance with the requirements of the
IDEA.
§ 711.42. Transportation.
(a) A child with a disability who resides in the school
district in which the charter school is located, or who is a
resident of a school district which is part of a regional
charter school, shall be provided transportation to the
charter school on the same terms and conditions as
transportation is provided to students attending the
schools of the district. Nonresident students shall be
provided transportation under section 1361 of the Public
School Code of 1949 (24 P. S. § 13-1361).
(b) This chapter does not prohibit a charter school and
a school district from entering into agreements regarding
the provision of transportation as a related service or
accommodation to children with disabilities.
§ 711.43. Educational placement.
When the IEP team at a charter school places a child in
another public agency, private school, or private agency,
and the parents choose to keep their child enrolled in the
charter school, the charter school is obligated to pay for
that placement.
§ 711.44. ESY.
To implement 34 CFR 300.309 (relating to day; business day; school day), the State ESY Standards are as
follows:
(1) The following words and terms, when used in this
section, have the following meanings, unless the context
clearly indicates otherwise:
Recoupment—Recovery of skills or behavioral patterns,
or both, specified on the IEP to a level demonstrated prior
to the interruption of educational programming.
Regression—Reversion to a lower level of functioning
evidenced by a measurable decrease in the level of skills
or behaviors which occur as the result of an interruption
in educational programming.
(2) A child with disabilities is entitled to ESY services
if regression caused by interruption in educational programming and limited recoupment capacity, or other
factors, makes it unlikely that the student will maintain
skills and behavior relevant to established IEP goals and
objectives.
(3) Factors such as those listed in this section shall be
considered by the IEP teams whenever relevant, but no
single factor is determinative of need for ESY services.

(ii) The extent to which a skill or behavior is particularly crucial to reaching the goals of self-sufficiency and
independence from caretakers.
(iii) The extent to which successive interruptions in
educational programming reduce a student’s motivation
and trust and may lead to an irreversible withdrawal
from the learning process.
(5) Charter schools are responsible for considering the
need for ESY services for each eligible student, including
each student placed by the charter school in an approved
private school or other placement site not operated by the
charter school.
(6) Consideration of the need for ESY services shall
occur at the IEP team meeting to be convened annually,
or more frequently if conditions warrant consistent with
Federal requirements in 34 CFR 300.343(c) (relating to
IEP meetings). Consideration means that ESY services
are raised and discussed at the IEP team meeting. In
making a determination that a student is eligible for ESY
services, the IEP team shall rely on criteria in this
section and applicable judicial decisions.
(7) The need for ESY services is most applicable to
students with disabilities that are thought of as severe
(that is, students with autism/pervasive developmental
disorder, serious emotional disturbance, severe levels of
mental retardation, degenerative impairments with mental involvement and severe multiple disabilities) and to
IEP goals that are associated with self-sufficiency and
independence from caretakers. IEP teams may not limit
their consideration of need for ESY services to students
with particular types or degrees of disability, particular
student goals, particular methods of programming provided during the regular school term, or the availability
of retrospective data on regression and recoupment.
(8) ESY services shall be designed to maintain skills
and behaviors established in IEP goals and objectives.
(9) Reliable sources of information regarding a student’s educational needs, propensity to progress, recoupment potential and year-to-year progress may include the
following:
(i) Progress on goals in consecutive IEPs.
(ii) Progress reports maintained by educators, therapists and others having direct contact with the student
before and after interruptions in the education program.
(iii) Reports by parents of negative changes in adaptive
behaviors or in other skill areas.
(iv) Medical or other agency reports indicating
degenerative-type difficulties, which become exacerbated
during breaks in educational services.
(v) Observations and opinions by educators, parents
and others.
(vi) Results of tests including criterion-referenced tests,
curriculum-based assessments, ecological life skills
assessments and other equivalent measures.
(10) Documentation that ESY services have been considered shall be made on each eligible student’s IEP.
When determined to be necessary by the IEP team, ESY
services shall be reflected on a student’s IEP.
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(11) The need for ESY services will not be based on any
of the following:
(i) The desire or need for day care or respite care
services.
(ii) The desire or need for a summer recreation program.
(iii) The desire or need for other programs or services
which, while they may provide educational benefit, are
not required to ensure the provision of FAPE.
PROCEDURAL SAFEGUARDS
§ 711.61. Suspension and expulsion.
(a) For purposes of this chapter, the terms ‘‘suspension’’
and ‘‘expulsion’’ have the meanings as set forth in § 12.6
(relating to exclusions from school).
(b) Charter schools shall comply with Chapter 12 (relating to students) and 34 CFR 300.519—300.529.
(c) Any removal from the current educational placement is a change of placement for a student who is
identified with mental retardation.
(d) When a child with a disability has been expelled
from a charter school, the charter school shall provide the
child with a disability with the education required under
§ 12.6(e) until the charter school is notified in writing
that the child is enrolled in another public agency, private
school, approved private school or private agency.
§ 711.62. Procedural safeguards.
(a) The charter school shall ensure that procedures are
established and implemented to allow parties to disputes
regarding any matter described in 34 CFR 300.503(a)(1)
(relating to prior notice by the public agency; content of
notice), to resolve the dispute through a mediation process that, at a minimum, must be available whenever a
hearing is requested under 34 CFR 300.507 or 300.520—
300.528.
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(b) The following apply to coordination services for
special education and Section 504 hearings and to hearing officers and appellate hearing officers:
(1) The Secretary may contract for coordination services in support of hearings conducted by local charter
schools. The coordination services shall be provided on
behalf of charter schools and may include arrangements
for stenographic services, arrangements for hearing officer services, scheduling of hearings and other functions
in support of procedural consistency and the rights of the
parties to hearings.
(2) If a charter school chooses not to utilize the coordination services under paragraph (1), it may conduct
hearings independent of the services if it has obtained the
Secretary’s approval of procedures that similarly provide
for procedural consistency and ensure the rights of the
parties. In the absence of approval, a charter school
which receives a request for an impartial due process
hearing shall forward the request within 5 days of its
receipt to the entity providing coordination services under
paragraph (1).
(3) The Secretary will contract for the services of
panels of appellate hearing officers and may compensate
appellate hearing officers for their services. The compensation does not cause the appellate hearing officers to
become employees of the Department.
(4) Neither a hearing officer nor an appellate hearing
officer may be an employee or agent of a school entity in
which the parents or student or young child resides, or of
an agency which is responsible for the education or care
of the student or young child. A hearing officer or
appellate hearing officer shall promptly inform the parties of a personal or professional relationship the officer
has or has had with any of the parties.
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 01-1031. Filed for public inspection June 8, 2001, 9:00 a.m.]
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Title 28—HEALTH AND
SAFETY
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH
[ 28 PA. CODE CH. 9 ]
Managed Care Organizations
The Department of Health (Department) hereby
amends Chapter 9 (relating to managed care organizations) by repealing the existing regulations in Subchapter
A (relating to health maintenance organizations), the
statement of policy in Subchapter D (relating to PHOs,
POs and IDSs) and the statement of policy in Subchapter
E (relating to quality health care accountability and
protection). The Department replaces these regulations
and statements of policy with the final-form regulations
set forth in Annex A.
Purpose of the Amendments
The final-form regulations revise outdated regulations
relating to health maintenance organizations (HMO) and
implement the accountability and protection provisions of
Article XXI of The Insurance Company Law of 1921 (40
P. S. §§ 991.2101—991.2193) (Article XXI), added by the
Act 68 of 1998 (P. L. 464, No. 68) (40 P. S. §§ 991.2001—
991.2361) (Act 68). In 1996, Governor Ridge issued
Executive Order 1996-1, which required State agencies
under the Governor’s jurisdiction to review their existing
regulations. In response to Executive Order 1996-1, the
Department convened managed care policy work groups
on the following seven topics: consumers; providers; special needs; behavioral health; data collection; and standards; quality assurance, utilization and credentialing;
and risk assignment, fiscal and financial issues. The
Department was in the process of developing amendments to the regulations relating to HMOs when Act 68
was signed into law.
The Department and the Insurance Department (Insurance) were required by Act 68 to promulgate regulations
to implement the portions of Act 68 for which each is
responsible. In 1998, the Department published a statement of policy concerning the implementation of Article
XXI. See Subchapter E. On March 11, 2000, Insurance
promulgated final-form regulations implementing its responsibilities under Article XXI. On December 18, 1999,
the Department published notice of proposed rulemaking,
incorporating much of its statement of policy on health
care accountability and protection, as well as its statement of policy addressing issues relating to HMO contracting. See 29 Pa.B. 6409 (December 18, 1999). The
Department provided a 30-day public comment period.
Discussion Of Comments
During the public comment period, the Department
received nearly 1,400 individual comments from approximately 77 commentators, including members of the legislature, the public, advocacy groups and trade associations
of both providers and the insurance industry. Many of
these comments were not directed to any specific section
of the proposed amendments, but were general comments
concerning the nature of managed care and HMOs. To
address these comments, the Department has taken the
liberty of responding to them in the discussion of the
sections to which they most closely relate.

Many of the comments were critical of some aspect of
the Department’s proposed amendments, although some
commentators did express support for specific provisions
of the proposed amendments. Many commentators expressed concern that the proposed amendments did not
incorporate what were referred to as the ‘‘fundamental
fairness’’ requirements for complaint and grievance reviews, originally issued by the Department as guidelines
in 1991. Many of the same commentators expressed
concern over what they viewed as a lack of specific and
concrete quality assurance standards and definitions for
adequate networks. Commentators also complained about
the absence of explicit ratios for providers to enrollees.
Other commentators expressed concern over the Department’s proposed application of certain requirements
to managed care plans (plans) which it had proposed to
apply solely to HMOs, for example, reporting requirements. Commentators also complained that the Department was proposing to omit language included in its
policy statement that permitted plans to deem submissions approved should the Department fail to act on those
submissions within a specific time period.
The Department received many comments on the issue
of a definition for ‘‘medical necessity.’’ Almost all commentators on this provision, including the Independent Regulatory Review Commission (IRRC), recommended that the
Department either add a definition or include in the
regulations the standards for the development of a definition.
Many commentators, including IRRC, commented on
apparent conflicts between the Department’s regulations
and Insurance’s regulations.
The Department has made considerable changes to its
proposed amendments in an attempt to address many of
these issues. The Department has revised the procedures
regarding complaint and grievance reviews. The Department has added more specific credentialing requirements
in Subchapter L (relating to credentialing). The Department has clarified the section on adequacy of networks,
revised the section on direct access to obstetrical and
gynecological services to address issues concerning perceived limitations on access, and changed language relating to enrollee rights to reflect current requirements of
National Committee for Quality Assurance (NCQA). The
Department has not, however, included language permitting contracts to be deemed approved if they are not
reviewed by a certain date, setting provider/enrollee
ratios, or defining ‘‘medical necessity.’’
The Department has made changes throughout the
regulations when the changes were necessary to ensure
consistency with the regulations promulgated by Insurance. The Administrative Code of 1929 (71 P. S. §§ 51—
732) requires that ‘‘departments . . . devise a practical and
working basis for cooperation and coordination of
work . . .’’ (71 P. S. § 181). Both agencies are currently,
and will continue to, work together to ensure an effective
and efficient application of Article XXI and its implementing regulations.
The Department’s response to the comments received
on specific provisions of its proposed amendments follow:
Subchapter F. General
Section 9.602. Definitions.
IRRC objected to the Department’s reiteration of definitions contained in the statute. One commentator also
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recommended that the Department be consistent with
Insurance’s regulations and reference the statute where
necessary.
To make the document more user friendly, the Department has decided to keep the statutory definitions in the
regulations. In this way, the regulations are as selfcontained as possible. Cross-references to the statute
would be, in the Department’s opinion, unwieldy. It would
tend to make the regulations more difficult to read and
require the reader to switch between the statute and the
regulations to understand the regulations.
Several commentators requested the addition of definitions to this proposed section.
Several commentators commented that there was no
definition of ‘‘adequate network’’ in the proposed amendments, and recommended that the Department add a
definition. The Department has not added a specific
definition for network adequacy to this section, since the
requirements for network access in § 9.679 (relating to
access requirements in service areas) define the term.
One commentator recommended that the Department
add a definition of ‘‘utilization review entity.’’ The proposed amendments did include Act 68’s definition of
‘‘utilization review entity.’’ The definition appeared under
the term ‘‘certified utilization review entity’’ or ‘‘CRE.’’
One commentator recommended that the Department
add the definition of ‘‘active clinical practice’’ from the
statute. The Department agrees that the inclusion of this
definition would make § 9.708 (relating to external grievance reviews by CREs) clearer, and has added that
definition.
One commentator recommended that the Department
include a definition of ‘‘primary care.’’ The Department
has declined to add that definition, because it is unnecessary given the definition of ‘‘primary care provider.’’
Two commentators recommended that the Department
include a definition of ‘‘preferred provider organizations
(PPOs).’’ The Department has declined to add that definition because the term is adequately defined in the act of
June 11, 1986 (P. L. 226, No. 64) (40 P. S. § 764a) (PPO
Act). Further, the Department is concerned that adding
that definition here could create confusion.
Several commentators questioned the Department’s
clarifications of the language of Act 68, or have requested
additional changes to definitions:
One commentator recommended that the proposed definition of ‘‘ancillary service plan’’ be limited to plans and
exclude individual or group health insurance plans, since
the substance of the proposed regulations would not
pertain to vision or dental services not offered by a plan.
The Department has not changed the language of the
proposed definition. The definition of ‘‘ancillary service
plan’’ in Act 68 includes vision and dental plans offered by
any insurer, not just a managed care plan. See definition
of ‘‘ancillary service plan’’ in section 2102 of Act 68 (40
P. S. § 991.2102). The definition in Act 68 excludes these
single service plans from coverage under Act 68. If the
language were changed as the commentator recommends,
the Department would be expanding the definition of
managed care plan from what the act contemplates.
Another commentator supported the Department’s proposed definition, but expressed concern that there could
be the potential for confusion with respect to the phrase
‘‘or an indemnity arrangement that is primarily fee for
service.’’ See section 2102 of Article XXI (managed care

plan). The commentator recommended clarifying the proposed definition by stating that when a primarily fee-forservice plan requires management for the broad range of
conditions treated by a particular medical specialty, for
example, treatment for mental health diagnoses, that
portion of the plan would be subject to Act 68 if it would
have been subject to the act as a freestanding plan.
The commentator appears to be concerned that behavioral health plans could be excluded from coverage under
Act 68 and these regulations. Behavioral health plans are
generally licensed as risk assuming nonlicensed insurers
(RANLIs) under the PPO Act. When they incorporate
gatekeeping, integration of financing and delivery of
services through providers selected based on specific
standards and utilization of financial incentives for enrollees to obtain services from participating providers,
such plans meet the definition of a managed care plan
and would be subject to Act 68 and these regulations.
IRRC objected that the proposed definition of ‘‘complaint’’ differed from the statutory one, and asked that
the Department explain the change.
The Department included two phrases in the proposed
definition that were not found in the statute. It defined a
complaint to be a dispute or objection ‘‘by an enrollee;’’
and it clarified that coverage includes contract exclusions
and noncovered benefits. The Department has not
changed the proposed definition since the addition of the
language clarifies the statutory definition of complaint.
Section 2141 of Article XXI (40 P. S. § 991.2141) requires
a plan to establish and maintain a process for enrollee
complaints. Section 2142 of Article XXI (40 P. S.
§ 991.2142) pertains to enrollee complaints and agency
reviews. Inclusion of ‘‘by an enrollee’’ in the Department’s
definition adds clarity. By adding the terms ‘‘contract
exclusions’’ and ‘‘noncovered benefits’’ to its definition, the
Department is not only clarifying what is a complaint,
but also conforming this definition to Insurance’s definition of ‘‘complaint.’’ See 31 Pa. Code § 154.17(a)(2) (relating to complaints). Further, this language aids in distinguishing complaints from grievances.
Several commentators commented that the Department’s definition of ‘‘enrollee’’ was too narrow. Two commentators recommended that the proposed definition
include representatives of members who are incapacitated
and the parents of minors. Two commentators commented
that the regulation differs from Insurance’s definition.
One of these commentators took issue with Insurance’s
definition as well, objecting that it only expanded the
definition of ‘‘enrollee’’ for the purpose of complaint and
grievance cases, but not for other parts of Insurance’s
regulations.
The Department agrees that the definition should be
altered, and has added language to match Insurance’s
regulations.
Several commentators expressed support for the Department’s definition of ‘‘emergency services.’’ One commentator noted that the regulation recognized the importance of the prudent layperson standard. One
commentator endorsed the clarification in the definition
relating to coverage of ambulance services under the
prudent layperson standard.
One commentator recommended that the Department
make changes to the proposed definition, for example,
changing the word ‘‘so’’ to ‘‘such,’’ to conform the regulation to the language in the statute. The Department has
made these changes. The commentator also pointed out
that a medical condition could be of a chronic nature that
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could suddenly worsen, and recommended that the Department revise the proposed regulation to reflect this.
The Department believes that the definition, as proposed,
accounts for the sudden worsening of a chronic condition.
IRRC objected to the Department’s deletion of the word
‘‘emergency’’ from the phrase ‘‘emergency transportation’’
in paragraph (3) of Act 68’s definition. See definition of
‘‘emergency service’’ in section 2102 of Act 68. IRRC also
questioned the Department’s substitution of the word
‘‘care’’ for ‘‘service,’’ and the addition of the phrase ‘‘if the
condition is as described in subparagraph (i)’’ in subparagraph (ii) of the proposed amendment.
The Department has replaced the word ‘‘so’’ with ‘‘such’’
and the word ‘‘care’’ with the word ‘‘service.’’ The word
‘‘emergency’’ was deleted as redundant in the definition,
as the definition itself explains what emergency transportation is. The Department has not reintroduced ‘‘emergency’’ or deleted subparagraph (ii). Subparagraph (ii)
clarifies that mere use of an ambulance does not qualify
the event as an emergency for coverage purposes. This
preserves the prudent layperson standard without creating the unintended consequence of mandating coverage
for the use of ambulances in nonemergency situations.
The Department’s additions to the statutory language do
not violate the intention of Act 68, they merely clarify
that intent.
The Department received several comments on its
proposed definition of ‘‘gatekeeper,’’ all recommending
revisions. One commentator raised concerns that the term
would imply that physicians intentionally restrict access
to needed services, and recommended that it be deleted.
This commentator recommended that ‘‘gatekeeper’’ be
replaced by the term ‘‘primary care physician,’’ arguing
that the implication of the proposed regulation is that
nonphysician providers can practice independently of
physicians, which is against the law.
Several commentators took issue with the Department’s
inclusion of health care providers and managed care
plans as gatekeepers. One commentator recommended
that the reference to managed care plans be removed
from the definition, as it was incorrect to include plans as
gatekeepers. Two commentators recommended that the
regulations state that only a primary care provider could
be a gatekeeper. One of these commentators expressed
concern that the proposed definition would fail to require
a gatekeeper to be a provider of services to an enrollee,
but would permit it to be source of referral or approval of
services.
Two commentators recommended that the Department
use Insurance’s definition, and two raised concerns that
the Department’s proposed definition conflicted with Insurance’s regulation.
After reviewing these comments, the Department has
determined to adopt the language promulgated by Insurance. The term ‘‘gatekeeper’’ must remain in the regulations because it is required to define the term ‘‘managed
care plan’’ which, in turn, defines what entities are
covered by Act 68. See section 2102 Article XXI (‘‘Managed care plan. A health care plan that uses a
gatekeeper . . . ’’). The Department has defined
‘‘gatekeeper’’ to include plans and agents of plans because
plans and providers that are not primary care providers
may provide gatekeeping functions (for example, social
worker intake to get behavioral health referrals or nurse
triage call centers). Therefore, to ensure that enrollees
are protected as Act 68 intended when services cannot be
obtained except by going through a gatekeeper (physician,
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provider, entity or plan), it is essential that such plans
are included in the definition of managed care plan.
The Department received several comments on the
proposed definition of ‘‘gatekeeper PPO.’’ One commentator again recommended deleting the term ‘‘gatekeeper’’ as
pejorative. The Department has not deleted the term.
Again, the term ‘‘gatekeeper’’ must remain in the regulations because it is necessary to define the term ‘‘managed
care plan.’’ ‘‘Managed care plan’’ must be defined carefully,
as previously discussed. With respect to the comment
concerning the inclusion of nonphysicians as potential
gatekeepers, this decision was deliberate, so that the
regulation would encompass managed behavioral health
plans, which may not use a physician as a gatekeeper.
One commentator recommended that the Department
include in the definition a statement that a gatekeeper
PPO is a managed care plan. The Department has not
done so, since so long as a gatekeeper PPO meets the
definition of ‘‘managed care plan’’ under Act 68 and the
regulations, the gatekeeper PPO is a managed care plan.
IRRC recommended that the Department use Insurance’s definition. The Department has used Insurance’s
definition of ‘‘gatekeeper.’’ Insurance’s regulations do not
include a definition for the term ‘‘gatekeeper PPO.’’
One commentator requested that the Department either clarify how a point-of-service (POS) plan differs from
a gatekeeper PPO or merge the two proposed definitions.
The Department has not merged the two definitions but
has added language that a POS plan can be offered by
managed care plan.
The Department received several comments on the
proposed definition of ‘‘grievance.’’ Three commentators
recommended that the Department remove the word
‘‘solely’’ from the proposed definition. According to these
commentators, this would eliminate the concern that
enrollees who file grievances which also contain complaints or other issues would be rejected by plans because
they do not solely contain issues of medical necessity. One
commentator recommended that the definition affirm that
any claim of medical necessity is a grievance.
The Department has not removed the word ‘‘solely’’
from the definition, since the proposed definition was
taken from Act 68. If, however, a matter should be a
complaint rather than a grievance, and it is sent to the
Department or Insurance as a complaint, it will be
rerouted into the appropriate process. See § 9.702(c)
(relating to complaints and grievances). If a plan somehow misclassifies or ignores the real issue involved in the
case, the Department and Insurance will have the ability
for correction and reclassification.
One commentator recommended that the Department
reference the definition of ‘‘HMO’’ in the Health Maintenance Organization (HMO) Act (40 P. S. §§ 1551—1568),
rather than restating the definition. The Department has
made no change. For reader convenience, the regulations
repeat the definition rather than simply citing to it.
Several commentators, including IRRC, raised the concern that the Department’s definition of ‘‘IDS’’ differs
from Insurance’s definition. After reviewing the comments, the Department agrees to use Insurance’s language.
Several commentators raised issues that need to be
addressed even though the Department is adopting Insurance’s language. One commentator suggested that the
definition of ‘‘IDS’’ should be consistent with the Department’s IDS statement of policy. The commentator stated
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that language relating to risk sharing arrangements
needed to be added to the proposed definition.
This language stated that the IDS would assume, to
some extent, through capitation reimbursement or other
risk-sharing arrangements, the financial risk for provision of the services to HMO members. This language does
not appear in either the Department’s proposed regulations or Insurance’s final-form regulations. The language
concerning risk-sharing was deliberately excluded by both
agencies as too limiting. The Department is concerned
that ‘‘risk-transference’’ is too narrow a term to use when
dealing with the wide range of financial arrangements
between parties which may not be labeled risktransference but that have the effect of limiting a plan’s
financial exposure. These would include, for example,
fixed budgets and performance incentives.
One commentator supported the Department’s proposal
to apply the regulations to any IDS that subcontracted
with an HMO or other managed care plan. One commentator commented that the coverage of the regulations
should be limited to HMO-IDS contracts, since the Department did not have authority over contracts between
any entity other than an HMO and a health care
provider.
The Department’s decision to include IDS arrangements with managed care plans covered by Act 68 within
the scope of its regulations is consistent with Insurance’s
regulations. Further, the PPO Act and section 2111(1) of
Act 68 (40 P. S. § 991.2111(1)), which require the Department to ensure effective and efficient provision of services
and operations, and the requirements of Act 68 that the
Department ensure compliance with it (40 P. S.
§ 991.2181(d)), provide the Department with the necessary authority. To the extent that an IDS is performing
utilization review, credentialing, grievance reviews and
managing formulary exceptions, and to the extent that
there are issues relating to prohibitions against financial
incentives and gag clauses, the Department has responsibility to ensure that the IDS’s services comply with Act
68. The Department, therefore, has a need to review
these contracts to meet its responsibility under Act 68.
Further, the IDS statement of policy (§§ 9.401—9.416)
recognized that the Department had authority over
gatekeeper-PPO provider contracts. The definition of
‘‘IDS’’ in these regulations does not broaden the Department’s authority beyond its existing authority.
Several commentators raised concerns about the Department’s inclusion of skilled nursing facilities within
the meaning of ‘‘inpatient services.’’ The commentators
appeared to be concerned that care offered in skilled
nursing facilities was different from acute care hospital
inpatient care, and so reference to skilled nursing facilities should be removed from the definition of ‘‘inpatient
services’’ and should be defined separately. According to
these commentators, skilled nursing care differs from
inpatient services, and could not be substituted for inpatient acute or rehabilitative care.
Although the Department understands the concerns
raised by commentators, it has declined to alter the
definition. The definition of inpatient services in
§ 9.72(a)(3) (relating to basic health services), which is
being repealed, did not have a separate definition for
‘‘skilled nursing care’’ or ‘‘skilled nursing facilities.’’
Skilled nursing facility care can and should be considered
an inpatient benefit. The Department is not comparing a
skilled nursing facility to an acute care facility. To create
a separate definition of skilled nursing facility or skilled

nursing facility care could be perceived as creating a new
basic benefit and new coverage requirements. This could
raise significant opposition among plans, and possibly
result in a loss of current coverage for skilled nursing
facility care.
One commentator requested that the Department add
‘‘and all diagnostic and treatment services provided by
health care practitioners’’ after the term ‘‘diagnostic testing’’ in the proposed definition. Another commentator also
pointed out that in the Department’s Preamble to its
proposed rulemaking, the Department said it was adding
physicians’ services to the definition of ‘‘inpatient services,’’ but did not do so in the definition. The commentator requested clarification.
The Department has added language to its definition of
‘‘inpatient services’’ to clarify that coverage afforded by a
plan must extend beyond fees for use of the facility to fees
for related professional services which generally are not
billed by the facility.
Two commentators raised the issue that the definition
of ‘‘managed care plan’’ would neither comport with Act
68’s definition, nor match the definition of Insurance. The
Department has changed its definition to match the
language included in Act 68. The Department will consult
with Insurance prior to taking a position that an entity is
a managed care plan.
Two commentators raised concerns that the proposed
definition of ‘‘medical management’’ would include the
phrase ‘‘or providing’’ health care services. One commentator stated that the use of the word ‘‘provide’’ would
imply that any plan that performed medical management
functions would also provide health care, which could
create liability issues for plans. This commentator recommended the substitution of the phrase ‘‘arrange for the
provision of ’’ for ‘‘providing for’’ in the definition of
‘‘medical management.’’
The Department has not changed the proposed language of the definition. The language states that medical
management is a function that includes ‘‘other activities
for the purpose of determining, arranging, monitoring or
providing effective and efficient health care services.’’ This
language makes ‘‘providing’’ one of the types of activity
that qualifies as medical management. Providing services
is not the sole component of medical management, nor
does the language imply that every plan that provides
medical management functions also directly provides
health care services.
One commentator recommended that the patient’s
home be included in the definition of ‘‘outpatient setting.’’
The commentator noted that providers do make house
calls and home visits, and therapeutic care is often
provided in the patient’s home. The Department agrees
with this comment, and has made the necessary change
to the regulations.
One commentator supported the proposed definition of
‘‘primary care provider.’’ Several commentators raised
concerns with it.
Two commentators commented that the proposed definition would describe only duties and not medical credentials of the primary care provider. One commented that
the proposed definition would conflict with Act 68 and
with Insurance’s proposed regulation. The other commented that enrollees should know the medical background and experience of primary care providers, and
there should be uniform requirements across plans for
who can be considered to be a primary care provider.
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Another commentator strongly objected to the proposed
amendments not using the term ‘‘primary care physician’’
that was included in the regulations being repealed, and
the replacement of that term with the term ‘‘primary care
provider.’’ The commentator stated that there were significant and substantial differences between an appropriately trained and experienced primary care physician and
a primary care provider as defined by Act 68. The
commentator stated that these two terms were not interchangeable, and to treat them as such could dilute health
care in this Commonwealth. The commentator recommended that the Department retain the term ‘‘primary
care physician’’ even though the proposed definition of
‘‘primary care provider’’ would track the statutory definition.
The commentator stated that Act 68 did not alter
requirements under the HMO Act, and the Department’s
regulations promulgated under the HMO Act required
primary care physicians to be made available. Therefore,
it contended that the Department’s final-from regulations
must be changed to state that a primary care physician
should supervise and coordinate care. The commentator
argued that certified registered nurse practitioners
(CRNP) and physician’s assistants should not expressly or
by implication be permitted to possess supervisory and
coordination authority because Act 68 did not expand
their scope of practice. Therefore, the commentator urged,
they could not practice independently of a physician. The
commentator stated that neither a CRNP nor a physician’s assistant should be permitted to be a primary care
provider, and recommended that the regulations be revised to prohibit that from occurring.
One commentator pointed out that § 9.77(a)(2) (relating to subscriber rights) of the regulations that are being
repealed requires a primary care provider to spend half
the provider’s time as a primary care provider, or to have
limited the provider’s practice for at least 2 years to
general practice, family medicine, internal medicine or
pediatrics. The commentator strongly suggested that, at
minimum, the Department’s final-form regulations maintain these standards. The commentator stated that the
Department should require minimum levels of experience
and schooling for primary care providers, and claimed
that without guidance or credentials, enrollees could not
tell whether a plan’s primary care provider network
consists of appropriately qualified providers.
The Department has considered these comments and
has decided not to change the definition of ‘‘primary care
provider.’’ The definition matches the language in Act 68
and in Insurance’s regulations.
With respect to the comments concerning use of the
word ‘‘provider’’ rather than ‘‘physician,’’ Act 68 did not
alter the HMO Act, but it does broaden the scope of
permissible primary care providers by defining a primary
care provider as a health care provider. This definition
encompasses practitioners other than physicians. See
definition of ‘‘primary care provider’’ in section 2102 of
Act 68. However, the provider is still limited by the scope
of practice defined by the provider’s license. Licensing
boards and statutes determine the scope of practice,
education and training requirements. The Department
cannot set Statewide standards for minimum primary
care provider credentials. Further, Act 68 did not make
disclosure of a provider’s credentials automatic or available upon request.
Also, because Act 68 expanded the definition of ‘‘primary care provider’’ to include specialists in certain
situations (see section 2111(6) of Act 68), a requirement
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that a primary care provider must practice a minimum
number of hours per week or have a certain number of
years of practice as a primary care provider would serve
to disqualify most specialists from serving as a primary
care provider. This may indirectly prevent an enrollee
from having a specialist serve as the enrollee’s primary
care provider.
One commentator recommended adding the sentence, ‘‘a
POS plan is a managed care plan,’’ to the end of the
definition of ‘‘POS.’’ This language is not definitional, and
the Department has not made the change.
The Department has changed the definition and added
language to clarify that a POS plan is offered by a plan
and may require an enrollee to choose and use a
gatekeeper to obtain the highest level of benefits with the
least out-of-pocket expense. Further, a POS plan may
allow enrollees to use providers either inside or outside
the network without the referral of a gatekeeper.
Three commentators, including IRRC, objected to the
proposed definition of ‘‘service area’’ as differing from the
definition of ‘‘service area’’ included in Act 68.
The Department has not changed the proposed definition. The Department does not agree that the language
conflicts with Act 68. The Department expanded the Act
68 definition to further define the requirements for
service areas under the HMO Act because the Department certifies an HMO initially on a limited geographic
basis. The Department then approves expansions of the
service area on a county-by-county basis, following a
determination by the Department that the HMO has an
adequate provider network in that proposed county. The
initial certificate of authority is granted based on the
original proposed service area. As HMOs expand, a new
certification is not required, but the new network must be
approved by the service area expansion request process.
The Department’s additions to the Act 68 definition
reflect this.
Two commentators commented that the Department’s
proposed definition of ‘‘UR’’ would go beyond Act 68’s
definition, because it would allow utilization review (UR)
to be performed by any health care plan, and not just a
CRE. One of these commentators recommended deleting
the term ‘‘health care plan’’ from the definition. The
commentator recommended that the Department reference CREs, since they were defined earlier in the proposed amendments, and add the word ‘‘certified’’ before
the word ‘‘utilization review entity.’’
The Department included the term ‘‘health care plan’’
in the proposed definition of UR deliberately because
section 2151(e) of Article XXI (40 P. S. § 991.2151(e))
states that managed care plans with certificates of authority need not be certified to conduct UR. Therefore, Act
68 clearly contemplated certain managed care plans
would be performing UR. The Department has not deleted the term ‘‘health care plan’’ from the definition, but
has changed the term to ‘‘managed care plan’’ to more
accurately reflect the statutory language.
One commentator recommended that the Department
add time frames for reviews and standards for how a plan
should test for reviewer reliability, and include in the
definition what a CRE should include in its written
complaint and grievance review decisions.
The Department agrees that the issues of timeliness
and the content of complaint and grievance review decisions should be addressed, and has done so in other
sections of the regulations. Time frames are addressed in
the operational standards section, § 9.751 (relating to
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time frames for UR) and the content of complaint and
grievance review decisions are addressed in §§ 9.703 and
9.705 (relating to internal complaint process; and internal
grievance process), as well as § 9.750 (relating to UR
system standards).

The Department has not added these recommended
data elements. The Department will consider adding
them in future reporting years, but at the present time it
prefers to verify this data through onsite reviews and
auditing, rather than plan self-reporting.

Section 9.603. Technical advisories.

The other commentator recommended that the Department add the following data elements: quality improvement reports; changes in utilization data since the last
report; formularies and process to obtain prior authorization or an exception; a report on monitoring activities for
IDS and medical management contracts; the number,
type and reason for payment procedures to out of network
providers; a report on activities to accommodate access
needs for persons with disabilities to provide services to
persons with limited English and to accommodate persons
with sensory disabilities; a report on the provider complaint process, including the number of complaints filed
by type of provider and outcome; if applicable, a report on
utilization for persons seeking drug and alcohol abuse
treatment services, by type of service provided; and a
copy of the annual financial report given to the Insurance
Commissioner.

The Department received eight comments on this proposed section. One commentator supported this section as
an advantageous undertaking because it would foster the
working relationship of plans and the Department.
Several commentators commented that the Department
had not provided for public review and comment of
technical advisories. IRRC commented that the proposed
regulation would not address how the Department would
notify interested parties that a technical advisory was
being issued. Several commentators, including IRRC,
recommended that the advisories be published in the
Pennsylvania Bulletin with information on how to obtain
copies. One commentator commented that the technical
advisories should be available in advance, to permit
public comment. Several commentators stated that the
Department should specify in regulation that purchasers,
the public, and providers have access to its advisories.
The Department uses technical advisories to provide
guidance. They are not binding. They represent the
Department’s interpretation of a regulation or of a statute. Since these are not binding statements, the Department sees no need to provide a time period for public
comment. However, to notify all interested parties, the
Department will publish notice of the availability of a
technical advisory in the Pennsylvania Bulletin.
One commentator commented that the Department’s
explanation of the effect of a technical advisory as
nonbinding was appropriate. The commentator commented that a technical advisory could not be used as a
waiver mechanism, as the Department had done in the
past to permit plans to use CRNPs as primary care
providers. The commentator stated that a technical advisory could not be used to secure waiver of statutory and
regulatory requirements.
With respect to the comment regarding CRNPs, the
Department may choose to waive enforcement of a regulation, so long as that regulation is not also a statutory
requirement. The Department’s issuance of a technical
advisory to explain that it would grant a waiver of its
then current regulation requiring plans to make primary
care physicians available, and, instead, allow the use of
CRNPs, was appropriate.
Section 9.604. Plan reporting requirements.
The Department received approximately 30 comments
regarding this proposed section. Two commentators commended the Department for establishing reporting requirements that would help ensure effective oversight as
well as provide the public with data on plan practices.
Another commentator commented that the reporting requirements that would be imposed by the proposed
amendments were insufficient to demonstrate to the
Department that a plan was in compliance with Act 68.
Two commentators provided the Department with a list
of elements that should be included as reportable information. One of these commentators suggested that the
Department add UR time lines, explanations of how a
plan will test for reviewer reliability, and a summary of
the content of complaints and grievances, to the reporting
requirements.

The Department reviewed these suggestions, but has
determined not to add any additional reporting requirements. The Department believes the reporting requirements are sufficient for its purposes, and notes that the
reports are not the only way in which the Department
will verify and ensure compliance with Act 68.
The Department has the following response to the data
elements recommended. The quality assurance report is
already required as part of a plan’s annual report. A
change in utilization data can be calculated by the
Department from the data requested, and does not need
to be self-reported. Formularies are extremely large and
too subject to change to require that they be reported,
particularly as the Department does not need this information to ensure compliance with the regulations or with
Act 68. Requirements related to the formulary exceptions
process are included in § 9.673 (relating to plan provision
of prescription drug benefits to enrollees) and need not be
reported here. Out-of-network information could be useful
to the Department in monitoring network adequacy but is
a difficult element to accurately capture and analyze
given the proliferation of open access plans that allow
enrollees to obtain services from a nonparticipating provider. The Department will, however, consider this for
future reporting requirements. The Department will also
consider adding a report on accommodations for disabilities and non-English accommodations in the future. Act
68 did not create a provider complaint process other than
for timely payment, which is a matter addressed by
Insurance. Drug and alcohol abuse treatment requests
and services provided will more likely be addressed
through external quality assurance reviews of managed
behavioral health plans, but the Department will consider
requiring plan reporting on this in the future. The
Department has access to financial statements from
Insurance. The Department will review them as it finds a
review necessary to ensure compliance under the regulations and statutes. Additionally, a copy of the financial
annual report to Insurance is currently included in the
annual report submission to the Department.
One commentator also commented that the Department
lacked the statutory authority to require all plans to
report as HMOs are required to do. The commentator
stated that the Department should limit plan reporting to
what is required in section 2111 of Article XXI.
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The Department has the authority to require plan
reporting. Section 2111 of Article XXI requires that plans
report to the Department what is necessary for the
Department to determine compliance with Act 68, including information relating to complaints and grievances.
See section 2111(13) of Article XXI. The section leaves it
to the Department’s discretion to determine what information the Department needs to be reported to enable it
to ensure a plan’s compliance with Act 68. The Department has included in § 9.604 (relating to plan reporting
requirements) a listing of reportable items. The reporting
of these items will allow the Department to monitor
compliance with the various parts of Act 68, for example:
timely access and availability to health care providers,
section 2111(1) of Article XXI; institution of appropriate
complaint and grievance processes, section 2111(8) and (9)
of Article XXI; and direct access requirements, section
2111 of Article XXI. The commentator in question has not
pointed to any required reporting element that is inappropriate under Act 68.

ment is aware of the public interest in obtaining information for public review, and is looking into whether the
reported data can be used to generate the user-friendly
information in question. Outcome criteria is currently not
recorded, tracked or analyzed in the same manner by all
health plans. HEDIS data is expensive to collect, validate
and report. While most health plans in this Commonwealth currently collect, validate and report HEDIS data
to the National Committee on Quality Assurance (NCQA),
not all health plans do. Mandated collection of HEDIS
data could be an extensive undertaking, expensive and
potentially burdensome on the managed care industry.
Additionally the Department does not want to limit itself
to HEDIS data should alternate data elements be determined to more accurately reflect outcomes and performance. At the moment, the data requested by the Department is sufficient for its regulatory purposes; however,
the Department is considering ways in which it can in the
future provide information which would be useful to
consumers in evaluating health plans.

IRRC commented that the proposed requirement that
key utilization, enrollment, and complaint and grievance
system data should be reported was vague and should be
clarified. IRRC recommended that the Department specify
what data would be required. The Department agrees,
and has done so.

Several commentators had comments regarding specific
data elements required by the Department in proposed
subsection (a). One commentator recommended deletion of
the reference to county disenrollment data from proposed
subsection (a), which would set requirements for plan
annual reports, since it was not reportable by plans, and
since its usefulness to the Department, according to the
commentator, was questionable.
The Department believes that if plans are able to
report enrollment by county, they should be able to report
disenrollment by county. Because, however, the Department can calculate this information from comparisons
with previously reported enrollment data by county, the
Department will delete the reference disenrollment data
by county from subsection (a)(1).
IRRC and several other commentators commented that
the requirement in proposed subsection (a)(2) that plans
report health utilization data was vague, since it did not
list specific types of data required.
The Department agrees that the language should be
clarified, and has included language from the Department’s regulations that are being repealed to specify what
information is required.
IRRC and several other commentators raised concerns
that the reference to data relating to complaints and
grievances in proposed subsection (a)(3) was vague, and
could result in the reporting of substantially less information than the Department would desire. One commentator
commented that reporting of this data was missing
altogether.

IRRC also commented that the proposed section did not
specifically reference penalties if reporting requirements
were not met. Two other commentators also commented
on the lack of a specific penalty for late reports. One of
these commentators recommended adding subsection (c),
to establish penalties for late filing of reports.
The Department has the authority under Act 68 and
the HMO Act to impose certain fines. That authority is
included in the regulations in § 9.606 (relating to penalties and sanctions). These fines may be charged against
plans which fail to report in a timely fashion. That
language need not be repeated in this section to be
applicable. The Department cannot, however, create penalties that are not provided for in statute.
IRRC also recommended cross-referencing § 9.606 for
the purposes of clarity. The Department considered making a cross-reference, however, it has determined not to
reference the section because if the Department were to
do so here, it would be necessary to cross-reference
§ 9.606 in every instance where a penalty could be
applied. Since a violation of nearly every section could
result in a penalty, this could become excessive.
Several commentators noted that there was no requirement in this proposed regulation for use of the Health
Plan Employer Data and Information Set (HEDIS) data
collection elements. One commentator noted that the
section would not require plans to provide information as
to outcomes in any manner. The commentator stated that
such information was a crucial set of data needed by
consumers to choose health plans. The commentator also
recommended the establishment of an advisory panel on
data; and that quarterly and annual data be made
available in user friendly reports to purchasers, providers
and the public to allow comparisons of different managed
care plans and providers in terms of costs, quality and
outcomes. Several other commentators commented that
the proposed regulation would fail to require that annual
data about the plan to be made available in a userfriendly format for public review.
The Department’s objective in requiring plan reporting
is for regulatory oversight and compliance. The Depart-

Proposed subsection (a)(3) would have required reporting of complaint and grievance data. Complaint and
grievance data would have also been required to be
reported quarterly in proposed subsection (b). The Department has, however, added language from Insurance’s
regulation to provide more detail. See 31 Pa. Code
§ 154.13 (relating to managed care plan reporting of
complaints and grievances).
One commentator also recommended reporting by categories of complaints and grievances, for example, quality
of care, days to appointment, specialists referrals, requests for interpreter services and denials of emergency
room claims. The commentator also recommended reporting by medical/nonmedical categories, as well as by total
provider appeals.
The Department currently categorizes all third-level
complaints and grievances, but has not required that
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plans do so. The Department is exploring standard
reporting categories (for example, quality of care, access,
noncovered benefit, cosmetic procedure) for use by all
plans in future reports to be consistent with the Department’s own reporting categories.

additional information in the annual report upon advance
notice. IRRC recommended that the Department either
clarify the subsection to specify the type of information it
might request, and the length of the advance notice
period, or delete it.

The Department has also added language to the proposed paragraph to make it clear that plans must obtain
and report activity by subcontractors. This is necessary
since Act 68 allows grievances to be delegated to CREs.

The Department understands the commentators’ concerns, and has deleted subsection (a)(11).

Two commentators recommended that the Department
change proposed subsection (a)(6) to require a plan to
report the number of primary care providers, specialists
and pharmacists joining and leaving the plan. The proposal would require only the reporting of physicians
joining or leaving a plan.
Any potential exodus of a hospital or primary care
provider that serves large numbers of enrollees must be
reported to the Department under § 9.679 as an early
warning system which the Department feels is preferable
to retroactive reporting. The number of physicians in the
network provides a quick and useful indicator of the
status of a network; however, the Department currently
reviews network adequacy through the entire provider
directory and investigations of complaints made to the
Department. The Department cannot necessarily take
action against a plan because of the migration of providers into and out of the network. Therefore, the usefulness
of the information is questionable. Because listing every
type of provider and the totals of providers moving in and
out of the network would be burdensome for the plan, and
would not alleviate the need for the Department to
validate the information through the network, the Department has not added this requirement to the regulation.
Two commentators took issue with the Department’s
proposed requirement in subsection (a)(8) that plans
provide reimbursement methodologies to the Department
for the Department’s review. There is a concern on the
part of plans that the information, which they consider to
be proprietary and confidential, would become public.
Further, one of the commentators stated that it would
become difficult for plans to negotiate appropriate contractual modifications with providers with this requirement in place.
The Department is aware of the plans’ concern regarding their proprietary and confidential information. However, Act 68 requires that no managed care plan use any
financial incentive that compensates a health care provider for providing less than medically necessary and
appropriate care to an enrollee. See section 2112 of Article
XXI. To ensure compliance with this requirement, the
Department must review reimbursement methodologies,
as well as any changes to those methodologies. The
Department is sensitive to the plans’ concerns, however,
and will take every step possible to ensure the confidentiality of the information in question. The Department is
adding language to this provision, and to several other
sections of the regulations, on which it intends to rely for
protection of the confidentiality of the information if
requests are made for the information’s release. The
Department will provide the plan with notice of the
request and allow it to either consent to the release, or to
take action to prevent the release. The Department will
support the plan’s action.
IRRC and another commentator raised concerns about
the catch-all provision in proposed subsection (a)(11)
intended to allow the Department flexibility to request

One commentator has requested changes to subsection
(b) similar to those the Department has made to subsection (a)(2) to clarify the data elements. The Department
has revised this proposed subsection, but has chosen not
to reiterate the language in subsection (a)(2). The Department has, instead, referenced that provision, requiring
the data as specified in that paragraph be reported on a
quarterly basis. The Department has also referenced
subsection (a)(6) to make it clear that the Department
must also receive network information on a quarterly
basis.
Section 9.605. Department investigations.
Three commentators, including IRRC, commented concerning inconsistencies in the wording in this section. All
three noted that proposed subsection (a) would apply to
all plans, while proposed subsections (b)—(e) would apply
only to HMOs. All three commentators requested that the
Department reconcile this inconsistency, although one
commentator stated that this should not be done by
extending the Department’s investigatory powers to all
plans. The commentator further stated that the Department had no need for or authority to investigate and
review plan information generally.
The Department agrees the section should be applied
consistently to all plans, not only HMOs. The Department
has the authority to enforce Act 68 (see section 2181 of
Article XXI (40 P. S. § 991.2181)), as well as the HMO
Act.
Two commentators requested that the Department add
language to proposed subsection (a) allowing the Department to investigate provider complaints regarding quality
of care, and provider grievances. The commentator noted
that the proposed subsection would only reference enrollee grievances and complaints.
The Department agrees that language referencing enrollee and provider grievances should be included in this
subsection, and has made the change. The Department
will investigate alleged violations of Act 68, but has no
general authority with respect to provider complaints, nor
does it have the authority to become involved generally in
disputes between providers and plans so long as there are
no Act 68 or HMO issues in question. The Department
has also changed the language of subsection (a) to clarify
that its authority to investigate whether a plan is complying with Act 68, the HMO Act, the PPO Act and the
regulations is not limited to annual, quarterly and special
reports, grievances and enrollee complaints.
One commentator commented that the investigations
referenced in this proposed subsection (b) should include
all subcontractors regardless of whether they take risk.
The Department has made no change to proposed
subsection (b). The Department has the authority to
investigate issues regardless of which entity performs the
actual function. The plan retains ultimate authority and
responsibility for compliance under Act 68, and should the
Department need to investigate a subcontractor, it has
the authority to do so by virtue of its authority over the
plan. Further, since the definition of ‘‘IDS’’ does not
contain any reference to risk, this is no longer an issue.
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Two commentators expressed concern that the Department exempted financial business from review in proposed subsection (c), which would provide the Department
and its agents to all books, records, papers and documents that would relate to the business of the HMO other
than financial business. One commentator was concerned
that this information could be directly related to quality
of care or services, or deficiencies found in those areas.
The commentator stated that business practices and
solvency could have an impact on the provision of services
and benefits, provider contracting and credentialing. The
commentator did not believe that the Department could
monitor without this information.
The Department has made no change to the proposed
subsection. The Department is aware of the linkages
between solvency and plan operations as it affects quality
of care and service. However, Insurance has jurisdiction
over the financial aspects of managed care plans and the
documents related to those issues. If the Department
needs the information, the Department will be able to
obtain the information from Insurance.
Two commentators have recommended that proposed
subsection (d), which would provide the Department with
access to medical records for certain purposes, be modified. One commentator recommended the addition of the
language ‘‘to the extent permitted by law’’ after the
phrase ‘‘The Department will have access to medical
records of HMO enrollees . . . .’’ The other commented that
not all HMOs have medical records available, only staff
model HMOs do. This commentator recommended altering the language to provide the Department with access
to medical records ‘‘only to the extent available.’’
The Department has made no change to the proposed
subsection. Section 2131(c)(2)(ii) of Article XXI (40 P. S.
§ 991.2131(c)(2)(ii)) provides the Department with access
to records for certain purposes, despite the general confidentiality provisions in section 2131(a) of Article XXI.
Subsection (d) tracks the language of section 2131(c)(2)(ii)
of Article XXI.
Section 9.606. Penalties and sanctions.
Several commentators have requested additions to this
proposed section. Although one commentator commented
that the section had been substantially revised and had
improved draft regulations the Department circulated in
May of 1999, it recommended that the Department add
language that would permit it to recoup its costs upon
obtaining injunctive relief. Another commentator noted
that the experience of other State regulators has demonstrated that regulators need to have available to them
strong administrative penalties taken in conjunction with
injunctive relief to ensure that plans comply with regulations.
Although the Department agrees that these recommendations would be helpful in enforcing the statutes and
regulations, the Department is unable to create penalties
that do not exist in either the HMO Act or Act 68.
Therefore, the Department has not changed the regulation.
One commentator commented that any penalties or
sanctions should be governed by the appeals processes in
2 Pa.C.S. Chapter 5, Subchapter A (relating to practice
and procedure of Commonwealth agencies). The Department has changed subsection (e) of the regulation to
clarify that, with respect to penalties and sanctions under
Act 68, the requirements of 2 Pa.C.S. Chapter 5,
Subchapter A apply. The language of subsection (c) reflects the language of the HMO Act, and has not been
changed.
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One commentator recommended that the Department
publish annually a list of plans, by area served, which
had no deficiencies and were not required to file plans of
correction for the year.
The Department decided against making this change to
the regulations. Under the regulations, plans are required
to be reviewed by an external review organization and to
maintain a continuous quality improvement program that
reports on its activities annually to the plan board of
directors and to the Department. Quality improvement is
the continuous and systematic advancement toward goals
designed in pursuit of the very best that can be achieved.
No plan, even the very best performer, achieves a perfect
score on the external review or a perfect outcome on
every quality improvement initiative undertaken. The
Department makes available to the public the annual
quality improvement work plan and those portions of
external reviews that result in Department-requested
plans of correction, along with those plans of correction.
No plan has received perfect scores or achieved 100% on
every quality initiative undertaken. Therefore, the Department questions the usefulness of a listing of virtually
every plan as a ‘‘nonperfect’’ plan. The Department
prefers to make available to the public those reports
where the Department is requiring corrective action. They
provide more meaningful information.
Two commentators requested that the Department
clarify the proposed subsection (a)(1) by adding a reference to Article XXI in paragraphs (1) and (2). The
Department has not done so, since Article XXI is referenced in subsection (a), and it is clear that all the
penalties and sanctions in subsection (a) are for violations
of Article XXI.
One commentator recommended that the Department
add to proposed subsection (a)(3) language that a ban on
enrollment shall continue ‘‘until the plan comes into
compliance with law and regulations.’’
The Department has not added this language to proposed paragraph (3). The Department reserves the right
to determine what the timeframe for such a ban should
be. Depending upon the nature of the violation, it may be
possible to lift the ban when the violation has been
substantially corrected. For example, if a plan failed to
have a medical director, and the Department banned
enrollment to the plan, the Department might lift the ban
if the plan obtained a medical director on a temporary
basis until one could be located and hired. Technically, the
problem would not be resolved since the plan would not
have hired a medical director, but the potential harm to
the enrollees would have been alleviated.
One commentator recommended that the Department
add language to subsection (a)(4), which would require a
plan to notify enrollees of the existence of a plan of
correction within 60 days of its approval by the Department. Further, the commentator recommended the addition of language stating that the Department will monitor
the plan of correction.
The Department has not changed the substance of
proposed paragraph (4) to reflect this comment. The
Department has the responsibility to monitor the plan of
correction, without including any additional language in
the regulations. The Department will not require notice to
enrollees of a corrective action plan. This is burdensome
financially for plans, given the number of enrollees in a
plan, and the questionable utility of the knowledge. For
example, the Department may determine that a plan with
500,000 enrollees, which processed 250 first level com-
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plaints in a year, had in 5% or 13 cases failed to issue its
decision letters within the statutory time limits of Act 68.
In those 13 cases, the plan was 1 day late. The Department then required a plan of correction to address the
problem. To require the plan to provide notice of this plan
of correction to 200,000 households for an issue that
affected 13 households would be hugely expensive. The
information would be essentially useless to the vast
majority of enrollees, most of whom will never file a
complaint. (These numbers represent the actual volume of
first level complaints for a plan with this size enrollment,
as based on data from the 1999 annual reports).
The Department has moved the substance of proposed
paragraph (4) to subsection (d), and has added language
to clarify that the Department may request a plan of
correction for violations of the HMO and PPO Acts, Act 68
and the regulations. The Department has also added
language to clarify that failure to comply with a plan of
correction could result in the Department’s taking action
under subsection (a) or (b), as appropriate.
IRRC recommended that the Department clarify the
proposed section by defining a plan of correction, and
explaining what must be in it.
The Department has not added a definition for ‘‘plan of
correction.’’ The Department believes that the concept of a
plan of correction is self-explanatory. The Department
provides the plan with the list of issues to which the plan
must respond, or face other action, and the plan either
responds with sufficient explanations and actions, or does
not. No definition for this term exists in the Department’s
other licensing regulations, although it is used extensively in the regulations for both long term care facilities
and hospitals.
One commentator commented that, since HMOs do not
provide services, proposed subsection (b)(1) should be
revised to include the words ‘‘arranging for’’ services
rather than the words ‘‘providing inadequate services’’ in
proposed paragraph (1). The Department agrees that the
word ‘‘arranging’’ should be added to the paragraph, to
clarify that HMOs can provide for or arrange for services.
It has included that word to state that an HMO may be
fined if the Department finds that the HMO is providing
or arranging for inadequate or poor quality care. See
subsection (b)(1).
The Department has deleted subsection (b)(3), since
Insurance is the agency with authority over fraudulent
insurance practices. See generally the Unfair Insurance
Practices Act (40 P. S. §§ 1171.1—1171.15).
Subchapter G. HMOs
The Department received over 200 comments on this
proposed subchapter.
Several commentators made general comments not
addressed to any particular section. One commentator
commenting on the overall subchapter, raised concerns
that the Department would have little oversight in establishing criteria and review of HMO licensing.
The Department sets the standards for obtaining a
certificate of authority, and will conduct a readiness
review, as well as a review of the application to determine
whether the applicant meets those standards. Use of a
private entity to perform reviews is not unheard of, and
does not eliminate the Department’s responsibility for
ensuring that an HMO complies with the HMO Act and
the regulations.
One commentator raised concerns that the Department’s proposed revisions to the HMO regulations would

be disadvantageous to consumers, and that Act 68 did not
provide the statutory authority to make these changes.
The Department is revising its HMO regulations to
comply with Executive Order 1996-1, which requires all
agencies to review all regulations for necessary changes.
The Department was in the process of making these
changes when Act 68 was passed. Because the two sets of
regulations are highly interdependent, the Department
chose to combine the two processes. The Department has
the authority to accomplish the revisions and deletions it
proposed through both Act 68 and the HMO Act. The
Department disagrees that the regulations in any way
harm consumers. The Department has gone to considerable lengths to include consumer protections in the
final-form regulations adopted under both Act 68 and the
HMO Act.
Two commentators commented that the proposed regulations did not include minimum standards for education,
training, experience and record keeping, among other
things. One commentator stated its concern that the
proposed regulations would also fail to require Department review of information about practitioners, including
substance abuse history, board certification and malpractice history.
This comment pertains to credentialing of providers,
which the Department addresses in an entirely separate
subchapter. See Subchapter L. This comment is addressed
in that section. Again, that is a credentialing issue for the
HMO.
Section 9.621. Applicability.
The Department received one comment on this proposed section. The commentator recommended that the
Department identify specific types of plans covered by Act
68 and make this list available to consumers and providers.
The Department does not intend to develop a list of all
types of plans subject to Act 68. Also, this subchapter
applies exclusively to HMOs. Although all HMOs are
subject to Act 68, not all plans subject to Act 68 are also
subject to the HMO Act. Section 2102 of Article XXI
contains a definition of what plans are subject to Act 68.
To the extent that this comment was made in an effort to
help consumers and health care providers understand
their rights under Act 68, the Department believes that a
list could be misleading to enrollees. An enrollee may in
fact be covered by a plan administered by an HMO or
other plan that is preempted by the Federal Employee
Retirement Income Security Act (ERISA) from Act 68’s
jurisdiction. Through the disclosure requirements issued
by Insurance and those contained in this section, a plan
is responsible for providing Act 68 information to enrollees and health care providers.
Section 9.622 Prohibition against uncertified HMOs.
The Department received one comment on proposed
subsection (a). That proposal would prohibit a corporation
from operating an HMO within this Commonwealth
without a certificate of authority. The commentator noted
that the proposed subsection prohibited only corporations
from engaging in HMO activity. The commentator recommended that the Department delete the first four words,
and replace them with, ‘‘no person, partnership, corporation, or limited liability company or other entity
shall . . . .’’
The language in the proposed subsection would track
the HMO Act. The Department has not changed the
proposed subsection. It is written in this manner because
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under the HMO Act, only a corporation may apply for a
certificate of authority to operate as an HMO.
The Department received comments from one commentator on proposed subsection (b). The proposal would
prohibit a foreign HMO from operating within this Commonwealth without a certificate of authority from the
Commonwealth. The commentator recommended that the
Department specifically exclude out-of-State HMOs that
enroll Pennsylvania residents employed in another state
under group contracts issued and delivered in that other
state, if the HMO has a valid certificate of authority in
that state.
The Department is not empowered to regulate contracts
between non-Pennsylvania plans and non-Pennsylvania
employers, even though they may affect residents of this
Commonwealth who happen to work out-of-State. The
HMO Act and Act 68 regulate the corporation, not the
enrollee. HMOs licensed and regulated in other states,
which issue contracts in this Commonwealth, are considered foreign HMOs under the section 6.1 of the HMO Act
(40 P. S. § 1556.1) and the statute specifically requires
foreign HMOs to obtain a certificate of authority from the
Commonwealth.
The commentator also recommended that rather than
requiring a separate certificate of authority for potentially
small amount of business by foreign HMO, the Department should rely on and exercise its regulatory oversight
in areas of access to quality of care and quality of care
issues.
The statute requires a foreign HMO to obtain a certificate of authority to do business in the Commonwealth.
The foreign HMO may always make an argument to the
Secretary of the Department and the Commissioner of
Insurance under section 6.1(b) of the HMO Act that
specific requirements of the regulations or the HMO Act
should be waived. The Department, however, is not
prepared to make the sweeping declaration that only
portions of the regulations apply to foreign HMOs.
Section 9.631. Content of an application for an HMO
certificate of authority.
The Department received several comments on this
proposed section.
One commentator recommended that the Department’s
and Insurance’s requirements be the same for what is to
be included in an HMO certificate of authority application. The Department disagrees. Each agency requires
different information for its particular purposes, since
each has different responsibilities under the HMO Act.
Although both agencies require different information,
there is a joint application.
Several commentators, including IRRC, commented on
the Department’s proposed deletions from the application
which had been required by the regulations the Department was proposing to repeal. IRRC commented on the
Department’s proposed elimination of a job description for
the medical director, of the procedure for referral of
subscribers to nonparticipating specialists and of procedures for payment of emergency medical services. IRRC
noted that in its Preamble to the proposed rulemaking,
the Department stated that these requirements were
either unnecessary or superseded by Act 68. IRRC disagreed, and stated that these requirements needed to be
present for the Department to determine an applicant’s
ability to operate in accordance with Act 68 and the HMO
Act. IRRC asked the Department to either reinsert these
items, or explain why they were no longer necessary and
what portions of Act 68 superseded them.
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Another commentator also raised concerns that the
Department was proposing to eliminate the regulatory
requirement that an HMO provide a detailed description
of position of the medical director. The commentator also
raised concerns that the Department was proposing to
eliminate the requirement for review and approval of the
HMO’s procedure for referral of subscribers to nonparticipating specialists. This commentator stated that the
Department could not determine whether the person in
medical director’s position had authority to oversee UR
and quality assurance without reviewing the job description. The commentator recommended that the Department require that the medical director: (1) be qualified or
have experience in performing these functions; (2) presently live in this Commonwealth or have lived here in
recent memory; (3) have a job description requiring the
medical director to perform these activities; (4) utilize
appropriate review criteria for this purpose; (5) be employed for more than 1 hour per year; (6) not have
incentives based on decreased utilization; and (7) report
directly to the HMO’s board. In the commentator’s opinion, Act 68 did not require that these requirements be
repealed.
The same commentator raised concerns that the Department was proposing to repeal the regulatory requirement that the applicant provide a copy of its financial
information and proposed subscriber literature. The commentator stated that the Department had expertise in
reviewing subscriber literature to determine whether it
complied with Department policies. Secondly, the commentator stated that the Department could not determine
if there was consistency between what the plan stated it
would do to gain a certificate of authority and what it had
done without seeing the subscriber literature. Thirdly, the
commentator raised concerns that the Department would
not have available needed financial statements to determine what the plan had in place regarding personnel,
equipment and offices as opposed to what it would need
to put in place if the requirement was deleted.
After reviewing these comments, the Department has
decided to keep language requiring that an applicant
provide the Department with information concerning the
job description for the medial director. See paragraph
(16). The Department has not addressed the issue of what
qualifications the person holding the position of medical
director must have in this section. The Department
addresses this issue in the discussion of comments on
proposed § 9.633 (relating to HMO board requirements).
The Department has also decided to keep language
requiring applicants to submit a procedure for referrals to
nonparticipating providers, see paragraph (17), and copies
of member literature. See paragraph (18). Copies of
general member literature are required in the agencies’
joint application for a certificate of authority, which both
agencies receive and review. Although the Department
will receive the member literature, it is Insurance that
has the authority to review and make certain the application contains this particular information.
The Department has decided against including language requiring the submission procedures for payment of
emergency services in the HMO certificate of authority
application. The regulatory requirement the Department
is repealing was meant to ensure that plans were not
summarily rejecting emergency room claims, regardless of
the medical condition, on the technicality that the primary care provider had not given prior authorization.
Under the prudent layperson standard, the condition
must be considered and the lack of a prior authorization
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cannot be used to summarily reject the claim. Act 68 not
only requires plans to utilize the prudent layperson
standard when processing claims, it also delineates those
services that must be included for payment. See section
2116 of Article XXI. Section 9.672 (relating to emergency
services) addresses emergency services including payment
requirements and nonparticipating requirements.
One commentator also raised concerns that the Department was proposing to eliminate the regulatory requirement that an HMO provide a description of the process of
board selection. The commentator stated that this change
was not required by Act 68. The commentator commented
that the board of directors is ultimately responsible for
policies that guide plan selection, and without the Department’s review of the selection process or without a
requirement that boards be balanced and diverse, HMOs
could ‘‘stack’’ the board. The commentator stated that the
Department could not regulate the outcome without
regulating the process.
The Department has not changed the proposed section
to address this concern. The Department does ask for the
bylaws of the corporation, which include the process by
which the board is selected. The Department also asks for
a list of senior officials in paragraph (2). Matters related
to the board of directors and the background of senior
officials are handled by Insurance.
One commentator recommended that the Department
include a requirement that the HMO notify the Department of any significant changes in operations or structure
that would differ from the HMO’s original application.
The Department has not changed the proposed section
to address this concern. Plans do report changes in
structure through the annual report. Changes in operations do not require prior approval under the HMO Act;
however, the Department does monitor operational
changes through annual site reviews, the external quality
review process and complaint investigation.
IRRC and another commentator noted that the Department had stated that it was proposing to remove this
subject matter addressed in proposed paragraph (1) from
its regulations, but in fact it appeared in the proposed
amendments. Proposed paragraph (1) would require the
application to include information explaining the applicant’s organizational structure.
The Department has reconsidered eliminating the subject matter addressed in the proposed paragraph, and has
decided to retain the proposal in the final-form regulations.
IRRC commented that the Department had stated that
it was proposing to remove the subject matter addressed
in proposed paragraph (4) from the regulation, but paragraph (4) also appeared in the proposed regulations.
Proposed paragraph (4) proposed to require the applicant
to include a copy of each proposed standard form health
care services contract and each IDS contract including a
detailed description of the types of financial incentives
that the HMO may utilize.
Another commentator commented that the proposed
regulation lacked a requirement that an HMO provide
the Department with a detailed description of the financial incentives that it will use. The commentator stated
that the Department’s proposed regulation would only
require the HMO to tell what types of incentives it might
use. The commentator expressed concern that bonus
payments to reward low utilization could constitute up to
half of a provider’s compensation. This could expose
members with high medical needs to an enormous risk of

reduced levels of care. The commentator stated that a
Health Care Financing Administration (HCFA) study had
shown that when rewards for low utilization reach 25% of
total potential payments, the provider reaches a threshold
that can color treatment decisions and result in inadequate care for the patient.
The Department inadvertently included in the proposed
regulations both proposed paragraphs (4) and (16), which
proposed to require the applicant’s submission of a detailed description of the applicant’s incentives and mechanisms for cost-control within the structure and function of
the HMO. In this context, cost-control is was a broad
concept involving utilization review, case management
and other administrative mechanisms employed to control
health care costs. As these administrative mechanisms
are well-established and well-known within the industry,
the Department will only be requiring financial methodologies. The Department has changed the language in
paragraph (4) to require that HMOs include a detailed
description of reimbursement methodologies along with
the standard IDS-provider contract. The Department has,
therefore, deleted from the regulation proposed paragraph
(16), which contained the requirement relating to cost
control. The Department will continue to receive the
necessary information to evaluate potential impact of
reimbursement methodologies on the provision of health
care services.
Since the Department has included a requirement for
reimbursement methodologies in paragraph (4), the Department is also including language that states that the
Department will maintain the confidentiality of this
information unless ordered to release it by a court of law.
The Department will notify the HMO of any request for
the information to either obtain consent to release the
information from the HMO, or to allow the HMO to take
action to prevent the release of the information.
With respect to the comment relating to the HCFA
standard, that standard refers to 25% of total potential
payments. The Department’s regulation requires that
whatever the bonus or incentive program is, the bonus
program cannot weigh utilization factors more highly
than a combination of all other factors. The Departments’
standard addresses incentive plans separate from payment for services, whether fee-for-service or capitation.
Regardless of the amount of the bonus, it cannot be paid
out or earned based solely on utilization. This issue is
more fully discussed in the Department’s response to
comments on § 9.722 (relating to plan and health care
provider contracts).
Section 9.632. HMO certificate of authority review by the
Department.
The Department received several comments on this
proposed section.
One commentator raised a general concern that the
proposal included no standards for quality assurance and
no requirement to use generally accepted medical standards for UR.
The Department has changed the regulations to link
the requirement that an HMO have and provide a
detailed description of its proposed system for on-going
quality assurance to § 9.674 (relating to quality assurance standards). See § 9.631(8) (relating to content of an
application for an HMO certificate of authority). The
Department has also changed the regulations to link the
requirement that the HMO have and provide a detailed
description of its proposed UR system to §§ 9.749—9.751
(relating to UR system description; UR system standards;
and time frames for UR).
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In subsection (b), the Department proposed that it
publish notification of receipt of a complete application for
a certificate of authority in the Pennsylvania Bulletin,
and that a public meeting on the application might be
held if the Department chose to do so. One commentator
recommended that the discretionary public meeting on
new HMO applications should be mandatory to better
serve the public interest.
The Department has not changed the proposed subsection. The Department is providing for public comment,
even though it does not intend to hold public hearings in
all instances. This should be sufficient to protect the
public interest.
One commentator supported the requirement in proposed subsection (c) that would give the Department
additional time to determine what additional information
is needed from a plan, since the regulations that are
being repealed only gave the Department 10 days for this
purpose.
One commentator supported the proposed elimination
of the practice of deeming applications complete even
though the Department might not have all the necessary
relevant information relating to provider networks. See
subsection (d). The commentator stated that the Department needed all information required by the regulations
before providing a certificate of authority.
Several commentators raised concerns that proposed
subsection (e) would not require the Department to
conduct a visit to an HMO applicant, and that the
Department could rely solely on external review by firm
hired and paid for by the HMO.
The Department does conduct a readiness review of an
HMO applicant before granting a certificate of authority;
that may not in all instances entail a site visit. After
consideration of the comments, the Department has included language in subsection (e) stating that it will
conduct a site visit as part of its readiness review.
With respect to the comment concerning external review organizations, these organizations are selected and
approved by the Department, and they do not review the
plan until after the first year of enrollment activity. The
Department does not and is not proposing to use them to
conduct readiness reviews.
Section 9.633. Location of HMO activities, staff and materials.
The Department received several comments on this
proposed section. Three commentators noted that the
Department was proposing to repeal requirements for the
position of medical director, and recommended the inclusion of these requirements in the final-form regulations.
The Department agrees that the regulations should
contain qualifications for the position of medical director.
The Department has included language in § 9.633(2)
(relating to location of HMO activities, staff and materials) of the final-form regulations similar to that which is
included in the regulations it is repealing. See repealed
§ 9.76(b) (relating to professional staffing of health maintenance organizations). Section 9.633 requires the HMO
to identify a physician to serve as its medical director.
Section 9.633(2) also requires the medical director to be
licensed in this Commonwealth, and qualified to oversee
the delivery of health care services in this Commonwealth. As did the regulation the Department is repealing, § 9.633(2) makes the medical director responsible for
overseeing UR and quality assurance activities regarding
coverage and services provided to enrollees, general coor-
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dination of the medical care of the HMO on behalf of the
HMO and appropriate professional staffing of the HMO.
Section 9.633(2) also requires the medical director to
design protocols for quality assurance and makes the
medical director responsible for the evaluation of quality
assurance programs and continuing education requirements. This was also required by the regulation the
Department is repealing.
One commentator recommended including qualifying
requirements for quality assurance (QA) committee members.
Two commentators also raised concerns that the proposed amendments would have no standards for ownership of HMOs, and that owners and operators do not have
to demonstrate prior experience in health care management.
Another commentator recommended that the Department reinstate the language it had included in 1999 draft
regulations, a version of the regulations that the Department circulated before promulgating proposed rulemaking. That draft section related to the character and
competency of owners and officials. The commentator also
recommended that any HMO that employs an officer,
director or other management person who has been
convicted of a Federal offense as defined by Medicare
regulations should be disapproved until the official is
removed. It noted that the Federal Office of Inspector
General could automatically exclude that entity from
participation in Medicare.
The Department received several comments on proposed subsection (a), which would require an HMO to
establish a board of directors, at least 1/3 of whom were
enrollees of the HMO, within 1-year of the award of the
certificate. Comments were divided into three separate
topics: (1) the requirement for enrollees to be members of
the board in 1 year or in 18 months; (2) the prohibition
against undue influence and the requirement for diverse
representation; and (3) the need to prohibit HMO employees from being enrollee members.
Four commentators remarked on the Department’s
failure to remove the requirement that an HMO have
enrollee board members within 1 year of the certificate of
authority from the proposed amendments, and replace it
with an 18-month time period, as it stated it intended to
do in the Preamble to the proposed rulemaking. One
commentator supported the change, since the 1-year
period was onerous for HMOs, three recommended the
Department retain the 1-year time period. These commentators commented that the 1-year period would ensure that there were sufficient qualified individuals to
serve as members of the board, and it was critical that
plan be held accountable for actions from initial date of
operation.
One commentator commented that proposed subsection
(a) would exceed the Department’s statutory authority.
The commentator noted that the HMO Act only states
that the board must be 1/3 subscribers and follow HMO’s
charter and guidelines. Therefore, the Department’s addition of language requiring the selection process to be
structured to secure ‘‘diverse representation of broad
segments of the enrollees’’ and prevent ‘‘undue influence
in the selection process by non-enrollee members of the
board’’ would go beyond the HMO Act.
IRRC commented that the phrases ‘‘undue influence’’
and ‘‘diverse representation of broad segments’’ needed to
be clarified. Another commentator commented that they
should be deleted, as they were editorial in nature and
invited litigation.
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One commentator also recommended that the Department clarify in proposed subsection (a) that employees of
the plan or board members could not qualify as enrollee
board members.

This commentator further stated that failure to include
a primary care provider/enrollee ratio, which must be
used to determine network adequacy, would eliminate the
Department’s basis for disapproval of network adequacy.

After reviewing these comments, the Department has
decided to delete this section. Since Insurance is the
agency responsible for reviewing the organizational and
business structure of the HMO, and has mechanisms in
place to do so, there is no need for the Department to
duplicate that function. The review of officers and directors of the HMO board is routinely addressed by Insurance, which, together with the Department, has authority
over the certification of HMOs. The decision on this
particular part of the application is within the jurisdiction
of Insurance.

The Department has decided against including specific
provider to patient ratios in the regulations. Staffing
levels at an HMO are reviewed through the certificate of
authority application, (see § 9.631(11) and (14)), with
on-going requirements that do apply to all plans in
quality assurance and utilization review. See §§ 9.678
and 9.681. HMO staffing levels can and should vary
significantly based on the technology available, the population served and the corporate structure. For example,
the number of member services calls, and, consequently
the staff required to answer the calls is much larger for
Medicare+Choice and Health Choices enrollees who have
more questions and concerns and issues than the general
population. The technology used to route calls and assist
member services staff can also significantly impact the
number of calls a representative can take per day. The
Department does not wish to dictate business operations
at this level. The Department monitors effectiveness of
operations through site reviews, audits and complaint
investigations.

One commentator recommended that the Department
add language allowing the medical director or quality
assurance committee to report quality or access problems
to the board as soon as they were identified.
While the Department does not object to the QA
committee going directly to the board if need be, the
Department believes that the decisions on how reports of
this nature are to flow within the corporation should be
left to the corporation.
One commentator commented that decisions relating to
medical necessity and coverage of emergency services
should be made by emergency physicians licensed in this
Commonwealth, actively practicing emergency medicine
at least 20 hours per week. This commentator stated that
there were no medical specialties similar to emergency
medicine.
This comment is more appropriately addressed to
§ 9.672 (relating to emergency services). The Department
has not changed either § 9.672 or this section. Now that
the prudent layperson standard must be applied by plans,
there is no need for a specialist to review emergency
services. The standard is no longer what is a true
emergency, but rather whether a prudent layperson would
believe that an emergency existed.
Section 9.634. Delegation of HMO operations.
The Department received several comments on this
proposed section, which has been renumbered as § 9.633
in the final-form regulations.
Seven commentators objected to the Department’s
elimination of specific enrollee/provider ratios from the
regulations the Department is repealing. See repealed
§ 9.76. The commentators recommended that the finalform regulations contain specific requirements for plans
to maintain sufficient staff to carry out functions required
by Act 68, and that the Department impose these requirements on all plans, not just on HMOs.
One commentator disputed the Department’s rationale
for repealing several of these ratios included in the
Preamble to the Department’s proposed rulemaking in
the commentator’s general discussion on Subchapter G
(relating to HMOs). The commentator stated that these
standards were not obsolete, the requirements were not
sufficiently dealt with at the individual HMO level
through credentialing, and that the requirements of
§§ 9.678 and 9.681 (relating to primary care providers;
and health care providers) were not sufficient. The commentator stated that the same objective criteria were not
present in these proposed regulations, and that there was
a need to establish network enrollee ratios and standards
for all HMO models.

Further, the HMO regulations that the Department is
repealing are not applicable to the current managed care
environment in this Commonwealth. Those regulations
require a primary care physician to enrollee ratio of
1:1,600, and overall physicians to enrollees of 1:1,200.
These standards are relevant to staff model HMOs, a
model in which physicians are employees of the HMO,
and service only the HMO’s enrollees. The ratios are not
and would not be applicable to contracts with independent physicians who see patients with all types of insurance and are not able or willing to dedicate room in their
practices for 1,600 patients of any particular HMO. To
apply this standard today would mean that an HMO with
less than 1,000 enrollees in one county need only have
one primary care provider in that county. This also
presupposes that the single primary care provider is
willing and able to take 1,000 enrollees of one HMO. This
is highly unlikely. This ratio does not support development of an adequate network promoting access and
availability. Therefore, the Department declines to reinsert it, as it pertains to an HMO model no longer
prevalent in the industry.
Further, the Department does not use physician/
enrollee ratios for network review. The standards for
network review are included in § 9.679.
One commentator also stated that plans should be
required to maintain adequate numbers of staff in this
Commonwealth. The commentator stated that plans do
not want to spend time and money on tasks such as
utilization review by appropriate specialists, answering
requests for information, providing documents to which
enrollees are entitled to have access and responding to
complaints and grievances. Plans will assign people
whose primary responsibilities are elsewhere, and these
tasks will be delayed. This commentator stated that the
regulations must include requirements for adequate staff,
and that the proposed regulations allowed the plans to
decide whether or not to maintain adequate staff. The
commentator stated that the proposed regulations would
probably result in State oversight only after a serious
problem developed and complaints about inaccessibility
had grown loud enough.
The Department has made no change to the proposed
amendments to address these concerns. For reasons
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stated earlier, technology and innovation make it difficult
to set minimum staffing standards in regulations. These
standards may serve to stifle improvements in productivity and service by requiring outmoded, unproductive and
inefficient standards.
Further, with respect to the fact that the comment
addresses all plans, and not just HMOs, this section only
addresses the Department’s responsibilities in granting
certificates of authority to HMOs. The Department only
has certification authority over HMOs, and not other
managed care plans. Assurance of adequate resources is
required in the on-going quality assurance program
(§ 9.674 (relating to quality assurance standards)), and in
UR (see Subchapter K) both of which apply to all plans.
With respect to the concern that an HMO shall maintain adequate staff numbers in this Commonwealth, the
Department has no authority to require that activities be
done only within this Commonwealth. A plan is obligated
to adhere to the requirements of the law and regulations
with respect to services provided within this Commonwealth, regardless of where support activities take place.
The Department’s authority and oversight is not diminished by a plan’s out-of-State activities.
One commentator raised concerns that the Department
was proposing to eliminate qualifications for primary care
physicians, contained in the regulations the Department
is repealing (see repealed § 9.76). These include a requirement that a primary care physician must practice
50% of time as a primary care physician, and have
practiced as a primary care physician for the previous 2
years.
The Department has decided not to change the proposed section to include qualifications for an HMO’s
primary care physician. Act 68 now defines the term
‘‘primary care provider.’’ See definition of ‘‘primary care
provider’’ in section 2102 of Article XXI. The Department
has included Act 68’s definition in its regulations, as well
as additional requirements for primary care providers in
§ 9.678. The Department sees no need to retain standards for primary care physicians. The 50% practice
requirement was to ensure patient access, and that the
provider would be able to address primary care concerns.
For example, a board certified internal medicine physician also has a subspecialty in cardiology. If this physician dedicates all patient hours to cardiology, the physician will not have sufficient access for general primary
care concerns, and may not be keeping current with
general primary care issues. Act 68, however, contemplates that a patient with a heart condition would receive
approval for the patient’s cardiologist to serve as the
primary care provider. Rather than set an arbitrary
standard in regulation which could prevent specialists
from serving as primary care providers, the Department
is requiring plans to adopt credentialing standards for
who can and should serve as primary care providers, and
what patient access protections should be in place,
whether they pertain to a specialist or a primary care
provider.
One commentator recommended that the Department
keep the language in its 1999 draft regulations that
would have required an HMO to have a place of business
accessible to enrollees and providers, and personnel sufficient to respond to complaints, grievances, and urgent
and emergent requests for assistance concerning the
provision of health care services.
The Department has decided against including this
language in its final-form regulations. The Department
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does review staffing and operations to ensure there are
resources in place to respond to enrollee inquiries from
the first day of operation.
One commentator recommended that the Department
change the proposed time frame included in proposed
paragraph (1) within which documents are to be made
available from 48 hours, to 20 days, consistent with
timing in civil suits. IRRC also commented on this
proposed paragraph and asked the Department to explain
how it decided upon 48 hours. IRRC also asked whether
the Department considered using business days rather
than hours. The Department has changed the language to
require that documents be made available within 30 days,
unless the Department determines that the matter relates to patient safety. In that case, the HMO shall
provide the records within 2-business days.
With respect to the other comments, the Department is
requiring that it be afforded access to the documents, not
as part of discovery in a civil suit, but as the regulator
responsible for the welfare of the citizens of this Commonwealth. If a serious problem arises which requires the
Department to have access to the information quickly,
2-business days would permit the plan to have the
documents either sent by some type of express mail, or
brought by courier to the State, while still allowing the
Department quick access.
The Department received two comments on proposed
paragraph (2), which would require the medical director
to be licensed in this Commonwealth, and qualified to
perform the duties of a medical director in this Commonwealth.
One commentator recommended that the medical director not be required to be licensed in this Commonwealth,
but merely be required to have a license in good standing.
The other commentator, IRRC, stated that there was no
statutory requirement that a medical director be licensed
in the Commonwealth. IRRC noted that some HMOs may
have operations in other states and may employ physicians licensed in other states. IRRC asked what other
factors qualified a physician to oversee delivery of health
care services, and why Pennsylvania licensure should be
required.
It is correct that there is no specific statutory requirement that an HMO with a certificate of authority in this
Commonwealth have a medical director licensed in this
Commonwealth. However, the Department has the responsibility for the oversight of quality of care provided or
arranged for by an HMO, and to that end the Department
has determined that a medical director licensed in this
Commonwealth would be more aware of the rules and
regulations of this Commonwealth. A medical director
licensed in this Commonwealth would also be more
familiar with the practice of medicine and delivery systems issues within this Commonwealth, as well as more
in touch with the needs of Pennsylvania enrollees.
The Department also notes that the HMO regulations it
is repealing required an HMO to have a physician as its
medical director. Since 1 Pa.C.S. Part V (relating to
Statutory Construction Act of 1972) defines a ‘‘physician’’
as a person licensed in this Commonwealth to practice
medicine or osteopathic medicine (see 2 Pa.C.S. § 1991
(relating to definitions)), the regulations could have been
read to require the medical director to be licensed in this
Commonwealth.
IRRC also asked whether it was the Department’s
intention to require a separate medical director with
separate license requirements to oversee those enrollees
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who work in this Commonwealth but reside in a neighboring state. If this was not the case, IRRC questioned
the necessity of the reference to enrollees who are
residents of this Commonwealth.
Another commentator also requested that the Department delete the phrase ‘‘residents of this Commonwealth,’’
since not all enrollees are residents of this Commonwealth.
The Department has deleted this language as unnecessary.
IRRC commented that it was not clear from proposed
paragraph (3) how many health care providers on the
HMO’s quality assurance/improvement committee had to
be licensed in this Commonwealth, and requested clarification. Proposed paragraph (3) would require the HMO’s
quality assurance/improvement committee to include
health care providers licensed in this Commonwealth.
The Department has not changed the proposed amendments to specify an absolute number or percentage. The
number of providers on the committee licensed in this
Commonwealth is not as important as the undertakings
and results of the committee with regard to assuring and
improving quality. The Department does not wish to
create an artificial ratio not related to the caliber of the
committee and the results achieved. The Department has
added language to clarify that at least one health care
provider on the committee must be licensed in this
Commonwealth.
Another commentator commented that the QA committee should only include Pennsylvania-licensed health care
providers.
The Department has not changed the proposed paragraph to impose this as a requirement. Multistate plans
frequently have National QA committees that determine
policy based on National standards. This creates convergence and sharing of techniques, technologies and practice that are at the forefront of medical evolution. The
Department cannot require plans to have only physicians
licensed in this Commonwealth on a National committee.
The Department is, however, requiring the medical director responsible for oversight of services in this Commonwealth to be licensed in this Commonwealth as that
position involves daily oversight of and responsibilities for
medical management activities, including utilization review of health care services. The person occupying that
position must be aware of and familiar with the practice
of medicine in this Commonwealth.
Section 9.635. Issuance of a certificate of authority to a
foreign HMO.
This section has been renumbered as § 9.634 in the
final-form regulations. The Department received six comments on proposed subsection (a), which would recognize
that HMOs may delegate by contract HMO operations
and that the Department has the ability to monitor
quality of care and require corrective action of the HMO
regardless of the contracted delegation.
The Department received one comment in support of
the Department’s authority to require renegotiation of
contracts between an HMO and its contractors for delegated duties.
Several commentators commented on the lack of a
definition for ‘‘HMO operations,’’ which is a term used in
the proposed amendments. One commentator noted that a
broad interpretation of the term would result in HMOs
having to file with the Commissioner every vendor or
outsource contract, whether for printing, or advertising,

or for any similar type of arrangement. This would be
burdensome for plans, and for the Department.
One commentator recommended that the Department
use the following language: ‘‘An HMO may contract with
any individual, partnership, association, corporation, or
organization. A contract for the delegation of HMO operations does not diminish the authority or responsibility of
the board of directors of the HMO, or the ability of the
Department to monitor the quality of care and require
prompt corrective action of the HMO when necessary.’’
One commentator stated that this proposed section
appeared to be duplicative of the Pennsylvania Holding
Company Act (40 P. S. §§ 991.1401—991.1413), under
which HMOs must file management agreements with
Insurance.
This commentator, as well as IRRC, recommended that
if the Department did not delete the proposed provision,
it should add several things. First, the Department
should clarify what constituted a delegation of HMO
operations subject to this provision. Secondly, the Department should limit the requirement that delegation agreements be submitted to areas specific to the Department’s
jurisdiction, for example, delivery systems, quality of care
or access to care. Thirdly, the Department should clarify
what agreements were likely to be produced, relative to
other current regulatory requirements, under the Department, Insurance and Department of Public Welfare. IRRC
also recommended that if the Department retained the
provision, it define what contracts it will review under
the HMO Act.
The Department has made changes to proposed subsection (a) for clarity and to cite to section 8(b) of the HMO
Act (40 P. S. § 1558(b)), which defines by example the
types of matters that are considered to be HMO operations. The Department will not attempt to define every
arrangement considered to be a contract for the delegation of HMO operations, or seek to assume jurisdiction
over every arrangement. The Department is simply saying that whatever delegation arrangements an HMO may
make, those arrangements do not relieve the HMO from
meeting its responsibilities to enrollees or its duty to
correct deficiencies, and will not prevent the Department
from regulating HMOs under the HMO Act and under
these regulations with respect to work they seek to
delegate. The Department has not said that it must
review and approve every type of delegation of HMO
operations, it has specifically stated, under subsection (b),
that it will review contracts for the delegation of medical
management. The Department has the authority over
these medical management agreements because, among
other reasons, they involve utilization review, and because of the need for these subcontractors to be certified
by the Department.
One commentator noted that Insurance has traditionally been responsible for oversight of management contracts. The commentator requested clarification concerning how the Department and Insurance will coordinate
regulatory oversight in regard to the delegation of HMO
operations. The commentator asked whether the requirements of this section impacted current IDS arrangements
and filing requirements, and recommended that, if this
were the case, the changes should be specifically stated.
Another commentator commented that delegations
should be listed with the Department rather than filed
with Insurance, and should be limited to delegation of
performance of covered services that relate to quality of
care rather than administrative functions, which are
corporate operational concerns.
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It is extremely unlikely that an IDS will contract to
provide services without also requiring some autonomy or
control over its own operations, over how resources are
allocated to provide health care services, and how money
is spent. To the extent this includes UR, this is a contract
that must be reviewed by the Department under
Subchapter J (relating to health care provider contracts),
and will most likely not fall under this section, since it
does not deal solely with operations, but involves the
provision of services. If a contract, which would otherwise
fall under this section, deals strictly with utilization
review services and does not involve an arrangement with
health care providers it is a medical management contract, and would be subject to the Department’s review
under § 9.675. Insurance, as co-regulator, will continue to
carry out its duties and responsibilities by focusing on
areas under its expertise and purview.
Section 9.636. Issuance of a certificate of authority to a
foreign HMO.
The Department received several comments on this
proposed section, which has been renumbered as § 9.635
in the final-form regulations.
IRRC commented that the HMO Act states that the
Department may develop reciprocal licensing agreements
with other states which permit audits, inspections and
reviews of agencies from other states to determine
whether the HMO meets Commonwealth requirements.
IRRC recommended that the Department include in the
final-form regulations standards related to this provision.
The Department has included in the regulations language which states that in the event or to the extent the
Department and Insurance are able to arrive at reciprocal
licensing agreements with other states, the requirements
of the section may be waived or modified. See subsection
(e).
One commentator stated that the Department should
not require certificates of authority for foreign HMOs.
The HMO Act requires that foreign HMOs doing business in the Commonwealth must have a certificate of
authority in this Commonwealth. See section 6.1 of the
HMO Act (40 P. S. § 1556.1). The Department cannot
alter a statutory requirement. However, an HMO licensed
and operating solely outside of this Commonwealth, including issuing coverage to non-Pennsylvania employers,
does not constitute a foreign HMO operating in this
Commonwealth, even though some residents of this Commonwealth may have coverage through this out-of-State
arrangement.
IRRC noted that although the proposed amendments
would allow the Department to grant a certificate of
authority to a foreign HMO if the Department is satisfied
that it is fully and legally organized and approved and
regulated under laws of another state and complies with
requirements of this Commonwealth, proposed subsection
(a) does not specify what documentation the Department
needs to have to be satisfied. IRRC recommended that the
Department include this information in the final-form
regulations.
The Department rejects the recommendation. The Department will accept the application currently on file with
the regulatory agency of the ‘‘home’’ state of the foreign
HMO. The Department will contact that regulatory
agency and verify whether the standards in that state
match the standards set out in this Commonwealth. The
Department has added language to this subsection that
requires the foreign HMO to provide the Department
with a copy of its application for licensure or certification
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on file with its state of domicile. This will allow the
Department to review official documentation as it considers the applicant.
Several commentators, including IRRC, raised concerns
with proposed subsection (c), which would permit the
Department to waive or modify its requirements under
the HMO Act and the proposed regulations. One commentator commented that the Department was proposing to
allow secret waivers of statutory requirements by foreign
HMOs without comment or public hearing.
Three commentators stated that the proposed amendments failed to ensure quality of care, since the Department would be allowed to waive requirements for out-ofState HMOs.
IRRC requested that the Department clarify how it
would determine to grant a waiver of State requirements
with respect to foreign HMOs.
The HMO Act specifically permits the Department and
Insurance to waive the requirements of that act so long
as the waiver or modification is consistent with the
purposes of the HMO Act, and the waiver or modification
does not unfairly discriminate on behalf of the foreign
HMO. See section 6.1(b) of the HMO Act. The language in
subsection (c) is taken directly from the HMO Act, with
the exception that the Department’s proposed regulation
made reference to the HMO Act and to this chapter. The
language has been revised to reference those chapters
that deal with matters relating solely to HMOs under the
HMO Act. It excludes the requirements of Act 68 from the
waiver provision because the Department is not empowered by Act 68 to waive any of its requirements.
Further, because the Department accepts public comment on applications for certificates of authority for
HMOs, the Department agrees that it would be useful to
accept public comment on applications for foreign HMOs
as well. The Department has included language in subsection (f) to allow for public comment concerning the
application, including any potential waiver, so that the
Department has the opportunity to consider those comments before the Department and Insurance grant a
waiver.
Section 9.651. HMO provision and coverage of basic
health care services to enrollees.
The Department received several comments on this
proposed section.
Several commentators commented that the proposed
section would fail to require HMOs to provide access to
providers within 24 hours for urgent care.
Subsection (c)(1) does require access to providers within
24 hours for urgent care by requiring primary care
providers to be available 24 hours-per-day, 7 days-perweek to provide services or to refer enrollees for services
when necessary. Additionally, enrollees have the prudent
layperson standard to protect them when they access care
through the emergency room directly even when the
ultimate diagnosis was less than a true clinical emergency.
One commentator recommended that the Department
delete the inclusion of skilled nursing care from inpatient
services, since the two are entirely different. The Department rejected the recommendation, as it explains in its
discussion on the comments on the definition of ‘‘inpatient
services.’’
Another commentator commented that the proposed
regulations would eliminate inpatient physician care and
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ambulatory physician care as a defined required basic
health care service. This was unintentional. The definitions of ‘‘inpatient services’’ and ‘‘outpatient services’’ in
§ 9.602 have been revised to include professional services.
The same commentator raised concerns that the Department would allow an HMO to refuse to cover services
prescribed by a licensed health care provider based on
medical necessity. The commentator also raised concerns
that the Department would not require that the denial be
based on accepted medical practice, unlike the draft
regulations it circulated in 1999. The commentator stated
that the proposed section would allow HMOs to have
unfettered discretion in defining medical necessity criteria and in applying it.
The Department has addressed the issue of definitions
of medical necessity in § 9.677 (relating to requirements
of definitions of medical necessity). Plans have the responsibility to define ‘‘medical necessity’’ under Act 68.
This section addresses the types of services that must be
covered as basic benefits.
IRRC commented that the terms ‘‘adequate,’’ ‘‘appropriate’’ and ‘‘unreasonable’’ used in proposed subsection (a)
were vague. Proposed subsection (a) would require an
HMO to maintain an adequate network of health care
providers through which it would provide coverage for
basic health services as medically necessary and appropriate without unreasonable limitations as to frequency
and cost. IRRC asked how the Department would enforce
this provision and require compliance with Act 68 without
more specific standards.
The Department has not made a change to the proposed subsection. The word ‘‘appropriate’’ is part of the
term ‘‘medically necessary and appropriate,’’ and the
Department has declined to set a definition for that term
for reasons that are discussed in commentary on § 9.677.
Plans, however, are required to set a definition for this
term under section 2111(1) of Act 68. The term, therefore,
does not go undefined, although the definition may alter
from HMO to HMO. Further, an enrollee who has an
issue concerning the manner in which the term is applied
may file a grievance.
Further, the Department’s use of the terms ‘‘appropriate,’’ ‘‘adequate’’ and ‘‘unreasonable’’ with respect to networks and network services are also sufficient, given the
complicated nature of the task of determining the adequacy of networks. In any case, because the Department
also sets out specific standards for what constitutes an
adequate network in § 9.679, these terms are not vague.
The difficulty with setting standards such as these in
regulation is that the context of necessity is always
unique to the enrollee, and for the provision of health
care services, must remain so. Definition of the terms in
regulations run the risk of setting standards that could
serve to limit an enrollee’s access to the care required
more swiftly than other enrollees’ typically need. (See
Pennsylvania Association of Township Supervisors v.
Commonwealth, Department of Insurance, 412 A.2d 675
(Pa.Cmwlth. 1980) (statute which used the terms, ‘‘equitable,’’ ‘‘impartial,’’ ‘‘inadequate’’ and ‘‘discriminatory’’ had
adequate standards to guide the Commissioner in considering rate proposals, given the complicated nature of that
task).
Another commentator requested that the Department
clarify that services are provided according to a contractual relationship. The commentator recommended language stating that: ‘‘An HMO shall maintain an adequate

network of health care providers through which coverage
for medically necessary and appropriate basic health
services is provided to enrollees in accordance with the
benefits included in the enrollee’s contract or benefit
category.’’
The Department has rejected the recommendation. By
statute, the HMO is required to provide at least the basic
health services listed in the HMO Act and in these
regulations. That cannot be further limited by contract.
Four commentators, including IRRC, raised issues concerning the language ‘‘customarily excluded by indemnity
insurers’’ in proposed subsection (b). Two requested clarification of the language, including what it meant, who
would evaluate whether the term applied, and how it
would be evaluated now that commercial group products
are not filed.
One commentator commented that the proposed subsection, which would permit an HMO to exclude coverage for
services that was customarily excluded by indemnity
insurers, appeared to suggest that HMOs must wait for
indemnity insurers to add an exclusion before the exclusion becomes customary.
One commentator suggested that the subsection be
deleted altogether.
One commentator commented that the proposed subsection was unsupported by Act 68, since consumers give up
access to providers available under indemnity insurance
to obtain more comprehensive and preventative services
provided by managed care.
The Department has reviewed the language in proposed
subsection (b) in light of the comments. The Department
has deleted references to customary exclusions by indemnity insurers, and has simply stated that an HMO may
exclude coverage for a service, except to the extent that a
service is required to be covered by State or Federal law.
IRRC commented that there were no parameters defining the term ‘‘medically necessary’’ in proposed subsection
(c). IRRC recommended that the Department consider
identifying basic components required in the definition of
‘‘medical necessity’’ to ensure that the HMO’s definition
met requirements of Act 68. Another commentator recommended that the Department approve definitions of ‘‘medical necessity.’’
This has been more fully addressed in the discussion of
comments on § 9.677 (relating to requirements of definitions of ‘‘medical necessity’’).
One commentator suggested that the first sentence of
the proposed subsection (b), ‘‘An HMO may exclude
coverage for the services as are customarily excluded by
indemnity insurers, except to the extent that a service is
required to be covered by State or Federal law,’’ be
amended to read that HMOs must either provide or
arrange for the provision of basic health care services, to
clarify that most HMOs do not provide services through
its employees.
The Department has added the language ‘‘or arrange
for the provision of ’’ after the words ‘‘shall provide’’ for the
purposes of clarification.
One commentator commended the Department for including language in proposed subsection (c)(1) that would
prohibit an HMO from requiring an enrollee to use a
participating service, including an ambulance service, in
an emergency.
The same commentator recommended the inclusion in
the final-form regulations of a requirement for disclosure,
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and a clarification of the extent of coverage, as described
in the statute. The commentator stated that to be consistent with the statute, an HMO shall disclose to enrollees
and health care providers financial and other responsibilities regarding emergency services. The plan must also
provide reasonable payment or reimbursement for emergency services. The Department has not made the recommended change. The Department has addressed the issue
of payment in § 9.672 (relating to emergency services).
Insurance has addressed the issue of disclosure in its
regulations. See 31 Pa. Code § 154.16(h).
The commentator also recommended that the Department add two sentences to clarify that the prudent
layperson standard should be used as the definition of
medical necessity for the provision and coverage of emergency services, without prior authorization: ‘‘In considering emergency services, the plan shall provide coverage
according to the prudent layperson standard;’’ and ‘‘Coverage of emergency services is not subject to prior approval.’’
The Department has not added the recommended language here. This language already exists in § 9.672.
Further, emergency services are determined by application of the prudent layperson standard. See definition of
‘‘emergency services’’ in § 9.602. The Department has,
however, added in subsection (c)(1) a cross-reference to
§ 9.672 to eliminate the possibility of confusion.
The commentator also recommended substitution of the
word ‘‘shall’’ for ‘‘may’’ in subsection (c)(1) to strengthen
the language of the proposed subsection as it was in the
draft 1999 regulation. The proposed subsection would
read ‘‘The plan shall not require an enrollee . . .’’
The Department has not made the change. The phrase,
‘‘may not’’ is a stronger negative than the phrase ‘‘shall
not.’’
IRRC commented that the regulations the Department
was proposing to repeal had a standard for general acute
care inpatient hospitalization services of 90 days per
contract or calendar year, and asked why that standard
had not been included in subsection (c)(3), which would
list inpatient services as a basic health service. Another
commentator stated that there was no statutory justification for this repeal.
After considering the comments and the language in
repealed § 9.72(a)(3) (relating to basic health services),
the Department has decided to retain the 90-day minimum requirement for covered general acute care inpatient hospital days since the Department believes this
would be beneficial to enrollees to retain. For purposes of
this section of the regulations, inpatient general acute
care does not include behavioral health services.
One commentator commented, with respect to proposed
subsection (d), that benefits could be defined to include
the right to be evaluated and stabilized in an emergency
department as required by the Emergency Medical Transportation and Action Labor Act (EMTALA). Proposed
subsection (d) would state that ‘‘An HMO shall provide
other benefits as may be mandated by State and Federal
law.’’ The commentator recommended adding the language ‘‘reimbursement for’’ directly after the opening
phrase: ‘‘An HMO shall provide . . . .’’
The Department has not made any change to the
proposed subsection. The Department does not intend to
require plans to pay what is charged. Plans are free to
negotiate reimbursement terms with providers. The Department is concerned with the integrity of the coverage.
Further, the Department will not list all currently man-
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dated benefits, as this list is subject to change more
frequently than the Department wishes to revise the
regulations. The HMO shall provide whatever benefit a
law requires it to provide.
Section 9.652. HMO provision of other than basic health
care services to enrollees.
One commentator requested that the Department
clarify the extent to which an HMO may offer other
product lines independently of the provision of basic
health care services. For example, may an HMO offer its
dental program/product to a member of an enrolled group
who does not select enrollment in the basic HMO benefits
package? May an HMO offer its dental plan to a group
which does not offer its HMO benefits package as an
option to employees? May an HMO offer a PPO product?
This proposed section was intended to apply to benefit
packages offered by HMOs and those services, than can
be offered in addition to basic health services not instead
of basic health services. The other questions raised by the
commentator are more appropriately addressed to Insurance.
One commentator commented that this proposed section failed to require the disclosure of basic services to
potential enrollees.
This proposed section was intended to implement provisions of the HMO Act that discuss what services are to be
provided to the enrollee, not what disclosures were to be
made to potential enrollees. See section 4 of the HMO Act
(40 P. S. § 1554). Section 2136(a) of Article XXI (40 P. S.
§ 991.2136(a)) does require managed care plans to make
disclosure of benefits, limitations, and exclusions and
other information to enrollees and potential enrollees
upon written request. This is further addressed by Insurance in 31 Pa. Code § 154.16. The Department has made
no change to the proposed section based on this comment.
Two commentators commented on the lack of access
norms for appointments in the proposed section. One of
these commentators commented that the definition of
‘‘network’’ would be inadequate. The commentator stated
that the proposed section would not specify what providers and specialists would be required to be available,
whether networks would be required to include adult and
pediatric providers for each specialty, what appointment
access standards would apply and how far an enrollee
would have travel for a referral. Another provider also
commented on the lack of access norms for appointments.
IRRC recommended that the Department define what
would constitute reasonable access to a network as
required by paragraph (1).
Another commentator commented that the proposed
amendments should include sufficient standards for primary care provider training and for an adequate network.
The Department requires plans to develop access and
availability standards, which are highly dependent on the
individual patient’s condition and not suitable for government regulation. Reasonable patient access to a magnetic
resonance imagining or MRI scan could range from same
day to within 2 weeks depending on the nature of the
suspected illness or condition. An arbitrary standard such
as 3 days could be much too long for some patients and
much too aggressive for others.
With respect to access to pediatric and adult specialty
providers, the proliferation of pediatric subspecialties is a
relatively recent development that has not fully evolved.
There are times when the patient’s condition absolutely
warrants a pediatric subspecialty, but that is not always
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the case. For example, there are very few, if any,
otolaryngologists, (commonly known as ear, nose and
throat specialists or ENTs) who have not provided care to
children with otitis media. The fact that there is now a
subspecialty called pediatric otolaryngology does not
mean that a general ENT is no longer qualified to
continue treating pediatric patients. The Department’s
focus is on requiring the plan to have adequate and
accessible health care services, not on dictating treatment
terms or appropriate providers.
Further, the Department’s network access standards
are included in § 9.679. The Department has crossreferenced that section in paragraph (1) for clarity. The
Department is requiring the plans to set standards for
provider training and specialists as primary care providers that they must audit against. See § 9.683 (relating to
standing referrals or specialists as primary care providers).
One commentator requested clarification concerning
what entity would be responsible for offering and conducting the complaint and grievance process with respect to
nonbasic health services offered by the HMO through
contracts with ancillary service plans, such as vision or
dental, which would not be subject to the proposed
regulations. See proposed paragraph (3).
If an HMO chooses to offer a nonbasic, or supplemental, health service as part of its benefits package, the
HMO is responsible for providing the Act 68 grievance
and complaint process, regardless of whether or not it
subcontracts with an ancillary service plan to provide the
network, benefits or administration. The Department has
made no change to the proposed paragraph based on this
comment.
Section 9.653. Use of copayments and coinsurances in
HMOs.
The Department received several comments on this
proposed section. Two commentators supported the Department’s proposed repeal of the copayment language in
§ 9.72(b), now repealed. One of these commentators
noted, however, that the proposed section would deal with
copayment as well as coinsurance. The commentator
stated that approval of coinsurance was not authorized by
statute.
The commentator also recommended that the Department add language which would state that the Department’s consideration of whether the request to charge
copayments would detract from the availability, accessibility, or continuity of services would be from the economic
position of the lowest wage enrollee in the plan.
One commentator commented that an HMO should
have the freedom to meet the expectations of the market
place in terms of the levels of copayment and coinsurance
available as part of a benefits package.
Seven commentators raised concerns that the proposed
section would not set standards for the review of copayments and coinsurances.
One recommended that language establishing standard
or a maximum threshold be added to the regulation.
One stated its concern that the proposed section would
fail to limit copayments.
One commented that the proposed amendments would
not list criteria the Department would use to determine
impact on availability, accessibility or continuity of services or how it would ensure that the request constructively would advance the purposes of quality assurance,

cost effectiveness and access. If the Department intended
to review these matters, it should alert the regulated
community to standards it would use to make these
decisions.
One stated that the proposed amendments would fail to
provide for the review and monitor of copayments, set
maximum limits, and provide for the HMO to periodically
update and disclose copayments to potential enrollees and
enrollees.
One stated that the proposed section would be too
vague, and needed to be clarified to ensure patient access
to care.
One commented that the proposed section would be
weaker than the language of the regulations the Department is repealing because the proposed amendments
would not include the percentages in repealed § 9.72(b),
and because the Department would only review these
matters if Insurance requested the Department to do so.
One commentator recommended that copayments and
coinsurances should be the same for patients seeking
emergency medical care at participating and nonparticipating facilities. The commentator recommended that the
standards should not be set so high as to dissuade
prudent laypersons from using emergency medical services.
Several commentators commented that the Department
should review coinsurances and copayments for their
impact on access to care, and the regulations should state
specifically that the Department is doing so. These commentators stated that any potential negative effect of
excessive copayments and coinsurance amounts would
impact quality of care concerns, which are fully within
the jurisdiction of the Department. These commentators
recommended the removal of language, which would only
permit the Department to review these matters at the
request of Insurance. One commentator recommended
that the Department retain the right to establish maximum coinsurance and copayment amounts.
One commentator stated that the proposed section
should contain a much stronger statement that there was
a need to limit copayment to avoid undertreatment. This
commentator noted that the PPO regulations state that
copays of over 20% can result in undertreatment. The
commentator stated that if percentages were a problem in
the Department’s previous regulations, other methods
should be used to accomplish the same result.
Two commentators questioned whether the proposed
section was superfluous. One recommended deleting the
copay section since Insurance may ask for the Department’s opinion without it, and language to that effect
should be in Insurance’s regulations, and not the Department’s. The other commented that since Insurance already reviews rates, this proposed section could impose
two levels of review as part of the regulatory approval
process, causing unnecessary delays and extra costs.
IRRC asked whether the Department had approval
authority over an HMO’s request to use copayments and
coinsurances in its benefit structure. IRRC also asked
why it was necessary for the Department to state in its
proposed amendments that it could perform an interagency review on this particular issue. IRRC asked
whether there were other aspects of HMO operations that
the Department have reviewed at Insurance’s request,
what they were and how they were carried out.
The Department has decided to delete this section. The
authority for the review of these matters rests with
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Insurance since approval of copayments and coinsurances
is directly related to the approval of rates and benefits.
Section 9.654. HMO provision of limited networks to
enrollees.

payment source. The commentator noted that plans can
bid on Medicaid contracts, shield mainstream providers
from serving the Medicaid population, provide lower
capitations for higher risk enrollees and so on.

The Department received several comments on this
proposed section, which has been renumbered as § 9.653.
IRRC recommended that the Department define the
term ‘‘limited subnetwork’’ in the definition section. Several other commentators also requested a definition of the
term.
One commentator requested clarification of the term
‘‘limited subnetworks.’’ The commentator commented that
it was subject to many interpretations, and asked
whether it meant closed panel products only.

The Department’s regulation does not allow discrimination. Any limited network must continue to meet the
minimum access standards in § 9.679. Limited subnetworks are generally offered in cases when the employer
wants to concentrate services in a smaller number of
providers than the overall larger plan network. This could
be to decrease costs and premiums, to keep benefits
affordable or it could be because the employer believes
the subnetwork represents the best performing, highest
quality providers in the area. In all cases, the limited
subnetwork must meet the minimum network standards,
there must be clear notice to enrollees and enrollees
cannot be financially penalized with lesser coverage when
services are not available through the limited subnetwork.

IRRC also noted that the Department used both the
term ‘‘limited network’’ and the term ‘‘limited subnetwork’’
in proposed subsections (a) and (b). IRRC recommended
that the Department use one term.
The Department does not need to add a definition of
‘‘limited subnetwork’’ to § 9.602, as the definition is
included in the language of subsection (a). It is a network
that includes only selected participating health care
providers. The Department has added language to the
subsection to clarify the definition.
The Department agrees that it should be consistent
with terms, and has chosen to use the term ‘‘limited
subnetwork.’’ The Department has made the necessary
changes to proposed subsections (a) and (b).
With respect to the question concerning closed panel
products, the term ‘‘limited subnetworks’’ applies to both
open and closed panel products. The limited subnetwork
must still meet the minimum standards regardless of
product line or model type.
One commentator raised concerns that the proposed
section would have a negative impact on children with
disabilities. The commentator criticized the proposed section for not imposing limits on how far an enrollee might
have to travel to a provider, or how long the enrollee
might have to wait to get an appointment. The commentator stated that failure to regulate these matters could
result in burdensome travel and paperwork requirements
on children with disabilities and their families, especially
if they do not have a choice of plan.
Again, the limited subnetworks described in the proposed section would still be required to meet the minimum access requirements in § 9.679, which do limit
travel for frequently utilized services. The Department
has added paragraph (5) to clarify that a limited subnetwork shall meet standards for adequate networks and
accessibility.
One commentator stated that there was no statutory
basis for allowing HMOs to provide a limited network.
The commentator stated that the process included in
proposed subsection (b) was inadequate to protect consumers.
The statute neither mandates nor prohibits limited
subnetworks, so that the Department can neither require
an HMO to have them, nor prohibit it from using them.
The Department can attempt to place some limitations on
limited subnetworks, for example, requiring an HMO to
notify enrollees of coverage so that they do not suffer
out-of-pocket losses from failing to understand the terms
of the plan and the network limitations.
One commentator commented that the proposed section
would sanction discrimination on the basis of race or

One commentator recommended that proposed paragraph (3) could be strengthened by replacing the proposed
language with language that states that the HMO is
required to have ‘‘an adequate number and distribution of
network providers with the training and experience to
provide care. . ..’’ The commentator noted that the proposed paragraph would require an adequate number and
distribution of providers, but expressed concern that
HMOs often fail to include an adequate number or
distribution of providers who have training and experiences to meet needs of enrollees. The commentator stated
that the addition of this language would address that
issue.
Adequate training and expertise must be determined by
the plan in conjunction with the individual enrollee’s
circumstances and needs. The Department can not set
into regulation standards for training and expertise sufficient to cover all possible and potential enrollee needs. In
the event an enrollee has a concern regarding adequacy of
the plan’s providers, the Department will investigate.
One commentator raised concerns that the requirement
in proposed subsection (a) that an HMO obtain prior
approval of a limited network before offering it would
negatively affect future development and implementation
of the options. The commentator noted that these networks were a result of purchaser preference and demand.
At a minimum, the commentator asked the Department
to define ‘‘limited subnetworks’’ and give direction on
when prior approval is necessary.
The Department must review the adequacy of the
network for the population to be served. If the Department did not do so, HMOs could offer products with less
than minimally adequate networks.
The Department received several comments on proposed subsection (b)(1), which would require the HMO to
ensure adequate disclosure to potential enrollees of the
limitations in the number of the provider’s participating.
IRRC commented that the term ‘‘adequate,’’ which the
Department used to describe disclosure of participating
provider information to enrollees, is vague, and that the
Department should provide more specific parameters.
IRRC also commented that disclosure must be consistent
with disclosure requirements in Insurance’s final-form
regulations. Four other commentators noted that the
Department had failed to set disclosure standards. One of
these noted that the standards should include requiring
the inclusion of disclosure language in a provider directory, or marketing and enrollment materials.
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Several commentators noted that the proposed amendments would not require disclosure to current as well as
new enrollees. One of these commentators expressed
concern that because of this, the regulations were not
protective of older persons. By allowing plans to limit
networks beyond the amount needed for certification, the
commentator stated that the Department was taking a
step backward from the legislative intent of the General
Assembly.
One commentator commented that the disclosure to
enrollees of limited networks would mean little since
many employees have no choice.
The Department’s regulations do not permit a plan to
limit the network below the minimally acceptable threshold in a service area and retain the ability to operate in
that area. The Department’s prior approval process is
intended to prevent this from occurring. Further, if the
Department receives complaints of access problems, the
Department has the ability to, and does, investigate and
take action against the plan when warranted.
The Department did not intend to provide a notice
requirement in this section that would allow enrollees to
avoid limited networks. The Department is aware that is
the employer’s choice to offer these networks. The Department has no authority to forbid the networks from
existing, but can ensure that HMOs provide adequate
access and availability of services. The disclosure requirement is intended to protect enrollees from out-of-pocket
costs by ensuring they are notified of the network’s
limitations, and the possible economic impact to them if
they obtain services outside of the network. Therefore,
the Department has changed the proposed amendments
to require notice of coverage limitations in marketing and
membership material that must be issued in advance of
the effective date of coverage. This notice must also be
contained in membership material to current enrollees,
for example, in handbooks, newsletters and announcements. See subsection (b)(1).
The Department agrees that this disclosure should go
to current as well as potential members, and has revised
the proposed subsection (b)(1) to require this.
Further, these limited networks must meet the access
standards in § 9.679. The Department has added language to clarify that fact, and to clarify that disclosure
must be consistent with Act 68, and with Insurance’s
regulations. The Department has added a reference to 31
Pa. Code § 154.16. See subsection (b)(1).
Four commentators stated that the wording of proposed
subsection (b)(2) made it clear that the Department would
approve networks without a single provider in them, if
the HMO could otherwise provide the service. They stated
that proposed subsection (b)(2) would require an HMO to
provide or arrange for the provision of services to an
enrollee at no cost other than a routine copayment if a
covered service were not available within the limited
network. One of these commentators stated that this
would permit an HMO to restrict enrollees to inadequate
networks.

could get the lowest price from a noncredentialed provider
and force the consumer to receive services there.
The comments made by the commentators on this
proposed subsection (b)(1) are incorrect. The Department
cannot and would not permit a limited network without a
single provider. Limited network products must meet the
minimum network requirements. As the Department has
stated, limited subnetworks are generally developed at
the request of employers as discussed above to either
reduce premiums and retain benefits or to develop a
network of those providers viewed as most highly qualified. HMOs do not place enrollees in these limited
network plans; the employer or the enrollee must select
the plan. More importantly, the Department requires the
limited network to meet minimum access standards. The
Department has added subsection (b)(5) to clarify that the
standards in § 9.679 apply.
With respect to out-of-network usage, it is not the
intention of the Department to allow an HMO to force
enrollees to obtain services from uncredentialed providers. In a basic 2-tier limited subnetwork arrangement,
enrollees obtain their highest level of coverage when
accessing care within the subnetwork. There may be no
coverage available when the enrollee obtains care outside
of the subnetwork, or there may be reduced coverage.
There can be a multiple-tier plan that would provide the
highest level of coverage when services are obtained
through the subnetwork, reduced coverage when an enrollee goes to providers in the overall network who are
not part of the subnetwork, and further reduced or no
coverage when the enrollee goes to providers who do not
participate at all with the HMO.
In any of these scenarios, the Department’s position is
that the enrollee cannot be penalized economically when
the plan has no provider on the panel from whom the
enrollee can receive care and the highest level of coverage. In other words, it is not the enrollee’s fault if the
enrollee needs something for which there is no network
provider. The plan has the option to recruit a provider
into the network or provide the benefit at a network rate
when a nonnetwork provider is used. Having no provider
option to offer, the plan is not in a position to force the
enrollee to use any one nonnetwork provider over another. It was not the intention of the Department to allow
this to occur. The Department has added language to
subsection (b)(2) stating that the HMO is to provide for
the service at no additional out-of-pocket cost to the
enrollee.
IRRC commented that the Department used the term
‘‘adequate’’ to describe number and distribution of network providers in subsection (b)(3), and that the term
was vague. Proposed subsection (b)(3) would require a
limited subnetwork to have an adequate number and
distribution of network providers to provide care that is
available and accessible to enrollees within the service
area.

One commented that this would give an enrollee no
choice in the matter of choosing a provider. One also
commented that proposed subsection (b)(1) would allow
an HMO to restrict access by limiting some enrollees to a
potentially inadequate network.

Again, for reasons already discussed, the Department
must consider adequacy based on the individual needs
and circumstances of the patient. The Department has
minimum standards for adequate networks set out in
§ 9.679. The Department has added language to subsection (b)(3) referencing § 9.679 to clarify that these requirements apply.

One commentator also commented that the proposed
subsection (b) would allow a plan to arrange for the
service out-of-network without giving the enrollee a
choice of provider. The commentator stated that the HMO

IRRC and four other commentators commented that the
Department failed to define ‘‘reasonable traveling distance’’ in proposed subsection (b)(4). The proposed subsection would state that enrollment would be limited to
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enrollees within a reasonable traveling distance to limited
participating network providers. The commentators
stated that this would permit limited networks.
The Department requires the limited network to meet
minimum access standards. As stated previously, the
Department is adding subsection (b)(5) to clarify that the
standards in § 9.679 apply to the provisions of this
section.
Section 9.655. HMO external quality assurance assessment.
The Department received several comments on this
proposed section, which has been renumbered as § 9.654
in the final-form regulations.
Four commentators raised concerns about the Department’s proposed repeal of repealed § 9.93(c)(5), particularly the provision which required a statistically significant sample of medical records be done during the
external review. These commentators commented that the
proposed section reduced the scope of the external review
by dropping this requirement.
The Department has not changed the regulation to
reinsert a requirement that statistically significant sampling be done. These reviews are done to monitor
recordkeeping in the physician office. Statistical sampling
is not necessary for this; rather, the random review of
records will provide enough information to be able to
assess the provider’s adherence to the record keeping
standards of the plan.
Seven commentators also raised concerns that the
proposed section contained no requirement for corrective
action when violations are detected.
The regulations in § 9.606 do include mechanisms for
corrective action if problems are found during external
reviews. There is no need to reiterate this at every step of
the regulations where corrective action might be needed.
Section 9.606 provides several options for how to compel
correction, including the ability for the Department to
require a corrective action plan from an HMO. How and
when the Department chooses to use these options,
however, is within the Department’s discretion.
The Department received over 20 comments on proposed subsection (a). Proposed subsection (a) would require an HMO to have an external quality assessment
conducted by an eternal quality review organization
acceptable to the Department within 18 months of receipt
of a certificate of authority, and every 3 years thereafter,
unless otherwise required by the Department. These
comments fell into three categories: (1) whether the
review was an independent review; (2) the change from 1
year to 18 months; and (3) questions concerning the use
of an independent review organization.
Independent External Quality Assurance Assessment
Several commentators raised concerns that the proposed subsection (a) would provide for an external review
to be done by a reviewing organization hired and paid for
by the HMO, and that the HMO, rather than the
Department, would determine the scope of review. They
averred that the review process was therefore flawed in
that it was not an independent review.
The Department disagrees with the comments that the
process is not independent, and is driven by the HMO.
Although an HMO is required to pay for the review, the
Department sets the standards for the review by approving the review organization performing the review and
the standards used by that organization. The Department
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participates in the reviews to ensure compliance with the
standards included in the HMO Act, Act 68 and these
regulations. Also, the Department must review the findings of the independent organization, and decide whether
to accept or reject those findings.
18-Month Review Period and 3-Year Review Period
Several commentators raised concerns that the proposed subsection would change the time frame for the
initial quality assurance review from 12 months, under
the regulations proposed for repeal, to 18 months. The
commentators stated that this would leave consumers in
new untested plans that had not been subjected to any
scrutiny. They also stated that enrollees would not be
protected from unacceptable practices, since there would
be no readiness review and the Department might or
might not perform a site visit.
Several commentators also raised concerns that proposed subsection (a) would not require ongoing reviews
even if there were serious problems, and that the second
external review required of a plan would not be until a
period of 3 years after the first.
IRRC noted that the Preamble to the proposed rulemaking stated that the Department had chosen these
time frames to be more consistent with Nationally recognized accrediting bodies. IRRC asked for the Department
to identify these bodies.
One commentator recommended that the requirement
for external quality review be at 18 months after enrollment of the first subscriber, rather than 18 months after
receipt of a certificate of authority. The commentator
stated that this would ensure sufficient data for a
meaningful review.
The Department agrees that the first external review
should occur within a certain time frame after the first
enrollment has taken place, and has changed the language of proposed subsection (a) accordingly. The Department has not changed the proposed time frame, however.
Subsection (a) requires an HMO to have an external
review 18 months after enrollment begins. This reflects
the NCQA requirements as the Department stated in the
Preamble to its proposed rulemaking. The NCQA is
currently the only organization approved by the Department to perform external quality assurance reviews. For
the NCQA to do a valid review, it must base its review on
12 months of utilization data, which can only be gathered
from the time enrollment begins.
Further, the Department does perform readiness reviews, and has added language stating that it will
perform readiness reviews prior to approving a certificate
of authority. See § 9.632(e). The Department has also
added language to the regulation stating that it will
conduct a site review 12 months following the approval of
a certificate of authority even if there are no enrollees.
See subsection (a)(1). The Department has also added
language to allow it to perform site visits in instances
where more than 18 months from the issuance of a
certificate authority the plan continues to have no enrollment. See subsection (a)(2). Lastly, the Department has
added language to make certain that if more than 24
months go by without enrollment, the HMO cannot enroll
members until the Department has conducted a site visit.
See subsection (a)(3). Because of these additional Department reviews, the impact of this 6-month change on
enrollees should be negligible.
Further, the requirement of a site visit in the nature of
a licensing visit every 3 years is not unusual in the area
of health licensure. The Public Welfare Code (62 P. S.
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§§ 101—1553) limits the term of a license of a drug and
alcohol abuse treatment facility to 1 year. See section
1009 of the Public Welfare Code (62 P. S. § 1009). The
Health Care Facilities Act (35 P. S. §§ 448.101—448.904b)
limits the length of a license to a 1-year period with
respect to health care facilities other than hospitals and a
2-year period for hospitals, or to the dates of licensure
which coincide with Nationally recognized accrediting
agency accreditation (3 years for hospitals). See sections
804(d) and 809(a)(i) (35 P. S. §§ 448.804(d) and
448.809(a)(i)). The Department makes a licensure visit, or
expects an accrediting body to make a licensure visit of a
health care facility at 1, 2 or 3-year intervals, depending
upon the type of facility. This does not mean that the
Department never visits those facilities at any other time,
nor does it mean that the Department does not have the
authority to do so.
With respect to the comments that the proposed section
does not require a review to be done, even if a serious
problem arises, the language of subsection (a) would give
the Department the ability to require formal external
reviews whenever it finds them necessary. The subsection
specifically states that these formal external reviews will
occur every 3 years, unless otherwise required by the
Department. The Department may always, under the
regulations, conduct an investigation, including a site
visit, whenever that visit is necessary. As in the regulation of health care facilities, the Department has the
ability to investigate any complaint (whether or not it is
filed under Act 68) made against an HMO by conducting
a site visit, as it has stated in § 9.605 (relating to
Department investigations). The Department has the
ability to investigate and conduct site visits as it sees fit,
including to investigate problems uncovered during the
external review or upon review of the quarterly or annual
reports. The Department does not need to set in regulation what events will trigger such an investigation. In
fact, for purposes of monitoring and investigation, it is
more effective not to set these triggering events in
regulations. It provides the Department with greater
flexibility.
Review organizations approved by Department
Several commentators, including IRRC, recommended
that the Department make the list of acceptable quality
review organizations available to the public. Several
commentators, including IRRC, recommended that the
Department publish a list of these organizations in the
Pennsylvania Bulletin or the instructions for obtaining
the list.
One commentator asked that, if the Department expanded its list of review organizations, the Department
include a provision in the regulations permitting plans to
request review by an alternative organization if the plan
can demonstrate good cause, such as a conflict of interest.
Another commentator asked whether the Department
would make available criteria used to evaluate and
identify acceptable external quality review organizations.
The Department agrees that the list of approved external quality review organizations (EQRO) should be published in the Pennsylvania Bulletin. It has added language to this section stating that the list will be
published annually. At the present time, NCQA is the
only approved EQRO. See subsection (g). The Department
will consider making the criteria it uses to approve
EQROs available, most likely through a request for
qualifications (RFQ) process. The Department is currently
considering issuing an RFQ.

When the Department has more than one EQRO
approved, plans will be able to choose from those that are
approved to the extent the EQRO and the plan do not
have conflicts of interest. Any limitations or requirements
will be published at the time the list is published.
The Department received three comments on proposed
subsection (c), which would allow an HMO to combine the
external quality assurance assessment with an accreditation review offered by an external quality review organization acceptable to the Department, if certain conditions
are satisfied.
One commentator requested clarification on the latitude
the Department would grant regarding external reviews
conducted by National accrediting agencies. The commentator stated that the proposed provision seemed to imply
that where the requirements of National agencies differed
from the regulations, the Department could request the
entity to incorporate areas specific to the regulations or
assist Department staff in the review. This could occur,
for example, with the processing of enrollee complaints
and grievances as defined by the regulations.
IRRC and another commentator asked what the assessment factors required by the Department would be. IRRC
also recommended that the Department list these specific
factors that must be considered, for example, review of a
statistically significant sample of medical records.
Although a plan is required to pay for the review, the
Department sets the standards for the review by approving the review organization performing the review and
the standards used by that organization. The Department
has clarified this subsection by adding language that
states acceptable reviews must include information that
enables the Department to determine compliance with the
HMO Act, the PPO Act, Act 68 and the regulations. The
Department will supplement the standards of the reviewing organization as necessary by jointly performing reviews against the standards included in Act 68 and these
regulations to ensure compliance with that act. The
Department has added language to subsection (d) to
clarify that the reviews are to assess the quality of care
and effectiveness of the quality assurance program developed by the plan under § 9.674 (relating to quality
assurance standards), and to assess compliance with Act
68, the HMO Act and these regulations.
As already stated, the only EQRO currently approved
by the Department for performing external quality assurance assessments is NCQA. The Department’s regulations
contain much of what is required by NCQA. Its standards
are well known and they are available to the regulated
community and to any interested person. There are areas
in which the NCQA process is not sufficient for the
Department to gauge compliance with Act 68, the HMO
Act and these regulations. Therefore, to the extent necessary, the Department will be supplementing the external
review with agency audits as appropriate. With respect to
the specific comment concerning statistically significant
samples, the Department does not intend to include this
requirement in the regulations for the reasons discussed
in the general commentary on this section.
The Department received several comments on proposed subsection (d), which would state that the assessment would study the quality of care being provided to
enrollees and the effectiveness of the quality assurance
program established by the HMO.
One commentator recommended that the Department
add the language ‘‘as measured by patient outcomes’’ to
the end of the proposed subsection.
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Several commentators complained that proposed subsection (d) does not include any standards other than that
the external assessment would be conducted on the
quality of care being provided to enrollees and the
effectiveness of a quality assurance program. The commentator noted that no mention was made of regulatory
compliance under Act 68. The commentators recommended that the proposed subsection should include the
scope of the review in detail.
The Department will perform reviews along with the
external review organization to ensure that the plan is in
compliance with the requirements set out in Act 68, the
HMO Act and these regulations. As stated previously, the
Department has added language to the proposed subsection to stress that the assessment is being done for these
reasons. The Department has explained its decision not to
include patient outcomes more fully in the discussion on
comments on proposed § 9.674 (relating to quality assurance standards). While the Department is concerned with
the question of patient outcomes, the state-of-the-art
concerning measuring, quantifying and analyzing outcomes is less well developed than would be prudent to
address in these regulations.
The Department received several comments on proposed subsection (e), which would set requirements for
who is to receive a copy of the external quality review
assessment.
Several commentators commented that proposed subsection (e) would not provide for public access to the
external review report.
One of these commentators noted that other health care
providers were required to post deficiencies in public
places, and that outcomes were available to the public on
the Department’s website. The commentator suggested
that the Department was permitting private reviewers to
do the review instead of the State and keeping the
outcome private.
One commentator commented that the public should
have access to reviews in a format that is understandable
and provides a basis for consumers to compare plans.
The Department’s requests for plans of correction,
correspondence between the Department and the plan
relating to the plan of correction and follow-up documentation from the plan are available to the public. See
subsection (f). The external review organization will
always provide feedback to the plan. It is important to
note that the reviews are not structured as pass or fail.
Subsection (f) also provides that the Department will
not make the review containing proprietary information
available, unless authorized by the HMO or directed to do
so by a court of law. To take advantage of this provision,
the HMO must, however, request that the Department
maintain specific information as confidential and proprietary, since the Department cannot determine on its own
what information the HMO may consider to be proprietary. Those areas of commendation or positive performance recognized in the report, such as patient outreach
programs that improve birth outcomes, generally reflect
plan innovations that are proprietary trade secrets, the
details of which HMOs do not want made available to
their competitors. While the public may benefit from
selecting plans with such initiatives, enrollees are generally made aware of such programs and offerings in the
marketing literature without the detailed information on
the program operations and performance benchmarks.
The Department is attempting to coordinate the resources to develop information that would be useful to the
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public in this way. The Department hopes to be able to
achieve this goal within the next 2 years. There does not
need to be language in regulation for this to occur.
IRRC recommended that the Department either add a
subsection regarding penalties to this section, or cross
reference § 9.606, since proposed subsection (e) would not
include a penalty if the HMO would fail to file a copy of
all interim and final reports on the assessment with the
Department.
Another commentator commented that although proposed subsection (e) would require that a copy of the
external review report go to the Department within 15
days, the subsection would not require the HMO to
provide a corrective action plan.
The Department has not added language referencing a
penalty to this proposed subsection. The regulations and
statute have sufficient language to permit the taking of
corrective action as necessary by the Department should
the HMO fail to comply with this section. With respect to
the comment regarding corrective action plans, the Department has added language to proposed § 9.606 to
acknowledge that HMOs may be required to provide
corrective action plans with respect to violations of the
HMO Act or the regulations implementing that act. There
is no need to repeat that language here.
One commentator commented that proposed subsection
(e) would not require that a copy of the assessment report
go directly to the board, but rather, the proposed regulation would require it to go to the plan’s senior management. Since the board is responsible for policy, the
commentator stated that the board should be given the
report.
As the senior managers are often responsible for day-today HMO operations, including correcting problems, they
should also have a copy of the report. The Department
has added language to the proposed subsection requiring
senior management to provide a copy to the board.
Subchapter H. Access and Availablility
The Department received more than 400 comments on
this proposed subchapter.
Section 9.672. Emergency services.
The Department received several comments on this
proposed section. One commentator found the regulation
to be generally positive. Two commentators commented
that the proposed regulation should be consistent with
Insurance’s regulation on the same topic.
The Department’s regulation is consistent with Insurance’s. The Department and Insurance have different
responsibilities, based upon their different functions, expertise and authority. Consequently, the regulations are
not and should not be exactly the same. Plans covered by
the regulations are required to comply with both Insurance’s and the Department’s regulations.
One commentator commented that the proposed section
would limit access to emergency services; however, it did
not explain how or why this was so. The Department
believes that this regulation implements Act 68, and
ensures that plans afford coverage for emergency services.
One commentator recommended that the Department
include language stating that providers may advocate for
patients and that they may obtain written consent to do
so at the time of treatment.
The Department has not changed the regulation to
incorporate the recommended addition. Providers may
always advocate for patients. The Department has in-
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cluded language that would permit providers to obtain
consent to file a grievance on the enrollee’s behalf at the
time of treatment, in § 9.706 (relating to health care
provider initiated grievances).
One commentator raised general issues with respect to
coverage and payment for emergency services not necessarily tied to the wording of the proposed section. The
commentator requested that the Department state in the
regulations that providers of ambulance services are to be
paid directly for services rendered. The commentator
stated that direct payment should be made to both
participating and nonparticipating providers. The commentator noted that, since 911 responders are often
nonparticipating, payment is made to the patient. Further, the commentator commented that it, by law, was
unable to directly bill city residents. The commentator
asked what recourse a nonparticipating provider has to
pursue when an HMO denies the claim and the bill is
uncollectable.
The Department does not have the authority to address
the issue of whether the provider or patient should
receive payment from the plan. A contracted provider can
bill patients but only when the service or amount is not
covered by the plan. The Department does not prohibit,
either by regulations or through statute, the billing of city
residents.
The commentator also asked whether a 911 call precipitating an ambulance transport could be considered a
binding unwritten contract between the enrollee and the
ambulance service so that an ambulance service could
appeal plan referrals to pay for ambulance trips. The
commentator asked whether the proposed regulations
would require all 911 calls to be considered emergencies,
and who would determine what an emergency was. The
commentator stated that it was having a difficult time
obtaining enrollee consent to allow it to appeal grievances.
The Department has no authority to compel enrollees to
cooperate with collection activities or consent to allow a
provider to initiate a grievance. Act 68 requires that
consent be obtained from an enrollee before a provider
may file an appeal. See section 2161(a) of Article XXI.
The enrollee must have the opportunity to consider
whether or not the enrollee wishes to cede appeal rights
to another party. The Department would not support the
concept of a 911 call creating a binding contract allowing
the provider to appeal without enrollee consent. This
would violate the terms of Act 68, which requires a
written consent.
Further, since Act 68 defines ‘‘emergency services’’ by
using the prudent layperson standard, and not all 911
calls may meet that standard, neither 911 ambulance
transport or 911 calls can automatically be considered to
be emergencies under Act 68. The plan is required, under
Act 68 and the regulations, to apply the prudent layperson standard in determining whether or not an emergency existed. If the plan fails to do so, the plan is liable
for sanctions under Act 68.
The commentator also expressed concern with the
denial of ambulance transport bills. It noted that it must
respond to emergency calls regardless of whether the call
is later determined to be an emergency. The commentator
stated that if it is denied payment, it has no recourse.
An ambulance transport that meets the prudent layperson standard for an emergency service is a covered
service under Act 68, without more regulation on the
Department’s part. If the plan fails to apply this standard, the plan may be sanctioned under Act 68.

Two commentators commented that the proposed
amendments should include language concerning notification from the emergency provider to the enrollee’s plan
that an emergency service was provided, as Insurance did
in its regulations. Notification requirements are a part of
section 2116 of Article XXI, and were included by Insurance in 31 Pa. Code § 154.14(e).
Because Insurance was issuing language on the issue
relating to plan notification by providers, the Department
did not want to inadvertently contradict or undermine it.
Upon reviewing the comments, however, because hospital
notice is a utilization review issue over which the Department does have responsibility, and for clarity, the Department has added to this regulation language regarding
hospital notice from 31 Pa. Code § 154.14(e). See subsections (f)—(h).
IRRC also commented that the proposed section should
include the language of 31 Pa. Code § 154.14(f) in its
section on emergency services. Because this section requires disclosures to enrollees and providers, the Department has not added the language from 31 Pa. Code
§ 154.14(f) to its regulation on emergency services.
One commentator commented that although section
2116 of Article XXI states that a plan shall pay all
reasonable and necessary costs, the proposed amendments did not propose criteria for determining what
constitutes a reasonable and necessary cost. The commentator recommended that the regulation states how the
Department will monitor reasonable and necessary costs.
The Department has made no change to the regulation
to address this concern. The plan must honor coverage for
the enrollee at the covered level of benefit and must
exercise judgement in determining what claims for services reasonably relate to the emergency situation regardless of whether the provider is a participating provider, or
a nonparticipating provider. Plans may retrospectively
deny payment for services provided that the services were
not medically necessary or appropriate. The provider or
enrollee may then file a complaint or grievance.
One commentator recommended that the regulation
include a limited set of signs and symptoms that could
reasonably precipitate a visit to the emergency room, and
suggested that these could be limited to those that occur
most commonly but might or might not be an ‘‘emergency,’’ for example, dizziness. The commentator stated
that this would allow for the consistent application of the
prudent layperson standard by providers and payers.
The Department has not made this change to the
regulation. It is impossible to specify each and every
symptom that would justify an emergency room visit
under the prudent layperson standard. This type of
clinical information, which may change from time to time,
is not the type of information that lends itself to regulation. Further, the Department would have to list every
symptom for every condition as related to the individual
enrollee, and those that were not on the list, even if they
should have been, would not need to be considered
emergencies. That would serve to inadvertently deny
coverage in situations where it is warranted.
Secondly, the prudent layperson standard is to benefit
the enrollee, not the plan or provider. The enrollee should
not have to memorize a list of symptoms and conditions
that could permit him to go to the emergency room and
be covered by his insurer. The whole purpose of the
prudent layperson standard was to avoid this type of
categorization, and to enable the enrollee to go to the
emergency room when the enrollee reasonably felt seriously threatened by illness.
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One commentator recommended that the Department
add language to proposed subsection (a) requiring plans
to respond in a timely fashion for the authorization of
post-stabilization care. The Department has made no
change to this subsection, since the topic of preauthorization or concurrent authorization requests is addressed in
§ 9.751 (relating to timeframes for UR).
One commentator recommended that proposed subsection (a) be revised to address access to emergency services
by requiring all insurance plans, not just managed care
plans, to adopt the prudent layperson standard, and
include the definition of that standard in all marketing
materials, policies, and consumer and provider communications.
The Department has not made this change to the
regulation, since Act 68 does not give the Department the
authority to mandate that all insurance companies utilize
the prudent layperson standard.
One commentator supported proposed subsection (b),
which proposed to prohibit denial of claims for lack of
prior authorization for emergency services.
One commentator suggested that plan coverage of
services in the emergency department should be required
without preauthorization by the primary care provider.
The commentator stated that to require otherwise would
be burdensome for the hospital and would interfere with
the efficient delivery of care in the emergency department. The commentator stated that preauthorization
should be unnecessary given the suspicious nature of
signs and symptoms with which the patient presented.
It was not the Department’s intention to imply that
conditioning plan coverage for emergency services on
preauthorization from a primary care provider was permissible. The Department has deleted the language ‘‘from
a gatekeeper or the plan itself ’’ from the proposed
subsection to clarify that a plan may not require prior
authorization from a primary care provider in this situation.
Three commentators stated that proposed subsection (c)
should have used the words ‘‘a plan shall’’ use the
prudent layperson standard, rather than ‘‘a plan may use’’
the standard. The Department has made no change to the
regulation, since the word ‘‘may’’ in this subsection was a
misprint, and was corrected by a publication in the
Pennsylvania Bulletin the week following the publication
of the proposed rulemaking. One commentator made
mention of the correction.
Several commentators, including IRRC, commented on
the phrase ‘‘adjudicating related claims . . . ’’ in subsection (c). One commentator claimed the reference was
unnecessary. IRRC and another commentator stated that
the term ‘‘related’’ was unclear and should either be
eliminated or clarified. Other commentators recommended that the Department use the word ‘‘adjudicating’’
rather than ‘‘adjudication.’’
One commentator recommended that the Department
use language in section 2(c) of the act of July 11, 1996
(P. L. 655, No. 112) (40 P. S. § 3042(c)) (Act 112) for
clarity, since the language in the proposed subsection
could be misconstrued. Section 2(c) of Act 112 states in
pertinent part that ‘‘an insurer shall consider both the
presenting symptoms and the services provided in processing a claim for reimbursement of medical services.’’
The Department has changed the regulation to use the
word ‘‘adjudicating’’ rather than ‘‘adjudication,’’ found in
the December 25 correction. (See 29 Pa.B. 6470). The
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Department has not deleted the word, however. ‘‘Adjudication’’ or ‘‘adjudicating’’ is the process of evaluating a
claim for payment in terms of the enrollee benefit contract and applicable provider contract (if any). It is
important for the regulation to convey that a plan must
provide for the prudent layperson standard in such a
decision-making process. Without it, the prevailing contract could require an exclusion that would violate Act 68.
Related claims are those claims from ambulance, facility
and professional services that were reasonable and necessary for treatment during the emergency.
Further, payment for services that were not medically
necessary may be denied and the provider or enrollee
may then file a complaint or grievance to contest the
determination and obtain coverage. To require coverage of
all services would bind a plan to cover services that were
extreme, unnecessary, unrelated or dramatically different
from the emergency event. For example, a patient could
go to the emergency room for a possible heart attack, and
while there receive services for the removal of a mole,
which is an unrelated condition.
One commentator also commented that it was essential
that a plan review documentation including presenting
symptoms and services provided. The commentator recommended that this be done through the use of a
universal form on which symptoms and services could be
documented.
Although the Department acknowledges that a universal form would be sensible, the Department has no
authority under Act 68 to develop and require use of a
form.
One commentator supported proposed subsection (d) for
including emergency transportation and related emergency care provided by ambulance services as emergency
services.
Several commentators raised issues concerning lack of
language in the proposed subsection referencing stabilization, evaluation, and testing. IRRC and another commentator noted that these services had been defined differently by Insurance. Insurance’s regulation states that a
plan must pay all necessary costs, including evaluation,
testing, and, if necessary, the stabilization of the enrollee.
IRRC commented that the Department’s proposed regulations were less comprehensive that Insurance’s. IRRC
recommended that the Department reference section 2116
of Article XXI to ensure payment for all services properly
classified as ‘‘emergency services.’’
The Department agrees that language referencing stabilization, evaluation and testing from section 2116 of
Article XXI should be included in this section. The
Department has revised subsection (d) to include language from Insurance’s regulations which states that
coverage for emergency services, provided during the
period of the emergency, will include evaluation, testing,
and if necessary, stabilization of the condition of the
enrollee.
One commentator also stated that Act 68 and the
regulations could create problems with respect to the
EMTALA. First, it commented that language in Act 68
which states that ‘‘if an enrollee’s condition has stabilized
and the enrollee can be transported without suffering
detrimental consequences or aggravating the condition . .
. ’’ requires more than stabilization before transfer can
occur. See section 2116 of Article XXI. The commentator
recommended adopting EMTALA, which states that stabilized means that no material deterioration of the condition is likely, within reasonable medical probability, to
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result from or occur during the transfer of the individual
from a facility. The commentator stated that the physician treating the patient must decide whether and when
the patient is considered to be stabilized for purposes of
transfer or discharge, and that decision must be binding
on plan.
Further, the commentator stated that Act 68 may give
the provider the option not to treat, since it states that ‘‘if
an enrollee seeks emergency services and the emergency
health care provider determines that emergency services
are necessary, the emergency health care provider shall
initiate necessary intervention to evaluate and, if necessary, stabilize the condition of the enrollee . . . .’’ See
section 2116 of Article XXI. The commentator stated that
Federal law requires a medical screening examination for
all persons that present to an emergency room. It recommended that the Department make it clear that Federal
law must be followed.
The Department has not changed the regulation. All
Federal and Commonwealth laws must be satisfied, with
or without the statement in the regulations. Presumably,
the initial screening required by EMTALA is how the
provider will ‘‘determine’’ if emergency services are necessary as required by Act 68. There is no conflict between
EMTALA and Act 68, and the provider is charged with
complying with both statutes.
The Department received one comment in support of
proposed subsection (e). Another commentator commented
that the word ‘‘may’’ in this subsection should be replaced
with the word ‘‘shall.’’ The Department has not changed
the regulation, since use of the words ‘‘may not’’ is
appropriate. For statutory construction purposes, the
phrase ‘‘may not’’ is more prohibitive that the phrase
‘‘shall not.’’
One commentator took exception to the Department’s
use of ‘‘rate’’ in the preamble and ‘‘benefit’’ in the
regulations which would suggest that the Department
was requiring noncontracted hospitals to accept the ‘‘rate’’
paid by the health plan as payment in full. One commentator supported the proposed amendment for requiring
payment at the same benefit level for services provided
regardless of whether the provider is contracted with the
plan or not.
Several commentators suggested that the Department
should clarify that enrollees receive the same benefit level
for either emergency services provided by a nonparticipating provider, or for services for which there are no
participating providers capable of performing the service.
One commentator recommended the addition to proposed subsection (f) of language regarding what services
are covered under emergency services and what the plan’s
payment obligations are for those services. The commentator raised concerns that because plans must cover
services provided by nonparticipating providers at the
same level of benefit as services provided by participating
providers, there would be no incentive for organizations
to become participating providers, and costs would increase. The commentator recommended that the Department add language requiring nonparticipating providers
refusing to contract with plans to accept plan rates for
services.
Based upon reexamination of the language in the
statute and Insurance’s regulations, along with consideration of the comments, the Department is deleting section
(f) and modifying section (d) to more accurately reflect the
statute and Insurance’s regulations. The Department does
not have sufficient authority under Act 68 to require

noncontracted providers to accept plan reimbursement
rates as payment in full nor can the Department require
plans to pay the full amount charged if the provider does
not have a contract with the plan. This would be tantamount to a benefit mandate and could easily lead to
facilities refusing to contract with plans for emergency
department services in an effort to force plans to pay full
billed charges for emergency services. The Department is
not prepared to issue a benefit mandate.
Section 9.673. Plan provision of prescription drug benefits
to enrollees.
The Department received numerous comments on this
proposed section. One commentator supported the provisions of this proposed section that would require the plan
to disclose to an enrollee or prospective enrollee within a
specified time limit from when the inquiry is made, as to
whether a particular drug is on its formulary and the
recognition that disputes about exceptions to the formulary should be treated as grievances.
One commentator commented that the proposed section
was not protective of older persons, since it permitted
plans to impose drug formularies without requiring them
to tell prospective members whether their medications
would be covered.
The Department appreciates the concern expressed by
this comment, however, the Department believes it has
done what could be done within the constraints of the
language of Act 68 to ensure that information is provided
to all enrollees albeit by enrollee or prospective enrollee
request. Subsection (a) of the regulation requires a plan
to disclose to an enrollee that it uses a formulary and
that limitations may result. Subsection (b) requires the
plan to tell an enrollee, prospective enrollee or health
care provider, upon request, if a particular drug is or is
not on the formulary and if not, what other drugs in the
class are covered or how to access the formulary. The
Department has added language to the proposed section
to allow for a verbal as well as a written enrollee or
prospective enrollee request, to provide greater access to
necessary information for enrollees to make informed
decisions.
Several commentators stated that proposed subsection
(a) should require plans to inform prospective enrollees if
the list of available drugs is to be strictly limited. One
commentator commented that it was insufficient for the
proposed subsection to require notice of potential limitations in the formulary. The commentator urged that
information on all drug exclusions should be provided to
current and potential enrollees. One commentator stated
that the marketing material should also include the
procedure for obtaining an exception to the drug formulary.
The Department has made no change to proposed
subsection (a). Disclosure of the existence of a formulary
and what the requirement to use a formulary entails in
the marketing material does make the information available to prospective enrollees. Disclosure of a list of all
drugs excluded by the formulary would be a prohibitively
large amount of information of questionable usefulness to
the vast majority of enrollees, and extremely expensive to
provide. Disclosure of the procedure for requesting an
exception to the formulary is not included in Act 68 as an
automatic disclosure, but must be made available to the
enrollee upon written request.
Further, subsection (b) requires a plan to answer a
prospective enrollee’s inquiry about a specific drug. The
Department has also added the requirement that the
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plans provide a list of those drugs in the same class that
are on the formulary in any negative response, or instruct
the enrollee how to obtain access to formulary alternatives, for example, through use of a website. This serves
to give the enrollee and prospective enrollee useful information about what alternate drugs are covered by the
plan rather than a simple answer that the requested drug
is not on the formulary. Enrollees may then discuss the
formulary options with their prescribing physicians and
make informed decisions.
Several of the comments on subsection (b), including
one from IRRC, related to the Department’s proposed
requirement that a plan respond in writing, within 30
days of its receipt, to an enrollee’s or prospective enrollee’s request concerning whether a specific drug is on the
formulary. All of these commentators commented that the
time period was too long, and some suggested time
frames of from 1 day to 5 days.
Two commentators commented that potential enrollees
should be able to obtain classes of disease specific drugs
included on the formulary immediately upon a verbal or
written request.
The Department recognizes that most inquiries and
responses are verbal. In fact, it has been suggested that a
written response should not be required. Plans are able to
satisfy the enrollee by a verbal response at the time of
the call, therefore, the enrollee has the necessary information. However, written notification is the only way to
confirm that the activity did occur, and within the
required time frame. The Department recognizes that
some plans do have formularies on the Internet and can
respond more quickly, however, the Department has
decided to adhere to a maximum of a 30-day written
response time. Further, the Department agrees that plans
should be able to accept a verbal request. The Department will continue to require the plan to provide a
response in writing, even if the information is provided at
the time of the verbal inquiry. Although health care
providers are generally provided with the formulary, the
Department also agrees that a health care provider
should be able to make the request for a patient. The
Department has made changes to the proposed subsection
to implement its decision on these matters.
One commentator commended the Department’s formulary exception process. The commentator also recommended that the Department require that a formulary
exception be granted by the plan when an enrollee has a
chronic condition that is difficult to manage and has been
finally stabilized on another medication.
Several other commentators recommended changes to
the exception process including: that the Department
specify conditions when a plan must approve an exception; that Department approval of the exception process
be required; that the exception process be separate from
the grievance process; that coverage must be provided if
the drug is medically necessary; that plans consider
information from other persons, including family, when
reviewing for medical necessity; that plans be prohibited
from forcing providers to use the formulary; that plans be
prohibited from denying coverage for a drug because it is
not on the formulary; that specific time frames for
processing an exception request be set, ranging from
1-business day to 48 hours; that all denials of requests for
an exception to the drug formulary be processed as
expedited grievances; and that providers be given notice
of proposed formulary changes along with the opportunity
to comment. Additional comments included: recommending requirements that the plan’s formulary committee
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include a primary care physician in active practice and
licensed in this Commonwealth; that the enrollee be
provided coverage for the excluded drug throughout the
exception request and appeal processes; that an enrollee
getting drugs later excluded through changes to the
formulary receive continued coverage under a
‘‘grandfathering’’ provision, and, that a consistent and
uniform policy regarding amounts of drugs to be dispensed be required across all plans.
One commentator also recommended changing the language to state that a provider ‘‘may request’’ to prescribe
and obtain coverage rather than ‘‘may prescribe and
obtain coverage.’’
The Department reviewed the comments, and agrees
that a time limit should be set on the exception request
process. The Department has added language to proposed
subsection (c) requiring that exception requests be processed within 2 business days of receipt, consistent with a
prospective utilization review request (see section
2152(a)(4)(I) of Article XXI (40 P. S. § 991.2152(a)(4)(I)),
and that a denial must include the basis and clinical
rationale for the decision. See section 2152(a)(6) of Article
XXI. The Department will not amend the regulation to
provide that coverage will be required during the review
period just as it will not require coverage for any other
health care service under prospective review. The Department has added language, however, to clarify that if the
exception to the formulary is granted, the plan must
provide coverage for the exception to the extent that it
has disclosed it would in the description of coverage,
benefits, and benefit maximums required by section
2136(a)(1) of Article XXI (40 P. S. § 991.2136(a)(1).
The Department is also requiring plans to provide at
least 30 days notice to health care providers of formulary
changes that remove drugs from the formulary, unless the
Food and Drug Administration (FDA) either approves a
new drug or withdraws approval of a drug. This will
serve as notice to providers that patients should be
transitioned to alternate medications on the formulary or
that formulary exceptions must be requested. See subsection (e).
With respect to the comment that the regulations
should require plans to provide a comment period before
making changes to the drug formulary, and require plans
to include a physician on the formulary review committee,
the Department’s authority is limited to the requiring
that a plan set up an exception procedure to seek
coverage of nonformulary drugs. The Department cannot
require plans to allow a comment period or require the
plans to include a primary care physician licensed in this
Commonwealth and in active clinical practice on the
review committee. Further, once a plan deletes drugs
from the formulary, the Department cannot require the
coverage to extend beyond the effective date of the
change, but the Department can require 30 days advance
notice in instances when drugs are removed from the
formulary, and it has done so.
With respect to the comment concerning prohibiting
plans from requiring physicians to prescribe from the
formulary, physicians are not limited to prescribing only
those drugs on a formulary. Further, the Department is
unaware of any instance in which a provider contract
requires or ‘‘forces’’ the provider to prescribe only formulary drugs. The Department, however, is unable to require coverage for any drug a physician prescribes. This
would have the effect of mandating a benefit, which the
Department has no authority to do. The Department has,
however, included in the regulations the conditions under
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which a plan must consider an exception to provide
coverage for a drug not included.
Commentators, including IRRC, recommended that the
Department add language to proposed subsection (d)
requiring that the plan provide its policy and process for
obtaining an exception to enrollees and prospective enrollees upon request. One commentator recommended that
the policy and process also be sent to nonparticipating
providers.
The Department has added language to implement the
first recommendation. As to the second comment, the
Department’s original intent was to require automatic
distribution to participating health care providers of the
plan’s policy and process for obtaining an exception to its
drug formulary even though Act 68 only makes this item
required upon request. The language in this subsection
was limited to providers because the exception process is
to be a process by which a provider may prescribe and
obtain coverage for certain drugs and types of drugs
enumerated in subsection (c).
Seven commentators, including IRRC, questioned the
proposal that all refusals to grant exceptions should be
treated as grievances. Several commentators commented
that if a drug is not covered as result of an exclusion the
member should be directed to file a complaint. Others
commented that the denial of an exception should always
be considered a complaint.
After reconsideration of this issue, the Department
agrees that challenge to a plan’s refusal to grant a
formulary exception may not always be a grievance,
however, it may not always be a complaint. If a drug,
class of drugs or drugs used to treat a specific condition
are specifically excluded from coverage in the enrollee
contract, appeals for coverage of specific exclusions would
be considered complaints, as the issue is a contractual
limitation regardless of medical necessity and appropriateness. If the appeal involves the medical necessity and
appropriateness of one drug versus another, the appeal is
a grievance and must be processed as a grievance. The
Department intends to categorize as grievances all requests for formulary exceptions that were based upon
medical necessity and appropriateness. The Department
has changed the language of this subsection to clarify
whether an appeal is a complaint or grievance.
One commentator requested clarification of whether
this provision would apply to closed formularies. This
subsection applies whether or not the formulary is closed.
Section 9.674. Quality assurance standards.
The Department received many comments on this
proposed section. One commentator was pleased that the
proposed regulations required quality assurance programs. Several commentators, including IRRC, commented on the lack of specific standards or outcome
measurements in the proposed regulations. Several of
these commentators stated that the requirement that
plans have a quality assurance process in place and
follow that process was insufficient for quality assurance
purposes. These commentators stated that the Department should be involved in the determination of quality
standards and the evaluation of quality. One commentator recommended that the Department require plans to
have a quality improvement plan when quality assurance
standards are not met.
For over 10 years, all health plans in this Commonwealth have been reviewed and assessed by the NCQA
according to its quality assurance/quality improvement
(QA/QI) standards. The NCQA is the only entity currently

approved by the Department to conduct external quality
assurance assessments. The NCQA’s review includes
evaluation of a plan’s quality management and improvement program, including the structure, operations, provider contracting, access and availability of providers,
member satisfaction, health management systems, clinical practice guidelines, continuity of care and coordination, clinical measurement activities, intervention and
follow-up for clinical issues, effectiveness of that program
and oversight and performance of any subcontractors. The
NCQA’s quality assurance standards also include standards for utilization management, credentialing and
recredentialing, member rights and responsibilities, preventive health services and medical records. These NCQA
standards do not set quality goals, but rather focus on
meaningful structure, process and systems that must be
present, documented and verifiable in a legitimate, thorough, committed, integrated and responsible QA/QI effort.
The Department believes that QA/QI is, and must be, a
cyclical and constant process of evaluation, goal setting,
development and implementation of interventions, performance measures and reevaluation of goals. The QA/QI is
the continuous and progressive advancement toward
goals designed in pursuit of the very best that can be
achieved. The focus of a continuous quality improvement
program is the relentless drive to attain 100% perfection.
Regulatory standards will serve to define minimally
acceptable quality to the degree that quality can be
defined at this point in time given current knowledge of
healthcare and healthcare delivery. Due to rapid advances
in medical technology and treatment, such standards may
serve to chain plans to outmoded or possibly unsafe
practices simply because regulations require it. For example, to require that all children be fully immunized by
the age of 2 represents the best thinking and current
state of medicine at the present time. This thinking may
be revised to raise the age at which full immunization
should occur or to lower it, based on scientific advances.
Plans would be forced to choose between regulatory
compliance or the dictates of Nationally recognized standards of care. And while it is true that regulations can be
amended, the rapid advances in medicine would likely
make this an annual if not semi-annual occurrence should
the Department start setting performance standards in
regulation.
Additionally, the state-of-the-art of measuring and defining quality is by most accounts in its infancy. Quality
is most always defined on a highly individual and therefore subjective level. As an illustration, a surgeon may
have successfully reattached a severed hand, which results in moderate mobility for the patient. The surgeon
believes this to be a quality outcome. The patient may not
be able to retain employment unless able to grasp objects,
and the patient, therefore, believes the outcome to be poor
quality because the patient has less than full mobility. A
prosthesis which would have allowed the patient to grasp
objects would have allowed continued employment and
could have been a more preferable and therefore a more
quality outcome from the patient’s perspective.
The Department believes that the approach it has
taken in the regulations, imposing requirements for a
meaningful, sustainable and dynamic quality program
accountable to the board of directors and the agency for
results as well as process, is a more realistic approach to
achieving continuous quality improvement than attempting to define a set of quality standards in regulation.
Several commentators commented on the lack of a
consumer satisfaction survey in this section. All plans
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currently are required to undergo an external quality
assurance assessment by an agency approved by the
Department. The NCQA is, and has been, the only agency
approved to perform these reviews for the last 10 years.
Therefore, all plans are reviewed consistently and equally
against NCQA requirements. One of these requirements
is to conduct a member satisfaction survey using the
Consumer Assessment of Health Plans Survey (CAHPS)
survey instrument and standardized methodology, developed independently by a consortium of Harvard Medical
School, RAND, Research Triangle Institute, Westat and
the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality. In
addition to requiring periodic assessment of consumer
satisfaction through the external quality assurance assessment review, the Department will be conducting its
own survey of member satisfaction using this standardized survey tool in fiscal year 2000—2001 and intends to
make the results available to the public.

Concerns about development and application of fair and
consistent utilization review standards are addressed in
subsection (c)(1)(v). That regulation requires a plan to set
access and availability standards, approved by the plan’s
quality assurance committee comprised of health care
providers, and to conduct an annual study of access and
availability to be included in the plan’s annual report of
quality assurance activities. See subsection (b)(10). The
Department will continue to closely monitor the access
and availability standards, studies and audits. The Department has not, however, set appointment times in
standards. Plans are not solely in control of this dynamic
which is extremely variable and highly dependent on the
existing delivery system in a community, the overall
demographics and health care purchasing habits of a
community, seasonality stressors, introduction and proliferation of technology, and provider motivation.

One commentator raised concerns about the fact that
the Department relies upon external reviews by the
NCQA, or another approved accrediting body. The commentator commented that this external review was being
done by an accrediting body hired by the plan and paid
for by the plan. The commentator also stated that the
plan determines the scope of review.

One commentator recommended that the Department
delete the language in proposed subsection (b)(1) that
states a description of the plan’s quality assurance program must be provided upon request, and replace it with
language requiring the information to be submitted at the
time of the application for a certificate of authority, or
when changes to the QA program are made. This would
allow the Department and interested parties to review
the information.

A plan does not determine the scope of review. Rather,
the Department determines the scope of review when it
evaluates and approves accrediting bodies to perform
external reviews. By evaluating the NCQA standards and
requirements and by approving the NCQA to conduct
external quality reviews, the Department has defined the
scope of the review not the plans. See § 9.654 (relating to
HMO external quality assurance assessment).
Several commentators recommended the addition of
specific language concerning the quality assurance plan,
including standards for health promotion, detection of
disease, injury prevention, and early identification of
special chronic and acute care needs. A few commentators
also recommended including in this section maximum
appointment waiting times for all types of health care
services. One commentator recommended that the QA
plan require fair utilization standards that would be
applied consistently and equitably, but with attention to
the individual. This same commentator recommended
that the Department add three clinical improvement
study activities and a minimum of ten quality improvement initiatives to the regulation. The commentator also
recommended that the Department add a requirement
that plans include a ‘‘medical necessity’’ definition that
complies with Act 68, and provides quality health care for
enrollees of all ages, including those with chronic health
care conditions.
The Department agrees that health promotion, detection of disease, injury prevention, clinical improvement
activities, quality improvement initiatives and early identification of special chronic and acute care needs should
be included in the regulation as components of a quality
assurance program. It has added this requirement as
subsection (c), but has not specified the number of
initiatives in each category that a plan must undertake
each year. The Department does not want to set a
minimum number in regulation that could rapidly prove
insufficient or substandard for the purpose of improving
healthcare services. The Department has also added the
requirement that the plan notify health care providers
and enrollees of these standards, and that the plan
involve health care providers and enrollees in updating
the QA plan.

After reviewing the language of the proposed paragraph, the Department has decided to revise the regulations to address the commentator’s recommendation. Information relating to studies, evaluation of results,
actions recommended and implemented, and aggregate
data are more appropriately included in subsection
(b)(10), which requires that the plan annually provide a
report of the annual quality assurance activities to the
plan’s board and to the Department. The Department
has, therefore, moved that language from subsection
(b)(1) to subsection (b)(10). The Department has also
revised § 9.604 (relating to plan reporting requirements),
to make it clear that the description of the quality
assurance program (subsection (b)(1)), the description of
the annual quality assurance work plan (subsection
(b)(9)) and the annual report of quality assurance activities (subsection (b)(10)) are submitted to the Department
as part of the annual report. See § 9.604(a)(9). Two
commentators supported the proposal in subsection (b)(3)
that the activities of the plan’s quality assurance program
be overseen by a quality assurance committee that includes plan participating physicians in active clinical
practice.
Two other commentators recommended that the Department change the proposed regulation to require health
care providers or professionals other than physicians to
be a part of the committee. One of these commentators
also recommended that participating physicians not employed by the plan should also be included on the
committee.
The Department reviewed these comments, and agrees
that the quality assurance committee would benefit from
a broader array of health care providers participating on
the committee. The Department has changed the language of the regulation to require the committee to
include plan participating health care providers instead of
just physicians. This will allow for greater involvement by
all providers participating in the plan. Further, if plans
choose to use a treatment team approach and involve
nonphysicians on the committee, the Department would
not object.
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With respect to the comment that participating physicians not employed by the plan be included in the
committee, the Department has made no change. The
prohibition against plan employment for members of the
committee is not necessary, as the function of the committee is to review clinical issues and not business practice.
Further, if this suggestion was made in an attempt to
avoid conflict of interest, it would not be enough to
prohibit physicians employed by the plan from serving on
the committee. The Department would also have to
prohibit a participating provider since participating providers can and do draw significant income from reimbursement for health care services provided. The Department has reinforced the purpose of and charge to the
committee in the regulations; it believes this will reinforce the duty of those on the committee to serve as
practicing physicians first and foremost.
Two commentators recommended that the Department
define ‘‘active clinical practice,’’ since it is used in subsection (b)(3) and in other parts of the regulations. The
Department agrees that it would be useful to include this
definition, and has included the definition from Act 68 in
§ 9.602.
IRRC commented on proposed subsection (b)(4), stating
that the Department needed to define the appropriate
individuals and their responsibilities regarding quality
assurance structures and processes. The Department has
not changed this proposed paragraph. The Department
cannot define the organizational structure of the corporation and has no desire to get to this level of detail. It is
up to the plan to define the appropriate individuals to
participate in the QA process, the relationships within the
organization and how their responsibilities are to be
defined and assigned.
IRRC commented that proposed subsection (b)(9) and
(10) were similar, and recommended that they be combined. Paragraph (9) pertains to the plan’s duty to report
to the Department its quality assurance work plan, while
paragraph (10) pertains to the plan’s duty to report on its
quality assurance activities to the plan’s board of directors and the Department.
The Department has reviewed proposed paragraphs (9)
and (10). The Department has decided against combining
these paragraphs. The Department requires the details of
what QA activities are to be undertaken, and how the
plan proposes to carry out these activities. The board of
directors should be reviewing the results of the activities
in addition to the Department. The plan may, if it chooses
to do so, combine these reports, if the plan notifies the
Department that it is combining the documents. Other
revisions to paragraph (10) previously discussed further
warrant the separation of the two paragraphs.
Several commentators had general comments relating
to the proposed subsection. One commentator commented
that the 3-year review period for external reviews was too
long, and that annual reporting was necessary. Another
commentator recommended that the Department evaluate
each plan’s quality improvement efforts for effectiveness
on an annual basis and make the results of that evaluation public.
The Department does require annual reporting. The
annual report by the QA committee to the board of
directors is part of the annual report sent to the Department by the plan, and is available to the public. See
§ 9.604(a)(9) (relating to annual reports). Further, the
Department will review the plan’s annual quality assurance work plan, or schedule of activities, including objec-

tives, scope, and planned projects or activities for the
upcoming year. See § 9.674(b)(9) (relating to quality
assurance standards.)
One commentator recommended that the Department
reconcile proposed subsection (b)(10) with proposed
§ 9.604. The commentator commented that the section
made sense in fulfilling responsibilities under section
2111 of Article XXI; however, the combined reporting
requirements in proposed § 9.604 and this proposed
section go beyond what was envisioned by Act 68. The
commentator stated that the reports were not needed by
the Department to ensure compliance with that act.
The Department has reviewed both sections, and finds
no inconsistencies. The sections may be read together,
and together require that the Department be provided
with sufficient information to carry out its responsibilities
under the HMO Act, the PPO Act and Act 68.
Section 9.675. Delegation of medical management.
The Department received several comments on this
proposed section. One commentator supported the proposed section as making a substantial contribution to the
Department’s goals. Another commentator supported the
Department’s language in proposed subsection (c) prohibiting compensation to contractors performing medical
management from including incentives to deny payment
for services.
One commentator requested clarification from the Department concerning the applicability of this proposed
section to ancillary service plans for any functions other
than UR. The commentator stated that current NCQA
standards do not require any oversight of vision or dental
subcontractors.
If ancillary service plans subcontract with an HMO to
provide benefits and services that are sold and billed by
the HMO, and part of that service involves medical
management as defined by the Department’s regulations,
rather than simple benefits administration, then this
section would apply.
The commentator also asked what latitude the Department would grant regarding a National accrediting organization’s requirements for subcontractor oversight. For
example, if a subcontractor is approved by the NCQA as a
credentialed verification organization (CVO), then the
commentator stated that the plan should be relieved of
oversight functions for credentialing delegation, consistent with the NCQA’s accrediting standards.
A plan is never relieved of oversight completely even
under the NCQA standards. The degree of oversight and
vigilance that a plan must exercise over a subcontractor
may be relaxed to some degree by the plan’s confidence in
the subcontractor’s accreditation from the NCQA. However, the Department takes the position that the plan is
always responsible for plan activities whether performed
by the plan or a subcontractor, and the terms of the
medical management contract must make that clear. The
contract must also enable the plan to monitor and take
corrective action on a timely basis.
Two commentators raised issues concerning the concept
of subcontracting medical management functions. One
commentator commented that the absence of controls on
subcontracting was troublesome. The commentator was
concerned by delegation of medical management if the
Department approves the medical management agreement without explicit standards for UR in an integrated
delivery system. The commentator also raised concerns
that an HMO would be at risk for plan obligations and
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responsibilities with minimal protections for important
functions such as credentialing and quality assurance
performed by subcontractors.
Another commentator found it disturbing that plans are
permitted to subcontract functions to unlicensed entities.
There is no provision in statute for the Department to
certify or license all types of contractors; however, the
entity over which the Department has regulatory authority, that is, the managed care plan, remains responsible
for the subcontracted functions, regardless of whether the
subcontractor is licensed or not. Contractors undertaking
utilization review as an aspect of medical management
must be certified and therefore must meet the standards
in Subchapter K before they can perform UR functions.
This means that the Department will take action against
a plan if its contractor is not performing in accordance
with the law. The action may take the form of a fine, a
ban on admissions, or a revocation or suspension of
certification in the case of an HMO.
Further, there is nothing in Act 68 or the HMO Act that
would prohibit a plan from contracting for these functions. The Department is taking steps to oversee these
arrangements by including standards that plans must
meet before the contracting can take place, and by
requiring more reporting to the plan by these entities to
ensure more plan oversight than has previously been
occurring.
One commentator commented that plans should be
required to disclose medical management delegation to
enrollees and health care providers. Since the regulated
entity is responsible for the provision or arrangement of
the provision of services to the enrollee, the fact that
certain functions are delegated should make no difference
to that enrollee. The Department has made no changes to
this proposed section based upon this commentator. If
there is a breakdown in services caused by the delegation,
it is the plan that will answer to the Department.
Further, disclosure of medical management contracts to
enrollees is not required by section 2136 of Article XXI.
The Department received several comments on proposed subsection (a). One commentator supported the
requirement that a plan obtain approval from the Department for any contract that would delegate medical management functions to another entity.
IRRC and another commentator both commented on the
lack of a timeline for the Department’s review of a
medical management contract in the proposed subsection.
The commentator recommended that the Department
include language in the regulation permitting a plan to
deem the contract approved if the Department does not
approve it or request further information within a specific
time period.
The Department specifically removed all reference to
what are referred to as ‘‘deemer provisions’’ from the
proposed regulations, and does not intend to reintroduce
them. The Department has a responsibility under the law
to ensure that certain actions by plans meet the standards of Act 68 and the HMO Act. As medical management almost invariably involves UR, much more scrutiny
of contract terms is now required given the requirements
and prohibitions in Act 68. To deem something approved
without actually reviewing and approving it is to abdicate
responsibility under those statutes, since contracts that
do not meet the standards of the regulations may be
approved by this mechanism. The Department must,
therefore, review these contracts.
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The Department is aware, however, of the concerns of
plans that delay on the Department’s part could create
difficulties for plan operations. The Department has,
therefore, included language that will require a plan to
submit a contract prior to its use, but if the Department
fails to review the contract within that time frame, the
plan may use the contract. The contract will be presumed
to meet the requirements of all applicable laws. If the
contract is in violation of law, the plan must correct that
violation. The plan is responsible for ensuring that the
contract meets the requirements of Act 68, and any other
applicable law. The Department may, within that 45-day
period, request further information or changes from the
plan; such a request would toll the 45-day review period.
One commentator also raised concerns that plans have
contracts in place without previously being required to
obtain Department approval. The commentator asked
whether the Department intended to ‘‘grandfather-in’’
existing contracts, and strongly urged that this proposed
section should only apply to contracts coming into existence or renewed after the effective date of the final-form
regulations. The commentator also raised concerns that
plans that have contracts in effect at the time of the
effective date of the final-form regulations could face
sanctions if language changes were not made to the
proposed regulations. The Department will not require
refiling of contracts already approved.
One commentator requested that the Department
clarify its statutory authority to require submission and
prior review of medical management contracts between a
plan and a contractor. The commentator stated that plans
should be free to contract with vendors without prior
review and approval by the Department, and that it was
the Department’s responsibility to review the results of
the medical management, and not the vendor relationships. The commentator also raised concerns regarding
confidential and proprietary nature of the information
contained in the contracts.
The Department has authority to promulgate regulations relating to contractual relationships between the
managed care plan and providers, including medical
management arrangements, under Act 68, the PPO Act
and the HMO Act. The Department has the authority to
require HMOs to renegotiate provider contracts when
they provide for excessive payments, fail to include
reasonable incentives for cost control, or otherwise substantially and unreasonably contribute to the escalation
of costs of providing health care services, or they are
otherwise inconsistent with the purposes of the HMO Act.
See section 8(a) of the HMO Act (40 P. S. § 1558(a)). If
the Department has already determined that a certain
contractual provision will always be disapproved, or that
certain language must be included in a contract to obtain
approval, the Department has the ability to prohibit or
require that information in a contract, or to require
renegotiation. The Department can, therefore, preapprove contracts under the HMO Act, given this renegotiation authority.
The PPO Act requires that Insurance consult with the
Department in determining whether arrangements and
provisions for a PPO which assumes financial risk, which
may lead to under-treatment or poor quality care, are
adequately addressed by quality and utilization controls.
See section 630 of the PPO Act (40 P. S. § 764a(e)). These
provider contracts are mechanisms by which the managed
care plan can address quality and utilization.
Finally, section 2111(1) of Article XXI requires a managed care plan to assure availability and access of
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adequate health care providers to enable enrollees to
have access to quality and continuity of care. Unless the
Department reviews these medical management arrangements before their initiation, the Department could be
permitting an arrangement that would impact the health
and safety of the enrollee, and would be abdicating
responsibility under the Article XXI.
The Department certifies the original medical management operations of the plan through the application
process and readiness review. The Department monitors
changes in structure, process and outcomes through the
annual and quarterly reports. Delegation of medical
management as a critical function to an unknown entity
requires the same level of review by the Department as
that of a start-up plan, that is, the Department must
verify that the operations will be sufficient before allowing the plan to provide coverage to a single enrollee who
would be placed in jeopardy if the subcontractor is not
ready to perform medical management functions. All
these provisions, taken together, permit the Department
to review and approve medical management contracts.
One commentator has suggested that the results of the
medical management contract, and not the contract itself,
should be the focus of the Department’s review, and that,
therefore, the Department need not review contracts prior
to their use. The Department disagrees with this reasoning. The consequences or results of a medical management contract could be an inappropriate denial of coverage for medically necessary and appropriate services,
which, once done, cannot be undone for the affected
enrollee in a way which would restore lost health or
safety. The Department’s focus under Act 68 is access and
availability to health care providers that allows an enrollee to receive quality care. See section 2111(1) of Article
XXI. If an enrollee is harmed due to a failure of a plan to
meet the standards of the act and regulations on these
matters, fining the plan does not serve to make that
enrollee whole, although other enrollees may be prevented from harm in the future. The Department will
enforce the act by reviewing these contracts to prevent
this type of harm from occurring in the first instance.
The Department understands the plans’ concerns with
regard to proprietary and confidential information. It will
consider requests to list information as proprietary and
confidential. The Department is adding language to subsection (a) which states its intent to keep confidential
reimbursement methodologies confidential, unless ordered
to do so by a court of law; however, if other information
submitted in a filing is neither proprietary, nor is protected by any other law or regulation, the Department
most likely cannot keep such information from the public
record.
One commentator questioned whether the Department
was requiring filing of each medical management contract, or whether the Department was requiring filing of
generic contracts. The commentator also asked whether
the Department would deem approved those medical
delegation plans approved by a National accrediting
organization.
The Department is requiring submission of specific
contracts, since the Department’s intention is to ensure
that the contractor will perform its functions as would the
plan, and that the plan will be maintaining oversight,
and, if necessary, can take remedial action if a problem
arises.
Although the Department has permitted contractors
involved in arrangements with HMOs to obtain a sepa-

rate review of its operations by an external quality review
organization approved by the Department, the Department does not intend to deem this review as dispositive of
whether the arrangement meets its approval. The Department will consider that review (see subsection (c)), but
the final decision rests with the Department.
Two commentators recommended that the Department
include in proposed subsection (d)(3) a requirement for
random sampling to be performed by a plan annually, or
to include enough persons to have validity. One of these
commentators also recommended that contractors be required to report to a plan on a monthly basis.
The Department’s regulation does require random sampling, and the Department has added the requirement
that the sampling occur annually. Plans should not be
required to obtain statistically significant evidence to
have proof of the contractor’s failure to perform, evidence
produced by random sampling is sufficient to show a
contractor’s breach. Monthly reporting is very costly to
both parties; a plan may choose to require monthly
reports if it wishes, however, the Department will not
require it. The Department believes quarterly reporting is
sufficient for responsible oversight and provides the plan
with sufficient data for the plan’s required quarterly
report to the Department.
One commentator commented that proposed subsection
(d)(2), which would require quarterly reporting by the
plan regarding the delegated activities, and proposed
subsection (d)(5), which would require the contractor to
submit written reports of activities to the plan’s quality
assurance committee on a quarterly basis, seemed to be
the same. Since this was not the Department’s intention,
and since the proposed paragraphs did sound similar, the
Department has added language to clarify the differences.
In paragraph (2), the contractor will now be required to
report concerning the arrangement or provision of health
care services and the impact of the delegated activities on
the quality and delivery of health care services. Paragraph (5) will now require the contractor to cooperate and
participate in any quality assurance activities and studies
undertaken by the plan that pertain to the enrollee
population served by the contractor, including submitting
written reports of activities and accomplishments on
plan-directed and any contractor initiated activities.
One commentator requested that the Department ensure that the requirements for independent review of
delegated subcontractors do not conflict with the requirements of any National accrediting body.
There is no need for the Department to make any
change to the regulation to address this concern. The
Department will keep this comment in mind as additional
accrediting bodies are approved to ensure that no conflicting standards are inadvertently set. The Department
reserves the right to disagree with any standard of an
accrediting body.
Section 9.676. Standards for enrollee rights and responsibilities.
The Department received several comments on this
proposed section. Most of the comments expressed concern over the Department’s revisions of an earlier set of
draft regulations. One commentator provided the Department with comments upon that draft, rather than on the
Department’s proposed regulations.
After review of the many comments received on this
proposed section, some of which argued that the Department did have authority to promulgate a list of enrollee
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rights and plan responsibilities, and others which argued
that the Department did not, the Department has decided
to replace the proposed language with language from the
NCQA standards regarding a health plan’s commitment
to enrollee rights and responsibilities. This eliminates any
concern that the Department is attempting to require
additional disclosure of plans beyond those required by
Act 68 and, which is predominantly the purview of
Insurance. The Department has substantially retained
subsections (b) and (c) of repealed § 9.77 (relating to
subscriber rights), since these requirements are unique to
this Commonwealth, and would not appear in the NCQA
standards.
Several commentators raised concerns that the proposed section did not include Act 68 rights, and requirements that enrollees and other persons be given notice of
rights. The Department is not, however, the agency with
responsibility for requiring full and accurate disclosure by
managed care plans to enrollees. Those responsibilities
devolve to Insurance, which is the agency given statutory
oversight over subscriber agreements and marketing literature, and which enforces the Unfair Insurance Practices Act. Section 2136(b)(10) of Article XXI, cited by one
commentator as proof of the Department’s authority to
set out these rights, only states that the Department may,
along with Insurance, require that plans provide other
information those agencies specify to the enrollee or
prospective enrollee if they specifically request it. This is
not a clear charge to the Department to develop and
require plans to provide notice to enrollees, prospective
enrollees or providers with a list of rights.
Two commentators recommended that the Department
more fully address the needs of non-English speaking
enrollees. The Department believes Act 68 is clear that a
plan has a responsibility to disclose how it will address
the needs of non-English speaking enrollees. See section
2136(a)(5) of Article XXI, and, further, that Insurance is
the agency with responsibility for disclosure issues.
Several commentators recommended that the Department address the issue of disclosure to enrollees concerning a plan’s complaint and grievance system. These
commentators raised concerns that enrollees will overlook
information provided on an annual basis and which does
not come contemporaneously with a denial letter.
With respect to specific concerns surrounding notice of
the complaint and grievance system requirements, the
Department’s regulations require that a plan notify the
enrollee in writing that the enrollee has the right to be
present at the review. Further, the regulations require
that the decision letters of the plan include language
notifying the enrollee that the enrollee has a right to
appeal, and how to do so. See §§ 9.704 and 9.706. Issues
concerning the complaint and grievance procedures are
addressed in Subchapter I (relating to complaints and
grievances).
Subsection 9.677. Requirements of definitions of medical
necessity.
The Department received several comments on this
proposed section. Several commentators stated that the
Department had the authority to establish either a
definition of medical necessity, or standards of reasonableness that a plan would need to satisfy in developing a
definition. Five commentators recommended specific definitions for inclusion in the regulation.
Section 2111(3) of Article XXI makes it the responsibility of the plan to adopt and maintain a definition of
medical necessity to be used by the plan in determining
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health care services. Act 68 does not make it the responsibility of the Department to develop such a definition, nor
does it require plans to adopt the Department’s definition.
The definition is inextricably tied to benefits covered and
excluded and the corresponding premiums charged. There
is no way to predict what impact a regulatory definition
of ‘‘medical necessity’’ would have on premiums and
coverage throughout this Commonwealth.
This regulation requires that a plan’s definition of
medical necessity be consistent throughout the plan’s
documents. Eight commentators expressed support for
this requirement. If a plan has failed to carry out this
requirement, the Department will investigate, and take
appropriate action under the regulations and Act 68. The
Department has clarified this intention by requiring the
definition to comply with the HMO and PPO Acts, Act 68
and the regulations.
One commentator did express concern over the requirement that definitions of ‘‘medical necessity’’ be consistent
throughout a plan’s documents. The commentator recommended that the Department limit this requirement to
the plan contract and any other material covered by Act
68. It was the Department’s intention, however, to include
any document used by an entity defined as a managed
care plan under Act 68 to determine coverage. The
Department has decided against revising the proposed
section.
More than 15 commentators recommended that the
Department reinsert language from a draft which predated the proposed regulations. Several commentators
raised issues concerning the deletion of language from the
draft, which required the CRE performing the external
grievance review to examine whether the plan’s definition
of ‘‘medical necessity’’ was unduly restrictive, or whether
it deviates from the usual and customary language
concerning medical necessity.
The Department reviewed the language in its earlier
draft and decided against making any change based on
that language. In fact, the earlier draft was faulty in that
the term ‘‘usual and customary’’ was used, and is an
inapplicable standard. Further, if the language were
added, CREs would have been able, through external
grievance review decisions, to alter the terms of coverage
under the contract. This would essentially cede regulatory
oversight to the CRE. The statute does not give CREs the
authority to dictate the terms of coverage.
These commentators also recommended that the Department reinsert language which would have required
the plan to adopt a definition that was consistent with
industry standards, was not unduly restrictive and did
not rely solely upon the interpretation of the medical
director.
Again, the Department has decided to make no change
to the proposed section based on the recommended language. Requiring plans to set a community standard
could lower one person’s access to care, while raising
another’s, so that there is no real uniformity. Further, as
with the term ‘‘usual and customary,’’ the Department
decided that the original draft was faulty in that there is
no real National or industry standard for definitions of
medical necessity, and that the requirement would be too
subjective. The standard would have been unenforceable
as too vague.
Four commentators commented that the Department
should add language to the proposed section requiring the
plan to consider information provided by the enrollee, the
enrollee’s family, the enrollee’s primary care provider and
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other providers and agencies that have evaluated the
enrollee in making a determination of the medical necessity.
The Department acknowledges that, to the extent the
information offered is offered by someone who has clinically evaluated the individual, it could be useful in
determining medical necessity. Information from sources
other than those of a clinical nature are of less probative
value in determining whether there is a medical reason
for the service. Since, however, the Department does not
intend to define the term, it has not added this language
to the regulation.
One commentator commented that any definition included in the regulations must reference the Health
Choices definition of medical necessity. Again, the Department has declined to include a definition. Therefore, this
comment is moot. The Department of Public Welfare is
acting as a purchaser, not a regulator, and is acting in
conformance with Federal statute. Commercial plans
have different considerations.
Section 9.678. Primary care providers.
The Department received several comments on this
proposed section.
One commentator raised concerns that the proposed
section contained no maximum doctor to patient ratio.
The commentator noted that in the absence of a ratio, 1
doctor could treat 5,000 patients.
The Department has decided against including ratios in
the regulations, because, except for a staff model HMO,
they are no longer useful. Ratios are useful and necessary
when a provider and all of the patients are in only one
health plan. The plan can then hire additional providers
when the ratio requires it. This is what repealed
§ 9.76(a)(1) was intended to address. It pertained to staff
model HMOs in which the provider was an employee of
the plan and called for a ratio of 1 physician to 1,600
patients.
In today’s environment, however, providers are rarely
employees of the health plan and each plan represents
only a fraction of a physician’s overall patient population.
The physician, to a certain extent, can control this
percentage by favoring one plan over another so that not
all of the physician’s patients are enrolled in any one
health plan. Therefore, a physician could meet the ratio
requirement for the enrollees of a given health plan, for
example, the Department’s current ratio of 1 to 1,600,
and still be seeing 5,000 patients, 3,400 of whom are
covered by other health plans or possibly have no insurance and pay directly for care. Further, unless the
provider is an employee of the plan, the plan cannot
control the staffing of a physician’s office, which may
have a different mix of advance practice nurses and other
professionals.
The Department is including in subsection (a) a requirement that each enrollee have access to a primary
care provider. The Department is requiring elsewhere in
these regulations that a plan maintain a QA plan that
sets standards for access, requires provider audits against
those standards and develops initiatives or expands the
network to address improving access and availability of
care. See § 9.674(b)(7) (relating to quality assurance
standards). These requirements are more relevant to
availability and accessibility to care, given the changing
nature of plans, than provider to patient ratios.
One commentator raised the same issues regarding
subsection (a) as it did concerning the definition of

‘‘primary care provider.’’ It objected to replacement of
‘‘physicians’’ with ‘‘providers,’’ and stated that, since Act
68 did not alter requirements under the HMO Act, and
the Department’s previous regulations promulgated under
the HMO Act specifically required the use of physicians,
the change to providers could not be made. The commentator also stated that neither a CRNP nor a physician’s
assistant should be permitted to be a primary care
provider, and recommended that the proposed section be
revised to reflect that fact.
The Department has made no change to the proposed
section based upon these comments. As the Department
stated earlier, Act 68 created the term ‘‘primary care
provider’’ and did not limit it to physicians. The fact that
the Department’s earlier regulations promulgated under
the HMO Act, used the term ‘‘physician’’ does not require
a different outcome. The HMO Act does not state that
only physicians can be primary care providers. Further,
enrollees have the ability to choose a primary care
provider from the network.
Two commentators commented on the lack of training
requirements in subsection (b). One of these commentators raised concerns that the proposed section did not
require a primary care provider to be trained and experienced in primary care medicine. The commentator commented that persons with HIV are highly susceptible to a
variety of opportunistic infections, many of which are life
threatening if not treated properly. The commentator
contended that if a provider, not trained in primary care
medicine, fails to diagnose or properly treat these infections, the consequences could be deadly.
IRRC commented that this proposed subsection would
allow a health care provider to operate as a primary care
provider. IRRC noted that a health care provider under
Act 68 included a wide variety of persons, and requested
that the Department clarify which health care providers
could operate as primary care providers.
Another commentator provided the Department with a
list of criteria that it believed the Department should
require physicians to meet before they could be considered to be primary care providers.
The Department’s response to these commentators is
the same. Act 68 defines a primary care provider as a
health care provider who, within the scope of practice,
supervises, coordinates, prescribes or otherwise provides
or proposes to provide health care services; initiates
referral for specialty care; and maintains continuity of
care. So long as a health care provider, as defined under
Act 68, meets this definition and the Department’s additional requirements, that provider may be considered to
be a primary care provider by the plan. The plan may set
the training requirements it believes to be necessary for a
provider to be considered a primary care provider through
its credentialing requirements. Patients with any lifethreatening, degenerative, or disabling disease or condition, including HIV/AIDS, may seek a standing referral to
a specialist or the designation of the specialist to serve as
a primary care provider, if they are concerned that the
primary care provider they have chosen is not sufficiently
expert in the disease to provide the necessary care.
One commentator commented that the proposed subsection should be revised to clarify that certain enrollees are
entitled to have a specialist as their primary care provider. In fact, the subsection did provide for this as
proposed, and does provide for this as adopted.
One commentator requested that the Department
clarify whether a group of physicians practicing from the
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same location may combine their office hours to reach the
number of hours required by subsection (b)(1). The commentator recommended that the proposed paragraph be
revised to state: ‘‘Each primary care physician or group of
primary care physicians in a medical office must have a
provider network physician available for scheduled visits
a minimum of 20 hours per week, either individually or
in the aggregate.’’

The proposed subsection would not have eliminated the
requirement that plans provide an evaluation for a
specialist as a primary care provider and, if the standards
of the plan are met, permit that specialist to serve as a
primary care provider. For clarity, however, the Department has added a cross-reference to § 9.683 (relating to
standing referrals or specialists as primary care providers) to the language in the proposed subsection.

The Department has not changed the proposed paragraph to include this recommendation. Each primary care
provider must provide office hours (in that office) either
directly or through other providers in the group to meet
the hour requirement. The intent is for the enrollee to
have access to primary care services from a single
primary care provider or group of providers for no less
than 20 hours per week. The language of paragraph (1)
does not preclude the 20 hours-per-week requirement
being satisfied by a group of primary care providers.

One commentator recommended that the Department
consider including doctors of chiropractic as primary care
providers.

One commentator commented that the proposed subsection (b)(2) standard could be too restrictive if on-call
arrangements could be made only with plan participating
providers. The commentator further commented that
plans should have the flexibility to review and approve
alternative coverage arrangements, so long as enrollees
are properly protected.
The Department has changed the language in paragraph (2) to clarify that all on-call arrangements must be
with other primary care providers. The Department does
not agree that arrangements may automatically be made
with nonparticipating providers. Arrangements with nonparticipating primary care providers may be made, but
only if the plan approves the arrangement, agrees to
cover the services provided by the nonparticipating provider, and agrees to hold the enrollee harmless financially
if plan policies and procedures which could result in
noncovered services for enrollees are not met by the
nonparticipating provider, or if the nonparticipating provider misleads the enrollee into believing a noncovered
service will be covered.
One commentator supported the alternate arrangement
language of proposed subsection (b)(4) for admitting an
enrollee in a hospital, but requested that the Department
provide protections to prevent plans from discriminating
against providers by refusing to approve alternate arrangements.
The Department has not changed the proposed subsection. Discrimination complaints may be made to the
Department, but Act 68’s standard is accessibility of
adequate providers. See section 2111(1) of Article XXI.
This allows plans to determine what types of providers
they will choose to use as primary care providers and
what alternate arrangements will promote effective and
efficient delivery of quality health care services.
One commentator recommended deleting from subsection (b)(4) the term ‘‘admitting privileges,’’ and replacing
it with the term ‘‘staffing privileges.’’ The Department
agrees that this change should be made, and has deleted
the word ‘‘admitting’’ from the regulation. The Department has chosen to delete the word altogether, rather
than to replace it with the word ‘‘staffing,’’ since the term
‘‘staffing’’ may not be used in all hospital bylaws that
categorize the various types of privileges at each facility.
One commentator commented that proposed subsection
(c) was unclear, since it did not state that under Act 68
plans are required to allow specialists to serve as primary
care providers. The commentator requested clarification.

The Department is requiring the plan, through the
quality assurance committee, to develop criteria for
credentialing providers. The Department is not defining
in regulations what healthcare providers, by specialty
type, may or may not provide primary care or serve as a
primary care provider. As discussed further in response to
comments on § 9.683, the plan must consider the needs
of all enrollees and those with chronic conditions when
evaluating the appropriateness of a type of provider who
proposes to serve as a primary care provider.
The Department received about ten comments on proposed subsection (d), which pertains to a CRNP serving
as a primary care provider. Two were in support of it, and
one was adamantly opposed to it, claiming that it had no
statutory basis in Act 68. The remainder of the comments
requested clarification on some aspect of the regulation.
One commentator recommended that the Department
clarify that plans need not accept a CRNP as a primary
care provider.
The Department has not changed the proposed subsection with respect to these comments. The language in
proposed subsection (d) states that a plan ‘‘may consider a
CRNP. . . as a primary care provider, if the CRNP meets
the plan’s credentialing criteria. . . .’’ The use of the word
‘‘may’’ is sufficient to indicate that plans are permitted to
use discretion in making this decision.
Another commentator asked whether plans would be
required to file and receive approval of a waiver to use
CRNPs as primary care providers.
Plans are no longer required to request a waiver in
order to use a CRNP as a primary care provider. The
definition of health care provider in section 2102 of
Article XXI specifically lists CRNPs as health care providers, and, depending upon the scope of a CRNP’s practice,
a CRNP could fit within the Act 68’s definition of the
term ‘‘primary care provider.’’ Therefore, there is no need
to make provision for a waiver of regulatory requirements, since use of a CRNP as a primary care provider
would be consistent with the regulations.
One commentator commented that if plans are permitted to use CRNPs, they should be permitted to allow
enrollees to choose physicians as primary care providers
rather than CRNPs. This commentator, along with IRRC,
recommended that the Department consider requiring a
written notice to alert an enrollee that the enrollee’s
primary care provider is a CRNP, and not a physician.
IRRC recommended that the notice include name of the
physician with whom the CRNP has a written agreement
to provide services.
The Department has not changed the proposed subsection based on these comments. Enrollees are permitted to
choose from a variety of provider types approved and
credentialed by a plan as a primary care provider in such
areas as pediatrics, family practice and general internal
medicine. Any enrollee who has a choice of a CRNP also
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has a choice of all other types of primary care providers.
Provider directories, which are reviewed by Insurance,
list providers by practice area (specialty) and provider
name, including credentials, address and telephone number. Practitioners are identified with their proper credentials as an M.D., D.O., CRNP and so on. Therefore,
enrollees will know who and what they are selecting for
their primary care provider.
IRRC has recommended that the Department either
cross-reference to the State law and regulations which list
the scope of licensure for a CRNP, or specifically state
that CRNPs are only permitted to perform certain functions in collaboration with and under the direction of a
licensed physician.
The Department is aware of the practice requirements
attached to the practice of a CRNP in this Commonwealth. The Department has stated in this regulation
that a CRNP must practice in accordance with State law,
which, as IRRC commented, requires collaboration and
direction of a physician for certain purposes. The Department intended to reference the scope of practice of a
CRNP by including in the proposed section the language:
‘‘practices in accordance with state law.’’ To clarify this,
the Department will replace the language which IRRC
has suggested is unnecessary and should be deleted, with
the specific citations to the Medical Practice Act (63 P. S.
§§ 422.1—422.45) and the Nurse Practice Act (63 P. S.
§§ 211—225) and the relevant regulations.
One commentator commented that in community-based
nurse managed health centers, nurses practice as primary
care providers independently in collaboration with a
physician. Physician supervision is not consistent with
current practice. It has requested that the Department’s
comments in its Preamble to this section concerning
supervision be clarified.
The language to which the commentator refers regarding supervision was taken out of context from the Preamble. It was meant to refer to the supervision and
coordination of the care of the individual patient’s needs
by a primary care provider. This is the role of the primary
care provider in managed care.
One commentator recommended the revision of language in proposed subsection (e) to take into account
concerns that it could be interpreted as requiring directories to advise members of the implications of any referral
changes on a provider by provider basis. The commentator recommended using the following language: ‘‘A plan
shall include in its provider directory a clear and adequate notice of the possibility of limitations caused by
the choice of a given provider as a primary care provider.’’
The Department agrees with the recommendation, and
has changed the language to clarify the subsection.
One commentator also recommended that the provider
directory indicate which primary care providers refuse to
allow, perform, participate, or refer for certain health care
services on moral or religious grounds.
The Department has not made this change, since plans
do not survey religious or moral opinions of their primary
care providers. If the primary care provider does not
intend to provide the full range of primary care services
in the contract, for example, birth control, the provider is
required to refer out for services the primary care
provider does not provide. Additionally, an enrollee may
transfer to another primary care provider if the enrollee
chooses to do so.
IRRC commented that the language in proposed subsection (f) was vague, and that the Department should

provide a specific time frame in which an enrollee must
give a plan notice of the enrollee’s intention to transfer.
The Department has not made the recommended
change to the proposed subsection. The Department does
not believe that setting a timeframe in this context would
be useful. Plans set timeframes based on operational
concerns, which can and are waived in unusual circumstances warranting an enrollee’s immediate transfer. A
Department standard could lock an enrollee into a relationship with a primary care provider beyond that which
is prudent. This could be disadvantageous to the enrollee
and would eliminate plan flexibility.
Section 9.679. Access requirements in service areas.
The Department received several comments on this
proposed section. After reviewing all the comments on the
proposed section, many of which raised issues with the
Department’s use of minute and mileage standards, the
Department has determined to revise the proposed subsection to address those concerns. The Department has
deleted proposed subsections (c) and (e), and added new
language to proposed subsection (d). The changes are
more fully explained.
Several commentators raised concerns with proposed
subsection (a), stating that the provision would fail to
take into account enrollees who live outside the service
area but receive care within the service area.
The Department recognizes this concern, and has
changed the language in the proposed subsection to take
into account those enrollees who both work and reside in
the approved service area.
One commentator suggested that the criteria the Department intended to use in proposed subsection (c) to
determine adequacy of services, healthcare providers,
access and availability were not specifically identified.
One commentator recommended that the Department
modify subsection (c) to reflect the longstanding practice
of only requiring contractual arrangements with primary
care providers and frequently utilized specialties. The
commentator stated that if nonfrequently utilized specialists are either not available within the geographic criteria
or refuse to contract with the plan, it assumed that the
Department would still approve the network on the
condition that the plan has adequate provisions to address those specialties.
After reviewing the comments on this proposed subsection, the Department has decided to replace the proposed
text with the more specific network requirements of
subsections (d) and (e).
To the extent these comments still apply to the finalform regulations, the Department has always taken the
position that if infrastructure did not exist in a service
area, the Department would not require it to be built. The
Department is, however, requiring a plan that cannot
immediately meet the requirements in subsections (d) and
(e) to explain to the Department why this problem is
occurring, and what other alternate arrangements the
plan intends to undertake to meet the standards. See
subsection (d)(3). An acceptable arrangement would be to
allow enrollee access to nonparticipating providers; however, this is suboptimal for frequently utilized specialties
as the plan is disadvantaged not only financially but also
in terms of credentialing and compliance with plan
policies, procedures, and quality assurance initiatives and
activities. The Department would not want this to be a
permanent alternative.
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One commentator commented on the propensity of
plans to shut out optometrists from their networks because an ophthalmologist is in the service area, or
because the plan does not cover routine eye examinations
or glasses. The commentator stated that optometrists
provide other medically related eye care services, and
most primary eye care in medically underserved areas is
provided by optometrists.
The Department has not included language to its
regulations to require plans to take one of every type of
provider who can provide a particular health care service.
The act requires plans to assure the availability and
accessibility of adequate health care providers in a timely
manner which enables enrollees to have access to quality
care and continuity of care. See section 2111(1) of Article
XXI. Act 68 does not require a plan to have one of each
type of provider, and the Department will not promulgate
a regulation to the contrary.
One commentator, although recognizing the need for
the Department to be aware of potential service disruptions, raised concerns that the immediate notification
requirement in proposed subsection (d) would be burdensome. The commentator recommended that the Department require a report within a reasonable time.
The Department agrees with the comment, and has
deleted the word ‘‘immediately’’ from the proposed subsection, which is now subsection (c). The Department has
also changed the word ‘‘potential’’ to ‘‘probable’’ to reflect
the Department’s intention to only require notice of those
threatened terminations that are likely to become actual
terminations.
The commentator also commented that it was unclear
how the proposed requirement to report a serious change
in the plan’s ability to provide services affecting 10% or
more of the enrollees in a service area would be applied
to plans with service areas that cover more than one
county and different geographic regions.
The Department, after reviewing this comment, agrees
that the 10% requirement could be broadly interpreted,
and, therefore, difficult to apply. The Department has also
decided that a service area is too broad an area that
needs to be updated to trigger a reporting duty, and may
allow plans to avoid providing notice when a provider in a
small community with many enrollees terminates and the
community and the plan are without alternatives. The
remaining providers in the area might not be able to
handle the influx, although the number of enrollees
affected would not trigger the necessary 10% threshold
for the entire service area. To address these concerns, the
Department has deleted the proposed language, and has
added language that requires a plan to notify the Department of a loss from the network of any acute care
hospital and any primary care provider in either an
individual practice or group practice with 2000 or more
assigned members. See subsection (c). The Department
recognizes that the loss of other types of providers in a
network is always disruptive to the patient affected;
however, access to primary care as the entre to all other
services, and hospitals as the source of most urgently and
severely needed services, are the main concerns of the
Department.
Proposed subsection (e) generated several comments
from a variety of commentators—plans, advocacy groups,
legislators, and provider associations, as well as IRRC.
One commentator commented that the subsection was too
vague. Some commentators commented that the subsection contained no specific standards for frequently uti-
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lized specialists. Other commentators commented that the
subsection lacked standards for infrequently utilized specialists. One commentator stated that criteria for less
frequently utilized specialists should be based on need,
and not on use. IRRC stated that the subsection should
contain criteria used to determine network adequacy, or
should reference § 9.653(b) (relating to HMO provision of
limited networks to select enrollees). IRRC recommended
that for some specialty areas, network adequacy be based
on a case-by-case basis.
Several commentators took issue with the proposed
mileage and time requirements. IRRC and others questioned these requirements in light of the Department of
Public Welfare’s different contractual requirements for
Health Choices contractors.
Two commentators recommended clarifying the term
‘‘access’’ since it implied a use of motor vehicles, but did
not take into account inaccessible or unaffordable transportation.
After having reviewed all the comments it received on
this subsection, the Department has substantially revised
the proposed section and subsection to address these
concerns. First, to address concerns raised by commentators with respect to the Department of Public Welfare’s
Health Choices contractors, the Department has decided
to use metropolitan statistical areas (MSA) to designate
counties as rural or urban. The Department has altered
its mileage and distance accessibility requirements to 20
miles/30 minutes in an MSA county otherwise considered
urban, and 45 miles or 60 minutes in a nonMSA county
otherwise considered rural. Further, the Department has
required that services be accessible to 90% of the enrollees in that area. MSAs are Nationally designated based
on census data, population density and the percentage of
workers who commute to adjacent MSA counties.
The Department is continuing to require plans that
cannot immediately meet the accessibility requirements
to report that they cannot do so, explain why, and explain
how they intend to provide access to covered health care
services through alternate means. The Department has
also provided examples of alternative arrangements in
the regulation. See subsection (f)(3). The Department
cannot and does not require plans to create providers
where none exist. Additionally, the Department does not
want to inadvertently create a situation that would allow
one provider to block entry into a county by refusing to
contract with the plan despite the desires of other
providers to participate, employers to offer, and enrollees
to join managed care plans. The Department can, however, require plans to consider alternative means of
providing covered services and inform the Department as
to how it intends to fulfill its obligations under section
2111(1) of Article XXI.
In response to comments that the Department failed to
define frequently or infrequently utilized health care
services, the Department has added subsections (e)—(h).
In subsection (e), the Department has listed the services
that it considers to be frequently utilized health care
services which must be provided in accordance with
subsection (d). It has taken this list from the commonly
accessed major specialty areas as designated by the
American Board of Medical Specialties (ABMS). This does
not mean the Department regards other ABMS specialties
or subspecialties as unnecessary, but, rather, addresses
the majority of a population’s needs by assuring a
network of at least the main specialty categories.
The Department has also addressed less frequently
utilized health care services in subsection (h). That
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subsection states that less frequently utilized health care
services may be provided by a nonparticipating health
care provider or under a contract with a health care
provider outside the approved service area. Those services, of which the Department uses a transplant for an
example, are basic health care services other than those
listed in subsection (e). Subsection (g) discusses health
care services that can reliably be provided in the home,
and exempts them from the travel requirements of subsections (d) and (f) as the services are provided in the
home, and the location of the provider’s administrative
office is not an issue.
One commentator recommended that the Department
include providers of assistive technology and services in
its final-form regulations. The commentator stated that
access to these services should be addressed the same as
a frequently used specialist. The Department has declined
to specifically include assistive technology and services in
the regulation. Generally speaking, these are services of
benefit to a small sub-set of the population; however, to
the extent that they can be defined as nonbasic health
care services, the plan would need to meet the standards
in subsection (d) in providing them. The Department has
included standards for nonbasic health care services, for
example, prescription drugs, vision, dental and durable
medical equipment, in subsection (i). Since these types of
services are not defined as basic health care services, the
Department does not see them as either frequently or less
frequently used health care services, but, rather, as a
third and separate category. The Department has, however, required that the plan meet the standards in
subsections (d), (f) and (g) in providing nonbasic health
care services for the reason that these benefits are
generally offered as optional and supplemental, but limited to a single benefit category (such as vision or durable
medical equipment) which is viewed as a stand alone
network which must meet the minimum requirements to
be of any benefit to enrollees.
In subsection (j), the Department has allowed plans to
arrange for services at a distance greater than the travel
times in subsections (d) or (c), if the plan does so for
therapeutic reasons to provide access to quality health
care services.
Act 68 changes how the Department must review and
verify networks in several ways. Plans must have an
adequate network of health care providers, and the term
‘‘health care providers’’ now includes everything from
doctors to pharmacies to durable medical equipment
suppliers. The Department does not want to discourage
plans from contracting out-of-the-service area with centers of excellence for transplants and other specialized
services. The Department’s standards in this section are
intended to permit this.
One commentator commented that the proposed section
contained no access norms for appointments. Another
commentator commented that access should not be limited to geographic access. The commentator cited, as an
example, that if an ophthalmological office within 30
miles in a rural area was only open once a week, the
standard should not be considered to be met.
As previously discussed, the Department will not set
access norms for appointments. This issue is best handled
by the plan’s quality assurance committee and access
auditing. Should an appointment not be available to an
enrollee in what the enrollee considers to be a timely
fashion, the enrollee has the option of filing a complaint
against the plan or reporting the concern to the Depart-

ment. The Department believes that plans should have
flexibility to manage this operational issue within their
limited ability to control it.
The Department has added subsection (k), which requires a plan to provide coverage for services provided by
nonparticipating health care providers at no less than the
in-network level of benefit for services provided when the
plan has no available network provider. The Department
is attempting to clarify that a plan is not required to have
network providers available outside of the approved service area for the purposes of enrollees seeking basic
health care services while outside of the service area.
Further, a plan is not required to pay a noncontracted
provider at the same level of benefit as a network
provider for basic health care services sought by and
provided for an enrollee outside the service area.
Finally, in subsection (j), the Department has added
language setting out standards for a plan to follow to
obtain a service area expansion.
Section 9.680. Access for persons with disabilities.
The Department received several comments on this
proposed section. The proposed section was intended to
reiterate requirements in Act 68 that plans comply with
Title III of the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 (42
U.S.C.A. §§ 12181—12188) (ADA). Proposed subsection
(a) would require plans to have in network providers who
are physically accessible to persons with disabilities in
accordance with Title III of the ADA. Proposed subsection
(b) would require plans to have in network providers who
could communicate with persons with sensory disabilities
in accordance with the ADA.
Several commentators complained that the proposed
section would not include minimum requirements to
assure that HMOs provide access to persons with sensory
and physical disabilities. Commentators also stated that
the proposed section would not ensure ADA monitoring
and enforcement.
One commentator commented that the proposed regulations would not address the problem of providers refusing
to serve persons because of their disabilities, and noted
that it receives weekly calls concerning dentists who
refuse to serve persons with retardation.
One commentator commented that the Department
should include in the regulation minimum standards and
a monitoring process governing not only access for persons with wheelchairs, but also assuring communication
between providers and members who have hearing and
visual problems. The commentator recommended that the
Department take notice of a lawsuit on these issues
against the Department of Public Welfare.
One commentator also mentioned the possibility of
legal action against the Department and HMOs. According to this commentator, the Department is required to
comply with the ADA, and is failing to do so by not
promulgating specific regulations.
Although the Department is sensitive to concerns of
persons with disabilities and their advocates concerning
physical and sensory access to health care providers, the
Department cannot set standards for how plans are to
comply with a Federal statute. Act 68 specifically references the ADA in setting requirements for plans to ensure
that they have providers that are physically accessible to
persons with disabilities and who are able to communicate with persons with sensory disabilities. The ADA calls
for reasonable accommodation for persons with disabilities; that is a standard interpreted by the Department of
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Justice and the courts, not the Department. No standard
set by the Department purporting to ensure that a plan
or provider would be in compliance with the ADA would
be binding on the Federal government if it decided to the
contrary.
With respect to issues concerning the ADA and Health
Choices contracts, the Department of Public Welfare,
unlike the Department in this instance, is a purchaser,
and not a regulator. The question of whether the Department of Public Welfare would have been required to set
standards for its contractors is different from whether a
state regulator is required to set standards for compliance
with a Federal statute. There is even a question as to
whether the Department can, legally, undertake such
regulations due to preemption issues.
Three commentators recommended that the Department add language to the proposed section requiring it to
review a plan’s policies and procedures to ensure compliance. One of these commentators commented that the
proposed regulations should be amended to ensure that
HMOs do not use fiscal disincentives to underserve
persons with disabilities. The commentator recommended
that actual reimbursement methods should be provided to
the Department, and these methods should be monitored
and reviewed for their impact on persons with disabilities.
Act 68 contains a clear directive that plans may not use
incentives to provide less than medically necessary and
appropriate care to an enrollee. See section 2113 of Article
XXI (relating to prohibition on financial incentives). The
Department will enforce this for all enrollees, including
those with disabilities.
Further, section 2111(1) of Article XXI does require that
all enrollees have access to adequate health care providers in a timely fashion. The Department does investigate
allegations that access is being denied. Again, however,
the Department cannot hold anyone responsible under
the ADA. That would require a referral to the Department of Justice.
One commentator requested that the Department
clarify that providers not plans must comply with the
ADA.
Because the Department does not enforce the ADA, it
cannot speak to whether a plan must comply with the
ADA or not. That is a matter for the Department of
Justice and the courts. Act 68 requires plans to have
procedures in place that comply with the ADA.
Section 9.681. Health care providers.
The Department received several comments on this
proposed section.
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One commentator recommended that the Department
add the language: ‘‘or area of practice concentration
substantiated by clinical training and experience,’’ to the
end of subsection (a).
One commentator recommended deleting the proposed
requirement that providers be listed by specialty. The
commentator noted that provider directories are arranged
by different methods, some by specialty, others by other
methods. The commentator stated that this was a specific
problem for plans that enroll Medical Assistance (MA)
recipients because such directories often list providers by
zip code for ease of enrollment. Eliminating this requirement would have no effect on consumers being provided
with appropriate information, as required under Act 68,
but would allow for flexibility on plan’s behalf.
One commentator recommended deleting the proposed
subsection on the basis that the subject matter is already
covered in Insurance’s regulations.
After considering these comments, the Department
agrees that the information is covered in Insurance’s
regulations, and is including Insurance’s language here.
Section 154.16 of 31 Pa. Code handles this topic, including timing of publication. The Department has adopted
the language in 31 Pa. Code § 154.16(c)(2).
Three commentators commented on proposed subsection (b). One commentator commented on the proposed
language, which would require a plan to provide access to
an alternative provider if the participating provider
ceases participation. The commentator stated that the
standard could not always be met, and recommended the
addition of language stating that the plan would make
every effort to provide access.
The Department has not changed the proposed subsection. A plan is obligated to arrange for covered services.
Whether it does this through contracted providers or
noncontracted providers, the coverage must be provided.
A plan that is unable to meet this standard through its
provider network must allow enrollees to access covered
services though nonparticipating providers with no penalty, as the network is inadequate for the service required.
The commentator also commented that the term ‘‘alternative provider,’’ in proposed subsection (b) could be
misconstrued as allowing the enrollee access to practitioners of alternative medicine. Although the intention was
not to reference alternative forms of medicine, to ensure
that there is no confusion, the Department has replaced
the word ‘‘alternative’’ with ‘‘other.’’
Two commentators noted that disclaimers were typically the responsibility of Insurance. One commentator
recommended that the agencies ensure their regulations
are consistent, and the other recommended deleting proposed subsection (b) in its entirety as already being
covered by Insurance.

Several commentators recommended language changes
to this proposed subsection. IRRC recommended the
addition of the language ‘‘updated annually’’ to proposed
subsection (a), and stated that the Department should
explain whether a plan was required to distribute an
entire provider directory annually, or just updates, or
whether a plan could make updates available upon
request.

The Department sees no reason to delete this provision,
as it is not inconsistent with Insurance’s regulations.
Further, as stated earlier, plans must be in compliance
with both sets of regulations.

Another commentator also commented concerning publication times, and stated that the provider directory
should be published annually and updated quarterly, that
there should be telephone responses or 24-hour verification, or both, and that the directory should include the
identity of all associated health care providers, their
hospital privileges, and CRNPs’ collaborating physicians.

Although the Preamble discussion relating to proposed
subsection (c) stated that the plan must cover nonnetwork
services under the same terms and conditions as it would
a participating provider, the proposed subsection requires
coverage at the same level of benefit. Three commentators
raised concerns about the language in the Preamble being
inconsistent with language in the proposed subsection.
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These commentators all commented that the language
could create serious problems for plans and providers.
The language in the Preamble was incorrect, and the
language of the proposed subsection was accurate. Plans
shall cover nonnetwork services at the same level of
benefit as if a network provider had been available. The
enrollee shall have access to covered services and cannot
be penalized by lesser coverage when the network is
inadequate.
Two commentators commented that the proposed subsection provided for going out-of-network when there were
no providers available. They recommended that the final
regulation define the circumstances under which the plan
must pay for out-of-network care, and the procedure for
doing so.
To address these comments, the Department has added
language to clarify that a plan is required to provide
access to services within the approved service area and is
also required to set standards for availability approved by
the physicians of the quality assurance committee. When
the network has a deficiency, a plan must extend nonnetwork benefit levels to the out-of-network event because the plan had no network alternative. It is not
possible for the Department to define every circumstance
of network failure that would allow enrollees to obtain
services from nonnetwork providers without financial
penalty. The Department and plans can only address
access from the standpoint of objective need and not
subjective personal tolerances, preferences and perceptions. The Department has added language to clarify that
covered services and availability is reviewed based on the
approved service area. Plans are not expected to have
every specialty under contract everywhere in the world to
take into account enrollee travel or location outside of the
approved service area. IRRC commented that the criteria
for determining whether a health care provider exists, is
available, or is participating were not clear. IRRC recommended that the Department further define ‘‘no available
participating health care providers’’ or provide the criteria
for determining whether a health care provider is available or participating.
The Department added language to clarify the network
expectations pertaining to the approved service area, but
has not changed the regulation with respect to this
concern. As long as the plan has one provider in the
network who can perform the health care service within
the time frame recommended, the plan has an available
participating provider. Enrollees who do not want to go to
the participating provider may file a grievance if the
basis of the grievance would be the medical necessity and
appropriateness of the provider, or a complaint if the
basis is personal preference.
Three commentators commented that proposed subsection (d) would not include standards for less frequently
used specialists, or for providers who are not hospitals,
primary care providers, or specialists, for example, drug
stores, home health agencies, and durable medical equipment providers.
This subsection is intended to only address access to
those services which are commonly used, and to which
access is necessary as the first step in obtaining additional services. The Department has addressed access for
pharmacy and durable medical equipment in § 9.679. The
Department has not changed the proposed subsection
with respect to this concern because standards for infrequently utilized services are difficult to set in regulation
for several reasons. First, by definition, they are infre-

quent and may not occur for more than one patient.
Appropriate access is directly related to the patient’s
medical situation. For example, reasonable and necessary
access to a transplant could range from a time period of
24 hours to several months dependent upon the patient’s
diagnosis and health status. Secondly, while travel distance is a concern, in unusual circumstances such as
transplant, the qualification of the provider generally
override travel considerations. The Department does not
wish to set a standard for access for infrequently utilized
services that inadvertently limits the number of available
providers or unduly restricts a plan in contracting with
specialized centers of excellence with Nationally recognized expertise.
One commentator commented that the requirement for
written procedures should reflect the definition of ‘‘emergency services,’’ specifically serious injury, impairment or
dysfunction. The Department has not changed the proposed subsection to address this comment because the
term ‘‘emergency services’’ has already been defined in
the regulations.
One commentator commented that if proposed subsection (d) was intended to imply that plans may impose
some limits on the availability and accessibility of these
services, it was troubling. It recommended that the
Department clarify the proposed subsection, and state
that availability and access to these services must be
assured.
The Department has added language to state that the
procedures must ensure the availability and accessibility
of these services. The Department has also included
routine appointments in subsection (d)(5) as a frequently
utilized health care service. This is necessary to ensure
plans address enrollee’s ability to obtain timely appointments.
Section 9.682. Direct access for obstetrical and gynecological care.
The Department received several comments on this
proposed section. One commentator commented that it
did not understand why the Department had issued
proposed amendments on this topic.
The Department issued the proposed amendment because the Department has the responsibility to ensure
direct access to, and availability of, obstetrical and gynecological services. It is the Department’s intention to
carry out this responsibility by this regulation.
Five commentators commented that the Department’s
standards should be consistent with Insurance’s standards. One commentator stated that the standards were
consistent with Insurance’s standards. One commentator
commented that although Insurance’s regulations do specifically state that no time frames will apply, the Department’s do not. One commentator commented that obstetrical and gynecological services should be regulated by
the Department, and not Insurance, since the Department has the expertise to determine what services are
outside a health care provider’s scope of practice.
Even though the Department’s proposed standards
would be consistent with the regulations promulgated by
Insurance, these comments indicate that the Department’s intentions are not clear. The Department has,
therefore, adopted the language of Insurance in subsections (b) and (c) of the final-form regulations, including
language prohibiting time limitations on the direct access
of these services. See § 9.682(b). With respect to the other
subsections, both agencies have responsibilities in regulating direct access to these services. Since each depart-
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ment has different responsibilities based upon its different expertise, the regulations of both agencies should not
be exactly the same.
One commentator commented that the proposed section
should be expanded to provide for direct access to
chiropractic services. The commentator noted that because chiropractic care is most beneficial immediately
after the onset of an injury or trauma, patients should be
able to have immediate access to chiropractic care. The
commentator recommended allowing direct access subject
to regulatory or monitoring oversight by the HMO, its
gatekeeper or its delegated medical management team.
Act 68 requires direct access only to obstetrical and
gynecological health care services. See section 2111(7) of
Article XXI. The Department may not require direct
access to chiropractic services in its regulation. Legislation would be required to accomplish this.
One commentator recommended that the Department
add language stating that providers may advocate for
patients, and may obtain written consent to do so at the
time of treatment.
The Department has not changed the proposed section
to add the requested language. Providers may always
advocate for patients and do not need regulations from
the Department to allow them to do so. The issue of
consent to file a grievance is addressed in § 9.706
(relating to health care provider initiated grievances). The
Department has revised that section to specifically permit
providers to obtain consent to file a grievance on the
enrollee’s behalf at the time of treatment, as long as the
provider does not condition treatment on the enrollee’s
consent.
One commentator commented that Insurance’s regulations prohibit a plan from paying less for directly accessed obstetrical and gynecological services than for
authorized services, but that the Department’s proposed
regulations would not. It is not, however, a conflict for
one agency to make a requirement, which the other
agency does not. Plans shall comply with both sets of
regulations, and not one in lieu of the other. The Department has decided against adding this language to the
regulation.
One commentator also commented that both Insurance’s and the Department’s regulations contradict Act 68
because they seek to limit direct access to obstetrical and
gynecological services, whether for routine or other care.
The commentator stated that this was not what the
General Assembly intended.
Insurance’s regulations were approved and are final.
The Department did not intend to place any restriction on
access to care not contemplated by the statute, and does
not believe that this regulation does so.
The Department received several comments on proposed subsections (b) and (c). Commentators included
legislators, advocacy groups, trade associations and IRRC.
All recommended revision of the proposed subsections.
Most comments involved the Department’s use of the
terms ‘‘routine’’ and ‘‘nonroutine.’’ The commentators
questioned what these terms meant, and commented that
to create the concept of routine services, and then require
prior authorization for nonroutine services, would limit
an enrollee’s direct access in violation of the Act 68.
One commentator commented that the proposed subsections (b) and (c) were inconsistent with the regulations
promulgated by Insurance.
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One commentator commented that it recognized that
Act 68’s intent was not to include direct access for
gynecologic subspecialty care, including, for example,
reproductive endocrinology, oncologic gynecology, and maternal and fetal medicine. It recommended that the
Department add language stating that these subspecialty
services were the only restrictions for direct access.
One commentator commented that inclusion of related
laboratory or diagnostic procedures exceeded the scope of
Act 68.
After review of these comments, the Department has
decided to delete the proposed texts in subsections (a), (b)
and (c) of its proposed regulations, and replace them with
language contained in 31 Pa. Code § 154.12(a) and (b)
(relating to direct enrollee access to obstetrical and
gynecological services) of Insurance’s regulations. It was
not the Department’s intention to limit access to services.
Act 68 prohibits prior authorization in certain circumstances, but does not prohibit prior authorization for any
services other than those specified services. It was the
Department’s intention to attempt to interpret and explain for what services prior authorization may be required by a plan. Adoption of Insurance’s language will
ensure consistency between the agencies on these issues,
and eliminate the confusion over the terms ‘‘routine’’ and
‘‘nonroutine.’’ Further, subsection (b) will permit a plan to
require prior authorization of certain diagnostic testing
and subspecialty care, for example, reproductive endocrinology, oncologic gynecology, and maternal and fetal
medicine, as was recommended by one commentator. This
was the Department’s original intent. The subsection now
defines by example for what types of services a plan may
require preauthorization.
Two issues were raised with respect to proposed subsection (a), which still remain despite the Department’s
deletion of that proposed subsection. One commentator
recommended that the term ‘‘health care provider’’ be
replaced with term ‘‘obstetrical and gynecological provider’’ to ensure that practitioners with the appropriate
training and scope of practice are providing these services.
Another commentator recommended that language be
added to the proposed subsection to state that the plan
cannot penalize a family physician economically, or in any
other manner, which includes refusing to credential that
provider, since an enrollee is required to be afforded
direct access to obstetrical and gynecological services. The
commentator also commented that plans refuse to recognize that family physicians can provide these services,
and are taking the position that Act 68 requires plans to
credential providers for the provision of obstetrical and
gynecological services where they have requisite experience. The commentator stated that this position operated
to the detriment of the enrollee, and recommended that
the Department expressly require plans to credential
family physicians for these services, and that plans
inform enrollees of their availability.
Even though subsection (a) has been deleted, the
Department believes that these comments need to be
addressed. Act 68 already states that the health care
services must be within the scope of practice of the
provider to which the enrollee has access. See section
2111(7) of Article XXI. Plans are free to determine who
may be directly accessed for these services, since it is
direct access to the service that is required by the statute,
and not direct access to a particular type of provider. Id.
Nothing in Act 68 requires that the plan credential every
health care provider capable of providing the service as a
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provider who may be directly accessed for these services.
A plan is required to maintain an adequate and accessible
network and to credential the providers in that network.
The Department is not in a position to review the
training and expertise of every specialty and subspecialty
area and issue judgements about what health care services certain providers can and cannot be allowed to
perform. The Department will not regulate to that level of
detail.
The Department is redesignating proposed subsection
(d) as subsection (c). The proposed subsection would
require a plan to develop policies and procedures that
describe the terms and conditions under which a directly
accessed health care provider may provide and refer for
health care services with and without obtaining prior
plan approval. The proposed subsection would have also
required the plan to have these policies and procedures
approved by its quality assurance committee, and to
provide the terms and conditions to all health care
providers who may be directly accessed for maternity and
gynecological care.
Two commentators raised issues with this proposed
subsection. One commentator stated that there is no
statutory authority for requiring plans to have policies
and procedures addressing when referrals are necessary,
no statutory authority to require the plan to have these
policies and procedures approved by the plan’s QA committee, and no statutory authority to require the plan to
provide the policies and procedures to providers.
With respect to direct access, the Department has the
statutory authority to require plans to submit policies
and procedures to a quality assurance committee. Act 68
need not specifically include language authorizing the
Department to take an action for the Department to have
the authority to do so. The Department has the ability to
interpret the statute to enforce the statute’s requirements, as required by the legislature. To implement the
direct access requirements of section 2111(7) of Article
XXI, the Department is requiring plans to develop policies
and procedures (credentialing and quality assurance) for
the provision of direct access. Further, the Department is
requiring that these policies be reviewed by the quality
assurance committee to ensure that the most up-to-date
medical and clinical information is considered in determining when and how prior authorization will be required. All this is necessary to ensure that enrollees
obtain direct access to services which is meaningful and
clinically appropriate. These requirements are well within
the parameters of the statute.
IRRC commented that the Department had required no
other policies and procedures to be approved by a plan’s
QA committee, and asked why the Department had
singled out obstetrical and gynecological care. The Department did not single out obstetrical and gynecological
care for review by a plan’s QA committee. The QA
committee is concerned with the UR function, among
other things. The Department has required QA committee
approval of a specialist as a primary care provider or
standing referral policies and procedures. See § 9.683(c)
(relating to standing referrals or specialists as primary
care providers). The Department has included this requirement in the regulation because the Department
believes clinical determinations, for example, the identification of those services for which prior approval may be
obtained, which may, in fact, change rapidly as the course
of medicine changes, are inappropriate for definition by
the Department, or for inclusion in regulation. Therefore,
the Department determined that review by the plan’s

quality assurance committee was the most appropriate
way to allow for clinical review and for flexibility, including the addition of new services, without the need for
regulatory amendment.
Section 9.683. Standing referrals or specialists as primary
care providers.
The Department received several comments on this
proposed section. One commentator noted general concerns with the regulation, but did not specify them. Two
commentators supported the regulation. One commentator commented that the Department’s proposed amendments were far more detailed than Insurance’s regulations concerning the process for deciding whether an
enrollee could have a standing referral or specialist. The
commentator stated that this was one more example of
why the regulations should have been considered at the
same time. Another commentator stated that Insurance
should not regulate standing referrals, rather the Department should since they involved issues of medical necessity.
The issue of whether Insurance’s regulations should
have been reviewed with the Department’s proposed
amendments is now moot. Insurance’s regulations are
already final. In any case, the regulations do not contradict each other, they complement each other and contain
what is necessary for both agencies to carry out their
responsibilities under Act 68.
One commentator commented that the proposed amendments were inadequate and would fail to assure compliance with Act 68. The commentator specified the problems with the proposed regulations as follows: (1) they
would fail to set criteria for when plans should grant
standing referral requests; (2) they would fail to set time
frames for plans to decide on such requests; and (3) they
would fail to require disclosure to consumers and providers of the criteria for approving these requests.
In response to the first point, the criteria would involve
different standards for each and every possible disease or
condition and the provider combinations that could or
would be appropriate for a standing referral. These
determinations are complex, clinical and can change over
time. The Department believes that this information is
improper for regulation, which does not allow for the
necessary flexibility required to match individuals with
the most appropriate provider.
Further, Act 68 requires the plan to set these criteria
and develop procedures for, first, an evaluation of the
patient, and then for the provision of the standing
referral. The threshold standard for a standing referral is
already in Act 68. Act 68 states that the enrollee must
have a life-threatening, degenerative or disabling disease
or condition to make a request and obtain an evaluation.
See section 2111(6) of Article XXI. Secondly, the Department did set time frames for the plan to act on the
request—a reasonable amount of time given the individual’s disease or condition, but within 45 days. Lastly, Act
68 already requires disclosure of procedures. Section
2136(a)(13) of Article XXI.
One commentator recommended that the Department
use its criteria as the standards for evaluating whether
physicians in nonprimary care specialties can serve as
primary care physicians.
The Department has declined to adopt those criteria.
Act 68 leaves the determination of whether or when to
request an evaluation for a standing referral to a specialist for care or to have a specialist function as a primary
care provider up to the enrollee. The plan is required to
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set standards for these evaluations and for determining
whether or not to grant the enrollee’s request, but it is
the enrollee who initiates the request. The plan may
include the primary care provider (Act 68 provides for a
primary care provider, not necessarily a physician) in this
evaluation; that is up to the plan to determine, in
accordance with the Department’s regulations. The Department does not intend to place additional restrictions
on the plan or the enrollee by requiring the plan to defer
to the primary care physician in making its determination of whether to allow a standing referral, or designate
a specialist as a primary care provider.
One commentator complained that the proposed regulations would not require the plan to notify or seek
Department approval of policies, procedures, clinical criteria or any amendments for referral.
The Department has not changed the proposed regulations with respect to this concern. The Department
believes the setting of clinical standards, such as those
that shall govern a determination under this section, are
more properly reviewed by the plan’s quality assurance
committee.
The Department received one comment on this proposed subsection (a). The commentator recommended that
the Department clarify that plan was not obligated to
offer eligible members a choice between a specialist as a
primary care provider or a standing referral to a specialist. The commentator stated that the plan should be
permitted to determine which of the two approaches that
would be most consistent with its program, and pointed
out that either approach would achieve the same goal.
The Department sees no need to clarify the subsection.
The Department takes the position that Act 68 permits
either approach. The Department also believes that the
plan must establish standards for evaluating, issuing or
denying a request for either approach. Which approach is
provided by the plan should depend upon which is
appropriate given the particulars of the patient and the
nature of the request. A plan must develop policies for
providing either approach as is appropriate. A plan will
not meet the terms of Act 68 or the Department’s
regulations by only setting out standards for one or the
other. The enrollee may request one approach, although
the plan, under it standards, directs a different approach
because it determines it is preferable given the circumstances of the enrollee’s condition. The plan may want to
approve a standing referral rather than designate a
specialist as a primary care provider if the specialist in
question does not have adequate office hours or on-call
arrangements to ensure that the enrollee has access to
primary care. Granting approval of one approach over
another is permissible under Act 68, although the enrollee
may choose to file a complaint or a grievance if the
approach approved is not acceptable to the enrollee.
The one comment that the Department received on
proposed subsection (b)(1) recommended that the Department delete the phrase ‘‘including a process for reviewing
the clinical expertise of the requested specialist.’’ The
commentator stated that this was the purpose of the
existing credentialing process.
The Department has not deleted the language. The
requirement of the proposed paragraph would be beyond
the scope of the regular credentialing process. A plan
cannot anticipate every type of request that may be made
to it in advance and cannot be expected to determine the
extent to which every specialist can or should serve as a
primary care provider. The regular credentialing process
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will not tell a plan whether a cardiologist should serve as
a primary care provider for a patient with rheumatoid
arthritis, whether an obstetrician/gynecologist should
serve as a primary care provider for a patient with a
heart condition or whether a chiropractor should serve as
a primary care provider for a diabetic. A provider may be
credentialed through the credentialing process as a specialist, but the provider’s training may not be appropriate
for the needs of the individual patient making the
request. This is what the plan’s procedures should address.
The Department received several comments on proposed subsection (b)(3), three of which noted that the
Department had failed to include the statutory language
in the proposed paragraph which requires the treatment
plan to be approved in consultation with the primary care
provider, the enrollee and as appropriate, the specialist.
Section 2111(6) of Article XXI. The Department acknowledges the oversight, and has included the language ‘‘in
consultation with the primary care provider, the enrollee,
and as appropriate, the specialist’’ in the regulation.
One commentator also requested that the Department
specify who would develop the treatment plan, and what
it would include. The commentator recommended that if
the plan is a clinical plan of care, the member’s physician,
primary care provider or specialist should develop the
treatment plan. The commentator recommended that the
Department add the following language to the proposed
paragraph: ‘‘The specialist physician will develop a treatment plan in coordination with the member’s primary
care physician as applicable. This treatment plan will be
presented to the managed care plan for approval.’’
The Department has made no change to the proposed
paragraph to address this concern. Who develops the
treatment plan is not as significant as who participates in
the development and who approves the treatment plan.
The Department does not feel the need to dictate this
level of detail on what is essentially a plan of action
agreed to by the enrollee, the specialist and the plan
arrive at an acceptable arrangement. The primary care
provider is not the controlling factor, but should be
included in the process so that the provider is able to
coordinate care of the patient when the specialist is no
longer acting as the primary care provider, or more
importantly, during the course of the standing referral so
that each provider and the enrollee understand who to
contact for what services.
One commentator recommended that the Department
include language in subsection (b)(4) stating that subjecting the procedures to the utilization management requirements and quality assurance criteria would in no way
eliminate the right of the enrollee to an evaluation for a
standing referral to a specialist or designation of a
specialist as the enrollee’s primary care provider. The
commentator was concerned that without this language,
there would be ambiguity as to the enrollee’s right to
request an evaluation.
The Department has not added the language. This
paragraph does not impact the enrollee’s right to request
an evaluation. Rather, it refers to the operational guidelines, terms and conditions a provider must follow once
the arrangement is approved. Regardless of the absence
or presence of plan procedures, the enrollee always has
the right to request an evaluation to determine specialist
involvement.
Two commentators requested alterations to subsection
(b)(5). One commented that since a primary care provider
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could be designated as a specialist, the language was not
quite correct. The commentator recommended changing
the word ‘‘specialist’’ to ‘‘provider.’’ Both commentators
also recommended changing the last sentence of the
proposed subsection to take into account the plan’s need
to keep the services in network. One suggested replacing
‘‘as appropriate’’ with ‘‘if no participating provider is
available.’’ The other recommended ‘‘When possible, the
specialist must be a health care provider participating in
the plan.’’
The Department agrees with the comments. It has
changed the word ‘‘specialist’’ to ‘‘provider.’’ It has also
added to the regulation the following language: ‘‘when
possible, the specialist must be a health care provider
participating in the plan.’’
Two other commentators suggested that the proposed
paragraph should contain language requiring an expedited review when the decision to disallow the request
could impact the life, health or maximum function of the
enrollee. The Department has not made this change.
Subsection (b)(7) designates the denial of the request for
a specialist as a grievance and requires the plan to
provide individual information on how to appeal a denial
through the grievance process. The regulations already
provide an expedited review for certain grievances, see
§ 9.709 and there is no need for a special expedited
review process in this section.
It is important to underscore the fact that an enrollee
making this type of request is not being denied care or
services. Services are available through the enrollee’s
designated primary care provider; however, the enrollee
wishes to have them provided by a specialist. The Department is requiring a plan to review the enrollee request in
a time frame that takes into consideration the enrollee’s
situation, but on no account to exceed 45 days. Even if
the plan takes the full 45 days to conduct the evaluation
and reach a decision, the enrollee is able to receive care
through the primary care provider and traditional referrals during that time period.
One commentator supported the time limits on responding to requests in subsection (b)(6).
Several commentators commented on this time period.
IRRC requested that the Department explain why 45
days would be an appropriate time period in which to
respond to the request for a standing referral to a
specialist, or designation of a specialist as the enrollee’s
primary care provider. Another commentator recommended that the Department reduce the 45-day time
limit for final decision to 30 days. The commentator noted
early intervention promotes timely recovery.
One commentator stated that the Department had
failed to ensure timely access to specialists for both acute
and long-term disease management of brain diseases.
This commentator noted that best practice standards
require access to array of medically necessary medical
and rehabilitation treatments.
The Department has not changed the proposed paragraph to address these issues. A plan review of an
enrollee request generally requires consideration of the
requested specialty provider’s suitability given the enrollee’s condition, availability to serve 24 hours, 7-days-perweek, the scope of the proposed treatment and a determination as to whether a standing referral or primary care
provider designation is most appropriate in the circumstances. This review will generally include the medical
records of the requesting enrollee and a specific treatment
plan. As stated previously, a review of this type of request

does not mean that services are not being provided.
Services are not denied during the review period but are
made available by the participating care provider or ‘‘by
referral,’’ arrangements less preferred by the enrollee.
Further, the Department requires the plan to take no
more than 45 days and to take into consideration the
nature of the enrollee’s condition in arriving at its
decision. Plans could and should take less that 45 days to
review the request if the enrollee’s condition warrants it.
One commentator commented that proposed subsection
(b)(6) contradicted Insurance’s regulations, since Insurance did not address these issues.
The Department’s regulation regarding time frames
contradicts nothing in Insurance’s regulations. The fact
that one agency issues a regulation on which the other
agency chooses to be silent does not create a contradictory
regulation. To be in compliance for the purposes of Act 68,
a plan must be in compliance with both sets of regulations.
One commentator supported the proposal in subsection
(b)(7) that a denial of the request would give rise to a
grievance. Another commentator disagreed with this, and
stated that since these decisions would be based on plan
policies, which are operations and management decisions,
they should be complaints. This commentator also noted
that the Department’s current statement of policy and
Insurance/Department grid of complaints and grievances
treats them as complaints.
The Department has reviewed its proposal to designate
these denials as grievances in its policy statement. The
statement of policy is repealed by these regulations. The
grid remains a tool for guidance, and is not dispositive of
these issues. The grid has long since been acknowledged
by the Department as inaccurate and obsolete in many
cases. The nature of the request and the underlying
decision in these matters focus on medical necessity; that
is, whether the enrollee’s request for a specialist to serve
as a primary care provider or a standing referral is
medically necessary or appropriate. In considering such a
request, the plan shall weigh the clinical appropriateness
of the alternate arrangement, whether the specialist is
appropriate for the condition, and whether the enrollee’s
condition is such that care can be better delivered or
managed by a specialist. In rejecting such a request, a
request that a specialist must have agreed with and
supported, the plan is either disagreeing with the appropriateness of the specialist in favor of the primary care
provider, or making a determination that the enrollee’s
condition does not warrant such an arrangement. These
matters should be grievances. Therefore, the Department
has not changed the proposed paragraph to address the
concern.
One commentator recommended that the enrollee be
required to get the consent of a specialist to be the
enrollee’s primary care provider so that the plan could
avoid reviewing cases when a particular specialist does
not want to be the primary care provider.
The Department acknowledges that there is some merit
in this suggestion, because the arrangement cannot and
should not take place without the consent and support of
the specialist. However, the Department believes that the
burden placed on the enrollee to articulate the request,
negotiate the terms and gain the consent of a specialist
would be too great for the Department to make this a
condition for requesting such an arrangement. Additionally, the enrollee need not request a specific specialist by
name in making a request for a standing referral or
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designation of a specialist. It is conceivable, in fact, that
an enrollee may not have a particular specialist in mind
when the request is made. The Department would expect
the plan not to approve such an arrangement without
first ascertaining the willingness of a specialist to agree
to such an arrangement.
If an enrollee has a specialist the enrollee intends to
suggest in making the request, and with whom the
enrollee has a prior relationship, it would be useful to
both the enrollee and the plan to determine that the
specialist is willing to operate in this capacity. It is not
required that the enrollee do so, however.
A commentator again raised the issue that Insurance
has no regulation concerning the need to include information concerning appeal rights in the plan’s decision. The
Department reiterates its position: the fact that one
agency issues a regulation on which the other agency
chooses to be silent does not create a contradictory
regulation. The Department’s regulation regarding appeal
rights information contradicts nothing in Insurance’s
regulations. To be in compliance with Act 68, a plan must
comply with both sets of regulations.
Section 9.684. Continuity of care.
The Department received several comments on this
proposed section. Six commentators stated that the proposed section should be consistent with Insurance’s regulations. One commentator commented that since continuity of care was already covered by Insurance, reference to
it should be deleted from the Department’s regulations.
The Department and Insurance regulations are consistent. Each agency has different responsibilities, based
upon its different expertise. Therefore, the regulations
cannot and should not be exactly the same.
One commentator recommended that the Department
address requirements for continuity of care to make sure
a patient’s change of health plans or employment status
does not inappropriately impact upon the patient’s access
to healthcare.
The Department cannot address this concern. Act 68
does not provide authority for the continuation of coverage lost due to a person’s change of plan or job. Section
2117(a) of Article XXI only provides for continuity of care
‘‘if a managed care plan initiates termination of its
contract with a participating health care provider.’’ See
section 2117(a) of Article XXI. These are the only circumstances under which Act 68 provides for continuity of
care. To extend this benefit to other situations, the
statute would have to be amended.
One commentator recommended adding language to
subsection (a)(1) to clarify that this proposed paragraph
would apply, except in the case of noncovered benefits
addressed in subsection (j), now subsection (i), and termination for cause addressed in subsection (k), now subsection (j). The Department has added the suggested language for clarity.
The same commentator recommended changing the
language of the proposed paragraph to read that enrollees
may continue an ongoing course of treatment for up to 60
days. The commentator stated that ‘‘up to’’ is a direct
reflection of Act 68, and would not lead enrollees to
assume that the continuity of care period will automatically be 60 days. The Department has added the suggested language for clarity.
Another commentator requested clarification concerning
when the 60-day time period would begin. The commenta-
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tor noted that it is impractical and contrary to the intent
of Act 68 to start the continuity of care period from the
notice of termination.
While the Department understands the concern raised
by the commentator, the clear language of the statute
requires that the period of continuity of care run from
notice to the enrollee of termination or pending termination of the provider. This period of up to 60 days, even if
it will run from the notice of pending termination, will
allow sufficient time for the enrollee to transition from
one provider to another, which is an important aspect of
continuity of care.
One commentator objected to the proposed requirement
in subsection (a)(2) that plans provide written notice to
enrollees of primary care provider terminations, and
asked for that language to be deleted. The commentator
commented that many member plans make contact with
enrollees by telephone to begin work as expeditiously as
possible with enrollees on selecting another primary care
physician. The commentator requested that the Department allow the plans to maintain flexibility.
The Department has not changed the proposed paragraph. Since the continuity of care period runs from the
date of notice of termination or pending termination, and
is at the enrollee’s request, the enrollee shall have
written evidence of that date of notice to begin the
process for requesting continuity of care. The written
notice shall also tell enrollees how to exercise this option,
along with clear notice of the continuity of care period’s
start and end date for enrollees. While the Department
does not dispute the practicality of contacting enrollees by
phone to initiate transfer, the Department needs to
ensure that there is a reliable means of ensuring an
enrollee is provided with consistent, accurate and unambiguous notice of the continuity options and instructions
for initiating the process. Member services staff responsible for verbal notification are expected to make every
effort to provide clear information and direction; however,
the ability of the enrollee, plan and Department to
effectuate and verify compliance requires written notification.
One commentator commented that the proposed paragraph is in conflict with Insurance’s regulations since it
requires the plan to notify patients of the right to
continuity of care, or termination, and Insurance’s regulations do not. The commentator credited the Department
for recognizing the importance of notifying enrollees when
their providers are being terminated.
One commentator requested that the Department
clarify proposed subsection (b) by adding the phrase
‘‘including fee schedules,’’ after the phrase ‘‘terms and
conditions.’’ The commentator interpreted the proposed
subsection to mean that the plan would not be responsible for paying a nonpartipating provider charges, but
only the fee on its fee schedule that would have been paid
to a participating provider for the same services.
The Department has not made the requested change. If
a plan chooses to make fees part of the terms and
conditions, it may do so. The Department is not requiring
that fees be included, nor is the Department regulating
the subject of fees and payment between providers and
plans.
One commentator has commented that the proposed
subsection, particularly the phrase ‘‘with the exception
that a plan may not require nonparticipating health care
providers to undergo full credentialing,’’ is problemmatic.
The commentator raised the concern that a shortened
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credentialing process, which requires the collection of only
a limited amount of information, could have serious
quality of care implications for members who are using
nonnetwork, noncredentialed providers. If the Department included this language in the final regulation, the
commentator requested that the following language be
included as well: ‘‘Managed care plans shall have no
liability to enrollees who elect to receive care from
nonparticipating noncredentialed providers.’’
The Department cannot waive tort liability for managed care plans by adding this language to a regulation.
Only a statutory provision enacted by the General Assembly can grant immunity to a group in a particular
situation. The Department will not delete the proposed
requirement prohibiting full credentialing, since it is
necessary to ensure that enrollees are able to access
providers to realize the continuity of care benefit provided
by Act 68. If the plan chose to require full credentialing,
which in all probability would take at least 90 days, and
given that the continuity of care period extends for only
60 days, the process would operate to prevent the enrollee
from exercising this benefit. The Department notes that if
plans are concerned with liability for failing to fully
credential nonparticipating providers under this subsection, despite the Department’s regulation prohibiting full
credentialing, they could require a waiver from an enrollee.
Further an enrollee who is just joining a managed care
plan would most likely be accessing nonparticipating and,
therefore, uncredentialed providers. As discussed previously, the Department cannot permit plans to require full
credentialing as a term or condition, as that alone would
vitiate the chances of an enrollee ever realizing this
benefit. However, in the event that plans wish to ascertain at least licensure in good standing and current
malpractice coverage as minimal credentialing requirements, the Department is not adverse to this basic health
and safety precautions, and subsection (f) does not prohibit it.
One commentator recommended that, although Act 68
permits a plan to require a nonparticipating provider to
accept the same terms and conditions as participating
providers, the Department should affirmatively prohibit
that requirement.
The Department cannot prohibit something that Act 68
permits, and so has made no change to this proposed
subsection.
One commentator recommended that the Department
add language requiring a provider to accept the plan’s
reimbursement as full payment for short continuity of
care period.
The Department is not able to require providers to
accept the plan’s reimbursement as payment in full as
was recommended. The nonparticipating health care provider and plan shall come to mutually acceptable terms
on their own.
One commentator stated that it appreciated the Department’s exclusion from the section of a requirement
that nonparticipating provider accept the plan’s reimbursement as payment in full.
IRRC commented that the term ‘‘best efforts’’ in proposed subsection (h) is vague, and proposed that the
Department provide samples of what would constitute
best efforts in the final-form regulations.
The Department agrees with the comments, and taking
into consideration the changes it has made to proposed

subsection (i), it has deleted the subsection. The Department has also added the term ‘‘terminated’’ to subsection
(g), since that subsection is meant to apply to both
nonparticipating and terminated providers.
The Department received two comments on proposed
subsection (i), both requesting revisions.
One commentator requested clarification of the duration of the ‘‘period of negotiation,’’ commenting that it was
confusing as written, and impractical in application.
Another commentator stated that the proposed subsection
presented quality-of-care and liability concerns. The commentator recommended eliminating this proposed subsection and replacing it with language from Insurance’s
regulations.
The Department does agree, after reviewing the comments, that the proposed subsection should be rewritten
for clarity, and has renumbered it as subsection (h). The
Department has decided to adopt Insurance’s language
and to require providers to notify affected enrollees that
the provider has not agreed to the plan’s terms and
conditions prior to providing the service. This is the same
as informing new patients prior to providing services that
the provider does not accept the enrollee’s insurance.
IRRC recommended that the Department crossreference in subsection (k), (now subsection (j)), section
2117(b) of Article XXI, since the term ‘‘cause’’ is unclear.
Section 2117(b) of Article XXI lists reasons providers can
be terminated for cause under Article XXI. The Department agrees that referencing this section would clarify
the term ‘‘cause.’’ The Department has made the change
to the proposed subsection.
Section 9.685. Standards for approval or point-of-service
options by HMOs.
The Department received several comments on proposed § 9.656, which has been renumbered as § 9.685
and moved to Subchapter H (relating to access and
availability). The Department has removed the section
from Subchapter G, since the revisions the Department
has made to the section now address all plans, rather
than simply HMOs.
One commentator commented that this proposed section would allow an HMO to offer a point-of-service (POS)
without doing so through a licensed insurer, and that that
arrangement is currently not allowed in statute.
One commentator noted that since this proposed section
would apply specifically to HMOs, PPOs offering POS
options would not be required to follow the approval
standards in the proposed section.
These comments are correct. POS plans are offered by
HMOs. The definition of ‘‘POS’’ has been changed to
reflect the fact that PPOs may also offer POS products.
The title of the section has been changed accordingly, and
references to ‘‘HMO’’ throughout the section have been
replaced with references to ‘‘plan.’’
One commentator recommended that the Department
ensure that plans have in place effective quality assurance programs.
The Department has not added the recommended language. Out-of-network use of providers can reflect enrollee preference; however, this section requires a plan to
investigate instances, not of enrollee preference, but of
network adequacy.
One commentator commented that the proposed section
would not establish a monitoring mechanism to determine
if access problems existed, or if HMOs were complying
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with required procedures, and taking corrective action if
there appeared to be problems.
The Department does not need to establish a separate
monitoring mechanism for a POS product. Since Act 68
and the HMO Act apply to HMOs, they also apply to the
POS product offered by an HMO. POS products shall also
meet the minimum network access standards in § 9.679.
Additionally, the Department has the same access to the
books and records, and the ability to investigate complaints with respect to a POS product as it does with any
plan. An POS is a type of benefit plan or product line
offered by a plan.
The Department does not need a specific provision
requiring corrective action in every section of the regulations. The requirements in § 9.606 apply to every section
of the regulations. There is no need to repeat those
provisions or cross reference that section in every other
section of the regulations.
IRRC commented that proposed subsection (a) would
require an HMO to submit a formal product filing for a
POS product to the Department and Insurance. IRRC
recommended that, for clarity, the Department cross
reference Insurance’s regulations. Language has been
added to clarify that filings are only required if a plan
proposes to offer a POS product. See subsection (a). The
Department has already stated that plans must comply
with Insurance’s regulations as well as the Department’s
regulations.
Three commentators, including IRRC, raised concerns
that informing an enrollee’s primary care provider of care
provided by another provider without referral from the
primary care provider would breach confidentiality. IRRC
questioned why the provision was necessary. Proposed
subsection (b)(1)(i) would have permitted an HMO to offer
a POS option to groups and enrollees if the HMO has a
system for tracking, monitoring and reporting enrollee
self-referrals for the purpose of periodically informing an
enrollee’s primary care provider of enrollee self-referred
services.
One of these commentators stated that it was the
enrollee’s responsibility and privacy right to decide
whether the specific nature of those services provided
without a referral by a primary care provider should be
communicated to the primary care provider. The commentator stated that the proposed amendments would provide
ample quality safeguards to ensure that patient selfreferrals were not a reflection of access or quality problems on the part of the primary care provider practice.
Another commentator objected to proposed subsection
(b)(1)(i) as being administratively burdensome for the
HMO, as well as possibly violating patient confidentiality,
and recommended that it be removed.
IRRC also questioned what the time frame required by
the word ‘‘periodically’’ was intended to be.
The Department has deleted this language because of
the privacy concerns expressed by commentators, and
because of the promulgation of Federal regulations on the
privacy issue. The Department has replaced proposed
subsection (b)(1)(i) with a requirement that a plan develop an alternate method of monitoring to ensure that
self-referral activity in not a byproduct of an access
problem, a deliberate attempt to keep some or all enrollees out of the office of the primary care provider for
nonmedical reasons, or reflective of overrestrictive or
burdensome plan requirements.
One commentator commented that POS options were
created in response to consumer demand for the ability to
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self-refer outside the HMO’s contracted network. Therefore, it contended higher than average usage would not
necessarily reflect consumer dissatisfaction, but rather
enrollee preference for a nonnetwork provider. The commentator stated that it was unclear as to how the
Department would quantify and enforce higher than
average usage of out-of-network care. The commentator
recommended that the Department revise proposed subsection (b)(1)(ii).
Another commentator disagreed with the proposed subsection’s requirement that HMOs monitor a practice when
enrollee self-referrals to care are higher than average to
ensure that self-referrals are not a reflection of access or
quality problems on the part of the primary care provider
practice. The commentator stated that in its experience,
patients use nonreferred care due to the HMO’s lack of
approval of referrals, lack of adequate specialists in the
network, lack of coverage for particular care or services
offered through the more tightly managed care products.
The commentator recommended that the section be revised to require investigations for the real reasons.
The Department understands that the reasons for
self-referral can vary from being beyond provider access
problems to general personal preference to administrative
difficulties. The Department has revised the proposed
subsection (b)(1)(ii) to require that the plan have the
ability to review any primary care provider practice in
which self-referrals are substantially higher than average, and to ensure that this is not reflective of access
problems, inappropriate patient direction or burdensome
plan requirements.
IRRC also asked the Department to define the word
‘‘promptly’’ in subsection (b)(1)(ii). The Department has
not defined the word in the regulations, since it intends
‘‘promptly’’ to be given its common usage, that is, ready
and quick to act as the occasion demands. See Webster’s
Ninth New Collegiate Dictionary, (1984) pg. 942. The
Department believes that plans should investigate these
situations quickly as on the patient’s individual circumstances demand.
One commentator recommended that the Department
add the following language to the end of proposed subsection (b)(2): ‘‘such expenses shall be reasonable and not
designed to unfairly restrict access to such services.’’ The
proposed subsection would state an HMO could offer POS
options to groups and enrollees, if the HMO would
provide clear disclosure to the enrollee of the enrollee’s of
out-of-pocket expenses.
Two commentators noted that Insurance was the lead
agency on disclosure. One of these commentators recommended that the disclosure requirements should be coordinated with the requirements of Insurance’s final-form
regulations. The other expressed concern that further
delineation of regulatory authority between the agencies
will prove confusing and duplicative for regulated agencies, and recommended that the Insurance handle this
issue.
The Department will defer to Insurance on matters
relating to disclosure.
Subchapter I. Complaints And Grievances
The Department received over 450 comments on this
proposed subchapter.
Some commentators commented generally on the proposed subchapter unrelated to specific sections, and recommended certain actions to the Department. These
general comments are as follows:
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Regarding UR, one commentator recommended that the
Department strengthen its standards regarding UR and
UR decisions so that the Department could effectively
monitor UR practices. This comment is addressed in
discussions on §§ 9.749 and 9.750 (relating to UR system
description; and UR system standards). The Department
does include requirements for more and detailed information to be included in UR decision letters.
Regarding coordination with Insurance, one commentator noted that both Insurance and the Department have
the authority to address complaints and grievances and
that some plans have been informed that the Department
will handle grievances only and Insurance will handle
complaints only. This commentator recommended that
this confusion be resolved by the agencies. In response,
both agencies have the authority to address complaints
under Act 68. The Department has the authority to
assign grievances to a CRE for an external review.
Regarding retrospective UR denials, several commentators raised general concerns about plan’s retrospectively
denying coverage for inpatient days previously approved,
suggesting the Department prohibit retrospective denials
unless the provider was derelict in providing information
to the plan needed by the plan to make an appropriate
decision. The commentators further stated that to do
otherwise would discourage providers from exercising due
process rights to appeal decisions. One of these commentators expressed concern that the enrollee has no motivation to provide consent since the enrollee is not financially responsible for paying for the denied inpatient days.
The commentator recommended that the Department
adopt one of three options: (1) prohibit health plans from
retrospectively denying coverage for services that were
prospectively or concurrently approved unless the provider was derelict in providing information to the health
plan which was needed to make a decision; (2) allow
providers to obtain the patient’s consent when treatment
is initiated; or (3) remove the requirement for a patient’s
consent on retrospective denials.
In response to these comments, the Department disagrees with the concept that plans should not be permitted to retroactively deny reimbursement for services after
preapproving them. In defining ‘‘retrospective utilization
review’’ in Act 68, it is clear by statute that retrospective
review that ‘‘results in a decision to approve or deny
payment for the health care service’’ is permissible. The
Department does allow providers to obtain consent at the
time of treatment, and has specified in § 9.706 (relating
to health care provider grievances) that such consent may
be obtained at the time of service, if it is not a condition
of the enrollee’s obtaining treatment.
In another general comment, one commentator believed
that the proposed regulations would eliminate the requirement that plans routinely tell dissatisfied members
of their rights, and how to file a complaint or grievance.
This was not the Department’s intention. The Department has required that plans include in the initial UR
decision letter and the subsequent complaint and grievance review decision letters an explanation of how to file
a complaint or grievance. See §§ 9.703(c)(1)(v)(D) and
(2)(vi)(D), 9.705(c)(1)(v)(D) and (2)(vi)(D), 9.708(a) and
9.750(f).
One commentator complained generally that the proposed amendments contained no penalty for plans that
miss deadlines, or otherwise fail to adhere to the complaint and grievance process. Another raised concerns
that there would be no verification of adherence to
timelines in the regulations. The Department proposes to

conduct regular audits to ascertain timeliness and will
investigate complaints of this nature brought before it.
Penalties are permissible under § 9.606.
Regarding overall fundamental fairness issues, several
commentators expressed concern that the Department did
not include its 1991 Guidelines and Technical Advice to
HMO Applicants Regarding Member Grievance Procedure
(1991 guidelines) for the conduct of complaint and grievance hearings in its proposed regulations.
One commentator complained that there would be no
process for the Department’s intervention in cases in
which a member’s rights were being ignored, noting the
proposed amendments did not provide for Department
assistance to enrollees in identifying and gathering information needed to proceed with the appeal at the agency
level. This commentator stated that the absence of fundamental fairness guidelines in the proposed regulations
was of particular concern.
IRRC asked the Department to explain whether complaint and grievance procedures established in the 1991
guidelines would change upon implementation of the
proposed regulations, and whether the changes in the
complaint and grievance procedures would diminish the
rights of enrollees. IRRC also asked why the provisions of
the 1991 guidelines that were consistent with Act 68 and
the HMO Act were not codified, and how areas in the
1991 guidelines that were not included in regulation
would be enforced by the Department.
Upon publication of final rulemaking, the 1991 guidelines that the Department has decided to retain will
become part of its regulations. The 1991 guidelines never
had the force of law, not having been promulgated as
regulations. The 1991 guidelines were an expression of
the Department’s views of how a fair complaint or
grievance proceeding should be conducted and have since
been referred to as the Department’s ‘‘fundamental fairness’’ rules. The Department believes that certain basic
requirements are necessary to create a problem resolution
process, for complaints and for grievances, in which both
sides can participate and feel that their interests are fully
presented and fully considered.
With the passage of Act 68 in 1998, a statute that
detailed specific requirements of grievance and complaint
procedures, the Department was under the impression
that the General Assembly intentionally did not include
the Department’s fundamental fairness guidelines in Act
68. This was a mistake on the part of the Department.
The Department is in agreement with numerous commentators that it would be beneficial to enrollees and plans to
establish specific requirements for fairness. The Department has, therefore, incorporated portions of the 1991
guidelines in these regulations for the purpose of ensuring that fairness exists in the review process.
In response to IRRC’s specific question, the regulations
will supersede any other guidance document in existence,
and those provisions in the guidelines that are not
included in the regulations will not be enforced. The
Department will discuss the specific changes made in
discussions on comments to §§ 9.703 and 9.705 (relating
to internal complaint process; and internal grievance
process).
Four commentators raised general issues relating to
access to the complaint and grievance process for enrollees with disabilities, non-English speakers, families of
enrollees and public and nonprofit groups, presumably to
advocate for enrollees. The Department will address these
comments in specific sections later in the Preamble.
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Section 9.701. Applicability.
One commentator requested that the Department
clarify what entities were covered by this proposed section. The commentator asked whether PPOs were required to maintain grievance systems under these regulations or other regulations.
Any entity that meets the definition of ‘‘managed care
plan’’ under Act 68 is required to have a complaint and
grievance procedure in place. See section 2111(8) and (9)
of Article XXI. Therefore, PPOs that use a gatekeeper,
and are therefore plans under section 2102 of Act 68, are
required to have a complaint and grievance system which
complies with Act 68. PPOs are also required to have a
grievance resolution system approved by the Commissioner in consultation with the Secretary under section
4.1(e) of the PPO Act (40 P. S. § 764a(e)).
Section 9.702. Complaints and grievances.
The Department received over 40 comments on this
proposed section.
IRRC commented that the Department had failed to
include a requirement of Act 68 that an enrollee may
designate a representative to participate in the process. It
recommended that since this requirement is for the entire
complaint and grievance process, it should be mentioned
here even though it is mentioned elsewhere. IRRC also
expressed concern that the proposed regulations would
not include Act 68’s requirement that a plan have a
toll-free number that enrollees could use to obtain information regarding the filing and status of complaints and
grievances.
The Department agrees that both of these requirements
are important, and has included them in subsection (a)(3)
and (5). The Department has also added in subsection
(a)(5) a requirement that the plan make reasonable
accommodation to enable persons with disabilities and
non-English speaking enrollees to secure the same information.
The Department also agrees with other comments it
has received with regard to including language in the
regulations from its 1991 guidelines requiring the plan to
make available a plan employe who did not participate in
any previous plan decisions to deny coverage for the issue
in dispute to aid in the preparation of the complaint or
grievance. The Department believes that this is the most
appropriate section in which to include that requirement,
and has done so in subsection (a)(4). This requirement is
not intended to require a plan to provide an employee to
advocate for the enrollee, but, rather, to provide the
enrollee with access to an individual who can explain the
procedure involved in the plan’s complaint or grievance
process. An advocate is not necessary, since the enrollee
has the ability to appoint someone to represent the
enrollee during the complaint or grievance process.
Another commentator requested that the Department
clarify how to treat an enrollee’s cancellations or failures
to participate in a meeting scheduled for a second level
review. The commentator asked how an enrollee’s failure
to participate affected the compliance time frames.
The Department believes that an enrollee must be
given ample opportunity to participate in the process, and
that if the enrollee requests that a hearing be rescheduled, the plan should reschedule the hearing at least once
as a courtesy to the enrollee. The plan should also
reschedule the hearing after that if the enrollee has an
unforeseen complication preventing the enrollee’s attendance such as illness or transportation breakdowns. Since
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the plan sets the hearing date, often times without
consulting the enrollee, the plan must make reasonable
efforts to reschedule to accommodate the enrollee. If the
enrollee fails to appear at the hearing after the plan has
rescheduled the hearing for the convenience of the enrollee, the plan could put its case on the record, and may
provide the enrollee with the ability to add information to
the record prior to the review committee’s decision. As the
plan faces statutory deadlines, it must render a decision
based on the record at the time of the deadline. As the
deadline is for the benefit of the enrollee, the enrollee
may agree to allow the plan to exceed this deadline to
submit additional information or to facilitate enrollee
participation at the review. Both parties must consent in
order to extend the time. The Department will not impose
a penalty if the plan refuses to agree to an extension of
time and completes the review within the time period
permitted in the statute.
One commentator suggested that proposed subsection
(a) ignored Act 68’s clear instructions that complaints
were the responsibility of Insurance and not the Department, and stated generally that the other proposed
provisions were unduly vague.
It is incorrect to say that Act 68 clearly requires
complaints to be exclusively under the jurisdiction of
Insurance. Act 68 specifically gives the authority over
complaints to the appropriate agency, either the Department or Insurance. See section 2142(a) of Act 68. Act 68
also gives both agencies the authority to investigate
violations of Act 68, including the sections relating to
complaints. See section 2181(d) of Act 68. The Department disagrees that the remainder of the provisions are
vague.
IRRC commented that Department should either explain what additional requirements the Secretary may
impose on the complaint and grievance procedure, or
delete the phrase: ‘‘and is satisfactory to the Secretary’’
from subsection (a)(1). IRRC also recommended that for
clarity the Department should use the plural word ‘‘procedures’’ rather than the singular word ‘‘procedure’’ to
emphasize that complaints and grievances are separate
procedures.
The Department’s intention in including the phrase
‘‘and is satisfactory to the Secretary’’ was to provide
notice of its authority over complaint and grievance
processes under section 10(e) of the HMO Act (40 P. S.
§ 1560(e)) and section 630(e) of the PPO Act (40 P. S.
§ 764a(e)) in addition to Act 68. Because, however, by
definition, the regulations are what is acceptable to the
Secretary, the Department has removed the language
from subsection (a)(1). The Department has also changed
the regulation to clarify that the two review procedures
are separate procedures.
IRRC recommended that proposed subsection (b) be
revised to include health care providers as well as
enrollees among the persons plans cannot discourage
through their administrative procedures from filing complaints and grievances since providers are able to file
grievances.
The Department agrees and has made this change.
One commentator recommended that the Department
include in the proposed subsection a mechanism for
addressing the fairness of a plan’s procedures as applied
to an individual specific complaint or grievance in real
time. The commentator noted that enrollees have no
process for addressing the problem in a timely fashion.
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The proposed subsection would prohibit a plan from
incorporating administrative requirements, time frames,
or tactics to discourage the enrollee from, or disadvantage
the enrollee in utilizing, complaint and grievance procedures. The Department agrees that there should be a
mechanism by which enrollees, and health care providers
who file grievances, can make the claim that the plan is
acting inappropriately. The Department is requiring plans
to notify an enrollee through the denial letters that, in
addition to the procedures and deadlines for continuing
though the complaint and grievance procedures, the
enrollee may contact the Department directly if the
enrollee feels the plan is handling the review procedure
inappropriately. The Department has the discretion to
investigate the matter and take whatever appropriate
action is required regardless of the level of the appeal.
The Department has added language to this effect in
subsection (a)(2)(i) and (ii).
Further, these investigations should not prevent the
grievance or complaint process from going forward. The
Department has added subsection (a)(2)(iii) to clarify this.
If the enrollee believes that the plan’s action adversely
impacts the decision in the matter, the enrollee may raise
that issue to the next level of review.
Two commentators recommended revising proposed
subsection (a) to provide an enrollee access to records and
other information necessary to adequately prepare for an
appeal. One of these commentators recommended including the following: (1) the opportunity for timely advance
review of his or her plan file, and copies of plan records
whether or not they were relied upon by the plan in
reaching its decision; (2) the identity and credentials of
whomever participated in a decision to reduce or deny
services; (3) and the opportunity to question plan employees or contractors whose action or inactions are at issue
at the second level review.
The Department agrees that plans should make documents used in making the decision available to the
enrollee. The plan may choose to charge a reasonable
copying fee for these documents. Because these issues are
specific to procedure, the Department has chosen to
address them specifically in the sections dealing with
review
processes.
See
§§ 9.703(c)(1)(iii)
and
9.705(c)(1)(iii). The Department received 6 comments on
proposed subsection (a)(3) (moved to subsection (a)(6)),
which would require a plan to provide copies of its
complaint and grievance procedures to the Department
for review and approval.
One commentator supported the Department’s advance
review of complaint and grievance systems. Several others took issue with this proposed requirement.
One commentator requested that the Department
clarify its authority to require prior review and approval.
The Department has addressed this issue in its discussion of comments on § 9.710 (relating to approval of plan
enrollee complaint and enrollee and provider grievance
systems).
All plans should currently be operating under policies
and procedures that are in compliance with Act 68. The
Department will review any new policies and procedures
due to requirements in the regulations; the Department
will provide for a period of transition to allow plans to
implement any necessary changes once the regulations
are final.
One commentator raised concerns that this proposed
requirement for prior approval would create problems for
managed care plans enrolling Medical Assistance (MA)

recipients. The commentator noted that plans currently
submit copies of grievance and complaint procedures to
the DPW for review and approval. The commentator was
concerned not only about the cost of duplicative requirements, but also that different agencies might have different determinations regarding the adequacy of the complaint and grievance procedures, placing the plan in
precarious position in terms of regulatory compliance. The
commentator recommended that the Department work
with the DPW to eliminate duplicative reviews and clarify
regulatory authority.
There should be no confusion as to regulatory authority.
The DPW is in the role of purchaser, and buys certain
products from HMOs with certificate of authority for its
MA population. To the extent that a plan has contracted
with DPW to provide services, it is required to meet
DPW’s contractual requirements. It is the Department,
however, along with Insurance, that has regulatory oversight over HMOs in this Commonwealth. Therefore, an
HMO must have a certificate of authority from the
Department and Insurance to be eligible to contract with
DPW. In other words, the HMO bidding on DPW’s request
for proposal must meet the Department’s and Insurance’s
standards for a certificate of authority, and must comply
with the Department’s and Insurance’s regulations to
maintain compliance with Act 68 and the HMO Act and
to retain its certificate of authority to operate. The DPW
communicates with the Department concerning the Department’s regulatory requirements and, to the fullest
extent possible, coordinates both agencies coordinate activities.
It should also be noted that a plan serving an MA
population must not only offer procedures and processes
that comply with the terms of Act 68, but also a fair
hearing process, in accordance with Federal law and
regulations. The enrollee has a choice of pursuing either
procedure, or both, in challenging a plan decision. The
Department and DPW treat these as separate procedures;
the Department has no authority over the DPW fair
hearing process and DPW has no jurisdiction over the Act
68 process.
One commentator stated that the proposed subsection
ignored Act 68’s clear instructions that complaints are the
responsibility of Insurance, and not the Department, and
that the other provisions were unduly vague.
Another commentator commented that since the Department has the authority to approve complaint and
grievance procedures as part of its Act 68 compliance and
review activities, and the authority to review and approve
forms, Insurance should not. The contention was that
both agencies should not have approval over complaint
and grievance procedures.
Act 68 gives authority over complaints to both agencies.
See section 2142(a) of Act 68. Which one is appropriate
depends upon the subject matter of the complaint. Act 68
also gives both agencies the authority to investigate
violations of Act 68. See section 2181(d) of Act 68. The
Department and Insurance will work together to ensure
that the documents approved are in compliance with Act
68 requirements, and the standards for grievances as
developed by the Department.
IRRC commented that this proposed subsection was
unclear because it would not provide any specific requirements for the approval of procedures. IRRC recommended
that the Department add a reference in this subsection to
§ 9.710 (relating to approval of plan enrollee complaint
and enrollee and provider grievance systems). The Department has added the reference.
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One commentator supported proposed subsection (b)
since it would require a plan to immediately correct
procedures found to be noncompliant or creating unacceptable administrative burdens on the enrollee.
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The Department has made the change.

IRRC commented that since the Department has the
authority to require a plan of correction, this proposed
subsection should be revised to specifically require a plan
to develop and adhere to a plan of correction.

One commentator recommended that the Department
change the language in proposed subsection (c)(1) to
permit the Department to correct situations where there
may not have been deliberate action by the plan to deny
or affect the enrollee’s access to the complaint or grievance process, but the classification nevertheless resulted
in access being affected or denied.

IRRC also asked for an explanation of the difference
between a noncompliant plan and a plan that would
create an unnacceptable administrative burden on an
enrollee. IRRC recommended that the Department delete
the phrase ‘‘or to create unacceptable administrative
burdens on the enrollee.’’

The Department has the ability under the regulations
to change a complaint to a grievance when it finds that
classification is more appropriate. That decision, however,
is not predicated upon whether or not the plan intended
to harm the enrollee by its classification of the request for
review. The Department has not changed the regulation.

The Department agrees that the phrase ‘‘create unacceptable administrative burdens on the enrollee’’ is redundant, and should be deleted. The Department has replaced that phrase with the phrase ‘‘with the act or this
chapter.’’

IRRC commented that proposed subsection (c)(2) would
only require the plan to consult with the Department or
Insurance concerning whether the case was a complaint
or grievance, and that it was unclear whether the Department’s decision is binding. IRRC recommended that the
regulation should state whether determination is binding
or not.

The Department has not included language in the
proposed subsection specifically stating that the plan
must develop and adhere to a plan of correction, since
that language already appears in § 9.606. The Department may choose to use a plan of correction in this
instance, or it may choose to prosecute violations in other
ways permitted by § 9.606.
IRRC commented that the use of the term ‘‘appeal’’ in
proposed subsection (c) was vague and would conflict with
the use of the term in proposed § 9.705. IRRC recommended that the Department use another term in the
proposed subsection.
The Department agrees, and has replaced the word
‘‘appeal’’ with the phrase ‘‘request for an internal review’’
as a more descriptive term.
IRRC and another commentator commented that proposed subsection (c) would not provide guidance on how to
distinguish between complaints and grievances. IRRC
noted that Insurance included examples in its final-form
regulations, and recommended that the Department consider adding language that explains the difference between a complaint and a grievance, along with examples.
The other commentator suggested that the Department
could state that it would provide updates on its interpretation in its website or in technical advisories. The
commentator urged that this was necessary in addition to
providing the opportunity for individual plan consultations as described in the proposed regulations.
The Insurance regulation referred to by IRRC (31
Pa. Code § 154.17(a)(3)) includes types of complaints the
Insurance would review upon appeal, and not examples of
complaints versus grievances. The Department agrees
that further guidance should be given to plans, enrollees
and providers. It believes that it will be more appropriate
to provide such guidance and examples through a technical advisory, which will allow it more flexibility in terms
of the narrative explanations and examples. The Department will also include this information on its website.
IRRC recommended that the Department review Insurance’s regulations to ensure there are no conflicts in the
classification of complaints and grievances. The Department has reviewed the regulations and is satisfied that
no conflict exists.
IRRC commented that, to be consistent with subsections (a) and (b), the Department should change the word
‘‘process’’ in proposed subsection (c)(1) to ‘‘procedure.’’

The Department agrees, and has added language to the
regulation that states that the decision is final and
binding.
One commentator welcomed the Department’s recognition that its intervention would be necessary when the
enrollee believes that the plan has improperly classified
the request for an internal review. Three commentators
recommended that language be added to the proposed
regulations to provide for the disclosure of this right.
The Department agrees that the enrollees should be
informed of their ability to question the classification of
the request for an internal review. Therefore, the Department will require plans to add language in their letter
acknowledging receipt of the matter from the enrollee
that the enrollee can contact the Department to question
the classification of the case. This is addressed in
§§ 9.703(c)(1)(i)(A) and 9.705(c)(1)(i)(A).
One commentator commented that rather than orienting the regulations to establish the enrollee’s choice of
classification as a complaint or grievance, the final-form
regulations should at least guard against enrollee ignorance, plan’s perverse incentives and passive oversight.
The commentator recommended two changes: establishment of affirmative enrollee rights to information, and a
disincentive against misclassifications of request by plans.
The commentator recommended that if the plan misclassified a request, the plan should have to provide the
benefit or what is being contested until the appropriate
complaint or grievance procedure had been completed.
The same commentator commented that the proposed
regulation obscured the intent of Act 68 to allow enrollees
to challenge a plan’s decision by allowing enrollees to
choose whether to file a complaint or grievance of a plan’s
decision. According to the commentator, Act 68 states that
an enrollee can file a complaint and that an enrollee can
file a grievance; therefore, Act 68 gives the right to
enrollees, not to plans, to decide whether the matter
should be a complaint or a grievance. The commentator
recommended that the final-form regulations should say
that the initial classification should belong to the enrollee, that the plan should respect this unless it is
unclear, and then the plan can discuss the issue with the
Department and make a decision.
The same commentator also recommended that the
Department require a plan to counsel the enrollee as to
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whether to file a complaint or a grievance by including
information in the notice, and discussing the matter with
the enrollee. The commentator further suggested that the
plan should have the burden of contacting the Department for reclassification, not the enrollee, as it states in
the proposed regulations.

objectively and clinically evaluate both sides of the argument. Neither Insurance nor the Department is in a
position to determine if an enrollee’s weight or cholesterol
count is sufficiently high enough to warrant coverage of a
weight loss program as medically necessary. The Department has treated these matters as grievances.

Several commentators also suggested that the proposed
regulation would pervert the intent of Act 68 by allowing
plans to classify any request for internal review they
receive as they please, to their possible advantage, as
either a complaint or a grievance, noting that the Department recognized this possibility in its Preamble. The
commentators stated that Act 68 provides no authority for
assigning this decision to the plan.

IRRC noted that proposed subsection (c)(4) waives the
filing fee if a grievance is improperly filed as complaint.
IRRC questions why paragraph (5) would not require a
refund if a complaint were improperly filed as a grievance.

The Department has not changed the regulation to
state that the enrollee may make the determination of
the classification as a complaint or grievance. Under Act
68, the plan is responsible for processing complaints and
grievances in accordance with prescribed requirements for
complaint procedures and grievance procedures. The plan
must bring the right procedure to bear and can be
sanctioned or penalized if it does not. Not providing for
plans to classify the issue as a complaint or grievance
would mean that the plan is subject to penalty for
following the wrong procedure when an enrollee has
misclassified the issue in dispute. The Department has no
desire to penalize the enrollee for such a mistake, but to
penalize the plan for an enrollee’s error would be unjust.
The most reasonable way to implement Act 68 and ensure
compliance is to place the duty to classify as a complaint
or a grievance with the plan, provide for notice to
enrollees with an appeal mechanism to the Department
and to hold plans accountable for their classification
decisions by penalties and sanctions.
Because time frames for complaints and grievances are
equal, improper classification should not delay the proceedings. If the Department finds that a case has been
classified incorrectly, it will instruct the plan to continue
the process at the same level of review, but for the
appropriate classification.
One commentator raised concerns over the handling of
complaints regarding noncovered services. The commentator noted that services excluded by contract are not
covered, even when medically necessary; however, some of
these services have been handled inappropriately as
grievances.
The Department takes the position that if there is a
specific contract exclusion for a specific service, the
matter is a complaint. However, if a requested service is
covered by the plan in certain circumstances that relate
to clinical or medical criteria, and if it is necessary to
obtain the opinion of a physician to determine whether or
not the requested service should be covered according to
the contract terms, then the matter must be reviewed by
another physician, and not by Insurance or the Department, in order for the enrollee to obtain an informed and
relevant review of the enrollee’s request. For example, the
plan’s contract may exclude weight loss programs except
when medically necessary. The enrollee’s provider documents the medical necessity for weight loss yet the plan
determines there is insufficient evidence, or the enrollee’s
condition does not meet clinical thresholds. In both
instances, the plan is rejecting the medical necessity
assertions of the enrollee’s provider in favor of, or according to, the plan’s medical policy. The only possible way to
intelligently and effectively evaluate the merits of the
enrollee’s provider’s arguments for coverage versus the
validity of the plan’s denial is to have a physician

It is rare that a complaint will be improperly classified
as a grievance simply because the plan incurs more cost
in a grievance process particularly through obtaining the
opinion of a matched specialist, a specialist who practices
in the same or similar specialty as would typically
manage or consult on the requested health care service,
in the internal review, than in the complaint process.
Further, the external grievance review may cost anywhere from $300 to $3,000. The Department agrees,
however, that for the sake of consistency with paragraph
(4), where a complaint has been filed as a grievance, the
fee should be refunded. It has included language to this
effect in subsection (c)(5).
One commentator supported the provision requiring
Department monitoring of plan reporting of complaints
and grievances in proposed subsection (c)(6), and recommended that this should include, under an enrollee
controlled designation procedure, monitoring of the frequency with which plans seek reconsideration by the
Department, and whether the pursuit of reconsideration
is done in good faith and not so as to delay the
proceedings and deny due process to an enrollee.
The Department is not creating an enrollee-controlled
designation procedure. The Department is aware that
there are concerns that improper classification, particularly of a grievance as a complaint, may harm the
enrollee. Delay in the proceedings, however, should not be
a factor, since both the complaint and grievance procedures adhere to the same time frames at all levels. The
Department intends to monitor this situation closely, and
will issue technical advisories as appropriate to clarify
how to distinguish between complaints and grievances in
greater detail than is possible in regulations.
One commentator took issue with proposed subsection
(c)(6), which provides that the Department might audit or
survey to verify compliance with Act 68 and Subchapter I.
The commentator recommended that the audits and
surveys be a regular part of auditing process rather than
an option. The commentator also recommended that if the
Department decided that this would be an option, then
standards should be articulated as to when a survey
would occur.
The Department has the responsibility under Act 68 to
ensure compliance with that act. The Department needs
flexibility to choose when audits or surveys are necessary.
The Department also reviews plans’ quarterly and annual
reports for data concerning first and second level complaints and grievances, and makes determinations if
there are problems at that time as well.
IRRC commented that proposed subsection (d)(1) would
duplicate the requirements of proposed subsection (2)(d)
and (3) as it applied to grievances. IRRC also commented
that the term ‘‘unreasonable’’ in paragraph (1) was unclear. IRRC recommended that the Department either
delete paragraph (1), or add the 15-day time period Act 68
permits for agency appeals.
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One commentator stated that the Department should
extend the ‘‘business day’’ definition to all time frames in
the proposed regulations and under Act 68. The commentator stated that the same pressures that make business
days a reasonable time period in short time frames apply
in other time periods as well. The commentator also noted
that NCQA uses business days.
IRRC recommended that the Department delete the
term ‘‘calendar day’’ in paragraph (2) since time limitations in terms of days are considered to be calendar days.
Another commentator also recommended deletion of this
term, as Act 68 and regulations typically refer to ‘‘business’’ or to ‘‘days’’ without a modifier.
That commentator also recommended that the time
frames proposed in paragraphs (2) and (3) be the same
and mirror Insurance’s regulations.
One commentator noted that these time frames for
enrollees to file complaints and grievances (45 days) differ
from time frames under DPW’s contracts, which allow 30
days. The commentator expressed concern that plans
would have to go to considerable expense to change
booklets and other documents. It also asked that the
Department consider DPW’s requirements when the Department audited plan compliance.
After reviewing all the comments on proposed subsection (d), the Department recognizes that the proposed
subsection was inadvertently inconsistent with Insurance’s final regulation. Since both agencies are responsible for the review of complaints, the regulations must be
consistent on this topic. Therefore, the Department is
adopting the text of Insurance’s final regulation, and has
deleted the substance of proposed subsection (a)(1) and
(2). The Department has adopted Insurance’s language
relating to time frames in subsection (d), which provides
at least 45 days for enrollees to file complaints and
grievances. Plans not in compliance with this standard,
even for DPW enrollees, are not in compliance with Act
68.
Section 9.703. Internal complaint process.
Proposed § 9.704 has been renumbered as § 9.703. The
Department received over 120 comments on this proposed
section.
The Department received several general comments on
this proposed section, again referring to the Department’s
1991 guidelines, and contending that the section lacks a
fair and uniform procedure for how complaint and grievance hearings should be conducted, which had been
included in those guidelines. One commentator also commented that the proposed regulations would not specifically provide procedures that would assure independent
input in the complaint resolution process.
For reasons discussed earlier, the Department is adding
to this section provisions from its 1991 guidelines to
ensure a fair proceeding in the review of complaints.
Those provisions are discussed in the discussion of the
Department’s response to comments on the individual
subsections in this regulation.
Two commentators recommended generally that the
Department add a new subsection which would state: ‘‘If
the plan fails to act within the time frames established
herein, the relief sought by the member shall be granted
automatically by the plan.’’
The Department has not added this language to the
regulations. If a plan violates the time frames of Act 68 or
this subchapter, it is subject to sanctions under Act 68
and these regulations, including fines. Requiring a plan to
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provide the relief sought by the complaint in every
instance when a plan fails to meet time frames is an
extreme penalty, and removes discretion from the Department to fit the penalty to the violation.
One commentator recommended that the Department
delete this section entirely, as complaints are under the
sole jurisdiction of Insurance, not the Department. As
stated earlier, both the Department and Insurance are
given authority over complaints by Act 68.
IRRC commented that the second sentence of proposed
subsection (a) lacked clarity. That sentence stated: ‘‘The
process shall address complaints concerning matters including participating health care providers, health plan
coverage, plan operations, and plan management policies.’’ IRRC recommended that the Department rephrase
the sentence to follow the language of Act 68: ‘‘An enrollee
shall be able to file a complaint regarding a participating
health care provider, or the coverage, operation, or management policies of the managed care plan.’’
The Department’s intention was to add clarity to the
Act 68 definition; therefore, the Department did not track
the language of Act 68 exactly. The Department has made
revisions to the language to follow the language of Act 68
as suggested by IRRC.
IRRC also commented on the Department’s use of the
phrase ‘‘and is acceptable to the Secretary’’ in proposed
subsection (a). IRRC noted that the complaint process
shall meet the requirements of Act 68 and the regulations, and that the Department should either explain
what additional requirements it means, or delete the
phrase.
As discussed earlier, the Department’s intention in
including this phrase was to provide notice of its authority over the complaint and grievance process under both
the HMO Act and the PPO Act, as well as under Act 68.
As the regulations contain what would be acceptable to
the Secretary, the Department has deleted the language.
Another commentator commented that the right to
complain should be extended to former and potential
enrollees who have contractual and legal rights for which
there may be no other recourse but to file a complaint.
For example, a former member may seek payment for a
service that the plan denied as not covered, but was
provided during a period of enrollment.
The Department has not changed its regulations to
address this concern. Act 68 does not extend the right to
file a complaint or grievance to a potential enrollee. See
sections 2141(a) and 2161(a) of Article XXI. Therefore, the
only persons able to file complaints or grievances are
enrollees or, in the case of a grievance, providers with
enrollee consent. Former enrollees have the same appeal
rights as current enrollees, as long as there was a
contract in effect at the time of the initial denial or event
that triggered the complaint or grievance, even though
the entire complaint or grievance process may run past
the period of coverage. An enrollee must comply with the
plan’s time frame for the filing of a complaint or grievance. Once that time period passes, the individual no
longer has the ability to file the complaint or grievance.
IRRC commented that the proposed regulations would
allow oral or written complaints at both the first and
second level review. IRRC noted that Act 68 only addresses oral complaints at the first level review. IRRC
recommended that the Department revise the regulations
to state that a written request would be required to
initiate a second level review of a complaint.
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Although Act 68 is silent on allowing oral complaints at
the second level, the Department proposed to permit
second level oral complaints and has not changed the
language. The Department believes that a plan must take
an oral complaint at the second level from a person who
is unable to make the complaint in writing. The intent of
Act 68 permits this, and the demands of fairness require
it. Further, were a plan to refuse to allow an oral appeal
where an individual is unable to make a written one
because of a disability, the plan could be in violation of
the ADA.
One commentator objected that the proposed regulations would not include a requirement that the plan
provide notices to an enrollee at each step of the appeal
process.
The regulations require such notice from the plan at
the receipt of the complaint, and after every level of the
complaint process. See subsection (c)(1)(i) and (vi) and
(2)(i) and (vi).
One commentator stated that it was particularly troubling that there was no requirement for all members of a
review panel to be present at the hearing on the complaint.
The proposal did not state that members of the complaint review committee are not required to be present.
To clarify this, however, the Department has added
language to the regulations requiring members of the
second level complaint review committee to be present at
the review either telephonically or by videoconference,
and have the opportunity to review any additional information provided during the review in order to vote. See
subsection (c)(2)(iii)(I).
IRRC commented that the proposed regulation did not
state that the first level decision was binding unless
appealed, as did proposed § 9.704(c)(2)(iii).
The Department believes this language is unnecessary.
An enrollee can appeal the decision if the enrollee
chooses. The plan will obviously not appeal its own
decision. If the enrollee does not appeal the decision, it
will stand. The Department has deleted the proposed
provision.
One commentator noted that there was frequent confusion about whether an enrollee’s first contact with a plan
constituted an inquiry, a complaint or a grievance. The
commentator recommended that the Department require
an acknowledgement from the plan to establish the date
of the receipt for purposes of monitoring compliance with
Act 68 time frames and to clarify whether the plan views
the enrollee’s challenge as a complaint or grievance, so
that the enrollee may obtain help from the Department if
necessary. Another commentator also recommended that
the plan be required to notify the enrollee of receipt of the
complaint.
The Department agrees that it is necessary to have
plans confirm that complaints or grievances have been
received, to establish the start of the review period and to
allow the enrollee the ability to challenge the classification as appropriate. Further, the Department agrees that
it is necessary for the plan to provide certain information
to the enrollee before the start of the process, to ensure
that the enrollee is aware of and is able to take advantage of certain procedures put in place for the enrollee’s
benefit. These would include the ability to contact the
Department, to review plan information related to the
complaint upon request, to submit additional information
to the plan for review and to appoint a representative.
The Department has included these requirements in

subsection (c)(1). These requirements were included in
the Department’s 1991 guidelines.
The Department has also included the requirement
that if the plan agrees to allow attendance at the first
level review, the enrollee, and the enrollee’s representative, if applicable, may attend the first level complaint
review. See subsection (c)(1)(i)(E)). The enrollee and the
enrollee’s representative, may attend the second level
review as a matter of course. See subsection (c)(2)(iii)(A).
The Department has also included language stating that
the enrollee may request the aid of a plan employee who
did not participate in previous plan decisions to deny
coverage for the issue in dispute in preparing the enrollee’s complaint. See subsection (c)(1)(iv) and (2)(iii)(F).
These requirements were also included in the Department’s 1991 guidelines.
IRRC commented that the Department should add ‘‘one
or more employees of the plan’’ for clarity to proposed
subsection (c)(1)(i). The Department has added the language as IRRC recommended. See subsection (c)(1)(ii).
One commentator commented that the proposed regulations did not include standards that would guarantee that
the committee deciding complaints would remain unbiased.
The Department’s proposed regulations would have
prohibited involvement of any individual involved in a
prior decision to deny the complaint. The Department has
not changed that language. See subsection (c)(1)(ii) and
(2)(ii).
Several commentators commented that the Department
had failed to include language in the proposed regulations
which would have given an enrollee access to information
relating to the complaint. The commentators stated that
without this information, the enrollee would be unable to
prepare a case.
One commentator commented that the proposed regulations should require plans to provide access to documentation compiled on the specific matter being appealed,
including, but not limited to, internal policies, nursing
notes, extended evaluations, and the like.
The Department agrees that the enrollee or the enrollee’s representative should have access to relevant information relating to the matter about which the enrollee
has complained, and has added language to that effect to
the regulations. See subsection (c)(1)(iii). This will enable
the enrollee to determine what additional information the
enrollee believes is necessary to support the case. The
Department is, however, permitting the plan to charge a
reasonable fee for the reproduction of any documents. Id.
Three commentators, including IRRC, requested that
the Department clarify that a first level decision must be
issued within 30 days, so that the 5-day notification
period is not included in the 30-day review period.
Proposed subsection (c)(1)(iii) stated that the plan was to
complete its investigation and review within 30 days of
receipt of the complaint.
It was not the Department’s intention to add the 5-day
notification period to the review period, and the proposed
subsection did specify that notification was to occur after
the committee’s decision. Since this has created confusion,
however, the Department has added the language ‘‘and
shall arrive at its decision’’ after ‘‘review and investigation of the complaint’’ to clarify this issue. See subsection
(c)(1)(v).
Two commentators commented that the proposed regulations do not include any allowance for postponements.
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One of these commentators commented that a plan
should be able to ask an enrollee if the enrollee wished to
extend the period for review when notifying the enrollee
that despite using all due diligence, the plan would be
unable to obtain the medical records needed to complete
the review. The concern was that this could force the plan
to proceed without the necessary medical information,
and could force enrollees and plans into second level
reviews unnecessarily.
The Department does not believe that any additional
language is necessary. The plan has the ability to obtain
an extension of time from the enrollee without the
necessity of including this language in the regulations.
The plan should, however, carefully document its request,
and the reason for the request, as well as the enrollee’s
response in its case file, so that if necessary, the Department will be able to make a full review. The Department
will be monitoring this closely to ensure plans are not
exerting undue pressure on enrollees and are requesting
extension with proper cause.
One commentator stated that if the complaint involved
performance by a health care provider, the provider
should be given a copy of the decision letter and instructions on how to appeal any adverse decisions.
Act 68 does not allow for appeals by providers of
complaint decisions, only for appeals by providers of
grievance decisions with the enrollee’s consent. The plan
may choose to investigate a complaint by notifying the
health care provider and having the provider present at
the complaint review. The decision of the Act 68 complaint review is not one to which the provider is a party,
however. Any adverse action taken by the plan against a
provider may be handled through the mechanisms set up
by the plan and provider in their contractual arrangements, or through the credentialing procedure.
Several commentators raised issues concerning the lack
of detailed standards for what is to be included in a
decision letter. Proposed subsection (c)(1)(iv) would have
required the notice letter to include the basis for the
decision, and the procedures and time frame to file a
request for a second level review of the decision of the
initial review committee.
A few of these commentators further recommended that
the notices of decisions contain a description of the
reviewer’s understanding of the substance of the dispute,
and references to the evidence and documentation used as
basis for the decision.
Two commentators recommended that the regulations
require that the decisions contain a statement that the
decision is binding unless the person appeals.
Two commentators recommended that the regulations
require that the decisions be clear and detailed to permit
an enrollee to respond further.
One commentator recommended that the regulations
contain a requirement that plans clearly articulate the
reasoning behind decisions.
One commentator recommended that the Department
should strengthen decision notices by requiring specific
comprehensible information about decisional standards,
although even this would be insufficient to allow enrollees
to navigate the process with some success without access
to information.
IRRC commented that the phrase ‘‘basis for decision’’ in
proposed subsection (c)(1)(iv) was unclear, and could
result in the denial of a complaint that an enrollee was
unable to understand. IRRC commented that it was not
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clear from the regulations how much detail would be
required. IRRC recommended that the Department provide further guidance on how detailed the information
from the plan should be, for example, would the basis for
decision be required to include reference to applicable
contract provisions.
One commentator recommended that the Department
add the following language to the proposed subsection:
‘‘The basis for the decision shall be detailed, and shall
recite what information or documents were considered,
what if any arguments were accepted and rejected,
relevant contract provisions and the reasoning for accepting or rejecting the various arguments. The plan may not
base a decision against the enrollee on any reason not
stated in an initial decision.’’ The commentator stated
that this would show that the plan did more than rubber
stamp its previous decision, and would prevent an unfair
situation in which the enrollee has successfully addressed
plan’s rationale, but loses because plan has adopted a
new, previously unarticulated reason for denial.
The Department agrees that a more detailed explanation of what is meant by ‘‘the basis for the decision’’
should be included in the regulations. The Department
has added language that states the basis for the decision
includes the following: (1) a statement of the issue being
referred to the second level review committee; (2) the
specific reason or reasons for the committee’s decision; (3)
references to the specific plan provisions on which the
decision is based; and (4) if an internal rule, guideline,
protocol, or other similar criterion was relied on in
making the decision, either the specific rule, guideline,
protocol or criterion, or instructions on how to obtain the
internal rule, guideline, protocol or other similar criterion
will be provided upon request. These are the current
requirements included in regulations recently issued by
the United States Department of Labor relating to new
ERISA claims procedure rules (see 29 CFR Part 2560
(November. 20, 2000)) (ERISA rules). The Department is
also requiring that the notice include a statement of when
and how the enrollee may appeal to the second level. See
subsection (c)(1)(vi).
The Department has not added a provision stating that
the plan shall be prohibited from citing reasons for
denying the claim that are different from those offered at
an earlier stage of the process. The Department believes
that in certain circumstances it may be necessary for a
plan to deny a case based on a different reason than
originally provided, due to additional information provided by the enrollee. The enrollee is not prohibited from
introducing new and additional evidence throughout the
process. Additional evidence may trigger other restrictions
on services not previously cited by the plan.
One commentator commented that the proposed regulations should detail more specifically what information a
plan shall provide as the basis for its denial, stating that
plans refuse to provide medical criteria used in making
UR decisions, claiming they are proprietary. The commentator stated that plans should provide criteria they rely
upon to deny service or level of service. The commentator
also recommended that the regulations should specifically
state that such criteria may be used as tools in making
the decision, but may not be used as the sole basis for the
decision.
The Department has specified, in § 9.750(b)(3) (relating
to UR system standards) that a plan must make available
to the provider, upon request, copies of the UR criteria it
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uses. The Department has also added the requirement
that the UR tools cannot be used as the sole basis for the
decision. See § 9.750(c).

tion of the right to appear in proposed subsection (c)
(2)(ii), but has moved that requirement to subsection
(c)(2)(i)(B).

IRRC also recommended that the Department reference
§ 9.702(d)(3) (relating to complaints and grievances)
which gives an enrollee 45 days to file a second level
complaint.

The Department also agrees that the enrollee should be
provided 15 days advance written notice of the review
(subsection (c)(2)(iii)(B), the ability to be present at the
second level review and to present the enrollee’s case
(subsection (c)(2)(iii)(A)), and have a plan employe not
previously involved in the plan’s decisions to deny coverage for the issue in dispute available to assist in the
preparation of the complaint (subsection (c)(2)(iii)(F).
These requirements were included in the Department’s
1991 guidelines.

The Department has not referenced that provision. A
time frame, as discussed in § 9.702, may or may not be
established by the plan, depending on whether a plan
chooses to set a time frame for the filing of a second level
review. Under that section, the plan must give the
enrollee at least 45 days, so the actual time frame may be
greater than 45 days. Section 9.702 is a requirement for
the plan, and it would not be useful to the enrollee for the
Department to reference that section here.
The Department received many comments on proposed
subsection (c)(2), relating to requirements for second level
reviews.
Two commentators raised concerns that the Department had taken away many of the fundamental fairness
standards contained in its 1991 guidelines, which the
commentators stated governed the complaint and grievance process prior to the passage of Act 68. One of these
commentators noted that these standards were extremely
important to children with disabilities who often face
HMO denials of their more costly and more specialized
care. The other commented that the proposed regulations
required a thorough revision to uphold the rights of
enrollees.
Three commentators recommended including in the
regulations a requirement that the second level review
committee be prohibited from basing a decision against
an enrollee on a reason not specifically raised in the first
level review.
Three commentators recommended including in the
regulations a requirement that enrollees have the right to
appear at the review and the right to prepare for the
review.
Two commentators recommended including in the regulations a requirement that enrollees have the right to be
advised that they could be assisted by an uninvolved
HMO staff person if they need help preparing the case.
Three commentators recommended including in the
regulations a requirement that enrollees be given a
description of the review committee’s procedures.
Several commentators recommended including in the
regulations a requirement that plans schedule second
level complaint and grievance hearings at mutually convenient times and with 15 days advance written notice.
One commentator noted that this was important for
children with disabilities, who may require time to make
travel arrangements, to be present at a hearing.
One commentator recommended that the Department
include a requirement that the second level review committee base its decision solely on materials and testimony
presented at the hearing.
The Department’s 1991 guidelines did require notice to
the enrollee of the procedures to be followed during the
second level review proceedings, and that the enrollee
could be present. The Department agrees that this information is valuable to the enrollee, and that the enrollee
should be notified of that information at the time the
request for the second level review is made. The Department had originally included this requirement of notifica-

As discussed earlier, the Department has not added a
prohibition against the plan citing to reasons for denying
the claim that are different from those offered at an
earlier stage of the process. The Department believes that
in certain circumstances it may be necessary for a plan to
deny a case based on a different reason than originally
provided, due to additional information provided by the
enrollee. The enrollee is not prohibited from introducing
new and additional evidence throughout the process.
Additional evidence may trigger other restrictions on
services not previously cited by the plan.
One commentator recommended that the Department
should provide the same flexibility, as with attendance, to
time allotted for the enrollee’s presentation and the
committee’s chance to ask questions while the enrollee is
present. The commentator commented that HealthChoices
HMOs are scheduling hearings too close together, causing
committees to rush and not to fully digest information.
The Department has not changed the regulations to
address this concern, as it pertains to Health Choices
HMOs only. This concern may be best addressed by DPW
through its oversight of HealthChoices contractors.
Several commentators recommended including a requirement that a plan staff person knowledgeable about
the complaint be present at second level review to present
the HMO’s view of why the denial should be upheld, and
that the staff person should be available for questions by
the member and the committee.
The Department believes that a requirement that the
plan have employees available for questioning by enrollees is too burdensome for a plan. The Department has
declined to include this requirement in the regulations.
One commentator recommended that the plan be required to present the entire case in full at the hearing,
before the enrollee. The commentator further stated that
for the enrollee to be able to prepare a meaningful
response, the enrollee shall have access to information in
the possession of the plan.
The Department is adding language to prohibit the
committee’s discussion of the case prior to the review
meeting, and has also required that the decision be based
solely upon the evidence presented at the review. See
subsection (c)(2)(iii)(H) and (L). For the committee to
discuss the case prior to hearing the enrollee on the
matter could prejudice the committee and cause them to
unfairly filter what the enrollee presents at the review
through preconceived notions of the substance of the case.
IRRC commented that proposed subsection (c)(2)(i) was
unclear because it contained two requirements, and recommended that it be broken into two parts. IRRC
recommended that one part include the minimum size of
the committee, and the other part include the prohibition
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on including persons as members of the review committee
who had participated in earlier plan decisions on the
matter.
The Department has revised the subsection as IRRC
requested. See subsection (c)(2)(ii).
One commentator expressed concern that the proposed
regulations would fail to include standards that guarantee that the committee deciding complaints remains
unbiased.
One commentator also commented that there should be
some method for an enrollee or physician to ‘‘discover’’
whether the members of the second level review committee were unbiased.
The Department has already provided for enrollees to
contact the Department if they feel the process is unfair.
The Department has added the requirement that the
committee must be impartial. The Department will not
put a ‘‘discovery’’ requirement in the regulation, as the
review process before the plan is not a legal proceeding.
The Department will, however, review any allegation of
bias made to it.
One commentator raised a concern that the proposed
regulation would allow the same persons who made the
initial decision to make the second level review decision.
This commentator recommended that the Department
change the language ‘‘in first level review,’’ to ‘‘with the
initial matter being complained of.’’
The Department understands this concern, and has
changed the language to read ‘‘did not previously participate in the matter under review.’’ See subsection (c)(2)(ii).
One commentator commented that the terminology
typically used in reviews is ‘‘impartial’’ rather than
‘‘unbiased,’’ and recommended that the Department
change the language in its proposed regulation.
The Department has made this change. See subsection
(c)(2)(ii)(B).
Three commentators recommended that the Department require the second level review committee to be
made up of at least 1/3 HMO enrollees who were not
employees of the plan, and that the consumer attending
be told which members of the committee are staff and
which are plan members.
Act 68 only requires that 1/3 of the members of the
second level review committee not be employees of the
plan. See section 2141(c)(1) of Article XXI. The Department has not changed the regulation to address this
comment. The Department would recommend that committee members who are not plan employees have some
familiarity with managed care and the functioning of the
plan and take the position as a member of the committee
seriously. The Department has added language prohibiting these nonemployee members from being employees of
any related subsidiary or affiliate of the plan. See subsection (c)(2)(ii)(A).
With respect to the comment recommending that the
enrollee be notified of the position of the individuals
present at the review, the proposed regulation did include
language stating that the persons present at the committee should be identified for the enrollee. See proposed
subsection (c)(2)(ii)(C). The Department has maintained
that language. See subsection (c)(2)(iii)(E).
One commentator stated that the proposed section
would have omitted a number of provisions necessary to
provide an enrollee a full and fair chance to present the
enrollee’s complaint. This commentator recommended
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that the Department add the following to proposed subsection (c)(2)(ii): ‘‘The plan shall permit the member to
review the file and records of the plan as they relate to
the matter at issue, and the plan shall produce and
provide copies of related documents, including documents
kept electronically, at no extra cost. The plan shall
identify, state the position, if any, relative to the plan,
and provide the qualifications of any individual who
rendered the decision, if any, under review. The plan shall
permit the member to request the presence of plan
employees, and the plan shall assure the presence of plan
employees at the review for questioning by the member.’’
The Department has included in the regulations a
requirement that the plan provide an opportunity for the
enrollee to obtain material relevant to the case; however,
the Department is permitting that a fee be charged. See
subsection (c)(1)(iii). The Department will not require
plans to have employees present for questioning. Such a
requirement would be too disruptive of plan operations.
With respect to the comment recommending that the
enrollee be notified of the position of the individuals
present at the review meeting, and their qualifications,
the Department is, as it has said, retaining language
from the proposed regulation which states that the
persons present at the committee should be identified for
the enrollee. See subsection (c)(2)(iii)(E). The only qualification for serving on the review committees is status as
an employe or as a nonemploye. Employment, background, education, years of training or other qualifications are immaterial. The Department is requiring identification as to their role with respect to the plan. This is
the only information the Department is requiring other
than names of the committee members.
One commentator applauded the Department’s proposed requirement that the plan provide reasonable flexibility in terms of time and travel distance when scheduling a second level review to enable enrollee participation
at that review. See proposed subsection (c)(2)(ii)(A).
One commentator stated that the regulations would not
require plans to accommodate enrollees when scheduling
second level reviews.
IRRC and another commentator raised concerns that
the term ‘‘reasonable flexibility in terms of time and
distance’’ used in proposed subsection (c)(2)(ii)(A) was
unclear. IRRC recommended that the Department provide
more specific requirements for scheduling reviews similar
to requirements in § 9.679(e). The other commentator
also recommended that the regulations should be revised
to require a plan to schedule a second level review
hearing at a time and place that accounts for the
enrollee’s condition or other factors that warrant a
shorter time or distance.
The Department has declined to attempt to set a
minimum standard, given the difficulty to set a standard
that would be acceptable to everyone involved. Therefore,
the Department has changed the language of the subsection to require a plan to make reasonable accommodations to facilitate enrollee participation, and to take into
account the enrollee’s access to transportation and any
other disability of the enrollee that might impede the
enrollee’s ability to travel. See subsection (c)(2)(iii)(C).
Two commentators recommended that it should be
specified that the enrollee may be accompanied by a
medical or a legal advocate. Proposed subsection
(c)(2)(ii)(C) would have limited attendance at the second
level review to members of the review committee; the
enrollee or the enrollee’s representatives, or both; the
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enrollee’s provider or applicable witnesses; and appropriate representatives of the plan.
The Department agrees it is important to clarify that
the enrollee’s representatives could include legal representatives, as well as medical personnel or other attendants necessary to the enrollee. The Department did not
intend to prohibit an enrollee from bringing an attendant
to the review. Clearly, if an attendant is necessary to
ensure that the enrollee can fully participate in the
review then the plan must allow that individual or
individuals to be present. It was the Department’s intention to prevent either side of the matter from creating
confusion at the review, or attempting to intimidate
through numbers. After having considered the comments,
however, the Department agrees that it would be beneficial to the enrollee for the regulation to specify that the
enrollee will be permitted to bring individuals necessary
for the enrollee to fully participate in the review meeting,
which could include persons providing moral as well as
physical support. See subsection (c)(2)(iii)(E).
Relative to this same provision, IRRC commented that
the word ‘‘or’’ could cause confusion in the phrase ‘‘enrollee’s provider or applicable witnesses.’’ IRRC recommended
that the word ‘‘or’’ be replaced with ‘‘and.’’
The Department agrees and has made the change, but
has also added language to clarify that, for purposes of
confidentiality, the enrollee’s provider should not be
present at the review unless the enrollee has consented.
Three commentators commented that the regulations
should include a requirement that the entire second level
review hearing be transcribed by the HMO and the
guarantee of the enrollee’s right to transcribe and record
the proceeding. One of these commentators noted that
this was the only record which the Department or
Insurance would have. This commentator stated that
transcription was necessary, because, otherwise,
mischaracterization of the facts to the plan’s advantage is
inevitable. The commentator urged that the member
should also be guaranteed a right to record the hearing or
have it transcribed. It contended that, otherwise, there
would be no ability to rebut the characterization of
testimony.
Another commentator commented that use of the word
‘‘deliberations’’ in proposed subsection (c)(2)(iv) implied
something different than a recording of the proceeding.
The commentator noted that deliberations were the part
of the review where the committee voted and deliberations were off the record.
IRRC commented that the proposed regulation would
allow deliberation of the second level review committee to
be summarized or transcribed verbatim. IRRC asked
whether a summary would be a sufficient record for
appeals before the agencies.
The Department did not intend to require the transcription of the deliberations of the second level review
committee which, like the deliberations of a jury, judge,
hearing officer or agency, are not made public. The
Department has added language requiring that the proceedings be recorded, either through an electronic recording, verbatim transcription or written minutes. See subsection (c)(2)(iv). This is in accordance with the
Department’s original guidelines on maintaining a record
of a complaint hearing required some type of record, but
made verbatim transcription optional.
Three commentators, including IRRC, requested that
the Department clarify proposed subsection (c)(2)(v) and
(vi). Proposed subsection (c)(2)(v) would have required the

plan to complete the second level review within 45 days of
the plan’s receipt of the enrollee’s request for review.
Proposed subsection (c)(2)(vi) would then have required
the plan to notify the enrollee of the decision within 5
business days of the decision.
IRRC and other commentators requested that the Department clarify that the 5-day notification period is not
included in the 45-day review period.
It was not the Department’s intent to include the 5-day
notification period within the review period, and the
proposed subsection did specify that notification was to
occur after the committee’s decision. Since this has
created confusion, however, the Department has added
language ‘‘and shall arrive at a decision’’ after ‘‘complete
the second level review’’ to clarify this issue. See subsection (c)(2)(v).
IRRC and two other commentators recommended that
the Department revise proposed subsection (c)(2)(vi) to
require the plan to send notice of the second level review
decision to an enrollee and the enrollee’s representative.
The Department agrees that requiring notification of
the enrollee’s representative would be useful for enrollees
who have obtained help through the process, and has
added that language. See subsection (c)(2)(vi). To ensure
that plans are aware that such a notification should be
sent, the Department has also added language to subsection (c)(2)(vi) requiring that an enrollee or the enrollee’s
representative wishing to receive notification inform the
plan of that fact prior to, or at, the second level review.
Several commentators commented on proposed subsection (c)(2)(vii). That proposed subsection would have
required a plan to include in its notice to the enrollee the
basis for the decision and the procedures and time frame
for the enrollee to file an appeal to the Department or
Insurance, including the addresses and telephone numbers of both agencies.
One commentator recommended requiring the notice to
include the reasoning for accepting or rejecting the
various arguments made.
Four commentators complained that the proposed regulations would not include a requirement that a plan
clearly articulate the reasoning behind decisions, including references to standards used, references to the evidence considered and a description of the reviewer’s
understanding of the substance of the dispute.
One commentator recommended that the Department
include a requirement that the second level review make
available (in person or by telephone) those persons involved in the decision.
One of the commentators noted that the Department’s
proposed regulation would only require that the basis for
the decision be included, stating that this was insufficient
detail to ensure patient protections.
IRRC commented that the phrase ‘‘basis for decision’’ in
the proposed subparagraph was unclear, and could result
in the denial of a complaint that an enrollee was unable
to understand. IRRC and another commentator recommended that the Department provide further guidance on
how detailed the decision from the plan should be.
Two commentators commented that the enrollees
should have access to all plan documents and information, or the enrollee would be unable to effectively discuss
plan standards at the review meeting.
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IRRC also recommended that since the procedures for
appeal are specified in proposed § 9.705, that section
should be referenced, and the 15-day time frame stated
specifically.
Two commentators recommended a prohibition against
a plan changing its reasons after the review process has
begun.
The Department agrees that clarification of the meaning of ‘‘basis for the decision’’ is useful to ensure the
decision letters clearly articulate the plan’s decision and
how it is related to its policies and the contract provisions. This will give the enrollee an understanding of why
the requested service is covered or is being denied. The
Department has included the same requirements for the
second level review decision as for the first level review
decision. See subsection (c)(2)(vii). The Department has
discussed similar comments to those raised here in more
detail in the discussion of comments on proposed subsection (c)(1)(iv).
One commentator recommended that the Department
strengthen its standards regarding UR and UR decisions
so that the Department could effectively monitor UR
practices.
Two commentators commented that the proposed regulations should also specifically state that such UR criteria
may be used as tools in the complaint decision, but could
not be used as the sole basis for the decision.
The Department is revising its section on UR entities to
specifically set out standards for UR. The content of UR
decision letters is addressed in that section. See § 9.750.
The Department has also stated in § 9.750(c) that utilization review criteria cannot be the sole basis for a decision.
Specific standards for complaint and grievance decision
letters are set out in §§ 9.703 and 9.705. Several commentators commented that one of the fundamental fairness provisions that was missing from the proposed
regulations was a requirement that the plan identify the
individual making the decision by name, position or
credentials. One commentator stated that it was impossible for the Department or the enrollee to determine
whether the decision maker had an adequate degree of
knowledge necessary to render a decision about the
special area of medicine in question.
The Department has not changed the regulations to
require that this information be made available. Because
complaint decisions do not involve the medical necessity
and appropriateness of a service, complaint decisions are
not required to be made by licensed physicians or approved licensed psychologists. The Department will,
therefore, not require a statement of what credentials are
held by the persons making the complaint decisions. As
discussed earlier, the only requirements for inclusion on
the review committee is status as an employe or
nonemploye. Education, training and expertise are immaterial.
Two commentators raised concerns with the last sentence of proposed subsection (c)(2)(vii), which stated that
a decision shall be sent in a manner so that the plan can
document receipt of the decision. One commentator commented that previous experience with such a process
showed that members found it burdensome and inconvenient, and that it caused unnecessary delay in timeliness
of receipt of the information. Both commentators stated
that the requirement would increase costs.
One commentator asked whether the Department
would accept as the receipt date either actual proof of
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receipt or the expiration of 5 business days after the date
of the notification letter as proof of receipt.
The Department has decided to eliminate this requirement. Since the plan issues the decision letter, it will be
up to the plan to object to the timeliness of the enrollee’s
appeal before the Department. Depending upon the plan’s
reasons for contesting the timeliness of the appeal and
the information provided to support the plan’s position,
the Department may issue an order to show cause to the
enrollee to make a case against dismissing the appeal.
One commentator recommended that the Department
add the toll-free telephone, fax and TDD numbers to the
Department’s address and telephone numbers included in
proposed subsection (d).
The Department agrees that this would be advisable,
and has added to this subsection its TDD number, fax
number and toll free telephone number for the taking of
complaints.
Section 9.704. Appeal of a complaint decision.
The Department received approximately 20 comments
on this proposed section.
Three commentators, including IRRC, commented that
the proposed regulations included no time frame for the
Department’s review and issuance of a decision. The
commentators stated that specifying a time frame would
help clarify the process and build appropriate expectations for plans and members regarding this stage of the
appeal. One commentator suggested that the norm could
be specified and provisions made for notice regarding
delay.
Act 68 does not require the Department to specify a
time frame. Because some cases are more complex than
others, it would be difficult to set a time in which the
Department must act. The Department intends to complete its review, on average, within a 60-day time period.
One commentator recommended adding the following
language to the proposed section: ‘‘The Department will
assist enrollees to identify and gather any of this information and material as is necessary to proceed with the
appeal.’’ The commentator stated that it was too burdensome to require enrollees to provide things like copies of
all correspondence with the plan in its appeal to the
Department. The commentator stated that this is particularly true for those enrollees who are frail or have some
level of cognitive impairment. The commentator recommended that the Department should provide guidance for
such individuals in the absence of an ombudsman.
The Department has not added the recommended language to the regulation. In these appeals, the Department
sits as the arbiter of the case between the plan and the
enrollee. The statute does not place the Department in
the role of an ombudsman, nor is such a role practical or
appropriate in an appeal process in which the Department is to act as the impartial judge. The enrollee has
the opportunity to be represented before the Department
by an attorney or by another individual.
One commentator recommended that the Department
delete this proposed section, since complaints are under
the jurisdiction of Insurance.
The Department and Insurance both have authority
over complaints under Act 68.
IRRC asked how the receipt of the decision by an
enrollee would be determined. Proposed subsection (a)
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would have required an enrollee to file an appeal with
either agency within 15 days of receipt of the second level
complaint review decision.
The Department had proposed that plans issue the
decision in a manner that would enable them to determine the date of receipt of the decision. See proposed
§ 9.704(c)(2)(vii). There was some comment on this matter, however, with commentators being concerned about
whether enrollees would accept receipt of a certified letter
and whether the cost to the plan would be wasted.
The Department has decided to eliminate this requirement. A plan will be able to object to the timeliness of an
enrollee appeal filed with the Department. The Department will make determinations of timeliness on a case by
case basis, depending on the facts presented to it by the
plan and the enrollee.
IRRC recommended that the Department remove the
reference to Insurance in subsection (a) since the Department has no authority over Insurance.
The Department feels the reference is necessary since
under Act 68 appeals may be sent to either the Department or Insurance. This section is intended to remind
enrollees and plans of that fact.
Two commentators recommended that enrollees be
given a minimum of 30 days to file an appeal of a second
level review complaint decision with the agencies.
One commentator stated that the ADA requires accommodation for enrollees with respect to the 15-day statutory time frame to file an appeal with Insurance or the
Department.
The Department cannot alter the time frame in this
section for filing an appeal of a plan decision on a second
level review complaint, since the time frame is required
by statute. See section 2142(a) of Article XXI. For enrollees who cannot write, the Department will make staff
available to transcribe the complaint.
IRRC asked what the term ‘‘Insurance number’’ referred to in proposed subsection (b)(3). IRRC recommended replacing the word ‘‘Insurance’’ with ‘‘Identification.’’
The plan Insurance number is the number assigned by
the health plan to the enrollee. The Department has
written out the word ‘‘identification’’ as IRRC has recommended.
Another commentator recommended changing the word
‘‘shall’’ to ‘‘should’’ in proposed subsection (b), since minor
omissions were bound to occur, and the proposed regulation should not penalize the enrollee by throwing out the
appeal when this occurs. Proposed subsection (b) stated
that ‘‘the appeal from the enrollee shall include the
following:’’ and listed five items that were to be included
in the appeal.
The Department sees no reason to alter this provision.
The proposed subsection lists the information the Department will require with an appeal: The enrollee’s name,
address and telephone number; identification of the plan;
the enrollee’s plan Insurance number; a brief description
of the issue being appealed; and correspondence from the
plan concerning the complaint. The Department cannot
process an appeal without being able to identify the
enrollee and the plan, and it must have a statement from
the enrollee as to what is the basis for the appeal. It is
not the Department’s intention to use this section, or
permit plans to use this section, to move to quash appeals
on the basis that enrollees fail to meet the requirements
of the regulation.

IRRC recommended that the proposed regulations include Department notice to the enrollee of the status of
the enrollee’s filing (that is, late or timely).
Proposed subsection (c) did not state that the Department would provide notice to the plan. It stated that the
Department would check with the plan to determine
whether or not the enrollee’s filing was timely, since
under the proposed regulations it would have been the
plan’s responsibility to send the decision in a manner in
which date of receipt could have been documented. This
language is no longer necessary, since the Department
has decided to delete language requiring a plan to verify
receipt of the decision letter. The Department has deleted
the substance of proposed subsection (c).
The Department agrees, however, that the notice suggested by IRRC would be useful to the enrollee; it can,
however, provide that notice without including that requirement in regulation.
IRRC recommended that the Department revise proposed subsection (d). Proposed subsection (d) stated that
‘‘The plan shall forward the complaint file within
5-business days of the Department’s request. Upon confirmation that the appeal was filed within the appropriate
time frame, the Department will request the complaint
file from the plan.’’ IRRC recommended that the two
sentences in the proposed subsection be combined to state
that upon confirmation of a timely filing, the plan shall
forward the file within 5-business days.
One commentator commented that the proposed subsection would not indicate what the complaint file was to
contain. The commentator recommended that the minimum contents be listed. The commentator also recommended that the Department include a requirement that
the plan automatically provide the case file to the enrollee when it is sent to the Department.
The Department will reverse the order of sentences in
the subsection for clarification. The Department will also
change the 5-day requirement to a 30-day requirement,
since that is the timeframe required by Insurance. With
respect to the question concerning what needs to be
included in a complaint file, a complaint file needs to
include all relevant documentation, including the contract
language and any material considered in the previous two
reviews of the case. The Department has also added this
language to subsection (c), formerly subsection (d).
Proposed subsection (e), now subsection (d), would
allow the plan and the enrollee to provide additional
information for review and consideration to the Department as appropriate. One commentator recommended
that both the plan and member provide simultaneous
copies of any additional information to one another.
The Department has decided that either party sending
additional information will copy the other. This will afford
each party the opportunity to review materials not previously considered, and possibly enable the parties to
resolve the appeal without the need of further Department intervention.
IRRC recommended that proposed subsection (f), now
subsection (e), be revised to state that time requirements
for review would not be affected by a decision to change
the agency reviewing the appeal. It is correct that the
time requirements for review will not be affected by the
decision to transfer a case from one agency to the other.
The Department does not believe that this need be stated
in regulation.
One commentator noted that, in proposed subsection
(g), the Department states it has discretion to hold a
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hearing. The commentator stated that if no hearing were
held, there would be no record to certify to the Commonwealth Court. This commentator suggested that a more
prudent approach would be for the Department to notify
the appellant of the right to a hearing, and the obligation
to request one. The commentator noted that if an appellant did not request a hearing, the right to a hearing
would be waived.
The Department has deleted the substance of proposed
subsection (g), since it is unnecessary to restate what the
law already requires, and since there is no corresponding
language in Insurance’s regulations.
Section 9.705. Internal grievance process.
The Department received more than 150 comments on
this proposed section, which was titled ‘‘Enrollee and
provider grievance system’’ in the proposed rulemaking.
One commentator recommended renaming this proposed section ‘‘Enrollee grievance system.’’
The Department agrees that it would be more consistent with the rest of the regulations and with Act 68 to
change the title. Since health care providers with enrollee
consent may file grievances as well as enrollees, however,
the Department has declined to change the title as the
commentator suggested. The Department has changed the
title of the section to ‘‘Internal grievance process.’’ This
title reflects the title of the corresponding section of
Article XXI. See section 2161 of Article XXI.
Several commentators stated that the proposed regulations would not provide a fair and uniform plan for how
grievance hearings would be conducted. They expressed
concern that patient protections in what they believed to
be existing regulations had not been included in the
proposed regulations. These included provisions dealing
with information available to the enrollee about nature of
the grievance process, the composition of review panels
and the roles of attorneys in the process. These commentators recommended that patient safeguards should be
included in the final-form regulations.
The Department is including in its final-form regulations many of the 1991 guidelines recommended by
commentators, and will reference those provisions in the
discussions relating to specific regulations. The Department does point out, however, that these guidelines were
not part of the regulations that are being repealed. They
were simply guidelines.
One commentator recommended the addition of a new
subsection requiring that if the plan fails to act within
the time frames established in the regulations, the relief
sought by the member shall be granted automatically by
the plan. The commentator argued that this would redress the imbalance caused by the fact that if an enrollee
fails to meet the time frames, the enrollee has no
recourse, but if a plan fails to meet the time frames, it
acts with impunity.
The Department has not added the recommended subsection. If a plan violates the time frames of Act 68, it is
subject to sanctions under Act 68, including fines. Requiring a plan to provide the remedy sought by the individual
in every instance when a time frame is violated is an
extreme penalty, and removes discretion from the Department to fit the penalty to the violation.
IRRC recommended that the Department either explain
its use of the phrase ‘‘and is acceptable to the Secretary’’
in proposed subsection (a) or delete it.
As discussed earlier, the Department has deleted this
language.
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Several commentators recommended that the Department include language in the final-form regulations that
would require plans to accept an oral grievance from an
enrollee and reduce it to writing. The Department had
included language in proposed subsection (b) that would
have required the grievance to be in writing.
One commentator commented that Act 68 provides that
there shall be a toll free telephone line at the plan to
provide help to enrollees in filing a complaint or grievance. The commentator stated that it was fundamentally
unfair to require sick, disabled or overwhelmed enrollees
who lack time, strength or ability to file a written
grievance. According to the commentator, it also made no
sense to limit providers to filing written grievances, since
they were busy with other administrative tasks. Another
commentator stated that Federal law required an accommodation for enrollees for whom writing would impose a
barrier.
The Department agrees that it would be helpful to
enrollees who are unable to file a written grievance to
have someone at the plan able to reduce a grievance to
writing, and has added a requirement that plans do so to
subsection (b). Under the ADA, if a person were disabled,
the plan would have to make a reasonable accommodation. The Department, which is required to regulate plans
covering all populations, and not only the MA population,
will not go so far as to require that plans provide this
service for persons other than those with disabilities or
language barriers. The DPW can, and does, have its own
requirements for its contractors.
Three commentators recommended that proposed subsection (c)(1), which proposed requirements for first level
grievance reviews, should be revised to require the plan
to notify the enrollee of the plan’s receipt of the grievance, to assist the Department in monitoring compliance
with Act 68.
One of these commentators noted that there was
frequent confusion about whether an enrollee’s first contact with a plan constituted an inquiry, a complaint or a
grievance. As with complaints, the commentator recommended that the Department require an acknowledgement from the plan to establish the date of the receipt for
purposes of the Department monitoring compliance with
Act 68 time frames and to clarify whether the plan views
the case as a complaint or grievance so that the enrollee
can obtain help from the Department if necessary.
Another recommended that the notice letter should be
in a format that would encourage the enrollee to take
time to read and understand enrollee rights to pursue an
appeal. The commentator recommended that the notice
should explain the differences between methods of dispute resolution (grievance and complaint) and should
inform the enrollee of the consequences of choosing one
over the other. The commentator recommended that the
plan be required to tell an enrollee that a complaint is
faster and can be filed orally, and can be reviewed
without delays for reviews by medical specialists, while a
grievance may be more thorough but may take more time,
must be in written form and will include the review of a
medical specialist. The commentator recommended that
the notice should also inform an enrollee that if the
enrollee chooses an inappropriate category, the plan may
consult with the Department on whether the category is
appropriate. The commentator recommended warning the
enrollee that this consultation with the Department could
take additional time and could result in reversal of the
enrollee’s designation of the matter as a complaint or a
grievance.
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As with complaints, the Department agrees that a
notice letter should provide the enrollee with information
necessary to present the enrollee’s case, and, because of
the deadlines in Act 68, it is important to know when the
clock starts on a grievance. The Department has, therefore, required plans to confirm receipt of the grievance in
writing. The Department has also required plans to
include notice of the process, of the availability of help
from the plan and of the option to contact the Department concerning the classification of the case. See subsection (c)(1)(i).
For reasons discussed earlier regarding complaints, the
Department is not creating a process in which the choice
of how to characterize the issue is up to the enrollee.
Consequently, the Department has not added language
relating to the differences between complaints and grievances. The difference between the two is difficult enough
for persons who deal with the issues on a daily basis. The
Department is relying upon the plan to characterize the
matter correctly, knowing that the Department can correct the classification if the plan is incorrect.
With respect to the recommendation that a plan be
required to provide advice to the enrollee to enable the
enrollee to choose the best method of appeal, the enrollee
does not make the classification. It is the nature of the
case that determines whether the subject is a complaint
or a grievance; the plan is in the best position to
determine which process to follow, and is required to
choose the appropriate classification. Any suggestion that
a complaint may be processed more quickly than a
grievance would be incorrect, since the timeframes for
both complaints and grievances are the same at both the
first and the second level. Further, the Department is
requiring plans to accept oral grievances for those enrollees unable to file a written grievance to alleviate disparities between the complaint and the grievance procedures.
Subsection (b) has been revised to require a plan to make
staff available to transcribe an oral grievance from an
enrollee who is unable to file a written grievance due to a
disability.
Several commentators recommended that the Department include language in the regulations requiring plans
to make available to the enrollee all documentation
relating to the enrollee’s dispute. These commentators
expressed concern that this information was necessary at
the first stage of the process to ensure the fairness of the
process.
One of these commentators recommended adding language that would require a plan to produce and provide
copies of all related documents, including documents kept
electronically, at no cost to the enrollee.
Another expressed concern
cific information, including
notes, extended evaluations
would be unable to present
relevant considerations.

that without access to speinternal policies, nursing
and the like, the enrollee
a case that addresses all

The Department agrees the enrollee or the enrollee’s
representative should have access to information relating
to the matter of which the enrollee has complained. This
would enable the enrollee to determine what additional
information is necessary to support the enrollee’s case.
The Department has declined to specify the information
required to be released, but has required that the plan
release what is relevant. If an enrollee or provider
believes a violation of the regulations has occurred, they
may notify the Department, which can then investigate if
need be. See subsection (c)(1)(iii).

Three commentators, including IRRC, recommended
that the Department clarify proposed subsection (c)(1)(iii),
which stated that the investigation and review of the
grievance was to be completed within 30 days of receipt of
the grievance. The commentators recommended that the
regulation state specifically when grievance decisions are
required. The commentators stated that without this
clarification there could be a gap of indeterminate length
between the completion of the investigation and the
issuance of a decision.
One commentator requested that the Department
clarify that the 5-day notification period for the plan to
notify the enrollee of the decision of the review committee
would not run within the 30-day review period.
It was not the Department’s intention to add the 5-day
notification period to the review period, and the proposed
subsection did specify that notification was to occur after
the committee’s decision. Since this has created confusion,
however, the Department has added the language ‘‘and
shall arrive at its decision’’ after ‘‘review and investigation of the complaint’’ to clarify this issue. See subsection
(c)(1)(v).
Two commentators commented that the proposed regulations did not make any allowance for postponements.
One of these commentators commented that a plan
should be able to ask an enrollee if the enrollee wished to
extend the period for review for either a first or second
level grievance when notifying the enrollee that despite
using all due diligence, the plan would be unable to
obtain the medical records needed to complete the review
within the specified time frame. The commentator was
convinced that this could force the plan to proceed
without the necessary medical information, and could
force enrollees and plans into second level reviews unnecessarily.
The Department does not believe that any additional
language is necessary. The plan has the ability to ask the
enrollee for an extension of time without the necessity of
including this language in the regulations. The plan
should, however, carefully document its request, and the
reason for the request, as well as the enrollee’s response
in its case file, so that if necessary, the Department will
be able to make a full review. The Department will be
monitoring this closely to ensure plans are not exerting
undue pressure on enrollees and are requesting extension
with proper cause.
Proposed subsection (c)(1)(iv) stated that the plan was
to notify the enrollee of the decision of the initial review
committee in writing within 5 business days of the
committee’s decision. The proposed subsection also would
have required the notice to include the basis for the
decision, and the procedures and time frame to file a
request for a second level review of the decision of the
initial review committee. Several commentators raised
issues concerning the lack of detailed standards on what
should be included in a decision letter on a grievance.
Three of these commentators recommended that the
notices of decisions contain a description of the reviewer’s
understanding of the substance of the dispute, and references to the evidence and documentation used as basis for
the decision.
Two of these commentators recommended that the
regulations require that the decisions contain a statement
that the decision is binding unless the enrollee appeals.
Two of these commentators recommended that the
regulations require that the decisions be clear and detailed to permit a member to respond further.
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One of these commentators recommended that the
regulations contain a requirement that plans clearly
articulate the reasoning behind decisions.
One of these commentators recommended that the
Department should strengthen decision notices by requiring specific comprehensible information about decisional
standards, while at the same time the commentator
suggests that even this would be insufficient to allow
enrollees to navigate the grievance process with some
success without access to plan information.
IRRC commented that the phrase ‘‘basis for decision’’
was unclear, and could result in the denial of a grievance
that an enrollee was unable to understand. IRRC commented that it was not clear from the regulations how
much detail would be required. IRRC recommended that
the Department provide further guidance on how detailed
the explanation provided by the decision issued by the
initial review committee should be. IRRC wanted to know,
for example, whether the decision should reference contract citations.
One commentator recommended that the Department
add the following language: ‘‘The basis for the decision
shall be detailed, and shall recite what information or
documents were considered, what if any arguments were
accepted and rejected, relevant contract provisions and
the reasoning for accepting or rejecting the various
arguments. The plan may not base a decision against the
enrollee on any reason not stated in an initial decision.’’
The commentator stated that this language would show
that the plan did more than rubber stamp its previous
decision, and would prevent an unfair situation in which
the enrollee has successfully addressed plan’s rationale,
but loses because the plan has adopted a new, previously
unarticulated reason for denial.
The Department agrees that a more detailed explanation of what is meant by ‘‘the basis for the decision’’
should be included in the regulations. The Department
has added language that states the basis for the decision
should include the following: (1) a statement of the issue
being referred to the second level review committee; (2)
the specific reason or reasons for the committee’s decision; (3) references to the specific plan provisions on
which the decision is based; (4) if an internal rule,
guideline, protocol or other similar criterion was relied on
in making the decision, either the specific rule, guideline,
protocol or criterion, or instructions on how to obtain the
internal rule, guideline, protocol, or other similar criterion will be provided upon request; and (5) an explanation
of the scientific or clinical judgment for the decision,
applying the terms of the plan to the enrollee’s medical
circumstances. These are the current requirements included in the new ERISA rules. The Department is also
requiring that the notice include a statement of when and
how the enrollee may appeal to the second level. See
subsection (c)(1)(vi).
The Department has not added the prohibition that the
plan be prohibited from citing reasons for denying the
claim that are different from those offered at an earlier
stage of the process, as was discussed earlier when this
comment was made pertaining to complaints. The Department believes that in certain circumstances it may be
necessary for a plan to deny a case based on a different
reason than originally provided, due to additional information provided by the enrollee. The enrollee is not
prohibited from introducing new and additional evidence
throughout the process. Additional evidence may trigger
other restrictions on services by the plan.
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One commentator commented that the regulations must
detail more specifically what information a plan must
provide in the decision letter as the basis for its denial.
The commentator claimed that plans refuse to provide
medical criteria they used in making UR decisions,
claiming it is proprietary. The commentator urged that
plans should be required to provide criteria used to deny
service or level of service. Two commentators also recommended that the regulations should specifically state that
such criteria may be used as tools in arriving at the
decision, but may not be used as the sole basis for the
decision.
The Department has specified, in § 9.750(b)(3) that a
plan must make available to the provider, upon request,
copies of the UR criteria it uses. The Department has also
added the requirement that the UR tools cannot be used
as the sole basis for the decision. See § 9.750(c).
Several commentators commented that subsection
(c)(1)(iv) would require notification to the enrollee but not
the provider, which was contrary to the provisions of Act
68.
Act 68 requires written notification to the enrollee and
the health care provider. See section 2161(c)(4) of Article
XXI. The Department interprets this to mean that the
provider should get notice only when the provider has
filed the grievance. The Department has revised the
subsection to require notice to the health care provider
when the health care provider has filed a grievance on
behalf of the enrollee. See subsection (c)(1)(vi). If the
grievance was filed by the enrollee, the provider has no
need of this information, and providing letters to the
provider could be a breach of the enrollee’s right to
confidentiality.
IRRC also recommended that the Department reference
§ 9.702(d)(3), which gives an enrollee 45 days to file a
second level complaint, in proposed subsection (c)(1)(iv).
The Department has not referenced that section. A time
frame as discussed in § 9.702 may or may not be
established by the plan, depending on whether a plan
chooses to set a time frame for the filing of a request for a
second level review of a grievance. Under that section, the
plan must give the enrollee at least 45 days. The actual
time frame may be greater than 45 days. Section 9.702
(d)(3) imposes requirements on the plan. A reference to
that provision in this section would not provide useful
information for the enrollee.
The Department received over 80 comments on proposed subsection (c)(2), which proposed requirements for
second level reviews of grievances.
As previously discussed, the Department has included
in the final-form regulations several requirements from
its 1991 guidelines relative to the handling of complaints
and grievances. For example, the Department has included a requirement in §§ 9.703(c)(2)(iii)(J) and
9.705(c)(2)(iii)(J) recognizing that the committee may
have an attorney present. However, if there is an attorney
present to represent the interests of the committee at the
second level review hearing on a grievance, that attorney
is not present to represent the interests of the plan. The
committee’s attorney must ensure the fundamental fairness of the review and that all disputed issues are
adequately addressed. The attorney representing the committee may not argue the plan’s position, or represent
plan staff. See §§ 9.703(c)(2)(iii)(J) and 9.705(c)(2)(iii)(J).
The Department has also reiterated the requirement in
Act 68 that an enrollee may appoint a representative to
act on behalf of the enrollee during the review process.
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See subsection (c)(1)(i)(B). The remainder of the Department’s revisions regarding ‘‘fundamental fairness’’ will be
discussed in commentary on the particular subsections to
which they apply.
IRRC commented that proposed subsection (c)(2)(i) was
unclear because it contained two requirements, and recommended that it be broken into two parts. IRRC
recommended that one part address the minimum size of
the committee and the other part address prohibiting the
involvement of committee members who participated in
prior decisions relevant to the grievance.
The Department has revised the subsection as IRRC
recommended. See subsection (c)(2)(ii).
IRRC also commented that the phrase ‘‘reviewing a
grievance appealed to the second level of review’’ in the
proposed subsection (c)(2)(i) was unnecessary and should
be deleted. The Department agrees, and has revised the
subsection as IRRC recommended. See subsection
(c)(2)(ii).
Four commentators recommended that the proposed
regulations be revised to include a requirement that the
second level review committee members who were not
plan employees should be enrollees. One commentator
recommended that the enrollee be told which committee
members were plan staff, and which were enrollees, and
who could vote and who could not.
The Department has reconsidered the language in this
subsection. In light of the language of Act 68, which
states only that the committee be made up of persons not
previously involved in any decision to deny payment (see
section 2161(c)(1) of Article XXI), the Department has
made no change to the regulation.

enrollee consent. The Department believes it would be
improper to allow a health care provider to appear at a
grievance review without the request of the enrollee, if
the provider does not have the enrollee’s consent to grieve
the matter. Any other construction of the statute could
lead to a breach of confidentiality.
Several commentators complained that the proposed
regulations did not require plans to give enrollees at least
15 days advance written notice of the date of the review.
Four of these commentators recommended that the
notice include the following: notice of the enrollee’s right
to appear, a description of the procedures before the
review committee; and the right to prepare for the review,
and to be advised by an uninvolved plan staff person in
preparing the case.
One recommended adding a requirement that the review be scheduled at a mutually convenient time.
One of these commentators noted that a requirement
that the plan provide advance notice to an enrollee of the
right to appear is only a requirement that notice be given,
and not a statement that the enrollee has this right. The
commentator stated that enrollees need sufficient advance notice to arrange work schedules, assure availability of witnesses and representatives, and generally prepare for the review. The commentator felt that this was
especially important since an enrollee has no mechanism
to complain to the Department if a plan is not flexible or
accommodating in its scheduling. The commentator recommended adding an advance notice requirement of at
least 15-days prior to the review.

The Department has made this change to the final-form
regulations in subsection (c)(2)(ii)(B).

The Department agrees that the enrollee should have
advance notice of the date scheduled for the second level
review, as well as the right to be present at the review.
The Department has added language to the regulations
requiring the plan to send the enrollee and the enrollee’s
representative an explanation of the procedures to be
followed during the second level review. The notice is to
include statements that the enrollee may request the aid
of a plan employee who had not previously been involved
in the plan’s decisions to deny coverage for the issue in
dispute in preparing a grievance, and how to do so, that
the enrollee and the enrollee’s representative have the
right to appear before the second level review committee
and that the plan will provide the enrollee with 15 days
advance written notice of the time scheduled for that
review. The Department has also required the notice to be
given to the enrollee and the enrollee’s representative and
to the health care provider if the provider has filed a
grievance with enrollee consent. See subsection
(c)(2)(iii)(A), (B) and (C). The Department has also included in the final-form regulations specific requirements
that the enrollee, the representative or the health care
provider be able to appear and present a case, and that
the enrollee and the representative be given the aid of a
plan employee who has not participated in previous plan
decisions to deny coverage for the issue in dispute for the
purpose of assisting the enrollee in preparing the grievance. See subsection (c)(2)(iii)(A) and (F).

One commentator commented that the notification referred to in proposed subsection (c)(2)(ii) should go to both
the health care provider and the enrollee. The proposed
subsection stated: ‘‘The plan shall notify the enrollee or
the health care provider in writing of the right to appear
before the second level review committee.’’

Several commentators commented that the proposed
regulations did not require the plan to make staff persons
involved in the plan’s decision to deny the services
available for questioning by the enrollee and the plan at
the second level grievance hearing. They recommended
the addition of this language.

The Department has changed the regulation to require
notification to the enrollee, and the health care provider if
the health care provider has filed a grievance with

The Department will not require a plan to make
employees available for questioning by enrollees. The
Department believes that requiring a plan to have em-

With respect to the comment concerning identification
of persons at the review, the proposed regulations did
require that the persons present at the review be identified for the enrollee, along with their roles. See proposed
§ 9.706(c)(2)(ii)(C). The Department has not deleted this
language. See subsection (c)(2)(iii)(E).
One commentator commented that there should be
some method for an enrollee or physician to ‘‘discover’’
whether the members of the second level review committee are unbiased.
The Department has already provided for enrollees to
contact the Department if they feel the process is unfair
(see § 9.702 (a)(2)) and added the requirement that the
committee has a duty to impartial review. (See subsection
(c)(2)(ii)(B)). The Department cannot put a ‘‘discovery’’
requirement in the regulation, as this is not a legal
proceeding. The Department will, however, review any
allegation of bias.
One commentator commented that the terminology
typically used in reviews is ‘‘impartial’’ rather than
‘‘unbiased,’’ and recommended that the Department
change the language in its proposed regulation.
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ployees present during reviews would cause operational
problems for a plan in terms of work assignments and
other matters.
Several commentators objected that the proposed regulations did not require the plan to provide the enrollee
with the identification and credentials of the person or
persons who made the decision.
The Department is not requiring the plan to release the
names, positions and credentials of all those individuals
involved in issuing the previous denials, as their status
as plan employees or members of the committee conveys
sufficient authority to render review decisions. An enrollee filing a grievance should focus on the medical
necessity and appropriateness of the requested service,
and not on other circumstances, since medical necessity
and appropriateness are what the enrollee needs to show
to prevail in the matter.
Four commentators commented that the proposed regulations did not require the plan to make available to the
enrollee all documentation related to the dispute.
The Department agrees that enrollees and providers
should have access to information, and has included this
requirement in subsection (c)(1)(iii). The Department has
also added language that would permit the plan to charge
a reasonable fee for the reproduction of documents. The
necessity for the information occurs during the first level
of the process, when the enrollee or provider needs to
review the plan’s information relating to the denial.
Therefore, this issue is addressed in that particular
provision. See subsection (c)(1)(i)(C).
One commentator applauded language in proposed subsection (c)(2)(ii)(A) that would require a plan to provide
reasonable flexibility in terms of time and travel distance
to enable enrollee participation at second level hearings.
IRRC and another commentator raised concerns that the
term ‘‘reasonable flexibility in terms of time and distance’’
used in this subsection was unclear. IRRC recommended
that the Department provide more specific requirements
for scheduling reviews similar to requirements in proposed § 9.679(e) (relating to access requirements in service areas). The other commentator also recommended
that the regulations should be revised to require a plan to
schedule a second level grievance review meeting at a
time and place that accounts for the enrollee’s condition
or other factors that warrant a shorter time or distance.
One commentator recommended including a reference
to health care providers in this section.
Another commentator asked whether the proposed
regulation would have required the location for the
second level review to change based on the enrollee’s
county of residence. The commentator stated that if this
were so, this would place unreasonable hardships on
those plans that currently allow members to appear by
telephone.
The Department is not requiring that the location of
the review meeting be the enrollee’s home county. The
Department has declined to attempt to set a minimum
travel standard given the difficulty to set a standard that
would be acceptable to everyone involved. Therefore, the
Department has included language in subsection
(c)(2)(iii)(C) to require a plan to make reasonable accommodations to facilitate enrollee participation and the
health care provider’s participation when the provider has
filed a grievance.
One commentator commented that an enrollee should
be permitted to bring persons other than representatives,
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witnesses, appropriate plan representatives or members
of the committee to the review, so long as the process is
not disrupted. Proposed subsection (c)(2)(ii)(C) would have
limited attendance to those individuals and the health
care provider. The commentator stated that an enrollee
might wish to bring a friend or relative, or an attendant.
The Department did not intend to prohibit an enrollee
from bringing an attendant to the review. Clearly, if an
attendant is necessary to ensure that the enrollee can
fully participate in the review, then the plan must allow
that individual or individuals to be present. It was the
Department’s intention to prevent either side of the
matter from turning the review into a circus, or attempting to intimidate through numbers. After having considered the comments, however, the Department agrees that
it would be beneficial to the enrollee for the regulation to
specify that the enrollee will be permitted to bring
individuals for moral and physical support. See subsection (c)(2)(iii)(E).
Three commentators commented that the regulations
should include a requirement that the entire second level
review hearing be transcribed by the HMO and a requirement that the enrollee be guaranteed the right to transcribe and record the proceeding. One commentator noted
that this would be the only record for an appeal to the
Department or Insurance. The commentators were concerned that without transcription, there would be no
ability to rebut the plan’s characterization of the testimony.
Another commentator commented that use of the word
‘‘deliberations’’ in proposed subsection (c)(2)(iii) implied
something different than a recording of the proceeding.
The commentator noted that deliberations were the part
of the review where the committee voted and should be
off the record.
The Department did not intend to require the transcription of the deliberations, which, like the deliberations
of a jury, judge, hearing officer or agency, are not made
public. The Department has replaced the word ‘‘deliberations’’ with ‘‘proceedings.’’ See subsection (c)(2)(iv).
The Department is requiring that the proceedings be
recorded, either through an electronic recording, verbatim
transcription or summary. This is in accordance with the
Department’s original guidelines that maintaining a
record of a grievance hearing required some type of
reliable record, but that verbatim transcription would be
optional. Further, with respect to the comment that
transcription is necessary for the record on appeal to the
agencies, the appeal from a second level grievance review
goes to a CRE, not the Department or Insurance. A CRE’s
standard of review during an external grievance review
does not turn on the characterization of testimony, but on
whether the health care service denied was medically
necessary or appropriate under the terms of the plan. For
these purposes, a reliable summary is sufficient.
The Department has also made minor changes to
reflect the fact that a health care provider may also be
involved in the review, and to replace the word ‘‘appeal’’
with the more accurate term ‘‘request for an external
grievance review.’’ See subsection (c)(2)(iv).
The Department received several comments on proposed subsection (c)(2)(iv) and (v). Proposed subparagraph
(iv) would have required that the plan complete the
second level grievance review within 45 days of the plan’s
receipt of the enrollee’s request for the review. Proposed
subparagraph (v) would have required that the plan
notify the enrollee of the decision of the second level
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review committee in writing, within 5 business days of
the committee’s decision. Two commentators requested
clarification concerning the review period and the time by
which a decision need be made.
It was not the Department’s intent to include the 5-day
notification period within the 45-day review period, and
the proposed regulations did specify that notification was
to occur after the committee’s decision, which occurs on or
before the 45th day. For clarity, however, the Department
has revised proposed subsection (iv) to state that the plan
must complete the review and arrive at a decision within
45 days. The Department has also renumbered this
subparagraph as subparagraph (v) to take into account
other revisions to the regulation.
Three commentators commented that proposed subsection (c)(2)(vi) would require the plan to provide notification of the committee’s decision on the grievance to the
enrollee, but not the provider. The commentators stated
that this was contrary to the provisions of Act 68.
The Department has revised the subparagraph to require notice to the health care provider when the health
care provider has filed a grievance on behalf of the
enrollee. See subsection (c)(2)(vi) and (vii). Act 68 requires
written notification to the enrollee and the health care
provider. See section 2161(c)(4) of Article XXI. The Department interprets this to mean that the provider should
get notice only when the provider has filed the grievance.
If the grievance were filed by the enrollee, the provider
would have no need of this information, and providing
letters to the provider could be a breach of the enrollee’s
right to confidentiality.
The Department has also added language to require
that notice is to go to the enrollee’s representative, if the
enrollee has appointed one. To prevent confusion, and
make certain the plans are aware that an enrollee has a
representative, the Department has added language to
§ 9.702 that requires the enrollee or the enrollee’s representative to notify the plan of the designation.
The Department received several comments on proposed subsection (c)(2)(vi). That proposed subsection
stated that a plan shall include in its decision letter the
basis and clinical rationale for the second level decision
on the grievance and the time frames for filing a request
for an external grievance review.
Three commentators commented that the proposed
regulations lacked standards to state specifically what a
plan shall provide as the basis for its denial. One
commentator noted that there was no requirement to
issue decisions that were clear and detailed so that an
enrollee would be able to respond further.
One commentator recommended that the decision letter
be required to include the reasoning for accepting or
rejecting the various arguments made.
Four commentators commented that the proposed regulations lack a requirement that plans clearly articulate
the reasoning behind decisions and refer to the standard
used and the evidence considered.
Three commentators raised concerns that the proposed
regulations would not include a description of the reviewer’s understanding of the substance of the dispute, and
references to the evidence and documentation used as
basis for the decision. One of the commentators noted
that the Department’s proposed regulations would only
require that the basis for the decision be included.
According to the commentator, this was insufficient in
detail to ensure patient protections.

IRRC commented that the phrase ‘‘basis for decision’’
was unclear, and could result in a denial letter that was
incomprehensible to the enrollee. IRRC and another
commentator recommended that the Department provide
further guidance on how detailed the decision from the
plan should be.
Several commentators recommended that the Department should strengthen decision notices by requiring
specific comprehensible information about decisional standards, although even this would be insufficient to allow
enrollees to navigate the process with some success
without access to information.
One commentator recommended including a prohibition
against a plan changing its reasons after review process
has begun.
The Department agrees that the phrase ‘‘basis for the
decision’’ should be clarified, and has included the same
requirements for the second level review decision letter as
it required for the first level review decision letter, and
the decision letters in complaint reviews, with one addition. Because a grievance is based in medical necessity
and appropriateness, the Department has added a requirement, similar to that included in the ERISA rules,
that the decision letter include an explanation of the
scientific or clinical judgment for the decision, applying
the terms of the plan to the enrollee’s medical circumstances. The Department has discussed similar comments
to those raised here in more detail in discussions on the
comments
to
proposed
§ 9.704(c)(1)(iv)
(now
§ 9.703(c)(1)(vi)).
One commentator commented that plans are refusing to
provide medical criteria used in making UR decisions,
and are claiming that they are proprietary. The commentator recommended that a plan should be required to
provide criteria it relies upon to deny a service or level of
service. The commentator also recommended that the
regulations specifically state that such criteria could be
used as tools in making the decision, but could not be
used as the sole basis for the decision.
The Department has specified in § 9.750(b)(3), that a
plan must make available to the provider, upon request,
copies of the UR criteria it uses. The Department has also
added the requirement that the UR tools cannot be used
as the sole basis for the decision. See § 9.750(c).
IRRC commented that, since enrollees may have a
representative, the Department should require notice to
the representative as well.
The Department agrees that notice should be sent to
the representative, if the enrollee has one. The Department has added this language to subsection (c)(2)(vi).
Two commentators recommended that the regulations
should require that the enrollee be advised of the decision
in all cases, regardless of whether the provider is pursuing the grievance, and that the provider should be
notified in all cases as well. Another commentator stated
that this was required by Act 68. The commentator stated
that since the enrollee may be financially liable, the
enrollee should receive a copy of the denial letter as well.
Because the provider must notify the enrollee if the
provider decides not to pursue the grievance further, the
plan denial letter will give the enrollee notice of what has
occurred in the case and the reasons the plan is citing for
continuing denials. The Department is, therefore, requiring that the enrollee receive a copy of the decision letter
regardless of whether the enrollee or the provider filed
the grievance.
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One commentator commended the Department for including in its proposed regulations language requiring the
second level review committee to remain unbiased, but
recommended that the Department go further. This commentator, along with three others, recommended that the
Department require that the second level review committee base its decision solely on the materials and testimony presented at the meeting.
The commentator raised concerns about plans and
representatives engaging review committees in private,
and placing the entire burden upon the enrollee, who
would not be permitted to question the plan’s spokesperson. The commentator stated that the purpose of Act 68
would be defeated by reviewers prejudiced by a one-sided,
open-ended presentation by the plan occurring without
the enrollee being permitted to take part in that presentation.
The Department agrees that the regulations should
contain more requirements aimed at ensuring the impartial nature of the review. The Department has included
language requiring that the second level review committee base its decision on the grievance on the materials
and testimony presented at the review. See subsection
(c)(2)(iii)(L). The Department has also included language
in this subsection prohibiting the committee from basing
its decision on any document obtained on behalf of the
plan that sets out medical policies, standards or opinions
or that specifies opinions supporting the decision of the
plan unless the plan makes available for questioning at
the review by both the committee and the enrollee an
individual who is familiar with those policies, standards
or opinions included in the document. The plan may
choose the individual who will appear, so long as the
individual is familiar with the information in question,
and the individual need not appear in person, but may be
present at the review by telephone.
The Department has also included several recommendations from its 1991 guidelines in the regulations for the
purpose of emphasizing the need for a fair and impartial
review of the case. A committee member who does not
personally attend the review meeting may not vote on the
case unless that person actively participates in the review
meeting by telephone or videoconference, and has the
opportunity to review any additional information introduced at the review meeting prior to the vote. See
subsection (c)(2)(iii)(I). The Department has required that
the committee proceedings at the second level review be
informal and impartial to avoid intimidating the enrollee,
and the Department has prohibited the committee members from discussing the case to be reviewed prior to the
second level review. See subsection (c)(2)(iii)(H). As the
Department has previously noted, it has prohibited the
committee’s attorney from representing the plan, and has
required that if the committee has an attorney, the
attorney will represent the interests of the committee,
including ensuring a fair and impartial proceeding. See
subsection (c)(2)(iii)(J).
Three commentators have raised concerns that the
proposed regulations would not prohibit a plan from
changing its reasons for the denial after review process
has begun. The commentators recommend that the Department add this prohibition.
The Department has not added a prohibition that the
plan be unable to cite reasons for denying the claim that
are different from those offered at an earlier stage of the
process. The Department believes that in certain circumstances it may be necessary for a plan to deny a
grievance based on a different reason than originally
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provided, due to additional information provided by the
enrollee. The enrollee is not prohibited from presenting
new and additional evidence throughout the process.
Additional evidence may trigger other restrictions on
services.
One commentator raised concerns with the last sentence of proposed subsection (c)(2)(vi), which states that a
decision shall be sent in a manner so that the plan can
document receipt of the decision. The commentator stated
that previous experience with such a process showed that
enrollees found it burdensome and inconvenient, and that
it caused unnecessary delay in timeliness of receipt of the
information. Further, both commentators stated that the
requirement would increase costs.
The Department has decided to eliminate this requirement from subsection (c)(2)(vii). Instead, plans will be
required to make the decision concerning the timely
nature of the request on a case by case basis. An enrollee
may then raise the issue with the Department, or take
whatever legal action the enrollee finds to be necessary
under the circumstances.
The Department received several comments on proposed subsection (c)(3), which included proposed requirements for licensed physicians and approved licensed
psychologists to sit on grievance review committees.
One commentator recommended that protections be
added to the regulations to permit plans to safeguard the
identity of the matched specialist who does not participate in the review meeting. The commentator noted that
disclosure of the matched specialist’s report and credentials could be made without disclosing the name.
The Department has not required the identification of
the name of the matched reviewing specialist. The Department is, however, requiring the reviewing specialist’s
credentials within that individual’s report since that is
the only way to verify the appropriateness of the plan’s
choice of reviewing specialist. See subsection (c)(3)(iv).
Two commentators raised issues concerning the scope of
the review of a psychologist and asked for clarification.
One commentator recommended that the standard included in § 9.743(d) (relating to CREs) be including in
this section, and in §§ 9.707—9.709. Section 9.743(d)
states that an applicant for CRE certification must certify
that an approved licensed psychologist may perform a
review of a behavioral health care service under certain
conditions. The psychologist may only perform the review
if the psychologist is in the same or similar specialty as
the health care provider of the service in question, if the
review is of a behavioral health care service within the
scope of the psychologist’s practice and if the psychologist’s clinical experience provides sufficient experience to
review that specific behavioral health care service.
The Department has not included the language in
§ 9.743(d) in this section or in § 9.708. Section 9.743(d) is
taken from section 2152(d) of Article XXI (relating to
operational standards), which gives the operational standards for UR, not for grievance reviews. This section and
§ 9.708 deal with grievance reviews, and not general UR.
The matched specialist is not denying a service, but
acting as part of a reviewing committee, and the standards are different for these functions.
The Department has not added the language to
§ 9.707, since that section deals mainly with how an
external grievance review is sought and obtained, and the
language would not be relevant.
The Department has not added the language to
§ 9.709, since that section already requires the use of a
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certified CRE, which has met the Department’s requirements for certification in § 9.743, the rest of Subchapter
K and the standards of Act 68. See sections 2151 and
2152 of Article XXI. Again, § 9.709 does not deal with
UR, but with grievance reviews.
Two commentators commented that it would be appropriate to require a plan to place on the review committee
a reviewer in the same profession as the provider who
performed the service being reviewed on the review
committee. One of these commentators recognized that
Act 68 requires a denial to be made by a physician, but
recommended that the Department require reviewers to
consult with ‘‘peer’’ reviewers to determine whether the
service in question fell within the standard of care for the
particular profession of the individual that recommended
the service. The other commentator stated that this
would reduce professional discrimination against a provider who was not in the same profession as the reviewer.
The Department has not changed the proposed regulation. Act 68 requires the inclusion of the physician or
psychologist in the review process. See section 2161(d) of
Article XXI. The plan may always include a peer of the
provider on the committee if it so chooses, or may obtain
input from a provider. There is no necessity to require
that the same type of provider be on the committee. The
General Assembly realized the logistical difficulties in
doing this when it enacted provisions permitting a review
by an individual in the same or similar specialty.
One commentator commented that Act 68 created a
different standard for physicians and for licensed psychologists in terms of type of provider subject to review,
and that the proposed regulation followed Act 68. The
commentator stated that both Act 68 and the regulations
violated the equal protection clauses of both the Federal
and State constitutions. U. S. Const. amend. XIV, § 1; PA.
CONST. art. I, § 26. The commentator recommended that
to avoid a constitutional challenge, the Department
should change proposed subsection (c)(3)(i) to state that
the reviewer should be licensed by the Commonwealth in
the same profession and board certified in the specialty of
the provider subject to review. The commentator stated
that case law in the Commonwealth allows a constitutional defect to be cured by regulation.
The Department disagrees that either Act 68 or the
regulations are constitutionally infirm. There is no suspect classification involved in this matter, nor is there a
fundamental right in question. The rational basis test
called for by equal protection analysis only requires that
the Commonwealth’s classification be rationally related to
Act 68’s purpose of protecting enrollees. The General
Assembly has taken the position that a UR decision to
deny a service must be made by a licensed physician,
unless the decision involves a behavioral health issue. In
that case, the denial may be made by a psychologist who
has clinical experience in the area that provides sufficient
expertise to review that health care service. The General
Assembly clearly believed that psychologists, who are not
medical doctors, should have additional experience before
being permitted to deny a health care service. This does
not prohibit any psychologist from reviewing behavioral
health services as part of a UR decision. It merely places
additional requirements on that psychologist, and it does
not prevent a psychologist from practicing the psychologist’s profession.
One commentator commented that it would be difficult
if not impossible to have a professional in same or similar
specialty as part of the review committee, particularly on
the first level review.

The Department has said that the individual need not
be present, but that the individual may not vote if not
present, unless that person actively participates in the
review meeting by telephone or videoconference and has
the opportunity to review any additional information
introduced at the review meeting prior to the vote. See
subsection (c)(3)(ii). The matched specialist’s opinion shall
be read into the record, however, to become part of the
review proceedings.
IRRC and another commentator have requested that
the Department clarify the term ‘‘same or similar’’ in
proposed subsection (c)(3)(i). That proposed paragraph
stated that both the initial and second level grievance
review committees were to include a licensed physician,
or an approved licensed psychologist, in the same or
similar specialty as that which would typically manage or
consult on the health care service in question.
The intent of Act 68, by leaving the language open in
section 2161(d) and 2162(c)(4) of Article XXI was to
provide plans some flexibility in obtaining individuals in
a same or similar specialty to review grievances. The
Department has chosen not to attempt to refine this
language, because of the great danger of setting in
regulation comparisons between specialties, subspecialties, education, experience and so forth. For example, by
introducing this language, the Department would be
regulating when an orthopedist must be used as opposed
to a neurosurgeon for spine surgery cases, and whether
an ordinary orthopedist will do, or whether the orthopedist must have a fellowship in spine surgery, and whether
a Harvard degree is comparable to a Yale degree. This is
not appropriate material for regulation. The Department
will require that plans use a specialist in a same or
similar specialty when the service was provided by a
specialist who is a physician or psychologist. See subsection (c)(3)(v). The Department’s intention is to have
physician-specialists and psychologist-specialists reviewing specialty areas, and primary care providers reviewing
primary care areas. Family practitioners should not be
providing expert medical opinion on brain surgery, pediatricians should not be providing expert medical opinion on
cancer treatment, and general internists should not be
providing expert medical opinion on spine surgery. Every
enrollee in a managed care plan has a primary care
provider who serves as the enrollee’s medical manager,
providing treatment as appropriate and managing the
enrollee’s care through referrals to specialists as necessary. This does not make the provider a specialist in the
‘‘same or similar specialty’’ by virtue of the fact that the
provider coordinates referrals.
The Department received several comments on proposed subsection (c)(3)(ii), which stated that the matched
specialist need not personally attend at the review, but
had to be included in the hearing, discussion and
decisionmaking by written report, telephone or
videoconference.
Two commentators requested that the Department
clarify whether a matched specialist has to be a voting
member of the committee.
One commentator stated that the proposed regulations
would allow the matched specialist to vote without being
present at the review. The commentator commented that
this would seriously erode the protections of the statute.
One commentator noted that Act 68 does not require
physical presence at the review committee meeting, and
requested clarification.
One commentator objected to the matched specialist
being permitted to provide an opinion in writing. The
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commentator stated that the specialist should either
participate in person or by conference call.
One commentator recommended deleting proposed subsection (c)(3)(ii) altogether.
The Department does not intend to delete this paragraph. It is necessary to require input from the physician
or approved licensed psychologist in the review of a
grievance, since Act 68 requires it (see section 2161(d) of
Article XXI), and it is necessary for the Department to set
standards for how that input is to occur.
The Department has already taken the position that it
is not practical to require physical or telephonic presence
of a ‘‘matched’’ specialist and had included this in the
proposed regulation. See proposed subsection (c)(3)(ii).
The Department did take the position, however, that the
‘‘matched’’ specialist’s report could be read into the record
and the opinion of the matched specialist would then
become part of the record for the committee’s review. The
Department believes that allowing a written report is
necessary to obtain the most specialized individuals,
taking into consideration the possibility of a paucity of
experts in the more specialized fields, and taking into
consideration time constraints on these individuals and
the unpredictable schedules they face providing services
to patients.
The Department has also clarified subsection (c)(3)(ii)
by adding language that states that a licensed physician
or approved licensed psychologist who does not personally
attend the review meeting may not vote on the grievance,
unless that person actively participates in the review
meeting by telephone or videoconference and has the
opportunity to review any additional information introduced at the review meeting prior to the vote. A specialist
in the same or similar specialty who cannot vote on the
grievance must, however, provide input by written opinion as stated in subparagraph (ii). The report of the
specialist must be part of the record, regardless of
whether the specialist is permitted to vote or not.
One commentator opposed the requirement in proposed
subsection (c)(3)(iii) that plans provide the specialist’s
report to the enrollee, or the health care provider if the
provider has filed the grievance, at least 7 days prior to
the review date. The commentator recommended the
elimination of that requirement. The commentator stated
that the requirement represented a challenging time
frame for a specialist’s review. The commentator further
stated that this requirement exacerbated the fact that the
reviewer was not protected under the Peer Review Protection Act (63 P. S. §§ 425.1—425.4). The commentator
noted that reviewers have been threatened with physical
harm for their medical decisions. The commentator suggested that requiring the report to be provided will make
it more difficult for plans to secure physician input.
The Department has not required plans to reveal the
reviewer’s name; it has required them merely to provide a
copy of the reviewer’s report to the enrollee or provider.
The plan will also have to reveal the reviewer’s credentials, either as part of the report, or at the review. See
subsection (c)(3)(iv).
Two commentators recommended that the Department
require that an expert’s report be automatically shared
with the enrollee and prescribing provider, without the
necessity for a request, written or otherwise. One of these
commentators stated that the regulations should require
that the report be provided 2 weeks prior to the review
date.
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That commentator also stated that it was unclear
whether the last sentence of subsection (c)(3)(iii), requiring a plan to disclose the report, is conditioned upon the
reviewer not participating in the review.
The proposed subparagraph specifically deals with what
would occur when the physician or approved licensed
psychologist was not present during the review meeting.
The Department has not changed this subparagraph in
response to this comment. The Department believes that
requiring a request for any report is not burdensome on
the enrollee, or the health care provider, and that the
7-day time period is sufficient time for an enrollee or
provider to review the report.
Section 9.706. Health care provider initiated grievances.
The Department received several comments on proposed § 9.703, which has been renumbered as § 9.706.
One commentator supported the proposed section, and
stated that it contained important protections that should
be retained.
Three commentators, including IRRC, recommended
that the Department move this proposed section to a
different part of the subchapter. One commentator recommended that the Department merge it with proposed
§ 9.706. One commentator recommended combining it
with proposed § 9.707 or placing it directly before that
proposed subsection. IRRC recommended moving it to
place it with proposed §§ 9.706—9.708.
The Department agrees that this section should be
moved and renumbered, but has not merged it with
another section, since the subject matter warrants a
separate and distinct section. The Department has renumbered this section as § 9.706, and, as previously
discussed, has renumbered the intervening sections as
follows: §§ 9.703—9.705 (relating to internal complaint
process; appeal of a complaint decision; and internal
grievance process).
One commentator requested that the Department
clarify whether the Department has ceased to recognize
provider appeal processes established as part of provider
contracts and recognized by NCQA. The commentator
noted that the Department stated in the Preamble to
proposed rulemaking that after implementation of the
Department’s regulations, provider dispute mechanisms
will require prior approval by the Department, as will
alternative external grievance dispute mechanisms. The
Department’s current position, according to the commentator, is that, until promulgation of final-form regulations,
provider appeals will not necessarily be limited to those
that fall under the parameters of Act 68.
The Department continues to recognize and encourage
alternate dispute mechanisms, including provider appeal
mechanisms wherever found, but would prefer them to be
in contracts or at least referenced in contracts. Act 68
provides for a specific type of alternative dispute mechanism, one providing an alternative to the external grievance process, which may be used only if the Department
approves it. Act 68 does not prohibit other alternative
dispute mechanisms, as long as the requirements of Act
68 are not violated. The Department has also specifically
recognized a provider dispute mechanism for administrative denials of coverage. See § 9.711 (relating to alternative provider dispute resolution systems.)
Three commentators, including IRRC, recommended
that the Department develop a consent form for plans to
use as a model, and adapt it to the specific needs of their
consent processes.
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The Department agrees that the inclusion of the required elements for a valid consent would eliminate
disputes and streamline the grievance process. The Department has, therefore, included in the regulation the
elements of a valid consent form to be used by providers
to obtain consent from an enrollee to file a grievance. See
subsection (e). These elements must be present in a
consent form for it to be valid.
Four commentators questioned whether the enrollee’s
consent had to be written, or could be verbal. One of
these commentators asked that the Department clarify
when verbal consent or implied consent would be sufficient for Act 68 compliance. Another asked whether time
would begin to run on a provider grievance on behalf of a
member only when a written consent form was obtained.
One commentator stated that the consent had to be in
writing, since Act 68 required it.
Act 68 requires written consent from the enrollee for a
health care provider to initiate a grievance. This ensures
that the enrollee fully understands that the enrollee is
giving up a right under Act 68. To leave out the word
‘‘written’’ in the Department’s regulations was an oversight, and the Department has corrected the language to
require written consent before a grievance may be filed. If
the enrollee is a minor or incompetent, a legal representative may grant consent. See subsection (e).
Several commentators requested that the Department
include specific language in proposed subsection (b) permitting providers to obtain written consent to file a
grievance from the enrollee at the time of treatment. One
commentator requested this language to ensure that
providers are able to advocate for their patients. Several
commentators stated that it was difficult to find certain
enrollees after treatment to obtain consent, for example,
MA enrollees. Proposed subsection (b) would prohibit an
enrollee from providing consent as a condition precedent
to treatment.
Another commentator stated that it was having difficulty having consent forms returned in time to file a
grievance.
One commentator commented that providers should
have to obtain consent from enrollees at each stage of the
grievance process to avoid providers pursuing grievances
based on blanket consents after the enrollee has been
satisfied.
One commentator commented that this would be the
appropriate section to underscore the fact that providers
may not rely on standing consent obtained in advance of
a disputed service or procedure to satisfy consent requirements.
IRRC noted that commentators have raised concerns
about whether consent can be obtained at time of treatment, and requested that the Department clarify the
proposed subsection.
The Department is willing to permit a health care
provider to use an enrollee consent obtained prior to
service, so long as that consent is not obtained as a
condition precedent to the enrollee’s receiving the service.
The Department is aware that some providers serve
populations who may be difficult to locate after the
service has been rendered. The Department is also aware
that some enrollees, not being held financially responsible
for the service in any case, may have no motivation to
support the provider’s pursuit of a grievance. If the
provider does not obtain consent at the time of the
service, the provider may have difficulties in obtaining
consents at a later date. The Department has, therefore,

added specific language to the regulation stating that the
provider may obtain a consent at the time of treatment.
However, as proposed, the provider may not require the
enrollee to sign a consent as a condition precedent to
receiving treatment or service.
If the provider fails to file within the period of time
allowed by the plan or by regulation, however, the
enrollee will then be unable to file a grievance on the
enrollee’s own behalf. To protect the enrollee who gives a
consent at the time of treatment, the Department is
requiring that if the provider chooses not to pursue a
grievance, the provider must notify the enrollee within 10
days of the receipt of the standard denial from the plan
that the provider does not intend to file a grievance. See
subsection (g). This will signal to the enrollee that the
provider will not be pursuing the grievance and it is up to
the enrollee to pursue it if the enrollee chooses to do so.
Once the health care service has been rendered, and
the issue is purely one of retrospective payment, the
provider and the enrollee are seldom in communication
with each other about the intentions of one or the other
to file a grievance. The practice of obtaining blanket
consent from all enrollees is particularly troublesome
when the provider fails to prosecute a case fully and
effectively squanders the enrollee’s right to file a grievance, which the enrollee has granted to the provider. The
Department strongly supports plans and providers arriving at alternate means of settling payment disputes,
other than blanket enrollee consent, in cases where
enrollees are not financially responsible because of the
plan-provider contract terms.
One commentator recommended that the Department
delete the language ‘‘assumes responsibility for filing’’ in
proposed subsection (c) and replace it with the word
‘‘files.’’ Proposed subsection (c) stated that ‘‘Once a health
care provider assumes responsibility for filing a grievance, the health care provider may not refuse to grieve
the issue through the second level grievance review.’’
The Department has not changed the language. The
Department has used this language to underscore the fact
that the provider has a responsibility to the enrollee as
soon as the enrollee waives the right to grieve a matter
by allowing the provider to do so.
Another commentator recommended that the Department clarify its intent in this proposed subsection. The
commentator noted that the provider is at risk when an
external review is requested, since the losing party has to
pay costs under Act 68. The commentator asked what
would happen to a grievance if a provider decides not to
pursue an external grievance. The commentator stated
that the enrollee should be advised by the provider, since
this should not be the plan’s responsibility.
The commentator also stated that the plan should have
the right to refuse to accept a request for an external
grievance from an enrollee, even if the request was
untimely due to failure of a provider to timely notify the
member of the provider’s refusal to grieve to that level.
The Department agrees that the enrollee should have
notice of the provider’s decision to cease pursuit of a
grievance, so that the enrollee may choose to pursue a
review of the grievance. The Department has, therefore,
added subsection (g) to require that a provider notify the
enrollee of its intention not to pursue a grievance or the
next level of review. Further, if the external grievance is
late in being filed, then the plan has the ability to refuse
to accept the request for the external grievance. Act 68
sets the time frames for these requests (see section
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2162(c)(1) of Article XXI), and if a grievance is not timely
filed, regardless of the reason, the plan can refuse to
accept it.
One commentator noted that since many appeals by
providers occur where the enrollee is not required to pay
for the service being grieved by the hold harmless terms
of the provider contract, the provider should be permitted
to drop the appeal after first level, and only go on if the
enrollee requests.
Another commentator stated that to require physicians
to continue challenging a decision through the second
level grievance process is a disincentive for physicians to
file grievances. The commentator stated that this requirement is not supported by Act 68 and should be removed.
The Department’s intention in including this language
in the proposed regulations was to prevent a health care
provider from obtaining enrollee consent to file a grievance, squandering the enrollee’s rights by failing to fully
pursue the grievance review, and then billing the enrollee
when the enrollee no longer has recourse through the Act
68 grievance procedures because the enrollee’s grievance
rights have terminated without the enrollee’s informed
opportunity to fully exercise them. It does not matter to
the Department whether the provider prosecutes the
grievance through the external grievance review. What
matters to the Department is that the provider not bill
the enrollee until the enrollee’s grievance rights have
been pursued to the extent of the enrollee’s desire. The
provider may choose to drop a grievance if it does not,
and will not, bill the enrollee for the services that are the
basis of the grievance. If the enrollee chooses to rescind
consent and carry on the grievance directly, the provider
may bill the enrollee at that point. The provider should
not be allowed to routinely obtain consent from enrollees
and half-heartedly carry out the appeals, using up the
enrollee’s right to grieve, and then billing the enrollee
when the provider no longer feels like prosecuting the
case. The Department has revised the language of the
subsection to address these concerns. See subsection (c).
Two commentators have questioned the Department’s
authority to prohibit health care providers from billing
enrollees until matters that are the subject of the grievance are completely reviewed through the grievance
process. See proposed subsection (d). One commentator
stated that this proposed regulation would appear to
conflict with the prompt payment provisions of Act 68.
See section 2166 of Article XXI. The commentator asked
why the provider should have to take full risk because it
appealed when the plan only approved partial payment
because the plan believes the services should be of
shorter duration. Further, it asked why the provider has
to take full risk when the health care system commonly
requires disengorgement of fees that were not appropriately paid if the plan’s decision not to pay in full is
eventually upheld.
Another commentator suggested that prohibiting physicians from billing enrollees until the external grievance
process has been completed is a disincentive to file
grievances.
The Department has the authority to determine what is
acceptable in a grievance process because plans are
required to establish and maintain grievance resolution
systems, which are satisfactory to the Secretary. See
section 364(e) of the HMO Act and section 630(e) of the
PPO Act. Further, plans are required to adopt and
maintain complaint and grievance processes that are
compliant with Act 68 (see section 2111(8) and (9) of
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Article XXI), and the Department is charged with ensuring compliance with Act 68 (see section 2182(d) of Article
XXI), specifically with respect to ensuring compliance to
grievance and complaint review processes. See section
2181(a) of Article XXI.
This prohibition against billing is a common sense
requirement intended to protect the enrollee. It is the
provider that has determined to appeal the decision, and
it is the provider controlling how the appeal is pursued,
not the enrollee.
With respect to the comment made related to prompt
payment, prompt payment applies to a plan and to clean
claims, (see definition of ‘‘clean claim’’ in section 2102 of
Article XXi), and not to the enrollee. See section 2166 of
Article XXI (relating to prompt payment of claims). The
claims in question in this subsection have been processed
as ‘‘clean claims’’ and have been denied. The prompt
payment provision does not apply once a claim has been
submitted, adjudicated and denied. There is no conflict
between this section and the prompt payment provision of
Act 68 and Insurance’s regulations.
Lastly, the provider is not at full risk, but is only
unable to bill the patient until the reviews are completed.
There is no reason why the patient should bear the full
financial responsibility as opposed to the provider. In fact,
the fee provisions of Act 68, with respect to external
grievances, make it clear that the enrollee is not to be at
risk for the cost of the external grievance review no
matter what the outcome. See section 2162(c)(7) of Article
XXI. The Department’s regulations are fully in line with
the intent of the statute, which is to benefit the enrollee
in terms of quality health care accountability and protection.
IRRC notes that commentators have asked whether
billing may occur if the grievance is filed by an enrollee.
IRRC requested that the Department clarify whether this
proposed subsection (d) (now part of subsection (c)) would
apply regardless of who initiates the grievance.
One commentator stated that it read proposed subsection (d) to prohibit provider billing only when the provider initiated the grievance.
Subsection (c) applies solely to health care providerinitiated grievances, as the title of the section would
suggest. Providers may bill if contractually they are able
to do so, and they have chosen to pursue a grievance and
exhausted the grievance process without success. The
regulations do not prohibit billing when the enrollee
initiates a grievance.
One commentator requested clarification as to whom
the word ‘‘it’’ referred in the phrase ‘‘until it chooses not
to appeal an adverse decision’’ in proposed subsection (e).
The commentator recommended that it should be the
enrollee.
The word ‘‘it’’ does not refer to the enrollee, it refers to
the health care provider, which is the entity in control of
the appeal at this stage. The Department has revised
proposed subsection (e), now subsection (d), to clarify that
fact.
One commentator recommended adding language to
proposed subsection (f) which would state ‘‘ Pennsylvania
law permits an enrollee of a managed care plan or, with
the enrollee’s written consent, a health care provider, to
request that the plan reconsider a decision made concerning the medical necessity and appropriateness of a health
care service. This request is known as a grievance.’’
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The Department has not added the recommended language, since it appears to provide a definition of ‘‘grievance,’’ which is already included in § 9.602. The Department has decided, however, to delete the proposed text of
the subsection since its subject matter will now be
included in subsection (e), which includes the required
elements for a valid enrollee consent to allow a provider
to file a grievance on the enrollee’s behalf.
Those elements include allowing a legal representative
of the enrollee to provide the consent and automatic
rescission if the provider fails to file a grievance. The
consent to file a grievance shall identify the enrollee, the
health care provider, and the managed care plan; shall
provide a brief description of the service; and must
include the dates of service. The consent to file a
grievance must also clearly disclose to the enrollee in
writing that the consent precludes the enrollee from filing
a grievance on the same issue unless the enrollee, during
the course of the grievance, rescinds in writing the
previous written consent. The consent must also inform
the enrollee of the right to rescind the consent at any
time during the grievance process. These statements
must be read by or to the enrollee, and be explained to
the enrollee. The Department’s intent in including these
two latter requirements is to ensure that the enrollee is
adequately informed as to what providing consent will
mean.
Section 9.707. External grievance process.
The Department received several comments on this
proposed section. One commentator supported the Department’s removal of language from its draft regulations that
would have permitted the Department to investigate plan
definitions of ‘‘medical necessity’’ under evaluations by a
CRE. The commentator also supported the elimination of
language that stated that CREs could review a plan’s
definition of ‘‘medical necessity’’ and specifically comment
as to whether it deviated from the usual and customary
language regarding medical necessity.
One commentator commented that the proposed section
was confusing and recommended that it should be simplified when possible.
One commentator repeated its earlier comment that it
would be necessary to have a licensed peer of the health
care provider who requested the review, or who made the
request for services, on behalf of an enrollee participate in
the review. The commentator stated that this would be
appropriate since a clinical rationale must be given and
such decisions are based on medical necessity and appropriateness. The commentator noted that nothing in the
statute excluded the use of a ‘‘same licensed clinician’’ in
the review process, and recommended revising the proposed regulations to include this requirement.
The Department has not made the recommended
changes to the regulation. This section addresses procedures in obtaining an external review, and not substantive standards for the conduct of that review. The latter
standards are included in § 9.708. This comment was
more fully addressed in the discussion on the comments
on proposed § 9.706.
Another commentator raised concerns that the language relating to standards for psychiatrist reviewers was
not clear. The commentator recommended that the Department include the language in § 9.743(d) (relating to
content of an application for certification as a CRE). The
commentator recommended that the Department repeat
this language in proposed §§ 9.706—9.708.

Because this section deals with procedural matters, it
would not be appropriate to include language relating to
the standards for reviewers in this section. This comment
was more fully addressed in discussions of comments on
§ 9.705 (formerly § 9.706).
IRRC commented that proposed subsection (b)(1) would
require an enrollee to appeal within 15 days of the receipt
of the second level review decision. IRRC asked how the
receipt of the decision was to be determined.
The Department has discussed this issue more fully in
its response to comments on § 9.705. A plan will be
required to make determinations on a case-by-case basis.
Failure to do so fairly and consistently could lead to
sanctions by the Department.
One commentator commented that an enrollee should
have 30 days rather than 15 days to file for an external
review. The Department cannot change this requirement,
since the time frame is set by Act 68. See section
2162(c)(1) of Article XXI.
IRRC recommended that the Department clarify its use
of the word ‘‘or’’ in proposed subsection (b)(2). The
proposed subsection stated that notice should go to the
Department, the enrollee or the health care provider.
IRRC commented that the proposed subsection could be
read to require provision of notice of the decision to either
the enrollee or the provider.
Another commentator requested that the Department
require that notice be provided to both the provider and
the enrollee, even though the statute requires notice to
the enrollee or the provider, if the provider is the one
taking the appeal.
The Department has changed the language to require
notification to the enrollee and the enrollee’s representative always, and the health care provider also, if the
health care provider is filing a grievance with enrollee
consent. See subsection (b)(2).
IRRC and another commentator noted that the reference to subsection (k) in proposed subsection (b)(4) appeared to be in error.
The Department agrees that this reference is incorrect.
The Department intended to refer to information included
in subsection (b)(5). The Department has corrected the
reference.
The Department is also changing subsection (b)(4) to
clarify it and to use the terminology of Act 68. The
subsection now reads ‘‘Along with the notification and
request for an assignment of a CRE and the information
in subsection (b)(5), the plan shall provide the Department with the name, title and phone numbers of both a
primary and alternative external grievance coordinator.’’
One commentator asked whether a plan was still
permitted to charge a nominal processing fee of $25 or
less in connection with the external grievance.
The Department has not altered Act 68, which allows
the imposition of a $25 or less filing fee for the filing of
an external grievance.
IRRC also commented that proposed subsection (b)(4)
referred to an ‘‘external grievance coordinator,’’ but that
the term was not defined. IRRC recommended that the
Department add a definition for this term.
The Department believes the phrase to be selfexplanatory. The Department is not creating a job position, but rather is requiring plans to designate and name
a primary and alternate staff person who will coordinate
the processing of external grievances for the plan, so that
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the Department has a direct link to the plan, particularly
in the event of an expedited review. It is up to the plan to
decide who that person will be.
One commentator recommended that the Department
develop a simple form for an enrollee to use to send a
request to the plan for the assignment of a CRE, and that
the Department should require plans to include the form
with the second level grievance decision.
The Department agrees that a model form would be
helpful, and has already developed a form for plans to
distribute to enrollees with second level complaint decision letters. The Department does not want to require its
use by regulation. This could create technical regulatory
violations when enrollees and providers do not use the
forms. The Department will develop and release a form
by a technical advisory. It is possible plans may develop a
method more ‘‘user-friendly’’ than what the Department
would develop.
One commentator requested that the Department
clarify that a member should send copies of correspondence that are readily available, but that the enrollee’s
failure to do so should not be considered grounds for the
dismissal of the enrollee’s external grievance request. The
commentator stated that the requirement that an enrollee
provide copies of any correspondence from the plan would
be burdensome for the enrollee, and that the plan was in
a better position to provide this information.
After reading this comment, the Department believes
subsection (b) needs clarification. It is the plan that must
provide copies of the correspondence, not the enrollee. For
purposes of clarification, the Department has changed
subsection (b)(5) to read ‘‘The plan’s request to the
Department for assignment of a CRE shall include the
following.’’ The Department has also revised subsection
(b)(1) to include a minimum of what must be in the
enrollee’s or the health care provider’s request for an
external review.
IRRC requested that the Department replace the acronym ‘‘Insurance’’ in subsection (b)(5)(iv) with the word
‘‘identification,’’ and asked whether this meant an Insurance number assigned to enrollee by plan, or some other
number.
The Department has made the correction requested.
The word ‘‘identification’’ is intended to refer to an
identification number assigned to the enrollee by the
plan.
The Department has also added a requirement to
subsection (b)(1) that if a health care provider is requesting an external review, it provide evidence of the enrollee’s written consent along with the name of the enrollee.
This will ensure that it is clear that the provider has
authority to file the appeal.
IRRC recommended that subsection (b)(5)(viii) and
(6)(ii) specify what the Department would consider to be
‘‘reasonably necessary supporting documentation.’’
The Department agrees that ‘‘reasonably necessary
documentation’’ should be defined, and has included
language to define it in subsection (b)(5)(viii). Reasonably
necessary information will include UR criteria, technology
assessments, care notes, information submitted by clinicians regarding the enrollee’s health status as it relates
to the issue on appeal, opinions from matched specialists
or peer reviewers and information submitted by the
enrollee and the treating health care providers.
One commentator recommended that copies of all supporting documentation should be provided to the enrollee
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and, if applicable, to the provider. The commentator
stated that the enrollee should know what the plan
considered in reaching its decision.
One commentator commented that a plan should be
required to provide to the CRE the contractual definition
of ‘‘medical necessity’’ and other documentation that the
plan used to make its internal decision. The commentator
recommended that the section be revised to require that
the information be provided to the enrollee and enrollee’s
physician without request.
One commentator recommended that the Department
delete the requirement that the plan describe the remedy
being sought by the enrollee in proposed subsection
(b)(5)(vi).
The Department has stated that plans must make all
relevant information available to the enrollee, so it is
unnecessary to make the plan send a duplicate case file
to the enrollee or the provider. A document list will allow
the enrollee or provider to recognize if information they
consider necessary has not been sent. The regulations
require that a list be provided. See subsection (b)(7).
The Department is deleting from subsection (b)(5)(v)
and (vi) the proposed requirements that the plan summarize the issue and the remedy being sought by the
enrollee, as this information is contained in the enrollee’s
second level appeal letters and the review committee’s
decision. The Department has required that these items
be provided by the plan to the Department along with the
request for a CRE. See subsection (b)(5)(v) and (vi). These
items are already a part of the case file and will provide
an accurate description of the case, without the plan
summarizing it. The Department is concerned that the
plan’s paraphrasing or characterizing of the appeal would
give rise to further issues for the enrollee.
The Department has also revised proposed subsection
(b)(7) to delete language requiring the plan to provide the
enrollee or health care provider with the plan’s description of the issue being appealed and the remedy being
sought. The Department had proposed this to allow the
enrollee or provider to challenge the plan’s characterization of these items. Since, however, the Department has
deleted these items from subsection (b)(5), in favor of the
enrollee’s or the provider’s appeal letters and the committee’s decision letters, there is no need for this provision.
The Department has revised subsection (b)(6) to require
the plan to forward the written documentation concerning
the denial to the CRE performing the external review.
This is intended to place the responsibility on the plan to
get the information to the external CRE, rather than
requiring any CRE that handled the matter for the plan
internally to do so on its own.
One commentator recommended that the enrollee
should be permitted to send information to the external
CRE directly, rather than through the plan as required by
proposed subsection (b)(8). The commentator commented
that as the proposed regulation was written, with no
specific time requirements for plan to send it on, there
was a potential for unnecessary delay and for loss of
documents.
The Department intended to have the information
routed through the plan to ensure that the plan was in a
position to consider it. If this were to take place, perhaps
the need for an external grievance review would be
eliminated. The commentator’s point is well taken, however, and the Department agrees that an enrollee or
provider should be able to send information directly to
the CRE. The Department has revised subsection (b)(8) to
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state that the provider or the enrollee may submit
information directly to the CRE, but must provide copies
of those documents to the plan at the same time as the
documents are provided to the CRE.
One commentator recommended that, although proposed subsections (c) and (d) stated that the plan would
be responsible to notify the enrollee that a CRE had been
chosen, the Department should notify the enrollee as
well. As the proposed regulation was written, the commentator stated that the enrollee and the provider would
be at the mercy of the plan to provide information.
Act 68 requires the Department to notify the CRE and
the plan of the CRE’s assignment to the case, and
requires the plan to notify the enrollee or health care
provider of the name and address of the CRE within
2-business days. See section 2162(b)(2) of Article XXI. The
Department’s proposed amendment tracked this provision. It is, however, much simpler for the Department to
notify all parties at the same time, and in this way, the
Department will be assured that the enrollee and provider have the necessary information. The Department
has revised subsection (c) to state that the Department
will provide notice to the enrollee, the health care
provider if the health care provider has filed the grievance and the assigned CRE. The Department has deleted
the proposed text of subsection (d), which would have
required the plan to notify the enrollee and health care
provider of the identity and address of the CRE.
The Department has also deleted the last sentence of
proposed subsection (g) (now subsection (f)), since that
sentence would have required the plan to provide notice
of the assignment of the CRE, regardless of whether it
choose to challenge the assignment. Since the Department is now providing notice of the CRE assignment, this
language is unnecessary.
One commentator recommended that the Department
provide information from the CRE’s accreditation automatically, since enrollees will not know to request it.
Proposed subsection (e) stated that the Department would
make additional information from the CRE’s accreditation
application to the plan, the enrollee or the health care
provider upon request.
Proposed subsection (e) (now subsection (d)) did not
state that the Department would provide information
concerning the CRE’s accreditation upon request, but,
rather, that it would provide additional information from
the CRE’s application to the Department. Notice of this
will come directly from the Department to the enrollee at
the time the Department notifies the enrollee and the
health care provider, if the provider is filing the grievance, of the CRE assignment. See subsection (d). The
Department has not made the revision that was requested.
One commentator supported the language in proposed
subsection (f) (now subsection (e)) that would prohibit a
plan from selecting a CRE to do the external review that
was affiliated directly or indirectly with the plan. Under
proposed subsection (f), if the Department would fail to
select a CRE within the time frame provided, a plan
could choose a CRE from the list of approved CREs. The
commentator recommended clarification regarding the
nature of direct or indirect affiliation.
The Department has added language to subsection (e)
to clarify the meaning of direct or indirect affiliation. By
direct or indirect affiliation, the Department meant having a current contract, or being in the process of negotiating a contract, with the plan or its affiliates to perform

UR. The Department has simply added the language:
‘‘The plan may not select a CRE that has a current
contract or is negotiating a contract with the plan or its
affiliates to perform UR to conduct the external grievance
review or is otherwise affiliated with the plan or its
affiliates,’’ and has deleted the language ‘‘affiliated directly or indirectly.’’ See subsection (e).
One commentator recommended that proposed subsection (g) should state that the 3 business days to object to
the assignment of a CRE included in the proposed
subsection applies whether the CRE is assigned by the
Department or is designated by the plan under proposed
subsection (f).
Another commentator recommended that the Department provide language stating how an objection is to be
made, including the acceptable grounds for an objection,
and to whom.
The Department agrees that proposed subsection (g)
should be clarified to allow an enrollee or provider to
object when the plan designates a CRE. It has added
language to take that situation into account. See subsection (f).
The Department has added language to subsection (f) to
provide the conditions under which a challenge may be
made. The only acceptable reason for challenge to a CRE
is on the grounds of conflict of interest. The Department
does not require proof of conflict since the point is to
arrive at a CRE both parties can accept as impartial. If
both parties accept the impartiality of the CRE, the
CRE’s decision becomes more trustworthy. The Department’s intention is not to provide a mechanism by which
the enrollee or provider may prove that a claimed conflict
is reasonable or unreasonable, but to create a process in
which both parties can trust to resolve claims equitably.
The Department has also decided to change the time
period in which either party may challenge a CRE
assignment from the date of receipt of notice of the
assignment to the date on the notice of assignment. The
Department was concerned that it would be impossible to
determine date of receipt of the notice. The Department is
compensating for the change by increasing the time
period from 3-business days to 7-business days.
One commentator requested that the Department reconsider its position requiring the plan to pay for the
health care service regardless of whether or not it chooses
to appeal. The commentator stated that the plan should
be able to request that implementation of the external
review decision be stayed pending appeal, or that the
implementation of the decision proceed subject to certain
agreed limitations or protective arrangements that preserve the dispute as live. The commentator stated that
the language of proposed subsection (k) would undercut a
plan’s right to judicial review by making the issue moot,
even when expedited or injunctive relief could be sought.
The language of subsection (k) is taken from section
2162(c)(6) of Article XXI. The plan may always request a
stay pending appeal from the court of competent jurisdiction to which it appeals. Neither the Department nor the
CRE have any way of granting a supersedeas or a stay in
such matters. The external review decision is not the
decision of the Department, but of the CRE. The CRE is
not a court of law, nor does it sit as a quasijudicial body.
It proceeds by statute to review the plan’s decision. The
statute does not provide the CRE with authority to grant
a supersedeas.
One commentator recommended that the Department
add a provision from Act 68 that was omitted from the
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proposed regulations: ‘‘If the enrollee files the external
grievance and the plan prevails, the plan shall pay all
fees and costs.’’
The Department agrees that this language should be
added, and has included it in subsection (k).
One commentator commented that proposed subsection
(l) (now subsection (k)) would be a biased disincentive to
health care providers to seek an external grievance, since
this ability to assume fees and costs associated with
external grievance is far less than the plan’s if they are
not the prevailing party. The commentator recommended
that this proposed subsection be reviewed to determine a
more equitable penalty process.
Section 2162(c)(7) of Article XXI sets the responsibility
for the payment of fees and costs relating to external
grievances. The Department cannot alter the statutory
responsibility of a provider to pay fees and costs when the
provider is the nonprevailing party.
One commentator recommended that the regulations
should state how fees are to be handled in split decisions.
The Department agrees that language should be added
to the proposed regulations to address split decisions, and
has done so. If a decision is against the health care
provider in its entirety, the health care provider shall pay
the fees and costs associated with the external grievance.
If the plan is not the prevailing party in that the decision
is against the plan in full or in part, the plan must pay
the fees and costs associated with the external grievance
review, regardless of the identity of the grievant. See
subsection (l). If a provider is responsible for payment of
the fees when the appeal substantiates the services were
not medically necessary or appropriate under the terms of
the plan, it is a disincentive for providers to request
external review for questionable or frivolous cases. If, on
the other hand, the plan’s denial is insupportable to any
degree, the plan should pay for the entire cost of the
external review.
Another commentator stated that the Department did
not have the statutory authority to determine that attorney fees are not included in the fees imposed on the
prevailing party, and recommended the deletion of the
language. The commentator recommended that attorney
fees be passed on to nonprevailing party
The statute specifically states that for purposes of the
section, fees and costs do not include attorneys fees. See
section 2162(c)(7) of Article XXI. The Department did not
specifically use the term ‘‘fees and costs’’ in its regulation,
and it will use this term to mirror the statute.
Section 9.708. External grievance reviews by CREs.
The Department received several comments on this
proposed section.
IRRC recommended that the Department add to proposed subsection (a), which would include requirements
for the issuance of an external review decision, a requirement that notice be provided to an enrollee’s representative as well, since an enrollee can have a representative.
The Department agrees, and has made the change.
The Department has also included more specific requirements for an external grievance review decision.
These requirements—credentials of the individual reviewer, a list of the information considered in reaching
the decision and a brief statement of the decision (see
subsection (a)), are in accord with recommendations made
by commentators with regard to decisions issued by
plans.
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Several commentators also, in comments made on
proposed §§ 9.704 and 9.706, requested that the enrollee
be provided access to the credentials of the individual
making the decision.
Although the Department has declined to require the
production of credentials in complaint decisions for plan
personnel and enrollee committee members, and in the
standard UR decision prior to the grievance process, the
Department is requiring the production of credentials of
the matched specialist. See § 9.705(c)(3)(v). The Department believes that the production of the credentials of the
external reviewer is also necessary to ensure that the
match was apt, and to provide the enrollee and provider
with information to support the inherent trustworthiness
of the decision. Further, the Department believes that the
information it is requiring in the external review decision
allows the plan, enrollee and provider to invest in the
system and believe in its inherent trustworthiness, and is
therefore essential for the ultimate success of the external
review process.
One commentator recommended that the Department
define the word ‘‘appropriate’’ in proposed subsection (b).
Proposed subsection (b) would require that the CRE
review the second level grievance decision based on
whether the health care service denied by the internal
grievance process was medically necessary and appropriate under the terms of the plan. The commentator
questioned whether the word ‘‘appropriate’’ was intended
to mean appropriateness of site or service. The commentator also questioned who would review the ‘‘appropriateness of site’’ questions. It further commented that the
‘‘appropriateness of service’’ review was a part of the
medical necessity review and this should be clarified. The
commentator recommended that ‘‘appropriate’’ should be
defined to mean ‘‘appropriateness of site’’ and not ‘‘appropriateness of service,’’ since the latter was part of the
definition of ‘‘medical necessity.’’
The Department has made no change to the proposed
regulations. Appropriateness pertains to both place and to
service, and is all a part of the medical necessity and
appropriateness review required by Act 68. See section
2162(c)(5) of Article XXI.
One commentator recommended that the Department
clarify the language of proposed subsection (c) as follows:
‘‘The CRE may not make coverage decisions such as
requiring plans to cover services not covered under the
policy, or specifically excluded under the policy.’’ The
commentator noted that plans could exclude services by
contract, and nothing in the CRE’s review should be
deemed to authorize it to breach a contract. The commentator noted that the CRE was statutorily prohibited from
making coverage decisions.
The standard for CRE review is in section 2162(c)(5) of
Article XXI and in subsection (b). There is no need to add
further language. There is no presumption in Act 68 or in
the Department’s regulations that a service that is necessary is therefore covered. CREs are not authorized to
require coverage of service that are specifically excluded.
If, in the event of, a nonspecific exclusion, for example, an
exclusion for experimental or investigational services, a
CRE determines that a service is not experimental or
investigational, then a CRE may require coverage, and
the standard of review of Act 68 has not been ignored, or
the contract breached.
One commentator noted that proposed subsection (c)
would require the CRE to consider all information considered by the plan. The commentator recommended that
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the CRE be required to review all information submitted
to the plan, whether or not the plan had considered it.
The Department has not changed the language of the
regulation. The CRE is to consider all information considered by the plan, and information included in § 9.707.
Both the plan and the enrollee, or a health care provider
that has filed the grievance, have the ability to submit
additional information to the CRE for its review under
§ 9.707(b)(8). If the enrollee or provider believe that a
plan failed to review important information, they have
the ability to resubmit that information to the CRE.
One commentator raised concerns that proposed subsection (d) seemed to allow for a lower standard for external
reviews than for internal review. The commentator noted
that proposed § 9.706(d)(2) would state that a reviewer
can either be a physician in the same or similar specialty
that typically manages or recommends treatment for the
health care service being reviewed, or a physician in
active clinical practice. The commentator asserted that
this meant that a physician with no experience in a
particular area, but active clinically in another totally
unrelated area, could be reviewing a case in an area
about which the physician knows nothing. The commentator acknowledged that this is what section 2162(c)(4) of
Article XXI states, but suggested that this construction of
the statute made little sense. The commentator stated
that drafters of the bill with whom it has spoken have
agreed that this is a drafting error. The commentator
stated that the statute was intended to offer a combination of active clinical practice and in the same or similar
specialty as an alternative to board certification and the
same or similar specialty. The commentator recommended
revision of the proposed regulations to take into account
this mistake.
Another commentator also commented that the use of
the word ‘‘or’’ after the phrase ‘‘in active clinical practice’’
appeared to be a mistake in the statute, and in proposed
subsection (d)(2).
The Department, after reviewing the comments on this
issue, believes that principles of statutory construction
would permit it to ignore the use of the word ‘‘or’’ in the
statute. If an interpretation of a statute would be clearly
absurd, as it would in this case to read the word ‘‘or’’ in
its place, that interpretation may be ignored to effectuate
the intent of Act 68. See Zimmerman v. O’Bannon, 442
A.2d 674, 676-677 (1982) (it is axiomatic that the General
Assembly does not intend a result that is absurd or
unreasonable). Since the intent of Act 68, and this
provision, is clearly to provide the greatest protection
possible to enrollees by providing them with the best level
of review possible, to read the statute otherwise would be
a violation of that intent. The Department has revised its
regulations accordingly.
One commentator recommended including language
from § 9.743(d) to clarify the language of the proposed
regulations relating to standards for psychologist reviewers.
The Department addressed the issue in discussion of
comments on proposed § 9.706 (now § 9.705).
One commentator repeated its earlier comment that it
would be necessary to have a licensed peer of the health
care provider who requested the review or who made the
request for services on behalf an enrollee participate in
the review. The commentator stated that this would be
appropriate since a clinical rationale must be given and
such decisions are based on medical necessity and appropriateness. The commentator noted that nothing in the

statute excluded the use of a ‘‘same licensed clinician’’ in
the review process, and recommended revising the regulations to include this requirement.
Another commentator noted that the absence of peer
review was evident, and should be corrected. The commentator recommended that a health care provider with
the same professional preparation as the grieving provider should be included in the review.
The Department has not made the recommended
changes to this section. Act 68 does not require that the
reviewer have the same license, but that the reviewer be
in the same or similar specialty. The statute’s intent is to
allow flexibility within certain parameters and not to
force the CRE to obtain an opinion from a peer of the
provider requesting the service. As discussed earlier,
there are instances when a neurosurgical opinion may not
be inappropriate and indeed may be more relevant than
an orthopedic opinion given the nature of the case.
Further, the Department will not require, as part of the
reviewing group, a person in the same profession as the
provider who recommended the health care service in
question. The issue is not one of professional bias, but one
of whether the enrollee was denied medically necessary
and appropriate treatment. For this purpose, it is not
necessary to have a provider with the same professional
license to review the case.
Further, Act 68 requires the inclusion of the physician
or psychologist as a reviewer. See section 2162(c)(4) of
Article XXI. No other type of provider may perform this
review. A CRE that used a provider other than a physician, or as Act 68 permits, a psychologist, would be in
violation of Act 68, and in jeopardy of losing its accreditation.
One commentator recommended that the Department
add a definition of ‘‘active clinical practice’’ to the definition section of the regulations.
The Department agrees that this should be done, and
has added the definition from Act 68 to § 9.602: ‘‘The
practice of clinical medicine by a health care provider for
an average of not less than 20 hours per week.’’ See
definition of ‘‘active clinical practice’’ in section 2102 of
Article XXI.
Three commentators recommended that the Department delete the reference to the definition of ‘‘emergency’’
in the enrollee’s certificate of coverage, since the standards for emergency services in Act 68 are what should
be used. Proposed subsection (e) would require the CRE
to utilize the emergency service standards of Act 68 and
this chapter, and the definitions of ‘‘medical necessity’’
and ‘‘emergency’’ in the enrollee’s certificate of coverage in
reviewing a grievance decision relating to emergency
services.
The Department included a reference to the certificate
of coverage in proposed subsection (e) because that is
where the benefit levels and exclusions appear. The
Department has clarified this in the regulation by deleting references to the definitions of medical necessity and
emergency in that certificate, and requiring the CRE to
review the certificate itself. The Department has also
included the requirement that the prudent layperson
standard of Act 68 be used by the CRE for the purposes of
clarity.
Section 9.709. Expedited review.
The Department received several comments on this
proposed section.
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One commentator stated that additional language
should be added to the section to require the plan to act
on requests for nonformulary prescription drug coverage
in an expedited manner, within 1 business day of the
receipt of the request. The commentator recommended
that the denial of such a request be subject to the
expedited review process in this proposed section.
As the Department stated in its response to comments
on proposed § 9.673, some objections to the denial of a
request for a formulary exception could be considered to
be grievances, depending upon the circumstances. The
Department has added language to § 9.673 to require
plans to treat requests for formulary exceptions as concurrent UR, and to reach a decision within 2 business
days. Further, if the enrollee meets the qualifying criteria
included in this section, the enrollee may request and
obtain an expedited grievance review.
Another commentator raised concerns about the practicality of the time frames involved. The commentator
stated that it could be physically impossible to gather all
necessary case records for transfer to a CRE by the end of
the next business day. The commentator also stated that
confidentiality of medical records could be breached in a
rush to complete the case file.
The plan does not have to create an entirely new file.
The plan had sufficient documentation to issue the original denial, and to issue any other internal grievance
denials, therefore it is not ‘‘starting from scratch.’’ It is
the enrollee requesting the review, and asking that the
information be provided to an expedited reviewer. It is
difficult to see how referral of the record already considered by the plan would breach confidentiality of medical
records. Further, it should be noted that section
2131(c)(2)(i) of Article XXI specifically states that nothing
in that section shall prevent disclosure necessary to
review complaints or grievances, conduct UR, determine
coverage or pay a claim.
One commentator commented that under the 1991
guidelines, disputes regarding denials of care alleged to
be necessary and pressing were required to be decided
within 48 hours regardless of whether the issue was one
of medical necessity, and that similar language should be
included in the regulations.
Act 68 now sets out requirements for grievances and
complaints, and for expedited reviews. Act 68 requires a
showing that the life, health or ability to regain maximum function of an enrollee is in jeopardy to secure an
expedited review. The Department cannot go beyond this
and create a different standard for an expedited review,
by saying that any time the service is necessary and
pressing, if only in the opinion of the enrollee, an
expedited review must be conducted.
Several commentators stated that the regulations
should include an expedited review process for those
matters that do not involve issues of medical necessity,
but which, if not resolved quickly, would jeopardize
enrollee’s health, life, or ability to regain maximum
function. These commentators also expressed concern that
there was no expedited review for complaints.
In fact, the review process proposed by the Department
does not limit expedited review to those matters involving
medical necessity. The words ‘‘medical necessity’’ or
‘‘grievance’’ do not appear in § 9.709. Instead, the language reads: ‘‘A plan shall make an expedited review
process available to an enrollee if the enrollee’s life,
health, or maximum function would be placed in jeopardy
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by delay occasioned by the review process set out in this
subchapter.’’ The subchapter, of course, covers both complaints and grievances.
Three commentators strongly supported the proposed
regulations allowing for an expedited review in all cases
where life, health or ability to regain maximum function
could be jeopardized by a delay in obtaining the recommended services.
One commentator questioned the Department’s authority to impose standards for an expedited review process,
since Act 68 does not include language requiring these
reviews. This commentator also recommended that the
Department modify this proposed section to reflect the
process adopted by most of the managed care industry.
The commentator stated that the next step after the
plan’s expedited review decision would be for the grievance to proceed to second level grievance review and then
to an external grievance review.
The Department has not changed the proposed regulations. Act 68 does provide for an expedited internal
grievance process when the life, health or ability to regain
maximum function of an enrollee is in jeopardy. See
section 2161(e) of Article XXI. To ensure that this provision is effectuated, the Department is requiring an expedited external process whenever the enrollee meets the
necessary criteria, that is, the enrollee’s the life, health or
ability to regain maximum function of an enrollee is in
jeopardy. It would be absurd, and, therefore, legally
impermissible, to construe the General Assembly to have
created an expedited internal process, the benefit of
which could be destroyed by a return to the normal
60-day external review process if the internal decision
were appealed further. Further, it makes little sense to
allow the categorization of the case to drive the enrollee’s
ability to obtain an expedited review. If the enrollee’s life,
health and ability to regain maximum function are in
jeopardy, the review should be expedited.
One commentator recommended that grievances should
also be subject to an expedited review when necessary.
The expedited review process does apply to grievances.
One commentator recommended that the regulations
address how an enrollee appeals a plan’s denial of an
expedited review.
Three commentators recommended that the regulation
identify the person responsible for determining if the
enrollee meets requirements for expedited review. One of
these commentators commented that the intent of an
expedited review could be negated by a disagreement over
the prognosis of the enrollee.
Another of these commentators recommended that the
Department add language requiring the matter of
whether an expedited review should be granted be decided by a nurse or physician primary care provider, and
requiring that such a decision be conclusive. The commentator also recommended adding ‘‘and the plan shall
grant’’ after the word ‘‘request’’ in proposed subsection (a).
Proposed subsection (a) stated that ‘‘An enrollee may
request an expedited review at any stage of the plan’s
review process.’’
One commentator recommended that the regulations
make it clear that a plan makes the decision regarding
whether or not the matter will be expedited.
The 1991 guidelines required plans to grant an expedited review at the enrollee’s option. The Department is
requiring that the request for an expedited review be
accompanied by a statement from the enrollee’s physician
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that the enrollee meets the qualifying criteria, which are
included in section 2161(e) of Article XXI. The statement
must also include the physician’s clinical rationale for the
opinion, and facts to support it. This is intended to
prevent expedited reviews from being abused by either
party. The Department is requiring that an expedited
review be granted automatically upon presentation of
such a statement. See subsection (c).
Given the haste with which an expedited case must be
processed, the Department would expect the substantiating physician to seriously and critically evaluate the need
for the enrollee to obtain the service within 48 hours.
Substantiation from a physician as proof positive of the
need for a 48-hour review imparts great responsibility on
the physician to carefully evaluate the wants versus the
needs of the enrollee. To do otherwise may prevent the
enrollee from presenting the best case in such a short
time span and may force the plan to make a decision it
may not have made had it more time to investigate and
deliberate. The focus of these cases should not be whether
the substantiation is accurate but rather should be on
determining the medical necessity and appropriateness of
the request within the context of the terms of the plan.
By requiring the plan to grant an expedited review upon
receipt of the physician’s statement, the Department is
eliminating, as an appealable issue, a decision of whether
to grant a review.
One commentator questioned language in proposed
subsection (b) that stated that the internal expedited
review process must meet the requirements of the second
level review. The commentator asked whether this meant
that the enrollee would bypass the first level review as
indicated in proposed § 9.705(c)(1). The commentator
commented that it would be more effective if plans were
to meet requirements of the first level, and recommended
making that change to the regulations.
The Department has not made the recommended
change to the regulations. The proposed subsection was
intended to require plans to meet the requirements of the
second level review with respect to the holding of a
hearing, the committee composition, the contents of the
decision letter, the rights accorded the enrollee, and so
forth. The Department has chosen the second level review
standards, because of these heightened fairness requirements, which are necessary, given the serious nature of
the issues involved. The Department realizes, however,
that with the addition of fairness requirements to
§ 9.705, the need to review and respond to the enrollee
with 48 hours may create problems for plans in meeting
requirements other than timeframes. The Department
has specified in subsection (b) what requirements of the
second level review process may be altered, in an expedited review, to comply with the enrollee’s need for an
expedited decision.
One commentator recommended that the Department
clarify proposed subsection (c) (now subsection (e)) to
require a decision to be issued ‘‘48 hours from time the
plan receives the appeal either by fax, mail or other
electronic transmission.’’
IRRC commented that the subsection should specify
that the plan would conduct an expedited internal review
‘‘upon receipt of the enrollee’s request.’’
The Department has made the change that IRRC
requested for the sake of clarity. The Department does
not see the need to make the other recommended change
to the subsection, since the language specifically requires
the decision to be issued with 48 hours from the plan’s

receipt of the request. There is no need to specify how the
request is to arrive. It may arrive in any manner. The
Department has added language, however, to require that
the request be accompanied by the physician’s statement
required by subsection (c).
One commentator requested that the Department
clarify proposed subsection (e) (now subsection (g)). That
proposed subsection would provide the enrollee with
2-business days from the expedited internal grievance
review decision to contact the plan to request an expedited external review. The commentator questioned
whether this meant that the plan only had one level of
internal review in an expedited grievance. The commentator also asked whether this one level of review was to
meet the first or second level review process. The commentator recommended that the second level be bypassed,
and the enrollee go straight to an external review.
The plan only has one chance to review the matter
internally. The expedited review must be conducted under
the rules and procedures that govern the normal second
level reviews, with some exceptions, as discussed previously. After that review, the decision may be appealed
externally on an expedited basis as the regulations state.
Two commentators have commented that the implementation of the proposed section will require revision to
member materials such as benefit documents, member
handbooks and policies and procedures. One of these
commentators requested that the Department show flexibility in terms of plan deadlines, and that it specifically
address this in its final form-regulations.
There are many means of distributing information, for
example, by special notices, announcements in member
newsletters, revised subscriber contracts and additions to
denial notices. The Department will not fine plans for
noncompliance immediately upon adoption of the finalform regulations. The Department will work with plans to
bring them into compliance as quickly as possible. This
may involve some ‘‘stop-gap’’ measures until standard
documents can be revised.
The other commentator noted that the concept of an
expedited review did not appear in the Department’s
statement of policy. The commentator commented that
having procedures reviewed and approved by Insurance,
and distributing the new Act 68 grievance process in
policy form changes, member handbook modifications and
notices to members and providers had been a costly
process. The commentator stated that the change in the
handling of expedited grievance appeals would create
significant costs for the managed care industry. If these
changes are made, the commentator recommended that
they should be coordinated with Insurance with sufficient
lead-time prior to implementation.
The Department is aware that changes will need to
occur to meet the requirements of the regulations. However, most notices regarding this subchapter are made
through the review decision letters, and those changes
involve a small number of letters (according to data from
the 1999 plan annual reports, a total of 5,804 first level
grievances and 12,379 first level complaints were filed in
this Commonwealth and thereafter, the second number of
second level cases drops to between 10-15%). These
changes can be made by manual intervention, and must
be made immediately. It should be noted that the policy
statement was just that, policy, and that these regulations, including the expedited review requirement, were
provided for public comment and have been before the
public since December of 1999. The Department is not
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adverse to a longer timeframe for plans to come into
compliance as long as the appropriate notices are made in
the denial letters which will give the enrollee the information most necessary to exercise the right to appeal.
One commentator noted that not every request from an
enrollee for an expedited review would meet the plan’s
definition of an expedited grievance. The commentator
recommended the addition of the following language:
‘‘which has been determined to be an expedited appeal’’ in
proposed subsection (f) (now subsection (h)), after the
phrase ‘‘Within 1 business day of the enrollee request, the
plan shall submit a request for an expedited external
review . . . .’’
The Department has added language to the regulation
that requires a plan to provide an expedited appeal if the
enrollee provides a letter from the enrollee’s physician
that the enrollee meets the qualifying criteria. Therefore,
there is no need for the Department to make the requested change.
IRRC recommended that the Department specify in
subsection (f) that submission will occur within 1 business day of receipt of the enrollee’s request.
One commentator requested that the Department consider extending time frames in which the plan would be
required to forward an enrollee’s request for an expedited
review to the Department, and for a plan to forward the
complete case file to the CRE. The commentator recommended 2 business days for notification and 5 days for
collection and forwarding as more practical.
The Department has made the change IRRC requested
for clarity. See subsection (h). The Department has not
changed the time frames included in the regulation to
reflect the comment, since most information will already
be in the plan’s possession, and since the nature of the
case warrants a more expeditious time frame for the
collection and forwarding of materials than 5 days. The
Department has, however, changed ‘‘1-business day’’ to
‘‘24 hours’’ to emphasize the need for expedition in these
matters.
IRRC requested that the Department clarify language
in proposed subsection (i) (now subsection (k)), which
would require the plan to transfer a copy of the case file
to the review entity for receipt on the next business day.
IRRC questioned what would constitute receipt on the
next business day.
The Department means that the documents arrive at
the CRE by 5 p.m. the following business day.
One commentator noted that although the Department
had referenced an appeal right for expedited external
reviews in proposed subsection (j), it had not included
similar language in proposed § 9.707. The commentator
questioned whether the appeal right was only applicable
to enrollees or providers, or whether the plan had a right
to appeal. The commentator recommended that the appeal process be explained in more detail or be deleted.
The Department is deleting the language from this
section as well, on the theory that a plan or enrollee may
attempt to appeal the matter to a court if they choose
without the Department’s stating that fact in regulation.
IRRC commented that proposed subsection (i) used the
term ‘‘response’’ and proposed subsection (j) used term
‘‘decision.’’ IRRC recommended that the Department
change one or the other for consistency.
Since the Department has deleted proposed subsection
(j), this comment is moot. The Department has, however,
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changed the language in subsection (i) from ‘‘response’’ to
‘‘decision’’ as ‘‘decision’’ is a more accurate term.
Section 9.710. Approval of plan enrollee complaint and
enrollee and provider grievance systems.
The Department received several comments on this
proposed subsection.
IRRC requested that the Department clarify whether
approvals of complaint and grievance systems were required prior to implementation. IRRC asked how the
changes initiated by the plan were to be approved. IRRC
recommended that the Department add specific time
frames and requirements for the Department’s approval
of complaint and grievance systems.
The Department is not requiring prior approval of the
entire systems for complaint and grievance review, but
only of changes to those systems for existing plans that
have the potential to impact the process or the outcome of
the complaint or the grievance process. See subsection (b).
Consequently, the Department’s review of the system will
not interrupt or delay the current grievance and complaint processes and appeals. The Department will work
with plans that are not in compliance with Act 68 and the
regulations through the corrective action plan process to
arrive at a complaint and grievance process that meets
the terms of Act 68 and the regulations.
One commentator recommended deleting the portions of
this proposed subchapter related to complaints since
Insurance has the authority over complaints under Act
68.
The Department and Insurance both have responsibilities under Act 68; the Department has not changed the
language of this section with respect to this comment.
One commentator requested that the Department
clarify whether a plan would be required to submit its
complaint and grievance process to the Department after
that process had been approved by Insurance.
The Department has the responsibility to require compliance with the regulations governing grievance systems,
and both agencies have the responsibility to require
compliance with their regulations governing complaint
systems. The Department will need to review and approve both complaint and grievance systems, even if
Insurance has already reviewed them, since both agencies
have jurisdiction over complaints, and the Department
has sole jurisdiction over grievances.
IRRC and another commentator recommended that the
Department delete the requirement that the grievance
process be satisfactory to Secretary, as the only goal
should be compliance with Act 68.
The Department has deleted this language since the
regulations themselves describe the standards that complaint and grievance systems must meet in order to be
acceptable to the Secretary.
One commentator recommended that proposed subsection (b)’s requirement that a plan submit changes to its
complaint and grievance systems to the Department for
review, should apply only to material changes. The commentator also stated that the Department should require
filing only, since the Department had no authority for
prior approval.
The Department has authority to require prior approval
of complaint and grievance systems. Act 68 gives the
Department the authority to ensure compliance with its
provisions. See section 2181(d) of Article XXI. The Department also has authority to review complaint and griev-
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ance systems under section 364(e) of the HMO Act and
section 630(e) of the PPO Act, which provide that a
grievance resolution system must be acceptable to the
Secretary. The Department has the discretion to determine how it will ensure compliance. The most appropriate
way to ensure compliance with all three acts is to ensure
that the complaint and grievance systems meet the
requirements of those acts before they are implemented,
and before enrollees are harmed by procedures not compliant with Act 68, the HMO Act or the PPO Act. The
Department is only, however, requiring prior approval of
changes to the existing systems that have the potential to
impact the processes or the outcome. This is intended to
prevent disruption to existing processes, as it explained
earlier. The Department will ensure compliance for existing systems by audits and reviews, and by requiring
plans of correction as necessary.
IRRC requested that the Department state how far in
advance it expects filings.
The Department will require plans to provide it with
copies of proposed changes to the complaint and grievance
processes 60 days prior to their implementation. The
Department has included this language in subsection (b).
One commentator asked that the Department recognize
that materials have already been submitted to and
approved by DPW.
The Department is aware that DPW has contracted
with certain HMOs for services to enrollees, including for
complaint and grievance systems. However, the Department is one of the two regulatory agencies charged with
ensuring complaint and grievance processes comply with
Act 68, the HMO Act and the PPO Act. DPW approval
cannot be considered to be a waiver of the plan’s required
compliance with the Department’s regulations. As discussed earlier, there are many ‘‘stop-gap’’ measures that
can be brought to bear to ensure the most necessary
forms of compliance when full compliance may take some
time. The Department will work with plans to ensure
that enrollees have the necessary information as quickly
and thoroughly as possible.
One commentator expressed concern with the term
‘‘special populations’’ in proposed subsection (c). The
commentator was concerned that the term was broad and
potentially problematic. The commentator recommended
that the Department clarify its intent in the Preamble or
delete the term.

tion system,’’ as more descriptive of the substance of the
section. The Department’s intention is to make it clear
that this section involves other types of resolution systems as well as the alternative dispute resolution systems
referenced in section 2162(f) of Article XXI. Act 68 does
not prohibit alternative mechanisms for nongrievance
related issues, and the Department will not prohibit
them, as long as the mechanisms are entered into
voluntarily, and are approved by the Department through
its approval of provider agreements.
One commentator recommended that the Department
create a new section on alternative dispute resolution
systems (ADR) to the external grievance review process,
which would include requirements and standards for
ADRs. The commentator stated that this new section
should make it clear that an ADR for external review
cannot be used for grievances brought by enrollees. The
commentator recommended that the informal dispute
resolution mechanism should be included under § 9.702.
The commentator noted that the ADR was voluntary and
involved a waiver of provider rights, so that the Department had no valid reason to make the decision binding.
The Department will break up this section into two
subsections, one dealing with informal dispute resolution
mechanisms (see subsection (a)), and one dealing with
alternative dispute resolution systems (see subsection (b))
as referenced in section 2162(f) of Article XXI. The
Department has required alternative dispute resolution
systems to be impartial, include specific and reasonable
time frames in which to initiate appeals, receive written
information, conduct hearings and render decisions, and
provide for final review and determination of disputes.
See subsection (b)(1). The Department has also required
that these ADRs be included in the provider contracts,
and be final and binding both on the plan and on the
provider. See subsection (b)(2). The Department has also
included language, as recommended by the commentator
and included in Act 68, that an ADR may not be used
when an enrollee files an external grievance. See subsection (b)(3).
The Department agrees with the commentator that
both types of systems are voluntarily entered into by the
parties. The Department reviews both by virtue of its
authority over provider contracts, and by virtue of the
Secretary’s authority over grievance resolution systems,
in the HMO Act, the PPO Act and Act 68.

The Department received several comments on this
proposed section.

The Department also agrees with the commentator that
an informal process should not necessarily be final and
binding on the parties. Therefore, the parties still have
the option of going to the formal grievance process if the
enrollee’s consent can be obtained by the health care
provider, although it need not be obtained for the informal process. The Department has deleted proposed subsection (d), which stated that nothing would preclude the
parties from having an informal process, since the Department has specified in this section that such a process
is permissible.

One commentator recommended changing the title of
the proposed section to ‘‘Alternative dispute resolution
systems’’ so that it would not appear to be talking about
alternative providers.

Several commentators supported proposed subsection
(b), which would create a mechanism to correct routine
procedural errors and denials between the plan and the
provider without the need of enrollee consent.

One commentator commented that administrative denials were confusing and appeared to extend an alternative
dispute resolution system to nongrievance issues, something not provided for in Act 68.

One commentator commented that the substance of this
subsection was inappropriate for this section.

The term is defined in the regulation by the listing of
the examples, Medicare and Medicaid HMOs. See subsection (c). Other populations similar to these would be
covered, for example, enrollees covered by self-funded
employers plans subject to ERISA.
Section 9.711. Informal dispute resolution system and
alternative dispute resolution system.

The Department has changed the title to ‘‘Informal
dispute resolution system and alternative dispute resolu-

Two commentators recommended that the dispute resolution not require written consent from the patient to
allow the provider to seek resolution of procedural errors
and administrative denials.
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The Department’s intent in allowing for an informal
dispute mechanism was to alleviate the need for enrollee
consent when the enrollee has no real interest in the
matter, since the enrollee has been held financially
harmless or has received all the services the enrollee
requested. The Department has attempted to clarify this
point in its revisions to this section, and has included an
informal dispute mechanism in subsection (a).
One commentator asked whether proposed subsection
(b) meant that plans would not have to accept member
grievances where there was no member liability. The
commentator asked whether these complaints would be
handled through the alternative provider dispute resolution system because the issue was with the provider and
not the enrollee. The commentator recommended that
plans not have to accept an enrollee complaint or grievance where there was no member financial liability. The
commentator recommended that if the provider was not
satisfied with the payment, then the plan should have an
alternative dispute resolution process to allow the provider to file a complaint or grievance.
The Department cannot remove the enrollee’s right to
file a grievance under Act 68 despite the existence of the
informal dispute mechanism. Arguably the enrollee, who
is held harmless, will have no reason to appeal, since the
enrollee has not been denied a service or been required to
pay out of pocket. However, if the enrollee chooses to
appeal, the plan must accept the matter under Act 68.
One commentator recommended that the subsection be
clarified to state that the availability of a provider appeal
for member hold-harmless matters precludes use of an
Act 68 grievance appeal.
The Department cannot take away the provider’s right
to appeal through the grievance process. However, if a
plan and its providers negotiate that the use of the
informal process waives the provider’s ability to use the
Act 68 process, the Department would not refuse to
approve the informal dispute resolution system based on
that fact.
One commentator requested that the Department
clarify that proposed subsection (c) would apply only if a
plan establishes an ADR. Proposed subsection (c) would
require that, if a plan had an alternative dispute resolution procedure, it be included in the provider-plan contract.
Although the Department believes that the clarification
is unnecessary, the Department has added language to
clarify that the informal dispute system must be agreed
upon by a plan and its providers. See subsection (a)(3).
IRRC noted a typographical error, and pointed out that
proposed subsection (c) should use the phrase ‘‘alternative
dispute resolution system.’’
The Department has deleted this part of the subsection,
in making revisions to address the informal dispute
resolution system previously discussed.
One commentator commented that proposed subsection
(e) should refer to compliance with Act 68 and not to the
satisfaction of the Department.
The Department has deleted proposed subsection (e),
and included its substance in subsection (b), which includes requirements for alternative dispute resolution
systems. The Department has included the phrase in
question in subsection (b), and so will respond to the
comment. The Department promulgates these regulations
not only under Act 68, but also under the HMO Act and
the PPO Act, both of which require plans to have
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grievance resolution systems acceptable to the Secretary.
The Department included this language in the section to
indicate its authority under all three of these acts.
Subchapter J. Health Care Provider Contracts
The Department received several comments on this
proposed subchapter.
One commentator commented that under this proposed
subchapter, health care providers could be deselected by
plans at will.
The Department acknowledges that fact. Under general
contracting terms, either party may refuse to renew a
contract or may terminate without cause. This allows
both parties to deselect at will, binding neither the
provider nor the plan to a relationship that is no longer
acceptable, regardless of reason. The Commonwealth does
not have an ‘‘any willing provider’’ statute that would
require a plan to contract with any provider willing to
enter into a contract. Therefore, the Department does not
have the authority to require plans to contract with
certain providers. This would be a significant change in
contracting law and would require a specific statutory
mandate.
IRRC commented that the Preamble for the proposed
rulemaking and the regulatory analysis form did not
include information regarding cost of the requirements in
this subchapter for plans or for the Department. IRRC
requested that this information accompany the final-form
regulation. IRRC also recommended that the Department
consider whether there were less cumbersome and expensive alternatives for implementing Act 68.
The Department has addressed these issues in the
section of this Preamble relating to cost and paperwork
estimates.
Another commentator raised concerns that the Department was creating required provider provisions from its
longstanding informal list of required provisions. The
commentator requested that the Department consider
costs associated with requiring plans to renegotiate contracts, distribute amendatory riders, inform providers of
reasons for changes and related implementation issues.
The commentator requested that the Department provide
sufficient ‘‘lead time’’ for the plan to implement these
changes.
The Department must be able to review the contracts
discussed in this subchapter, to ensure compliance with
Act 68 and to protect enrolleess. The Department did not
include information relating to cost for this subchapter,
since it is not requiring plans to resubmit all currently
approved contracts. The Department is already reviewing
contracts for most of the requirements contained in this
subchapter. The Department, therefore, did not anticipate
great additional cost to the plans for this purpose, as
discussed in the Department’s response to the previous
comment.
Two commentators commented that the proposed
subchapter would not specify a time frame for the
Department’s approval of standard form provider contracts. They recommended that plans should be given
notice as to length of time the Department would need to
review and respond. One of these commentators also
recommended that the Department include a provision
that would permit plans to deem that the contracts were
approved. The commentator recommended a 45-day time
frame for review and approval, after which the contract
would be deemed approved if not acted upon by the
Department. The commentator also recommended inclu-
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sion of language stating that the Department would use
reasonable efforts to request all additional information or
clarifications at one time. Further, it was recommended
that language be added providing that if the Department
did not take additional action in the form of specific
approval within 30 days after receipt of additional information or a written request for clarification, the contract
would be deemed approved.
The Department has not included ‘‘deemer’’ language in
the regulations. The Department has the responsibility
under statute to review and approve provider contracts,
as well as implementing certain provisions of Act 68,
including, for example, provisions prohibiting financial
incentives, prohibiting gag clauses and requiring confidentiality of medical records. For the Department to
require itself to deem as acceptable a contract containing
illegal language, simply because a regulatory, not statutory, time frame has run, is an abdication of the Department’s responsibility under Act 68 and the HMO Act. The
Department has added a provision to the regulations that
states that the Department will review contracts within a
45-day period, and that if the Department fails to approve
or disapprove the contract within that time frame, the
plan may use the contract. The contract will be presumed
to meet the requirements of all applicable laws. If the
Department finds at any time that the contract contains
violations of law, the plan must correct those violations.
The plan is, of course, responsible for ensuring that it
complies with Act 68 and any other law applicable to it,
for example, the HMO Act.
Another commentator commented that, although it did
not support the Department’s attempt to regulate IDS
arrangements formally, both Insurance and the Department should simultaneously regulate IDSs.
The Department and Insurance do both regulate IDS
arrangements through the licensed entity. Insurance has
not repealed its policy statement on IDS arrangements.
See 31 Pa. Code Chapter 301, Subchapter I.
One commentator stated that its concerns were too
numerous to include in comments. Its main concern,
however, was that the proposed regulations would fail to
limit the conflict of interest which could be found to exist
between health care providers and their patients. The
commentator stated that the proposed regulations would
permit plans to give large financial incentives to providers who limit the care that they provide. The commentator stated that mere appearance of impropriety created a
conflict of interest between patient and physician. Another commentator expressed the same concern.
The topic of conflict of interest is too broad to be
defined, reviewed or disposed of in regulations. Act 68 is
clear that a plan may not compensate a provider for
providing less than medically necessary and appropriate
care. Act 68 does, however, allow capitation arrangements. See section 2112 of Article XXI. At one extreme,
fee-for-service reimbursements (payment made for services being provided) can be viewed as an absolute
volume incentive to provide more care than may be
necessary or appropriate, thereby creating an inherent
conflict between the patient’s needs and the provider’s
desire to generate more income. To the extent the patient
is covered by insurance, the conflict may indeed be
greater, as there is no ‘‘financial’’ harm done to the
patient, only to the insurance company. At the other
extreme, capitation can be viewed as an absolute volume
disincentive, that is, to provide fewer services than
medially necessary or appropriate.

In both scenarios, there is reliance on the provider and
the health care profession to do ‘‘what is right’’ for the
patient regardless of economic incentive, neither doing
more nor doing less for economic gain. The Department
cannot regulate the ethics of the provider to safeguard
against all possible economic incentives in either a feefor-service or a capitated scenario. Further, one person’s
incentive may not be incentive enough to another. It is
impossible to know where to draw the line for each
individual provider. In reviewing financial reimbursement
terms, the Department reviews the overall economic
structure, oversight mechanisms and safeguards the plan
proposes to implement to detect and protect against
under or over utilization.
Section 9.721. Applicability.
IRRC asked why the terms ‘‘health care providers’’ and
‘‘IDSs’’ are repeated twice in the section.
The terms were repeated because there are three
contractual arrangements being addressed: the first arrangement is between the manage care plan and health
care providers in general, whether organized is an IDS or
not; the second arrangement is between a plan and an
IDS; and the third arrangement is between an IDS and
the providers who make up the IDS.
IRRC also commented generally on §§ 9.723, 9.724 and
9.725 (relating to IDS; plan-IDS contracts; and IDSprovider contracts), and questioned why the Department
had used the term ‘‘HMO’’ rather than ‘‘plan,’’ when the
definition of IDS in proposed § 9.602 references ‘‘plans.’’
The Department is changing the references to ‘‘HMO’’
in the section to ‘‘plan,’’ which is what it had initially
intended.
Section 9.722. Plan and health care provider contracts.
The Department received over 40 comments on this
proposed section.
IRRC commented that this proposed section would
mirror existing regulations that cover HMO contracts
with providers, but would extend the requirements to
other managed care plans. IRRC commented that although the Department cited Act 68 for its authority to do
so, Act 68 does not contain specific language allowing the
Department to review contracts. Two other commentators
also commented that the Department did not have the
authority to extend these requirements to managed care
plans generally. One of these commentators also stated
that the Department did not have the authority for prior
approval of contracts under the HMO Act.
The Department has the statutory authority to review
and approve provider contracts prior to their implementation. This authority comes from several sources (Act 68,
the HMO Act and the PPO Act), not simply from Act 68,
as the Department has already stressed in its Preamble
to proposed rulemaking. Section 8(a) of the HMO Act (40
P. S. § 1558(a)) gives the Secretary the authority to
require renegotiation of provider contracts when they
require excessive payments, fail to include reasonable
incentives, or contribute to cost escalation. The PPO Act
also requires that Insurance consult with the Department
in determining whether arrangements and provisions for
a PPO which assumes financial risk which may lead to
under-treatment or poor quality care are adequately
addressed by quality and utilization controls as well as by
a formal grievance system. See section 630(e) of the PPO
Act.
It is not necessary for Act 68 to specifically state that
the Department has the authority to review provider
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contracts for the Department to be able to do so. Section
2111(1) of Article XXI requires a managed care plan to
assure availability and access to adequate health care
providers to enable enrollees to have access to quality and
continuity of care. Section 2112 of Article XXI (relating to
financial incentives prohibition) prohibits financial incentives to providers for providing less than medically necessary and appropriate care. Section 2113 of Article XXI
(relating to medical gag clause prohibition) prohibits gag
clauses, and lists specific activities a provider may engage
in without reprisal from the plan. Section 2121 of Article
XXI prohibits termination of providers in specific instances and requires notice if a provider is terminated
due to a nonrenewal of credentials. Section 2131 of Article
XXI governs medical record confidentiality and who may
have access to the medical information the provider has.
Section 2152 of Article XXI governs the process of plans
reviewing and communicating UR decisions to providers.
Section 2161 of Article XXI governs the grievance process
and a provider’s rights and responsibilities in pursuing a
grievance on behalf of an enrollee. Section 2166 of Article
XXI concerns prompt payment of claims to providers.
Section 2171 of Article XXI prohibits exclusion, discrimination or a penalty against a provider by a plan for
refusing to allow, participate, perform or refer for health
care services based on moral or religious grounds, provided the enrollee was adequately informed. These sections cover extensive duties and obligations of plans and
providers to each other and to patients. Not all of these
areas will be, or should be, addressed in provider contracts; however, the Department has an obligation to
ensure that there is no language in the contract which
serves to obfuscate, obviate or obstruct the obligations of
the plan or the provider in the performance of its duties.
See section 2181(d) of Article XXI. For this reason, the
Department has the authority and the duty to review all
standard form contracts for all managed care plans, not
just HMOs.
One commentator recommended that the title of the
proposed section include pharmacy benefits manager
(PBM) contracts, since a plan was responsible for all its
contracts, including PBM contracts, according to the
proposed regulations. The commentator felt that this
required clarification since PBMs are not specifically
defined as health care providers under Act 68.
The Department has made no change to the title of the
proposed section. A PBM that has a contracted network of
pharmacies, and, through a contract with a plan, makes
that network available to the plan, is an IDS under the
regulatory definition. A PBM that provides non-UR functions, including claims administration or pricing negotiations, is essentially a management services contractor,
and is not considered to be an IDS. A PBM that performs
medical management, with or without a pharmacy network, must adhere to the requirements of § 9.675 and
the applicable requirements of Subchapter K. PBMs are
reviewed by the Department according to their function
and relationship with the plan. The Department has not
listed PBMs in the title of each specific section of the
regulations that apply to PBMs.
One commentator recommended that the Department
require renegotiation when reimbursement rates appeared to be inadequate and could jeopardize quality of
care. This commentator recommended adding a paragraph to proposed subsection (f) to state that a provider
contract could include no reimbursement system that
would lead to undertreatment or jeopardize the quality of
care.
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The Department has not changed proposed subsection
(f). As the Department has discussed in its response to
the general comments on this proposed subchapter, the
Department cannot guarantee that any reimbursement
mechanism is completely and totally free from an incentive to do more or less than is medically necessary and
appropriate. The duty to provide necessary and appropriate services rests largely with the ethics of the providers.
The Department has not added the suggested language,
since it is unenforceable.
Further, the HMO Act allows for renegotiation if the
contract provides for excessive payment, fails to include
reasonable incentives for cost-control, otherwise substantially and unreasonably contributes to the escalation of
the costs of providing health care services or is otherwise
inconsistent with the purposes of section 8(a) of the HMO
Act. Clearly, from this language the financial viability of a
hospital is not the purpose of the HMO Act. It is also not
the purpose of Act 68. The Department’s purpose in
reviewing contracts from all plans is to ensure compliance
with Act 68. Further, the Department only reviews and
approves a standard contract and not the specific terms
between plans and individual providers.
Two commentators raised issues concerning time
frames in proposed subsection (a) for a plan to submit the
standard form for each type of contract to the Department. One commentator commented on the lack of language allowing a contract to be deemed approved after a
certain length of time, and recommended that it be
included. The other commentator recommended the addition of time lines for reviews. This commentator also
recommended the addition of language stating that nothing superseded review and approval by Insurance of those
contracts subject to their review under section 40 Pa.C.S.
§ 6124 (relating to rates and contracts).
The Department has added language to subsection (a)
of this regulation as discussed in its response to general
comments on this subchapter.
With respect to the language regarding Insurance, to
the extent that a contract is to be used by a hospital plan
corporation, it must be reviewed by Insurance. If the
same contract includes or incorporates related entities,
subsidiaries or affiliates, and any of these associated or
related entities is a managed care plan under Act 68, the
contract must also be reviewed and approved by the
Department.
IRRC noted that several commentators had stated that
many contracts simply require general compliance with
State and Federal regulations and laws, and a provider
manual published by the plan. For some plans, provisions
of this section may be included in provider manuals.
IRRC suggested that rather than requiring each contract
form to be submitted, it may reduce paper work requirements if the Department reviews and approves provider
manuals referenced in the contracts.
For the Department’s purposes, language concerning
general compliance with State and Federal laws is not
sufficient, and a review of provider manuals is not
sufficient. The Department does review provider manuals
that are referenced in the contracts. Most providers are
not aware of the vast number of statutory and regulatory
provisions applicable to plan-provider contracts. In some
circumstances, the contract must be explicitly clear and
cannot rely on a reference to requirements that may be
detailed elsewhere in provider manuals. In some circumstances, the contract may include language that could be
viewed as inconsistent with the HMO Act or Act 68.
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Additionally, provider manuals may be nonbinding on
either party when not incorporated by reference in the
contract and cannot therefore be relied upon as contractual obligations and responsibilities. The Department has
made no change to the proposed subsection to address
this concern.
IRRC also recommended that the Department use the
word ‘‘before’’ instead of the word ‘‘prior.’’ The Department
has made this change.
IRRC commented that requirements of this proposed
section may be duplicative for HMOs under contract to
DPW. IRRC asked if the MA requirements were similar,
since the Department might be able to reduce paperwork
costs by allowing HMOs to use the same documents they
submit to DPW, or accept DPW’s notice of approval rather
than undertake a separate review. Another commentator
also commented that submission of standard provider
forms to the Department is duplicative of submission to
DPW for HMOs participating in MA programs, because
DPW already reviews and approves those contracts.
The Department cannot delegate its responsibility to
determine compliance with the HMO Act and Act 68 to
any other agency. DPW reviews and approves the contracts in question for its own purposes as a purchaser,
and not specifically to ensure that the plans are in
compliance with the act. The Department, not DPW, is
the regulatory body with responsibility for ensuring managed care plans comply with the HMO Act and Act 68.
DPW does not accept the Department’s review and approval as sufficient for its purposes, nor should it given
its different requirements and responsibilities. To suggest
the reverse as appropriate is to suggest that both agencies have the same purpose and function. They do not. As
a matter of practicality, nothing in the regulations prohibits a plan from simultaneously sending a contract to both
agencies. Further, the Department always coordinates its
review with appropriate DPW staff.
One commentator recommended that the Department
add the word ‘‘standard’’ before the phrase ‘‘health care
provider contract’’ to clarify that the section does not
apply to amendments to contracts affecting only an
individual provider.
The Department agrees that this was the intent of the
proposed regulation, and has included the word ‘‘standard’’ in subsection (a). The Department has added the
recommended language to subsection (b) as well, for
purposes of clarity. The Department does not look at
individual contracts on a preapproval basis, but only as
needed to investigate a complaint or for compliance
auditing.
Several commentators, including IRRC, commented
that it would be burdensome for plans handling and
mailing paperwork to the Department, as would be
required by proposed subsection (b), whenever a minor
change was processed. They recommended that the Department consider limiting types of changes for which a
prior review is required to avoid unnecessary filing and
review costs.
One of these commentators requested that the Department clarify that the required filings would not include
new rates of reimbursement, because this too, would
cause a significant and unnecessary staffing and resource
burden on the plans as well as the Department. This
commentator recommended language stating that the
plan must submit any change or amendment to a standard form of health care provider contract, except new

rates of reimbursement, to the Department no later than
10 days prior to implementation of the change or amendment.
The Department has added the word ‘‘standard’’ to
clarify that the Department did not intend to review
every deviation from the standard form contract, and has
emphasized this by also adding the word ‘‘material’’ to
describe the type of change or amendment that must be
presented to it for review. The Department has also added
language to subsection (b) excepting any change required
by Federal or State laws or regulations. With respect to
the issue raised concerning rates, the Department does
not now require rates to be provided to it. What the
Department requires, and what the plans provide are
reimbursement methodologies. If the methodology submitted with a standard contract were to change, the plan
would be required to provide the applicable amendment
to the Department for review and approval.
Further, the Department has clarified its understanding of the term ‘‘contract’’ in subsections (a) and (b) by
requiring that plans submit to it for review all documents
incorporated by reference into the contract, and thus
made a part of the contract. The Department is also
requiring submission of all material changes to the
documents incorporated by reference into the contract.
One commentator also recommended that the Department require that any changes to provider contracts be
mutually agreed upon and communicated to providers
within 30 days notice.
The Department cannot require plans to make changes
only after mutual agreement between the plan and
provider. This is beyond the Department’s authority. The
Department does require plans to give advance notice of
the change prior to implementation to allow providers
time for review and consideration, so that enrollees do not
become caught in the middle between the plan and the
providers, and face out-of-pocket costs.
IRRC recommended that the Department include in
subsection (c) a reference to section 2121(e) of Article XXI,
which prohibits exclusion or termination of a health care
provider for having a practice that includes substantial
numbers of expensive patients or for objecting to providing a service on religious or moral grounds. The Department agrees, and has added in subsection (c)(4) not only a
reference to section 2121(e) of Article XXI, but also to
section 2171 of Article XXI.
IRRC also asked what mechanisms are in place to
ensure that these provisions are not violated.
The Department will perform compliance monitoring,
which is based on provider complaint reporting, and
auditing of credentialing files, which is done as part of
the external quality assurance review. The Department
may also conduct investigations beyond an original complaint if the Department finds that other providers have
also been treated improperly under these sections.
One commentator commented that subsection (c)(4)
should state that no contract may exclude or terminate a
provider for any of the reasons enumerated in section
2113(e) of Article XXI, except as that might violate the
rights of the plan under section 2113(d) of Article XXI.
The Department has not changed the proposed paragraph to address this concern. The reference in the
regulation is to section 2113 of Article XXI generally, and
it includes subsection (d).
One commentator commented that proposed subsection
(e)(1)(i) was not usual and customary for inclusion in
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nonHMO contracts, and related to enforcement of State
and Federal laws that are outside the scope of managed
care.
One commentator commented that the statutory authority for this provision applied only to HMOs.
Under 31 Pa. Code § 154.104(a)(3)(i) (relating to filing
requirements), any gatekeeper PPO product filing must
include NAIC/National Association of HMO Regulators
(now called the National Association of Managed Care
Regulators) hold harmless language.
One commentator commented that the historical intent
and interpretation of the language in proposed subsection
(e)(1)(iii) was to protect enrollees only in cases of plan
insolvency and plan breach of plan-provider contract.
The language of the proposed paragraph was written as
the Department intended.
One commentator commented that proposed subsection
(e)(2) would require confidentiality, and it has pointed out
the practice of PBMs sending out enrollee names and
prescription information to drug manufacturers and preferred chain pharmacies. The commentator stated that
this was a clear violation of confidentiality. The commentator recommended that the regulations state PBMs or
other contractors should prohibit release of identifiable
patient information.
Act 68 leaves to State and Federal laws the issue of
whether or not information is confidential. See section
2131(a) of Article XXI. The act does not give the Department the authority to create a new category of confidential information. Further, it is likely that regulations
proposed by the United States Department of Health and
Human Services, known colloquially as the HIPAA regulations, and dealing with confidentiality of medical
records in certain instances, will address this issue. See
proposed rule regarding Standards for Privacy for Individually Identifiable Health Information. 64 FR 59967
(November 3, 1999).
Two commentators commented on this proposed subsection (e)(2)(ii). One commented that the language was
inconsistent with the requirements that the Department
has placed on plans to date, and notes that the term
‘‘agents with direct responsibilities’’ is undefined. It recommended replacing ‘‘Department employees or agents
with direct responsibilities’’ with ‘‘regulating agencies and
their agents or designees.’’
Another commentator strongly recommended that the
language be removed as unnecessary and inappropriate
for addition to existing managed care contracts. The
commentator stated that the language might be appropriate for internal Department standards, but not for managed care contracts.
The Department has not changed the regulation. The
Department took this language directly from section
2131(c)(ii) of Article XXI. The Department does not find
the language ‘‘Department employees or agents with
direct responsibilities for the purpose of quality assurance, investigation of complaints or grievances, enforcement, or other activities relating to compliance’’ to be
unclear. The language states for providers what persons
may or may not have access to records, and, therefore,
has a place in the contracts in question, particularly if
existing contracts limit access to Department employees.
IRRC questioned the purpose of the general reference
to State and Federal laws and regulations in proposed
subsection (e)(5), and recommended that the Department
reference specific laws with which providers must comply.
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Another commentator noted that the majority of plan
provider contracts require general compliance with State
and Federal regulatory requirements. The commentator
suggested that this was sufficient, and that the language
could be included in a provider manual, rather than in
the contract itself. The commentator noted that most
plans require providers to comply with provider manuals.
The Department believes that this language, which
addresses general compliance with State and Federal
regulations relating to the business of the health care
provider, should be stated specifically in the provider
contract to underscore the importance of the matter. The
Department does not intend to list all State and Federal
laws and regulations regarding the provision of services
by a health care provider, since these could vary by types
of service. These could include relating to fraud and
abuse issues, licensure requirements, payment issues and
other matters of this nature. Further, the provider providing the service is charged with knowing what laws and
regulations apply to that provider. The Department would
be satisfied with a general statement of this nature in the
contract for its purposes; providers, of course, may choose
to negotiate specific requirements in any particular provider contract.
With respect to the comment concerning inclusion of
the language in the provider manual, compliance with the
provider manual may not be a requirement of the contract. The Department believes, however, that the inclusion in the contract of State reporting requirements for
diseases is unnecessary. That language has been deleted,
as plans do not enforce reporting requirements.
IRRC asked what type of information concerning
prompt payment of claims would be required under
proposed subsection (e)(6). It further asked whether this
was a reference to prompt payment provisions of Act 68
or in Insurance’s regulations, and recommended that the
Department should reference the statute and regulations
if this was the case.
The Department agrees, and has added references to
section 2166 of Article XXI and 31 Pa. Code § 154.18.
One commentator noted that proposed subsection (e)(7)
would require the provider to provide 60-days advance
written notice to the plan of termination of the contract,
and that plans should also be required to provide notice.
The commentator stated that, to the extent terminations
without cause were lawful and not violative of public
policy, a plan should be required to provide 60-days
advance written notice to providers of termination without cause.
The Department has made changes to subsection (e)(7).
The Department has revised the subsection to state that
if the parties agree to include a termination without
cause provision in the contract, neither party shall be
permitted to terminate the contract without cause upon
less than 60-days prior written notice. This allows for
negotiation of the clause, rather than requires its inclusion, and also takes into account the plan’s need to
negotiate long-term contracts for the purposes of obtaining better rates for its enrollees.
Another commentator commented that the language
should be revised so that plans would not be able to
circumvent Act 68 protections by inappropriately deselecting health care providers at will at the end of the contract
term. The commentator recommended that the regulations require that plans provide a reason for nonrenewal
of the contract. The commentator also recommended that
the regulations require an opportunity for health care
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providers to appeal nonrenewal decisions from the plan.
The commentator stated that this language was needed to
actualize the consumer and provider protection against
plan retaliation in Act 68.
The Department has not made these changes. The
Department can and will investigate any allegation by a
provider that a plan has penalized, restricted or terminated that provider inappropriately for reasons prohibited
under Act 68. This does not take the form of a provider
appeal, however, but rather is an investigation of the plan
for violations of Act 68. If the Department were to find a
violation of Act 68, it would most likely fine the plan,
although the Department could move to revoke the
certificate of authority of an HMO, depending upon the
nature of the violation. The Department is not in a
position to require a plan to contract in perpetuity with
any particular provider.
Nonrenewal of a contract is not the same as termination or refusal to grant renewed credentials, both of
which prematurely end the term of the agreed to contractual relationship. A regulatory requirement that would
prohibit a party to a contract from choosing not to renew
a contract would have to be extended equally to both
parties. This would prevent a provider from ending an
unsatisfactory relationship with a health plan. In fact,
neither party could choose to end an unsatisfactory
relationship. The Department has and will continue to
approve contracts with ‘‘evergreen’’ clauses, whereby the
contract is continuously renewed until either party actively terminates the contract. There are many other
contracting mechanisms available to arrive at long-term
relationships. Prohibiting one party from nonrenewing an
unsatisfactory relationship is not a balanced or appropriate regulatory requirement and could jeopardize enrollee
care in the long run.
One commentator recommended several language additions to proposed subsection (e). The commentator recommended requiring the plan to give at least 30-days
advance written notice of any changes to contracts,
policies or procedures affecting health care providers and
the provision and payment of health care services to
enrollees.
The commentator also recommended requiring that any
amendment to the contract must be mutually agreed to
and confirmed in writing, except in the event of an
amendment that is required by court order or by Federal
or State laws.
Finally, the commentator recommended adding language stating that a contract is voidable by the provider
if it is not approved by the Department prior to the
contract’s implementation.
The Department agrees that addition of some of the
language recommended would be useful. The Department
has added a subsection (e)(8) requiring plans to give
30-day advance notice prior to implementation, because
implementation could affect provision of service and
therefore affect enrollee coverage. The Department has,
however, excepted from the notice requirement those
changes that are required by law or regulation. The
Department has no authority to require amendment by
mutual agreement, however. If the Department finds that
a plan has implemented a contract prior to approval, the
Department will take action to review the document, and
order correction of any deficiencies. Plans using contracts
not approved by the Department may be sanctioned in
accordance with § 9.606. Allowing parties to declare a
contract void is not a penalty the statute affords.

IRRC questioned the level of detail the Department
would require of plans concerning reimbursement methodology under proposed subsection (f)(1). IRRC recommended that, as part of the description of the reimbursement method, the Department should require details
concerning the amounts and percentages used in the
methods.
Another commentator recommended that the proposed
paragraph be revised to require not just reimbursement
methodology, but the amount and percentage of each
method of reimbursement. This commentator stated that
the method of reimbursement was not instructive. According to this commentator, all plans could list monthly
capitation and bonus incentive systems, but the amounts
and degrees to which these systems would corrupt the
physician patient relationship could be very different.
Two commentators commented that the proposed paragraph lacked an objective standard to determine if a
financial incentive compensated a health care provider for
providing less than medically necessary and appropriate
care to an enrollee.
The Department does not have the responsibility or
jurisdiction to determine if the rates of payment represent fair and adequate reimbursement; therefore, the
Department does not require plans to submit specific
dollar amounts or rates. The Department does, however,
review the methodology to determine if there are any
theoretical incentives to under or over serve and what
safeguards plans have in place to monitor performance
under the contract and ensure that corrective action is
taken. With respect to specific dollar amounts and percentages, the Department has stated its position in its
discussion with respect to conflict of interest. The Department is not in a position to determine what specific dollar
amount would corrupt each contracted provider. This is a
completely subjective concept, since what corrupts one
person may not corrupt others. There is no objective
standard that could reasonably be set by regulation. Any
methodology or rate of payment could corrupt at least one
unscrupulous provider. Health care providers are first
and foremost responsible for their own conduct in the
performance of their duties including the degree to which
financial terms influence them to do more or less than
the patient requires.
As the Department stated previously in its discussion
on conflict of interest, any reimbursement methodology
can be corrupted by providers who place economic consideration over the needs of the patient. While the Department is concerned with over and under utilization, it is
not possible to regulate every provider/patient relationship, nor is it possible to detect every instance in which a
provider is providing more or less than medically necessary care. The concern of the Department is that the plan
has a reasonable method for reimbursement that includes
performance monitoring and the ability to take corrective
action whenever providers are providing more or less
services than is medically necessary or appropriate. The
Department disagrees with the comment that disclosure
of reimbursement methodology is not useful and favors
disclosure of exact dollar amounts and percentages. There
is no possible way for the Department to determine if a
laboratory capitation rate of $1.23 or 1% of the overall
health care dollar is reasonable or if $52 for an established patient office visit is a fair rate of reimbursement
for some or all providers in some or all parts of this
Commonwealth. The Department does not have the authority to regulate commerce between health plans and
providers.
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Further, reasonableness of specific reimbursement rates
to some extent is reviewed by Insurance within the
context of the benefits to be covered, the costs to the plan
of covering the benefits and the anticipated usage of
covered services for the proposed covered population. All
of these factors are included in an actuarial model that
ensures, in theory, that the plan charges enough premium
to cover the contracted benefits. Periodic plan financial
performance reporting to Insurance is closely monitored
to determine if the actuarial model is borne out.
One commentator requested that proposed subsection
(f)(1) be clarified to require the IDS to submit its PBM
contracts to the Department for review, including all
financial arrangements with the PBM, and the PBM’s
reimbursement to its pharmacy providers.
As the Department discussed with respect to § 9.722
(relating to plan and health care provider contracts), to
the extent that a PBM contracts with a plan and includes
in its services a pharmacy network, the PBM falls within
the definition of an IDS, and is required to comply with
all sections of the regulations which apply to IDSs.
The Department received several comments relating to
proposed subsection (f)(2) concerning the percentage at
which utilization performance could be weighed in determining incentives.
IRRC commented that this proposed paragraph would
allow low utilization to equal nearly 1/2 of the incentive.
It requested an explanation of how the Department
determined these proportions, and recommended that the
Department consider the standards promulgated by the
HCFA in 42 CFR 417.479.
Another commentator also noted that the HCFA defines
substantial risk as 25% of potential payments for covered
services. The commentator recommended that the Department include objective standards that would ensure that
the protections in Act 68 are realized and applied uniformly.
The same commentator recommended that the Department change the proposed paragraph because it would
permit plans to make inappropriately large payments to
providers for low utilization rates. This commentator
commented that plans could offer up to 49% of the total
incentive reimbursement for low utilization rates. The
commentator stated that this would allow plans to create
an unacceptable conflict of interest between a provider
and a patient by sanctioning substantial financial incentives to providers by the plans to limit care. The commentator stressed that the incentives would constrain physicians to limit communication with patients about
treatment options to protect their own financial interests.
Another commentator noted that under the Department’s proposed regulations, a physician could receive
51% of total payment in bonuses and other compensation,
which could be linked to low utilization. According to the
commentator, this would put the physician in conflict of
interest with patients.
One commentator raised concerns that the Department’s proposed UR provisions might negatively impact
children with disabilities. The commentator complained
that the Department would allow a plan to base up to
half its risk pool distribution based on utilization. According to this commentator, this would have the potential
effect of creating an underclass of the people who needed
greater care, and for whom accessing care was an ongoing
battle. The commentator stated that the Department
should aggressively oversee UR practices to assure that
they would not have a chilling effect on health care.
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One commentator recommended changing the proposed
paragraph because it would allow financial disincentives
to serve and treat expensive patients by permitting plans
to base economic incentives and disincentives on nonrisk
adjusted factors. The commentator stated that economic
incentives and disincentives should be prohibited unless
they were risk adjusted. The commentator expressed
concern that plans would use these incentives to drive out
providers who specialize in treatment of patients with
expensive conditions for financial reasons.
The Department has not changed this proposed paragraph. HCFA’s Physician Incentive Program (PIP) rules
(42 CFR 417.479) relate the 25% of the total potential
payments to the most recent year’s utilization and anticipated factors that will affect current year’s utilization. In
short, the maximum amount of money that can be used in
an incentive plan is 25% of the total maximum payments
that could be received. This limits the amount of the risk
up or down to 25% of the value of the total of potential
payments. Payments are defined for these purposes as
amounts paid for services furnished directly, administration and costs of referral services. The total dollars
payable to even a single provider over the course of a
year is generally a considerable amount of money. Under
the PIP rule, the physician can not be at risk (lose more
or earn more) than 25% of the total yearly amount. This
is a very different arrangement from what the Department is proposing.
The Department is not setting limits on the percentage
of risk (up and down), but is stating that any incentive
reimbursement system (money above and beyond that
paid for services provided) must not include utilization as
its sole criteria. The Department is requiring the plan to
use other factors, and weigh those other factors (for
example, patient satisfaction, provider cooperation with
the plan) at least equal to utilization. The PIP rules, on
the other hand, exclude payment for nonutilization factors from the formula entirely. The Department is insisting that nonutilization factors are important, are appropriate performance incentive measures and must be
considered the equal of utilization factors.
Section 9.723. IDS.
The Department received five comments on this proposed section.
One commentator stated that the Department should
expressly recognize the right of all plans to enter into IDS
contracts, and that the Department should replace the
term ‘‘HMO’’ with ‘‘plan.’’ The commentator stated that
the requirements of this section would provide sufficient
oversight and protection to permit plans to subcontract
for delivery of health care services on a risk transfer
basis.
The Department has replaced the term ‘‘HMO’’ with
‘‘plan.’’ The Department sees no need to explicitly state
that plans may contract with IDSs. Nothing in State law
or regulation absolutely prohibits this type of contract.
The Department, recognizing the ability of plans to
subcontract with IDSs, is attempting, through this and
the other sections of this subchapter, to maintain some
regulatory control over this arrangement, which has the
potential to harm enrollees and providers.
One commentator commented that proposed subsection
(a) was in conflict with proposed § 9.724(b) (relating to
plan-IDS contracts), and requested that the Department
clarify whether all IDS contracts were to be filed, or
whether the plan could file form agreements.
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The Department is adding the word ‘‘standard’’ to the
proposed subsection to clarify its intent to review and
approve standard contracts only.
The Department received three comments on proposed
subsection (b), all concerning the question of whether a
plan would be able to comply with the proposed notice
requirements.
IRRC commented that the proposed 60-day notice requirement might not be possible with respect to litigation,
since a plan might not have 60 days notice of litigation,
and, in turn, could not provide 60 days notice to the
Department. It recommended that the Department consider revising the proposed subsection to allow for flexibility when a plan did not receive 60 days advance notice of
litigation.
Another commentator suggested eliminating the word
‘‘proposed,’’ as well as final phrase ‘‘including the institution of litigation, termination, or nonrenewal notice by
either party.’’ The commentator commented that the
reason for providers being unable to deliver services was
irrelevant to the Department. The commentator stated it
would be onerous for plans to have to submit all proposed
actions to the Department.
The third commentator also commented that many
times a plan would not know 60 days in advance of these
events. The commentator recommended that the Department require the plan or IDS to notify the Department
within a certain number of days of acquiring knowledge
of a proposed action or institution of litigation. The
commentator stated that any other requirement would be
difficult to meet.
The Department agrees that plans and IDSs could have
had difficulty in complying with this proposed subsection
under certain conditions. The Department has, therefore,
changed this subsection to require notification in advance
of any action that could prevent IDS participating providers from providing services. The 60-day time period has
been deleted, as have the references to the reasons for
which this disruption may have occurred. The Department has also deleted the requirement that it be notified
of proposed actions. The Department’s only concern is
that it be given warning of a situation that could result in
enrollees losing access to providers.
Section 9.724. Plan-IDS contracts.
The Department received several comments on this
proposed section.
One commentator raised issues concerning safe harbor
rules under fraud and abuse laws. The commentator
stated that this section would affect the ability of an
HMO to satisfy these safe harbor rules. The commentator
pointed out that to meet safe harbor protections for
management contracts and price reductions, the HMO
must establish that the initial contract term is for 1-year.
The commentator stated that safe harbor for management
contracts may be applicable where there is a fee paid for
the delegation of an administrative function. The commentator was also concerned that the section would
hinder the ability of an HMO to enter into contracts with
an IDS that insists on longer initial terms, particularly
during the start up period when an IDS has a lot of
startup costs. The commentator also commented that
plans must have the ability to immediately terminate a
contract with an IDS where there is the possibility of
harm to the enrollees.
The Department does not believe that this section
would in any way limit the term of a contract or require a

1-year minimum or maximum. Given the concerns raised,
however, the Department is revising subsection (d)(13) to
include language stating that if a plan and IDS agree to a
termination without cause provision, neither party may
terminate the agreement without cause upon less than 60
days prior written notice. The 60-day notice period is the
minimum period the Department will accept. The plan
and IDS may negotiate a longer notice provision if they
wish, or may choose not to include a clause in the
contract.
The same commentator expressed concern that the
regulation would discourage out-of-State limited service
IDSs from doing business in this Commonwealth. The
Department disagrees with this statement.
Another commentator stated that the contract reporting
requirements are inadequate. The commentator believes
that if HMOs are no longer at financial risk, they will not
adequately monitor the health care being provided under
the IDS contract. The commentator further claimed that
if an IDS is at financial risk, it will not want the HMO
interfering with its utilization decisions, its credentialing
decisions, and similar decisions of that nature.
The Department has not changed the proposed section
to address these concerns. The license of the HMO is at
risk in this matter, and it will be held accountable for
services provided to its enrollees.
One commentator raised concerns that proposed subsection (a) would permit a licensed entity to subcontract
almost all of its functions to any type of entity, and to put
that entity at risk for providing all health care services
instead of the HMO. The commentator noted that the
only function an HMO could not subcontract was soliciting and enrolling members. The commentator also noted
that the grievance and complaint process could also be
subcontracted to an unlicensed person, corporation or
other entity. The commentator stated that the Department had no direct regulatory authority over these
entities.
The Department will hold the licensed entity responsible for the appropriate operations of its subcontractors.
Should the Department find that the subcontractors are
not complying with the terms of Act 68, that failure will
be imputed to the licensed entity, which has the responsibility to ensure that its subcontractors comply with the
law. Therefore, the Department does not need regulatory
authority over the nonlicensed entity to ensure that the
provisions of Act 68 and the HMO Act are met.
With respect to grievance reviews, grievance reviews
can only be performed by an entity licensed and regulated
by the Department.
Another commentator recommended adding time lines
for reviews to the proposed subsection. The commentator
also recommended adding language stating that nothing
would supersede review and approval by Insurance of
those contracts subject to Insurance’s review under 40
Pa.C.S. § 6124.
The Department has added time frames to § 9.722(a),
which, by the terms of § 9.723 and additional language
the Department has added to subsection (a), applies to
contracts between plans and IDSs. To the extent that a
contract is to be used by a hospital plan corporation, it
must be reviewed by Insurance. If the same contract
includes or incorporates related entities, subsidiaries, or
affiliates, and any of these associated or related entities is
a managed care plan under Act 68, the contract must also
be reviewed and approved by the Department.
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The Department has revised the language in proposed
subsection (b) to reflect the Department’s intention to
extend this section to plans as defined by Act 68.
One commentator commented that the proposed subsection contained inadequate remedies for an HMO failing to
obtain prior approval of an HMO-IDS contract. The
commentator noted that the proposed subsection would
not prohibit such contracts without prior approval, rather
it would require the contract to be renegotiated if prior
approval is not obtained.
Another commentator recommended that the proposed
subsection be amended to require review and approval of
a contract only if it were not based on the approved
generic contract already filed and approved by the Department.
The Department’s intention is to review a plan’s standard form contracts once, and to review any arrangements that are not based on that standard version. The
Department is, however, requiring notice of all plan
arrangements with an IDS and the nature of those
arrangements to determine if CRE certification is required and to include the IDS in the Department’s overall
monitoring and compliance activities. The Department
has revised the proposed subsection to impose these
requirements.
The Department has, however, not added any enforcement language. The Department has the ability to take
action against any plan that violates the terms of Act 68,
the HMO Act or the Department’s regulations. Should it
become necessary to require a plan to submit a plan of
correction involving the revision of contracts, the Department will take that action. Should it become necessary for
the Department to consider fines in egregious situations,
the Department has that option available as well.
One commentator recommended that the Department
delete the requirement in proposed subsection (c) that
plans submit copies of all IDS contracts with individual
providers to the Department for approval. The commentator believed this requirement to be excessive. The commentator noted that the HMO was ultimately responsible
for services being delivered, and that this level of review
was an unnecessary administrative burden on the plan.
IRRC commented that this proposed subsection and
§ 9.723 were confusing because they would mix requirements for IDS and HMOs with IDS and health care
providers. For example, IRRC noted that the proposed
subsection would include the requirement that the HMO
provide the Department with copies of contracts with
IDSs, and also would include requirements for a contract
between IDS and a provider. IRRC stated that these
requirements should be included in separate sections.
The Department only intends to review the standard
form contract between a plan and IDSs and not every
single signed contract. The Department has revised this
subsection to clarify that fact.
Further, the inclusion of requirements for IDS-provider
contracts in this subsection was deliberate. The Department does need to include this language in this section
since it pertains to the Department’s approval of the
overall plan-IDS contract. It is imperative that the Department verify that the relationship between the first
level subcontractor and its second level subcontractors is
consistent with the Department’s requirements for traditional provider contracts. For this reason, the Department
has added language in this subsection requiring notice
that the providers have executed plan-provider contracts
instead of IDS-provider contracts, or the plan must
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submit the standard contracts between the IDS and its
providers for review and approval prior to the effective
date of the plan-IDS contract.
One commentator questioned whether the Department
really meant to say in proposed subsection (c)(1) (now
subsection (d)(1)) that the ultimate provision of care
remained the responsibility of the HMO. The commentator asserted that responsibility would be with the provider. The commentator recommended that the Department delete the term ‘‘ultimate’’ and use the term ‘‘HMO
operations’’ as used in § 9.635.
The Department did not intend to imply that the plan
was responsible for the care of providers in a medical
sense; however, the Department does mean to make it
clear that plans are ultimately responsible for benefits
and services to enrollees. It has changed the language of
this paragraph to reflect that fact.
Several commentators raised concerns that proposed
subsection (c)(2) (now subsection (d)(2)) would permit an
unlicensed person or an entity to deliver prepaid basic
health services to enrollees and to perform administrative
services without obtaining a certificate of authority. One
commentator noted that consumers could enroll with an
HMO, unaware that their health care has been subcontracted at full risk to an unlicensed entity. The commentator raised concerns that there would be no standards to
determine adequate staffing, adequacy of networks or any
other criteria necessary for a certificate of authority. The
commentator stated that this almost totally unregulated,
wholesale transfer of responsibility to unlicensed potentially unqualified entities was without statutory authority
and should not be permitted.
Another commentator raised the concern that the HMO
would be at risk with minimal protections for important
functions such as credentialing and quality assurance.
The Department has abrogated no responsibility here.
The licensed entity remains responsible for the subcontracted or delegated functions. This means that the
Department will take action against a plan if its subcontractor is not performing in accordance with requirements
imposed upon the plan. The Department has the authority to review provider contracts, and IDS is a provider
arrangement; therefore, the Department has the authority to review and regulate IDS arrangements. The Department has no authority to prevent IDS arrangements
from occurring.
Further, to the extent the IDS contracts with a plan
covered by Act 68 for provision of services to enrollees,
the IDS is subject to the Department’s and to Insurance’s
regulations. IDS providers, through the IDS contract with
the plan, and through the providers’ contracts with the
IDS, are required to be credentialed. The plan, by regulation, is required to take full responsibility for the benefits
and services it provides through the IDS. See subsection
(d)(1). The plan, by regulation, is required to ensure that
its network is adequate. That network, including the IDS
network, is reviewed by the Department. See § 9.679.
One commentator stated that proposed subsection (c)(5)
(now subsection (d)(5)) exceeded the scope of the Department’s statement of policy. The commentator acknowledged the Department’s obligation to protect enrollees
from potential disruption of services under HMO-IDS
agreements, but it requested that the Department specify
its statutory authority to excessively regulate IDSs
through HMO contract agreements. For example, the
commentator asked why the Department would require
the IDS to acknowledge that the HMO was directly
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accountable to the Department for compliance and high
quality cost-effective care. The commentator stated that
there was nothing in the HMO regulations or in the HMO
Act or Act 68 that would requires a plan to provide high
quality cost-effective care.
The Department acknowledges that the use of the word
‘‘high’’ in the phrase ‘‘high quality cost-effective care’’ was
inappropriate, and has deleted that word. With respect to
the remainder of the comment, the Department is not
regulating the IDS. The Department is regulating the
plan, which remains responsible for the actual functions
of the IDS. The Department has discussed its statutory
authority to review contracts in its response to comments
on § 9.722.
The Department requires an acknowledgement from
the IDS that it is aware that the plan is accountable to
the Department to ensure that the plan’s responsibilities
are clear to it and to all parties to the contract.
One commentator took issue with the proposed subsection (c)(13) (now subsection (d)(13)) requirement for the
inclusion of the 60-day termination without cause clause
in an IDS-plan contract. The commentator was concerned
that a plan must have the ability to immediately terminate where there is the possibility of harm to the
members. The commentator recommended that the Department make the paragraph consistent with
§ 9.722(e)(7), which states that an IDS must give at least
60 days notice to the plan prior to termination.
The Department has revised language in § 9.722(e)(7)
and subsection (d)(13) to take into account situations in
which the plan and provider do not negotiate a termination without cause provision, and situations in which the
plan and provider choose to negotiate a notice period of
longer than 60 days. The language in both sections is now
the same.
Section 9.725. IDS-provider contracts.
The Department received three comments on this proposed section.
One commentator recommended that the Department
add time lines for reviews of contracts between providers
and an IDS that has contracted with a plan. The
commentator also recommended the addition of language
stating that nothing would supercede the review and
approval by Insurance of those contracts subject to their
review under 40 Pa.C.S. § 6124.
The Department has included time frames as discussed
in comments to § 9.722. To the extent that a contract is
to be used by a hospital plan corporation, it must be
reviewed by Insurance. If the same contract includes or
incorporates related entities, subsidiaries or affiliates,
and any of these associated or related entities is a
managed care plan under Act 68, the contract must also
be reviewed and approved by the Department.
Another commentator commented that the proposed
section should require IDSs to submit PBM contracts to
the Department for review, and that PBM contracts
should be held to the same standards as other IDSprovider contracts.
The same commentator recommended that the title of
the section include PBM contracts, since a plan is responsible for the performance of all its subcontractors according to the regulations, which would include PBM contractors. The commentator felt that this required clarification,
since PBMs are not specifically defined as health care
providers under Act 68.

As the Department discussed earlier in response to a
similar comment on § 9.722, a PBM may or may not be
considered an IDS. To the extent that a PBM arrangement includes a network of providers, a PBM contract
will be covered by the regulations. The determination
must be made on a case by case basis.
For the purposes of clarity, the Department has added
language to subsection (a) to require an IDS to provide a
copy of its contracts with providers so that the plan may
provide those contracts to the Department.
Subchapter K. CRES
The Department received approximately 80 comments
on this proposed subchapter.
The Department received two comments relating to
citation forms from a commentator, who disagreed with
the Department’s use of the word ‘‘the act’’ in references,
for example, ‘‘to section 2152 of the act.’’ The commentator stated that the Department should have used the
term ‘‘Act 68.’’ The commentator recommended that the
Department make this change in §§ 9.743(c)(5)(iv) and
9.744(a)(4)(ii) (relating to content of an application for
certification as a CRE; and CREs participating in internal
and external grievance reviews). In both cases, the Department has declined to make the change. The sections
referenced are sections of the Insurance Company Law of
1921, or the act, and not sections of Act 68.
The same commentator commented that the Department should change the word ‘‘chapter’’ in proposed
§ 9.742(b) to ‘‘subchapter.’’ That section states that ‘‘The
Department may subject a CRE to additional review if it
determines that the CRE is failing to comply with Act 68
and this chapter.’’ The Department intended to use the
word ‘‘chapter’’ in this proposed section. The Department
intends to require CREs to comply with other subchapters
of the regulations, in particular, Subchapter I (relating to
complaints and grievances) as well as Subchapter K
(relating to CREs).
Several commentators raised concerns that there were
no ongoing standards for UR, and recommended that the
Department include language describing how it intended
to enforce these requirements. After reviewing these
comments, the Department has divided this subchapter
into two parts, one dealing with certification standards,
and the other with operational standards. The Department has revised the proposed regulations to include UR
standards, and placed those in the part of the subchapter
entitled ‘‘Operational standards.’’ The Department has
included three sections in the final-form regulations to
address standards for a description of a UR system (see
§ 9.749 (relating to system description)), standards for
the UR system (see § 9.750 (relating to UR system
standards)) and standards for the time frames in which
UR must be provided (see § 9.751 (relating to time
frames for UR)).
The Department has deleted § 9.601(c), which discussed the applicability of § 9.742. The Department has,
instead, expanded this section, which specifically discusses the scope of this subchapter. The Department has
added language to § 9.741 to clarify that the sections
dealing with certification apply to CREs as defined by the
act (see section 2102 of Article XXI). Sections 9.749—
9.751 include operational standards for UR. See subsection (b).
Section 9.742. CREs.
Two commentators complained that under subsection
(c), a licensed insurer would not be required to go through
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the certification process to become a CRE. One commentator raised concerns that an insurance company could
pose as an outside independent CRE for another insurance company, or its parent or subsidiary without having
to be certified. Both commentators stated that the certification process was the only possible mechanism for
sorting out potential conflicts of interest. At a minimum,
these commentators recommended that licensed insurers
be required to comply with sections 2151 and 2152 of
Article XXI and be required to obtain certification.
The Department has deleted subsection (c). Act 68
clearly states that a licensed insurer or a managed care
plan with a certificate of authority shall not be required
to obtain separate certification as a UR entity. See section
2151(e) of Article XXI. Therefore, to require such entities
to undergo certification would be a violation of Act 68.
The Department has also deleted the term ‘‘licensed
insurer’’ from § 9.601 since that term no longer appears
in the Department’s regulations. The comments concerning conflict of interest are discussed in § 9.743 (relating
to content of an application for certification as a CRE).
Section 9.743. Content of an application for certification
as a CRE.
The Department received one comment in support of
this proposed section. Several commentators requested
revisions to the proposed section.
Several commentators commented concerning what
they viewed as the inability of the proposed regulations to
prevent conflicts of interest from arising between plans
and CREs, since this proposed section would not specifically request conflict of interest information. One commentator commented that the proposed amendments do
not go far enough to implement the intent of Act 68 to
protect against conflicts of interest. According to the
commentators, an enrollee must be able to access conflict
of interest information.
The Department does not see this conflict of interest
analysis as useful in the context of standard UR, where,
as discussed earlier, the CRE is compensated to perform
UR functions by the plan. This can be viewed as an
absolute conflict; however, since the CRE must have
operating income to employ staff, and systems to conduct
CRE, there is no possible way to avoid a situation in
which a CRE is paid to perform UR. The Department has
made no changes to the proposed section to address the
comment. Service organizations are paid to provide the
service, and in this case the plan is the one paying for the
service. The safeguards are the Department’s ability to
monitor and investigate complaints and grievances, the
external grievance review and the certification and recertification process.
IRRC commented that the proposed section should
reference § 9.654, since a requirement of a certificate of
authority is that an external quality assurance review be
conducted, and this external quality assurance review
includes the UR component that is equivalent of the
certification of a CRE.
When performed by a plan, the system for conducting
UR is assessed through the external quality assurance
review. When performed by a CRE, the UR program may
also be assessed by the external quality assurance review,
but it is definitely assessed by the Department during the
certification and recertification process.
One commentator recommended the addition of language to this proposed section stating that the responsibility for the conduct of UR activities shall be assigned to
appropriate individuals, and plans shall ensure the
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mechanisms are in place enabling a provider to verify
that an individual requesting information on behalf of
that entity is a legitimate representative.
The Department agrees that new language is necessary,
and has added new sections substantially including this
language. See §§ 9.749(c) and (d) and 9.750(d).
IRRC questioned the Department’s intention, as set
forth in proposed subsection (b), to make changes to the
application form upon publication in the Pennsylvania
Bulletin. IRRC stated that any changes to the application
form that would be substantive in nature must go
through the rulemaking process, and recommended that
the subsection include language that any changes would
be in accordance with this regulation, or consistent with
current requirements in this section.
The Department has deleted proposed subsection (b),
and has added subsection (e), which states that the
applicant must provide other additional information to
the Department which the Department finds necessary to
review the application for compliance with Act 68 and
this chapter. This is similar to language in § 9.631.
One commentator commented that a CRE be required
to update the list of plans for which it performs UR, that
it would identify in its application for certification under
subsection (c)(4) (now subsection (b)(4)), no less often than
at the time of renewal, which is every 3 years. The
Department included this requirement in proposed
§ 9.748(b)(2)(iii), and has adopted that proposal.
One commentator commented that although it appreciated the Department’s attempt in proposed subsection
(c)(5)(i) (now subsection (b)(5)(i)) to fill a void in Act 68,
the language referring back to standards in Act 68 still
left the possibility that a CRE’s telephone could ring for a
significant period of time before being answered, since Act
68 does not provide a time period in which a call must be
answered. The commentator recommended that the Department address this concern.
The Department has not changed this proposed paragraph. To set out the time period in which a call must be
answered, is over-management of the CRE. The lack of a
standard for this in Act 68 and in the regulations implies
a reasonable period of time, and the Department is
satisfied with that standard.
IRRC raised several questions with respect to proposed
subsection (c)(5)(ii) (now subsection (b)(5)(ii)). First, IRRC
questioned whether acceptable procedures and criteria for
the selection and credentialing of peer reviewers included
the requirement in section 2152(a)(5) of Article XXI that
providers have current licenses in good standing or other
required credentials. IRRC also questioned what was
meant by the term used in the act ‘‘other required
credentials,’’ and requested clarification.
In response to IRRC’s questions regarding section
2152(a)(5) of Article XXI, the phrase ‘‘other required
credentials’’ refers to credentials of persons involved in
the conduct of UR who may not be licensed as physicians,
but who are nevertheless licensed as professionals and
credentialed by the CRE. Because the intention is that
these criteria and procedures provide the CRE with the
information the CRE is required to obtain by Act 68, the
Department has not changed this proposed subparagraph.
IRRC has requested that the Department clarify what
accrediting bodies meet the standards set forth in these
regulations and Act 68. IRRC recommended that the
Department designate these bodies in the regulations, or
publish a list that is available to the public.
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The Department has not made any change to proposed
subsection (c)(5)(viii) (now subsection (b)(5)(viii)). The
Department is not requiring accreditation nor adopting
the standards of an accreditation organization through
this provision. Further, the Department is not suggesting
that accreditation bodies meet the standards of Act 68.
This provision is merely a request for information.
Whether or not the applicant is accredited, and by whom
is useful information for the Department to have when
considering the applicant because it can be indicative of
the entity’s structure, resources and operational standards.
One commentator also commented that although the
proposed amendments require an applicant to state where
it has been denied accreditation, they do not require the
applicant to state why the application was denied.
The Department has only requested that the applicant
provide information of accreditation by a Nationally recognized accrediting body, if it has such an accreditation.
Again, the Department’s only intention in requesting this
information was informational. The language in that
section, ‘‘if it has secured the approval, certification, or
accreditation,’’ was intended to explain that if the applicant did not have this approval, certification or accreditation, the requirement was not applicable.
IRRC and another commentator expressed concern over
proposed subsection (c)(5)(ix) (now subsection (b)(5)(ix)),
which would require a list of three clients to be included
on an applicant’s CRE application. Both commentators
are concerned that this proposed requirement could prevent new companies from becoming certified.
This was not the Department’s intention, and the
final-form regulations have been revised to require a list
of three clients, if any, for which the applicant has
performed UR.
The Department received four different comments on
proposed subsection (d) (now subsection (c)). One commentator recommended that the Department require that
reviews be done by a licensed peer of the health care
provider who requested the review. Another commentator
stated that the proposed subsection was unclear in light
of other parts of the proposed rulemaking regarding
committee decisions, and would not reflect the input of
peer review of the health care provider’s grievance.
The Department has declined to make any change
based upon these comments, but has changed the section
to delete references to a licensed physician in the ‘‘same
or similar specialty.’’ The language in subsection (c)(1)
was intended to track the language in Act 68. The statute
requires a licensed physician, or, in certain instances, an
approved licensed psychologist, to perform UR that results in the denial of a service. See section 2152(c) and (d)
of Article XXI.
The Department received two comments dealing with
the differences between physician reviewers and approved
licensed psychologists. One commentator threatened a
constitutional law suit against the Department if the
Department failed to eliminate the language that would
only permit a psychologist to perform a UR of behavioral
health care services within the psychologist’s scope of
practice if the psychologist has sufficient clinical experience to review that specific behavioral health care service.
See section 2152(d) of Article XXI.
Another commentator argued that the Department
should clarify that psychologists doing medical necessity
reviews can only deny services provided by or proposed to
be provided by a nonphysician provider. According to this

commentator, because psychologists do not have medical
training, their denial of a physician-ordered service on
medical necessity grounds would be outside the scope of a
psychologist’s practice, and would be an intrusion into the
physician’s responsibility to determine whether or not
medication is appropriate.
The Department has made no change to the proposed
subsection based upon these comments. The Department
will presume the constitutionality of a statutory provision.
In this case, the purpose of the legislation is to protect
consumers. The General Assembly has taken the position
that UR decisions to deny services must be made by
licensed physicians, unless the decision involves a behavioral health issue, in which case, the denial may only be
made by a psychologist who has sufficient expertise to
review the particular behavioral health care service. The
General Assembly clearly believed that psychologists, who
are not medical doctors, should have additional experience before being permitted to deny a health care service.
This does not prohibit any psychologist from reviewing
behavioral health services as part of a UR decision, it
merely places additional requirements on that psychologist.
Further, the recommendation that the Department
adopt a standard which calls for review by a same or
similar specialist as that which would provide the service
is not practical. It is a higher standard than any found in
Act 68, and would cause extraordinary delays in turnaround time for reviews, as plans search to find reviewers
who are willing to perform UR.
With respect to the issue raised by the second commentator, the Department has reiterated the requirements of
Act 68, which prohibit a psychologist from reviewing the
denial of payment for a health care service involving
inpatient care or a prescription drug. This should be
sufficient to meet the commentator’s concerns.
IRRC commented that the language of subsection (c)(3)
(now subsection (d)(3)) contradicts the language of Act 68.
The act states: ‘‘Compensation to any person or entity
performing UR may not contain incentives, direct or
indirect, for the person or entity to approve or deny
payment for delivery of any health care services.’’ See
section 2152(b) of Article XXI. IRRC stated that the
proposed paragraph should not limit the application of
statutory language to plans, and that the paragraph
should reference section 2152(b) of Article XXI.
The Department has not changed the substance of the
proposed paragraph, but will cross reference section
2152(b) of Article XXI for clarity. Compensation implies a
reimbursement arrangement. The plan is the one paying
for UR services, whether through contract, by salaries, or
in some other manner. The Department has not limited
the language of Act 68.
The Department has also renumbered proposed subsection (c)(3) as subsection (d). Subsection (e) was added to
clarify that information beyond that contained in the
application may be required by the Department to determine compliance with Act 68 and the regulations.
Section 9.744. CREs participating in internal and external grievance reviews
The Department received comments from four commentators on this proposed section.
One commentator questioned the extension of additional requirements applicable for external grievances
and additional filing fees to internal grievances.
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The Department has made no change to the proposed
section. The proposed regulations included a filing fee for
CREs to cover the cost of the review in § 9.746. They also
included an additional filing fee for external grievances
(see § 9.746(a)), since the Department’s review of an
applicant wishing to perform external grievances is more
comprehensive and involves a site review, which adds to
the Department’s costs.
One commentator commented that the proposed regulations would not specify what should be in an application
for all CRE applicants, but only those that will do
internal and external reviews. This commentator stated
that the Department should require the same information
for all CREs, not just those performing internal and
external grievance reviews, since the initial UR decision
is an important point at which an individual’s health and
the health care process may be significantly thwarted.
The Department believes that information should not
be requested unless it will be used for some purpose. The
information the Department is requesting in this section
is information the Department will use in determining
the applicant’s ability to conduct internal and external
grievance reviews. Because of the different nature of the
grievance review versus the standard UR decision, the
Department does not find the information in this section
to be necessary for it to make a determination of whether
an applicant should be certified to conduct UR. As was
discussed earlier, the conflict of interest standard is
essential to ensure the integrity of the external grievance
process and, therefore, it will remain in that part of the
application.
IRRC questioned why the language in proposed subsection (a)(3) was not included in § 9.743. IRRC commented
that a CRE could avoid these disclosure requirements if it
used the application procedures in that section. Further,
IRRC stated that because the Department must monitor
to ensure that all CREs meet the requirements of Act 68,
the Department should have this information from all
CREs, and not just those that perform external and
internal grievance reviews. Another commentator also
commented to this effect, and recommended that the
Department define potential conflicts of interest, for
example, stating that no entity participating as a reviewer for DPW’s fair hearing process utilized in the
Health Choices Medicaid managed care plans may be
certified as a CRE.
The Department has not changed proposed paragraph
as recommended. The Department finds that conflict of
interest has no real meaning outside of the context of
external grievance reviews. In general, a CRE that does
standard UR will be performing those URs for a plan. At
that stage of the standard utilization review, there is no
requirement of, nor is there a pretence of an independent
(from the plan and the enrollee) review. Even at the
internal grievance level, the conflict of interest issues do
not apply. Again, here, the CRE is performing the internal review for the plan. There is no requirement that a
CRE have no conflict of interest in this case either, that
is, be unconnected with the plan for which it is conducting the internal grievance review. Act 68 permits a plan
to conduct its own internal grievance review, and, of
course, the plan is connected to itself—the ultimate
conflict of interest. Act 68 attempts to address problems
in this area by making certain requirements of the review
committees conducting the internal grievance reviews (see
section 2161(b)(1) and (c)(1) of Article XXI). As discussed
earlier concerning complaints and grievances, the Department has included fundamental fairness requirements,
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which would apply to plans and CREs conducting internal
grievance reviews. See § 9.705.
Further, the Department believes that the requirements for CREs performing external grievance reviews
must be more stringent than for those CREs conducting
the initial UR. As the grievance progresses in the system,
the stakes become higher for the enrollee, and for the
plan. An external grievance review involves making an
independent assessment to resolve a dispute between a
plan and an enrollee or a provider. A higher standard is
required for CREs that review these grievances because
of the level of the dispute resolution (this is the reviewer
of last resort, the last review by a clinical reviewer before
the matter is resolved by a court), and the complexity of
the issues that generally reach this level.
With respect to the issue concerning the fair hearing
process used by Health Choices contractors, the Department disagrees that any difficulty exists. A Health
Choices fair hearing contractor may not be involved in
external grievance reviews for Health Choices cases, but
the contractor would have no conflict with commercial
plans that do not have a MA product. The contractor can
be certified as a CRE, and can conduct grievance reviews
for those plans.
The Department has added language to proposed subsection (a)(3) to clarify that the CRE applicant need only
disclose any known potential conflict of interest.
The Department, after experience in certifying CREs,
has decided that the language in proposed subsection
(a)(4)(ii) needs to be further clarified. Because the Department is aware of the difficulty that CREs have in keeping
all the necessary specialists under contract, the Department is not requiring that the CRE applicant have all
possible types of reviewers under contract. The Department will require an applicant to have a contracted and
credentialed network of providers, including, at a minimum, the general specialties represented by the American
Board of Medical Specialties, the subspecialties of oncology and physician reviewers specializing in transplantation. The Department will be satisfied if the applicant
provides it with a description of its ability to obtain the
services of a qualified peer reviewer from any specialty or
subspecialty required for an external grievance review
within 24 hours.
The Department received one comment on proposed
subsection (a)(4)(v). The commentator commented that a
plan was unable to determine whether the bills it received were consistent with the Department’s approved
reasonable fees, and so recommended that the Department add language to this proposed subparagraph stating
that ‘‘such fees shall be public information.’’
The Department has made no change to the proposed
subparagraph to address this concern. The Department
does not set fees and does not approve fees as reasonable.
The Department is requesting this information so that, if
necessary, it can investigate and decertify a CRE if its
fees are found to be unreasonable. Fees, like reimbursement information in provider contracts, are considered by
CREs to be proprietary information in the nature of a
trade secret, and the Department has agreed to hold
them as confidential and proprietary. A plan can refer
billing and fee issues to the Department for review and
response, and the Department will make comparisons
between the fees of the various CREs to determine
whether the fees in question are unreasonable or not.
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Section 9.745. Responsible Applicant.
Two commentators raised issues with respect to this
proposed section. One commentator commented that the
proposed language would fail to inquire into the licensure
and good standing of the applicant. The other commentator stated that the Department should look to current
licensure and standing in medical profession as well as
whether the applicant has been subject to violations of
Act 68.
The Department has not changed the proposed subsection with respect to this comment. The licensure of the
applicant would not necessarily be useful, since it is
unlikely that the applicant itself, which is a corporation
or entity and not an individual medical professional, will
be an entity for which licensure is required. Managed
care plans with certificates of authority and licensed
insurers, two types of entities which could perform UR,
and which do hold licenses or certificates, are not required to undergo certification. The Department has
given itself, through the regulation, the ability to verify
the credentials of any officer, director or member of the
managing staff, and will include licensure of those individuals in this review. Act 68 itself requires the reviewers
utilized by the applicant to be licensed in good standing.
See section 2152(a)(5) of Article XXI.
The commentator also commented that the proposed
section in general failed to establish uniform standards
for UR, and suggested that this could lead to inconsistent
decisionmaking. The commentator provided a list of what
it believed the appropriate standards are. The commentator stated that the standards should be applied consistently and equitably, should require that the member’s
specific individual health status be considered, should be
based on sound clinical and scientific evidence and should
be made under the direction of the plan medical director.
The commentator further stated that the standards
should require that clinical standards for UR should be
current, subject to input from plan providers and made
known to plan providers; the standards should not have
financial or other incentives that adversely affect the
quality of care; the standards should comply with Act 68’s
prior authorization requirements, and include standards
and time frames for prior authorization procedures of
plans; and the standards should include review of the
plan’s ‘‘medical necessity’’ definition.
The Department agrees that utilization standards
should be created and included in the regulations, and
has done so in §§ 9.749—9.751. The Department’s standards are discussed at greater length in the discussion of
the general comments to this subchapter.
One commentator commented that proposed subsection
(a)(2)(i), which would allow the Department to consider
whether management personnel, officers or directors of
the applicant have filed for bankruptcy, was too broad
and intrusive. The commentator stated that the personal
bankruptcy history of individuals was not relevant, and
could be deemed discriminatory. The commentator recommended that the paragraph be deleted.
After considering this comment, the Department agrees
that the language of the proposed amendments should be
altered. The Department did not intend to request information regarding personal bankruptcies. The Department
has revised the subparagraph to require an applicant to
provide the Department with information concerning
whether management personnel, officers or directors of
the applicant have ever been involved in a bankruptcy
proceeding as an officer, director or senior manager of the

corporation in question. This should protect the privacy of
the individuals and provide the Department with the
information it needs to make an informed decision about
the applicant.
One commentator recommended that the Department
delete the requirement in subsection (a)(2)(v) allowing the
Department to consider whether the management personnel, officers or directors of the applicant have a history of
malpractice or civil suits, penalties or judgments against
them. The commentator argued that this, too, was intrusive and broad.
The Department has not changed this proposed subparagraph. The Department believes this information is
necessary to determine whether the individuals in question are capable of operating the applicant in a reasonable manner.
Section 9.746. Fees for certification and recertification of
CREs.
The Department received one comment on the proposed
section. The proposed section would have required CREs
already certified to pay the fee to the Department as well.
The commentator commented that the Department had
previously told CREs that there would be no application
fee if an application were filed before the adoption of
final-form regulations. The Department acknowledges
that this comment is correct, and has revised the proposed section to remove the language in question.
Section 9.747. Department review and approval of a certification request.
The Department received comments from three commentators on the proposed section. One of these commentators recommended that the Department include in the
regulations language providing the Department access to
CREs’ decisions, in order to review their compliance with
Act 68 and the regulations.
The Department has added a subsection (c) to § 9.748
(relating to maintenance and renewal of CRE certification) to clarify that it has access to whatever information
is necessary to determine a CRE’s compliance with Act
68.
Two commentators have recommended that the Department replace the word ‘‘will’’ with the word ‘‘shall’’ in
proposed subsection (b). One commentator commented
that the Department should more specifically state what
other information will be necessary for it to determine
compliance with Act 68 and the regulations.
The Department agrees that the regulation should
more clearly provide it with authority to review this
information, and has revised the regulation to require
that the Department be given access. With respect to the
issue regarding clarification of the term ‘‘other information,’’ the language is sufficiently clear, and the Department has not changed it. The Department has stated it
must have access to other information necessary to
determine compliance with Act 68. Further, the proposed
subsection was already fairly all-inclusive, in that it
provides the Department with express authority to access
books, records, staff and facilities.
Two commentators commented that the Department
should not forgo inspection or monitoring to determine
whether the CRE is in compliance with Act 68 merely
because a Nationally recognized accrediting body accredits that CRE. The commentators stated that the Department should review the actions and inactions of the CRE
to fulfill the Department’s obligation to implement the
requirements of Act 68.
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The Department has considered these comments on this
proposed subsection, but has decided not to change the
proposed subsection to address them. The Department
does have the responsibility to ensure that an applicant
meets the certification requirements, and that a CRE
continues to meet those requirements for the purpose of
maintenance and renewal of certification. The Department may recognize the standards and accreditation of a
Nationally recognized accrediting body, whose standards
are accepted by the Department as meeting or exceeding
the requirements of sections 2151 and 2152 of Article XXI
(see section 2151(c) of Article XXI), as a supplement to
the Department’s review process. The Department may
not delegate the discretionary part of this function, and it
has not. The Department remains responsible for the
final decision of whether the applicant or CRE meets and
continues to meet criteria. The Department has not said
that it will not make site visits or conduct inspections
when it finds them to be necessary. The regulations
merely give the Department the option of requiring an
onsite inspection by a credentialing body. See § 9.748(a).
Nothing in this regulation or any other regulation indicates that the Department is abdicating its responsibility
to oversee or monitor CREs.
Section 9.748. Maintenance and renewal of CRE certification.
The Department received two comments on this proposed section. Both IRRC and another commentator
commented that the Department should include specific
language providing the Department with access to the
same records and other information concerning a CRE as
described in proposed § 9.747(b).
This was the Department’s intention in stating that it
would have the ability to perform an onsite inspection in
proposed subsections (a)(1) and (b)(3). Since, however,
there seems to be some confusion as to the scope of the
Department’s review in that onsite visit, the Department
has added language in to clarify this point. See subsection
(c).
IRRC also commented that the proposed section should
state that the Department will have access to and review
UR decisions made by the CRE. According to IRRC, this
would be necessary to allow the Department to monitor
compliance under Act 68.
The Department has included language allowing it
access to whatever information is necessary to review a
CRE’s compliance. To clarify this matter, however, the
Department has also included language in subsection (c),
which states that the Department will have access to the
UR decisions of the CRE.
Two commentators stated that the Department should
change the word ‘‘may’’ in subsection (a). One recommended that the Department change the word ‘‘may’’ to
‘‘will,’’ another requested that the word be changed to
‘‘shall.’’ Both commentators were concerned with clarifying that the Department would maintain a strong oversight over CREs on an ongoing basis, since it is the only
agency responsible for that oversight.
The Department has not changed the proposed subsection to implement these recommendations. The Department is charged by the General Assembly with setting
standards for certification of CREs, and granting, denying
or revoking that certification. Therefore, the Department
will monitor, investigate and take appropriate action to
ensure compliance with the regulations and all aspects of
the statute. The Department does not need to alter the
language of the proposed subsection to make that clear. It
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was the Department’s intention to use the word ‘‘may’’
and rather than ‘‘will’’ or ‘‘shall.’’ CREs are subject to
review, as Department finds necessary. The Department
has, however, added a statement to the subsection that
should clarify that CREs are required to comply with the
requirements of Act 68 and the regulations to maintain
certification.
Two commentators stated that maintenance and renewal of certification must include an onsite inspection by
the Department.
The Department has not changed the proposed language of the subsection to address this concern. As the
Department has discussed in its response to comments on
proposed § 9.747(b), the Department is aware of its
responsibility to ensure that an applicant meets the
certification requirements, and that a CRE continues to
meet those requirements for the purpose of maintenance
and renewal of certification. The Department may use a
Nationally recognized accrediting body, whose standards
the Department finds meet or exceed the standards of Act
68, to perform certain administrative functions for the
Department. It is the Department that is still responsible
for the final decision of whether the applicant meets the
criteria for certification, or the CRE continues to meet
that criteria. The Department has not prohibited itself
from making site visits or conducting inspections, nor has
the Department said it will, in every case, use a Nationally recognized accrediting body to conduct inspections for
it. The regulations merely give the Department the option
of requiring an onsite inspection by an outside body.
Nothing in this regulation or any other regulation indicates that the Department is abdicating its responsibility
to oversee or monitor CREs.
One commentator recommended that the Department
add language to subsection (b)(2)(i) stating that it would
periodically validate the results of the accreditation process to ensure compliance.
The Department has not made a change to this proposed paragraph. Section 9.748(a) already requires CREs
to continue to comply with Act 68 and the regulations to
maintain certification, and provides the Department with
the ability to monitor that compliance as necessary. The
Department does not need to restate its ability to validate
the results of an accreditation review.
Section 9.749. UR system description.
One of the commentators recommended several specific
additions to the Department’s proposed regulations. It
recommended adding language which states that the
‘‘plan shall use written criteria based on sound clinical
evidence and specify procedures for applying those criteria in an appropriate manner,’’ that ‘‘utilization management (UM) structures and processes shall be clearly
defined and the plan will have a written description of its
UM program including the program structure and individual’s responsibility and accountability within the
structure,’’ and that ‘‘the plan conducts UM based on the
medical necessity and appropriateness of the health care
service being requested, makes UM decisions in a timely
manner and communicates its decision in writing to the
enrollee and health care providers.’’
The Department agrees with the commentator that a
system for conducting UR should have standards, and has
included in the regulations a section to set standards for
a UR system. See § 9.750 (relating to UR system standards). The Department has required that the description
of the system be in writing, and that the entity performing UR must make that description available to the
Department for review. See subsections (a) and (e).
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Rather than taking the commentator’s recommendation
of requiring a description of the individual’s responsibility
and accountability within the program, and getting into a
discussion of when and how nurses should participate
instead of doctors, the Department has chosen to require
that a physician be involved in the UR program, and has
included that requirement in § 9.750(a). This will provide
for physician oversight without dictating resource allocation and job descriptions.
One commentator also recommended language requiring that ‘‘plans must demonstrate that UM decisions are
appropriate and that there is consistency in application of
UM clinical criteria and procedures among physician and
non-physician professional review staff.’’ The commentator urged that additional language would state that the
‘‘UM plan shall be evaluated and approved annually by
an appropriate committee as outlined in the UM program.’’
The Department currently requires plans to conduct
reliability studies of staff application of UR criteria
through the NCQA external review. The Department has
included language in subsection (b) to make this part of
the UR system. There must, however, be a presumption
that the UR criteria and decision are based on sound
medical evidence. If the provider disagrees, there is the
grievance process to challenge medical necessity and
appropriateness. Therefore, the Department has added
language that requires an entity performing UR to review
its UR activities annually and report to the quality
assurance committee or the board of directors regarding
the appropriateness of criteria, application of criteria,
consistency of decisionmaking, staff resources and training and timeliness of decisions. See subsection (b).
The Department has also included language from section 2152(3) of the Article XXI requiring the entity
performing UR to have a policy and procedure in place to
allow a provider to verify that an individual requesting
information for UR purposes is a representative of the
entity performing UR. See subsection (c).
One commentator recommended that the Department
add language which states that the plan shall have
systems and procedures in place, including sufficiently
qualified physicians, nonphysician staff and resources, to
meet the timeframe requirements for UM decisionmaking
and communications of those decisions.
The Department has added a requirement to § 9.654(d)
that the external quality assurance assessment be done
against Act 68’s standards, including UR standards. The
Department has also included language in subsection (d)
of this section requiring that the entity performing UR
have sufficient staff, resources and program oversight to
ensure adherence to Subchapter K, and to section 2152 of
the Article XXI.
Section 9.750. UR system standards.
One commentator recommended adding language requiring providers in this Commonwealth actively engaged
in the delivery of health care to be involved in the
development or selection of the clinical criteria and in the
development and review of procedures for applying that
criteria.
The Department has included language requiring entities performing UR to include input from health care
providers in active clinical practice in the development of
the clinical criteria for the UR program. See subsection
(b). Requiring providers in this Commonwealth to be
involved in the development of criteria is not practical in
all instances. UR criteria is generally based on large data

sets and purchased from standardized sources. Deviations
are made regionally, geographically and on a case by case
basis with the approval of the medical director or by
medical policy. By requiring the medical director to have
a Pennsylvania license, the Department has linked the
physician to clinical standards in this Commonwealth.
Medical policy, which is approved by the quality assurance committee, is generally arrived at by the highest
level committee of the plan, meaning in many cases a
National quality assurance committee, with review and
modifications made as necessary due to regional or State
variations. Improvements and progress in health care
delivery evolves on a National level. No one state,
including this Commonwealth, maintains a monopoly in
terms of innovation and improvement. Standards based
solely on experience in this Commonwealth, which would
be the result if only physicians in this Pennsylvania were
involved in the selection, development and review of
standards, may serve to inadvertently limit progress.
One commentator recommended that the UR criteria be
reviewed at regular intervals and updated as necessary.
The Department has added this language in subsection
(b)(2).
One commentator recommended that the Department
add language that requires a plan to make the clinical
criteria available upon request and state in writing how
providers can obtain those criteria. The Department has
included this language in subsection (b)(3). As discussed
earlier, UR standards are generally taken from National
sources such as Milliman and Robertson. Reluctance on
the part of the plan to release criteria to providers may
stem from a concern that the enrollee’s condition could be
made to fit the criteria instead of being objectively
reported; however, health care providers generally come
to know the plans’ expectations and UR criteria through
experience. Although the Department concedes that
abuses can occur by reporting symptoms that would make
the enrollee’s condition meet the criteria for coverage, it
also recognizes that those same abuses can occur now.
The improvement in patient care that will come from the
frank and forthright exchange of ideas and information
between providers and plans in applying and modifying
UR criteria is to the greater good.
One commentator recommended the addition of language that requires the plan to conduct UR based on the
medical necessity and appropriateness of the health care
service being requested, make UR decisions in a timely
manner and communicate its decision in writing to the
enrollee and health care providers. The commentator also
recommended language stating that ‘‘The criteria for
determining medical appropriateness shall be clearly
documented and include procedures for applying criteria
based on the needs of the individual patient, such as age,
comorbidities, complications, progress of treatment,
psychosocial situation and home environment as well as
characteristics of the local delivery system that are
available for that particular patient.’’
The Department has included language in subsection
(c) requiring the UR decision to be based on the medical
necessity and appropriateness of the health care service
being requested. The Department will not go as far as
commentators recommended with respect to what should
be considered in determining medical appropriateness.
The Department does, however, require that the entity
performing review consider the individual’s medical circumstances when making the UR decision, along with the
applicable contract language, and the medical necessity
and appropriateness of the requested service.
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Psychosocial factors and home environment, while they
can be of concern, do not necessarily drive clinical
decisions, and of themselves cannot be the sole causation
for payment. For example, a mother who just delivered a
baby may not want to be discharged, even though clinically her physician agrees it is appropriate to do so,
because her house is being remodeled and is in disarray.
The home environment may indeed not be fit for a
newborn; however, the plan cannot be held responsible for
the remodeling delay and should not be compelled to
provide payment for additional days in the hospital that
are not medically necessary.
The Department has also included language from section 2152(c) and (d) of Article XXI) that specifies who may
make a UR decision. This language is included in subsection (d). The Department is, however, cognizant of the
fact that there are situations in which claims are processed in an automated fashion, without human intervention, according to decision logic. So long as this decision
logic implements the clinical criteria developed and approved by the medical director, who is a licensed physician, the Department accepts that these are decisions
made by a physician in accordance with the regulations
and Act 68.
One commentator has recommended that the Department add language that requires a plan to notify the
provider of additional facts or information required to
complete UR within 48 hours of receipt of the request for
service. The Department has included this language in
subsection (e).
The Department has included the requirement that
decisions be communicated to enrollees and health care
providers within specified time frames in a separate
section. See § 9.751 (relating to time frames for UR). The
Department has specifically stated in subsection (g) that,
for purposes of internal grievance reviews, the decision
must be communicated in writing to the enrollee, the
enrollee’s representative and the health care provider if
the health care provider filed the grievance with enrollee
consent.
Section 9.751. Time frames for UR.
IRRC and another commentator recommended that the
Department include the time frames for prospective,
concurrent and retrospective UR contained in section
2152 of Article XXI, as well as other requirements
included in that section. The commentator also recommended that a plan give enrollees and providers written
or electronic confirmation within that time period. The
commentator noted that this was consistent with NCQA
standards. The Department has added these requirements from section 2152 of Article XXI in subsections
(a)—(c). Section 2152(a)(6) of Article XXI requires that all
decisions be in writing. Therefore, the Department has
drafted this section of the regulations to apply to all
decisions, approvals as well as denials, consistent with
the requirements of Act 68. See 2152(a)(6) of the Article
XXI.
For clarity, the Department has also included language
in subsection (d), which states that a grievance review
decision must comply with the time frames and requirements of §§ 9.705 and 9.707.
One commentator commented on the lack of time
frames, the failure of the regulations to ensure personnel
conducting URs remain licensed in good standing, the
failure of the regulations to address potential conflicts of
interest between plans and CREs, and the failure of the
regulations to prohibit incentives offered by plans to
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CREs. As discussed previously, the Department has added
language regarding time frames in this section. Act 68
itself speaks to licensure requirements (see 2152(a)(5) of
Article XXI) and financial incentives requirements (see
2152(b) of Article XXI), which the Department has not
specifically added. The Department has, however, required that entities performing UR comply with the
requirements of section 2152 of the Article XXI, which
would include these requirements. See § 9.750(h).
With respect to conflicts of interest, there are two
distinct situations that involve CREs: one is UR and the
other is external grievance reviews. In the latter situation, the Department’s regulations have addressed the
issue. See § 9.707(f)—(i). For a standard UR decision, one
can take the absolute position that there is always an
inherent conflict of interest since the CRE is reviewing
the matter for the plan, and not for the enrollee, and is
compensated by the plan and not the enrollee. The check
and balance to this is the ability of the requesting
physician and the enrollee to appeal the denial as a
grievance that will result in the matter being heard by an
independent reviewing entity. It is for this reason the
Department has included this language in § 9.707(f)—(i).
IRRC requested an explanation of how the Department
will determine whether a CRE has the capability of
meeting these requirements. The Department’s application requests certification from the applicant that it can
meet these time frames (see § 9.744(a)(4) and (5)) and
references. See § 9.743(b)(5)(ix). The Department will
conduct readiness reviews and reference checks, and will
investigate complaints lodged against CREs.
Several commentators requested the addition of language that would specifically state that the Department
would develop mechanisms to ensure CREs would comply
with the final-form regulations. The Department has
made no change. The Department is charged with enforcement under Act 68. Therefore, it will monitor, investigate and take appropriate action to ensure compliance
with this and all aspects of the statute and regulations. It
is unnecessary to include language to make that clearer
in this section than in any other.
One commentator also requested the addition of language that would prohibit plans from retrospectively
denying payment for a health care service if an authorized representative of the plan had previously authorized
provision of the service. The commentator stated that a
plan should not be able to retroactively deny payment if
the provider had not withheld any information considered
to be reasonably necessary to grant prospective or concurrent authorization.
The Department has declined to add this language. As
discussed earlier, retrospective review is clearly permissible under section 2151(a)(4)(iii) of the Article XXI. If the
only decision a plan can make retrospectively is to
approve payment, and it can never deny payment, the
only course of action left to the plan is to deny all services
prospectively and concurrently and pay those that are
appropriate based on retrospective review. In the Department’s opinion, a plan should have the ability to deny
retrospectively if the service was not necessary or appropriate. This would only be done if the actual situation
turns out to be different from how it was represented at
the time services were prospectively or concurrently
approved. Practically speaking, this can happen even if
there was no withholding of reasonably necessary information.
The commentator also recommended the addition of
several specific standards from Act 68, requirements for
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telephone access; requirements for maintenance of adverse decisions for 3 years; requirements for maintenance
of decisions as confidential; requirements for utilization
management personnel; prohibitions against financial incentives to approve or deny payment; and a requirement
that denials must be conducted by physicians or approved
licensed psychologists. See 2152 of Article XXI.
Again, the Department has included these standards
either specifically in §§ 9.748—9.751 or by its reference
in § 9.741(c) to section 2152 of Article XXI, which contains those standards.
The commentator also recommended that the Department require disclosure of the name and credentials of
the physician or psychologist reviewing the decision.
All denials of coverage for a requested health care
service must be made by a licensed physician or an
approved licensed psychologist if the act permits. See
subsection (d). The Department takes the position that
reviewing physicians provide expert opinions to the plan
and the plan is responsible for its actions as a result of
those opinions. To require disclosure of the physician’s
name and credentials could unintentionally expose the
reviewer to intimidation or reprisal from enrollees, family
members or the medical community, and may serve to
dissuade physicians from providing expert opinion which
would seriously erode the caliber and content of UR
decisions.
Several commentators recommended that the Department require plans to provide clinical rationales in denial
decision letters. Although this is required generally in Act
68, for further emphasis, the Department agrees that UR
standards should require clear clinical rationale in the
decisions, and has added language to that effect in
§ 9.750(f).
One commentator commented that the Department
should add language requiring plans to comply at all
times with the requirements of Act 68. The commentator
stated that the Department should clarify that without
the ability to meet certain requirements, and an affirmation that the applicant will meet the requirements,
certification as a CRE will not be granted. Further, the
commentator stated that the Department must be able to
subject a CRE to additional review if it believes the CRE
is failing to comply with Insurance’s regulations.
For the purposes of clarity, the Department has added a
statement to § 9.748(a) stating that a CRE must continue
to comply with the requirements of Act 68 and the
regulations to maintain certification. However, since Insurance is not responsible for the regulation of CREs (see
generally sections 2151 and 2152 of Article XXI), adding
the language recommended with respect to a CRE’s
failure to comply with Insurance’s regulations would be
meaningless.
Subchapter L. Credentialing
The Department received several comments on the
single section in this proposed subchapter. One commentator supported the Department’s proposed regulation,
stating that the section would help to support the spirit of
Act 68, specifically the intent to enhance the access of
this Commonwealth’s citizens to the quality health care
provided by CRNPs, particularly in medically
underserved areas. The remainder of the comments recommended language changes.
Proposed § 9.761 proposed requiring a plan to create a
credentialing system, and to develop certain policies and
procedures for that system. One commentator commented

on the lack of minimum credentialing standards, and
recommended that the Department set those standards.
The Department agrees that such standards are necessary, and has included them in § 9.762.
Section 9.671. Credentialing.
Two commentators raised concerns that the proposed
section would not require plans to comply with their own
credentialing systems, and that the proposed section
contained no enforcement authority for the Department to
ensure that they would do so.
Section 9.606 delineates the Department’s enforcement
authority; it does not need to be repeated or crossreferenced in each section for the Department to be able
to enforce compliance with the regulation. The Department has, however, added language to subsection (a)
stating that a plan must adhere to the credentialing
system it establishes.
One commentator also commented that the proposed
section would contain no mechanisms for the Department
to become involved in credentialing decisions.
The Department has made no change to the proposed
section in response to this comment. The statute does not
give the Department the authority to be an appellate
body on credentialing issues. Act 68 only requires that a
plan give the provider a clear basis for its decision. See
section 2121(f) of Article XXI. The Department does have
the authority to, and will investigate the plan’s compliance with policies and procedures, and with Act 68 and
the regulations.
Two commentators commented on proposed subsection
(a)(2). One commentator questioned whether the
recredentialing requirement would include individuals
such as durable medical equipment suppliers, physical
therapists, registered nurses and physicians’ assistants.
The commentator noted that Act 68 defines these types of
individuals as health care providers, and the Department
uses the term ‘‘health care provider’’ in proposed subsection (a). The commentator raised the issue because NCQA
does not require credentialing of these individuals, and
HCFA does not include durable medical equipment suppliers as providers of health care.
Another commentator requested that the Department
clarify whether proposed subsection (a)(2) would apply
only to professional providers, or whether it would apply
to facility providers as well. The commentator stated that
facility providers should not be recredentialed every 2
years because they are subject to their own credentialing
programs which assure quality of care is being provided,
for example, during the reviews of the Joint Commission
on Accreditation of Health Organizations (JCAHO).
After reviewing these comments, the Department
agrees that these issues need to be addressed in the
regulations. The Department has, therefore, added a
section addressing credentialing of those health care
providers who are not physicians. To the extent the
nonphysician provider is required by law to be licensed
and to maintain malpractice insurance, the plan must
verify at least these two items. See § 9.763 (relating to
nonphysician providers at facility, agency or organization). Section 9.763 eliminates the requirement that plans
credential nonphysician providers in cases where the
providers are credentialed by the facility. First, the plan
must make the determination that the nonphysician
providers practice under the auspices of a facility, organization or agency that credentials those providers. Second,
the facility, agency or organization must also conduct
credentialing according to the credentialing standards in
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§ 9.762 (relating to credentialing standards). If this is the
case, the plan need not credential those nonphysician
providers.
Generally, plans only credential physicians. Act 68’s
definition of a health care provider expands credentialing
to all types of providers. See section 2121(a) of Article
XXI. Section 9.763 will allow plans to contract with
pharmacies without having to credential each pharmacist,
home health agencies without credentialing each home
health aide, hospitals without credentialing each nurse
and ambulance companies without having to credential
emergency medical services personnel.
The Department has revised subsection (a)(2) to require
credentialing of health care providers every 3 years, to
take into account a change in the requirements of the
Nationally recognized accrediting body approved by the
Department.
One commentator commented that proposed subsection
(a)(3) would extend credentialing, which is now only
required for primary care providers, to all health care
providers. The commentator noted that NCQA has removed specialists from the specific credentialing requirements cited in this proposed section. The commentator
recommended changing the language of proposed subsection (a)(3) to limit its application to primary care providers.
The Department acknowledges that NCQA has made
changes in its credentialing requirements specifically
deleting the requirement of an office site audit in the case
of high volume specialists. Act 68, however, requires
credentialing for health care providers, a term that
encompasses more types of providers that the term
‘‘primary care provider.’’ Compare the definition of ‘‘health
care provider’’ in Act 68 with that of ‘‘primary care
provider.’’ See section 2102 of Article XXI. Subsection
(a)(3) was based upon section 2111(1) of Article XXI,
which requires a plan to assure the availability and
accessibility of adequate health care providers, and section 2121(a) of Article XXI, which requires a plan to
establish a system for credentialing health care providers.
Act 68 then extended those access and availability elements that were traditionally limited to primary care
providers to all health care providers.
Because the requirements of this proposed paragraph
were intended to apply to more than primary care
providers, the Department has determined that certain
revisions to the paragraph are necessary to reflect that
fact. Therefore, the Department has deleted references to
appointments and to routine physical examinations, and
has included in the final regulation references to the
more general term ‘‘care.’’ For example, subsection (a)(3)
requires a review of a provider’s ability to provide urgent
care, rather than urgent care appointments.
One commentator stated that Department would violate
the intent of Act 68 by including the language of proposed
subsection (a)(8) in the final-form regulations. The commentator stated that plans could use credentialing procedures to limit access to obstetrical and gynecological
services.
Another commentator made the same comment, and
requested that the Department add specific language
prohibiting plans from using credentialing practices to
prevent family physicians from providing obstetrical and
gynecological services. The commentator stated that nothing in Act 68 would preclude a physician who was
experienced, well trained and could provide quality of
care in obstetrical and gynecological services, for example,
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family physicians, from being accessed by patients under
the direct access provision of the act. The commentator
recommended that, to the extent this proposed paragraph
would permit prohibition of direct access, it should be
deleted.
The Department is aware, as the commentator noted,
that at least one plan is taking the position that, since
Act 68 requires plans to credential providers for the
provision of directly accessed obstetrical and gynecological
services, it can establish acceptable credentials for those
providers. The Department has given serious consideration to this issue. It is aware of the importance to the
provider groups whose members believe they have the
expertise and experience to provide quality health care in
these areas. After review of the comments, however, the
Department, does not believe that the language it proposed would violate Act 68, and it has made no change to
that language. Act 68 requires that a plan provide access
to services, not to providers. See section 2111(7) of Article
XXI. (Provide direct access to obstetrical and gynecological services by permitting an enrollee to select a health
care provider participating in the plan to obtain maternity and gynecological care.) A plan that wishes establish
acceptable credentials and thereby provide direct access
to obstetrical and gynecological services only through
certain types of providers, may do so. This would place no
restraint upon an enrollee’s direct access to obstetrical
and gynecological services.
One commentator has raised a similar issue with
respect to standing referrals. The commentator has recommended the addition of language to proposed subsection (a)(9), which would require the primary care physician to determine if a patient requires referral to a
specialist to act as a primary care provider. The commentator recommended additional standards for this determination, including that the medical condition be severe,
and a listing of examples of severe medical conditions
warranting referral.
The Department has not made the change recommended by the commentator. Act 68 makes it the enrollee’s option to request a standing referral and the plan’s
option to permit it. It does not give the primary care
provider veto power or the right to determine if the
enrollee’s condition warrants a standing referral. The
recommended language could create limitations on an
enrollee’s right to obtain a standing referral or to have a
specialist designated as a primary care provider. The
statute does not require the primary care provider’s
consent for this designation, the statute does not even
specifically require the primary care provider’s involvement. Initiation of the request is made by the enrollee,
and may be made directly to the plan, unless the plan’s
procedures permit otherwise. It is up to the plan to set
standards for whether or not the request is granted.
Further, Act 68 states that an enrollee may request a
referral or designation of a specialist if the enrollee has ‘‘a
life-threatening, degenerative or disabling disease or condition.’’ See section 2111(6) of Article XXI. The adoption of
the recommended standard, ‘‘severe medical condition,’’
would go beyond the terms of the act, and be unduly
restrictive.
The Department has added subsection (a)(10) to clarify
that the policies and procedures must ensure that enrollees have access to only those participating providers who
have been properly credentialed. This states the obvious,
but is intended to prevent situations in which plans or
their contractors have unwittingly permitted enrollees to
be served by noncredentialed participating providers.
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The Department received several comments on proposed subsection (b) requesting clarification on the requirement that a plan must submit its credentialing plan
to the Department for approval. One commentator questioned what type and what amount of information must
be submitted regarding the credentialing process. This
commentator pointed out that demonstration of compliance could range from being NCQA accredited to providing the Department with updates on numbers of practitioners credentialed, recredentialed and terminated for
quality reasons every 2 years.
IRRC requested that the Department clarify that the
credentialing plans would, in fact, be submitted to the
Department for approval. A plan must submit its
credentialing process, including policies and procedures,
to the Department for its approval. As IRRC requested,
the Department has added language to subsection (b) to
clarify this. The Department, as a matter of course, has
already reviewed and approved the credentialing plans
for all HMOs as part of the external quality assurance
review conducted by NCQA. The Department has, therefore, changed the language so that the final-form regulations require applicants to provide credentialing processes
for review and approval prior to implementation or when
modified. A plan whose credentialing process has been
approved will then need to only submit changes to that
credentialing process for approval prior to implementation.
The Department has also clarified the proposed subsection to require the plan to make a report of credentialing
activities as required by section 2121(b) of Article XXI,
including the number of applications for credentialing
made, and the number of applications approved, rejected
and the number of providers terminated for reasons of
quality. The report must be submitted by a plan to the
Department every 2 years. See subsection (f).
The Department has also clarified the proposed subsection to require the plan to make a report of credentialing
activities as required by section 2121(b) of Article XXI,
including the number of applications for credentialing
made, and the number of applications approved, rejected
and the number of providers terminated for reasons of
quality. The report must be submitted by a plan to the
Department every 2 years. See subsection (f).
IRRC also stated that the Department should provide,
in the regulation, the process and time frame for review
and approval of the credentialing plan. The Department
believes that the process was sufficiently set out in
proposed subsection (b). A plan will submit its credentialing process to the Department for review and approval,
and the Department, through its staff will review the
process. Most likely, the Department will find it necessary
to discuss aspects of the credentialing process with the
plan. The Department has declined to set time limits for
review in its final-form regulations, but the Department
will make every effort to approve credentialing plans
within 60 days of their being submitted in complete form
to the Department.
The Department received three comments on proposed
subsection (c). One commentator questioned how the plan
would demonstrate that its credentialing plan meets or
exceeds the standards of a Nationally recognized accrediting body. The commentator recommended that the Department accept a credentialing system that meets the
requirements of an accrediting body, and change the word
‘‘may’’ included in the proposed subsection to ‘‘shall.’’
The Department has made no change to this proposed
subsection. A plan may show the Department it meets the

requirements of a Nationally recognized accrediting body
by sending to the Department a copy of the certification
letter sent to the plan by the accrediting body. Additionally, the plan must provide the Department with a copy of
the full external quality assurance assessment report in
accordance with § 9.654, and the Department is therefore
able to review that portion of the assessment relating to
credentialing.
Because the Department is responsible for determining
whether or not the plan meets the standards of Act 68
and the regulations, the Department cannot cede this
responsibility to any outside body. Therefore, the Department will review the report of the accrediting body, and
make a determination of whether to accept or reject the
report, or whether to conduct further investigation.
Therefore, the Department will not change the language
of this subsection.
Another commentator requested that the Department
state when it intended to publish a list of Nationally
recognized bodies for credentialing purposes. The Department will publish a list of acceptable accrediting bodies in
the Pennsylvania Bulletin at least annually.
The Department received one comment on proposed
subsection (d), which strenuously opposed the proposed
regulation on the grounds that it would create serious
liability issues for plans.
The Department has not changed the proposed subsection. Insurance’s regulations also prohibit a plan from
requiring full credentialing of nonparticipating providers
as a plan condition in a continuity of care situation. The
Department’s language is consistent with Insurance’s
language. Since full credentialing generally takes at least
90 days to complete, requiring full credentialing of a
nonparticipating provider before allowing the enrollee to
continue care with that provider would vitiate the 60-day
continuity of care period allowed by statute. See section
2117(a) of Article XXI. Plans have complained that not
fully credentialing providers will create tort liability for
them. The Department has said that it will minimally
allow plans to require verification of current licensure
and malpractice coverage should plans wish to do so,
since these items can be verified within days, and will not
jeopardize the enrollee’s ability to benefit from the continuity of care provision. Other options may be available to
protect against liability; for example, plans may obtain
waivers from any enrollee who wishes to continue care
with a provider who is not fully credentialed.
The newly effective health plan should, at the least,
verify licensure and malpractice coverage of health care
providers so the enrollee has a financial protection if
malpractice occurs.
The Department received one comment on proposed
subsection (e). A commentator recommended that the
Department change the language to require plans to
provide the credentialing requirements automatically
along with the application packet.
The Department has declined to make this change,
given the cost to the plan of providing the information
automatically. This information is not useful to providers
already contracted to the plan. If an applicant particularly wants the information, it is available to the applicant upon request.
Section 9.672. Credentialing standards.
Section 9.762 will require minimum standard for
credentialing. Subsection (a) requires a plan to verify
certain specified credentialing elements for primary care
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providers and specialists, including current licensure,
education and training, board certification status, Department Drug Enforcement Agency (DEA) certification, current and adequate malpractice coverage, malpractice
claims history, work history, hospital privileges if the
provider provides services at hospitals and any other
information the Department may require upon prior
notice in the Pennsylvania Bulletin. Subsection (b) includes minimum requirements for credentialing of
nonprimary care providers and nonspecialists. The section
requires a plan to at least verify a provider’s current
licensure and malpractice coverage, to the extent that
licensure and malpractice coverage is required by State
and Federal laws.
Cost And Paperwork Estimates
A. Cost
The final-form regulations will have no measurable
fiscal impact on local governments or the general public.
The members of the general public enrolled in managed
care plans governed by the regulations may ultimately
experience some increase in health care costs due to the
statutory requirements, such as external grievance filing
fees.
The replacement and revision of the previous regulations in Chapter 9 will create no additional cost to the
Commonwealth, since these revisions reflect the current
operations of the Department. There is no fiscal impact
even though there are additional monitoring duties placed
on the Department by Act 68. Those duties are reflected
in provisions of the final-form regulations relating to
health care accountability and access, complaints and
grievances, provider contracts, accreditation of UR entities, and credentialing. The Department is, among other
things, required to review additional contracts and grievance and complaint procedures submitted by managed
care plans, and requests for certification from UR entities. The Department also coordinates the external review
procedure set out in Act 68, which requires the Department to certify, appoint and monitor the operations of the
certified review entity conducting the review.
The final-form regulations relating to HMOs do not
have a significant fiscal impact upon HMOs since comprehensive revision and updating of the HMO regulations
should make compliance with those regulations easier.
HMOs are filing standard form contracts for providers
and IDS agreements with the Department now. HMOs do
not send to the Department every contract entered into
between an HMO and a provider. The Department did not
propose that it review and approve every contract entered
into. The incremental cost for an HMO of continuing the
practice of filing standard for contracts is negligible.
It is possible that the Department’s review period will
postpone the plan’s ability to use a contract through
which it intends to implement cost savings. The Department cannot quantify the amount of money lost in
savings during that review period, since each specific
contract would have its own unique associated savings,
paperwork reduction or operational efficiencies, for example. There could also be reduced reimbursements
associated with a new contract; however, reduction in
plan reimbursement does not currently require a new
contract and would not be the sole purpose for a plan
changing its standard form contract.
Under the final-form regulations, managed care plans
that are not HMOs will also be required to file standard
form contracts. If a non-HMO plan uses provider contracts already approved for a related HMO, the require-
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ment would place little burden on the plan. It is common
practice for a plan with multiple lines of business (HMO,
PPO, Point-of-Service, indemnity) to use one standard
form contract and address variations in reimbursements
or terms through specific amendments or exhibits. The
cost to the plan of the Department reviewing contracts is,
in concrete terms, made up of minimal copying and
postage fees.
Depending upon how HMOs and other managed care
plans operated their grievance systems prior to Act 68,
that act and the Department’s regulations may create
additional costs, because of the Department’s inclusion in
the regulations of its ‘‘fundamental fairness’’ guidelines
for complaint and grievance reviews. These requirements
may increase HMO and non-HMO plan staff time in
setting up procedures, and in preparing for individual
reviews. There may also be some increased cost to HMO
and non-HMO plans since the regulations and Act 68
require a certain composition of review committees, which
may add to the cost of the review. The additional
disclosure requirements of Act 68 may also have a fiscal
impact upon managed care plans, including HMOs.
The final-form regulations also create a fiscal impact on
entities wishing to be certified as UR entities. The
Department is adopting an application fee for entities
requesting certification, as Act 68 authorizes it to do. This
certification requirement does not apply to licensed insurers or managed care entities with certificates of authority.
B. Paperwork
There will be changes in paperwork requirements associated with the final-form regulations. Although the paperwork requirements for HMOs to obtain and maintain
certificates of authority will not be significantly altered,
the regulations implementing Act 68 require submission
of documents from entities not previously regulated.
These requirements require the Department to review
additional contracts and grievance and complaint procedures submitted by managed care plans, and requests for
certification from UR entities. The Department also coordinates the external grievance review procedure required
by Act 68, which requires the Department to appoint and
oversee the operations of the certified review entity
conducting the review.
There may be additional paperwork for managed care
plans that are not HMOs, since they will be required for
the first time to submit provider contracts and complaint
and grievance procedures and data to the Department.
This paperwork could be minimal, depending on whether
the non-HMO plan uses an already approved contract in
use by an affiliated HMO. HMOs were required by
previous regulations to make these submissions.
Act 68 creates additional paperwork, since the plans
must comply with the mandated complaint and grievance
systems detailed in that act. Depending upon how plans
operated their grievance systems prior to Act 68, that act
and the Department’s regulations may require additional
paperwork of the plans. The Department is including in
the final-form regulations its guidelines on how to conduct a fair complaint and grievance review. Depending
upon how a plan is currently conducting reviews, the plan
may need to revise policies and procedures to comply with
the act and the final-form regulations.
Further, again depending upon how managed care
plans operated prior to Act 68, that act’s requirement that
certain disclosures be made to enrollees may result in an
increase in paperwork. Act 68 also creates additional
paperwork for CREs. Under Act 68, CREs are required to
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obtain certification from the Department to perform URs
of health care services delivered or proposed to be
delivered in this Commonwealth. Prior to the passage of
Act 68, this requirement did not exist.
Act 68 and the regulations may also create some
different or additional paperwork for those members of
the general public who obtain health care through managed care plans covered by Act 68. Depending upon the
dispute resolution system established by plans prior to
Act 68, there may be alterations in the manner in which
an enrollee must utilize these procedures.
Effective Date/Sunset Date
The final-form regulations will be effective immediately
upon final adoption. No sunset date has been established.
The Department will continually review and monitor the
effectiveness of these regulations.
Statutory Authority
The Department’s authority to promulgate these finalform regulations is based upon three statutes: the HMO
Act, the PPO Act and Act 68.
The Department has authority to promulgate regulations relating to the certification and operations of HMOs
under section 14 of the HMO Act. Section 5.1(a) of the
HMO Act provides the Department with the authority to
determine what information will be contained in a corporation’s application for certification as an HMO. Section
5.1(b)(1)(i) of the HMO Act provides the Department with
authority to determine whether an HMO has demonstrated potential ability to assure both availability and
accessibility of adequate personnel and facilities in a
manner enhancing availability, accessibility and continuity of services. Section 5.1(b)(1)(ii) of the HMO Act
provides the Department with authority to determine
whether an HMO has demonstrated it has arrangements
for an ongoing quality of health care assurance program.
Section 5.1(b)(1)(iii) of the HMO Act provides the Department with authority to determine whether an HMO has
appropriate mechanisms to effectively provide or arrange
for the provision of basic health care services on a prepaid
basis. Section 8(a) of the HMO Act allows the Secretary to
require renegotiation of provider contracts when those
contracts provide for excessive payments, fail to include
reasonable incentives, or contribute to escalation of costs
of health care services to enrollees. Section 8(a) of the
HMO Act also permits the Secretary to require renegotiation when the Secretary determines that the contracts are
inconsistent with the purposes of the HMO Act. Section
10(e) of the HMO Act requires that an HMO establish
and maintain a grievance resolution system satisfactory
to the Secretary. Section 11(c) of the HMO Act provides
the Secretary and the Secretary’s agents with free access
to all books, records, papers and documents that relate to
the nonfinancial business of the HMO. Finally, section 15
of the HMO Act provides the Department with the
authority to suspend or revoke an HMO’s certificate of
authority, or to fine the HMO for violations of the HMO
Act.
The Department has authority to promulgate regulations relating to health care accountability and protection
and facilitating the implementation of Article XXI under
section 2181(e) of that article. Article XXI governs managed care plans as defined by Act 68, which include, inter
alia, HMOs and gatekeeper PPOs. See 2102 of Article XXI
(relating to the definition of ‘‘managed care plan’’). Article
XXI also regulates UR entities operating or wishing to
operate in this Commonwealth. See section 2151 and
2152 of Article XXI. The Department has authority to

enforce compliance with Article XXI under section 2181(d)
of Article XXI, and to impose fines, obtain injunctions,
require plans of correction and ban enrollment under
section 2182 of Article XXI.
Section 2102(g) of The Administrative Code of 1929 (71
P. S. § 532(g)), provides the Department with general
authority to promulgate its regulations.
The Department also has authority to review and
approve grievance resolution systems and to require
quality and utilization controls of certain PPOs under the
PPO Act. Section 630(e) of the PPO Act requires that
Insurance consult with the Department in determining
whether arrangements and provisions for a PPO which
assumes financial risk, which may lead to undertreatment or poor quality care, are adequately addressed by
quality and utilization controls, as well as by a formal
grievance system.
Regulatory Review
Under section 5(a) of the Regulatory Review Act (71
P. S. § 745.5(a)), on December 8, 1999, the Department
submitted a copy of notice of proposed rulemaking published at 29 Pa. B. 6409 (December 18, 1999) to IRRC and
the Chairpersons of the House Health and Human Services Committee and the Senate Public Health and
Welfare Committee for review and comment.
In compliance with section 5(c) of the Regulatory
Review Act, the Department also provided IRRC and the
Committees with copies of all comments received, as well
as other documentation.
Under section 5.1(d) of the Regulatory Review Act (71
P. S. § 745.5a(d)), the Department submitted a copy of
the final-form regulations to IRRC and the Committees
on February 28, 2001. In addition, the Department
provided IRRC and the Committees with information
pertaining to commentators and a copy of a detailed
regulatory analysis form prepared by the Department in
compliance with Executive Order 1996-1, ‘‘Regulatory
Review and Promulgation.’’ A copy of this material is
available to the public upon request.
In preparing this final form regulations, the Department has considered all comments received from IRRC,
the Committees and the public.
Under section 5.1(d) of the Regulatory Review Act (71
P. S. § 745.5a(d)), these final-form regulations were approved by the House Committee on April 2, 2001, and
approved by the Senate Committee on March 27, 2001.
IRRC met on April 5, 2001, and approved the final-form
regulations in accordance with section 5.1(e) of the Regulatory Review Act.
Contact Person
Questions regarding these final-form regulations may
be submitted to Stacy Mitchell, Director, Bureau of
Managed Care, Department of Health, P. O. Box 90,
Harrisburg, PA 17108-0090 (717) 787-5193. Persons with
disabilities may submit questions in alternative formats
such as audio tape, Braille or by using V/TT (717)
783-6514 for speech and/or hearing impaired persons or
the Pennsylvania AT&T Relay Service at (800) 654-5984
[TT]). Persons who require an alternative format of this
document may contact Stacy Mitchell at the address or
telephone numbers previously listed so that necessary
arrangements may be made.
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Findings

Subchapter E. (Reserved)
§§ 9.501—9.519. (Reserved).

The Department finds that:
(1) Public notice of the intention to adopt the final-form
regulations adopted by this order has been given under
sections 201 and 202 of the act of July 31, 1968 (P. L. 769,
No. 240) (45 P. S. §§ 1201 and 1202), and the regulations
thereunder, 1 Pa. Code §§ 7.1 and 7.2.
(2) A public comment period was provided as required
by law and all comments were considered.
(3) The adoption of final-form regulations in the manner provided by this order is necessary and appropriate
for the administration of the authorizing statutes.
Order
The Department, acting under the authorizing statutes,
orders that:
(a) The regulations of the Department at 28 Pa. Code
Chapter 9, are amended by deleting §§ 9.1, 9.2, 9.31,
9.32, 9.51—9.55, 9.71—9.77, 9.91—9.97, 9.401—9.416 and
9.501—9.519 and by adding §§ 9.601—9.606, 9.621—
9.623, 9.631—9.635, 9.651—9.654, 9.671—9.685, 9.701—
9.711, 9.721—9.725, 9.741—9.751 and 9.761—9.763 to
read as set forth in Annex A.
(b) The Secretary of Health shall submit this order and
Annex A to the Office of General Counsel and the Office
of Attorney General for approval as required by law.
(c) The Secretary of Health shall submit this order,
Annex A and a Regulatory Analysis Form to IRRC, the
House Committee on Health and Human Services and the
Senate Committee on Public Health and Welfare for their
review and action as required by law.
(d) The Secretary of Health shall certify this order and
Annex A and deposit them with the Legislative Reference
Bureau as required by law.
(e) This order shall take effect upon publication in the
Pennsylvania Bulletin.
ROBERT S. ZIMMERMAN, Jr.,
Secretary
(Editor’s Note: For the text of the order of the Independent Regulatory Review Commission, relating to this
document, see 31 Pa.B. 2238 (April 21, 2001).)
Fiscal Note: Fiscal Note 10-160 remains valid for the
final adoption of the subject regulations.
Annex A
TITLE 28. HEALTH AND SAFETY
PART I. GENERAL HEALTH
CHAPTER 9. MANAGED CARE ORGANIZATIONS
Subchapter A. (Reserved)
§ 9.1. (Reserved).
§ 9.2. (Reserved).

Subchapter F. GENERAL
Sec.
9.601.
9.602.
9.603.
9.604.
9.605.
9.606.

Applicability.
Definitions.
Technical advisories.
Plan reporting requirements.
Department investigations.
Penalties and sanctions.

§ 9.601. Applicability.
(a) This chapter applies to managed care plans as
defined by section 2102 of the act (40 P. S. § 991.2102)
unless expressly stated otherwise. Plans are advised to
consult the regulations of the Insurance Department on
these topics. See 31 Pa. Code Chapters 154 and 301
(relating to quality health care accountability and protection; and health maintenance organizations) to ensure
complete compliance with Commonwealth requirements.
(b) An entity, including an IDS, subcontracting with a
managed care plan to provide services to enrollees shall
meet the requirements of Article XXI of the act, and
Subchapters H—L for services provided to those enrollees.
(c) This chapter does not apply to ancillary service
plans.
§ 9.602. Definitions.
The following words and terms, when used in this
chapter, have the following meanings, unless the context
clearly indicates otherwise:
Act—The Insurance Company Law of 1921 (40 P. S.
§§ 361—991.2361).
Act 68—The act of June 17, 1998 (P. L. 464, No. 68) (40
P. S. §§ 991.2001—991.2361) which added Articles XX
and XXI of the act.
Active clinical practice—The practice of clinical medicine by a health care provider for an average of not less
than 20 hours per week.
Ancillary service plan—
(i) An individual or group health insurance plan, subscriber contract or certificate, that provides exclusive
coverage for dental services or vision services.
(ii) The term also includes Medicare Supplement Policies subject to section 1882 of the Social Security Act (42
U.S.C.A. § 1395ss) and the Civilian Health and Medical
Program of the Uniformed Services (CHAMPUS) supplement.
Ancillary services—A health care service that is not
directly available to enrollees but is provided as a consequence of another covered health care service, such as
radiology, pathology, laboratory and anesthesiology.
Article XXI—Sections 2101—2193 of the act (40 P. S.
§§ 991.2101—991.2193) relating to health care accountability and protection.
Basic health services or basic health care services—The
health care services in § 9.651 (relating to HMO provision and coverage of basic health care services to enrollees).

§ 9.31. (Reserved).
§ 9.32. (Reserved).
§§ 9.51—9.55. (Reserved).

CRE—Certified utilization review entity—An entity certified under this chapter to perform UR on behalf of a
plan.

§§ 9.71—9.77. (Reserved).
§§ 9.91—9.97. (Reserved).
Subchapter D (Reserved)
§§ 9.401—9.416. (Reserved).
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Certificate of authority—The document issued jointly by
the Secretary and the Commissioner that permits a
corporation to establish, maintain and operate an HMO.
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Commissioner—The Insurance Commissioner of the
Commonwealth.
Complaint—
(i) A dispute or objection by an enrollee regarding a
participating health care provider, or the coverage (including contract exclusions and non-covered benefits),
operations or management policies of a managed care
plan, that has not been resolved by the managed care
plan and has been filed with the plan or the Department
or the Insurance Department.
(ii) The term does not include a grievance.
Department—The Department of Health of the Commonwealth.
Drug formulary—A listing of a managed care plan’s
preferred therapeutic drugs.
EQRO—External quality review organization—An entity approved by the Department to conduct an external
quality assurance assessment of an HMO.
Emergency service—
(i) A health care service provided to an enrollee after
the sudden onset of a medical condition that manifests
itself by acute symptoms of sufficient severity or severe
pain such that a prudent layperson who possesses an
average knowledge of health and medicine could reasonably expect the absence of immediate medical attention to
result in one or more of the following:
(A) Placing the health of the enrollee or, with respect to
a pregnant woman, the health of the woman or her
unborn child in serious jeopardy.
(B) Serious impairment to bodily functions.
(C) Serious dysfunction of any bodily organ or part.
(ii) Transportation and related emergency services provided by a licensed ambulance service shall constitute an
emergency service if the condition is as described in
subparagraph (i).
Enrollee—A policyholder, subscriber, covered person or
other individual who is entitled to receive health care
services under a managed care plan. For purposes of the
complaint and grievance processes, the term includes
parents of a minor enrollee as well as designees or legal
representatives who are entitled or authorized to act on
behalf of the enrollee.
External quality assurance assessment—A review of an
HMO’s ongoing quality assurance program and operations
conducted by a nonplan reviewer such as a Departmentapproved EQRO.
Foreign HMO—An HMO incorporated, approved and
regulated in a state other than the Commonwealth.
Gatekeeper—A primary care provider selected by an
enrollee or appointed by a managed care plan, or the plan
or an agent of the plan serving as the primary care
provider, from whom an enrollee shall obtain covered
health care services, a referral or approval for covered
nonemergency health services as a precondition to receiving the highest level of coverage available under the
managed care plan.
Gatekeeper PPO—A PPO requiring enrollee use of a
gatekeeper from which an enrollee must receive referral
or approval for covered health care services as a requirement for payment of the highest level of benefits.

Grievance—
(i) A request by an enrollee, or a health care provider
with the written consent of the enrollee, to have a
managed care plan or CRE reconsider a decision solely
concerning the medical necessity and appropriateness of a
health care service. If the managed care plan is unable to
resolve the matter, a grievance may be filed regarding the
decision that does any of the following:
(A) Disapproves full or partial payment for a requested
health service.
(B) Approves the provision of a requested health care
service for a lesser scope or duration than requested.
(C) Disapproves payment of the provision of a requested health care service but approves payment for the
provision of an alternative health care service.
(ii) The term does not include a complaint.
HMO—Health maintenance organization—An organized
system that combines the delivery and financing of health
care and which provides basic health services to voluntarily enrolled members for a fixed prepaid fee.
HMO Act—The Health Maintenance Organization Act
(40 P. S. §§ 1551—1568).
Health care provider—A licensed hospital or health care
facility, medical equipment supplier or person who is
licensed, certified or otherwise regulated to provide health
care services under the laws of the Commonwealth,
including a physician, podiatrist, optometrist, psychologist, physical therapist, certified nurse practitioner, registered nurse, nurse midwife, physician’s assistant, chiropractor, dentist, pharmacist or an individual accredited or
certified to provide behavioral health services.
Health care service or health service—Any covered
treatment, admission, procedure, medical supply, equipment or other service, including behavioral health, prescribed or otherwise provided or proposed to be provided
by a health care provider to an enrollee under a managed
care plan contract.
IDS—Integrated delivery system—
(i) A partnership, association, corporation or other legal
entity which does the following:
(A) Enters into a contractual arrangement with a plan.
(B) Employs or contracts with health care providers.
(C) Agrees under its arrangement with the plan to do
the following:
(I) Provide or arrange for the provision of a defined set
of health care services to enrollees covered under a plan
contract principally through its participating providers.
(II) Assume under the arrangement with the plan some
responsibility for conducting in conjunction with the plan
and under compliance monitoring of the plan quality
assurance, UR, credentialing, provider relations or related
functions.
(ii) The IDS may also perform claims processing and
other functions.
Inpatient services—Care, including professional services, at a licensed hospital, skilled nursing or rehabilitation facility, including preadmission testing, diagnostic
testing related to an inpatient stay, professional and
nursing care, room and board, durable medical equipment, ancillary services, drugs administered during an
inpatient stay, meals and special diets, use of operating
room and use of intensive care and cardiac units.
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Managed care plan or plan—
(i) A health care plan that does each of the following:
(A) Uses a gatekeeper to manage the utilization of
health care services.
(B) Integrates the financing and delivery of health care
services to enrollees by arrangements with health care
providers selected to participate on the basis of specific
standards.
(C) Provides financial incentives for enrollees to use
the participating health care providers in accordance with
procedures established by the plan.
(ii) A managed care plan includes health care arranged
through an entity operating under any of the following:
(A) Section 630 of the act.
(B) The HMO act.
(C) The Fraternal Benefit Society Code.
(D) 40 Pa.C.S. §§ 6102—6127 which relates to hospital
plan corporations.
(E) 40 Pa.C.S. §§ 6301—6334 which relates to professional health services plan corporations.
(iii) The term includes an entity, including a municipality, whether licensed or unlicensed, that contracts with or
functions as a managed care plan to provide health care
services to enrollees.
(iv) The term includes managed care plans that require
the enrollee to obtain a referral from any primary care
provider in its network as a condition to receiving the
highest level of benefits for specialty care.
(v) The term does not include ancillary service plans or
an indemnity arrangement which is primarily fee for
service.
Medical management—A function that includes any
aspect of UR, quality assurance, case management and
disease management and other activities for the purposes
of determining, arranging, monitoring or providing effective and efficient health care services.
Member—An enrollee.
Outpatient services—Outpatient medical and surgical,
emergency room and ancillary services including ambulatory surgery and all ancillary services pursuant to ambulatory surgery, outpatient laboratory, radiology and diagnostic procedures, emergency room care that does not
result in an admission within 24 hours of the delivery of
emergency room care and other outpatient services covered by the plan, including professional services.
Outpatient setting—A physician’s office, outpatient facility, patient’s home, ambulatory surgical facility, or a
hospital when a patient is not admitted for inpatient
services.
PCP—Primary care provider—A health care provider
who, within the scope of the provider’s practice, supervises, coordinates, prescribes or otherwise provides or
proposes to provide health care services to an enrollee;
initiates enrollee referral for specialist care; and maintains continuity of enrollee care.
POS plan—Point-of-service plan—A health care plan
provided by a managed care plan that may require an
enrollee to select and utilize a gatekeeper to obtain the
highest level of benefits with the least amount of outpocket expense for the enrollee and that may allow
enrollees access to providers inside or outside the network
without referral by a gatekeeper.
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Preventive health care services—
(i) Services provided by the plan to provide for the
prevention, early detection and minimization of the ill
effects and causes of disease or disability.
(ii) The services include prenatal and well baby care,
immunizations and periodic physical examinations.
Provider network—The health care providers designated by a plan to provide health care services to
enrollees.
Secretary—The Secretary of Health of the Commonwealth.
Service area—The geographic area in which the plan
has received approval to operate from the Department.
UR—Utilization review—
(i) A system of prospective, concurrent or retrospective
review and decisionmaking, performed by a UR entity or
managed care plan of the medical necessity and appropriateness of health care services prescribed, provided or
proposed to be provided to an enrollee.
(ii) The term does not include any of the following:
(A) Requests for clarification of coverage, eligibility or
health care service verification.
(B) A health care provider’s internal quality assurance
or UR process unless the review results in denial of
payment for a health care service.
§ 9.603. Technical advisories.
The Department may issue technical advisories to
assist plans in complying with the HMO Act, Article XXI
and this chapter. The technical advisories do not have the
force of law or regulation, but will provide guidance on
the Department’s interpretation of, and how a plan may
maintain compliance with, the HMO act, Article XXI and
this chapter. Notice of the availability of a technical
advisory will be published in the Pennsylvania Bulletin.
§ 9.604. Plan reporting requirements.
(a) Annual reports. A plan shall submit to the Department on or before April 30 of each year, a detailed report
of its activities during the preceding calendar year. The
plan shall submit the report in a format specified by the
Department in advance of the reporting date, and shall
include, at a minimum, the following information:
(1) Enrollment data by product line—for example, commercial, Medicare and Medicaid and by county.
(2) Utilization statistics containing the following minimum data:
(i) The number of days of inpatient hospitalization on a
quarterly, year-to-date and annualized basis.
(ii) The average number of physician visits per enrollee
on a quarterly, year-to-date and annualized basis.
(3) The number, type, and disposition of all complaints
and grievances filed with the plan or subcontractors.
(4) A copy of the current enrollee literature, including
subscription agreements, enrollee handbooks and any
mass communications to enrollees concerning complaint
and grievance rights and procedures.
(5) A copy of the plan’s current provider directory.
(6) A statement of the number of physicians leaving the
plan and of the number of physicians joining the plan.
(7) A listing of all IDS arrangements and enrollment by
each IDS.
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(8) Copies of the currently utilized generic or standard
form health care provider contracts including copies of
any deviations from the standard contracts and reimbursement methodologies. Reimbursement information
submitted to the Department under this paragraph may
not be disclosed or produced for inspection or copying to a
person other than the Secretary or the Secretary’s representatives, without the consent of the plan which provided the information, unless otherwise ordered by a
court.
(9) A copy of the plan’s written description of its
quality assurance program, a copy of the quality assurance work plan, and a copy of the quality assurance
report submitted to the plan’s Board of Directors.
(10) A listing, including contacts, addresses and phone
numbers, of all contracted CREs that perform UR on
behalf of the plan or a contracted IDS.
(b) Quarterly reports. Four times per year, a plan shall
submit to the Department two copies of a brief quarterly
report summarizing data specified in subsection (a)(2)
and (6) and enrollment, and complaint and grievance
system data. Each quarterly report shall be filed with the
Department within 45 days following the close of the
preceding calendar quarter. The plan shall submit each
quarterly report in a format specified by the Department
for that quarterly report.
§ 9.605. Department investigations.
(a) The Department may investigate plans as necessary
to determine compliance with Act 68, the PPO Act, the
HMO Act and this chapter
(b) Investigation may include onsite inspection of a
plan’s facilities and records, and may include onsite
inspection of the facilities and records of any IDS subcontractor.
(c) The Department or its agents will have free access
to all books, records, papers and documents that relate to
the business of the plan, other than financial business.
(d) The Department will have access to medical records
of plan enrollees for the purpose of determining the
quality of care, investigating complaints or grievances,
enforcement, or other activities relating to ensuring compliance with Article XXI, this chapter or other laws of the
Commonwealth.
(e) The Department may request submission by the
plan of a special report detailing any aspect of its
operations relating to the provision of health care services
to enrollees, provider contracting or credentialing, operation of the enrollee complaint and grievance system, or
quality assessment.
§ 9.606. Penalties and sanctions.
(a) For violations of Article XXI and this chapter, the
Department may take one or more of the following
actions:
(1) Impose a civil penalty of up to $5,000 per violation.
(2) Maintain an action in the name of the Commonwealth for an injunction to prohibit the activity.
(3) Issue an order temporarily prohibiting the plan
from enrolling new members.
(b) For violations of the HMO Act and this chapter, the
Department may suspend or revoke a certificate of authority or impose a penalty of not more than $1,000 for
each unlawful act committed if the Department finds that
one or more of the following conditions exist:

(1) The HMO is providing or arranging for inadequate
or poor quality care, either directly, through contracted
providers or through the operations of the HMO, thereby
creating a threat to the health and safety of its enrollees.
(2) The HMO is unable to fulfill its contractual obligations to its enrollees.
(3) The HMO has substantially failed to comply with
the HMO Act.
(c) Before the Department may act under subsection
(b), the Department will provide the HMO with written
notice specifying the nature of the alleged violation and
fixing a time and place, at least 10 days thereafter, for a
hearing of the matter to be held. Hearing procedures and
appeals shall be conducted in accordance with 2 Pa.C.S.
(relating to administrative law and procedure).
(d) For violations of the HMO Act, the PPO Act, Act 68
and this chapter, the Department may require a plan to
develop and adhere to a plan of correction approved by
the Department that the plan shall make available to
enrollees upon written request. The Department will
monitor compliance with the plan of correction. Failure to
comply with the plan of correction may result in the
Department’s taking action under subsection (a) or (b), as
appropriate.
(e) The Department’s actions under subsection (a)(1) or
(3) are subject to 2 Pa.C.S. Chapter 5, Subchapter A
(relating to practice and procedure of Commonwealth
agencies).
Subchapter G. HMOS
Sec.
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GENERALLY
§ 9.621. Applicability.
(a) This subchapter applies to corporations that propose to undertake to establish, maintain and operate an
HMO within this Commonwealth, with the exception of
an HMO exempted under sections 16 and 17(b) of the
HMO Act (40 P. S. §§ 1566 and 1567(b)).
(b) This subchapter is intended to ensure that HMOs
certified by the Commonwealth offer increased competition and consumer choices that serve to advance quality
assurance, cost effectiveness and access to health care
services.
§ 9.622. Prohibition against uncertified HMOs.
(a) A corporation may not, within this Commonwealth,
solicit enrollment of members, enroll members or deliver
prepaid basic health services, by or through an HMO,
unless it has received a certificate of authority from the
Secretary and Commissioner to operate and maintain the
HMO.
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(b) A foreign HMO may not, within this Commonwealth, solicit enrollment of members, enroll members or
deliver prepaid basic health care services unless it has
received a certificate of authority from the Secretary and
the Commissioner to operate and maintain an HMO.
§ 9.623. Preapplication development activities.
The Department will, upon request, provide technical
advice and assistance to persons proposing to develop an
HMO, including review of health care services provider
contracts to be used to establish and maintain an acceptable health care services provider network. A network is
required for issuance of a certificate of authority.
APPLICATION FOR CERTIFICATE OF AUTHORITY
§ 9.631. Content of an application for an HMO certificate of authority.
An application for a certificate of authority under the
HMO Act shall include completed application forms as the
Secretary and Commissioner may require. An application
for a certificate of authority will not be deemed complete
unless it includes at least the following information:
(1) Organizational information including a copy of the
applicant’s articles of incorporation, bylaws that include a
description of the manner by which subscribers will be
selected and appointed to the board of directors, an
organization chart and clear disclosure of the relationship
between the applicant and any affiliated entities owned
or controlled by the applicant or which directly or indirectly own or control the applicant.
(2) A list of names, addresses and official positions of
the board of directors of the applicant, and of persons who
are responsible for the affairs of the applicant, including:
president/chief executive officer; medical director; chief
financial officer; chief operating officer; directors of quality assurance, UR, provider relations, member services;
and the director of the enrollee complaint and grievance
process if this responsibility does not fall under one of the
previous directorships listed. Resumes shall be included
for chairperson of the board and the positions listed in
this paragraph.
(3) The address of the registered office, in this Commonwealth, where the HMO can be served with legal
process.
(4) A copy of each proposed standard form health care
services provider contract and each standard IDS contract
including a detailed description of the reimbursement
methodologies and types of financial incentives that the
HMO proposes to utilize. Reimbursement information
submitted to the Department under this paragraph may
not be disclosed or produced for inspection or copying to a
person other than the Secretary or the Secretary’s representatives, without the consent of the plan which provided the information, unless otherwise ordered by a
court.
(5) A copy of the HMO’s proposed contracts with individual enrollees and groups of enrollees describing the
health care coverage to be provided to each individual or
group.
(6) A description of the proposed plan services area by
county, including demographic data of prospective enrollees and location of contracted providers.
(7) A detailed description of the applicant’s proposed
enrollee complaint and grievance systems.
(8) A detailed description of the applicant’s proposed
system for ongoing quality assurance consistent with the
requirements of § 9.674 (relating to quality assurance
standards).
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(9) A detailed description of the applicant’s proposed
UR system consistent with the requirements of
§§ 9.749—9.751 (relating to UR system description; UR
system standards; and time frames for UR).
(10) A copy of the applicant’s proposed confidentiality
policy.
(11) A detailed description of the applicant’s proposed
provider credentialing system, and standards for ongoing
recredentialing activities incorporating quality assurance,
UR and enrollee satisfaction measures.
(12) A description of the applicant’s capacity to collect
and analyze necessary data related to utilization of health
care services and to provide the Department with the
periodic reports specified in § 9.604 (relating to plan
reporting requirements), including a description of the
system whereby the records pertaining to the operations
of the applicant, including membership and utilization
data, are identifiable and distinct from other activities
the entity undertakes.
(13) If the applicant intends to delegate any UR functions to a subcontractor, evidence of the subcontractor’s
certification as a CRE under Subchapter K (relating to
CREs) if the certification is required.
(14) A detailed description of the applicant’s ability to
assure both the availability and accessibility of adequate
personnel and facilities to serve enrollees in a manner
enhancing access, availability and continuity of covered
health care services.
(15) A copy of each contract with an individual or
entity for the performance on the HMO’s behalf of
necessary HMO functions, including marketing, enrollment and administration, and each contract with an
insurance company, hospital plan corporation or professional health services corporation for the provision of
insurance or indemnity or reimbursement against the
cost of health care services provided by the HMO.
(16) A job description for the medical director.
(17) A procedure for referral of enrollees to nonparticipating providers.
(18) A copy of the HMO’S proposed general subscriber
literature including the member handbook.
(19) A copy of the HMO’s most recent financial statement.
(20) Other information the applicant may wish to
submit for consideration.
(21) Other information the Department requests as
necessary to review the applicant’s application for compliance with the HMO Act, Act 68 and this chapter.
§ 9.632. HMO certificate of authority review by the
Department.
(a) The applicant shall submit a complete application
to both the Department and the Insurance Department.
(b) Upon receipt of a complete application for a certificate of authority the Department will publish notification
of receipt in the Pennsylvania Bulletin. The Department
will accept public comments, suggestions or objections to
the application for 30 days after publication. The Department may hold a public meeting concerning the application, with appropriate notification to the applicant, and
notice to the public through publication of notice in the
Pennsylvania Bulletin.
(c) Within 45 days of receipt of the application, the
Department will notify the applicant of any additional
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information required to complete the application, and of
any part of the application which must be corrected by
the applicant to demonstrate compliance with the HMO
Act or this chapter. A copy of requests for information
sent to the applicant will be sent to the Commissioner.
(d) The Department will review the completed application for compliance with the HMO Act and this chapter.
The application will not be considered complete until the
required information is provided to the Department in
writing, including evidence of a contracted and
credentialed provider network of sufficient capacity to
serve the proposed number of enrollees.
(e) The Department will visit and inspect the site or
proposed site of the applicant’s facilities or facilities of the
applicant’s contractors and its provider network, to ascertain its capability to comply with the HMO Act, Act 68
and this chapter.
(f) The Department will complete its review within 90
days of submission of the completed application.
(g) Within 90 days of receipt of a completed application
for a certificate of authority, the Secretary and Commissioner will jointly take action as set forth in paragraph
(1) or (2). A disapproval of an application may be
appealed in accordance with 2 Pa.C.S. (relating to administrative law and procedure).
(1) Approve the application and issue a certificate of
authority.
(2) Disapprove the application and specify in writing
the reasons for the disapproval.
§ 9.633. Location of HMO activities, staff and materials.
To demonstrate its ability to assure both availability
and accessibility of adequate personnel and facilities to
effectively provide or arrange for the provision of basic
health services in a manner enhancing access, availability
and continuity of care, the HMO shall meet the following
minimum standards:
(1) The HMO shall make available for review at a
location within this Commonwealth, by the Department
or an agent of the Department, the books and records of
the corporation and the essential documents as the
Department may require, including signed provider contracts, credentialing files, complaint and grievance files,
committee meeting (quality assurance and credentialing)
minutes and hearing transcriptions. Documents need not
be permanently maintained in this Commonwealth but
shall be made available within this Commonwealth
within 30 days, unless the Department determines for
matters of patient safety the documents must be provided
within 2-business days.
(2) The HMO shall identify a physician to serve as its
medical director who is licensed in this Commonwealth
and qualified to perform the duties of a medical director.
The medical director shall be responsible for the following:
(i) Oversight of the UR and quality assurance activities
regarding coverage and services provided to enrollees.
(ii) General coordination of the medical care of the
HMO.
(iii) Appropriate professional staffing of the HMO’s
medical management operations.
(iv) Designing protocols for quality assurance.
(v) Implementation of quality assurance programs and
continuing education requirments.

(3) The HMO’s quality assurance/improvement committee shall include at least one health care provider licensed
in this Commonwealth.
§ 9.634. Delegation of HMO operations.
(a) An HMO may contract with an individual, partnership, association, corporation or organization for the
performance of HMO operations. A contract for delegation
of HMO operations shall be filed with the Commissioner
under section 1558(b) of the HMO Act and may not in any
way diminish the authority or responsibility of the board
of directors of the HMO, or the ability of the Department
to monitor quality of care and require prompt corrective
action of the HMO when necessary.
(b) An HMO shall delegate medical management authority in accordance with § 9.675 (relating to the delegation of medical management).
§ 9.635. Issuance of a certificate of authority to a
foreign HMO.
(a) A foreign HMO may be authorized by issuance of a
certificate of authority to operate or to do business in this
Commonwealth if the Department is satisfied that it is
fully and legally organized and approved and regulated
under the laws of its state and that it complies with the
requirements for HMOs organized within and certified by
the Commonwealth. A foreign HMO shall submit a letter
to the Department and a copy of its approved application
for licensure or certification on file with its state of
domicile.
(b) A foreign HMO shall submit a completed Commonwealth application for a certificate of authority in accordance with §§ 9.631 and 9.632 (relating to content of an
application for an HMO certificate of authority; and HMO
certificate of authority review by the Department) and
the following:
(1) In lieu of the Commonwealth application, a foreign
HMO may submit to the Department and the Insurance
Department a copy of the application submitted and
approved for certificate of authority or licensure in another state with cross references to requirements contained in the Commonwealth’s application.
(2) The foreign HMO shall provide, along with the
out-of-State application, documentation of any change or
modification occurring since that certificate of authority
or license was approved.
(3) The foreign HMO shall otherwise affirm that the
information submitted to the Department remains current and accurate at the time of submission.
(c) The Department may waive or modify its requirements under the HMO Act, this subchapter and
Subchapters F and J (relating to general; and health care
provider contracts) insofar as they apply to HMOs, following a written request from the foreign HMO for the
modification or waiver and upon determination by the
Department that the requirements are not appropriate to
the particular foreign HMO, and that the waiver or
modification will be consistent with the purposes of the
HMO Act, and that it would not result in unfair discrimination in favor of the HMO of another state.
(d) Foreign HMOs are required to comply on the same
basis as Commonwealth certified HMOs with all ongoing
reporting and operational requirements, including external quality assurance assessments.
(e) If the Department and the Insurance Department
arrive at reciprocal licensing agreements with other
states, the requirements of this subchapter may be
waived or modified.
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(f) Upon receipt of a complete application for a certificate of authority the Department will publish notification
of receipt in the Pennsylvania Bulletin. The Department
will accept public comments, suggestions or objections to
the application for 30 days after publication. The Department may hold a public meeting concerning the application, with appropriate notification to the applicant, and
notice to the public through publication of notice in the
Pennsylvania Bulletin.
OPERATIONAL STANDARDS
§ 9.651. HMO provision and coverage of basic
health services to enrollees.
(a) An HMO shall maintain an adequate network of
health care providers through which it provides coverage
for basic health services to enrollees as medically necessary and appropriate without unreasonable limitations as
to frequency and cost.
(b) An HMO may exclude coverage for services, except
to the extent that a service is required to be covered by
State or Federal law.
(c) An HMO shall provide or arrange for the provision
of and cover the following basic health services as the
HMO determines to be medically necessary and appropriate according to its definition of medical necessity:
(1) Emergency services on a 24-hour-per-day, 7-day-perweek basis. The plan may not require an enrollee, or a
participating health care provider advising the enrollee
regarding the existence of an emergency, to utilize a
participating health care provider for emergency services,
including ambulance services. See § 9.672 (relating to
emergency services).
(2) Outpatient services.
(3) Inpatient services for general acute care hospitalization for a minimum of 90 days per contract or calendar
year.
(4) Preventive services.
(d) An HMO shall provide other benefits as may be
mandated by State and Federal law.
§ 9.652. HMO provision of other than basic health
services to enrollees.
An HMO may provide coverage for other than basic
health services including dental services, vision care
services, prescription drug services, durable medical
equipment or other health care services, provided:
(1) The HMO establishes, maintains and operates a
network of participating health care providers sufficient
to provide reasonable access to and availability of the
contracted nonbasic health services to enrollees in accordance with § 9.679 (relating to access requirements in
service areas).
(2) The health care provider contracts it uses to contract with participating providers meet the requirements
of § 9.722 (relating to plan and health care provider
contracts.)
(3) The provision of those health services is subject to
the same complaint and grievance procedures applicable
to the provision of basic health services.
§ 9.653. HMO provision of limited subnetworks to
select enrollees.
(a) An HMO that wants to offer benefit plans based on
limited subnetworks, that is, networks which include only
selected participating health care providers, shall request
approval from the Department to do so.
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(b) The Department will approve a request to offer
limited subnetworks if the proposal meets the following
requirements:
(1) There is adequate disclosure to potential enrollees
and any current enrollees who would be affected by a
change to a limited subnetwork benefit package of the
economic penalties that apply when enrollees do not
obtain health care services through the limited subnetwork. Disclosure of the limitations in the number of the
HMO’s participating providers must be consistent with
the act and the requirements of 31 Pa. Code § 154.16
(relating to disclosure of information).
(2) If a covered service is not available within the
limited subnetwork, the HMO shall provide or arrange for
the provision of the service at no additional out-of-pocket
cost to the enrollee, other than the routine co-payments
which would have been applicable if the service had been
provided within the limited subnetwork.
(3) The limited subnetwork meets the minimum
healthcare provider standards in § 9.679 (relating to
access requirements in service areas) and has an adequate number and distribution of network providers to
provide care which is available and accessible to enrollees
within a defined area.
(4) Enrollment is limited to enrollees within a reasonable traveling distance to the limited participating subnetwork providers.
(5) The limited subnetwork meets the standards for
adequate networks and accessibility in § 9.679.
§ 9.654. HMO external quality assurance assessment.
(a) Within 18 months after enrollment of the first
enrollee, and every 3 years thereafter unless otherwise
required by the Department, an HMO shall have an
external quality assurance assessment conducted using
an EQRO acceptable to the Department. Department
personnel may participate in the external quality assurance assessment. The following also apply to external
quality assurance assessments:
(1) The Department will perform a site visit of the
HMO 12 months after the issuance of a certificate of
authority whether or not the HMO has enrollees, to
ensure that the HMO is complying with the requirements
of the HMO Act, Act 68 and this chapter.
(2) If the HMO has no enrollees more than 18 months
from the issuance of a certificate of authority the Department will peform a site visit to ensure that the HMO is in
compliance with the HMO Act, Act 68 and this chapter.
(3) If, following the site visit in paragraph (2), the
HMO has no enrollees for the next 6 months, the HMO
may not begin to enroll members until the Department
performs an additional site visit.
(b) Costs for the required external quality assurance
assessment shall be paid by the HMO.
(c) An HMO may combine the external quality assurance assessment with an accreditation review offered by
an EQRO acceptable to the Department, if the review
adequately incorporates information required by the Department to determine the HMO’s compliance with Act
68, the HMO Act and this chapter, and allows for
Department staff to actively participate in the external
quality assurance assessment.
(d) The external quality assurance assessment shall
study the quality of care being provided to enrollees and
the effectiveness of the quality assurance program estab-
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lished by the HMO under § 9.674 (relating to quality
assurance standards) and shall assess the HMO’s compliance with the HMO Act, Act 68 and this chapter.
(e) The EQRO shall issue a copy of its findings to the
HMO’s senior management, which shall provide a copy to
the board of directors. It is the responsibility of the HMO
to ensure that a copy of all interim and final reports
regarding the external quality assurance assessment are
filed within 15 days with the Department, either directly
by the HMO, or by the EQRO.
(f) The Department’s requests for corrective action
plans resulting from the external quality assurance assessment concerning deficiencies found requiring an HMO
response, and the HMO’s ensuing responses, including
correspondence between the plan and the Department,
plans of correction and follow-up documentation, will be
made available to the public upon request as required
under the Right to Know Law (65 P. S. §§ 66.1—66.4).
The remainder of the assessment containing proprietary
information may not be disclosed or produced for inspection or copying to a person other than the Secretary or
the Secretary’s representatives, without the consent of
the plan which provided the information, unless otherwise ordered by a court.
(g) The Department will publish annually in the Pennsylvania Bulletin a list of EQROS acceptable to it for the
purpose of performing external quality assurance assessments.
Subchapter H. AVAILABILITY AND ACCESS
Sec.
9.671.
9.672.
9.673.
9.674.
9.675.
9.676.
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9.678.
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9.682.
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9.684.
9.685.

Applicability.
Emergency services.
Plan provision of prescription drug benefits to enrollees.
Quality assurance standards.
Delegation of medical management.
Enrollee rights.
Requirements of definitions of ‘‘medical necessity.’’
PCPs.
Access requirements in service areas.
Access for persons with disabilities.
Health care providers.
Direct access for obstetrical and gynecological care.
Standing referrals or specialists as primary care providers.
Continuity of care.
Standards for approval of point-of-service products.

§ 9.671. Applicability.
This subchapter is applicable to managed care plans,
including HMOs and gatekeeper PPOs, and subcontractors of managed care plans, including IDSs, for services
provided to enrollees.
§ 9.672. Emergency services.
(a) A plan shall utilize the definition of ‘‘emergency
service’’ in section 2102 of the act (40 P. S. § 991.2102) in
administering benefits, adjudicating claims and processing complaints and grievances.
(b) A plan may not deny any claim for emergency
services on the basis that the enrollee did not receive
permission, prior approval, or referral prior to seeking
emergency service.
(c) A plan shall apply the prudent layperson standard
to the enrollee’s presenting symptoms and services provided in adjudicating related claims for emergency services.
(d) Coverage for emergency services provided during
the period of the emergency, shall include evaluation,
testing, and if necessary, stabilization of the condition of
the enrollee, emergency transportation and related emergency care provided by a licensed ambulance service. Use

of an ambulance as transportation to an emergency
facility for a condition that does not satisfy the definition
of ‘‘emergency service’’ does not constitute an emergency
service and does not require coverage as an emergency
service.
(e) A plan may not require an enrollee to utilize any
particular emergency transportation services organization
or a participating emergency transportation services organization for emergency care.
(f) The emergency health care provider shall notify the
enrollee’s managed care plan of the provision of emergency services and the condition of the enrollee.
(g) If the enrollee is admitted to a hospital or other
health care facility, the emergency health care provider
shall notify the enrollee’s managed care plan of the
emergency services delivered within 48 hours or on the
next business day, whichever is later. An exception to this
requirement will be made where the medical condition of
the patient precludes the provider from accurately determining the identity of the enrollee’s managed care plan
within 48 hours of admission.
(h) If the enrollee is not admitted to a hospital or other
health care facility, the claim for reimbursement for
emergency services provided shall serve as notice to the
enrollee’s managed care plan of the emergency services
provided by the emergency health care provider.
§ 9.673. Plan provision of prescription drug benefits to enrollees.
(a) A plan providing prescription drug benefit coverage
to enrollees, either as a basic benefit or through the
purchase of a rider or additional benefit package, and
using a drug formulary which lists the plan’s preferred
therapeutic drugs, shall clearly disclose in its marketing
material and enrollee literature that restrictions in drug
availability may result from use of a formulary.
(b) An enrollee, a prospective enrollee, or health care
provider may make a written or verbal inquiry to a plan
asking whether a specific drug is on the plan’s formulary.
The plan shall respond in writing to the request within
30 days from the date of its receipt of the request. If the
drug that is the subject of the inquiry is not on the plan’s
formulary, the plan’s response shall include a listing of
the drugs in the same class that are on the formulary or
instruct the enrollee how to access the formulary.
(c) A plan utilizing a drug formulary shall have a
written policy that includes an exception process by which
a health care provider may prescribe and obtain coverage
for the enrollee for specific drugs, drugs used for an
off-label purpose, biologicals and medications not included
in the formulary for prescription drugs or biologicals
when the formulary’s equivalent has been ineffective in
the treatment of the enrollee’s disease or if the drug
causes or is reasonably expected to cause adverse or
harmful reactions to the enrollee. The following standards
apply when an exception is sought:
(1) Exception requests are to be considered requests for
prospective UR decisions and shall be processed within
2-business days.
(2) If the exception is granted, the plan shall provide
coverage in the amount disclosed by the plan for the
nonformulary alternative under section 2136(a)(1) of the
act (40 P. S. § 991.2136(a)(1)).
(3) A letter denying the request shall include the basis
and clinical rationale for the denial and instructions on
how to file a complaint or a grievance.
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(d) The plan shall distribute its policy and process to
each participating health care provider who prescribes. A
plan shall provide a description of the process to be used
to obtain coverage of a drug that is an exception to the
formulary to an enrollee or prospective enrollee upon
request. If a drug, class of drugs or drugs used to treat a
specific condition are specifically excluded from coverage
in the enrollee contract, appeals for coverage of specific
exclusions shall be considered complaints. If no specific
exclusion exists, the appeal of a denial of a physician’s
request for an exception to the formulary based on
medical necessity and appropriateness, shall be considered to be a grievance.
(e) A plan shall provide at least 30 days notice of
formulary changes to health care providers, except when
the change is due to approval or withdrawal of approval
of the Food and Drug Administration of a drug.
§ 9.674. Quality assurance standards.
(a) A plan shall have an ongoing quality assurance
program that includes review, analysis and assessment of
the access, availability and provision of health care
services. The quality assurance program shall provide for
a mechanism allowing feedback to be reviewed and used
for continuous quality improvement programs and initiatives by the plan.
(b) The quality assurance program shall meet the
following standards:
(1) The plan shall maintain a written description of its
quality assurance program outlining its structure and
content.
(2) The plan shall document all quality assurance
activities and quality improvement accomplishments.
(3) The activities of the plan’s quality assurance program shall be overseen by a quality assurance committee
that includes plan participating health care providers in
active clinical practice.
(4) The plan’s quality assurance structures and processes shall be clearly defined, with responsibility assigned to appropriate individuals.
(5) The plan shall demonstrate dedication of adequate
resources, in terms of appropriately trained and experienced personnel, analytic capabilities and data resources
for the operation of the quality assurance program.
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(c) In administering a quality assurance plan, the plan
shall do the following:
(1) Include in its quality assurance plan regularly
updated standards for the following:
(i) Health promotion.
(ii) Early detection and prevention of disease.
(iii) Injury prevention for all ages.
(iv) Systems to identify special chronic and acute care
needs at the earliest possible time.
(v) Access to routine, urgent and emergent appointments that shall be approved by the plan’s quality
assurance committee. The plan shall conduct annual
studies of access and availability, the results of which
shall be incorporated into the report referenced in subsection (b)(10).
(2) Notify health care providers and enrollees of these
standards.
(3) Involve health care providers and enrollees in the
updating of its quality assurance plan.
§ 9.675. Delegation of medical management.
(a) A plan may contract with an entity for the performance of medical management relating to the delivery of
health care services to enrollees. The plan shall be
responsible for assuring that the medical management
contract meets the requirements of all applicable laws.
The plan shall submit the medical management contract
to the Department for review and approval. The Department will review a medical management contract within
45 days of receipt of the contract. If the Department does
not approve or disapprove a contract within 45 days of
receipt, the plan may use the contract and it shall be
presumed to meet the requirements of all applicable laws.
If, at any time, the Department finds that a contract is in
violation of law, the plan shall correct the violation.
Reimbursement information submitted to the Department
under this paragraph may not be disclosed or produced
for inspection or copying to a person other than the
Secretary or the Secretary’s representatives without the
consent of the plan which provided the information,
unless otherwise ordered by a court.
(b) If the contractor is to perform UR, the contractor
shall be certified in accordance with Subchapter K (relating to CREs).

(6) The plan shall ensure that all participating health
care providers maintain current and comprehensive medical records which conform to standard medical practice.

(c) To secure Department approval, a medical management contract shall include the following:

(7) The plan’s review of quality shall include consideration of clinical aspects of care, access, availability and
continuity of care.

(1) Reimbursement methods being used to reimburse
the contractor which complies with section 2152(b) of the
act (40 P. S. § 991.2152(b)) which relates to operational
standards for CREs compensation.

(8) The plan’s quality assurance program shall have
mechanisms that provide for the sharing of results with
health care providers in an educational format to solicit
input and promote continuous improvement.

(2) The standards for the plan’s oversight of the contractor.

(9) The plan shall provide to the Department a description of the annual quality assurance work plan, or
schedule of activities, which includes the objectives, scope
and planned projects or activities for the year.

(1) Written review and approval by the plan of the
explicit standards to be utilized by the contractor in
conducting quality assurance, UR or related medical
management activities.

(10) The plan shall present a report of the plan’s
quality assurance activities documenting studies undertaken, evaluation of results, subsequent actions recommended and implemented, and aggregate data annually
to the plan’s board of directors, and shall provide a copy
of the report to the Department.

(2) Reporting by the contractor to the plan on at least a
quarterly basis regarding the delegated activities concerning the arrangement or provision of health care services
and the impact of the delegated activities on the quality
and delivery of health care services to the plan’s enrollees.

(d) Acceptable plan oversight shall include:
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(3) Annual random sample re-review and validation of
the results of delegated responsibilities to ensure that the
decisions made and activities undertaken by the contractor meet the agreed-upon standards in the contract.
(4) A written description of the relationship between
the plan’s medical management staff and the contractor’s
medical management staff.
(5) A requirement that the contractor will cooperate
with and participate in quality assurance activities and
studies undertaken by the plan that pertain to the
enrollee populations served by the contractor, including
submitting written reports of activities and accomplishments on plan directed and any contractor initiated
activities to the plan’s quality assurance committee on at
least a quarterly basis.
(e) With respect to medical management arrangements
involving an HMO, the medical management contract
shall include a statement by the contractor agreeing to
submit itself to review as a part of the HMO’s external
quality assurance assessment. See § 9.654 (relating to
HMO external quality assurance assessment). A contractor may receive a separate review of its operations by an
external quality review organization approved by the
Department. The Department will consider the results of
the review in its overall assessment provided the review
satisfies the requirements of § 9.674 (relating to quality
assurance standards).
§ 9.676. Enrollee rights.
(a) A plan shall have a written policy that shall state
the plan’s commitment to treating an enrollee in a
manner that respects the enrollee’s rights and shall
include the plan’s expectations of a member’s responsibilities.
(b) An HMO shall offer to each enrollee, who becomes
ineligible to continue as a part of a group subscriber
agreement, a nongroup subscription agreement offering
the same level of benefits as are available to a group
subscriber.
(c) An HMO may not expel or refuse to reenroll an
enrollee solely because of the enrollee’s health care needs,
nor refuse to enroll individual subscribers of a group on
the basis of health status or health care needs of the
individuals.
§ 9.677. Requirements of definitions of ‘‘medical necessity.’’
The definition of ‘‘medical necessity’’ shall be the same
in the plan’s provider contracts, enrollee contracts and
other materials used to evaluate appropriateness and to
determine coverage of health care services. The definition
shall comply with the HMO Act, the PPO Act, Act 68 and
this chapter.

hours-per-day, 7 days-per-week for urgent and emergency
care and to provide triage and appropriate treatment or
referrals for treatment. A participating provider may
arrange for on-call services with a nonparticipating provider if the plan approves the arrangement, agrees to
provide the level-of-benefit for the service provided by the
nonparticipating provider, and agrees to hold the enrollee
harmless for any errors committed by the nonparticipating provider that would result in noncoverage of covered
benefits or would mislead the enrollee into believing a
noncovered service would be covered.
(3) Maintain medical records in accordance with plan
standards and accepted medical practice.
(4) Maintain hospital privileges or an alternate arrangement for admitting an enrollee, approved by the
plan, that provides for timeliness of information and
communication to facilitate the admission, treatment,
discharge and follow-up care necessary to ensure continuity of services and care to the enrollee.
(5) Possess an unrestricted license to practice in this
Commonwealth.
(c) A plan may consider a physician in a nonprimary
care specialty as a primary care provider if the physician
meets the plan’s credentialing criteria and has been found
by the plan’s quality assurance committee to demonstrate, through training, education and experience,
equivalent expertise in primary care. The plan shall
comply with § 9.683.
(d) A plan may consider a certified registered nurse
practitioner (CRNP), practicing in an advanced practice
category generally accepted as a primary care area, as a
PCP, if the CRNP meets the plan’s credentialing criteria
and practices in accordance with the Medical Practice Act
(63 P. S. §§ 422.1—422.45) and its applicable regulations,
49 Pa. Code Chapter 18, Subschapter C (relating to
certified registered nurse practitioners), and the Nurse
Practice Act (63 P. S. §§ 211—225) and its applicable
regulations, 49 Pa. Code Chapter 21, Subchapter C (relating to certified registered nurse practitioners).
(e) A plan shall include in its provider directory a clear
and adequate notice of the possibility that the choice of a
given provider as a PCP may result in access to a limited
subnetwork based on the PCP’s employment or other
affiliation arrangements.
(f) A plan shall establish and maintain
procedure to permit an enrollee to change
PCP with appropriate advance notice to the
§ 9.679. Access requirements in service

a policy and
a designated
plan.
areas.

§ 9.678. PCPs.

(a) A plan shall only provide coverage to enrollees who
work or reside in a service area when the plan has been
approved to operate in that service area by the Department.

(a) A plan shall make available to each enrollee a PCP
to supervise and coordinate the health care of the enrollee.

(b) A plan seeking to expand its service area beyond
that which was initially approved shall file with the
Department a service area expansion request.

(b) A PCP shall meet the following minimum standards, unless a specialty health care provider is approved
by the plan to serve as a designated PCP as provided for
in § 9.683 (relating to standing referrals or specialists as
pimary care providers):

(c) A plan shall report to the Department any probable
loss from the network of any general acute care hospital
and any primary care provider, whether an individual
practice or a group practice, with 2,000 or more assigned
enrollees.

(1) Provide office hours accessible to enrollees of a
minimum of 20 hours-per-week.

(d) Except as otherwise authorized in this section, a
plan shall provide for at least 90% of its enrollees in each
county in its service area, access to covered services that
are within 20 miles or 30 minutes travel from an
enrollee’s residence or work in a county designated as a

(2) Be available directly or through on-call arrangements with other qualified plan participating PCPs, 24
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metropolitan statistical area (MSA) by the Federal Census Bureau, and within 45 miles or 60 minutes travel
from an enrollee’s residence or work in any other county.

infrequently utilized health care services, the plan may
make arrangements necessary to provide access to quality
health care services.

(e) A plan shall at all times assure enrollee access to
primary care providers, speciality care providers and
other health care facilities and services necessary to
provide covered benefits. At a minimum, the following
health care services must be available in accordance with
the standards in subsection (d):

(k) A plan shall cover services provided by a nonparticipating health care provider at no less than the in-network
level of benefit when the plan has no available network
provider. A plan is not required to have network providers
available outside of the approved service area for the
purposes of enrollees seeking basic health care services
while outside of the service area. A plan is not required to
pay a noncontracted provider at the same benefit level as
a network provider for basic health care services sought
by and provided an enrollee while outside the service area
when in-network providers were available.

(1) General acute inpatient hospital services.
(2) Common laboratory and diagnostic services.
(3) Primary care.
(4) General surgery.
(5) Orthopedic surgery.
(6) Obstetrical and gynecological services.
(7) Ophthalmology.
(8) Allergy and immunology.
(9) Anesthesiology.
(10) Otolaryngology.
(11) Physical medicine and rehabilitation.
(12) Psychiatry and neurology.
(13) Neurological surgery.
(14) Urology.
(f) If a plan is unable to meet the travel standards in
subsection (d), it shall inform the Department in writing
and provide a written description of why it is unable to do
so and its alternative arrangements to ensure access to
health care providers of these services. The plan shall
include in its description a specific explanation of exactly
how it intends to provide access to health care services
including:
(1) The use of participating or nonparticipating providers.
(2) Applicable payment arrangements.
(3) Measures to secure health care provider cooperation
with plan policies and procedures concerning UR, case
management, claims payment and access to medical
information necessary to authorize payment of covered
health care services.
(4) Travel arrangements, if any.
(g) A plan using a health care provider of services
delivered in the home need not meet the requirements of
subsection (d) or (f) as long as the services can be reliably
provided in the enrollee’s home regardless of distance
between the home and the provider’s location.
(h) For infrequently utilized health care services, such
as transplants, a plan may provide access to nonparticipating health care providers or contract with health care
providers outside of the approved service area.
(i) A plan offering coverage for nonbasic health care
services, either as part of the basic benefit package or
through supplemental coverage, such as prescription
drugs, vision, dental, and durable medical equipment,
shall ensure that its network of health care providers for
these services meets the standards for frequently utilized
services in subsections (d)—(g).
(j) If there is a therapeutic reason to arrange for
services at a distance greater than the travel standards
in subsections (d) and (f), whether for frequently or

(l) A plan seeking to expand its service area beyond
that which was initially approved shall file with the
Department, for the Department’s approval, a service
area expansion request that meets the requirements of
this section and includes:
(1) Projected enrollment for the first year of operation.
(2) A provider listing of contracted and credentialed
health care providers.
(m) A plan shall provide the Department with a description of its provider network in a format specified by
the Department, annually, and at other times at the
Department’s request to enable the Department to analyze network disruptions or investigate complaints.
§ 9.680. Access for persons with disabilities.
(a) A plan shall file with the Department its policies,
plans and procedures for ensuring that it has within its
provider network participating health care providers that
are physically accessible to people with disabilities, in
accordance with Title III of the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 (42 U.S.C.A. §§ 12181—12188.)
(b) A plan shall file with the Department its policies,
plans and procedures for ensuring that it has within its
provider network participating health care providers who
can communicate with individuals with sensory disabilities, in accordance with Title III of the Americans with
Disabilities Act of 1990.
§ 9.681. Health care providers.
(a) A plan shall provide to enrollees a list by specialty
of the name, address and telephone number of participating health care providers to which an enrollee may have
access either directly or through a referral. The list may
be a separate document, which may be a regional or
county directory, and shall be updated at least annually.
The plan shall satisfy the following in providing the list:
(1) If it provides a regional or county directory, the
plan shall make enrollees aware that other regional
directories or a full directory are available upon request.
(2) If it provides a list of participating providers for
only a specific type of provider or service, the plan shall
include in the list all participating providers authorized
to provide those services. Information shall be provided as
required under 31 Pa. Code § 154.16 (relating to information for enrollees).
(b) A plan shall include a clear disclaimer in the
provider directories it provides to enrollees that the plan
cannot guarantee continued access during the term of the
enrollee’s enrollment to a particular health care provider,
and that if a participating health care provider used by
the enrollee ceases participation, the plan will provide
access to other providers with equivalent training and
experience.
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(c) A plan that has no participating health care providers within the approved service area available to provide
covered health care services shall arrange for and provide
coverage for services provided by a nonparticipating
health care provider. The plan shall cover the nonnetwork
services at the same level of benefit as if a network
provider had been available.
(d) A plan shall have written procedures governing and
ensuring the availability and accessibility of frequently
utilized health care services, including the following:
(1) Well-patient examinations and immunizations.
(2) Emergency telephone consultation on a 24-hour-perday, 7 day-per-week basis.
(3) Treatment of acute emergencies.
(4) Treatment of acute minor illnesses.
(5) Routine appointments.
§ 9.682. Direct access for obstetrical and gynecological care.
(a) A plan shall permit enrollees direct access to obstetrical and gynecological services for maternity and gynecological care, including medically necessary and appropriate follow-up care and referrals, for diagnostic testing
related to maternity and gynecological care from participating health care providers without prior approval from
a primary care provider. Time restrictions may not apply
to the direct accessing of these services by enrollees.
(b) A plan may require a provider of obstetrical or
gynecological services to obtain prior authorization for
selected services, such as diagnostic testing for subspecialty care—for example, reproductive endocrinology,
oncologic gynecology, and maternal and fetal medicine.
(c) A plan shall develop policies and procedures that
describe the terms and conditions under which a directly
accessed health care provider may provide and refer for
health care services with and without obtaining prior
plan approval. The plan shall have these policies and
procedures approved by its quality assurance committee.
The plan shall provide these terms and conditions to all
health care providers who may be directly accessed for
maternity and gynecological care.
§ 9.683. Standing referrals or specialists as primary
care providers.
(a) A plan shall adopt and maintain procedures
whereby an enrollee with a life-threatening, degenerative
or disabling disease or condition shall, upon request,
receive an evaluation by the plan and, if the plan’s
established standards are met, the procedures shall allow
for the enrollee to receive either a standing referral to a
specialist with clinical expertise in treating the disease or
condition, or the designation of a specialist to assume
responsibility to provide and coordinate the enrollee’s
primary and specialty care.
(b) The plan’s procedures shall:
(1) Ensure the plan has established standards, including policies, procedures and clinical criteria for conducting
the evaluation and issuing or denying the request, including a process for reviewing the clinical expertise of the
requested specialist. The plan shall have its standards
approved by its quality improvement or quality assurance
committee.
(2) Provide for evaluation by appropriately trained and
qualified personnel.

(3) Include a treatment plan approved by the plan in
consultation with the primary care provider, the enrollee
and as appropriate, the specialist, and provided in writing
to the specialist who will be serving as the primary care
provider or receiving the standing referral.
(4) Be subject to the plan’s utilization management
requirements and other established utilization management and quality assurance criteria.
(5) Ensure that a standing referral to, or the designation of a specialist as, a primary care provider will be
made to participating health care providers when possible.
(6) Ensure the plan issues a written decision regarding
the request for a standing referral or designation of a
specialist as a primary care provider within a reasonable
period of time taking into account the nature of the
enrollee’s condition, but within 45 days after the plan’s
receipt of the request.
(7) Ensure the written decision denying the request
provides information about the right to appeal the decision through the grievance process.
(c) A plan shall have mechanisms in place to review
the effect of this procedure, and shall present the results
to its quality improvement or quality assurance committee on an annual basis.
§ 9.684. Continuity of care.
(a) Provider terminations initiated by the plan shall be
governed as follows:
(1) Except as noted in subsections (i) and (j), an
enrollee may continue an ongoing course of treatment, at
the option of the enrollee, for up to 60 days from the date
the enrollee is notified by the plan of the termination or
pending termination of a participating health care provider.
(2) If the provider who is terminated is a primary care
provider, the plan shall provide written notice of the
termination to each enrollee assigned to that primary
care provider and shall request and facilitate the enrollee’s transfer to another primary care provider.
(3) If the provider who is terminated is not a primary
care provider, the plan shall notify all affected enrollees
identified through referral and claims data.
(4) Written notice from the plan shall include instructions as to how to exercise the continuity of care option,
including qualifying criteria, the procedure for notifying
the plan of the enrollee’s intention and how the enrollee
will be notified that a continuing care arrangement has
been agreed to by the provider and the plan.
(b) A new enrollee seeking to continue care with a
nonparticipating provider shall notify the plan of the
enrollee’s request to continue an ongoing course of treatment for the transitional period.
(c) The transitional period for an enrollee who is a
woman in the second or third trimester of pregnancy as of
the effective date of coverage, if she is a new enrollee, or
as of the date the notice of termination or pending
termination was provided by the plan, shall extend
through the completion of postpartum care.
(d) The transitional period may be extended by the
plan if extension is determined to be clinically appropriate. The plan shall consult with the enrollee and the
health care provider in making this determination.
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(e) A plan shall cover health care services provided
under this section under the same terms and conditions
as applicable for services provided by participating health
care providers.
(f) A plan may require nonparticipating health care
providers to meet the same terms and conditions as
participating health care providers with the exception
that a plan may not require nonparticipating health care
providers to undergo full credentialing.
(g) A plan shall provide the nonparticipating or terminated health care provider with written notice of the
terms and conditions to be met at either the earliest
possible opportunity following notice of termination to the
provider, or immediately upon request from an enrollee to
continue services with a nonparticipating health care
provider.
(h) To be eligible for payment by a plan, a nonparticipating or terminated provider shall agree to the terms
and conditions of the plan prior to providing service
under the continuity of care provisions. If the health care
provider does not agree to the terms and conditions of the
plan prior to providing the service, the provider shall
notify the enrollee of that fact.
(i) This section does not require a plan to provide
health care services that are not covered under the terms
and conditions of the plan.
(j) If the plan terminates a participating health care
provider for cause, as described in section 2117(b) of the
act (40 P. S. § 991.2117(b)) the plan will not be responsible for the health care services provided by the terminated provider to the enrollee following the date of
termination.
§ 9.685. Standards for approval of point-of-service
products.
(a) If a plan offers a point-of-service product, it shall
submit a formal product filing for the POS product to the
Department and the Insurance Department.
(b) A plan may offer POS options to groups and
enrollees, if the plan:
(1) Has a system for tracking, monitoring and reporting enrollee self-referrals for the following purposes:
(i) To ensure that self-referral activity is not occurring
because of an access problem, a deliberate attempt to
force an enrollee to bypass a primary care provider for
nonmedical reasons or over restrictive or burdensome
plan requirements.
(ii) To promptly investigate any PCP practice in which
enrollees are utilizing substantially higher levels of nonPCP referred care than average, to ensure that enrollee
self-referrals are not a reflection of access or quality
problems on the part of the PCP practice, inappropriate
patient direction or burdensome plan requirements.
(2) Provides clear disclosure to enrollees of out-ofpocket expenses.
(3) Does not directly or indirectly encourage enrollees
to seek care without a PCP referral or from out-ofnetwork providers due to an inadequate network of
participating providers in any given specialty.
Subchapter I. COMPLAINTS AND GRIEVANCES
Sec.
9.701.
9.702.
9.703.
9.704.
9.705.

Applicability.
Complaints and grievances.
Internal complaint process.
Appeal of a complaint decision.
Internal grievance process.

9.706.
9.707.
9.708.
9.709.
9.710.
9.711.
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Health care provider initiated grievances.
External grievance process.
External grievance reviews by CREs.
Expedited review.
Approval of plan enrollee complaint and enrollee and provider
grievance systems.
Informal dispute resolution systems and alternative dispute
resolution systems.

§ 9.701. Applicability.
This subchapter applies to the review and appeal of
complaints and grievances under Act 68.
§ 9.702. Complaints and grievances.
(a) General
(1) A plan shall have a two-level complaint procedure
and a two-level grievance procedure which meets the
requirements of sections 2141, 2142, 2161 and 2162 of the
act (40 P. S. §§ 991.2141, 991.2142, 991.2161 and
991.2162) and this subchapter.
(2) The plan may not incorporate administrative requirements, time frames or tactics to directly or indirectly
discourage the enrollee or health care provider from, or
disadvantage the enrollee or health care provider in
utilizing the procedures. The following apply if the enrollee or health care provider believes the plan is violating this paragraph:
(i) An enrollee or a health care provider may contact
the Department to complain that a plan’s administrative
procedures or time frames are being applied to discourage
or disadvantage the enrollee or health care provider in
utilizing the procedures.
(ii) The Department will investigate the allegations,
and take action it deems necessary and appropriate under
Act 68.
(iii) Referral of the allegations to the Department will
not operate to delay the processing of the complaint or
grievance review.
(3) At any time during the complaint or grievance
process, an enrollee may choose to designate a representative to participate in the complaint or grievance process
on the enrollee’s behalf. The enrollee or the enrollee’s
representative shall notify the plan of the designation.
(4) The plan shall make a plan employee available to
assist the enrollee or the enrollee’s representative at no
charge in preparing the complaint or grievance if a
request for assistance is made by the enrollee or the
representative at any time during the complaint or
grievance process. The plan employee made available by
the plan may not have participated in any plan decision
with regard to the complaint or grievance.
(5) As part of its complaint and grievance process, a
plan shall have a toll-free telephone number for an
enrollee to use to obtain information regarding the filing
and status of a complaint or grievance. The plan shall
make reasonable accomodations to enable enrollees with
disabilities and non-English speaking enrollees to secure
the information.
(6) A plan shall provide copies of its complaint and
grievance procedures to the Department for review and
approval under § 9.710 (relating to approval of plan
enrollee complaint and enrollee and provider grievance
systems). The Department will use the procedures as a
reference when assisting enrollees who contact the Department directly.
(b) Correction of plan. A plan shall immediately correct
any procedure found by the Department to be noncompliant with the act or this chapter.
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(c) Complaints versus grievances.
(1) The plan may not classify the request for an
internal review as either a complaint or a grievance with
the intent to adversely affect or deny the enrollee’s access
to the procedure.
(2) If the plan has a question as to whether the request
for an internal review is a complaint or a grievance, the
plan shall consult with the Department or the Insurance
Department as to the most appropriate classification. The
decision shall be final and binding.
(3) An enrollee may contact the Department or the
Insurance Department directly for consideration and intervention with the plan, if the enrollee disagrees with
the plan’s classification of a request for an internal
review.
(4) If the Department determines that a grievance has
been improperly classified as a complaint, the Department will notify the plan and the enrollee and the case
will be redirected to the appropriate level of grievance
review. Filing fees shall be waived by the plan.
(5) If the Department determines that a complaint has
been improperly classified as a grievance, the Department
will notify the plan and the enrollee, and the case will be
redirected to the appropriate level of complaint review. If
the Department determines that a complaint has been
improperly classified as a grievance prior to the external
review, the filing fee shall be refunded.
(6) The Department will monitor plan reporting of
complaints and grievances and may conduct audits and
surveys to verify compliance with Article XXI and this
subchapter.
(d) Time frames.
(1) If a plan establishes time frames for the filing of
complaints and grievances, it shall allow an enrollee at
least 45 days to file a complaint or grievance from the
date of the occurrence of the issue being complained
about, or the date of the enrollee’s receipt of notice of the
plan’s decision.
(2) A health care provider seeking to file a grievance
with enrollee consent under § 9.706 (relating to health
care provider initiated grievances) shall have the same
time frames in which to file as an enrollee.
§ 9.703. Internal complaint process.
(a) A plan shall establish, operate and maintain an
internal complaint process which meets the requirements
of section 2141 of the act (40 P. S. § 991.2141), and this
subchapter. The process shall address how an enrollee or
the enrollee’s representative may file complaints by which
the enrollee or the enrollee’s representative seek to have
the plan review and change plan decisions regarding
participating health care providers, or the health plan
coverage, plan operations and management policies of the
plan.
(b) A plan shall permit an enrollee or the enrollee’s
representative to file with it a written or oral complaint.
(c) A plan’s internal complaint process shall include the
following standards:
(1) First level review.
(i) Upon receipt of the complaint, the plan shall provide
written confirmation of its receipt to the enrollee and the
enrollee’s representative, if the enrollee has designated
one, including the following information:

(A) That the plan considers the matter to be a complaint, and that the enrollee or the enrollee’s representative may question this classification by contacting the
Department.
(B) That the enrollee may appoint a representative to
act on the enrollee’s behalf at any time during the
process.
(C) That the enrollee or the enrollee’s representative
may review information related to the complaint upon
request and submit additional material to be considered
by the plan.
(D) That the enrollee or the enrollee’s representative
may request the aid of a plan employee who has not
participated in previous decisions to deny coverage for the
issue in dispute, at no charge, in preparing the enrollee’s
complaint.
(E) If the plan chooses to permit attendance at the first
level review, that the enrollee and the enrollee’s representative may attend the first level review.
(ii) The first level complaint review shall be performed
by an initial review committee which shall include one or
more employees of the plan. The members of the committee may not have been involved in a prior decision to
deny the enrollee’s complaint.
(iii) A plan shall provide the enrollee and the enrollee’s
representative access to all information relating to the
matter being complained of and shall permit an enrollee
to provide written data or other material in support of the
complaint. The plan may charge a reasonable fee for
reproduction of documents.
(iv) The plan shall provide, at no charge, at the request
of the enrollee or the enrollee’s representative, a plan
employee who has not participated in previous decisions
to deny coverage for the issue in dispute, to aid the
enrollee or the enrollee’s representative in preparing the
enrollee’s first level complaint.
(v) The plan shall complete its review and investigation
of the complaint and shall arrive at its decision within 30
days of receipt of the complaint.
(vi) The plan shall notify the enrollee in writing of the
decision of the initial review committee within 5 business
days of the committee’s decision. The notice to the
enrollee and the enrollee’s representative shall include
the basis for the decision and the procedures to file a
request for a second level review of the decision of the
initial review committee including:
(A) A statement of the issue reviewed by the first level
review committee.
(B) The specific reasons for the decision.
(C) References to the specific plan provisions on which
the decision is based.
(D) If an internal rule, guideline, protocol, or other
similar criterion was relied on in making the decision,
either the specific rule, guideline, protocol or criterion, or
instructions on how to obtain the internal rule, guideline,
protocol or criterion.
(E) An explanation of how to request a second level
review of the decision of the initial review committee.
(F) The time frames for requesting a second level
review, if any. See § 9.702(d)(1) (relating to complaints
and grievances).
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(2) Second level review.
(i) Upon receipt of the request for the second level
review, the plan shall send the enrollee and the enrollee’s
representative an explanation of the procedures to be
followed during the second level review. This information
shall include the following:
(A) A statement that, and an explanation of how, the
enrollee or the enrollee’s representative may request the
aid of a plan employee at no charge, who has not
participated in previous decisions to deny coverage for the
issue in dispute, in preparing the enrollee’s second level
complaint.
(B) Notification that the enrollee and the enrollee’s
representative have the right to appear before the second
level review committee and that the plan will provide the
enrollee and the enrollee’s representative with 15 days
advance written notice of the time scheduled for that
review.
(ii) The second level complaint review shall be performed by a second level review committee made up of
three or more individuals who did not participate in the
matter under review.
(A) At least one third of the second level review
committee may not be employees of the plan or of a
related subsidiary or affiliate.
(B) The members of the second level review committee
shall have the duty to be impartial in the committee’s
review and decision.
(iii) The second level review shall satisfy the following:
(A) The enrollee or the enrollee’s representative, or
both, shall have the right to be present at the second
level review.
(B) The plan shall notify the enrollee and the enrollee’s
representative at least 15 days in advance of the date
scheduled for the second level review.
(C) The plan shall provide reasonable flexibility in
terms of time and travel distance when scheduling a
second level review to facilitate the attendance of the
enrollee and the enrollee’s representative. The plan shall
make reasonable accommodation to facilitate the participation of the enrollee and the enrollee’s reprsentative by
conference call or in person and shall take into account
the enrollee’s and the enrollee’s reresentative’s access to
transportion and any disabilities that may impede or
limit the enrollee’s ability to travel.
(D) If an enrollee cannot appear in person at the
second level review, the plan shall provide the enrollee
the opportunity to communicate with the review committee by telephone or other appropriate means.
(E) Attendance at the second level review shall be
limited to members of the review committee; the enrollee
or the enrollee’s representatives, including any legal
representative or attendant necessary for the enrollee to
participate in or understand the proceedings, or both; the
enrollee’s provider if the enrollee consents to the provider
being present; applicable witnesses; and appropriate representatives of the plan. Persons attending the second
level review and their respective roles at the review shall
be identified for the enrollee.
(F) The plan shall provide, at no charge, at the request
of the enrollee, or the enrollee’s representative, a plan
employee, who has not participated in previous decisions
to deny coverage for the issue in dispute, to aid the
enrollee or the enrollee’s representative in preparing the
enrollee’s second level complaint.
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(G) Committee proceedings at the second level review
shall be informal and impartial to avoid intimidating the
enrollee or the enrollee’s representative.
(H) The committee may not discuss the case to be
reviewed prior to the second level review meeting.
(I) A committee member who does not personally attend the review meeting may not vote on the case unless
that person actively participates in the review meeting by
telephone or videoconference, and has the opportunity to
review any additional information introduced at the
review meeting prior to the vote.
(J) The plan may provide an attorney to represent the
interests of the committee and to ensure the fundamental
fairness of the review and that all disputed issues are
adequately addressed. In the scope of the attorney’s
representation of the committee, the attorney representing the committee may not argue the plan’s position, or
represent the plan or plan staff.
(K) The committee may question the enrollee, the
enrollee’s representative and plan staff representing the
plan’s position.
(L) The committee shall base its decision solely upon
the materials and testimony presented at the review
meeting.
(iv) The proceedings of the second level review committee, including the enrollee’s comments or the comments of
the enrollee’s representative, shall be either transcribed
verbatim, summarized, or recorded electronically, and
maintained as a part of the complaint record to be
forwarded to the Department or the Insurance Department upon appeal to either agency.
(v) The plan shall complete the second level review and
arrive at a decision within 45 days of the plan’s receipt of
the request of the enrollee or the enrollee’s representative
for a second level review.
(vi) The plan shall notify the enrollee and the enrollee’s
representative, if any, of the decision of the second level
review committee in writing, within 5 business days after
the committee’s decision.
(vii) The plan shall include in its notice to the enrollee
the basis for the decision and the procedures to file an
appeal to the Department or the Insurance Department,
including the addresses and telephone numbers of both
agencies which shall include the following information:
(A) A statement of the issue reviewed by the second
level review committee.
(B) The specific reason or reasons for the decision.
(C) References to the specific plan provisions on which
the decision is based.
(D) If an internal rule, guideline, protocol, or other
similar criterion was relied on in making the decision,
either the specific rule, guideline, protocol or criterion, or
instructions on how to obtain the internal rule, guideline,
protocol or criterion.
(E) An explanation of how to appeal to the Department
or the Insurance Department, including the addresses
and telephone numbers of both agencies and the time
frames for appealing to the agencies included in § 9.704
(relating to appeal of a complaint decision) and 31
Pa. Code § 154.17 (relating to complaints).
(d) The Department of Health address for purposes of
this section is: Bureau of Managed Care, Pennsylvania
Department of Health, Post Office Box 90, Harrisburg,
Pennsylvania 17108, (717) 787-5193. Toll free (888) 466-
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2787, fax number: (717) 705-0947, or the Pennsylvania
AT&T relay service at (800) 654-5984. The Department
may change this address upon prior notification in the
Pennsylvania Bulletin.
§ 9.704. Appeal of a complaint decision.
(a) An enrollee shall have 15 days from receipt of the
second level review decision of a complaint to file an
appeal of the decision with either the Department or the
Insurance Department. The appeal shall be in writing
unless the enrollee requests to file the appeal in an
alternative format. The Department will make staff available to transcribe an oral appeal.
(b) The appeal from the enrollee shall include the
following:
(1) The enrollee’s name, address and telephone number.
(2) Identification of the plan.
(3) The enrollee’s plan identification number.
(4) A brief description of the issue being appealed.
(5) The second level denial letter from the plan concerning the complaint.
(c) Upon the Department’s request, the plan shall
forward the complaint file, including relevant contract
language and all material considered as part of the first
two reviews, within 30 days of the Department’s request.
(d) The plan and the enrollee may provide additional
information for review and consideration to the Department. Each shall provide to the other copies of additional
documents provided to the Department.
(e) The Department and the Insurance Department
will determine the appropriate agency for the review.
(f) The enrollee may be represented by an attorney or
other individual before the Department.
§ 9.705. Internal grievance process.
(a) A plan shall establish, operate and maintain an
internal enrollee grievance process in compliance with
sections 2161 and 2162 of the act (40 P. S. §§ 991.2161
and 991.2162) and this subchapter, for the purposes of
reviewing a denial of coverage for a health care service on
the basis of medical necessity and appropriateness.
(b) The enrollee or the enrollee’s representative, or a
health care provider with written consent of the enrollee,
may file a written grievance with the plan. The plan shall
make staff available to record an oral grievance for an
enrollee who is unable by reason of disability or language
barrier to file a grievance in writing.

(C) That the enrollee, the enrollee’s representative, or
the health care provider that filed the grievance with
enrollee consent may review information related to the
grievance upon request and submit additional material to
be considered by the plan.
(D) That the enrollee or the enrollee’s representative
may request the aid of a plan employee who has not
participated in previous decisions to deny coverage for the
issue in dispute, at no charge, in preparing the enrollee’s
first level grievance.
(E) If the plan chooses to permit attendance at the first
level review, that the enrollee, the enrollee’s representative, and the health care provider who filed the grievance,
may attend the first level review.
(ii) The first level grievance review shall be performed
by an initial review committee which shall include one or
more individuals selected by the plan. The members of
the committee may not have been involved in any prior
decision relating to the grievance.
(iii) The plan shall provide the enrollee, the enrollee’s
representative, or a health care provider that filed a
grievance with enrollee consent, access to all information
relating to the matter being grieved and shall permit the
enrollee, the enrollee’s representative, or the health care
provider to provide written data or other material in
support of the grievance. The plan may charge a reasonable fee for reproduction of documents. The enrollee, the
enrollee’s representative or the health care provider may
specify the remedy or corrective action being sought.
(iv) The plan shall provide, at no charge, at the request
of the enrollee or the enrollee’s representative, a plan
employee who has not participated in previous decisions
to deny coverage for the issue in dispute, to aid the
enrollee or the enrollee’s representative in preparing the
enrollee’s grievance.
(v) The plan shall complete its review and investigation, and shall arrive at its decision, within 30 days of the
receipt of the grievance.
(vi) The plan shall notify the enrollee, the enrollee’s
representative, and the health care provider if the health
care provider filed a grievance with enrollee consent, of
the decision of the internal review committee in writing,
within 5 business days of the committee’s decision. The
notice to the enrollee, the enrollee’s representative, and
the health care provider, shall include the basis for the
decision and the procedures for the enrollee or provider to
file a request for a second level review of the decision of
the initial review committee including:

(c) The plan’s internal grievance process shall include
the following standards:
(1) First level review.

(A) A statement of the issue reviewed by the first level
review committee.

(i) Upon receipt of the grievance, the plan shall provide
written confirmation of its receipt to the enrollee and the
enrollee’s representative, if the enrollee has designated
one, and the health care provider if the health care
provider filed the grievance with enrollee consent, and
shall also provide the following information:

(C) References to the specific plan provisions on which
the decision is based.

(A) That the plan considers the matter to be a grievance, and that the enrollee, the enrollee’s representative,
or health care provider may question this classification by
contacting the Department.
(B) That the enrollee may appoint a representative to
act on the enrollee’s behalf at any time during the
internal grievance process.

(B) The specific reasons for the decision.

(D) If an internal rule, guideline, protocol, or other
similar criterion was relied on in making the decision,
either the specific rule, guideline, protocol or criterion, or
instructions on how to obtain the internal rule, guideline,
protocol, or criterion.
(E) An explanation of the scientific or clinical judgment
for the decision, applying the terms of the plan to the
enrollee’s medical circumstances.
(F) An explanation of how to file a request for a second
level review of the decision of the initial review committee
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and the time frames for requesting a second level review,
if any. See § 9.702(d)(1) (relating to complaints and
grievances).
(2) Second level review.
(i) Upon receipt of the request for a second level
review, the plan shall send the enrollee, the enrollee’s
representative, and the health care provider, if the health
care provider filed the grievance with enrollee consent, an
explanation of the procedures to be followed during the
second level review. This information shall include the
following:
(A) A statement that, and an explanation of how, the
enrollee or the enrollee’s representative may request the
aid of a plan employee at no charge, who has not
participated in previous decisions to deny coverage for the
issue in dispute, in preparing the enrollee’s second level
grievance.
(B) Notification that the enrollee and the enrollee’s
representative, and the health care provider, if the health
care provider filed the grievance with enrollee consent,
have the right to appear before the second level review
committee and that the plan will provide the enrollee and
the enrollee’s representative, and the health care provider
with 15 days advance written notice of the time scheduled
for that review.
(ii) The second level review committee shall be made
up of three or more individuals who did not previously
participate in the decision to deny coverage or payment
for health care services. The members of the second level
review committee shall have the duty to be impartial in
their review and decision.
(iii) The second level review shall satisfy the following:
(A) The enrollee, the enrollee’s representative, and the
health care provider, if the health care provider filed the
grievance with enrollee consent, shall have the right to be
present at the second level review, and to present a case.
(B) The plan shall notify the enrollee, the enrollee’s
representative, and the health care provider at least 15
days in advance of the date scheduled for the second level
review.
(C) The plan shall provide reasonable flexibility in
terms of time and travel distance when scheduling a
second level review to facilitate the attendance of the
enrollee, the enrollee’s representative, and the health care
provider. The plan shall make reasonable accommodation
to facilitate the participation of the enrollee and the
enrollee’s reprsentative, and the health care provider, if
the provider has filed the grievance with enrollee consent,
by conference call or in person and shall take into account
the enrollee’s and the enrollee’s reresentative’s access to
transportion and any disabilities that may impede or
limit the enrollee’s ability to travel.
(D) If an enrollee or the enrollee’s representative, or
the health care provider if the health care provider filed
the grievance with the enrollee’s consent, cannot appear
in person at the second level review, the plan shall
provide the enrollee and the enrollee’s representative or
the health care provider the opportunity to communicate
with the review committee by telephone or other appropriate means.
(E) Attendance at the second level review shall be
limited to members of the review committee; the enrollee,
or the enrollee’s representatives, including any legal
representative or attendant necessary for the enrollee to
participate in or understand the proceedings, or both; the
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health care provider if the health care provider filed the
grievance with enrollee consent; applicable witnesses; and
appropriate representatives of the plan. Persons attending and their respective roles at the review shall be
identified for the enrollee and the enrollee’s representative.
(F) The plan shall provide, at no charge, at the request
of the enrollee or the enrollee’s representative, a plan
employee, who has not participated in previous decisions
to deny coverage for the issue in dispute, to aid the
enrollee or the enrollee’s representative in preparing the
enrollee’s second level grievance.
(G) Committee proceedings at the second level review
shall be informal and impartial to avoid intimidating the
enrollee or the enrollee’s representative.
(H) The committee may not discuss the case to be
reviewed prior to the second level review meeting.
(I) A committee member who does not personally attend the review meeting may not vote on the case unless
that person actively participates in the review meeting by
telephone or videoconference, and has the opportunity to
review any additional information introduced at the
review meeting prior to the vote.
(J) The plan may provide an attorney to represent the
interests of the committee and to ensure the fundamental
fairness of the review and that all disputed issues are
adequately addressed. In the scope of the attorney’s
representation of the committee, the attorney representing the committee may not argue the plan’s position, or
represent the plan or plan staff.
(K) The committee may question the enrollee and the
enrollee’s representative, the health care provider if the
provider filed the grievance with enrollee consent, and
plan staff representing the plan’s position.
(L) The committee shall base its decision solely upon
the materials and testimony presented at the review. The
committee may not base its decision upon any document
obtained on behalf of the plan which sets out medical
policies, standards or opinions or specifies opinions supporting the decision of the plan unless the plan has made
available for questioning by the review committee or the
enrollee, in person or by telephone, an individual, of the
plan’s choice, who is familiar with the policies, standards
or opinions set out in the document.
(iv) The proceedings of the second level review committee, including the enrollee’s comments and the comments
of the enrollee’s representatives and the health care
provider if the provider filed the grievance with enrollee
consent shall be either transcribed verbatim, summarized, or recorded electronically, and maintained as a part
of the grievance record to be forwarded upon a request for
an external grievance review.
(v) The plan shall complete the second level grievance
review and arrive at its decision within 45 days of receipt
of the request for the review.
(vi) The plan shall notify the enrollee, the enrollee’s
representative, and in the case of a grievance filed by a
health care provider, the provider, of the decision of the
second level review committee in writing within 5 business days of the committee’s decision.
(vii) The plan shall include the basis for the decision
and the procedures for the enrollee and the enrollee’s
representative or the health care provider to file a
request for an external grievance review in its response to
the enrollee, the enrollee’s representative or health care
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provider, if the health care provider filed the grievance
with the enrollee’s consent including the following:
(A) A statement of the issue reviewed by the second
level review committee.
(B) The specific reasons for the decision.
(C) References to the specific plan provisions on which
the decision is based.
(D) If an internal rule, guideline, protocol, or other
similar criterion was relied on in making the decision,
either the specific rule, guideline, protocol or criterion, or
instructions on how to obtain the internal rule, guideline,
protocol, or criterion.
(F) An explanation of the scientific or clinical judgment
for the decision, applying the terms of the plan to the
enrollee’s medical circumstances.
(G) An explanation of how to request an external
grievance review.
(H) The time frames for the enrollee and the enrollee’s
representative, or the health care provider to file a
request for an external grievance review. See
§ 9.707(b)(1) (relating to external grievance process).
(3) Same or similar specialty.
(i) Both the initial and second level grievance review
shall include a licensed physician or an approved licensed
psychologist, in the same or similar specialty as that
which would typically manage or consult on the health
care service in question.
(ii) The physician or approved licensed psychologist, in
the same or similar specialty, need not personally attend
at the review, but shall be included in the review meeting
and discussion by written report, telephone or
videoconference. A licensed physician or approved licensed
psychologist who does not personally attend the review
meeting may not vote on the grievance, unless that
person actively participates in the review meeting by
telephone or videoconference and has the opportunity to
review any additional information introduced at the
review meeting prior to the vote. A licensed physician or
approved licensed psychologist not voting on the grievance shall provide input by written report as stated in
subparagraph (iii).
(iii) If the licensed physician or approved licensed
psychologist, in the same or similar specialty, will not be
present or included by telephone or videoconference at the
review attended by the enrollee or health care provider,
the plan shall notify the enrollee, the enrollee’s representative, and the health care provider, if the health care
provider filed the grievance with the enrollee’s consent, of
that fact in advance of the review and of the right of the
enrollee and the enrollee’s representative, and the health
care provider, if the health care provider filed the grievance with the enrollee’s consent, to request a copy of the
written report of the licensed physician or approved
licensed psychologist. The plan shall provide the enrollee
and the enrollee’s representative, and the health care
provider who filed the grievance with enrollee consent,
upon written request, a copy of the report of the licensed
physician or approved licensed psychologist at least 7
days prior to the review date.
(iv) The plan shall include in the report in subparagraphs (ii) and (iii) the credentials of the licensed physician or approved licensed psychologist reviewing the case.
If the licensed physician or approved licensed psychologist
is included in the review in subparagraph (ii), a copy of
the credentials of the physician or approved licensed

psychologist shall be provided to the enrollee, the enrollee’s representative and to the health care provider, if the
health care provider filed the grievance.
(v) For purposes of this section, if a specialist who is a
physician or psychologist is requesting the health care
service in dispute, the reviewing physician or psychologist
must be a specialist in the same or similar specialty.
§ 9.706. Health care provider initiated grievances.
(a) A health care provider may, with the written consent of an enrollee that meets the requirements of
subsection (g), file a written grievance with a plan.
(b) A health care provider may obtain written consent
from an enrollee or the enrollee’s legal representative to
pursue a grievance in lieu of the enrollee at the time of
treatment. A health care provider may not require an
enrollee or the enrollee’s legal representative to sign a
document authorizing the health care provider to file a
grievance as a condition of providing a health care
service.
(c) Once a health care provider assumes responsibility
for filing a grievance, the health care provider may not
bill the enrollee or the enrollee’s legal representative for
services provided that are the subject of the grievance
until the external grievance review has been completed or
the enrollee or the enrollee’s legal representative rescinds
consent for the health care provider to pursue the
grievance. If the health care provider chooses never to bill
the enrollee or the enrollee’s legal representative for the
services provided that are the subject of the grievance,
the health care provider may drop the grievance with
notice to the enrollee and the enrollee’s legal representative in accordance with subsection (g).
(d) If the health care provider elects to appeal an
adverse decision of a CRE, the health care provider may
not bill the enrollee or the enrollee’s legal representative
for services provided that are the subject of the grievance
until the health care provider chooses not to appeal an
adverse decision to a court of competent jurisdiction.
(e) The consent of an enrollee or the enrollee’s legal
representative to a health care provider to pursue a
grievance shall be in writing, shall be automatically
rescinded upon the failure of the health care provider to
file or pursue a grievance under this subchapter and shall
include each of the following elements:
(1) The name and address of the enrollee and of the
policy holder, if they are different, the enrollee’s date of
birth and the enrollee’s identification number.
(2) If the enrollee is a minor, or is legally incompetent,
the name, address and relationship to the enrollee of the
person who signs the consent for the enrollee.
(3) The name, address and plan identification number
of the health care provider to whom the enrollee is
providing the consent.
(4) The name and address of the plan to which the
grievance will be submitted.
(5) An explanation of the specific service for which
coverage was provided or denied to the enrollee to which
this consent will apply.
(6) The following statements:
(i) The enrollee or the enrollee’s representative may not
submit a grievance concerning the services listed in this
consent form unless the enrollee or the enrollee’s legal
representative rescinds consent in writing. The enrollee
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or the enrollee’s legal representative has the right to
rescind a consent at any time during the grievance
process.
(ii) The consent of the enrollee or the enrollee’s legal
representative shall be automatically rescinded if the
provider fails to file a grievance, or fails to continue to
prosecute the grievance through the second level review
process.
(iii) The enrollee or the enrollee’s legal representative,
if the enrollee is a minor or is legally incompetent, has
read, or has been read this consent form, and has had it
explained to his satisfaction. The enrollee or the enrollee’s
legal representative understands the information in the
enrollee’s consent form.
(7) The dated signature of the enrollee, or the enrollee’s
legal representative, and the dated signature of a witness.
(f) The enrollee may rescind consent to a health care
provider, to file a grievance on behalf of the enrollee, at
any time during the grievance process. If the enrollee
rescinds consent, the enrollee may continue with the
grievance at the point at which consent was rescinded.
The enrollee may not file a separate grievance. An
enrollee who has filed a grievance may, at any time
during the grievance process, choose to provide consent to
a health care provider to continue with the grievance
instead of the enrollee. The legal representative of the
enrollee may exercise the rights conferred upon the
enrollee by this subsection.
(g) The provider, having obtained consent from the
enrollee or the enrollee’s legal representative to file a
grievance, shall have 10 days from receipt of the standard
written UR denial and any decision letter from a first,
second or external review upholding the plan’s decision to
notify the enrollee or the enrollee’s legal representative of
its intention not to pursue a grievance.
§ 9.707. External grievance process.
(a) The plan shall establish and maintain an external
grievance process by which an enrollee, or a health care
provider with the written consent of the enrollee, may
request an external review of a denial of a second level
grievance following receipt of the second level grievance
review decision.
(b) The external grievance process shall adhere to the
following standards:
(1) An enrollee, the enrollee’s representative or the
health care provider who filed the grievance shall have 15
days from receipt of the second level grievance review
decision to file a request for an external review with the
plan. If the request for an external grievance is being
filed by a health care provider, the health care provider
shall provide the name of the enrollee involved and a
copy of the enrollee’s written consent for the health care
provider to file the grievance.
(2) Within 5 business days of receiving the external
grievance from the enrollee or a health care provider
filing a grievance with enrollee consent, the plan shall
notify the Department, the enrollee and the health care
provider if the health care provider has filed the grievance with enrollee consent, and a CRE that conducted the
internal grievance review that a request for an external
grievance review has been filed.
(3) The plan’s notification to the Department shall
include a request for assignment of a CRE.
(4) Along with notification and the request for assignment of a CRE, and the information in paragraph (5), the
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plan shall provide the Department with the name, title
and phone numbers of both a primary and alternative
external grievance coordinator. One of these individuals
shall be available to the Department so that expeditious
communication may be had regarding the assignment of a
CRE both for the purpose of performing external grievance reviews and of tracking the status of such reviews.
(5) The plan’s request to the Department for assignment of a CRE shall include the following:
(i) The enrollee’s name, address and telephone number.
(ii) If the request for an external grievance is being
filed by a health care provider, identifying information for
that provider, and a copy of the enrollee’s written consent
to the health care provider to file the grievance.
(iii) The name of the plan.
(iv) The enrollee’s plan identification number.
(v) The enrollee’s appeal from the second level grievance review decision.
(vi) A copy of the decision of the second level review
committee.
(vii) Correspondence from the plan relating to the
matter in question.
(viii) Other reasonably necessary supporting documentation, which may include UR criteria, technology assessments, care notes, information submitted by clinicians
regarding the enrollee’s health status as it relates to the
matter being reviewed, opinions from specialists in a
same or similar specialty or peer reviewers and information submitted by the enrollee, the enrollee’s representative and the treating health care providers.
(ix) If the external grievance is being requested by a
health care provider, verification that the plan and the
health care provider have both established escrow accounts in the amount of half the anticipated cost of the
review.
(6) Within 15 days of receipt of the request for an
external grievance review, the plan shall forward to the
CRE assigned to perform the external grievance review
the written documentation regarding the denial, including
the following:
(i) The decision.
(ii) All reasonably necessary supporting information.
(iii) A summary of applicable issues.
(iv) The contractual language supporting the denial
including the plan’s definition of ‘‘medical necessity’’ used
in the internal grievance reviews.
(7) Within the same 15-day period as provided by
paragraph (6), the plan shall provide the enrollee, the
enrollee’s representative, or the health care provider if
the health care provider filed the grievance with consent,
with the list of documents being forwarded to the CRE for
the external review.
(8) The enrollee, the enrollee’s representative, or the
health care provider if the health care provider filed the
grievance with enrollee consent, within 15 days of receipt
of notice that the request for an external grievance review
was filed with the plan, may supply additional information to the CRE for consideration in the external review
but shall simultaneously provide copies of the information
to the plan so that the plan has an opportunity to
consider the additional information.
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(c) Within 2-business days of receiving a request for an
external grievance review, the Department will assign a
CRE from its list of approved CREs on a rotation basis
and will provide notice of the CRE assignment to the
plan, the enrollee and the enrollee’s representative, the
health care provider, if the grievance was filed with
enrollee consent, and the CRE.
(d) The Department will make available additional
information from the CRE’s accreditation application to
the plan, the enrollee and the enrollee’s representative, or
the health care provider that filed a grievance with
enrollee consent upon request. The Department will
include in the notice issued under subsection (c), instructions on how to contact the Department for this information.
(e) If the Department fails to select a CRE within 2
business days of receipt of a request for an external
grievance review, the plan may designate a CRE to
conduct a review from the list of CREs approved by the
Department. The plan may not select a CRE that has a
current contract or is negotiating a contract with the plan
or its affiliates to perform UR, or is otherwise affiliated
with the plan or its affiliates to conduct the external
grievance review.
(f) Each party has 7 business days from the date on the
notice of assignment of the CRE to object orally or in
writing to the Department about the CRE assigned
whether the CRE has been assigned by the Department,
or designated by the plan under subsection (e) based on
conflict of interest. For purposes of this section, conflict of
interest shall mean that the CRE has or is proposing to
enter into a contract with the plan or an affiliate of the
plan to perform UR, or is otherwise affiliated with the
plan or its affiliates. The objecting party may request the
assignment of another CRE.
(g) If a party objects, the Department will assign a
second CRE in accordance with subsection (c). The parties
may object to the second CRE in accordance with this
section.
(h) If either party objects to the second CRE assigned,
the 60-day time period allowed for the CRE’s review
under § 9.708(a) (relating to external grievance reviews
by CREs) will be calculated from the date on which the
CRE is accepted by both parties.
(i) The Department will assign a uniform tracking
number, which shall be utilized by the plan, CRE,
enrollee and the enrollee’s representative, and health care
provider who filed the grievance with enrollee consent to
communicate with or report data to the Department.
(j) The plan shall authorize a health care service and
pay a claim determined to be medically necessary and
appropriate by the CRE whether or not the plan has
appealed the CRE’s decision to a court of competent
jurisdiction.
(k) If the CRE’s decision in an external grievance
review filed by a health care provider is against the
health care provider in full, the health care provider shall
pay the fees and costs associated with the external
grievance. Regardless of the identity of the grievant, if
the CRE’s decision is against the plan in full or in part,
the plan shall pay the fees and costs associated with the
external grievance review. If the enrollee or the enrollee’s
representative files an external grievance, and the plan
prevails, the plan shall pay the fees and costs. For
purposes of this section, fees and costs do not include
attorney’s fees.

§ 9.708. External grievance reviews by CREs.
(a) The assigned CRE shall review and issue a written
decision within 60 days of the filing of the request for an
external grievance review. The decision shall be sent to
the enrollee and the enrollee’s representative, the health
care provider, if the health care provider filed the grievance with enrollee consent, the plan, and the Department.
The decision shall include the credentials of the individual reviewer, a list of the information considered in
reaching the decision, the basis and clinical rationale for
the decision, a brief statement of the decision, and the
statement that the enrollee, and the enrollee’s representative, or the health care provider have 60 days from
receipt of the decision to appeal to a court of competent
jurisdiction.
(b) The assigned CRE shall review the second level
grievance review decision based on whether the health
care service denied by the internal grievance process is
medically necessary and appropriate under the terms of
the plan.
(c) The assigned CRE shall review all information
considered by the plan in reaching any prior decision to
deny coverage for the health care service in question, and
information provided in § 9.707 (relating to external
grievance process).
(d) The assigned CRE’s decision shall be made by
either of the following:
(1) One or more physicians certified by a board approved by the American Board of Medical Specialties or
the American Board of Osteopathic Specialties, practicing
within the same or similar specialty that typically manages or recommends treatment for the health care service
being reviewed.
(2) One or more licensed physicians or approved licensed psychologists in active clinical practice in the
same or similar specialty that typically manages or
recommends treatment for the health care service being
reviewed.
(e) In reviewing a grievance decision relating to emergency services, the CRE shall utilize the emergency
service standards of Act 68 and this chapter, the prudent
layperson standard and the enrollee’s certificate of coverage.
§ 9.709. Expedited review.
(a) A plan shall make an expedited review procedure
available to enrollees if the enrollee’s life, health or
ability to regain maximum function would be placed in
jeopardy by delay occasioned by the review process in this
subchapter.
(b) An enrollee may request from the plan an expedited
review at any stage of the plan’s review process if the
enrollee’s life, health or ability to regain maximum
function would be placed in jeopardy by delay occasioned
by the review process in this subchapter.
(c) In order to obtain an expedited review, an enrollee
shall provide the plan with a certification, in writing,
from the enrollee’s physician that the enrollee’s life,
health or ability to regain maximum function would be
placed in jeopardy by delay occasioned by the review
process in this subchapter. The certification shall include
a clinical rationale and facts to support the physician’s
opinion. The plan shall accept the physician’s certification, and provide an expedited review.
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(d) The plan’s internal expedited review process shall
be bound by the same rules and procedures as the second
level grievance review process with the exception of the
following:
(1) The time frames.
(2) The requirements of § 9.705(c)(2)(iii)(b), (c) and (i)
(relating to internal grievance process). If the plan cannot
accommodate the enrollee as to time and distance, or
have the committee physically present at the review, the
plan shall hold the hearing telephonically and ensure
that all information presented at the hearing is read into
the record.
(3) The requirements of § 9.705(c)(3)(iii) with respect
to providing the report 7 days prior to the review. The
plan shall provide a copy of the report to the enrollee
prior to the hearing if possible. If not, the plan may read
the report into the record at the hearing, and shall
provide the enrollee with a copy of the report at that
time.
(4) It is the responsibility of the enrollee or the health
care provider to provide information to the plan in an
expedited manner to allow the plan to conform to the
requirements of this section.
(e) A plan shall conduct an expedited internal review
and issue its decision within 48 hours of receipt of the
enrollee’s request for an expedited review accompanied by
a physician’s statement in accordance with subsection (c).
(f) The notification to the enrollee shall state the basis
for the decision, including any clinical rationale, and the
procedure for obtaining an expedited external review.
(g) The enrollee has 2 business days from the receipt of
the expedited internal review decision to contact the plan
to request an expedited external review.
(h) Within 24 hours of receipt of the enrollee request
for an expedited external review, the plan shall submit a
request for an expedited external review to the Department by Fax transmission or telephone call. The Department will make information available to the plan to
enable the plan to have direct access to a CRE on
weekends and State holidays.
(i) The Department will assign a CRE within 1 business day of receiving the request for an expedited review.
(j) When assigning a CRE, the Department will rely on
information provided by the CRE as to any affiliations or
contractual relationships with plans so as to avoid conflicts of interest.
(k) In all cases, the plan shall transfer a copy of the
case file to the CRE for receipt on the next business day
and the CRE shall have 2 business days to issue a
decision.
§ 9.710. Approval of plan enrollee complaint and
enrollee and provider grievance systems.
(a) The Department will review the plan’s enrollee
complaint and grievance systems under its authority to
review the operations of the plan and its quality assurance systems, and complaint and grievance resolution
systems to ensure that they meet the requirements of Act
68 and this chapter.
(b) If changes are made by the plan that have the
potential to impact the complaint or grievance process or
the outcome of cases, the plan shall submit a copy of the
proposed changes to the Department for prior review 60
days before the plan intends to implement the changes.
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(c) Complaint and grievance procedures for special
populations, such as Medicaid and Medicare HMO enrollees, shall comply with Act 68 to the extent permitted by
Federal law and regulation.
§ 9.711. Informal dispute resolution systems and
alternative dispute resolution systems.
(a) Informal dispute resolution systems.
(1) A plan and a health care provider may agree to an
informal dispute resolution system for the review and
resolution of disputes between the health care provider
and the plan. These disputes include denials based on
procedural errors and administrative denials involving
the level or types of health care service provided.
(2) Procedural errors and administrative denials in
which the enrollee is held financially harmless by virtue
of the provider contract or when the enrollee has never
been advised by the plan in writing that continued health
care services would not be covered benefits, will not be
automatically viewed as grievances for the purposes of
this subchapter and may be addressed by informal dispute resolution systems.
(3) The informal dispute resolution system agreed upon
by the plan and its providers shall be included in the
health care provider contract with the plan, and shall be
enforceable.
(b) Alternative dispute resolution systems.
(1) To be acceptable to the Department, an alternative
dispute resolution system shall:
(i) Be impartial.
(ii) Include specific and reasonable time frames in
which to initiate appeals, receive written information,
conduct hearings and render decisions.
(iii) Provide for final review and determination.
(2) An alternative dispute resolution system agreed
upon by a plan and its participating providers shall be
included in the health care provider contracts and shall
be final and binding on both the plan and the health care
provider.
(3) An alternative dispute resolution system may not
be used for any extenal grievance filed by an enrollee.
Subchapter J. HEALTH CARE PROVIDER
CONTRACTS
Sec.
9.721.
9.722.
9.723.
9.724.
9.725.

Applicability.
Plan and health care provider contracts.
IDS.
Plan-IDS contracts.
IDS-provider contracts.

§ 9.721. Applicability.
This subchapter shall apply to provider contracts between plans subject to Act 68 and health care providers;
plans and IDSs; and IDSs and health care providers.
§ 9.722. Plan and health care provider contracts.
(a) A plan shall submit the standard form of each type
of health care provider contract, including any document
incorporated by reference into that contract, to the Department for review and approval. The plan shall be
responsible for assuring that the provider contract meets
the requirements of all applicable laws. The Department
will review a provider contract within 45 days of receipt
of the contract. If the Department does not approve or
disapprove the contract within 45 days of receipt, the
plan may use the contract and it shall be presumed to
meet the requirements of all applicable laws. If, at any
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time, the Department finds that a contract is in violation
of law, the plan shall correct the violation.
(b) The plan shall submit any material change or
amendment to a standard health care provider contract,
including a material change or amendment to any document incorporated by reference into the contract, to the
Department 10 days before implementation of the change
or amendment except for changes required by law or
regulation.
(c) To be approved by the Department, a standard
health care provider contract may not contain provisions
permitting the plan to sanction, terminate or fail to
renew a health care provider’s participation for any of the
following reasons:
(1) Advocating for medically necessary and appropriate
health care services for an enrollee.
(2) Filing a grievance on behalf of and with the written
consent of an enrollee, or helping an enrollee to file a
grievance.
(3) Protesting a plan decision, policy or practice the
health care provider believes interferes with its ability to
provide medically necessary and appropriate health care.
(4) Taking another action specifically permitted by
sections 2113, 2121 and 2171 of the act (40 P. S.
§§ 991.2113, 991.2121 and 991.2171).
(d) To be approved by the Department, a standard
health care provider contract may not contain any provision permitting the plan to penalize or restrict a health
care provider from discussing any of the information
health care providers are permitted to discuss under
section 2113 of the act or other information the health
care provider reasonably believes is necessary to provide
to an enrollee full information concerning the health care
of the enrollee.
(e) To be approved by the Department, a standard
health care provider contract shall include the following
consumer protection provisions:
(1) Enrollee hold harmless language which survives the
termination of the health care provider contract regardless of the reason for termination, and includes the
following:
(i) A statement that the hold harmless language is
construed for the benefit of the enrollee.
(ii) A statement that the hold harmless language supersedes any written or oral agreement currently in
existence, or entered into at a later date, between the
health care provider and enrollee, or persons acting in
their behalf.
(iii) If the provider contract is a contract that affects
plan enrollees, language to the following effect:
‘‘In no event including, but not limited to, nonpayment by the plan, plan insolvency, or a breach of
this contract, shall the provider bill, charge, collect a
deposit from, seek compensation or reimbursement
from, or have any recourse against the enrollee or
persons other than the plan acting on the behalf of
the enrollee for services listed in this agreement. This
provision does not prohibit collecting supplemental
charges or co-payments in accordance with the terms
of the applicable agreement between the plan and the
enrollee. ’’
(2) Language stating that enrollee records shall be kept
confidential by the plan and the health care provider in
accordance with section 2131 of the act (40 P.S

§ 991.2131) and all applicable State and Federal laws
and regulations, which include:
(i) Language permitting the Department, the Insurance
Department, and, when necessary, the Department of
Public Welfare, access to records for the purpose of
quality assurance, investigation of complaints or grievances, enforcement or other activities related to compliance with Article XXI, this chapter and other laws of the
Commonwealth.
(ii) Language which states that records are only accessible to Department employees or agents with direct
responsibilities under subparagraph (i).
(3) Language requiring the health care provider to
participate in and abide by the decisions of the plan’s
quality assurance, UR and enrollee complaint and grievance systems.
(4) Language addressing any alternative dispute resolution systems.
(5) Language requiring the health provider to adhere
to State and Federal laws and regulations.
(6) Language concerning prompt payment of claims
consistent with the requirements of section 2166 of the
act (40 P. S. § 991.2166) and 31 Pa. Code § 154.18 (relating to prompt payment of claims).
(7) Language requiring that if the plan and the health
care provider agree to include a termination without
cause provision in the contract, neither party shall be
permitted to terminate the contract without cause upon
less than 60 days prior written notice.
(8) Language requiring the plan to give at least 30
days prior written notice of any changes to contracts,
policies or procedures affecting health care providers or
the provision or payment of health care services to
enrollees, unless the change is required by law or regulation.
(f) To be approved by the Department, a health care
provider contract shall satisfy the following:
(1) Include the reimbursement method being used to
reimburse a participating provider under the contract. If
a provider reimbursement is subject to variability due to
economic incentives, including bonus incentive systems,
withhold pools or similar systems, the plan shall describe
the systems and the factors being employed by the plan
to determine reimbursement when the contract is submitted to the Department for review.
(2) Include no incentive reimbursement system for
licensed professional health care providers which shall
weigh utilization performance as a single component more
highly than quality of care, enrollee services and other
factors collectively.
(3) Include no financial incentive that compensates a
health care provider for providing less than medically
necessary and appropriate care to an enrollee.
§ 9.723. IDS.
(a) Standard IDS contracts between the IDS and the
plan and between the IDS and the health care provider
shall meet the standards of health care provider contracts
in § 9.722 (relating to plan and health care provider
contracts).
(b) A plan and an IDS entering into an arrangement
under this subchapter shall notify the Department in
writing in advance of any action which could result in the
IDS’s participating providers being unavailable to provide
covered services to enrollees.
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§ 9.724. Plan-IDS contracts.
(a) A plan may contract with an IDS for the provision
of care by IDS participating health care providers to plan
enrollees. The contract between the plan and the IDS
shall be in compliance with the requirements of this
subchapter.
(b) The plan shall provide a copy of the IDS contract to
the Department for review and approval. An IDS contract
not based on an approved standard contract shall be
submitted to the Department for review and approval. An
IDS contract shall be reviewed by the Department in
accordance with § 9.722(a) (relating to plan and health
care provider contracts). If the IDS contract is based on a
standard form contract, the plan shall provide the Department with notice of the contract, including the name,
address and description of the IDS, before the effective
date of the contract.
(c) The plan shall submit the IDS’s standard provider
contract to the Department for review and approval
before the effective date of the IDS contract. If an IDS’s
providers have executed plan-provider contracts instead
of IDS-provider contracts, the plan shall provide the
Department with written notice of those contracts before
the effective date of the IDS contract.
(d) For the Department to approve a contract between
the plan and the IDS, the contract must meet the
following standards:
(1) An IDS, assuming financial risk from a plan, is not
required to obtain its own license to assume the risk,
provided that the ultimate responsibility for benefits and
services to enrollees, as set forth in the enrollee contract,
remains the responsibility of the plan.
(2) If a person or entity is delivering prepaid basic
health care services to enrollees, but not soliciting or
enrolling members in a plan, that person or entity is not
required to obtain a certificate of authority. If the person
or entity is delivering prepaid basic health care services
and performing administrative services or other similar
functions, but not soliciting or enrolling plan members,
that person or entity is not required to obtain a certificate
of authority.
(3) The IDS shall acknowledge and agree that under no
circumstance shall provision of covered services to enrollees be delayed, reduced, denied or otherwise hindered
because of the financial or contractual relationship between the plan and the IDS or between the IDS and the
participating health care providers.
(4) The IDS shall acknowledge and agree that only
those IDS participating health care providers who meet
the plan’s credentialing and provider contracting standards may participate and provide services to enrollees
and that the ultimate authority to approve or terminate
IDS health care providers is retained by the plan.
(5) The IDS shall acknowledge and agree that the plan
is required to establish, operate and maintain a health
care services delivery system, quality assurance system,
provider credentialing system, enrollee complaint and
grievance system, and other systems meeting Department
standards and that the plan is directly accountable to the
Department for compliance with the standards and for
provision of quality, cost-effective care to plan enrollees.
Nothing in the plan-IDS contract may limit the plan’s
authority or responsibility to meet standards or to take
prompt corrective action to address a quality of care
problem, resolve an enrollee complaint or grievance, or to
comply with a regulatory requirement of the Department.
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(6) The IDS shall agree to provide the plan and the
Department with access to medical and other records
concerning the provision of services to enrollees by the
IDS through its participating health care providers. The
IDS shall agree to permit and cooperate with onsite
reviews by the Department for purposes of monitoring the
effectiveness of the IDS performance of any plandelegated functions.
(7) The IDS shall agree that any delegation of authority or responsibility, in part or in full, for provider
credentialing and relations, quality assessment, UR and
other plan functions to the IDS shall be subject to
performance monitoring by the plan and Department, and
is subject to independent validation by the plan, the
Department, or an independent quality review organization or CRE approved by the Department.
(8) The IDS shall agree to collect and provide the plan
with utilization, financial and other data for the purposes
of monitoring and comparative performance analysis.
(9) The IDS shall agree to comply with data reporting
requirements, including encounter, utilization and reimbursement methodology required by the Department.
(10) The IDS shall obtain and maintain Department
certification as a CRE if performing UR activities in
Subchapter K (relating to CREs) and sections 2151 and
2152 of the act (40 P. S. §§ 991.2151 and 2152).
(11) The IDS contract shall contain enrollee financial
hold-harmless provisions acceptable to the Department
which prevent the IDS and IDS participating health care
providers from billing plan enrollees for covered services
(other than authorized copayments, coinsurance, or
deductibles) under any circumstances including insolvency of the plan or the IDS.
(12) The IDS contract shall safeguard patient access to
care and avoid significant disruption of service delivery
by adequately providing for continuation of services by
IDS participating health care providers to plan enrollees
if the IDS contractual agreement is in any way jeopardized, suspended, terminated or unexpectedly not renewed. In the event of termination, the plan shall ensure
continuity of care for those affected enrollees, under Act
68 and § 9.684 (relating to continuity of care).
(13) If the plan and IDS agree to include a termination
without cause provision in the contract between the plan
and the IDS, neither party shall be permitted to terminate the contract without cause upon less than 60 days
prior written notice.
(14) Any delegation of medical management shall meet
the requirements of § 9.675 (relating to delegation of
medical management).
§ 9.725. IDS-provider contracts.
In addition to the IDS contract, the health care provider contracts between the IDS and its participating
health care providers shall be submitted by the plan for
review and approval to the Department. For this purpose,
the IDS shall provide the plan with a copy of these
contracts. To secure Department approval of a contract
between the plan and the IDS, an IDS-health care
provider contract shall meet the following standards:
(1) The health care provider shall acknowledge and
agree that nothing contained in the IDS-provider contract
limits the following:
(i) The authority of the plan to ensure the health care
provider’s participation in and compliance with the plan’s
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quality assurance, utilization management, enrollee complaint and grievance systems and procedures or limits.
(ii) The Department’s authority to monitor the effectiveness of the plan’s system and procedures or the extent
to which the plan adequately monitors any function
delegated to the IDS, or to require the plan to take
prompt corrective action regarding quality of care or
consumer grievances and complaints.
(iii) The plan’s authority to sanction or terminate a
health care provider found to be providing inadequate or
poor quality care or failing to comply with plan systems,
standards or procedures as agreed to by the IDS.
(2) An IDS health care provider shall acknowledge and
agree that any delegation by the plan to the IDS for
performance of quality assurance, utilization management, credentialing, provider relations and other medical
management systems shall be subject to the plan’s oversight and monitoring of IDS performance.
(3) An IDS health care provider shall acknowledge and
agree that the plan, upon failure of the IDS to properly
implement and administer the systems, or to take prompt
corrective action after identifying quality, enrollee satisfaction or other problems, may terminate its contract with
the IDS, and that as a result of the termination, the
health care provider’s participation in the plan may also
be terminated.
(4) The IDS provider contract shall contain enrollee
financial hold-harmless provisions acceptable to the Department which prevent the IDS and an IDS participating health care provider from billing plan enrollees for
covered services (other than authorized co-payments, coinsurance, or deductibles) under any circumstances including insolvency of the plan or the IDS.
Subchapter K. CREs
CERTIFICATION
Sec.
9.741.
9.742.
9.743.
9.744.
9.745.
9.746.
9.747.
9.748.

Applicability.
CREs.
Content of an application for certification as a CRE.
CREs participating in internal and external grievance reviews.
Responsible applicant.
Fees for certification and recertification of CREs.
Department review and approval of a certification request.
Maintenance and renewal of CRE certification.

9.751.
9.752.
9.753.

UR system description.
UR system standards.
Time frames for UR.

OPERATIONAL STANDARDS

CERTIFICATION
§ 9.741. Applicability.
(a) Sections 9.742—9.748 of this subchapter set standards for the certification of CREs and the maintenance
of that certification.
(b) Sections 9.749—9.751 set operational standards for
entities performing UR.
§ 9.742. CREs.
(a) To conduct UR activities, including review of health
care services delivered or proposed to be delivered in this
Commonwealth for or on behalf of a plan, an entity shall
be certified as a CRE by the Department.
(b) Certification shall be renewed every 3 years unless
otherwise subjected to additional review, suspended or
revoked by the Department. The Department may subject
a CRE to additional review, suspend or revoke certifica-

tion if it determines that the CRE is failing to comply
with Act 68 and this chapter.
§ 9.743. Content of an application for certification
as a CRE.
(a) A CRE seeking certification shall submit two copies
of the Department’s application to the Department’s
Bureau of Managed Care.
(b) The application shall contain the following:
(1) The name, address and telephone number of the
applicant as it should appear on the Department’s official
list of certified CREs.
(2) Information relating to its organization, structure
and function, including the following:
(i) The location of the principal office handling UR.
(ii) The articles of incorporation and bylaws, or similar
documents regulating the internal affairs of the applicant.
(iii) The name of each owner of more than 5% of the
shares of the corporation, if the applicant is a public
corporation.
(iv) A chart showing the internal organization of the
applicant’s management and administrative staff.
(3) The names and resumes of each officer, director and
senior management.
(4) A listing of each plan in this Commonwealth for
which the applicant currently conducts UR.
(5) A description of the applicant’s:
(i) Ability to respond to each telephone call received as
required by section 2152 of the act (40 P. S. § 991.2152),
including toll-free telephone numbers and the applicant’s
system to provide access during nonbusiness hours.
(ii) Acceptable selection and credentialing procedures
and criteria for physician and psychologist clinical peer
reviewers.
(iii) Ability to arrange for a wide range of health care
providers to conduct reviews. The applicant shall have
access to a pool of clinical peer reviewers sufficient to
reasonably assure that appropriately qualified reviewers
will be available on a timely basis.
(iv) Procedures for protecting the confidentiality of
medical records and certification that the applicant will
comply with the confidentiality provisions in section 2131
of the act (40 P. S. § 991.2131) and other applicable State
and Federal laws and regulations imposing confidentiality
requirements.
(v) Procedures to ensure that a health care provider is
able to verify that an individual requesting information
on behalf of the plan is a representative of the plan.
(vi) Capacity to maintain a written record of UR
decisions adverse to enrollees for at least 3 years, including a detailed justification and all required notifications
to the health care provider and enrollee.
(vii) Evidence of approval, certification or accreditation
received by a Nationally recognized accrediting body in
the area of UR, if it has secured the approval, certification or accreditation.
(viii) The length of time the applicant has been operating in this Commonwealth, if applicable.
(ix) A list of three clients, if any, for which the
applicant has conducted UR including the name, address,
position and telephone number of a contact person for
each client. The Department may contact these references
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for an assessment of the applicant’s past performance and
its ability to meet the time frames for prospective,
concurrent and retrospective UR in section 2152 of the
act (40 P. S. § 991.2152).
(c) The applicant shall certify that decisions resulting
in a denial shall be made by:
(1) A licensed physician.
(2) An approved licensed psychologist in a same or
similar specialty to the health care provider of the service
in question, if the review is of behavioral health care
services within the psychologist’s scope of practice, and
the psychologist’s clinical experience provides sufficient
experience to review that specific behavioral health care
service. A licensed psychologist may not review the denial
of payment for a health care service involving inpatient
care or a prescription drug.
(d) Compensation from a plan to a CRE, employee,
consultant or other person performing UR on its behalf
does not contain incentives, direct or indirect, to approve
or deny payment for the delivery of any health care
service. See section 2152(b) of the act (40 P. S.
§ 991.2152(B)).
(e) The Department may request additional information from the applicant necessary to review the application for compliance with Act 68 and this chapter.
§ 9.744. CREs participating in internal and external grievance reviews.
(a) To be certified to review internal and external
grievances, the applicant shall supply the following additional information to the Department for review, along
with the application:
(1) The name and type of business of each corporation,
affiliate or other organization that the applicant controls;
the nature and extent of the affiliation or control; and a
chart or list clearly identifying the relationship between
the applicant and affiliates.
(2) The name, title, address and telephone number of a
primary and at least one backup designee with whom the
Department may communicate regarding assignment of
external grievances and other issues.
(3) A disclosure of any known potential conflict of
interest which would preclude its review of an external
grievance—for example, ownership of or affiliation with a
competing plan or other health insurance company.
(4) A description of the applicant’s:
(i) Capacity and procedures for notifying the health
care provider of additional facts or documents required to
complete the UR within 48 hours of receipt of the request
for an expedited review.
(ii) Systems and procedures, including staffing and
resources, to meet the time frames for decisions as
specified in section 2152 of the act (40 P. S. § 991.2152).
The applicant shall have access to a pool of clinical peer
reviewers sufficient to reasonably assure that appropriately qualified reviewers will be available on a timely
basis for internal and external grievance reviews. To be
certified, an applicant shall demonstrate it has a contracted and credentialed network of providers, which
shall include, at a minimum, all general specialities
represented by the American Board Of Medical Specialities (ABMS), the subspecialties of oncology and physician
reviewers specializing in transplanation. An applicant
shall also provide a description of its ability to obtain
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within 24 hours the services of a qualified peer reviewer
from any speciality or subspecialty required for an external grievance review.
(iii) Capability and agreement to receive and decide all
external grievances, or just behavioral health grievances
if so desired, and the process for ensuring that clinical
peer reviewers, when making an external appeal determination concerning medical necessity, consider the clinical
standards of the plan, the information provided concerning the enrollee, the attending physician’s recommendation and applicable generally accepted practice guidelines
developed by the Federal government, National or professional medical societies, boards and associations.
(iv) The capacity, procedures and agreement to maintain the information obtained in the review of the grievances, including outcomes, for at least 3 years in a
manner that is confidential and unavailable to any
affiliated entity or person who may be a direct or indirect
competitor to the plan being reviewed.
(v) Fee schedule for the conduct of grievance reviews.
An applicant will not be certified as a CRE unless the
proposed fees for external reviews are determined to be
reasonable by the Department.
(5) A certification that the following conditions apply:
(i) The CRE is willing and able to participate on a
rotational basis in grievance reviews.
(ii) Internal and external grievances and expedited
grievances will be reviewed and processed in accordance
with Act 68 and Subchapter I (relating to complaints and
grievances).
(b) The Department will add the name of each CRE to
its rotational list of CREs certified to conduct external
grievances.
§ 9.745. Responsible applicant.
(a) To be certified by the Department, an applicant for
certification to perform UR shall be a responsible person.
(1) To make this determination, the Department may
review and verify the credentials of any officer, director or
member of the management staff of the applicant.
(2) The Department may consider whether any of the
officers, directors or management personnel have ever:
(i) Been involved in a bankruptcy proceeding as an
officer, director or senior manager of a corporation.
(ii) Been convicted of a state or Federal offense related
to health care.
(iii) Been listed by a state or Federal agency as
debarred, excluded or otherwise ineligible for state or
Federal program participation.
(iv) Been convicted of a criminal offense which would
call in to question the individual’s ability to operate a
CRE.
(v) Had a history of malpractice or civil suits, penalties
or judgments against them.
(b) To be determined a responsible person, an applicant
shall demonstrate to the Department that it has the
ability to perform URs and grievance reviews based on
medical necessity and appropriateness, without bias.
§ 9.746. Fees for certification and recertification of
CREs.
(a) An entity applying for certification shall include a
fee of $1,000 payable to the Commonwealth of Pennsylva-
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nia with its application. Applicants seeking certification
to perform external grievance reviews shall include an
additional $1,000.
(b) The fee for recertification is $500.
§ 9.747. Department review and approval of a certification request.

(c) The Department will have access to the books,
records, staff, facilities and other information, including
UR decisions, it finds necessary to determine whether a
CRE is qualified to maintain its certification in accordance with Act 68 and this chapter.
OPERATIONAL STANDARDS

(a) The Department will review the application for
certification as a CRE. If the Department finds deficiencies, it will notify the applicant, identifying the changes
required to bring the applicant into compliance.

§ 9.751. UR system description.
(a) An entity performing UR shall have a written UR
system description which shall include the following:
(1) The scope of the program.

(b) The Department will have access to the applicant’s
books, records, staff, facilities and any other information
it finds necessary to determine an applicant’s compliance
with Act 68 and this subchapter. In lieu of a site visit and
inspection, the Department may accept accreditation of
the applicant by a Nationally recognized accrediting body
whose standards meet or exceed the standards of Act 68
and this subchapter.
(c) If the applicant is not accredited by a Nationally
recognized accrediting body whose standards are acceptable to the Department, the Department may provide the
applicant with the option to undergo an onsite inspection
by a Nationally recognized accrediting body whose standards meet or exceed the standards of Act 68 and this
subchapter. The cost of the inspection shall be borne by
the applicant.
§ 9.748. Maintenance and renewal of CRE certification.
(a) Maintenance. A CRE shall continue to comply with
the requirements of Act 68 and this subchapter to
maintain its certification. To determine whether a CRE is
complying with Act 68 and this subchapter, and is
qualified to maintain its certification during the 3-year
certification period, the Department may do one or more
of the following:
(1) Perform periodic onsite inspections.
(2) Require proof of the CRE’s continuing accreditation
by a Nationally recognized accrediting body whose standards meet or exceed the standards of Act 68 and this
subchapter.
(3) Require an onsite inspection as set forth in § 9.747
(relating to Department review and approval of a certification request).
(b) Renewal.

(2) The process used in making decisions.
(3) The resources used in making decisions.
(4) The requirements of this section and of §§ 9.752
and 9.753 (relating to UR system standards; and time
frames for UR).
(b) The entity shall evaluate its UR system annually.
The evaluation shall include a report to the board of
directors or the quality assurance or quality improvement
committee, and shall address the following:
(1) The appropriateness of clinical criteria.
(2) The consistency of decisionmaking through the conduct of reliability studies of staff application of utilization
criteria.
(3) Staff resources and training.
(4) The timeliness of decisions.
(c) The UR system shall include a policy and procedure
to enable a health care provider to verify that an
individual requesting information for UR purposes is a
legitimate representative of the entity.
(d) The entity shall ensure that it has sufficient staff,
resources and program oversight to ensure adherence to
this subchapter, and to section 2152 of the act (40 P. S.
§ 991.2152).
(e) The entity shall make this description available to
the Department for review every 3 years or upon request
for the conduct of any investigation necessary to determine compliance of the entity with Act 68 and applicable
sections of this chapter.
§ 9.752. UR system standards.
(a) An entity performing UR shall include a physician
in any UR program.

(1) A CRE shall submit an application for renewal of
certification to the Department along with the appropriate renewal fee at least 60 days prior to the expiration of
the 3-year certification period.

(b) An entity performing UR shall develop clinical
criteria to be used in making review decisions as follows:

(2) The renewal application shall include the following:

(2) The clinical criteria shall be reviewed regularly by
the entity performing UR and shall be modified to reflect
current medical standards.

(i) Evidence of the CRE’s continued accreditation by a
Nationally recognized accrediting body whose standards
meet or exceed the standards of Act 68 and this
subchapter.
(ii) A certification that the CRE has complied with and
will continue to comply with Act 68 and this subchapter.
(iii) An updating of the CRE’s originally filed list of
conflicts of interest and CRE contracts with plans.
(iv) A reaffirmation of certifications included in the
CRE’s original application.
(3) The Department may perform an onsite inspection
at the CRE before approving renewal of certification, or
may require an onsite inspection set forth in § 9.747.

(1) The clinical criteria shall be developed with input
from health care providers in active clinical practice.

(3) The entity shall make its UR criteria available
upon the written request of any health care provider.
(c) A UR decision denying or approving payment of a
service shall be based on the medical necessity and
appropriateness of the requested service, the enrollee’s
individual circumstances, and the applicable contract
language concerning benefits and exclusions. UR criteria
may not be the sole basis for the decision.
(d) A UR decision denying payment based on medical
necessity and appropriateness shall be made by a licensed
physician. An approved licensed psychologist may perform
UR for a behavioral health care service within the
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psychologist’s scope of practice if the psychologist’s clinical experience provides sufficient expertise to review that
specific behavioral health care service, and the following
standards are satisfied:
(1) An approved licensed psychologist may not review
the denial of payment for a health care service involving
inpatient care or a prescription drug.
(2) The use of a licensed psychologist to perform UR
must be approved by the Department as part of the
certification process for CREs.
(e) An entity performing UR shall notify the health
care provider within 48 hours of the request for service of
additional facts, documents or information required to
complete the UR.
(f) If a UR decision includes a denial, it shall include
the contractual basis and clinical reasons for the denial.
If a UR decision is a denial, or approves anything less
than what was requested, it shall include language
informing the enrollee of how to appeal the decision,
including location to which the appeal must be sent and
time frames.
(g) Copies of written decisions of internal grievance
reviews conducted by CREs shall be sent to the plan at
the same time the letter is sent to the enrollee, the
enrollee’s representative, and to the health care provider
if the provider filed the grievance with the consent of the
enrollee.
§ 9.753. Time frames for UR.
(a) A concurrent UR decision shall be communicated to
the plan, the enrollee and the health care provider within
1-business day of the receipt of all supporting information
reasonably necessary to complete the review. The plan
shall give the enrollee and the health care provider
written or electronic confirmation of the decision within
1-business day of communicating the decision.
(b) A prospective UR decision shall be communicated to
the plan, enrollee and health care provider within
2-business days of the receipt of all supporting information reasonably necessary to complete the review. The
plan shall give the enrollee and the health care provider
written or electronic confirmation of the decision within
2-business days of communicating the decision.
(c) A retrospective UR decision shall be communicated
to the plan, the enrollee and the health care provider
within 30 days of the receipt of all supporting information
reasonably necessary to complete the review. The plan
shall give the enrollee and the health care provider
written or electronic confirmation of its decision within
15-business days of communicating the decision.
(d) A grievance review decision shall comply with the
requirements and time frames set out in §§ 9.705 and
9.707 (relating to internal grievance process; and external
grievance process).
Subchapter L. CREDENTIALING
Sec.
9.761.
9.762.
9.763.

Provider credentialing.
Credentialing standards.
Nonphysician providers at facilty, agency or organizations.

§ 9.761. Provider credentialing.
(a) A plan shall establish, maintain and adhere to a
health care provider credentialing system to evaluate and
enroll qualified health care providers for the purpose of
creating an adequate health care provider network. The
credentialing system shall include policies and procedures
for the following:
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(1) Initial credentialing.
(2) Recredentialing at least every 3 years.
(3) Including in the initial credentialing and
recredentialing process, a plan assessment of the participating health care providers’ ability to provide urgent
care and routine care, and their ability to enroll additional patients in the practice in accordance with standards adopted by the plan.
(4) Inclusion of enrollee satisfaction and quality assurance data in the recredentialing review.
(5) Restrictions or limitations.
(6) Termination of a health care provider’s participation.
(7) In cases of denial or nonrenewals, notification to
health care providers that includes a clear rationale for
the decision.
(8) Evaluating credentials of health care providers who
may be directly accessed for obstetrical and gynecological
care.
(9) Evaluating credentials for specialists who are being
requested to serve as primary care providers, including
standing referral situations, to ensure that access to
primary health care services remain available throughout
the arrangement.
(10) Enrollee access to only those participating providers who have been properly credentialed.
(b) The plan shall submit its credentialing plan to the
Department for approval. Changes to the credentialing
plan shall also be submitted to the Department for
approval before implementation.
(c) A plan may meet the requirements of this section by
establishing a credentialing system that meets or exceeds
standards of a Nationally recognized accrediting body
acceptable to the Department. The Department will publish a list of these bodies annually in the Pennsylvania
Bulletin.
(d) A plan may not require full credentialing of nonparticipating health care providers providing health care
services to new enrollees under the continuity of care
provision. A plan may require verification of basic credentials such as licensure, malpractice insurance, hospital
privileges and malpractice history as basic terms and
conditions.
(e) Upon written request, a plan shall disclose relevant
credentialing criteria and procedures to health care providers that apply to become participating providers or
who are already participating.
(f) A plan shall submit a report to the Department
regarding its credentialing process every 2 years. The
report shall include the following:
(1) The number of applications made to the plan.
(2) The number of applications approved by the plan.
(3) The number of applications rejected by the plan.
(4) The number of providers terminated for reasons of
quality.
(g) A plan shall comply with all requirements of section
2121 of the act (40 P. S. § 991.2121).
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§ 9.762. Credentialing standards.
(a) At a minimum, for PCPS and specialists, a plan
shall verify the following credentialing elements:
(1) Current licensure.
(2) Education and training.
(3) Board certification status.
(4) Drug enforcement administration certification status.
(5) Current and adequate malpractice coverage.
(6) Malpractice claims history.
(7) Work history.
(8) Hospital privileges if the provider provides services
at hospitals.

(b) A plan shall verify, at a minimum, for non-PCPS
and nonspecialists, current licensure and malpractice
coverage, to the extent licensure and coverage is required
by State or Federal law.
§ 9.763. Nonphysician providers at facility, agency
or organizations.
A plan is not required to credential a nonphysician
provider who practices as an employee or independent
contractor of a plan-contracted facility, agency or organization if the plan verifies that the facility, agency or
organization conducts credentialing that meets the standards of § 9.762 (relating to credentialing standards).
[Pa.B. Doc. No. 01-1032. Filed for public inspection June 8, 2001, 9:00 a.m.]

(9) Any other information the Department may require.
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